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• PRESS CLIPS Ed Meese. 'Iums out that on the night hefore Meese
appeared, a producer gave him the transcripts of John
Martin's lead-in report, enabling Meese to prepare and
rehearse his apparently off-the-cuff responses .

How did Brinkley bring this lJIiatake (which was, inci-
dentally, a violation of ABC guidelines) to his regular
viewers' attention last Sunday? He didn't. According to
ABC Director of News Information Carol Olwert,
"There was a staff feeling that it was a New York story
that came out, not one that had had significant national
pickup. So discuasing it would have involved opening up
with a lot of background, and it didn't seem worth it,
especially when we'd already commented fully to the
Times."

Didn't this mean that Brinkley was consciously leav-
ing viewers who don't read the weekday Times with the
misimpression Meese was able to make hecause of his
prior knowledge? "That's subjective," she said.

Right. Mayhe they would have felt differently if the
Times headline hadn't mysteriously read "NBC Broke
Rules in Meese Interview."

GEOFFREY STOKES

KRAFT EBBING: Joseph Kraft, whose presence in
the region is an unfortunate side effect of Newsday's
increased NYC distribution, seems to have finally gone
round the bend. On Monday, he got into trouble right
away, when he led with "Pete Rose, John McEnroe, Joe
Montana, and Larry Bird surpass Bahe Ruth, Big Bill
Tilden, Jack Dempsey and Bobby Jonee in technique,
speed, power, crowd appeal and cash 11ow." Since these
parallels make no sense (doee Kraft really think Pete
Rose bas more power than Bahe Ruth? that Montana
could have knocked out Jack Dempsey? that basketball

.is like golf!), they provide a shaky foundation for
Kraft's next point, which is that the 'SOs and the '20s
share "a waning of common purpose. n

The '208, we learn, weie a fall from "just hefore the
turn of the century, [when] the sense of national destiny
quickened. The war with Spain Wal one sign, ... " This
seems to mean that a splendid little war (with Nicara-
gua, say) would he good for us. I say "seems" partly
because I can't helieve that even Kraft could make such
an argument, partly because he then warns that after
World War I, "with victory came disillusion." As evi-
dence, he gives us three quickies: "Financial speculation
Wal one highly approved form of self-assertion. Gang-
sters enjoyed a vogue as stars wbo gave thrilla. The great
figures of sport combined personal achievement with a

SORE LOSERS: The white fiag W88 a hegrudging
one, to he sure-the bottom editorial, below a thumb-
sucker on baseball and coke-but there it Wal on Friday:
"Though Westway remains vastly preferable in our esti-
mation, it would now he reckless to persist if the chances
of getting it built are less than overwhelming." Thus did
reality finally break upon the Times, which had boosted
the ill-begotten project not only editorially, but private-
ly. (Times board memher-and Sulzherger sibling-
Marian Heiskell is a director of the major pro- Westway
lobbying group.)

After that concession, however, the editorial turned
mean-spirited, especially in implying that the court de-
cision which is finally going to make Ed Koch live up to
his 1977 campaign promise resulted primarily from
"Judge Griesa's mistrust of the [Army Engineering]
corps." As readers of Sydney Scbanherg's much-missed
column were aware (though not, perhape, readers of the
paper's running coverage), Griesa's "mistrust" was
founded on a multi-year history of perjury and malfea-
sance from the project's officiala, 88 well as, at absolute
beat, atunning incompetence from the corps itself.

Having alandered Griesa en passant, the Times then
abandoned the Thunderer's voice for a petulant whine'
"It seems incredible that a choice of this magnitud~
would have come to depend on whether the fish that are
netted in Westway's path translate into a 'minor' or
'significant' number, ... " Well, no. As the Appea\a
Court made clear, and as the Times's editorialists
should surely have figured out for themselves during the
past 10 years, Griesa's decision is entirely in accordance
with the wording and intentions of the National Envi-
ronmental Policies Act-which the Times, incidentally
suppon..i '

ABCNOM~ CU~ I've alrea~y said that ABC's
"This Week WIth David Brink1ey" 18 consistently the
most intelligent of the Sunday talk programs and surely
the only one worth watching on a regular balis. So I Was
disappointed to read, in a nice Times piece by Sally
Bedell Smith, that .the show had gone into the tank for

certain insouciance." Leaving asi~e Kraft'. curious
lief that the Rockefellers were only showing off, .
aecond of the se sentences is, shall we say, an insouci,
connective between the first and third.

But on to the '806. Joe's got things on his mind he
Seems that after the "deeper and more enduring nati,
al cohesion" of World War II, "Me-ism, the emanci:
tion of self, marked the later '60s and '70s. Politi
controversy became invidious-for the rights of min
ities or feminists, or gays-and thus took on a qual
poisonous to national fellowship .... The great symt
of that were the hippie communes and the drug (
ture." Ah yes, those hippie communes of the '70s. KJ
keeps time worse than.Guy Lombardo. And for what
worth, my.dictionary offers "envious" and "repugna
as synonyms for invidious. There's no doubt Kraft fE
that way about gays and women, but are these really
word, he'd choose to describe the eivil rig:
movement? .

Comes now a moment of Kraftian uncertainty. 'I1
thirds of the way through, he realizea: "Vietnam ~
vides one break in the analogy." Damned if he'll IE
mere oversight slow him down. Despite the pe
marcbea, "many Americana who fought in the war I
vailed over harsh circumstance by individual toughr»
Out of that experience was born the cult of the I>
that bas, in turn, yielded the craze for sporta."

And this, "in tum" (I like that usage), means (a) t
if Jane Fonda hadn't gone to Hanoi, she'd he a ala
today and (b) the thing that makes the 'SOs like the
com"; from the thing that doean't make the '8OEllike

. '208. Small wonder Kraft throws up his figurative
in figurative despair (actually, alas, he kept on typo
"No one can be clear as to how the current chapter
end" 'Irue enough, Joe, especially not those who
hoP;,lessly muddled about how, or even when, it he
Tbe editor wants to see you in his office, Kr
bring your plsybcok.

CUp.a,OPS: The Guardian is a n~ and
ful newspBper-close, indeed, to requited reading
Claire Sterling', fantasies did not go "unchalleng
the Western media" until Agee began to unravel.
ehael Dobbs (WiJshington Post) and Don Schanche
Times) destroyed her story only a. couple of w~eks
it was puhlished .... Next to Details, the News s S
~'City Lights" trend'n'sP':nd sectio~ is beat-in.-c
Very down~wn. And Susm ShaPirO s not bad m
Magazine, eIther.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

January 6, 1985
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our
Washington headquarters. here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Once more a big room in some European palace. a long. shiny table. a
line of water glasses and bottles along the middle. legal pads and pencils. a lot of unknown
people standing in the background and. seated at the table. anTIS negotiators from the United
States and the Soviet Union. They will discuss the rampant insanity of piling nuclear weapon
on nuclear weapon. thousands of them. how to stop it. how to reduce the danger of war. to
stop wasting so much money neither country can afford. The discussion begins tomorrow.
What might come of it? We'll ask today's guests: Lawrence Eagleburger. until recently
undersecretary of state for political affairs: McGeorge Bundy. former national security
assistant to the President. now a professor of history: William G. Hyland. former deputy
national security assistant to the President. now editor of Foreign Affairs magazine; Richard
Pipes. formerly director of soviet affairs on the President's National Security Council: some
background from our man John Martin: and our discussion here with George Will. Sam
Donaldson and Jody Powell. All here on our Sunday program.
First. a little news. The Geneva meeting of Secretary Shultz and Foreign Minister

Gromyko, a meeting to see if now is the time to begin meetings on anns reduction and. if so.
reduction of what anns and by whom. It is all so complicated that even if it works it'll take
months or years. And there are other difficulties. Here is ABC's John McWethy in Geneva.

JOHN McWETHY [voice-over}: George Shultz and his unusual armscontrol delegation
arrived in Geneva on a bitterly cold morning. He said he was here on a mission of peace.

GEORGE SHULTZ, Secretary of State: The President has made very clear that
the United States will work hard to achieve agreements that will contribute to the
security. not only of the United States and the Soviet Union. but of the rest of the
world as well.

McWETHY Ivoice-over I: With Shultz is a top-heavy delegation that represents all of the
warring factions within the Reagan administration. factions that have sharply disagreed
about what the U.S. approach ought to be here in Geneva. The President even took the
unusual step of sending his national security advisor. Robert McFarlane. shown here left
of Shultz.
Sec. SHULTZ: Our delegation is strong and gives us access to a vast range of
experience and expertise. The senior officials and experts with me will provide inval-
uable advice during the course of the meetings.

McWETHY: In addition to providing advice they will also be reponing back to their
constitutencies in Washington and. after the meeting has been completed on Tuesday. the
in-fighting within the Reagan administration will probably resume again. David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: John. with all that crowd traveling there with Shultz. who is actually going
to sit at the table?
McWETHY: Not very many people are going to be in that room with George Shultz. In
addition to the Secretary there will be Paul Nitze. a senior anus control adviser and former
negotiator. There will be the U.S. Ambassador to Moscow. Arthur Hartman. and one other
senior official. Robert McFarlane. who is the President's national security adviser, also, a
translator and a note-taker.
Mr. BRINKLEY: And the others'll be outside waiting for the news. Now. tell me this. The
Russians no doubt came to Geneva with a monolithic delegation settled on their position to
deal with Americans who have. among themselves. some disagreements. Does that help or
hurt?
McWETHY: Well. does that help or hurt who. David? The question is--
Mr. BRINKLEY: The chance for some kind of agreement.
McWETHY: The chance for some kind of agreement out of this meeting is very slim. (fthey
can agree simply to meet again. if they can agree on a format. that will be a major
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achievement. 'There will be 00 real anTIS control agreement our of this one meeting.
Mr. BRINKLEY: So they will only decide now if they should meet and talk further. right'
McWETHY: That is true.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Oka John thank '. . .also is i Ge Y·. • . you .very muc:h. Pierre Salinger of ABC News In Pans
Geneva mPierrenevat,uand he

h
IS paymg special attention to the Russian delegation flying into

. , e us w at you have learned. wilJ you?
PIERRE SAUNGER' WeU Da idc si I' . , . .tative Sovi t The' v. ,SUlce ve been m Geneva I ve been talking to authori-
reaU m"';~n~' y agree Wtth what John McWethy just said, that these meetings are
are ~u'red f try to decide how to negotiate. They also say that they are meetings which
bi est fro l? restore trust between ~. Un~ted States and the Soviet Union. For them the
w~Fch has I:!unent tn any real negooatlon rs the new Star Wars or space defense project
make the neg::t.~posed by the Uruted Slates. They see this as a ploy by the United States to
ecce t . , ons more difficult. and they refuse to accept it. Why do they refuse toreqU~\'~~ f':r., them vulnerability of the United States and the Soviet Vnion is
1972 at the tim~ o~ ~~~upetpOwers to talk together. And they point back to 1969.
And the said that en . lXon.adrnimstrat~on proposed a ban on antiballistic missiles.
were abC. to do .was the pillar m U.S.-SoVIet relations. because around that pillar they
administration sasenous negoeanon and arrive at the accords in SALT I. So when the Rea~an
weapons one tnisk they :f;gOl~g to propose a two-track negotiation, one track on offensive
offensiv~ w n~ on. .enslve weapons. the Soviets say to me the U.S. will make the
ready. eapo negotiations last long enough so that they can get their defensive wespons

Mr, BRINKLEY' And do the· .
missile defense? . y see us as having made a l8O-degree turn on the question of

SAUNGER' WeU the her '.
invulnerabilitY for the U~ted I~ve that ~Itry this Star Wars project we're trying to cr:eatean
believe that vulnerabT . tat~. This IS a strict concern to them because, as I said. they
they're sayin is in I tty IS required for a.n~serious negotiation to take place. And what
be put in the ~ b~neva or In any negonanon when we start talking. everything has got to
to real negotiations ~ ~'fiand~n what Y?U ha;ve to take out of that basket are impediments
Star Wars project.' n or m the majOr thing to take our of that basket is the idea of a

Mr, BRINKLEY' Pierre th . .
Jordan confinned'w '. ank .you. Thanks very much. Other news. a military officlal.m
Union. Earlier this ~monung his country has hought an air defense network from the SovIet
nussile because I(jy the Uruted States cancelled, refused to sell, to Jordan an anb-alfctali
would buy we .;t"Hussem was saying things the U.S. didn't like, and he said then he
back with all :' rest f ~o?e who wou.ld sell them. including the Soviet Union. We'll be
[

0 t y s program In a moment
commercial break} .

Mr. BRINKLEY: For. .
Union to reduce their ~ears we have negotiated or talked of negotiating with the Sovlel
not kept but someho thour levels of arms. A few agreements have been made and kepi or
after ye~, each COunw cI~n~mb:rs of nuclear and other weapons has only increased y~
~neva. tomorrow ~ mmg It was only responding to a buildup by the other. Now, In
orne. Some back~und fi:re J~mpt to. s~ some kind of reduction of some kind. some

JOHN MARTIN' m n Martin In Geneva. John?
in Geneva, David: ~e~ the ~o sides fa~ each .other tomorrow acro~s the~ ta~les he~
of what it Wants and ·n·the bIggest quc:soons win be whether the Soviet Uruon IS certain
negotiations and cap ~I I~g to deal ~or It and whether the United States is serious about
this is one time and a eo Icompromise. We probably won't know the answers soon, but

{Voice-over} Gene~:i;~~ wt;:n both sides be~in to find out.
REPORTER [Nove r ere e~ stopped talking 13 months ago.

MARTIN [ . mbe . /983[. VltlDski.[?) can you tell us. did you walk out'
VOIce-over}' Sov' t del .

de~loying almost 600 ·new Ie ~gates ~a.tked out. protesting NATO decisions to be~1fi
Uruon. Those mi "I Amencan missiles able to hit targets in the western Soviet

" SSI es were chosen bee th So . th . nnew nussdes, about 400' aI' ause e viets had begun to deploy elr ow
ID I With three Warheads each. believed able to hit Western

Europe from 3.000 miles away.
Dr. CURT GASTEYGER, Institute lor Slndeglc Studies: There is anxiety that
Europe has become the biggest arsenal of weaponry in the world and that sooner or later
this may increase the danger of a war and then most likely a nuclear one.
MARTIN [voice-over]: The two supetpOwers signed agreements in 1972 limiting offen-
sive we~, the SALT I treaty, and defensive systems, the ABM treaty. But the new
missiles w n't covered and once again the race for anns alanned Europeans and
Americans.

Pres. RONALD REAGAN [January /6. /984[: Nuclear arsenals are far too high.
and our working relationship with the Soviet Union is not what it must be. These are
conditions which must be addressed and improved.

MARTIN [voice-over]; After a year of slow diplomacy and Mr. Reagan's landslide
re-election, the two nations have agreed to talk about resuming negotiations, even thoogh
the Soviet Union had threatened not to return unless NAro removed the American
missiles.

ROBERT McFARLANE, National Security Advisor [November 12. /984[:The
United States and the Soviet Union have agreed to enter into new negotiations with the
objective of reaching mutually acceptable agreements.

MARTIN [voice-over]: But as they gather to talk, consider these uncertainties. The
Soviet Union has lost its top leader twice in 26 months, lost its minister of defense three
weeks ago, and may be losing a race to develop military technologies in space. America
is poised to conduct a second test of a system to destroy satellites and has hegun to study
ways to destroy missiles, a concept of defense so visionary its supporters believe it offers
vast hope. bur so complex and costly that its critics believe it cannot work. or, if it did.
would stimulate new Soviet weapons. The United Slates' approach to arms control has
been troubled by policy arguments that have virtually paralyzed the Reagan administra-
tion's ability to make choices. Author Strobe Talbott describes a vicious bureaucratic war
waged in Washington between State and Defense, between assistant secretaries Richard

. Burt of Slate. fighting for flexible proposals the Soviet Vnion might regard as realistic,
and Richard Perle of Defense, fighting for limitations and conditions so hostile to the
Soviet positions that they threaten the likelihood of any treaty.
STROBE TALBOTT, 8uthor, "De8cl1y GambIts": The State Department tended
towards the view that arms control was still something that the United States should he
involved in as part of its overall national security policy; the Pentagon - and here Imean
particularly civilian leadership of the Pentagon - tended towanls the more skeptical view
that arms control was inherently a dubious enterprise for the United States. And that
conflict between the State Departtnent and the Pentagon was never funy resolved in the
first tenTI, and Iwould suggest that it hasn't been resolved yet, although SecretaI)' of State
Shultz does seem, on the hasis of some evidence, to be gaining the upper band.
MARTIN [voice-over]: Mr. Shultz recently got the President to appoint veteran nego-
tiator Paul Nitze as the secretary's chief adviser in dealing with Soviet arntS control
proposals, but critics wonder if Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger has a veto on
anns control issues. This past week the United States said it wants ro si'lit negotiations
into separate tracks for offensive and defensive weapons. 1be administtation said it will
not offer to hold off testing its anti-satellite weapon and will not forego research on a Star
Wars space technology. But the Soviets repeated calls this past week for the Vnited States
to renounce the militarization of space or face years of negotiations without agreement.
With some pessimism and uncertainty on both sides, a scholar on international security
says no one should expect a quick solution.
Prof. RICHARD PIPEs, former NSC SovIet expert: Either they'U come out
smiling. saying. weD. we've agreed on the principle and now we'n get down and start
working on the details. or they'D come out growling at each other, saying, well, we can't
agree, and that is it.
MARTIN: Even if that happened, the two countries will have renewed something vital
here in Geneva this week: high-level political communication on the most important topic
of our time. It may take the superpowers years to agree, but it may begin here, and that is
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w!Ial die "'1lrld is wailing 10 hear. David?
Mr: BRlNI(LEy: John. you. Coming fleX t. William G. Hyland. fonnerly deputy

10 !be PlCSidt:i. OIl IlOIbOllaI JeCUrily and now edito< of Foreign Affairs magazine;
and M~ ~. formerty specW assistanI to !he Presidenl for national security and
now a pro(essor of hislDry. In a 1DllIllOnI.
(~br~{

Mr. BRlHK.LEY: Mr. Hyland, Mr. Bundy, IIl3Jlk yw very much for coming in. We're
happy 10 have you wid> US ~. Hen: wiIb us are George Will of ABC News, and Sam
Oooald:fon. ABC Wbiu: Hause ClOIiespoudei •• Now, a question forbothofynu-Mr.
Hyland lina. 1be Plesiderc -... 10 be inIenl on his SO'aI.egic defense initiative,oommonJy
~ Star Wars. The Russians seem to be dead sec agaillSl it And do you think !hetalks
IDlghl colJapoe on thai ' ?
WI~ G. HYlAHD, totn- Deputy NIdIonaI SecurIty AssIstant: I daub< .ilvery
seriously. I lhink both sides ...., ClOIlIJIlitted 10 an initial success at Geneva. 10 contmumg !he
!"Ib, pertlops for a year or Iooger. Tbete are various pressures 00 both sides. It's veryearly
m !be game. This is • new negotiaIioo, as both sides..-s. So I think that the outlookWIll be
for some initial progress, perhaps procedural, on how to arrange talks, And then !he real
pooilions will unfold over die next 18 1JlOOIhs.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr, Bundy?
Mc:GEORGE BUNDY, fomw' HIIlloneI Securtty As8Istant: I hope Mr. Hyland is
righl. and Ilhink be is. I dlinIc there will be IaIIcs while the Presiden. remains detennined 10
proceed with Star W... : there willllOl be any agn:emen. while thai detenrunabOfl persiss.

GEORGE WIll.: Mr. Hyland, a nwnber of people. including the ~entleman sitting10~~~
left, have lllgUed pretty much this thai the stralegic defense IflInallve, a) as a matte ,
rccllnofoKy won', wort< and. b) will in fact consume an enormous proportioo of Amen~~
scarce dO'(ense~ and therefore will weaken the UnitOOStates. Why then IS the So
Union clearly ardent 10 defeat it? . . .' hibe
Mr. HYlAND: The Soviet Uoion has 10 assume a worst-<:ase analySIs that In fact 111mb 'on
built and that it might wo<k or at least it might be reasonably effective, and the SoViet~re.
would find itself facing an "!'penetnible. or virtually un~le Amen""'!d':~~ffensive
fore. dley have 10 ligh' agalfl5l i. or compete and build their own and bul . I leadin
countenneasu= and SO forth. So, from !heir standpoint, given whall beheve IS ()lJI ·ththis
rcchoology, this is a threat and they cannol assume anything less. They have to cope WI

in some way. and dleir "",ferenee is 10 take il on politically at !he Geneva taJIcs. Id
'de t has ov_Mr. WIll.: Mr. Bundy, lei's accept for !he sake of :ugunnen. that !he Presl ::e..m,le shield

die strategic defense initiative and that you're 001 SOmg tohave an '7pe rtain'Ybul!he
protecting Amei:¥;a's cities. But isn'l deterrenee 001 !he achiev!'""'nt 0 ce and is il 00<
multiplication of uncertainties in die minds of a poIenuai firSl·stnke ~r;.,rs and some
possible !he _sic defense initiative, by protecting command and con cen
retaliatory capacity, could make deterrence more stable? and that the
Mr. BUNDY: Well, I dlinIc you're right that that's !he current argume;:"ldnul of !he
adminiSll1llion has really backed away from the President's Imnal apparen talking abnUl
promise that we could really have safety for people. I think they ~ :; Stat Warswill
defending some of our missiles and some of our ~ posts,. Ifr" t I ceplS. The very
do thaI,. and certainly 001 at die standard that 'the adJmmstranon lISe 00,:;;'~ deploy the Star
,"terestlOg new paper which has coone out this week says that you st;;;:., amount of safety II
Wars system unless it is both survivable and cost-effeen~e In te~ 0 f those rests.
adds to your deterrent strength. And I think i. will conanue to fad both 0 !hi th I a) is

. !he phYSics of sa,Mr. WIll.: Bu. aren't you asserting a degree of certam'Y aboul 'al aggressor coold 00<
really beyond your field of expertise and, b) somethmg that a polen"
assume? . research at a
Mr. BUNDY: I think the im~rtanl thing is.to accept the~ ~c,::n~~ thejudgmenl
level more modest than that whIch the adJmmslnlllOO has P'V}"'ll ntinue 10 fail on those
prec.sely on these technical grounds. And I thInk the system Wi co
technical grounds.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, I want to ask George's question the other way around, beginning
with Mr. Hyland. Let us assume that the technology works; in fact. it works better than
anyone at the moment thinks and that we are able to perfect some sort of system that, if not
100% effective, is very close to it. And let us assume that the Soviet Union does the same
thing. Look forward and tell me what kind of world we live in if both sides have a defensive
system that will prevent the unacceptable damage on either's homeland that the other might
be able to wrought [sic] right now. Would that not make war by conventional means more
possible in the theaters such as Europe?
Mr. HYLAND: Well, it could. One of the worries about a perfect defense against nuclear
weapons or long-range nuclear weapons is that there would be no fear of waging a war with
non-nuclear weapons in Europe or in the Far East. But I think the world would look so
different by the time both superpowe", which would be certainly a decade if not 15,20 years
from now. arrive at this nearly perfect defense against nuclear weapons; the world would
have changed enonnously because the two powers presumably would be acting in some
agreement or would be hitting the finish line on defense virtually at the same time. So the
chance of the same kind of worries we have, cold war, conventional war in Europe. would
probably have changed significantly.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, Mr. Bundy. when: does that leave us if, on the one hand, the
technology might not work. so that, as George said. there's just a multiplication of unce~-
tainties and. on the other hand, if it does work the world would have changed so that It
doesn't matter?
Mr. BUNDY: I think the underlying point ben: is unfortunately that the technology goesn't
give anything like the kind of promise that your hypothetical question assumes. Nuclear
weapons are simply so different, so eoormously destructive. that just a few of them are vastly
too many, and everybody now agrees that you can't get that kind of full-scale, itnpermeable
defense. So all you're doing is frightening the Russians into multiple efforts of their own,
which we will then counter. and in that way escalating an enormously expensive and
essentially fruitless armS race.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now. let's look at the taJIcs beginning tomorrow in Geneva and !he taIks to
follow them, as we trust there will be talks following, TIle Soviet Union ~ not entirely but
primarily based its defense on land·based missiles. Ours, on !he other hand, IS what we calla
triad - land-based missiles, bombers and missile-launching submarines. When you come to
a table and begin trying to reduce one weapon as compared to .another, ~talmost ~?U[
apples and oranges, fiendishly complex, plus the fact that there IS some difference of oplmon
in the U.S. government on the wisdom of doing ahnos[ any of dris, In view of all that. can
you remain optimistic? Mr. Hyland?
Mr. HYLAND: I think you can remain optimistic for the following reasons. Despite the
technical complications which you just mentioned, both sides have an incentive, [ think, to
move away from the past five years which has been a semi-confrontation, a great deal of
hostility, a lot of worry in the Western alliance and certainly in !he UnitOOStates during the
election campaign about wbere all this would lead. So Ithink that !he technical problems are
not too difficult [0 resolve once the major sttategic political decision is made - and it may
not have been made on either side yet - once that decision is made to go ahead toward an
agreement dIat would replace the existing agreements.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Bundy?
Mr. BUNDY: It's enormously difficult to reach hasic Slt1ltegic~mitation agreements, dif-
ficult because of obstacles in !he thinking and behavior of both sides. Ido have to say that I
think as long as we persist in this false hope of an effective Star Wars program, there is no
prospect of new straregic agreements.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Bundy and Mr. Hyland, thank you very much. Thank you for giving
us your views. Coming nex[, Richard Pipes, fonner director of East European and Soviet
affai" on the President's National Security Council, now a professor of Russian hiSlory; and,
coming along shortly, Lawrence Eagleburger, formerly undersecretary of slate for po~tical
affairs. In a momen[.
{commercial break}
Mr, BRINKLEY: Dr. Pipes, thank you very much for coming in to talk with us today. Now,
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firs!, I would like to ask you to put 011 your historian's hat. We are about to talk, or hope
we re 3;bout to talk, about cutting back on this weapon and that weapon, theirs and ours.
Would It not be more valuable, though perhaps more difficult, if we made some deal with the
Soviet VOIon broader ~ that. something dealing with their behavior in various parts of the
world and, as they see It. our bad behavior in various pans of the world? Aren't we doing B
before we do A?
RICHARD PIPEs, former NSC Soviet AfIlIlrs Director: Yes, I agree, but the troUbleis
that dunng the first two years of the Reagan administration various attempts have been made
by the admimstrabon to broaden our negotiations, to include such areas as Afghanistan and
Central Amenca. They bave persistendy refused to engage in these discussions and confine
them only to arms control.
Mr'.WILL: Mr. Pi~, incorrigible skeptics about the arms control process argue that its one
justification ISthat It s an ""ium for the masses, to be blunt. that the public will only support
adequate defense spending m democracies as long as they believe efforts are being made for
anns control. Can you, baving been in the government and out, truthfully say that after 16
=.,~f the anns control process that process, bas served 10 make the United States more

Dr. PIPES: I cannot. I can even broaden this to say that it bas made neither side more
secure. I calculate that in the 12-or-so years that bave elapsed since the first agreements-
h;.tenm.agree1edment and ABM - we bave doubled the number of wartteads and the Russians

ve tnp the number of strategic warheads. I am very skeptical of the effects of this; I'm
not agamst anns control. but I think the role which is assigned to arms control is vastly
exaggerated. .
Mr WILL' It's been id that i . .th • the • . 5a;l. It s up to the Umted States to do something in Geneva to prove

at I UhomtedStates IS senous. What can the United States do 10 prove its good faith to
poop e w doubt it1 .

that
Dr.,PIPES:. WeD, make unilatend concessions. I suppose. That's what they mean. Because
s what It bas meatIl in the past.

: ~: Mr. Pipes, you left the administtation in 1981 because of the publi-
on 0 your VIeWthen that eIther the Soviets would change peacefully their Communist

;stem or war would be inevitable. I.s that still your view?
thai ~PES: WeD. first let me oom:ct you and say I dido 'tleave the administration because of
left ibe~ the statement, or I was quoted to have roade the statement in March of '81, and I
as ex Igo emment m December '82. I left because I wanted 10 return to Harvard. My view,
deep pin=n m~ "::t recent book, Survival/s Not Enough. is that the Soviet Union faces a
honest! thecn~ that u bas two wa~s of dealing with this. It can face the crisis
the coJli as Commumst leadership bas done, or it can seek to. as it were, brush
view. et under the rug by engaging in foreign adventures. And basically, yes, that is my

Mr. DONALDSON· WeD whi h .. . 'D
they chan the

" • , c way IS It going to go? Are we going to have a war. or WI
ge If system?

Dr, PIPES' Well that's ood . . fpolicies the'R ' ".g. quesnon. I think a lot depends on us. If we pursue the sort o
greater for a ~":" administralton bas pursued in the first four years, Ithink the cba/ICCSare
technology and cr:::ard. And that, in my view. caDs for a refusal to give the Soviet Union
force in Af . ts on. the one band, and building up our forces and supporting a guerrilla
L~ ghanistan and In NIcaragua and so on Making in other words foreign expanseoe
UUUI expensive and futile. .• •
Mr. DONALDSON' Do think ythi ,and Tuesday in Ge' ? you an ng s going 10 come out of this meeting lOfTlOITOW

neva.
Dr. PIPES: I suspect what ill . Inegotiations. w come out WIllbe a gener.d agreement to pursue arms conlIO

Mr. BRINKLEY' The Ameri del . .pursuing the so-c;'IIOO can egatlo~ under President Reagan's orders is inte.Dt on
bave read Star Wars. The RUSSIanssay they're dead set against it. I believe I
right? your words that they are worldng on an equivalent Star Wars themselves. Is that
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Dr. PIPES: WeD, yes, this is correct. I never understood why the administration basn't
made more of this. The Russians bave deployed and have deployed as of now an antiballistic
missile system around Moscow, as they are entitled to do under the ABM treaty. We bave
refused to do so. Secondly, they're experimenting and deploying weaponry and radar which
suggests to some of our experts that they in fact are preparing 10 install a nationwide system
of antiballistic missile defenses. So essentially what we're doing is simply trying to catch up
with them.
Mr. WILL: WeD, Mr. Pipes, a great many people, inclnding some in the delegation now in
Geneva, believe that the Soviet Union is clearly, with its pbased-anay radar out in the
western part of- eastern part of the country. clearly violating the ABM treaty undertakings..
What does it tell the Soviet Union when we go to negotiate agreements in full possession of
evidence that they're violating the old ones?
Dr. PIPES: WeD. I understand that we will make a case of this. I think there were strong
pressures from the State Department that we not raise it. There are many people in this
countty who believe that the moment you talk about violations, Soviet violations, of the
ABM treaty or the SALT 0 treaty that you are not being sincere about anns control and
you're torpedoing them. And I'm glad to say that the administration bas rejected this point of
view. So I think we must make a very forceful case.
Mr. DONALDSON: The administration says it can come to anns controI ta1ks now with the
Soviets because over four years it bas built up America's strength. And in fact, it says, the
Soviets have come to Geneva tomorrow because they understand now they have to deal with
us. Do you agree? Has our strength been built to the poirll where we now can take care of
ourselves and deal with the Soviets as well?
Dr. PIPES: If you simply take weapon systems 011 both sides, probably the balance is more
unfavorable to us now than it was four years ago, and that is due 10the fact that there is along
lead time before you commission and finance weapons systems and the time you deploy
them. But when the Russians look ahead to the late 1980s and they see what's coming
onstream, I think they've cause to worry. Now. my view is that we will have genuine anns
control agreements, not wben we persuade the other side that it's immoral to build up arms,
but wben we persuade them it's futile 10 do so. In other words, that, no matter how many
weapons they build up boIh offensively and defensively. they will never get meamngful
superiority over us.
Mr. DO!'tALDSON: And you do this through offensive weapons buildup or a mix of
offensive and defensive?
Dr. PIPES: Both. The Russians have, from the beginning, argued that true preparation for a
nuclear conflict involves both offensive and defensive measures. "and they have all along
attached enormous importance 10 defensive measures. They have.dev~loped a very costly
and apparently very effective system of air defenses. They are pushing civil defenses and, of
course, ABM.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Professor Pipes, thank you very much.
Dr. PIPES: You're very welcome.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thanks for coming in, giving us your views. Comin~ next, La~
Eagleburgcr who. until recently, was under.;ecretarY of state for polibcal affairs, In a
moment.
[commercial break!
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Eagleburger, !hard< you very much for coming in. Glad to bave you
with us today.
LAWRENCE EAGLEBURGER, tormer Uht ....... -y 01S-: Good to be here.
Mr. BRINKLEY: We've missed you here in Washington. You're in New YorI<today.
sec. EAGLEBURGER: I miss. you 100.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Ten me this. In your judgment - you were in this administration until
very recently, when you retired, resigned - does the Umted States· bave a coberent,
weD-thought-001 policy on anns control?sec. EAGLEBURGER: I think at this point it would be best 10 say they bave a policy
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whkh is, at this stage, coherent, I think. The question is going to be whether the administra·
!IOn IS able to make the kinds of oompmmises as the negotiations go forward that are going to
be tleCeSSar¥ if they're going to keep the process going. And there I think the jury is still out
and It remains to be seen. .
Mr, BRINKlEY: WeD, can you hope for much out of the Geneva meeting and whatever
meeting may follow it, in view of the fact there's a substantial difference of opinion within
the Reagan adminiSlrnlion on what we ought to do about arms oontrol, if anything?
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: I think, David, n's going to be a real problem, this difference of
view within the administration. I think one thing is clear. however, and that is Ithink the
President himself is very clearly along the line that be wants an agreement, he wants some
arms oontrol negotiations to succeed. I think, in fact, as long ago as a year, January 16, on
the speech that you had a bit of on the program earlier, he made it clear that he wants a new
relationship with the Soviet Union if that's manageable. The question is at least as much
wbether the Soviet Union is capable of making the oompromises that are necessary for an
agreement.
Mr. WILL: Mr. EagIeburger, Geneva is about to sink beneath the weight of accumulated
journalists, all of whom are asking the question there, can the United States reach an
agreement with the Soviet Union? Isn't the question really. can the United States not reach an
agreement? That is, every time we have met with them, on ABM and SALT I and SALTD,
we came away with an agreement. Is it possible for a democracy. given th~domestic
pressures and the pressures represented by these journalists, to look at the Soviets, be as
intransigent as they are and say, "I'm sony. we just can't agree"? Can we do that?
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: It's a very good question, and I think the answer is the weight of
evidence would have to say 00. That is why I believe that all of this talk now about what we
must lay on the table to get the Soviets to the negotiations and so forth is a terrible mistake. It
is what we do so often. which is shoot ourselves in the foot before we've even begun a
negotiation. I hope we go there prepared to agree to further talks and that's all at this point I
agree with you it is going to be extremely difficult, given the fact that we are a deIJI?Cracy
allied with a Jot of other democracies. to be able to go into those negotiations and stand finn
on what we believe is a reasonable settlement and. if necessary. get up and walk away from
the table. That's not going to be easy.
Mr. WILL: One of those democracies, Mr. Eagleburger, Belgium, as soon as this process
began to heat up again, began to say. "well. now. maybe. given the fact that the process IS
beginning again, we should go slower on accepting our portion of the new European NATO
missiles." Is this apt to become another cost of the arms control process?
sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well, in the Belgian case I think it's an excuse for no< doing
something they haven't wanted to do for a long time. Ihope we ho:ld their feet,to the. fire on
this one. Again, it's the same son of thing with Mrs. Thatcher m her meetmg WIth Mr.
Gorbachev, where she talked very much about how we shouldn 't P~ ~uc~With the Star
Wars initiative, other than research and development. perhaps. Again. It gives away. the
game before we've even sat down at the table. Iwould far have preferred to see the prune
minister say, well, she supported the President and in his objectives on arms control and ~e
hoped he would be successful. and not starting now commenting on what we ought to grve
away before we get to the table. ., .
Mr. DONALDSON: We've referred to differences in the admirns~on over anns contro~.
Let's be specific How much difficulty arises because Secretary Wemberger and one. of his
chief aides, Richard Perle, apparently do not believe in the kind of arms control mmauves
that we've had in the past?
sec EAGLEBURGER: I think, Sam, a lot of difficulty arises from that. We went through
a number of years before where there were differences ~at ~en: so substantial that no

s was possible in terms of coming ourselve~ to some nnaginaave conclusions on what
~~ht to ne odate. However, I think a major difference now. and ~ that cannot be ~
ide 1s the f;'t that the President, I think, is pe",,?a1ly very clearly m favor of reachmg

sensible agreements. And I think in the last. analysis the test IS gomg to be whether the
President is prepared to bang the heads that are necessary to get the bureaucracy to oome to
agreement itself on what we ought to be doing.

•

Mr, DONALDSON: WeD, is it your view that Shultz is now winning this fight?
sec. EAGLEBURGER: Look, this question of who's on top, who's winning-I think the
secretary of state is ahead on points at this point, yes, but I think it is also clear. on the basis
of what's transpired over the last week or so, that it is a debate, it is a battle that isn't by any
means over. I think in the last analysis again the secretary of state who also, clearly, I think,
with the President, wants a reasonable arms control negotiation and settlement, will probably
win the battle. But only if he is able to keep the President with him.
Mr. DONALDSON: A question about tactics in Geneva. At least one high official of our
government believes that Gromyko may sit at that table and say. "Well. since you're not
willing to give up research on Star Wars, there's really nothing for us to talk about," and go
back to Moscow without agreeing to a new date and time for further meetings. How do you
see it? Do you think that's possible?
sec, EAGLEBURGER: I think it's unlikely. If you will recall. not too many months ago
the Soviets were making it very clear they were not going to sit down with us again until we
withdrew our ntissiles from Europe. Well, here we are, great surprise, about to start talking
again with the Soviets in Geneva. I think the thing Ihat got them there, more than any other
single issue, was the question of the Star Wars initiative. Now, Gromyko may try to pull a
fast one or, you know. play very tough hardball and say, "WeD, if we can't get your
agreement to negotiate on Star Wars, now we're going to go home." If be does that, I would
hope that the United States' answer to that at this point would be, "Fine. We'D be back in
Geneva whenever you wish to come. but we are not going to give away. in advance. issues
which ought to be dealt with at the negotiating table."
Mr. BRINKLEY: All we have heard out of Moscow in the last two, three, four weeks since
these talks were agreed on bas been something to the effect that, "Oh, yes, we'll go !"
Geneva and we will listen to whatever ideas the Americans have to offer, and then we Will
decide if we will accept any of them. " Now, that doesn't strike me as being a very helpful
attitude. Is that what they think, or is that a negotiating position?
Sec, EAGLEBURGER: Well, to expect the Soviets to be belpful at this stage, I think,. is
expecting too much. I am inclined to think that it is a negotiating ploy and that the Soviets
want to get back to the negotiations - because of the Star Wars issue - enough that they
will be prepared to live with oontradieting themselves on their earlier statements ;mct that.they
will in fact agree to meet again to begin the anTIS control process. I suspect It s a tacnc.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Secretary Eagleburger, thank you; a pleasure to have you with us again,
sec. EAGLEBURGER: Pleasure. Thank you.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Coming next, our discussion here and, again, anyone. is free to say
whatever he likes on condition that he has to answer the mail. in a moment. Jonung us will be
commentator Jndy Powell.
l commercial break/
Mr, BRINKLEY: Sam, I want you to bring us up to date on the manue.verings and arrivals
and departures - departures: there aren't any arrivals that [ know of - m the White House.
Let's see. Ed Meese. Michael Deaver has already announced he's leaving. Ed Meese, who
was nominated to be attomey general last year, ran into some difficul~ in being oonfinned m
the Senate; be has been through the special counsel, formerly special prosecutor, wringer,
came out clean, the prosecutor said. Now he has been nominated for attorney general agam.
If he is approved, Mr. Reagan's California crowd will be almost gone.
Mr, DONALDSON: WeD, that's right, because you have to bring in William C1ai1<,who we
learned is going to resign as interior secretary; been very close to the President but apparendy
has lost out in power struggles, wants to go back to his ranch: I don't know what to tell you
except that, we were talking about it earlier, Jim Baker, the chief of staff, IS likely to ~oIdm!o
his office a lot of the power that certainly Deaver had and Meese had, because they ve said
they won't replace either one of them; at least they won't give anyone the counsell or title.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Baker's from Texas, not California.
Mr. DONALDSON: Absolutely, and I suspect Nancy Reagan will become even more
powerful, if that's possible. [ suppose really it isn't. But she will do more m the way of
oontrolling the President's persona, his schedule, where be goes and how he does It. So the
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conservative. at first glance. influence surrounding the President is going to be diminished.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Jody. you used to work over there. What do you think of all this'
JODY POWELL: Well. it strikes me that James Baker, as Sam says, not an original
Reaganaut, not a Californian. not really basically a conservative in the ideological sense, is
probably on the road to becoming the most powerful White House aide, perhaps. since the
days of Jim Hagerty. You just don't see anybody over there-
Mr. BRINKLEY: I thought you were going to say Jody Powell.

Mr. POWELL: No, no. no.
Mr. DONALDSON: He had to share it with Hamilton Jordan.
Mr. POWELL: You're talking about generaJly and, I suppose, in the Carter administration
and in this one. a situation in which you have two or three. maybe four. people of roughly
equal weight, sort of on any given Sunday, so to speak. Nobody- McFarlane, interesting
fellow. but is certainly in 00 position to challenge a guy like Baker. Who's left over there?
Mr. DONALDSON: Not yet. You're right.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, there's another point to this I would like to bring up, is the - is
what we used to call special prosecutor- which sounds rather unattractive so they've
changed it to special counsel. When some question is raised about an appointee, the attorney
general, who is an appointee of the president of the United States, chooses some local lawyer
who investigates the question and issues a report, which is a sort of Boy Scout badge of
honor, cleanliness, piety and rectitude. It strikes me as being very silly. Does it you, George?
Mr. WILL: Well, here's how the dance works. A conservative president carries, in the last
election, the 1980 election, 44 states and, in the fullness of time nominates Ed Meese, a
conservative representing his views, to be attorney general. Common Cause and Archibald
Cox and otber liberal organizations don't want that; they put a very broad construction on the
Senate's power to advise and consent. That is, that the Senate should make fundamental
ideological judgments, not just sort of basic fitness. Then lots of accusations are made. So
you appoint a special counsel, indepeodent counsel, who issues a 385-page report that says
nothing proven against this roan. Aod then the critics come back and say, "Ah, there have
been accusations raised; therefore the reputation is damaged, therefore, right or wrong. he IS
somehow unfit for public office." [crosstalk]
Mr. DONALDSON: That's George's way. Let me give you the other way it works.

Mr. BRINKLEY: What's your view of it?
Mr. DONALDSON: Questions are raised about the fitness of a person to hold an office. In
Mr. Meese's case _ I'm not going to rehash it all- a $15,000 loan which, over two or
three years, be negleeted to report, as required by law, and several other matters, some of
which might have _ might have _ criminal implications. but need not. So a special
prosecutor, indepeodent counsel, is appointed--
Mr. BRINKLEY: I don't remember anything with criminal implications. . 'nd oden'
Mr. DONALDSON: They might have. That's the only reason you appomt an I epe
counsel. Now, he's appointed, be investigates and be determines that in fact they clo not have
in this case. Aod everyone accepts that. But then you take this piece of paper which:
"not sufficient evidence to indict" and that seems to wash away all the ethical. moral .
other fitness questions, which I think still remain, but if you've got this piece of paper saYll1g

"I am not a crook"-
Mr. WIll: If Ed Meese--
Mr. DONALDSON: Then you go through. r
Mr. WILL: If Ed Meese agreed with Common Cause. who arouod this group be leves

Common Cause would be out doing this?
Mr. POWELL: Well, I don't know about Common Cause, George, but I would=~r:
deal of concern with Ed Meese and I think a lot of other ~Ie would. In ~s buS beeauseit's
of conservatives whining every time one of their guys get 10 troUble that It"on1~at(]eOl8e.
a conservative that everybody is picking on him, I don't think even y~: I~V~at~ of the
This guy has got some real problems, there. One of the chief, I thl ,I
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principal recommendations after Wate .
that no president be allowed to . rgate was thai: a president not appoint in effect and
appoint, in effect, a close politic:r~n',~; art the &;?ate ought not to allow' a Preside'm to
Mr. WILL' Like Bobb K ' you WI , to be attomey general• y ennedy. .
Mr. POWELL: Exactly.
Mr, WILL: Okay.
Mr. POWELL: And because Kenned did'
Mr. DONALDSON' Th Y u does not make it right.

. at was 1960 if m
Mr. WILL: Okay Can l bri ,emory serves, George.
iIIuminating_' nng up the caseof NancyReagan'sgirafli beca "e. use I think It'S

Mr. BRINKLEY: Certainly I'd lik
M

. e tc hear about i
r. POWELL' I've bee d . u n.

Mr. BRINK '. n ymg to hear it.
LEY. Nancy Reagan's giraffe

Mr. WILL: At about the time when . ,
~:ans gave him cufflinks valued~ ~eeseth~ cU~inks were a great national scandal the

are more expensive th ' me mg like $130 someone said •• -
away from their kids an you re allowed to take " Th ' OIl, my gosh
time, he's sitting in hi~~:.~~ theYffi'dgiven them, the ~ ~~g~.tr get ~
going by. Turns out Mrs 1090 ceoand he sees a rather I . . About this
a~ard for sticking her n . ~eagan. w~ IS very active in anti~e stuffed animal, a giraffe.
animal, a giraffe. Someor out - ..a little light humor bere _ g programs, had gOIlen an
whatever it is. She h d De s.. d, Good gosh, the thing' ~ they gave her a stuffed
child, had to go andy:1~en the giraffe to a White H~ ~ more than $150" - or
~ tum i~over to some w';''t:,:ay from the child lest corruption :ember who had a small

M~~;.~~S:Yi:tae've gone :~ ~': c::yc:.;;ilI no dou~~ ~~-::;f:~
Mr, BRINKLEyg. ttomey general or not? Let's argue m With public hygiene. Would Ed

• Let me mte It out
Was Shaw, who said th . rrupt. Would you at this . ..
penodic fits of mOrality~re IS no SIght more disgusting ~.:::t:e ~o p~, I believe it
Mr. WILL: Exc pt th ., nbs public In one of its
Mr e at It s not periodic
i . DONALDSON: But anymore. We're in a constant-

g raffe- you see, you attempt to trivialize b .
Mr. WILL: I didn't .. y usmg something about a
Mr POw triVlal_ I didn't rai th
10~r 15 ELL: But everybody who h se e Ed Meese cufflinks.
not mok years, has dealt with this foo .as ever worked in the White H .
Senate ;'g~ Meese qUalified to be I~~~ess. And u is foolishness .::::7t:s

atleast
;, the past

Mr. WILL: N:: t~/OOk very carefully a~rmgeneral, however, ;"'r does ~t~ :at~

Metzenbaum sc";ti ook very carefully " Once w
Mr. POWELL' Y ruzlng other people;s ethics- e get back to this morality play of Senato
IS not an I . ou can't defend M rM e oction with Metzen eese by attacking Metzen .r. BRINkLEY' Wh . baum and Meese running . haurn. either. [crossrolkj Thi
Mr. WILL' • at did you care to sa ag.. nst one another. S

Senate entitl~rll, I'm just saying there's y about Senator Metzenhaurn?
M 00 to do under the a pecubar morality I .
r. NALDSON' . proper constmction of the pay gOing on here. What is the

Mr. WILL: I d " Anything it Wants, Georg power to advise and consent?
governme on t believe th • e.
block a nt to chaos and ami at s .quite right. It seems
preside preSident's no~ YSls If you say that an .to me that we are ope .

M
nt of any party ee. ft seems to me thereYpartisan consideration be

rung
the

r POWE' IS a broad de' can used to
sh . LL: Clearl '. .erenee accorded
MOUldnot On SOlely y'. cOnstnubonally th Se any
eose witho t . PartIsan ground I' e nate can do that Iu gelling into part' S. would just .~,. th . agree with you that .lsan conside' -Eo- at you can . Itrations at all. senously question Ed
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Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. let me bring up another subject here before the time runs out. There
are two more Sundays of football. today and next week. What are you all going to do when
it's over? George?
Mr. WILL: Count the days 'til spring training.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Spring training?
Mr. WILL: And I'm going to spend the rest of the year trying to figure out all the things I
didn't understand during the football season. Like. there is a red dog in the seam of the nose
guard's nickel defense. Can anyone translate that one'!
Mr. BRINKLEY: No. I can't. What does that mean?
Mr. WILL: I think football has become like sociology. only not quite as damaging to the
country. That is. you can't understand a word they're saying. And football. furthermore. I'm
increasingly convinced. has the two worst aspects of American life. It's violence punctuated
by committee meetings - a bunch of guys standing around talking after five seconds of
action. Let's get on to the baseball season.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. what I'm going to do is enjoy better ratings for a program called
World News Tonight Sunday. a news broadcast which I have the honor and the pleasure of
anchoring and have had for six years. And it goes up every Sunday that there's a football
game against either the Redskins on CBS or the Raiders on NBC. and let's face it. folks. my
audience diminishes.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right, Sam-
Mr. DONALDSON: So I'm going to invite you to come on back-
Mr. BRINKLEY: -you've plugged a program, I'm going to plug a program because I
happen to like it. Howard Cosell is on today with Sports Beat at 12:30. Eastern Time .. and
he's talking to Peter Ueberroth. Should be very interesting. In fact. it is very Interesnng.
Jody, you haven't weighed in on this weighty subject.
Mr. POWELL: No. what ru do. one of my better Christmas presents was a new ttrrt:e.
volume biography of Andrew Jackson. which I will also plug. and I intend to get done With
that fairly quickly once the season's over.
Mr. DONALDSON: David. I hope Jody-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Enjoying the commercial plugs. anybody?
Mr, DONALDSON: Well. I'll give you another one. I hope Jody continues with his New
Year's resolution. which is to give up smoking. You've been six days without smoking?
Mr. POWELL: Ob. Sam. Six days and 600 cigarettes to the good.
Mr. DONALDSON: I mean. I'm a zealot. I mean. I'm fierce on this.
Mr. WILL: Does Sam really do a Sunday night television show?
Mr, POWELL: One of the reasons I'm going to stop is to assume the high moral ground so
that I can then do a column just beating up on self-righteous non-smokers.
M.r, BRINKLEY: All right. with that note. there's no smoke in this studio. We'll be back
WIth a few words about the 10 most boring news stories of 1984. In a moment.
{commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary]: Finally. one of the annual bores always appearing around
this time of year is a list made up by newspaper and television editors of what they think were
the 10 biggest new~ stories of the previous year. Well. all right. Well. now here I am
Indeb:ted to the: ~altlmore Sun for another idea - the 10 most boring news stories of 1984.
And 10 my opinion the Sun is right on all counts. Here are the 10:

I. Congress Fails to Enact Stop-Gap Spending Bill
2. Arms Talks Clouded by Uncertainty

3. Troubled Talks on Trade and Tariffs in Geneva
4. Panel to Weigh Democratic Delegate Selection Rules
5. Burger Complains of the Supreme Court's WorIJoad

6. International Monetary Fund Mulls the Latin Debt Crisis
7. No Fault Bill Wins Committee Approval '

8. Critics Hit Campaign Spending
9. Muslim Factional Rifts May Decide Lebanon's Future

10. U,S. NAlO Chiefs Seek to Improve TIeS
The 10 most boring news stories of 1984. 1985? Who koows? Stay tuned.
For all of us at ABC's This Week. until next Sunday. thank you.
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ABC NEWS TlilS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

January 13, 1985
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinldey. Now. from our
Washington beadquarters. here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: With the excitement of the Geneva meeting with the Russians dying
down now. Washington's leeders must face an unattractive. politically difficult fact: the
deficit. high interest rates. the hard dollar. the talk of spending cuts. wbere--, of higher
taxes- from whom-and all of that still there. waiting to be deal, with. The new Congress is
in place. its leaders chosen. and it's time. What will they do? We'll ask our guests. David
Stockman. director of the Office of Management and Budget; Representative Richard
Gephardt of the Bradley-Gephardt tax bill. now chainnan of the Hoose Democratic Caucus:
Senator Pete Domenici. Republican. New Mexico. chainnan of the Senate Budget Com-
mittee: some background from our man John Martin: and our discussion here with George
Will. Sam Donaldson and Hodding Carter, all here on our Sunday program.
First, a tittle news since the Sunday morning papers, Andrei Gromyko. the Russian foreign

minister. back in Moscow from his meetings with the U.S. in Geneva. is now holding a press
conference in Moscow. Foreign reporters. including Americans. are not allowed in. but
ABC's Walter Rodge". who is in Moscow. bas this report.

WALTER RODGERS [voice-over}: Foreign Minister Gromyko declared the resttlts of
the Soviet-American anns talks in Geneva this past week to be positive and business like.
Although meeting with a panel of Soviet reporters. Gromyko acknowledged there were
times in the two days of talks when the negotiations did llOl proceed smoothly. Appearing
on Soviet television this evening. Gromyko's statement was the first by any ranking
Soviet official assessing the results of Geneva. Generally the Soviet foreign minister's
remarks were upbeat and without pnlemic. Continning his conversation with Soviet
journalists. Gromyko appeared to try '0 claim a victory fCO"the Soviet side by persuading
the Americans '0 agree '0 negotiate a ban on space weaponry. Gromyko said there was
great pressure from Washington on the American delegation to negotiate only on
strategic-range weapons and on intermediate-range tnissiIes in Ewope. But he said the
Soviet side was able to prevail and pe=ade the United States to agree to begin negotia-
tions on space weapons as well. Only Soviet reporters were permitted to meet with
Gromyko. guaranteeing he would llOl receive any particularly challenging questions. In
fact. Gromykc's entire news conference seemed but a fCN"matfCO"the Soviet ~p to
get across to the world its evaluation of Geneva.
Waller Rodgers, ABC News. Moscow.

Mr. BRINKLEY: In Rome this morning an official of the Libyan Embassy was shot and
killed outside his boose, and apparendy he puUed a gun and fired at one of his anackers. who
escaped. The Italian police set up a roadblock, but without success.

An Israeli newspaper says the U.S. bas agreed to talk with the Soviet Union abou' the
conllict CO"oonI1icts in the Middle East. If so. it is a change. Heretofore. the U.S. bas refused'0 bring the Russians imo any ta1J<s on the Middle East.

In Sooth Africa. Senator Edward Kennedy had planned to end his visit with a farewell
speech in a church. But he had to cancel it because black proleslOI"S disrupted the meeting.
We'll he back with all the rest of today's program. with David Stockman. Representative
Gephardt and Senator Domenici. in a moment.
(commercial break/
Mr. BRINKLEY: Among the Washington leadetship nobody really wants to cut spending.
Those who get govemmers checks want them to continue. And nobody wants to raise the
taxes because very few are eager to pay the taxes they're charging now. much less higher
ones. A newspaper column last week suggested that the answer was for every member of
Congress in both hooses to announce right now that he willllOl run fCO"re-election and so will
vote fCO"what is best fCO"the counay without coosidering the political coosequcnces. Well.
that is a bit unlikely. but somebody. sornehow bas got to do something. What? Before we ask
our guests. some background on all this from John Martin. John?

JOHN MARTIN: The most striking aspect of the United States' budget to be delivered up
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on Capi.tol Hill eaz:ty next month. David. is that as of right now it is a political corpse even
before It reaches Its final form. To understand why. you have to peer into the looking
glass of Amencan presidential politics.

Pres. RONALD REAGAN [August 6. 1984[: I said it before and I will say it again.
and

ill
no

l
matter how many of you II)' to put in a bedging line. we have no' plans for, nor

wallow any plans for, a tax increase.
[October 7./984/ A president should never say never. But I am going to violate that

rule and say never. Iwill never stand for a reduction of the Social Security benefits to
the people that are now gerting them.

MAR!,N [voice-over}: During the fall campaign, President Reagan promised "almost
never to rarse tax~ and "never never" to cut Social Security benefits. Now ~
gov~rnment seems likely to spend more than $200 billion more than it takes in this
b~rrung fiscal year. and Mr. R~an can't find enough cuts to keep another promise -to

ance the budget. How much IS he willing to cut?
DAVID STOCKMAN, OMB Director: We have a target somewhere in the mid-$40
billion for 19~. And there are still decisions being made. A lot of them are only
tentanve, haven t been finalized. So that's going to move around a little bit.
Sen. AlAN SIMPSON, (R) Wyoming: I think the people of America have to know
~at the cost-of-living allowances across the board, including Social Security cost-of-
vmg allowances and defense cuts. are going to have to be dealt with. and in a tough.

gut-hard way,

M~RTIN [voice-over]; But not by President Reagan, He said again this past week he
can.' cut defense increases more than $8- or $9 billion: can't. and doesn't need to. touch
Social Secunty cost-of-living increases. unless Congress insists.r.res ..REAGAN (January 9. 1985/: We might be faced with an overwhelming

iparusan majonty m both houses in support of that.
MARTIN [voice-over}: Not likely, according to House Majority Leader Jim Wright of
Te~as. So, at the peak of his personal popularity. after the biggest landslide electoral vote
In tstory, the President has begun to talk of a budget freeze.

Pres'. REAGAN (January 9. 1985/: And our target is to have a budget that in overall
Spending will be no greater in '86 than the spending in '85.
~EPORTER: Sir .. it's up to people within your own party. It seems to be that if you
eep all your pronuses. there's JK) way that you can accomplish that goal.
Pres. REAGAN: [just don't believe 'em.

~~RT1N {voice-over}: Believe it or not the Republican Senate majority leader. Bob
w e of K~. has been marshaling groups of Republican senators to come up wi~ their81 ~ c~ts. the~r own budget. Nine days ago Senator Dole staged a marathon meenng at
.aIr ouse, JUst across Pennsylvania Avenue from the White House. arriving in a cold

ram and malking a metaphor about the budget.
Sen. ROBERT DOLE, (R) Kansas, Majority Leader (January ~(: Well. we're
pretty near a freeze, .

~ARTI~ [voice-over]; Some colleagues weren't so sure. Senator Lowell Weicker of
sc~:~~~dret worried about cuts in programs for the sick. disabled. homeless. elderly and

n,

Sen. LOWELL IoYEICKER, (R) Connecticut, Appropriations committee:
y~ know. this isn t a matter of welfare, if you will. What you're doing right now IS

to h w away the seed com that makes us a great nation. which is not money down a
M rat ole. but rather an investment in humanity.
AulRdTiN[voice-over}: The new Senate finance chainnan said there was one place you

co start looking.

Sen. ROBERT PACKWOOD, (R) Oregon, chainnan Anance committee: If
you do $15 billion In military cuts in 1986 and you're looking for $50 billion, you can
get It. Are there programs that this country can get along without to get us there? Yes.

MARTIN [voice-over]: But the President wasn't willing to say publicly what they are.
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White House Chief of Staff James Baker led Budget Director David Stockman inside to
announce there would be no discussion of tax increases. Mr. Baker is trading positions
with Treasury Secretary Regan; the cabinet is changing. A new relationship seems to be
developing with Congress. Senator Dole has taken charge of forging a consensus on the
budget. A week ago he staged a big party. spouses included, to unify the factions. This
past week he took three groups of senators and other.; to the White House. Another group
goes this week to hear and be heard on what must be cut or kept. What will be kept out,
Senator Dole said yesterday. is a tax increase this year.
Sen. DOLE: And it just seems to me that there is no enthusiasm for any "tax increase ...
We're talking about increasing the rates and doing other things in the tax code.
MARTIN [voice-over]: It begins to look as though Senator Dole. coaxing by telephone
and social event and meetings. is trying to come up with an altemative budget. which he
denies.
Sen. DOLE: I don't really think there is any Republican effort to upstage the White
House or OMB. It may be an effort to do a little better. but oertainly not to have an
alternative budget.
AUCE RIVUN, Brookings Institution economist: The Senate Republicans were
left with no choice. They believe, as I do. that it is very important to get the deficit down.
They do not have a plan from the President to do that. so they had to set about making
their own.
MARTIN: So the country is watching an odd spectacle: the lOOSt fiscally conservative
President since Herbert Hoover. the man who pressured Congress three years ago for the
biggest tax cut since John Kennedy's time, has oow virtually walked away from heJping
reduoe the biggest budget deficit in the history of the republic.

David?
Mr. BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Coming next. Representative Richard Gephardt. Deroo-
crat, Missouri. co-author of the famous Bradley-Gephardt tax bill and now leader of the
House Democratic Caucus. And, coming along shortly. Senator Pete Domenici, chairman of
the Senate Budget Committee, and David Stockman. director of the Offioe of Management
and Budget. In a moment.
(commercial break!
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Gephanlt, in St. Louis. thank you very much for coming in today,
We're happy to have you with us.
RICHARD GEPHARDT, (0) Missouri, chalnnan, Democratic Caucus: Good to be
here.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Here with me are George Will of ABC News. and Sam Donaldson, ABC
News White House correspondent.

Mr. Gephardt, the Republicans seem to be having a little trouble working out a budget.
The White House has one in the works. Senator Dole and the Republicans in the Senate have
one in the works. It's a highly unusual procedure. What do you make of it?
Rep. GEPHARDT: Well, I think the problem. David, is that there is no consensus that's
been built in the country for any particular budget. The President went through the campaign
basically saying we could grow our way out of the deficit. He was really silent on any kind of
budget plan. even though Democrats put out their plan very specifically. The debate was
never joined. Without a consensus in the country you don't have a consensus in the Congress.
Now we believe that the President's budget that he's working on is really going to be dead
before anival. You've already got the Senate working with the director of the OMB on their
own budget. I think it's a stalemate. back-up situation. We've got a bystander President who
is not leading the country. and until he does you're not going to resolve the problem,
GEORGE WILL: Congressman. Congressman Wright has said that the Democrats don't
really feel like signing onto and oertainly not initiating a freeze on Social Security COLAs.
There doesn't seem to be much else on the domestic side of the budget that the Democratic
Party wants to cut. Therefore. doesn't that lock the Democratic Party. logically. into the
position of simply favoring a large, say. $5O-billion tax increase?
Rep. GEPHARDT: [ don't think so, George. Obviously we have to produce a budget in the
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House. and we will. after the President has sent his budget and the Senate has done something
o~ ~elf budget. I can't say yet what we will do. We don't put anything off the table. We're
willing to look at any proposal. Everything is on the table, including defense and Social
Security and tax increases. When we have a budget before us we'll produce our own budget.
We have an obligation to do that. We've done that in each of the last four years. and we'll do
that again in 1985.

Mr,. WILL: Well, accepting for the moment that all Democrats in the House are public-
spirited, why would the Democrats want to help the President out of this bind that he's vel)'
muc~ got himself into? And particularly. why would Democrats want to touch the one issue
that IS. kind of the third rail of American politics - hurting anyone who touches it - Social
Security?

Re~, GEPHARDT: Well, I don't think we probably will touch Social Security. I think
that s probably the last place that you could ever find a majority in the House. But we have an
obligation to govern in the House. We have a majority in the House. We care about this
bu~get: We care about the deficit. It's a problem that affects our constituents. and we have an
obligation to act. And we will act in a responsible way_ But we will not act until this
President tells us what he wants and until the Senate has done something with that budget.
Th~y have the bunlen of acting. They won the presidency. I think it's clear they have the
obligation ~oserve up a budget that they want. I think this President has to teU us what he
wants. Ithink the problem is he really hasn't decided in his own mind what economic theory
he .wants to follow. Does he believe we can grow our way out of the deficit. or does he
believe that we really need to do something within the budget? Until he says that. we can't
really act.

SAM DONALDSON: Let's see if I understand you correctly. The Democrats are not going
to act until the Republicans act, or the President acts. But you have said that you think the
President has sort of walked away from the process and is not going to act at all. Why don',
we JUst.then foresee gomg through this year with no real action on the deficit. with continuing
resolutions at the end of the year, and we just compound the problem for fiscal '87?
Rep. GEPHARDT: Well, first of all. the President is going to give us a budget and I assume
the Senate IS gou~g to try to do something with it, and then we'll see where we are. But let's
remember, there IS a very clear division of opinion here as to what the economic theory ought
~ he. There are. some in '!'e Republican Party, including, I think, the President. who belie~e
at. deficits haslcall~ don t matter, that you can grow your way out of this problem. That s

basically what he said to the campaign.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, do you helieve that deficits hasically don't matter?
R'Tili G~PHARDT: I think they do matter, but we've got to have one leader in the country.
an at eader has to call the shot and then the Congress will dispose of whatever he sends tous.

:. DONALDSON.: Well, I'm not quite sure I understand that reasoning. In other words, if
" captain of the ship says full speed ahead on the rocks the crew just ought to say, "Well.
It s too bad. He's the leader and there's nothing we cando about it."
Rep, GEPHARDT: Well, the Congress, the House will act on whatever he sends. And if
we believe ~at what he sends in tenus of deficit reduction is not sufficient. we will try to do
something different than that. .

Mr, DONALDSON: Will you cut more out of the-
Rep, GEPHARDT: But obviously-

RM
r,OONbuAdlDSON: Excuse me. Will you cut more out of the defense budget than the

eagan get WIll project?

RepbeGEPHARDT: I think we will. I think we'll find cuts on the domestic side. They may
perf the same ones that he does. But the extent of deficit reduction that we're able toIi orrn to the House will in part depend on what kind of budget he sends. what the deficit
gures are, and then what the Senate does with those figures. If the Senate reaches an:;;""::::;'board freeze that includes defense, that really gets you $100. or $120 billion of
ch th ucnon by 1988. then I think the burden is thrown to the House to see if we canmate at figure.

Mr. WILL: Congressman, granted that there are interesting theoretical differences in inter-
preting the economy as it now exists, there' s a brute political fact and that is that the man
saying we needed a tax increase carried Minnesota and the District of Columbia, Is it fair to
say that the political result of 1984 is that there cannot be a tax increase in 1985?
Rep. GEPHARDT: I think the ndds are heavily against it. but, George, we're in a situation
where. if you want to reach SI 00-. SI20-billion reduction in the deficit by 1988, the choices
are vel)' difficult and very hard.
Mr, WILL: But again. 1-
Rep, GEPHARDT: For instance, if you're going to get that, you're going to have to freeze
defense. which means not a 5~% increase above inflation. which is what Weinberger
apparently won in the budget deliberation with the President. but 110 increase at all. That's a
tremendous cutback in defense programs. If you do that, can you then do something in
entitlements? If you do that. then can't you do something in taxes? If you're serious about the
deficit problem. it seems to me you've got to do some of each. If you are going to do less
than that, then you can do some domestic cuts. You can slow down defense and leave it at
that.
Mr. WILL: Again. I don't want to seem cynical on a Sunday morning. but it does sound as
though you're suggesting the Democrats are going to act almost altruistically to rescue a
Republican President from his own problem.
Rep. GEPHARDT: We're not going to rescue him. Itried to say and I helieve that he has to
act and he has to try to create a consensus in the country. If he doesn't do that. Democrats in
the House are not going to come up with a far-reaching SI20-. $IJO.billion program. If,
however. he does reach that result, either through his own actions or because he has a
responsible Senate under their leadership that's able to do it. then the burden moves to the
House and we will act.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Gephardt. thank you. Thank you vel)' much for coming in today.
We've enjoyed having you.
Rep, GEPHARDT: Thank you.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Coming next, Senator Pete Domenici, Republican, New Mexico, chair-
man of the Senate Budget Committee. And, shortly, David Stockman, director of the Office
of Management and Budget. In a moment.
{commercial break/
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Domenici. thank you very much for coming in. Pleasure to have
you with us today.
sen. PETE DOMENICI, (R) New Mexico, chairman, Budget Committee: Well.
thank you. I'm delighted to be here.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Nice cold Sunday in Washington, and we've goe something I don't
remember seeing before. and that is a White House budget. a Republican Senate budget.
Have you ever seen anything like that? Why are we seeing it now?
sen, DOMENICI: Oh. I don't think it's unusual at all. We did it in 1981, and I don't think
you're seeing two budgets. The President is preparing one. We're privileged to get to see it.
We are being asked to kind of look at it and see what we can accept, what goals we can
accept, what programmatic changes. And I think instead of walking away with it we're trying
very hard to put something together we can walk together with.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Then what is it you and Senator Dole are doing? I thought you were
drawing up a budget. He says he is.
sen, DOMENICI: Well, the President has submitted a couple of ideas that are catching on.
One is to cut the deficit in half. The congressman just spoke to it, and I think that number he's
using is cutting the deficit in half. The President also went through a huge list of programs
and offered tenninations and reforms in an effort to get to cutting that deficit in half. So I
don't think he's walking away from the deficit. He's presented a very difficultshopping list.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. excuse me very much, if I may. Yes, his goal was to cut the
deficit in half, and he has presented informally to you a huge list of programs. as you say,
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which do not meet that goal, do they?
Sen. DOMENICI: Well. they're not far.
Mr. DONALDSON: Wail a moment.
Sen. DOMENICI: By the time yOI}-
Mr. DONALDSON: How much is not far"!
Sen. DOMENICI: Anywhere from $5- to $7 billion-
Mr. DONALDSON: For fiscal ·S6. Tell me about the out-years.
Sen. DOMENICI: I don 'I know yet. It may be $20 billion off. maybe IS.
Mr. DONALDSON: Forty billion?

~n. DOMENICI: No. Idon't think so. Ithink wben they finally put it together it'll be very
c ose to the $100- to $115 billion to deficit reduction in the third year.
Mr. DONALDSON: Igathered Mr. Gephardt's point. Congressman Gephardt's point was
thealPreSldent laid down a goal. then refuses to put forward a program which would meet that
go .

~~ DOMENICI: Well, Idon't think that was his point. Ithink his point was that he doesn'tth:nk i~c~fe~ ~re Wl~ut further c!Jtsin .de~enseand without ultimately raising taxes. I
gel rid ofth· defi right. I think the President IS nght. (fyou hold out a rainbow. that we can
The last-re IS cit WltJ:t ~es. then I don't bel!eve the hard decisions are going to be made.
can't have ~rt~ncept IS nght. Wh:u you do IS sq~ with the American people mal we
pro H programs that we ve got on the htany that we've had there for years of
Pro~'It' ow ~Ch does Con~ want to take out? This is a super big American

. s not mocrat or Republican. and we're going to have to do it.

~~~:~~: theHowcan you square with the American people when you take our
De t poor or even middle class and exempt defense?

RSen'bDOI'MENICI: Well, I don't think we're exempting defense and frankly I think the
epu tcan membe f the Se e- .,think kno rs 0 nate have gone through the programs now for four years. lar:y d~~ wthehowwe Wfillhun the ~r and how we won't. And I can say that I don't sense

on pan 0 the Repubhcans---
Mr. DONALDSON: Are you willing 10 freeze defense--
Sen. DOMENICI: -to cut the poor.

:. DONALDSON: Are you willing to freeze defense at 'S5 levels"
n. DOMENICI: Well. lei me tell you how this works

Mr. DONALDSON' Could . I .. you Just te J me yes or no?
~:'"c~~eENICI: Imight be Willing.to. But Ithink the agenda that we're going through is.
defense is in ~~abJ~ find $SO billion In outlay savings in 1985? 'The President has said
living is in but ~ ~.~ wants !o save $8~or $9 billion. The President has said all cost,of
Social Security and free'· Security. Well. we know what the difference between freezing
covered most of zm~detenseinstesd of the President's - we know what it is. He's
don't Want to tak those deficiencies With more program cuts. We may have to tell him, "We
We don't Want t e ~ pro~_ defense, at your level- we don't want to aceept it yet.
we put a packagO ~ lnu

the
nate

th
Soclai.Security yet. We want to look at them in light of how can

e oge r at will solve this problem ..
Mr. BRINKLEY' Well Se .
Secretary W . be' , nator. on that point you were saying a few weeks ago that
which in fac~~e~:t the Secretary of J?efense. was offering what he called some cuts
going 10 be spe t cuts. as you saw It. because he was cutting money that was never

n anyway.
Sen. DOMENICI' N ha Idefense p th o. w t was saying was that Secretary Weinberger was offeri~g ,a
ticant incre~t' ~ purport~ to Cl;lt. but that everybody should know that it was a Slgru·
cut: it's an i~ Just not as ~Ig3:" ~ as he had in mind when he started. So it is ~ a
we freeze't h do'1be questIon IS. IS that too much? 1be increase. should we freeze It? If

I,Wat wenotbu h do 'hlhink is critical') We' I lei y. w a~ we not pay for in defense that somebody rrug t
. re 00 ng at that m depth.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. your friend and colleague. Senator Goldwater. chairman of the
Anned Services Committee. says in his judgment Congress doesn't have the guts to make the
spending cuts that are needed. Do you agree with that?
Sen. DOMENICI: No. Idon't.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Why-
Sen. DOMENICI: While it may appear that we don't have a plan yet, and that's probably
true. al least the atmosphere. the willingness. the sense of real public responsibility is very
broad. Idon't think anybody is going to walk away from this. Idon't think the Republicans
are, and (think Democrats aren't either. On the other hand, Idon't think we have the lOlal
responsibility to produce it in the United States Senate. as Representative Gephardt said. But
I guarantee you we will. If that's what it'll take for the U.S. House to vote on a package that
is real. we're going to produce one.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You guarantee now? What is it you're guaranteeing?
Sen. DOMENICI: We're going to produce a major deficit reduction package. We're hoping
it will be something the President can support because we've taken his. to begin with. and
built on it. But the sense of responsibility is so big in tenns of this being not a numbers game,
this is a major American policy decision. We're going to get something done. and we'll get it
done rather quicldy. in my opinion.
Mr. BRINKLEY: "Major" meaning how much money?
Sen. DOMENICI: Idon't think we can afford anything but a package that'lI do the job. So
there's no use talking about saving $20billion. We've got to save about $50 in the first year.
and that's got to naturally grow to over $100 in the third year. I'm of the opinion that you will
have more suppon for that kind of package than you will for something that won 't do the job.
Mr. WILL: Well. it's my melancholy task to keep bringing up politics. Let me give you one
number. 22. That's the number of Republican senators who are up two years from now.
Sen. DOMENICI: That's right.
Mr. WILL: Now. one of the proposals from Mr. Stockman is let's cap at 530.000- absolute
cap. Igather - family eligibility for subsidized student loans. Can you imagine a Senate in
which 40% of the majority parry is up for re-election doing that"
Sen. DOMENICI: Yes.
Mr. WILL: And a dozen. 20. 30. 40 more things like that?
Sen. DOMENICI: Yes. Let me tell yO(}- let's take that one. for example. That cap is for
subsidized loans. That's nol a cap on federal guaranteed loans that are nol subsidized. Ithink
we can support that. WeU. Jet me teU you, if it's that one and 10 mere or that one and 20
more and an adequate reduction in defense. and across-dle-board in as many things as you
can get. Idon', think you're looking at two yean; from oow. You're IooIdng at the next three
months. If you make the hanJ votes then and the American economy is humming when these
22 are up, the people will oot remember these voees. What they're going to remember is that
we did what was necessary to keep the American economy alive.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator, thank you. and we hope you'lI come back when all this is done.
Well talk about how it turns out.
Sen. DOMENICI: Be delighted to. Thank you vel)' much.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. Thanks very much for coming. Coming next. David Stockman.
director of the Office of Managment and Budget. In a moment.
{commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Stockman. thank you vel)' much; pleasure to have you with us today.
What we hear around town -what people say around town. you may disagree -is that Mr.
Reagan has walked away from the budget deficit problem and dumped it in the laps of
Congress. Is that righl?
DAVID STOCKMAN, OMB Dire<;tor: Well. (don't think that's true at all. I think there is
a major misinrerpretation happening hero-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Explain it to us.
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Mr. STOCKMAN: -particularly with the newspapers.This budget isn't a budget as usual.
where almost everything stays the same and a few things are changed. This 1986 budget is a
budget of fundamental choice for the American people. And as a result of that. we're having
to do things a little differently. Now, in tenus of the President walking away. he actually
spent more time in November and December going through this budget in' excruciating.
line-item detail and making choices that now are Icnown to the public and the Congress
because we bave made it known before the regular date. So he bas been thoroughly involved.
He's made some very tough choices. and many cabinet members felt they went too far. But
he made those choices. So that is clear. Now. second Senator Dole realizes that he's taking
his anny into an extraordinary battle, and he wants them prepared and he wants to get them
start~ early. So together we came up with the idea of these briefings. these sessions, ~
working meetings, well before that formal. 1,()(X)..page document is transmitted early m
~eb~. They're looking at what we have come up with. There are going to be two things
In this budget - a freeze of many programs and then further cuts or even eliminations of
some of those that we just have to do without. The process we're going through is to get them
to understand the definitions of a freeze that we have come to and the list of programs that we
feel you have to eliminate entirely from the budget.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Could you give me an example of those?
Mr. STOCKMAN: Of programs thai need to be eliminated? Well. there aremany. We-leI
m,eoffer Amtrak, Every ~me someone gets on a train it costs the taxpayers $35. Every ~f!le.
It s a m~e thing to have If you can afford it. We can't afford it, given this budget condition
that ~e ~ ID. Farm programs cost us $60 billion over the last four years; we still have a
situanon m agriculture that is terrible economically. That hasn't worked. We have .got to
fundamentally reform the farm programs and put some serious cost controls on them like we
haven't before. Even in the area of veterans' health care benefits. That's been a sacred cow in
the ~ast. but I think it's clear now thai for those who are disabled. for those woo are
low-income, we want to keep that health care available. But for those who can afford it.
we re going to have to ask them either to pay their fair share or to get their services
el~ewhen:. The~ are the kinds of fundamental choices we face in this budget if we 're, to get
this ~ficn c<!ntaJ.~. under control and keep the economy moving forward. and that ~ why
there ISall this activity ahead of the normal February 4th date. BUI to say the President s out
?f u. the Senate IS taking over. seems to me is to misinterpret entirely. People are getting
Involved early because this is so important.

Mr. WILL: Well, you mentioned one or two sacred cows. You didn't mention the Ex-Irn
Bank and all the other things thai are on your list. .
Mr. STOCKMAN: Well. there are many others.

Mr. WILL: Okay. it's a huge herd of sacred cows. wher makes you think they're suddenly
secular cow~? I mea;n, what makes you think that the political process over 30 or 40 years that
produ~ this herd IS suddenly going to say. "Well, on the other hand. we're not going to
start killing cows"?

Mr. STOCKMAN: Well. I think it's tough. I don', discount thai for a second. But I don't
thmk we have any other .choic~s. This election campaign, I think, was different th~ ~
because norm~Jy the J>ohcy gUidance that comes out of an election is a bit fuzzy. 1bis orne
the other cand.ldate .?Jd very clearly, "I'm going to solve the deficit problem by raising your
taxes SUbstantially, and 49 states said overwhelmingly. "No. you're not eoing to solve theproblem tha' way. " _

Mr. WILL: Yes. but they-

Mr. STOCKMAN: So we have laid tha' marker in the sand. and therefore. if you work on
~e spe~dmg s~de m order to reduce this deficit of the magnitudes that have been talked about
bee

Te
this rnonung. those kinds of sacred cows are going to have to be considered and have toremoved.

~r.WILL: But isn 'f it fair to say that the man who beat Mr. Mondate didn't utter a syllable
tween September and November about a single specific spending cut?

~i~ STOCKMAN: Well. I think he made it very clear that the deficit is going 10 be dealt
~gh spending reductIons, spending reforms. an attempt to decide as a natlon what

we re ly need and what we can do without.
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Mr. WILL: The President-
Mr. STOCKMAN: And he may not have offered a laundry list. but I don't think that's
necessarily the function of the campaign. That's the .function of the gove!"Jl1Cnta! process.
We're in the process now of offenng that to the Amencan people. And I think they II support
what we're trying to do.
Mr. WILL: As an economist. which you are. a lay sort of economist, and as a politician -
you are a retired one. from ~ Congress - do you believe, as the President clearly does, ~at
the politics and the econormcs converge and that you can get to a balanced budget With
economic growth and spending cuts?
Mr. STOCKMAN: Well. I don't know how you get to a balanced budget. That's down the
road. It seems to me-
Mr. WILL: Does the President believe you can?
Mr. STOCKMAN: well. I don't think that's the relevant question. An ideal would be a
balanced budget. The problem now is to get the deficit out of the danger woe. where It could
clearly harm the economy and the recovery we have underway. 5% of GNP. more than $200
billion, get it into a manageable zone--
Mr. WILL: Two percent?
Mr. STOCKMAN: -under $100 billion. a couple percent of GNP. Then we can have a
great debate after that how you close the remainder of the gap. But now the question IS, how
do we get out of the danger zone? How do we get into a manageable woe?
Mr. WILL: With your new figures you're talking about a three-year cut of $266 billion. Now.
given what you ·know from your g~errill~ w~are for four years WI~ the Pentagon and the
President's beliefs and the congressional merna on a lot of the spendmg cuts that are now.on
paper and will never get off the paper, can you really think of a prayer of a chance of getting
close to $266 billion out of thai small portion of the budget thai'S left?
Mr. STOCKMAN: Well. we have gone through it. We bave laid out the items thai add up to
that. I think it's hard to make a case that any of these are absolutely essential t~ the kind .of
society, opportunities we want for people In the future: Is gem:ra1 revenue shanng ~~nb~
when locaJ governments have surpluses, we have massive deficits. Is Amtrak essential. This
excess of farm programs - are they essential?
Mr. WILL: But they all have constituencies.
Mr. STOCKMAN: They have constituencies. but there are also taxpayers in this country.
there are also people who want to believe .that we have an .~uate- defense. ~ working
within the parameters of those considerations and the political press~, we II have to
hammer something out. and it'll be tough. I don't discount that for a nunute.
Mr. DONALDSON: May I just ask about the numbers?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Go ahead. Sam.
Mr. DONALDSON: I don't want to dazzle everyone with numbers or have you do so. but
rather than talk In generalities, let's do try for our audience to go down so~ of~ numbe~.
Recently you have come up with increased projections. yours, of the defiCits. Give us those
numbers for the three years we're talking about.
Mr. STOCKMAN: WeIl. they're significantly over $200 billion-
Mr. DONALDSON: Two hundred and twenty five for fiscal '86?
Mr. STOCKMAN: That's the estimate we have at the present time. based on the economics
light now.
Mr. DONALDSON: All light ..
Mr. STOCKMAN: Thal'lI vary a little-
Mr. DONALDSON: Thai's all I'm asking for you.
Mr. STOCKMAN: I think the relevant question-
Mr. DONALDSON: But may I ask you to give us fiscal '87 then"?
Mr_ STOCKMAN: Well. at the moment we're looking in the 220. 230. 240 range.
Mr. DONALDSON: Two-forty? All light. fiscal '88 please.
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Mr. STOCKMAN: Well. ifs- all three years is roughly now. as we perceive il-
Mr. DONALDSON: All right. those are your estimates. are they not?
Mr. STOCKMAN: Thafs right.
Mr. DONALDSON: They're not the Democrats' estimates. they're not some outsider's
estimates. They're not mine.
Mr. STOCKMAN: That's it.
Mr. DONALDSON: Are you telling us then. since you. in response to David and George
both. have suggested the President has not walked away. the President will present a budget
that will do the job. that the budget you present to Capitol Hill in the name of Ronald Reagan
on the 4th of February will in fact. if enacted just as he presents it. reduce the deficit by fiscal
'88 to $100 billion?
Mr. STOCKMAN: Well. Idon't know that we're going to hit that target on the head. but
you have to remember-
Mr. DONALDSON: How much will you miss it?
Mr. STOCKMAN: Well. our primary goal has been to freeze total spending in 1986. cap the
deficit at 4% of GNP, put some things in place that'll bring it down in the next two years. I
think we'll meet those general objectives.
Mr. DONALDSON: But in fact you're not going to meet your own deficit figures. are you?
Mr. STOCKMAN: Well. that may well be in terms of the second and third year. but those
numbers get increasingly soft. We have to start somewhere. and it seems to me that if we can
find a way to agree with Congress. freeze total spending and get the budget moving on a
path--
Mr. DONALDSON: All right. let's look at that.
Mr. STOCKMAN: -that heads in that general direction. we'll have--
Mr. DONALDSON: Are you telling me that David Stockman. speaking now I suppose for
the administration, is in favor of freezing total spending across the board for fiscal '867
Mr. STOCKMAN: We didn't say that. We said that the outcome that we desire - some
things w.iUgo up. some things will go down. some things will be eliminated - is a freeze on
the totality of government spending. which-
Mr. DONALDSON: Have you accepted the fact that Weinberger beat you on the Pentagon
budget. and are you 11OW-

Mr. STOCKMAN: Well that's-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. it's true. isn't it?
Mr. STOCKMAN: We have a small argument every year that the newspapers make into a
big story.

Mr. DONALDSON: A small argument?! We're talking about a _ correct me - an
argument over a $30-. $40-. $50-billion difference.
Mr. STOCKMAN: Well. that was over several years.
Mr. DONALDSON: Oh!
Mr. BRINKLEY: We are in Washington. Sam.
Mr. DONALDSON: I know.

Mr .. STOCKMAN: I know. You may laugh. but over several years we're talking ,bout a
trillion dollars worth of defense spending.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. you can handle the fact that the President is saying to Congress.
or win say. "I want things cut. I want things frozen. bur not defense"?
Mr. STOCKMAN: Well. I think. you know. every time we talk about the deficit the first
~.o~ we get from many in Congress and. the press is, "What about defense?" And I thi~
It s time people recognize that over the last two or three years of working this problem t a
have brought defense down substantially already. A year ago today we were looking aad
target for 1986 on defense of $350 billion. That's what we thought the program Congress h

approved would cost. We are now down to 314. That's a $34-billion reduction-
Mr. DONALDSON: But not nearly as far as David Stockman thought it ought to go.
Mr. STOCKMAN: WeU. over the last- over the last 12months we've lowered our target
for this budget year by $34 billion. So it's not that the administration has been rigid and not
forthcoming on what is the minimum doUar we need in that area. But there's stiUgoing to be
an argument.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Stockman. Iknow you 've been working hard running the computers.
probably missed some sleep. but you look very bealthy and vigorous. So. do you think you
will live to see a balanced budget?
Mr. STOCKMAN: Well. I don't know about that. I think I will live to see the political
institutions of this country come to grips with the problem and take the rough and difficult
action that is going to be needed. I think we're going to have a deficit solution this year. I
think. the economy is going to benefit enonnously as a result of that.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thank you. Thank you very much. Thanks for coming in today: pleasure
to have you with us. Coming next. our discussion here. generally cool and even-tempered.
but nothing guaranteed. Joining us will be commentator Hedding Carter. In a moment.
{commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: It's been about a week since the Geneva conference: Secretary Shultz and
Andrei Gromyko. Soviet foreign minister. And this morning Gromyko was on Russian
television with what they call a press conference. And he put a very favorable face on things.
saying it was progress and so on and so on. What do you think of it? George?
Mr. WILL: Well. I think that Gromyko went there to accomplish something. which was to.
a) get the talks going again. I think they want the talks as a stimulant. just as we want them as
a tranquilizer. He wants to stimulate the European peace movement, to stimulate certain
countries, particularly the low countries. to start pulling back from their obligation to take a
certain allotment of the NATO missiles.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Belgium and Holland.
Mr. WILL: That's right. On the other hand. the President Ithink wants talks as a tranquilizer
for Congress. He can now go up and say, . 'Pass the MX because you don't want to send the
wrong signal and undercut our negotiators." Also Gromyko wanted to begin the process of
putting impediments in the way of American research and development of strategic defense.
And I think. with the crucial language in the communique. pledging us. in clear Soviet
language, not to favor an ann to ~ •'prevent" was the crucial word - to prevent an arms
race ID space. I think they got started on that objective.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. there may be elements of what you say that are correct. George.
but if you take the view that all talks are wrong. and I think that is your view-
Mr. WILL: No. it's not.
Mr. DONALDSON: Oh. you are for arms negotiations with the Soviet Union?
Mr. WILL: I'm for talks.
Mr. DONALDSON: Arms negotiations. Well. [think that the talks inGeneva accomplished
something. They got the two powers back again on the track toward negotiations. We aren't
there yet. We haven't even begun negotiations. But at least the process has begun. And I
think negotiations between the two superpowers on this subject are important.
Mr. WILL: Why? .

Mr. DONALDSON: Because it could result in the peace of the eanth as opposed to the
destruction of the earth.
HODDING CARTER, PBS Commentator: I'm like George. I'm not able to read the
Russians' minds. so I don't know why they wanted to go there. I think it accomplished at
least one thing. It demonstrated---
Mr. WILL: You can read their rhetoric. They did say why they were going there.
Mr. CARTER: Well. they say lots of things. So does Ronald Reagan say lots of things.
depending on what day of the what week and week of the month and what year it may be.
about what we ought to do with the Russians. But I mean. at least we demonstrated that we
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can go in there with one position and almost hold it for the entire time. I notice from the
stories now in the papers over the last couple of days. it's always some disagreernent-
already some disagreement on the American side as to what's been accomplished. But I
happen to agree with Sam. obviously. as opposed to you. It is important that they have done
nothing more - and it's all they've done - but establish some kind of procedure for
proceeding.
Mr. BRINKLEY: George. what do you think we and the Soviet Union in this respect should
do?
Mr. WILL: I think. David. the historians will look back on this new episode of arms talks as
the last act of a rather pointless drama. I think anns control is almost over. It's ac~ie"e:d
almost nothing in 16 years. Force levels have rocketed ahead. The world. I don't rhink. IS
safer.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. that's not true.
Mr. WILL: It is true.
Mr. DONALDSON: It's not true.
Mr. WILL: Wen. the Soviet-
Mr. DONALDSON: What would the force levels have been without the talks? Granted that
they are capped and we haven't reached them yet in many areas-
Mr. WILL: That's an interesting point. but it doesn't meet my point. which is that force
levels have roared ahead during the anns control period. If the Soviet Uni~n were to ~ to
us today and say. "We will cut in half our warl1eads if you will kill strategic defense. they
would be left. after cutting in half their number of warheads. with twice the warheads they
had when the so-called anns control process got started. That's the kind of control--
Mr. DONALDSON: What about the test ban treaty? Do you think it would be a safer world
if we didn't have a treaty against testing of atomic weapons in the atmosphere?
Mr. WILL: I don't think that's particularly important.
Mr. DONALDSON: Oh, the strontium 90 and the death that-
Mr. CARTER: George, I'm glad. I have you on record as being in favor-
Mr. WILL: Are you calling this an arms control treaty?
Mr. DONALDSON: l'm calling it an anns control treaty. precisely.
Mr. CARTER: Yes. it is - it is part of a process which is absolutely invaluable and
necessary .
Mr. WILL: Invaluable?! What has it accomplished?!
Mr. CARTER: Yes, invaluable. What it has accomplished is a list of,things whiC~~
otherwise would have been doing. To say that we're doing 100 X. well. let ~ start With ard
Wewould have at this point. honest to God. what we're trying (0 get again. a race lO7J. n
having a perfect defensive system. which is a good way to add another !W0 or ~ ,tIl to.
dollars to the defense budget. It's a no-win. Since whatever you're talking about IS IffiPOS
sible--

Mr. BRINKLEY: You're talking now about the ABM the so-called Star Wars.
M C "thi me limits tor .. ARTER: I'rn talking about the ABM treaty, It has managed. WI n so idea;"'t
dedicate this nation. among others. to the idea that endless proliferation IS J1O( a greathave not
In the world. There are a whole series of treaties which. true enough. George. .
brought the millenium, but then again I didn't believe conservatives thought that7~
sibte. What it has done is make it possible for us to put some blocks into some P
anns--
M WILL' . its advocates. is that. r. : The great .a~hl~vement of arms control so far, ify~ hsten to 1 d deterrence
It has stopped competmon In defense. That is, that it has comnutted the won .to a
based on the threat of genocide. That may be a great achievement. I doubt It. . i-
Mr. CARTER: It takes you away from the notion of the Magin'" Line as being a puss
blltty-

Mr. DONALDSON: It has clearly not stopped-
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Mr. CARTER: -George.
Mr. DONALDSON: -competition in defense.
Mr. CARTER: Anybody who at this stage of development believes in the Maginot Line
being the magic defense is crazy.
Mr. WILL: The Soviet Union- the Soviet Union goes to Geneva and manages to propagate
the belief that. a) the United States is threatening for the first time to make space an arena of
military competition, whereas in fact it is already. There is one ABM system in the wo~d
today; the Soviet Union has it. There is one anti-satellite system in the world today; the Soviet
Union has it.
Mr. CARTER: To which we agreed. George.
Mr. WILL: That's exactly it. I'm saying that this is a very bad, asymmetrical outcome for the
United States.
Mr. DONALDSON: The problem with people who argue against anns negotiations is they
must look ahead to the future and tell us what they foresee as the alternative, and they usually
say-
Mr. WILL: I'll tell you.
Mr. DONALDSON: -that the alternative is that eventually the Soviet system will collapse.
Ronald Reagan carne to the presidency predicting that it will be left on the ash heap of
history.
Mr. WILL: Arms control has given us. for example, the MX missile. Arms control says, let's
count things. Let's limit what we can count: launchers. So let's get big, vulnerable launchers
like the MX.
Mr. DONALDSON: George. I'm telling you let's have no anns control. You tell me what
the world looks like in 20 years,
Mr, Will: It's going to look exactly the same way with or without arms control because
arms control doesn't-
Mr. DONALDSON: And there will be no more danger-
Mr. WILL: [ will tell you!
Mr. DONALDSON: -<>f the thennonuclear war?
Mr. WILL: Of course there are going to be danger of thennonuclear war unto the seventh
generation. It is sentimental--
Mr. DONALDSON: The poor are always with us. is that it?
Mr. WILL: Danger is always with us. You cannot repeal modem physics. But what you're
going to get is more and more weapons that, because of their increased accuracy and their
miniaturization and their mobility. are a) very hard to control because you can't count ~m
and keep track of them, but on the other hand are very hard to knock out with a first strike.
and you're going to get something like strategic stability by the very attributes of weapons
that makes anus control/crosstalk/
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, you're arguing a case for the balance of terror. You're making a
case for the balance of terror-
Mr. CARTER: That's fine. Of COUl1iC he is.
Mr, DONALDSON: -e-thatwe have now.
Mr. WILL: Yes. and--
Mr. DONALDSON: And the President says he wants to move away from it. So you disagree
WIth the President-
Mr. CARTER: -stnuegic stability-
Mr. DONALDSON: Hedding. let me just make this poinl.
Mr. BRINKLEY: One at a time. Go ahead. Sam.
Mr. DONALDSON: You disagree with the President on that point? You want continued
offensive race toward a point of perfect. terrible stability?
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Mr. WILL: No.

Mr. DONALDSON: You do not want defensive weapons like the President-
Mr. WILL: Let me speak my mind because I'm the world's foremost expert on it. What I
W~t IS half of what the President wants. The President says he wants a perfectshield. I don't
think you ~an get. that. I think you can with strategic defense complicate the calculations of
any potential Soviet planner planning a first strike. Therefore. you can protect some of your
retaliatory capacity, exponentially complicating the task of an aggressor and thereby. with a
rruxtura, a balanced mixture of defense and offense. improve stability.

hM
r.CARTER: We have it today. George. We have precisely what you're asking for. as we
ad tt 10 years ago.

Mr. WILL: No, we do not.

Mh,·CA~TER: 9f course we do. With submarines. with cruise missiles. we have precisely
w at you re asking for. We need nothing else more.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right- '

Mr. WILL: Well. that's your opinion. but just 10-

Mr. CARTER: I know my opinion better than anybody here. to quote somebody.
Mr. WILL: BUI the fact-

~r. C~~TER: And what I'm trying to say is. if what you're asking for is the notion of not
Jn~ a e to know whether or not you are going to wipe out everybody else you've alreadygot tt.

~. :-V'a1LjL:.~at r said was I want to add a defensive mixture to increase the complexity.
at S ,It s a very moderate position.

Mr. DONALDSON: It would never be reduced, then'!

Mrd,WILL: I'm all f~r reductions. We have tried it for 20 years. there's not the slightest
eVI ence that the Soviet Union' s interested--
Mr. BRINKLEY: Okay. All right. before the time runs out-
Mr. WILL: They're nOl'

~ BRINKLEY: I would like to have one peaceful note here. InMay of this year will be the
the anniversary of ~ -E Day. Victory in Europe Day. when we defeated the Nazis _ w~.
bseBnnsh, the RUSSIansand so on. The British have already said they will not put on any big
o 17aJ1ce because It IS too politically difficuJt. 1be former enemies are now allies and so
the°n.Gewe put on a celebration of the 40th anniversarv who would we invite? 1be Russians.nnans? Who? --J'

:'th~NALDSON: Well, you know. it's interesting that the people who want it the most
pushi~ J:em;.ans. ChanceUor Kohl. who w~ excluded from the D-Day celebration. has been

g ardesr for a V -E Day celebration of some sort in May.
Mr. BRINKLEY' He bee
M . was angry ause he was not invited to Nonnandy.

r. DONALDSON' Th t' . h I thou . ihinz i Ithink f .' a s ng t. ght that was interesting. but the Important 109 IS.
R~a ~ ~m our .side-c, we're J;llaying.with the idea of trying to get Chemenko and Mr.
b g . gether rn. not a sumnut meetmg per se. but in just some sort of eer-roaerher to help
o serve tl. And I'm all for that. - -
Mr. BRINKLEY: Hooding. what'!
Mr. CARTER: July 4th w observed m Vi . . . . th as thecia Vick bu . ~ never rved In Vicksburg. MISSISSippi.because at w
O/ght to sh rg fell . .It dIdo t repeal. of COUrse, why July 4th was otherwise celebrnted. We

ave a majOr celebratlOll--
Mr. BRINKLEY: How about Robert E. Lee's birtbda .J

Mr CARTER' y.
eel;brated is w· We oug~t to .have a major celebration. and among the things that ought to be
th S ' U· hat was hIstone fact. that a big participant in what happened at V-E Day wase OVlet mono
Mr. WILL' Yes the S . U· . . •
up Poland' Th' OVlet mon began World War n as Hitler's enthusiastic ally In earvm_

. ere was a rupture between the two. at Hitler's initiative. By May 8th. 1945, the

Soviet Union was busy screwing down a tyranny. throu¥h0~t Eastern Europe. d1<t!differed
only in nuance from the Hitlerite tyranny. The Soviet Uruon IS the legatee of HI~er s values.
of conquest and anti-Semitism, and they should be expelled from any celebration-
Mr. DONALDSON: What is your point-
Mr. CARTER: There are those who believe-
Mr. WILL: rm saying-
Mr. CARTER: -that the beginning of World War II was those in the West who would not
speak against Franco at the time in which it was possible---
Mr, DONALDSON: Well. but. George-
Mr. CARTER: -to puI together a-
Mr. DONALDSON: Hooding. let's get George's point.
Mr, CARTER: It was the place where the tested weapons went forward on behalf of
Germany and Italy.
Mr.WILL: Any celebration, Sam, any celebrationof the end of World War II should be a
celebration of the values that made it a war worth fighting. and those are values to which the
Soviet Union-

Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. okay I have 10 interrupt. Time's up. Thanks very much. Maybe
we'll have to return to this another time. We'll be back with a few words wondering what we
might see on the CBS television network if Jesse Helms takes control of it. as he wants to. In
a moment.
{commercial break!
Mr. BRINKLEY [commentarv[: Finally, an interesting news story this week from Jesse
Helms. the conservative Republican senator from North Carolina. He asked his friends
across the country, particularly the rich ones, 10 buy stock in the CBS television network and
take control of it and become, as Helms put it, "Dan Rather's boss." Rather's news. he
thinks .. has a left-wing bias. Well. before Helms came to the Senate he was on local
televl.slon In Raleigh. North Carolina. So if this scheme works, what will we see? The CBS
Evernng News with Jesse Helms? Jesse Helms in Walter Cronkite's old chair? Well. as one
North Carolinian to another, Senator, if you get control of CBS and do the news. all right.
Bur what WIll you do about "Dallas"? J.R. Ewing is so greedy and so nasty, he gives
capltali~m a bad name. When you're in charge, what will you have him do? Pun aU his
money mto umon-busting'! And how about the CBS soap operas'! "Guiding Light." "As the
World Turns"? Will you stop them from dealing in divorce and adultery and turn them to
polincs, even If It kills the ratings'! And movies. Under your leadership. will CBS give us
noou':!g but John Wayne movies? Before we can evaluate your plan to take over CBS, these
question, need to be answered.
For all of us at ABC's This Week, until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WIT1f DAVID BRINKLEY

January 20, 1985
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our
Washington headquarter.;, here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: In this hour President Reagan will take the oath of office for another
term in a private ceremony at the White House. and we will switch over there to see it
whenever it happens. Now that he is beginning another term, what will he do with it? Since a
lot of what needs to he done will initate some of the voters, how much support can he expect
in Congress? While he can't run again the Republicans in Congress can and will. So what
rnight we expee!? We'll ask today's guests: Donald Regan, Secretary of the Treasury, soon to
become White House chief of staff; James A. Baker, White House chief of staff, soon to
become Secretary of the Treasury; and more. All here on our Sunday program.
Again, President Reagan will take the oath of office for his second term at the White

House within this hour. When he does, we will switch over there, four blocks from here, to
see it happen. In the meantime, the other big event of this weekend, the Super Bowl, Palo
Alto, California, the Miami Dolphins, the San Francisco 4ger.l, Dan Marino, Joe Montana.
Well, what is happening in Palo Alto now? Here is Stone Phillips.

STONE PHIWPS [voice-over]: The corporate jets bave landed, all 700 of them, and
for corporate party-goers this is the day after. The tickets are all gone, except for a few in
the $1,500 section, and the 4ger.; have even recorded their own fight song. The San
Francisco Gay Men's Choir offered a 4ger.; song with four-part bannony. The pre-game
press conferences ended Friday, and yesterday the teams arrived at Stanfonl Stadium for
the final practices. This isn't a practice; it's a rebearsa1 for ABC. Members of a Stanford
fraternity and one local sportswriter became 4ger.l and Dolphins for the day. No Super
Bowl rings or $36,000 honuses for the winners; just the chance to perform in front of
network cameras.
"DAN MARINO, Miami Quartefb8ck": I hope to work a few endorsements out after
the game.
"JOE MONTANA, Sen Francisco Quartefb8ck": That was a lot of fun, but I'm
glad I don't do it for a living.
PHIWPS: Soon the real players will he in front of the cameras. All that's left now is the
game itself, which many here are calling the best match-up in Super Bowl history.

[voice-over} Don Shula, coaching in his sixth Super Bowl against San Francisco's Bill
Walsh, who is one for one in Super Bowl competition; Miami's record-brealring quarter-
back, Dan Marino, against Joe Montana, the league's highest-rated passer. San Francisco
bas all-pro receivers in Dwight Oark and Freddie Solomon, but stealing the show from
the Marks brothers of Miami won't he easy - Mark Duper and Mark Gayton, who
caught 26 touchdown passes during the regular season, have made it clear today' s
matinee will nOt he a comedy. The question is, who will he left behind? Stone Phillips.
ABC News at the Super Bowl in Stanford.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Other news. The returns are in from Houston. from a vote yesterday on
two anti-discrimination proposals, one saying sexnal preference should not he considered for
city employees. It came to he called the gay rights ordinance. The result? It was defeated four
to one.
Finally, there is the mallet of the Washington weather for tomorrow's inaugural and the

parade. The forecast is for a temperature somewhere aroond t5 with a pretty good wind and a
wind-chill factor down to 10 or 20 helow zero. It is difficult or impossible for a musician to
playa brass hom or any hom in weather like that. This morning a band director here from
West Virginia says tomorrow parade could tum into a long, cold, quiet march because, he
says, you simply can't play music on cold horns. Of the University of West Virginia
marching band he said, "Some of the kids are excited, but other.; face the reality that we're
going to freeze to death. "
We'll he back with all the rest of today's program in a moment.

[commercial break]
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Mr, BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, thank yoo very much for coming in. Happy to have you
with us today. Here with us are George Will of ABC News and Sam Donaldson, ABC News
White House correspondent. Now, we all know, to ~ ~tent. w~.hes m store for the
administration in the next four years beginning now. What IS Its first pnonty, would you say?
DONALD REGAN, Treasury 5ecretary: [ would say federal spending and getting our
hands on federal spending.
Mr, BRINKLEY: How are you going to do it?
Sec, REGAN: Well, quite obvioosly by cutting the amoont of federal spending that we're
doing.
Mr, BRINKLEY: I know, but what? But what?
Sec, REGAN: Where? Almost across the board. Practically every program will either be
frozen or will suffer cuts.
GEORGE WILL: Well, the President said in one of his fairly rare specific statements during
the campaign that be would not stand for - was his phrase - any dirnunition of the benefits
for Social Security recipients. "Will not stand for." would, [think, in the normal use of the
language, imply "veto any measure that woold reduce what are now scheduled to be Social
Security benefits." Have [ construed that correedy or not?
Sec, REGAN: Yes, you've construed it correedy. What the President is sayingthose
checks that are going out to those Social Security beneficiaries are not to be cut, penod.
Mr, WILL: BUIhe was not saying that the anticipatable and scheduled increases are guaran-
teed?
Sec, REGAN: Well, they aren't because by law they're not. If inflation doesn't go over 3%
there are no COLAs. So be can't guarantee that there will be increases wben by law there
couldn't be.
Mr. WILL: But he won't change the ground roles by which we currently govern the increases
in payments?
Sec, REGAN: The President? Absolutely not, George.
Mr. WILL: There's one other thing, if [could. Where in this campaign-- one of the ~ays
you use a campaign, [ should bave thought, is to build a mandate for Specific actions,
particularly ones that are apt to be painful. Can yoo tell me what the President got a mandate
to do in terms of cutting the budget, because he was remarkably reticent on this subject m
both campaigns - 1980 and 1984.
Sec, REGAN: Well, the people of the United States are not concerned aboot the entirety of
the budget. They don't know the intricacies of it. All they know is they think that we here"::;
Washington, and they are absolutely correct, are spending tno much of their money,
they'd like to see us stop spending that money. They leave it to us as experts- and by us I
mean us, the Congress and the executive branch, to do the actual paring.
Mr. DONALDSON: There's a story out this weekend that you the administration will reach
a deal with the Senate Republican leadership on a package of $50 billion-worth of cuts, then
run it through the Hoose before the Democrats know what's happening. Is that correct?
Sec. REGAN: No, it won't be before the Democrats know what's happening, because
obvioosly it's going to take some time to get it through the Senate. It has to go through that
appropriation-
Mr. DONALDSON: But you're going to cut $50 billion?
Sec. REGAN: We would like to see cuts of $50 billion from what is called the current
services budget. That means if you do nothing else.
Mr, DONALDSON: Then why don't yoo propose it? Why doesn't the President in his
February 4th budget propose it?
Sec, REGAN: He will. When you see the February 4th budget you'll see that the suggested
budget cuts for 1986, fiscal '86, will be on the order of $50 billion.
Mr, DONAlDSON: Well, how much will you take out of defense then?
Sec, REGAN: Well, we've already taken out of defense about $8.7 billion.
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Mr. DONALDSON: But yoo have to take more.·Or do yoo?
Sec. REGAN: Well, that remains to be seen. We are achieving $50 billion of cuts withoot
further cuts in defense. Now. there are some in Congress that are saying, no, they want to cut
more. We'll just bave to see what happens.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, all right, you're going to have to cut Medicare and programs like
that more. Let me ask you a specific. Would yoo raise the Medicare eligibility age from 65,
say, to 67?
Sec. REGAN: No, that has not been proposed, but it's trying to pare down some of the
hospital costs and some of the fees to physicians. That's the roote that we're going.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, Mr. Secretary, that's $50 billion you're talking aboot. The budget
deficit is well over $200 billion. That's not much progress, is it?
Sec. REGAN: Well, if we accomplish the $50 billion, it'll bring the deficit down to the
$170-, $18O-billion range. Now, that's not good, but, all things considered, it's not that bad,
because we are starting it on a path of a lead down. FIfty billion in the first year translates into
about $90 billion three years afterwards, because yoo eliminate a program in year one, you
progressively get more out of that. So we will bave a path showing the deficit coming down,
'86, '87. '88.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Cuts the following year will be even more difficult than those the first
year, wouldn't they?
Sec. REGAN: Well, if we start these cuts and then stick with them, the growth in the
economy and so on, yoo will reduce the deficits 10 where they're- well, let me put it this
way. they can be bandied. But there certainly won't be a balanced budget.
Mr. WIU.: Y00 've been in Washington now for fOO'years, came here not as a politician but
as a businessman. And now yoo are associated with, both on the spending side and the tax
side, what would be called fairly radical changes in the way we gnvern thecoontry. Is It yoor
impression that the coontry is capable of this kind of move? Or isn't - doesn't the modem
state sort of exist to, a) make promises, by making promises develop constituencies and then
protect the constituencies?
Sec. REGAN: Well, there's no doobt aboot it that this is a constituency govenunent, that
we do bave all of these groups that say cut anybody else but don't cut me, tax anybody else
but don't tax me. And we simply bave to, from the point of view of the President and his
cabinet, act as the spokesman for all Americans and try to avnid that.
Mr. WIU.: Well, now, yoo've- from your department, at least, carne a proposal for fairly
substantial tax reform that the President has not wannly and publicly embraced. Do you
believe that yoo can, a) persuade him and, baving persuaded him, persuade the country. to do
things sucb as taxing the clergy for the value of the parsonage? [believe yoo're p1anmng to
do that. [ mean, it's a oomprebensive plan designed to annoy almost everyone at once. That's
sort of democratic, but it's difficult.
sec. REGAN: Well, it will be difficult to achieve tax simplification, yet any poll-- matter
of fact, the most recent ABC poll indicates that people overwbelmingly are for tax reform of
some nature.
Mr, WILL: But bave they a clue what they're talking aboot?
Sec. REGAN: Yeah. It's, let's be equal aboot it. Don't let my neighbor get advantages that
[don't bave. And all of us bave the same thing. Let me corne back to that parsonage thing for
just one moment, if yoo may. We're not picking on parsons. This being Sunday and all, I
want to reassure them. We're picking on everybody. What we're saying is that if you get an
allowance from Yoo' employer, whether that be the faithful in yout parish 01' whether it's
your employer, and somebody else doesn't, that yours should be taxed.
Mr. WIU.: Okay, but, let's just pursue this. That's $164 million, [ gather by 1990 that it
would bring into the government. That's $164 million, in other words, coming from the
clergy that would bave to be made up by the congregations well, if they're taxed, if the
parsonage is taxed as income - compensation. Now, that's- there's $164 million out of the
church communities in the United States. Aren't they going to complain and, complaining,
won't they be beard and, beard, won't they get Congress to stop this?
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Sec. REGAN: Perhaps, but that's normal. That happened to our forefathers from day one
with this nation. And you just have to balance off one against the other.
Mr. WILL: But that's how we got the government we have today. How are you going to
change it?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me ask one questioo here. [f we are going to tax parsonages. are we
going to tax Tip O'Neill's limousine?
Sec. REGAN: That will be up to Tip O'Neill. He's in !he-
Mr. BRINKLEY: How come it's up to Tip O'Neill? He pays taxes.
Sec. REGAN: Well, there's a division in the Constitution between the executive branch and
the legislative branch, and be's the legislative branch.
Mr. DONALDSON: We might as well ask the question, are we going to tax Donald T.
Baker's limousine, because the executive branch has them also. And I want to come now to
your new job. Assuming James Baker is confirmed as Secretary of the Treasury, you become
chief of staff. A lot of people say you'll be the prime minister. Is that what you'll be?
sec. REGAN: No, I'll be the chief of staff, the chief administtator of the President's plans
and policies->
Mr. DONALDSON: But there'll just be one of you, and in the old days there was Baker and
Deaver and Meese and maybe even Clark. Now there's just going to be Regan.
sec. REGAN: That's correct.
Mr. DONALDSON: What are you going to do with that power?
sec. REGAN: [ am going to make certain that these things get carried out efficiently, well
managed. I'll work closely with the Congress to see that some of them are turned mto
legislative action and--
Mr. DONALDSON: I'm asking you- [ understand your motives, and they're the purest.
But I'm asking you how you're going to structure a system at the White House where the
only man who comes through that door - the only man: Mrs. Reagan comes through any
time she wants to - to see Ronald Reagan is Donald Regan,
Sec. REGAN: No, there will be a lot of other people who will go in there. [ may go with
them or [ may not. But certainly the President will see members of his cabinet and other
officials that way as well as people from the Hill.
Mr. DONALDSON: But you said that all the paper that gets to the President will come
through you.
Sec. REGAN: Oh, yes.
Mr. DONALDSON: Will you bring in your own people to the White House?
Sec. REGAN: Probably.
Mr. DONALDSON: Who?
Sec. REGAN: No hoxes have been drawn yet, no names put in the hoxes. I'm still working
on that.
Mr. DONALDSON: What about the press office? Will you bring in someone to handle that?
Sec. REGAN: Can I bring in new press people also?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, no, we get to do liIat.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam, you after the job?
Mr. DONALDSON: No, I'm not, but I'm just wondering _ and [ plead self-interest as a
reporter who covers the White House - wbether you're going to restructure the press office
and bring m new people, like Ann Mclaughlin, for instance?
Sec. REGAN: No, she, in point of fact, has asked and has promised to stay as number two
over. at Interior. From my point of view, I'll have to take a very close look at our press
relations.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, now that you're moving into the White House, here is
something that [ believe everyone in Washington believes, and you may wish to disagree
WIth tl. When there IS talk of budget cuts, wben there is talk of defense cuts, Secretary
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Weinberger comes in to the President with an easel and charts and graphs and a lecture and
changes his mind. Does it all the time. Do you expect that to continue?
Sec. REGAN: Well, Cap will get a fair hearing for his proposals.
Mr. DONALDSON: That's interesting, because you have a reputation of being a tough guy.
Someone said in our set-up piece you don't suffer fools gladly. And [was trying to question
you earlier. It seems to me you're going to come in there and try to control things ~r than
just sit back and let people like Cap Weinberger come in and go around you. Is that right?
Sec. REGAN: Well, I don't think anyone will go around me because I'm accustomed to
working with my fellow cabinet officers and they know me well. I think they'll be trying to
work with me and through me.
Mr. DONALDSON: But to say Cap Weinberger will get a fair hearing when, as David
points out, each year he comes in and he and the President do precisely what they want on the
defense budget, is mind-boggling.
Sec. REGAN: Well, now, now, wait a minute. Let's be fair. If they had their wish list the
Defense Department would be asking for a lot more in the budget than we've actually put in
for them. We all know that. They got less last year than they wanted, and less the year
before.
Mr. WILL: You're going to sit on the National Security Council and you're going to be, as
the chief of staff, invariably involved in foreign policy. Let me he blunt. What do you know
about it? Imean, do you know about range limits on cruise missiles and Soviet deployments
and all the things that Cap Weinberger is paid to worry about full time?
Sec. REGAN: Since my area has been on the international side in the economic and
financial area, I'm very strong in that, probably the strongest person in the administration on
that. So I'll bring a strength to the National Security Council they haven't had heretofore,
with the possible exception, of course, of George Shultz, who was the Secretary of the
Treasury. But from the point of view of security matters, I've been reading all the intel-
ligence documents for the last four years; I'm reasonably familiar with these issues.
Mr. WILL: Are you ardent to get an arms control agreement? Do you think it's terribly
important?
Sec. REGAN: What do you mean by ardent, George? That has some connotations that are
not exactly peace at any price. That's not what I want. I want a fair agreement with the
Soviets, but fair, particulatly fair, from our point of view.
Mr. WILL: Achieving what?
Sec. REGAN: Well, if possible, at least a surcease on the building of new nuclear weapons
and. ultimately, a reduction in nuclear weapons.
Mr. WILL: Do you expect that?
Sec. REGAN: [ don't know. [t remains to be seen.
Mr. DONAL.DSON: How long are you committed to stay now, assume you become chief of
staff?
Sec. REGAN: I've made no Commitments on my length. As long as my health and the
Presitlent are willing, I'll stick around.
Mr. DONALDSON: A lot of people say you-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam, I'm sorry; our time is up. Sony to intenupt. Mr. Secretary, thank
you. Thanks very much for coming in. Enjoyed having you with us. We'll be back with more
of today's program in a moment.
lcommercial break!

[Special Report: The Oath of Office. lnaguraJion 85[
Mr. BRINKLEY: The President and Vice President will take the oath of office at the
White House shortly, We'U switch over there and see and hear it. Here with us are
George Will of ABC News and Sam Donaldson, ABC News White House corres-
pondent.

[voice-over] 'The swearing in, when it OCC\m, any minute now. will take place in the
Grand Foyer of the White House, which is the room you enter when you walk in the
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portico from Pennsylvania Avenue, the north side. And they will stand on what they call
the Grand Staircase, which, incidentally, has been used a nwnber of times for weddings,
perfect for that. The President and Vice President, their wives", and about 90 - I
understand - invited guests will be here for the ceremony. This is being done today
because the Constitution requires the President to take the oath on January 20th. Since, of
course, it's a Sunday. he's taking it today in private and will take it again tomorrow in
public as a part of the ceremony.

Mr. Reagan is scheduled to appear in a few seconds from now here in the Grand Foyer
of the White House, take the oath of office.
Mr. DONALDSON: You know, David, it was interesting. At first the While House was
oot going to allow any news coverage live of this oath-taking. They said they were going
to provide pictures later.

{prayer by the Rev. Donn Moomaw{
[Vice Presidential oath administered by Justice Potter Stewart]

Mr. BRINKLEY [voice-over]: The oath was administered to Vice President Bush by
retired Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart. Mr. Bush chose him. They're both Yale
graduates. That may have had something to do with it. Mr. Reagan's oath will he
administered by the chief justice of the Supreme Court, Warren Burger.

{Presidential ooth administered by Chief Justice Warren Burgeri

Mr. BRINKLEY [voice-over]: Mr. Reagan placed his hand on a Bible that belonged to
his mother, the grand and glorious King James Version.

{"My Country Tis of Thee" by U.S. Anny Chorus and U.S. Marine Orchestral
Mr. BRINKLEY:
"My Country 'TIs of Thee" was sung by the U,S Anny ChonJs. {benediction

by Rev. Moomawl

Mr, BRINKLEY {voice-over]: Now the ceremony is over. The President and Mrs.
Reagan, Vice President and Mrs. Bush, are to walk outside, where the temperatures are
about 15: and allow pictures to be taken on the day of his second swearing-in. A photo
opportunIty, they call it. They're going out to the north portico, the one that overlooks
Pennsylvania Avenue.
Mr. DONALDSON [voice-over]: With no coats! Wow!

REPORTER: Mr. President? What will be different about lite second term?
Pres. RONALD REAGAN: Well, I hope it'll be wanner.
REPORTER: Is it better the second time aroond, Mr. President?
Pres. REAGAN: It always is, isn't it?
REPORTER: What do you have to say to the American people at lite beginning of
your second term, sir? {question repeated]
Pres. REAGAN: I'll be saying that in just a little while down at the Capitol.

Mr. BRINKLEY {voice-over]: If Sam were there we could hear him. Sam is here with
us.

M,r. DO:NALDSON [voice-over}: That's the advantage I have over my colleagues, a
arge VOIce.

Mr, BRINKLEY: So that was it. The President is sworn in lite Vice President is sworn
m. The constitutional requirements have been satisfied on January 20th. And, "!fain,
~rnorrow ~ be the cere":lOni~ swearing-ln. unless everyone freezes in,ttx: meantll~1C.

the. Capitol. So the President IS sworn in on January 20th as the ConSbtunon reqcires
for his second and last term. ABC News will bring you live coverage of all of lite
~re~rnes tomorrow. beginning at 11:00 Eastern Time. I am David Bnnldey in

ashington. For those leaving us now. good afternoon.
(commercial break]
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Mr. BRINKLEY: The White House chief of staff at the moment, to he Secretary of the
Treasury as soon as Congress confirms him - should be no problem - will be coming
shortly to answer some questions for us immediately after the sweating-in we have just seen.
So he's taking over a tough job at a tough time, Treasury.
Mr. WILL: He is, and could I say something about what we've just seen?
Mr, BRINKLEY: Yes, please do.
Mr. WILL: Because I found it very stirring, and I hope I never get tiled of seeing- feeling
that way. We've just seen a miracle. America is force-fed on hyperbole, David; we're about
to see a football game that we have to call a super howl. It may be super and it may not be,
but that's a miracle that we just saw because it's very rare in history and even in this
enlightened age it's very rare, in the 20th centwy, to see power transferred or renewed
without tanks in lite streets.
Mr. BRINKLEY: How many countries in the entire world have ttansferred power peace-
fully, every four years, time after time, for 200 years, as of four years from now?
Mr. WILL: We're it in this sense. And doing it democratically. And we take it so much for
granted. And the stark, rather republican-willt-a-small-r simplicity of that ceremony I find
very stirring.
Mr. DONALDSON: I agree with you and, of COUIse, coming up to the more modem time,
we have seen only lite second president in the last 20 or so years take a second-term oath of
office. The last one to do it. Richard Nixon, went on the rocks. There is 00 indication that this
President will suffer any terrible fate. In fact, I think spirits are pretty high looking forward to
his second term.
Mr. BRINKLEY: One thing, George, I agree. The ceremony was stirring. They, the Anny
band - Army orchestra it was - originally planned to play" America the Beautiful." They
had litem change it to "My Country 'Tis of Thee." Well, they're both great, bot "America
the Beautiful," in my opinion, is the greatest, should be our anthem.
Mr, WILL: I agree with that. You can almost reach the high notes in it, whicl>-
Mr. DONALDSON: I think either one of those songs should be our anthem, perhaps over
lite current favorite, which is "God Bless the USA," which, of COUIse, played so well in the
President's campaigu last fall. I think the old songs are the best.

Mr, BRINKLEY: "America the Beautiful." Can't beat it. It's gorgeous.
Mr, WILL: Wasn't it John Kennedy who said that if the Russians ever arrived in Washington
he wasn't going to leave until the Marine Band did. He was not to leaving without them.
because they really are sensational.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, the Marine Band, which we will see tomorrow in the parade, again,
if everybody doesn't freeze in the meantime, was formed in 1793, I think. Oldest musical
organization in the country, of any nature. And they'll be out in their red coats, I hope, with
ear muffs, mufflers. How could you playa trumpet with gloves on? You explain that to me?
Mr, WILL: The Marines can do anything. They're looking for a few good men and they've
found litem.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, there are four years coming up with James Baker who, as I say, is
coming along shortly to answer a few questions for us. Four years coming up in the Treasury.
What might we expect to see during this time? Sam?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, ihe President's going to layout in his inaugural address a very
ambitious program from the standpoint of saying, "Look, I'm not going to coast for the next
four years. I want to get things done." He's going to corrunit himself to an ambitious tax
reform program. He's going to commit himself to reducing budgets, or at least gettmg us on
lite path of a reduction in deficits. And he's going to commir himself to try to seek an anus
reduction control with lite Soviets. That's a pretty big plate.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, be's got four years to fill it, or empty it. George?
Mr. WILL: Well, there's much to be said for a President who can't run again. That is, he is
free from lite taint of political calculation, and litis is, again, the first time we've had one of
these since Richard Nixon, and he was full of other taints by the time this began. Mr. Baker
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~~iti~nsin~~~~n~i:S~' becausehe's closelyidentifiedin the past with the political
I th . ident, Mr. Bush. On the other hand we have already seen

peop e- e great menboner, whoever he is, who starts mentioning people as--
Mr. BRINKLEY: I think it's some kind of machine that does that the .. hi
M WI

' menbornng mac ne.
r, LL: -as presidential possibiliti The' .presidential possibility hi hies. y ve now mentioned Mr. James Baker as a

• w c must not have amused the Vice President
Mr, DONALDSON' Well Ill'
Baker wanted to lea~e the' w::;~te YOUR that's one of the reasons, if you will, why Mr.
broaden his base of e . te ouse. e wanted to have a cabinet post and wanted to
ago I used to think th~:~nce so~rI1aps- be's only 54 years of age- gosh, 20 year.;
to run for office perhaps f ~Ide' t noBw I say only 54 years of age - and be would like
interesting thin '. hat or Int. ut you know, DaVId and George I think the most

g I'. W we've seen already the han f staff the' Whiassuming Baker is confinned b '. c ge 0 at te House,
he is going to perform the . y theSenate ..We ve beard Donald T. Regan talk ahoot how
going 10 hit the ground JOb of a smgle chief of staff. And [have the impression that he's
rnight be able 10 do some:"g .and, If Mr. Reagan does also in his inaugural address, they
thought they wouldn't be. g WIthCongress that a 101of people who are skeptics in this town

Mr, BRINKLEY: All right II there' . .
four yean; was Surrounded' bwetri nds s an Ult~ng development. Mr. Reagan in his first
known for years Now Dea y . e

l
.and advisers, mostly from California, people he has

Mr DONA' ver IS eavmg, Meese is leaving and Baker.
. LDSON' And Clark i I . InMr. BRINKLEY' Ri I And IS eavmg terior, and he was one of the palace guard.

Mr WILL' And Lbe gh . .. to be replaced by Donald Regan, who is from New York
• . lieve It IS the case correct if I'

met Donald Regan before he called him' me I m wrong, that Ronald Reagan had not
M B on the telephone---

r, RINKLEY: I think that's true. I think that's true.
Mr. WILL: -and offered him the job f
Mr. BRINKLEY: So he . our years ago.
House chief of staff is tomay feel a little lonely in there. Anyway, James Baker, the White
now We'll be backi appear shortly and answer some questions for us He's appearing

. m a moment. .
{commercial break!
Mr, BRINKLEY: James A Bakerv i .
from the swearing-in cere~n er, m the White House. He's just walked in to our camera
very much for taking the timi .:;~::; ,:,;c:.0' thiee minutes ago. Mr. Baker, thank you
JAMES A. BAKER While House y.
Mr, BRINKLEY' Glad' t h Chief of Staff: Certainly, David.

• 0 ave you With us.
Mr. BAKER: Thank you. I'm glad to he bere
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now you are .
Senate, which should ~ ahsolutern toprobleavefor the Treasury, after you're confirmed by the
the President had when he came y no lem. It appears that aU of the advisers, almost all.
Michael Deaver is leaving' Ed ~re fOO!'years .ago are going over the side. You are leaving;
Treasury, is corning in. n,;, Presi:'" IS I~vmg; and Mr. Regan. now Secretary of the
Mr BAKER' W II . nt won I have any of his old buddies there.
Ex~utive Av~nu: 8dbeM~ h~:U :s o~ddies pretty close by. I'll just he across East
that are going _ that are leavin a .. dIstance away at Justice. The only two really
It'S really fair to say that he wong'!"'thaadministrallbod°nare Mike and Bill Clark. So I don't think
M

ve any y around
r. WILL: Mr. Baker what· .

natwal attrition of political ~:tlOns can y~ take? What tactics are there to minimize the
has become _ a lame duc~ er at comes Wlth the President being what he, at this instant.

Mr. BAKER: Well, I'm not sure I w
apee that he can't roo for the preside ouId agree, George, that he's a lame duck. I would
nght now that's as high as it's bee nc~ agam, but he has a job approval rating out there
assassination attempt in '81 And n~ver m his presidency except immediately following the
that to achieve a few wins. ~ by ~~\ we can do and hopefully will do is take advantage of

mean to follow through on some of the promises that
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were made during both the '80 campaign and the '84 campaign.
Mr. WILL: But is there a necessity, perhaps, to step up the rhythm of his appeals to and his
addressing of the public, either in press conferences or appeaIs to the public over the
Congress?
Mr. BAKER: Well, there's no question but what he will have 1<>- to the extent that we can't
move legislation through the Congress, he'll have to go to the people as he did in his first
term. And he did so quite successfully. You know, some people have suggested that there's
heen a certain drift in the administration since the election. I'd like to put the lie to thal if!
could by suggesting that there's a natural orderto these things. The President you'll he seeing
tomorrow in an inaugural address nationally; you'll see him again shortly thereafter in the
State of the Union message. Since the election-- it's quite true that he has not been
partIcularly visible since the election, but that's because he's been working in detail on the
de~elopmenl of a budget and, quite fnmkIy, on the developmenl of our anns control positions
which led to a successful meeting in Geneva. So I don't think it's quite fair to say, as some
here inside the Beltway are suggesting, that the President has no plan, he has no prognun, the
administration is drifting. Ithink you ought to judge that, wait to judge that until you see what
happens after the State of the Union.
Mr. DONALDSON: Tell us what the President is going to say in his inaugural address. Is he
going to say things are pretty well and we must continue along this course, or will there he a
new call to arms?
Mr. BAKER: Well, there will, to some degree, be a new call to arms, Sam. He will suggest
an American renewal, if you will, that we should unleash the creative genius of the American
people and we should do things that will lead to growth and opportunity and the creation of
jobs in this country. I'd point out that since the depths of the recession in 1982 I think the
President's economic policies have resuIted in the creation of about 7.2 million jobs. Now,
the inaugural address should not be particularly programmatic, and this one won't he. It will
be more thematic. The State of the Union will have the specifics.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, you say thematic, and yet we're told, at least the scuttlehott in
town is, that he'll commit himself to a pretty strong tax reform program and anns control
reduction efforts with the Soviets.
Mr. BAKER: Well. that's right, but he will mention- he will briefly touch on those items,
Sam, as a part of an overall theme of an American renewal. I think you'll have to wait until
the State of the Union to see the fleshing out of the details.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, in the last few weeks-c- you're moving to the Treasury, In the last
few weeks we have had an enormous amount of maneuvering between David Stockman,
Office of Management and Budget, Seoator Dole, who is the new Republican majority leader
in the Senate, about the budget, the deficits and so on. Everybody has some idea. What is
yours? What do you expect 10 come out of aU this?
Mr. BAKER: Well, my idea is the President's idea, aOO- after all, I am stiU his chief of
staff and I work for him and I think what you're going to see coming out of it, David, is an
overall spending freeze. I think you're going to see the administration send the Hill a bodgel
that has no more in outlays in fiscal '86 than we had in fiscal '85, and that is indeed an
ambitious undertaking. BUll think it points up the administration's commitment 10 spending
control--- the administration's commitment ~ reducing the deficit
Mr. WILL: If you had it to do over again - running the campaign, that is - rnighl you have
used the campaign, since yoo had a pretty good lead aU the way through it, to hegin to build
support for some of the hard decisions you're about to take? After aU, you did go from coast
to coast and never mention to anyone the fact that you had in mind a fairly substantial cutting
of the - it has to be - domestic side of the bodget?
Mr. BAKER: Well, we didn't mention the specific cuts, George, and I don', think if we had
It all to do over again that we would. but we did talk quite f're<Juently,as a matter of fact,
about the need to reduce the size of government, the need to take on the deficit and to do It
only on the spending side of the budgel. If this campaign was fought out over any issue, it
was fought out over the issue of whether or not there should be tax increases to reduce the
deficit. And I think the President was quite specific that thal was not the route to go, and.so I
think the issue of spending reductions was very much discussed thioughoot the campaign.
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Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me interrupt here briefly. We'll he back with more questions for Mr.
Baker in a moment.
[commercial break{

Mr. BRINKLEY: We are back. Sam, I interrupted you. You want to go ahead?
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Baker, in 1981 you directed from the White House as !he
President's chief of staff, the successful effort to get through Congress the first and ihe most
unponanl chapter of Reaganomics. Now. this year you're going to have to tty 10do il again.
Will you do II from the Treasury Department?

Mr. BAKER: No, I think the overall effort should and will he directed from the White
House. BUI I would point out, Sam, that even back in 1981 we had a small group that was
tnstrumentai m developing our legislative strategy and the Treasury Secretary was a member
of Ihat l;'OOp. I would expect to continue to he a member of that group, bot I think it's quite
appmpnate for 11to he done from the White House because you've got to reaUy prioritize
among administration initiatives, and only the White House can do that.
Mr. DONALDSON: And yet you know Capitol Hill you're the politician and Donald
Regan IS not. Wouldn'l il make more sense for you to take control from the Treasury office?
Mr. BAKER: No, because you can't run the overall administration legislative strategy from
the Treasury I:lepartmem. There would he- there would he a natural bias, I'm afraid, if we
tried to do that Iowan! matters that the Treasury was interested in. But I do think you can
have people from the vanous departments participating in legislative strategy decisions !hat
are made at the White House, and I would expect 10 continue to do that.
Mr. DONALDsoN: Why did you opt to go to Treasury? Were you burned OUI?
Mr. BAKER: No, I don'llhink lt's fair to say I was burned out. I do Ihink it's fair 10say !hat
when I was first asked to do this job by the President I told him I thought it was best done in
two-year mcremeilts. That's no secret. It's a very difficult and demanding job, and I think
rbat turnover serves the President well. I Ihink that the administration will he well-served by
this switch, and I Ihink that boIh Don Regan and I will as well.

Mr. WItt: Mr ..Baker, a newspaper recently had sort of hefore-and-after pictures of you, a=~r~..~~980 and another in 1985, and it aUeged that you had aged. Now, I of
_nhe to that IhesIS at all. But has the President aged?

Mr, BRINKLEY: He doesn'llook any different to me.

Mr. WILL: No, he looks like a young colt, hul huw has the Presidenl taken this?
Mr. BAKER: He's gollen a good deal younger, George. The President hasn'l aged a bil. The
PresIdent, If you watch him, and - Sam watcbes him every day _ I mean he's every bit as
VIgorous and young as he was for his age the day he came into this offi";.
Mr.. WILL: There is, however, people say in this town, something about a second-teno
presldenl, partlculatly one who is on the old side, and that is he becomes interested in
wnnng, m his second tenn, his place in the history books, and that this makes apPresident
~ ,::frJ:;'~~-greattha pea<:emairer. Do you see that dynamic working here. this sort of

ar '~UUIl I rrught shape foreigo policy?
Mr. BAKER: I, quite fiankly, don't see that working with Ronald Reagan. As I've said
~~ ~ president who holds some very, very deep heliefs that he has held for a long,
~ ff to tare pnnclples that he feels very strongly about. And he's 001going 10 trade
ui 0 or a ~Inon m history" or anything else. And I don't think- I mean, I think,

~~~y, Ihat s onebecausereasonhe:s uniquely positioned 10 do something as far as anus
!akin badconcerned, I don I Ihink that !he American people need worry about himg a agreement.

Mr. DONALDsoN: Yes, but need they w~ aboul him maIdn all un!II is so one-sided that the So . _00, g an agreement at ess
VIets would never agree to it?

Mr, BAKER: No, I don'llhink so and I think he's .......... _._~ des' . down and seeifwe can'r· . 'A.JlIVI1;)lHtlCU a Ire to Sit
Sovi U· negOOate an agreemenllhat would he good for the United States and good for !he
th et mon as well m the sense of reducing nuclear weapons. I think that- I don'l think
at you shouId suggest that sunply because he is willing to now negotiate Ihat either he is

gomg to Slonewall them or he is going to accept a bad agreement.
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Mr. DONALDSON: Well, the reason we ask, I guess, is that Ronald Reagan's record is
there for aU 10 see. He has never supported an agreement that the United States has made
with the Soviet Union since the Second World War in arms reductions. What makes you
believe that now he would try to achieve one?
Mr. BAKER: Well, I think you have one very importanl factor here, and that is Ihat he
would he the person negotiating the agreement. And obviously he would he supportmg hIS
own agreement.
Mr. DONALDSON: You mean Richard Nixon was soft on the Russians?
Mr. BAKER: I think that the President feels that the prior agreements were not good
agreements from the standpoint of the United States. and certai~y saw that was true wi~
respect to SALT II, which couldn't even get through a Democratic Congress, a Democratic
Senate.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, Mr. Baker, we understand that you and in fact millions of people
admire Mr. Reagan, but I wonder if he would have 10he superhuman 10he in his second term
as President and not he concerned about how history will see him.
Mr. BAKER: Well, I don 'I mean to suggest that he's 001concerned about how history ";ill
see him. I think that would he natural and normal and he should he so concerned. What I'm
saying is I don't think that concern will lead him to take a bad agreement from the Soviet
Union.
Mr. BRINKLEY: George?

Mr. WILL: Well, coming back for a minute to defense. there ~as an item in ",!~sw~ek last
week that said because of the good news from Geneva, s~h as It was., ~ ~strabon h,,8S
decided to scale back on its public advocacy of the strategic defense uunative. Is that true.
Mr. BAKER: That's not true as far as I know, no.
Mr. DONAlDSON: Mr. Baker, a lot of people Ihink you're going 10Treasury Department
not just for the reasons you 've stated but because you want ~ !Jroaden your base so that some
day you might run, let's say, for the presidency. Any ambitions?
Mr. BAKER: Well, I've said that that. I ihink, is ridiculous, Sam, and I think-
Mr. DONALDSON: Why? You don't think you're qualified, is Ihal il?
Mr. BAKER: That's getting very close.
Mr. DONALDSON: I mean, why is il ridiculous?
Mr. BAKER: Because that's not why I'm going over there. I'm going over there, yes, to
broaden my qualifications and 10 broaden my experience and hecause I look forward to
continuing to serve the administration of President Reagan and Vice Pres!dent B~, and
serve it in a responsible position. So I suppose I'm ~~ one. responsible poslbon for
another. I'm certainly not going over there to further any polibcal anns that I myself have,
Mr. WILL: Al the.Treasury, Mr. Baker, you're going to he incbaI¥e of heading up the drive
for tax refonn, and as far as I can teU, it'd be hard to imagme ~Icking more fig~ts sunuJ-
taneously with the American people than it is ttuoogh con;-prehensIve ~ refonn. Given .Y~
acknowledged political savvy, do you think it's doable this year, and If 001, can you fimsh It
off in what is, after all, an election year after this?
Mr. BAKER: Well, it is very tough. II is very tough, George: And we make no ~ ~
that. It is a big undertaking, and it's not something that we nunmuze: I have to say ,at h
think there is a chance we can do it. And the reason I feel that way IS because there IS ~

broad support out there on the part of the American people generaUy for some sort o~making
the tax system more fair and simplifying it. If there's one lhing Ihat ~etson people s nerves
and reaUy riles them up, it's having 10comply wilh a lot of these detailed ~anons!hat!he
Internal Revenue Service comes out with. So I think it is a very worthy ~oal m ~ of nsel~. I
realize that there are going to he an awful lot of people opposed to It, hut we re looking
forward to seeing if we can make it fly.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Baker, thank you. Thanks very much for coming in. We wish you
luck in the Treasury.
Mr. BAKER: Thank you, ·sir.
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Mr. BRINKLEY: We'll be back in a moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, that's it. Our time is up for today. All of us at ABC - Peter
Jennings, I, and all of us - will be here tomorrow, probably shivering, to bring yoo the
inaugural ceremonies from start to finish, all of it here on ABC. Until then, for aU of us at
ABC's This Week. until tomorrow and next Sunday, !hank yoo.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

January 27, 1985
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our
Washington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Will all those libel suits against the news media intimidate them.
frighten them into printing or broadcasting oothing critical ever? Cause them to fill their
pages and air time with nothing but nice stories about the cute little boy who lost his dog. the
flower show at the Annory, the patriotic speeches at the Rotary Club? Some are afraid so,
because defending against libel suits is so horribly expensive even if the defendant wins. and
there are some who think it is about time the smug, arrogant, self-righteous news agencies
were taught a lesson. Well, what about this? We'll ask today's guests - Ariel Sharon.
formerly Israeli defense minister, whose libel suit against Time magazine has just ended;
Henry Grunwald, editor in chief of Time, Incorporated; and Aoyd Abrams. a lawyer spec-
ializing in First Amendment and freedom-of-the-press cases; some background from our man
John Martin. and our discussion here with George Will, Sam Donaldson and Tom Wicker.
All here on our Sunday program.
First a little news. Pope John Paul II has begun a tour of Latin America and arrived last

night in Venezuela. He spoke to the Venezuelan bishops in favor of social justice but against
deviations from the Catholic Church's doctrine. Here is David Ensor in Caracas.

DAVID ENSOR [voice-over]; The Pope is bere to shore up the faith in a country wbere
almost everyone is Roman Catholic but not many practice their religion. Sixty percent in
this country are 21 years of age or younger, and young Venezuelans are not going to
church in great numbers. John Paul is also concerned that not many are joining the
priesthood. Eighty percent of priests serving here are not Venezuelan.

[on camera] The Pope wants to rekindle the faith in Venezuela, but he wants to make
sure it is the faith according to Rome. This morning as people gathered to worship with
John Paul, this country's bishops are pondering some stem warnings from him.
[voice-over/ Last night the pope told the bishops to fight back against priests and

theologians in this poverty-stricken region who back what's called liberation theology,
using Marxist analysis to justify class struggle for change. The bishops were told such
priests' 'abuse the truth of Christ. " This morning over a million Venezuelans are gathered
for an open-air mass with John Paul. He's ex~ted to urge them to strengthen their
families, warning against divorce, illegitimate children, abortion and the use of contra-
ceptives, all of which are increasingly common here. It's a conservative message from a
conservative pope on his sixth pilgrimage to the continent where half the world's Roman
Catholics live.

David Ensor, ABC News, Caracas.
Mr. BRINKLEY: The space shuttle Discovery is scheduled In land at Cape Canaveral.
Florida, today, and the space agency said it had successfully launched its cargo. Its cargo is
said to be a spy satellite, apparently somewhat more advanced than the numerous spy
satellites already flying around in space.
We'll he back with all the resr of today's program in a moment.

[commercial break/
Mr. BRINKLEY: The news agencies - printed, broadcast, daily, weekly - are catching it
from everywhere. Jack Anderson says in his column, for example, that reporters on smaller
papers are telling him that they have stories proving local corruption of one kind or another.
but their papers won't print them for fear of libel suits, because, even if these reports are
totally accurate, a libel trial is still so expensive that smaller papers and broadcast stations
can't afford to pay them. One libel suit could put a small news medium out of business. But
there are more of them every day. Just recently, it wasn't a libel suit, exactly; the CIA asked
ABC that it have its television licenses revoked because of a news report the CIA disliked.
Before we question our guests about all of this, some background from John Martin. John?

JOHN MARlIN: Journalists get paid to worty, David. and a lot of what worries them
these days has been taking place in this courthouse square in lower Manbattan. One day
this past week, three of the biggest corporations in journalism found themselves under
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scrutiny here by judges and juries trying to separate fact from fiction and malice from
nustakes. [voice-over] The Wall Street Journal had a former reporter on trial accused of
fraud and conspirac~ on the job. CBS News had a star correspondent and producer on
trial. accused of libelmg the former commanding general of American troops in Vietnam.
and TIme magazine had a JUrY dectde that It defamed Israeli political figure Ariel Sharon
by pnnnng a story tt couldn't prove.

ARIEL SHARON, former. Israeli defense minister [Thursday]: We came in
order to p~ve that, that the he- that Time magazine lied. and we managed to prove
that they Time magazine did lie.

MARTIN [voice-over}: The jury did find that Mr. Sharon had been defamed and that the
story was false: hut it did not find.that Time knew it was false and recklessly printed it
~~ay. That. IS a key distinction In American libel law. which seeks to protect robust
critical reporting that may be inaccurate. The reason Mr. Sharon didn't get the $50
nullion damages be asked was that under a 1964 Supreme Court ruling, as a public figure,
he would have had to prove to the JUrY that Time acted maliciously, not just mistakenly.
TIme reported that in 1982, just before hundreds of Palestinians were massacred in two
camps surrounded by Israeli troops: Defense Minister Sharon reportedly discussed the
need for revenge With Lebanese Christians mourning rhe assassination of President Beshir
Gemayel.

MILTON GOULD, Sharon attorney: The jury has found that the statement 'was
ddef,?,""ory. The Jury has found that the statement was false. And the only thing we
on t get rs money. .

MAFf!lN .!voic.e.over/: What Time got was a black eye from jurors who called its
reporting negligent and careless" rather than malicious.

~Y~A BURDICK, juror: There could have been a lot better sourcing for the story, a
ot ttcr checking. We found that there was definitely something missing in those two
areas.

~~N [voice-over]: But editors complain that Israeli authorities kept vital documents
Witnesses beyond reach for security reasons.

:~UAM SMITH, TIme magazine: From Sharon's point of view, it was a masterful
tary operation, I!10vmg In here knowing that his flank was fully protected. sub-

poen3l~g ;ll\~~our witnesses when he wanted, ransacking our files for more than a year. I
mean. e s great opportunity to summon up a tremendously effective case.
~A~N {W?/;:/.over/: But jurors said private testimony from Israeli officials convinced

m at eVI nee of Mr. Sharon's complicity in the massacre didn't exist.~~:u~BARR, ~me magazine lawyer: The long and the short is we lost some
M we won war, and that's what we were here for.
. ARllN [voice-over]; But the taste of victory had a bitter flavor: rising legal and
msurance costs rising s " f . - . - .. .' .leasant facts.' USPICIOD 0 journalistic practices. nsmg risks for reportmg unp-

STEPHEN BRILL, edlto The Arne ..,thin . r,... rican Lawyer: I think m our SOCiety the last
jUd:rrro~ Want to do IS put editorial Judgments in front of a jury, because an unpopular

en , an unpopular aspect of speech wiu sooner or later be punished.

~ri:'LUAM WESTMORELAND {December. /982{: The question beforethe
~Ie In We~tmoreland v. CBS IS not whether the war in Vietnam was right

hiswrong, . ut whether In our land a television network can rob an honorable mari of
reputation.

~~~~vo:c~;;;;er{::General Westmoreland is asking $120 million from CBS News
officers anflt I g him ID a broadcasr that depicted a conspiracy among intelligence

OJ> COmmanders to misstate enemy ttoop strengths
MIKE WALLACE, CBS New . .
a lie about I S: I would no more consciously set out to do harm, to tell
much abou:"~~me, et alone the man who commanded our forces in Vietnam. I care too
MARTIN . 109 a reporter. So from my point of view that's what's at stake for me.

[voice-over]: At stake' CBS . . . .'. lor are a senes of editing and producing practices
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that seem to exclude any infonnation favorable to General Wesnnoreland.
DEAN OSBORN ELUOT, Columbia School 01 Journalism: There may be some
salutary effect stenuning out of these suits. To the degree that the press becomes more
cautious and responsible, that's all to the good. But drawing the line between caution and
fright is very difficult to dn. My fear is that fright will prevail.
MAR"nN [voice-over]; An American Civil Liberties Union official says many recent
complaints are not aimed at protecting reputations.
IRA GLASER, ACLU executive director: The people who are being criticized are
not trying to find a way to tell their side of the story. What they're trying to do is punish
the people who said things about them that they didn't like.
MARTIN: If it succeeds, the Westmoreland case against CBS News could encourage
more complaints because this skirmishing isn't going on in a vacuum. Many readers and
viewers regard the journalistic establishment as arrogant and unwilling to correct even the
most honest mistakes. So the prospect is that this courthouse square and others like it
around America will remain a battleground for some time to come. David?

Mr, BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Coming next, Aoyd Abrams, an attorney who spe-
cializes in First Amendment cases; and. shortly, Henry Anatole Grunwald. editor-in-chief of
Time. Incorporated; and General Ariel Sharon, former Israeli defense minister who sued
Time magazine for what he called a blood libel. In a moment.
[commercial break!
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Abrams. in New York. thank you very much for coming in today 10
talk with us. Happy to have you with us.
FLOYD ABRAMS, constitutional lawyer: Good morning. Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Here with us are George Will of ABC News, and Sam Donaldson, ABC
News White House correspondent. Now. Mr. Abrams. before we get into more details,
lawsuits against news agencies of one kind or another seem to be on the increase. Cash
judgments seem to be larger - in fact. are larger. So what is happening? Are the news
agencies filled with libel, or is it people out to make money?
Mr. ABRAMS: Well, I don't think the agencies are filled with libel, and in some cases it's
not people out to make money. It's a hard problem. The problem is some people genuinely
believe that their reputation has been hanned by things thai:were said about them that aren't
true, and some people are genuinely out to punish the media for what they said about them,
whether or not it was true. And we have had a situation where we've had an increase in the
amount of suits filed, an increase in the amount of judgments awarded and a great deal of
concern on the part of the press about their ability to keep writing about controversial people.
GEORGE WILL: Mr. Abrams, the jury said that Mr. Sharon had been injured by something
untrue printed about him. Let me ask you this question. If a plumber comes into your house
and. operating in a way with negligent disregard of professional standards. injures your house
you can collect damages from him. A journalist comes into your life. acts. as the jury said
Time did, in negligent disregard of professional standards and injures someone's reputation.
which is more valuable and harder to fix than a house. Why can't you collecr damages in a
case like that? Why is it necessary to show malice?
Mr. ABRAMS: Well, the reason that an official like General Sharon has to show malice is
that we have decided as a people in our Constitution, in our First Amendment, thai: the most
important thing we have is our freedom and the most important son of freedom we have is to
criticize people in power. And so we have set up a hard-to-surmount mountain, so to speak.
We 've said that even if you get a story false. if you don't do it on purpose. if you don't think
what you're saying is false. it is so important that the Times of the world and the CBSs of the
world and you, Mr. Will, be free to go out and report about people that we'll take the chance
that sometimes there'll be an error of negligence and it'D go unrecompensed.
Mr, WILL: But there's a big ground between false and reckless disregard. That is, why
should it-not be the case that someone can collect if standards have been seriously violated?
That is, I understand the fear that there'll be a chilling effect on the press, but if you had a
rule that you could collect under libel judgments without showing malice. just - just! -
reckless disregard, wouldn't you chill only reckless disregard, and don't we want that chilled
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in order to protect both the public. people written about and the standards of the press?
Mr. ABRAMS: Let me make clear what the law is. TIle law does allow recovery even if
there is reckless disregard with respect to a public figure. But reckless disregard means. as
you know, having some real knowledge or fears that what you're saying isn't true. And the
reason that we say that we want to look, so to speak. into the mind of the journalist to ask the
question. is he not just wrong but is he lying, is that we're simply not willing to take the risk.
as the Supreme Court said 21 years ago in a unanimous ruling joined by liberals. conser-
vatives, Democrats, Republicans alike, we're not willing to take the risk of self-censorship
by the press because they're afraid of being sued.
SAM DONALDSON: Mr. Abrams, in the Sharon case the jury of course bas had the last
word. But I want your view. You are familiar with some of the testimony in the case. Do you
~ .Time in fact simply made a mistake. or do you think that the process of the Time
editonal way of putting together that magazine led in this case to something that some
employees of Time understood was not true?
Mr. ABRAMS: Well, I think you have to go with this jury that sat for II days, listened to all
the witnesses, listened to everybody and made the decision that Time's story was inaccurate.
they thought. but that it was done in good faith, that it was not inaccurate on purpose. that it
was not a lie. And I think there's no basis for me on the outside to say that. after all their
work and all their thinking and after listening to the Time reporters, that what they were
saymg wasn't true.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, at leastin this case do you think it points up the need for a tighter
editorial process, perhaps not just at Time magazine, but in all news organizations?
Mr. ABRAMS: I think it does point up the need for a few things. One is, of course. the
ever-i?0nbnumg need for great care in what you do. I think there is also a need for. how shall
I say It, a m:ro to be willing to acknowledge potential error as early as you think it exists. If I
have one. thing t~ fault Time on. it's not that they made a mistake in the story. EverylJ:ody
makes mistakes 10 what he does occasionally. It's that it did seem to me to wait quite a bn of
tune down the road before it said. in substance. that there seemed to be a pretty good chance
that they'd made a mistake.

Mr, DONALDSON: Well, let me ask you on that point. Finally Time said that- it acknow-
ledged .that the paragraph in dispute was not contained in the secret Appendix B of the Kahan
Commission report. But it still said it stood by its story. How can it do that?
Mr. ABRAMS: Well, it is Time's position, as I understand it- you ought 10 ask Mr.
Grunwald. this. but I understand Time's position is that they had confidential sources which
stood behind the story that they published. That's wbat they say. Now, the jury believed that
there were so~es and ~ Jury believed that the sources spoke to the Time correspondent As
Iunderstand It, what the jury did not accept was that the correspondent in fact reported In a
fair way, In a non-em:eless way. And I think that the system really worked in this case. I
mean. here .we had ~ JUlY able to distinguish between what they thought was a mistake and
what they did not think was a lie. And that is just the distinction that the Supreme Court has
latd down.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, Mr. Abrams, you have spent years working in legal cases of this
kind. A~ While.no doubt It IS. too much to say that this is open season on the press ..mearun.g
allof us, It ce;Wn!Y IS mcreasingly popular to sue. So my question to you is. where IS all ~IS
going to lead. Is It gomg to leave everyone in the news business afraid to report anything
remotely controversial?

Mr. ABRAMS: Well, I hate to cry wolf about these things. and sometimes the press does
that. But I really am concerned that with the sort of suits that we have seen brought by the=~f people that have gone to court. that certainly smaller newspapers. smaller broadcasters

, think really, larger ~nes as well, are really going to be concerned about taking o~ some
vr"'le woo most need taking on. That's the risk of all this. The risk is not that Time will lose
a awsuu to an Israe~1general. The risk is that everybody in the press is going to be a little ~ItC~~chary after this and after the Westmoreland case and after Senator Laxalt finishes In

I 0r:m~sumg the McClatchy papers, that everyone is not just going to be more careful. but
more timid. And that would be a terrible loss to the public.
Mr WILL' One ofth t: ,.. die tIS. . e rears we re Invited to have as a result of this is that all the leta 0
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around the world. Qaddafi and others. will come plunging into American courts suing over
criticism expressed in American newspapers. even if the newspapers are not circulated in.
say, Libya. in the Qaddati case. Is that a real fear. or can we count on American judges to
stop that game before it gets started? .
Mr. ABRAMS: I'm not really concerned about foreign leaders coming into ourcourts and
persuading our juries that they are to be believed unless they are to be believed. Frankly. I'm
a lot more concerned about foreign leaders suing American news organizations in their
countries and in other countries. If I had to choose where somebody suing a client of mine
sued him, I'd rather have them sue him in the United States than to pick some jurisdiction
which didn't afford any sort of constitutional protection at all.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Abrams, thank you. Thanks very much for talking with us today.
Mr, ABRAMS: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next, Henry Anatole Grunwald. editor-in-chief of Time. Incor-
porated, and, shortly. Ariel Sharon, fonnerly Israeli defense minister. In a moment.
{commercial break{
Mr, BRINKLEY: Mr. Grunwald in New York, thank you very much for coming in today.
HENRY GRUNWALD, edltor-in-chiel, TIme Inc.: Glad to be here.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Happy to have you with us. Now. a minute ago you heard Mr. Abrams.
who is not a party to this case just ended. you heard him say that in his opinion Time made: a
mistake, as we all do. from time 10 time. but waited quite a long time to acknowledge It.
Wbat do you say to him?
Mr. GRUNWALD: Well, the circumstances were rather special. I must recall that Mr.
Sharon brought his suit five days after the publication of our story. He did not come to us to
ask for a retraction or a correction, although we had certainly had relations with him before.
He'd been in the Time & Life Building in New York for lunch a couple of times. I had spent
an hour with him in his office about a year or so before all these events took place. He did not
communicate with us at all. He just simply sued. Now. when you are in the midst of a- or.
at the outset. a $SO-million libel suit, what you retract and what you say becomes a rather
dicey legal matter. We did not know for sure that we were wrong about placing this
infonnation in Appendix B. We had a fairly good guess that we might be. But apart from Mr.
Sharon's own statement to that effect. we had no formal knowledge that we were wrong.
how we were wrong, what Appendix B was. what was in it, what was not in it, whether it
had attachments to it and so on. And so we kept negotiating with the Israeli government for
many. many months to try to get access to Appendix B. And we could. we feh- our lawyers
felt and we felt that until we knew for sure that we had been wrong and how we had been
wrong that we simply could not, in the midst of a very serious libel suit, retract. We retracted
as soon, really as soon as we could. I realize that must seem arrogant from the outside. and
perhaps even legalistic. but when you are in a libel suit of this son. legal matters do control.
Mr. WIll: Now, Mr. Grunwald, you used the wold arrogant, and a lot of your critics have
found Time not just arrogant but. in away. unmanly in its behavior because Time said, in its
story, in the famous paragraph, that Time "has learned" that Sharon discussed- discussed
the need for revenge and that this was in Appendix B, and it just wasn't. Why dido't Time
come out and say "we were wrong" instead of doing a kind of weasely thing that you've
done in saying, essentially, "well. we're essentially right because we can't prove that
somewhere there isn't evidence that sustains us." You're asking Sharon, in other words. to
prove a negative.
Mr. GRUNWALD: Well. first of all. it was up to Sharon to prove that we were wrong. not
up to us to prove that we were right.
Mr. WILL: Yes, but he did-
Mr. GRUNWALD: That's not the issue. In answer to your question specifically. the
accuracy of the information at issue. that is. the conversation that Sharon had with the
Gemayels and others. did not depend on whether it was present in Appendix B or somewhere
else. Our correspondent received this information from very highly placed confidential
sources whom we had every reason to trust and who reaftinned this information quite
recently. We therefore felt that the only error we had committed, and for which we apolo-
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gized and which we retracted as soon as possible. was misplacing this information in
Appendix B.
Mr. WILL: But do you have any reason to believe- and if so will you tell us where. that you
have evidence to sustain what you charged. a very serious charge. anywhere in the world?
Mr. GRUNWALD: Yes. we have very serious reason to believe that. As I have just said a
minute ago. we have very. very significant sources who have affirmed that this information is
correct.
Mr. WILL: This was reported initially by Mr. Halevy.
Mr. GRUNWALD: Yes.
Mr. WILL: Who had been put on probation by Time in the past. who is known to have strong
anti-Sharon views, and when it came time to check it. you sent him back to check his own
work, Is that proper?

Mr. GRUNWALD: As far as the probation is concerned. Mr. Halevy has worked for Time
for 16 years. and has been an outstanding. really outstanding reporter.As far as sending him
back to the sources. you know as well as I do that confidential sources. particularly in an
atmosphere of military censorship. where a leak is tantamount to treason. in such an
atmosphere, confidential sources are rather skittish. I think it would have been impossible.
for instance, for Ben Bradley or somebody else at The Washington Post to go back an.d
double-check what Deep Throat had told Woodward and Bernstein. None of us IS
comfortable with confidential sources. None of us likes it yery much. but these sources are
sometimes inevitable and necessary.

Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Grunwald. you're familiar with the statement the jury gave at the
time of the verdict, but I want to read it for our viewers so they'll know it. They said. "We
find that certain Time employees, panicularly correspondent David Halevy. acted negligently
and carelessly in reporting and verifying the infonnation which ultimately found its way into
the published paragraph of interest in this case." Do you think that's a fair comment?
Mr. GRUNWALD:Well. as to the error that we committed and which we have retracted. it
is a fair comment. It was negligence committed. as we have said. in good faith. but it ~as
negligence. To that extent this very intelligent and very diligent jury is correct. I would like.
however, Ir I rrught, to place this negligence of this error in the larger context. fi~t of all. of
our reputation of many decades and. secondly. against the context that I've descnbed before
of a ~y of intorrnation kept guarded under military secrecy where reporting becomes very.
vel)' difficult.

Mr".DONALDSON: All right, let's look at this negligence at least in one aspect. When
David Halevy. the correspondent. reported to New York and reported this story. he used
these words. according to testimony. that Sharon had given them "the feeling that he
understood," etc .. etc. But when your editor, WilIiam Smith. wrote that stogy for your
magazine, he changed that. He said that Sharon had "discussed" with the Gemayels. Now.
IS this an error that was made just in this case or was this Time's usual practice?
Mr. GRUNW~~: Mr. Donaldson. that was not even an error. if I may. If you were to
rechec~ the original file from Mr. Halevy. which of course is part of the court record. he.not
only said that Sharon gave them a certain feeling. he also said that there had been questions
by ~ Gemayels and that Sharon. in response to these questions. gave them assurances. We
sUb~t - and we are not quibbling here. but libel suits do revolve around words - we
submit that you can't have questions and assurances without a conversation or a discussion
~ng place, which is Why I believe firmly to this day that it was-- that to call this a
discussion or to use the word discuss was quite accurate.

Mr. ~~LDSON: Well, noY(. HaJevy originally reported to you that that information was
contained m the secret Appendix B. but later has said that in fact he simply sunmsed that.
that no one actually told him that. Am I correct there?
Mr. GRUNWALD: You are correct there.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. then is this a Time practice that's usual?
Mr. GRUNWALD: It is not a Time practice. and this is where the mistake was made. ln
other words, he had--- Halevy had very strong circumstantial evidence- .
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Mr. DONALDSON: But why did he lie to you originally then?
Mr. GRUNWALD: Well. I don't think- he didn't lie. He never said that he had seen
Appendix B. .
Mr. DONALDSON: He told you that he had beeo told it was in Appendix B. and later he
said no. he hadn't been.
Mr. GRUNWALD: I don't believe that he had beeo told, that he said he had been told. But
furthermore he had sort of- he had hints on the telephone which he interpreted to mean that
it was there. But I repeat, this was the error, this was the mistake.
Mr. DONALDSON: Are you going to keep David Halevy on your staff'
Mr. GRUNWALD: Yes. sir. we will.
Mr. DONALDSON: And you will continue to trust him in the future.
Mr. GRUNWALD: We will.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Grunwald. one final question, going a little beyood the immediate
facts of this case. We get in our mail. as I'm sure you do .in Y0lJ!S and probably everyone In

our line of work does. The public finds us often to be cynical. biased and eve!! when we are
not libelous. unfair. Iam sure you-- that is not news to you. Now, howeve~. It turns out. that
there are lawsuits all the time. Where do you see that leading us? Are we gomg to be afraid to
print or broadcast anything provocative?
Mr. GRUNWALD: If I may say something here as a matter of personal privilege, I.know
that Mr. Sharon is going to be on after me.. and he has lately repeated the fact thai the Jury-
the notion that the jury said we lied. I think It w~ pom~ out earlier ~y Mr. Abrams and
others that the jury said precisely the opposite. The JUlY said not that. we hed but ~at we m~e
a mistake in good faith. And I just ~ish Mr. Sharon w~ld stop talking about the Jur;: proving
that we lied. On your question. I think. of course there witt be an effect that all these libel ~U1ts
will have on the press. f can only hope that in the sort of general good ~nseof ~e Amencan
system. which generally balances things, that we will- we the press WID prev~J and do our
job. and I hope we'll do it as carefully and. if you will, as unarrogantly as possible under the
circumstances.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Grunwald. thank you. Thank you vel)' much for coming in. It's been
a pleasure to hear from you this morning. Coming next. Ariel Sharon. whose lawsuit against
Time magazine ended this week. In a moment.
(commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: General Sharon. thank you vel)' much for coming in today. Glad to have
you with us.
ARIEL SHARON, tonner Israeli defense mirtister: I'm glad to be here.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now. when you filed this suit. Time magazine said this suit was filed by a
foreign politician trying to recoup his political fortunes. Is that true?
Gen. SHARON: No. [ think that the truth and justice have no boundaries, and I'm really
grateful to this great democracy and to the American court. And I accept the Amencan
judicial system for giving me the opportunity to come ove~ here to prove the truth. And I
believe that I managed to accomplish what I wanted to achieve.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, time also said that your government. the Israeli government.
refused to let Time present the full facts of its case, that it denied witnesses the nght to appear
to testify for Time and so on. What do you say about that?
Gen. SHARON: What bothers me now more than the trial itself, which was '!ery hard and a
heavy burden to cany for such a long time. coming ove~ here ~ of miles away, what
bothers me now is that Time magazine, after the verdict, which was v~ry clear., what had
been said, it was defamatory, that it was false, untrue. And I wouJd say Itw~ a lie, bec~use
when they say it was false and untrue and incorrect, it ~as a lie. 'They are co,mm~ now Witha
new libel because the government of Israel went out of Its way - and I don t ~nk. any other
government in the world would have reveal~ the most ~ret document Just to help an
American court as a result of a request by Amencan federal Judge and gave all the necessary
information. I think that Chief Justice Kahan of the supreme court of Israel has gone-

,
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Mr, WIU: General Sharon-
Gen, SHARON:. -and not only throogh Appendix B, but he reviewed a long list of
tesb.mornes and mmutes and notes that were taken. ArxI that what I think should worry all of
us, If somebody comes now and says we have not had a chance to look at everything. They
had a chance to look at every document. every relevant document. and as they are going to be
soon - I speak about the editors of the Time magazine - in Israel. in the Israeli court-
Mr. WILL: General--
Gen. SHARON: ---<Jt course can still ask there.
Mr, WlU: General Sharon, you just heard Mr. Grunwald make what I think' s the fair point.
that the Jury did not actually say Time lied. They said harsh things, that they got it wrong and
def~ed you, but,didn't do it intentionally, and the intention is required for a lie. You say
they lied, and that s really what I want to get to. Why did this happen? What is yoor theory?
Did Mr. Halevy do lhis deliberatly, did he do it negligently? Did one of yoor political
~nerrues - and you have a few. I gather. in Israel - tell HaJevy this damaging information
in the hope that It would gain currency. as it did?
Gen, SHARON: So first of all the verdict of the jury was that the story was false. And to
~st of my understanding, whe~ some~y says it's false, it's meaning it is untrue. it was
mvented and Iwould say the direct meamng that that was a lie. So in order to-
Mr. ~LL: Gene~ Sharon. that'~just not correct. A lie implies an intention to deceive. not
negligence. ~ut let s ll?ay"ethat asl,de. Do you think that- is it your opinion. leave the jury
out. of It. Is I~your opiruon that Tune magazine or Halevy or one of your political enemies
dehberately lied?

Gen. SHARON: I think. ~ in order. to give an answer to that question we have to go
backward now and to rea? Tune magazine reports about Israel in more than 30 years. And
when you read now the Tune magazine report that were written by the Time magazine in the
last ,30 years. you cannot see but an attempt to libel Israel. to attack Israel. to write untrue
stones about Israel, and they just proceeded here in this case. The difference was that in this
case they ~arneand they accused me with a murder. That was the most terrible thing that a
human being could have accepted.
Mr.WI~: s?' ~ne~, your explanation of the origin of this case is that a magazine, a
ctheo°rpo~temsntunon With an anti-Israeli bias, went too far and you got them. That's your

ry.

Gen. SHARON: Yes. I think that Time magazine for many, many years attacked the state of
Israel: They attacked me not as an individual. They attacked me being a member of the
Israeli government, and. I felt when a human being, when a Jew, when an Israeli, member of
the Israeli govt:rnmen~ IS .ac~ of being involved in discussion about murder of innocent
people. something whi~h IS entirely against the moral values of the Jewish people, of the state
of Israel, of the Israeli defense forces, I felt then that Ihave to come over here and to sue
them. And that's what I did.

Mr. OONALOSON: Well, General Sharon, you're not going to sue Kahan and the other
members of that comrrussion, although they said that you were indirectly responsible for the
massacre of those people.

Gen, SHARON: There is a tremendous difference between speaking about indirect respon-
sibility and about saying that I discussed with the members of the Gemayel family the need
for revenge. That was found to be a complete lie.

Mr.~~LOSON: There is indeed a difference, but my point is you have just said Time
magazine ~ spent 30 years attacking Israel. In fact, the case here was not Israel. but you.
You have said repeatedly you thoo~ht this was a blood libel, implying that the libel was not
Just against you but against the entire Jewish nation, Why did you say that?
Gen..SHARON: That's what I felt. That what I feel now. And what worries me now, and I
think I~should wor:ry e~ery one of. you, because if after having a verdict by an American
cOUI'!, y an Am~ncan Jury, the Ttme magazine comes now with new stories. as they are
conung now. I thInk that should worry every one of us,
Mr. DONALOSON: Well. General Sharon-

•

Gen. SHARON: The problem is. now, all of us are very much aware of the freedom of the
press, but what about the freedom of people, just freedom of people, democracy-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, you're absolutely right, General Sharon, but one of the things
that worries a lot of journalists is your assertion that an attack on Sharon, in effect, is an
attack on the Jewish nation, is in fact perhaps even anti-Semitic. And I think most journalists
think that's wrong and in fact resent that line of reasoning.
Gen. SHARON: I would not like to go now to SO far as to speaking about anti-Semitism. but
I would like to say first that I think that all of us should be aware and should be remembered
that though democracy must defend the press. but democracy must defend also the people.
First of all, we are human beings, Second, I was not accused being an individual. I was then
the ntinister of defense of the state of Israel. and I would like to add another thing. The same
very day that the Time magazine issued his press release, I denied it immediately and the
prime minister of Israel then, Mr. Begin, denied it in the Israeli Parliament, in the Knesset.
and demanded from the editorial board of Time magazine to apologize for the state of Israel
and for myself being then the minister of defense. So therefore Idon't act as an individual. I
acted as a member of the Israeli government when I was attacked brutally by the Time
magazine. and I believe that what I have done and what I have said about that was, though I
brought this case here as individual. I could not find any other way to do it. but by doing that I
defended my own honor. the honor of the state of Israel and the honor of the Jewish people.
Mr. BRINKLEY: General, thank you. Thank you very much for coming in and talking with
us today.
Gen. SHARON: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next, our discussion here of events and people in the rest of the
world, including some who are not being sued for libel. Joining us will be Tom Wicker.
columnist for The New York Times. In a moment,
{commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right, lhis is somewhat more mundane. but a New Yorl<grand jury this
week considered the case of Mr. Goetz in New York, who shot four young guys in the
subway, became, at least to part of the population of the city, something ofa hero. The grand
jury refused to indict him for the shooting but did indict him for the illegal ownership of.
what, three handguns, I think, What do you make of that? George?
Mr, WILL: Well, there wasn't rouch room for judgment on the possession of handguns
charge. He was just evidently guilty on that, and he didn't have the relevant certification. But
what they said, in effect, was that everyone who has been calling this man a vigilante has
been using the language improperly. that this was not a man who went out looking to impose
punishment in an illegitimate way. This was an act more or less of self-defense by a man
riding a subway system in which there were, in 1984. an average of 1.200 felonies a month
reponed - and lord k:nows how many unreported. And they said, given that, it's not
vigilantism. it is legitimate self-defense.
Mr. OONALDSON: Actually, the grand jury didn't bear any testimony in this case one way
or the other that would challenge the notion that it was self-defense. The four people who
were shot didn't testify, and the 'narrow interpretation is simply that the jury lacked enough
evidence to make a detennination on that point. But I won't quibble with that. I think. the
wider problem here is, if you set Mr. Goetz aside, does this verdict give people the idea that
they can now go out with a gun, whether they're looking to be a vigilante or whether they're
m fact just trying to safeguard themselves and start shooting in a subway if someone
approaches them. And I think that's a thing that we're all wrestling with. J frankly don't
know - although I don't think we should all go out with guns - I don't know how we can
say that people can't defend themselves. and yet if we all start shooting on any provocation.
of course society breaks down.
TOM WICKER, The New York Times: Well. Iagree with all that. I lhink Mr. Goetz's
actions were ambiguous in a sense here because he obviously was somewhat paranoid on this
whole subject. He'd been mugged before - good reason to be paranoid. He apparently, at
least according to the prosecutor, two of these young men were shot in the back, ~ he then
fled. And all of that is not entirely consistent with an act of self·defense. But laymg all that
aside because we can't know precisely what the evidence was in front of that grand jury. it



see~ t~me that the thing that's most interesting and shocking. if there is a shocking aspect
10 this. IS the really overwhelming public approval of what this man did. of what Goetz did.
which signifies, whe!her you think that's good or bad - Ihappen to think it's bad _ but it
signifies, ce~nly. beyond ~y doubt. that there is an 'enormous concern in this country
about cnme. I ve always ~~lev~, and. I m~y even have said on this program, that crime is
really the number~ne political ISSue m this country. But OUf politicians don't deal with
cnme. They deal WIth the fear of crime.

Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, they don't deal with it because they don't know anything to do about
It.

Mr, WICKER: That may well be, but almost every political figure who takes up crime as an
~sue d~a campaign, right ~k to Mr. Nixon when he was running for president in 1968.
ey. WIth the fear of cnrne. You'll recall then that Mr. Nixon promised to use wire-

,pmg on a broad scale. Well, that's fine except ihat wiretapping would not have anything
w atsoever to do With the kind of crime that Bernhard Goetz was responding to.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Nobody is mugged by telephone that I know of.

Mr, ,w'<;KER: Exactly. So political figures tend 10 respond 10 people's fears reather than
commg forward With solid initiatives.
Mr, BRINKLEY' No there' thi reallv scarv coi Iwas' N Vi..L· • re s some fig y scary gomg on. I remember a few years ago
whoseIn ~:' OIl\. and [saw a movie called. Ithink. "Death Wish." It was about a vigilanteWile was--

Mr. DONALDSON: That was CharlesBronson.
Mr. BRINKLEY' Ri ht And he . .like and h . kindg. went around the streets shooting people, people he didn t

w 0 were of ugly and so on and so on.
Mr. WILL: People who attacked him.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Every time he did that. the people in the movie theater applauded.
Mr. DONALDSON' Yeah b t lbshOl!he I . , u .you see ey applauded because. I suppose. they thought he
subwa peop e ~ho were .attacking him. But what about inoocent people on the street or thestartel ~ho .ought get hit by !hese bullets? I don't think you'd applaud a vigilante who
happe~ ~::g hln the Subway I~ your wl~e or your husband. innocently riding along.

o s ot at the same tIme, by nustake of course.
Mr. WILL: Let me try and h I think' . dlhealthy, even if based say.w Y .. .the public approval of Mr. Goetz ISprofoun .y
health bee .. on a mIstaken JUndical or moral assessment of what he did. It IS
its c~ .ty ~use It IS anger, it is a vic~ous enjoyment of vengeance. and a society that loses
minimu~. ~~t~sger- w.~n the ~Iety fai~s~ provide. the government fails to provide ~
capacity for an . c:ssenb phYSical secunty In public places - a society that loses Its
brought down ~er. IS !lot gomg to g~t .progress. I mean. it was anger about injustice mat
serious law enfo;::~~.n laws. and It IS anger that will bring about serious sentencing and

Mr. DONALDSON' B t· . .
vengeance it seems ~ u ~ socllety that enJOYs. as you say. a vicarious enjoyment In

M
' 0 me, IS ost morally.

r. WILL' Vengean . h allb
M DON

· ce IS e y. Vengeance is profoundly heallby.
r. AlOSON· " 'V

M WICK . engeance is mine,' lbus sailb !he Lord." George.
~ ~:~!he~ .~ .

in the angerofyoung'bl k erenc~ IS, rge, to use your own example. what a difference
counters and endured ab::. peop~e.1n the late '50s and early '60s who went and sat in at I~h
contrast to a man ho uu..se and injury and insult in order to call attention to the law. What a
anger. And I a ":vi esa gun and shoots four people. Now. I think lbere's anger and
lbal!he kind or: er ~{ou on .!he pomt of anger, but I do no< agree. I profoundly disagree.
ought to be seein g re seemg he~ I~healthy. It seems to me that the kind of anger we
Vote for POlitici~ :;~ght to be seem~ In response to this. is a kind of anger that refuses to
crime. really. rather than ~. around tal.king about palliatives to make you feel better about
because the people ho 109something ~t it. We haven't seen any of that kind of anger
Mr. BRINKLEY: ~ . go ~ proposmg lbal kind of program invariably get elected.
everywhere we go pee night. let s ~hange the subject. In Washington this week. and ~~I

p e are talking about Ed Meese and his legal fees. Ed Meese. noml-
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nared to Attorney general. some questions are raised about some things he did. about
borrowing money and putting people on the government payroll and so on. A special counsel
was appointed to investigate. Meese had lawyers to defend him. The special counsel decided
he had done nothing that could be prosecuted. Now his defense attorneys have turned in a
bill: $720,000. And it has been demanded lhat they explain why it's so high. The government
is supposed to pay it, I believe, and probably will pay it. So what do we do about that? Pay
Ed Meese's fees. or do we make these lawyers explain why it's so high?
Mr. WILL: Well. they explain it and then ntake the public pay. The puhlic wants this law-
this. I think, profoundly silly and iniquitous law that produces-
Mr. BRINKLEY: This is the special counsel law.
Mr. WILL: Yes, that produces lots of injustice. It did so for Hamilton Jordan. it's done so for
Ed Meese. One way to get the public to rethink the law and get rid of it is to say it's very
expensive. I don't see why, if through the mechanism of this law. someone like Mr. Meese
or Mr. Jordan winds up needing lawyers, the law should require him to go and get bargain-
basement lawyers.
Mr, DONALDSON: Yes, but we have a case of greed here, it seems to me. Hamilton
Jordan, you're right, was the case that caused this particular aspect of the law.
Mr, WICKER: Remember, they didn't pay his legal fees.
Mr. DONAlDSON: That's right. He had $69.000 worth of legal fees on a case that was at
least as spurious if not more so than the case against Meese, and they haven't paid it. Well.
they should go hack retroactively and pay his. But the government has traditionally held to a
fee system of about $75 an hour for outside attorneys of this nature. and Mr. Meese's
attorneys have decided that $250 an hour was the going rate. Ithink that should be looked at
very closely. and you should say to those attorneys. just as you say to doctors who attempt to
rip off Medicare or Medicaid, wrong, that's too high. He should be paid, but not that much.
Mr, BRINKLEY: What is the going rate for a lawyer in Washington?
Mr, DONAlDSON: Well, I don't know.
Mr, WICKER: They are claiming lbat lbe $250 an hour is roughly lbe market rate.
Mr. BRINKLEY: I think it probably is.
Mr. ,wICKER: But what is interesting here is-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Rightly or wrongly.
Mr. WICKER: -lbat if lbe government is going to attempt to hold to lbe $75 an hour
standard. the official for the next four years. assuming his confinnation, who has to enforce
that is Ed Meese. Now. if Ed Meese's attorneys are going to be paid at the rate of $250 an
h~ur, then how is he. as attomey general. a month or six.months from now when somebody
WinS a case against the government, going to say we'll only pay $75 an hour?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, !here is one olher figure, number, being tossed around bere. It's a
good deal higger lban lbat. and it's $210. -20, -30 billion. The federal defiCit We. have
heard- I have heard lbat Presidenl Reagan. after his State of !he Umon speech, IS gomg to
barnstorm the countIy. presumably trying to arouse public support for some kind of fiscal
policy. Does anyone know any more about it lban I do, and lbat's about all I know.
Mr. WILL: No, but I cherish lbe lbought of him going out whistle-stopping on an Amnal<
train saying. "By the way. I want to get rid of this train and the whol.e da:n railroad, wt;tile
I'm at it. .. It's interesting because what the President is proposing that ~ gOing to make this a
mo~entous political year is to demonstrate that we have ~restunated ttx; an of the
POSSible. this conventional wisdom inside the Beltway - homble place. we re all told.
where we all live. not Tom, he's innocent _ is that down here we don't unders~ h?w
aroused the country is and how much the country can get th~gov~mrnen~ to <i? m taking
away the country's benefits. I live in the Beltway and I don't believe It. Bur I m gomg to see.
Mr. DONAlDSON: Well, !he President's lheory seems to be lbat lbe country is aroused
againso excessive government spending and will support deep cuts. if nor even e1J?UOabons
of some of its favorite programs. ex.cept in two or three areas, ~ .foreroost of which would
be the defense budget. He wants a higher defense budget by a slgrnficant ~nt,.and w~n
Republican senators like Bob Dole say. "Mr. President"- and they're saying It publicly
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now -"we'll support you and we'll work for you but only if it's equitable. only if we have a
freeze across the board." He, in the form of Caspar Weinberger, his agent. comes back and
says. "Oh. no, no. You can't do it here, just do it over there." And the question will be
whether he can sell that to the American people.
OMr. WICKER: Well. I think the President will find if he makes that tour that he might be
able to make progress on specific programs, but there's no furor out there in the country for
reducing the deficit just as a general proposition. Idon't know any politician who.will tell you
that.
Mr. DONALDSON: By the way. David. speaking of-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, no. People don't get out in the streets carrying signs complaining
about the deficit.
Mr. WICKER: Of course they don't.
Mr. DONALDSON: Speaking of fees. I want to note that the President of the United States
makes far less than $250 an hour. so if it's good enough for Ronald Reagan it ought to be
good enough for Ed Meese's lawyers.
Mr. WILL: You're conceding that he works more hours than you've hitherto conceded.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. no. but it's the quality of the hours.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Tip O'Neill keeps saying Mr. Reagan only works 3';' hours a day. doesn't
say how many hours he works. We've got to wrap it up here. Thank: you. We'll be. back ~lth
a few words about all the money the Washington bureaucraeies tell us they're saving. which
ought to be good news. In a moment.
{commercial break!

Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary}; Finally. I see in a letter from a member of Congress that the
~.~. Air Force, by usmg competitive bidding in buying aircraft engines. has saved ~5
billion, Well. fine. I figure that comes to $62 per taxpayer. So. where is the money? Will
they send each of us $62 or. in the case of joint returns. $1241 Or will they send the money
bac~ to the.!reas~ with a nice little note saying. "Thanks, folks. but here's $5 billi?~ w;
don t ~ ? Certainly not. They won't do either. What will they do with the $5 bJlh?n.
~~y will spe~~ ~ton something else. Over the years I have seen dozens of bureaucracies.
military and CIVIlian.announcing with great pride that through efficient management and:'O
on they ha~e sa~ed millions and billions. But nobody I know has ever seen a quarter ?f It.
The moral IS this: the bureaucrats must stop saving money: the country cannot afford It.

For all of us at ABC's This Week. until next Sunday. thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

February 3, 1985
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our
Washington headquarters. here's David BrinkJey.
DAVID BRINKLEY: The second Reagan administration is two weeks old. The fun and
games of the inaugural are over. and the Washington establishment is back to its old habit.
arguing about money. Through modem history new Congresses c~e .to town with their
members' heads spinning with ideas on how to spend money. Well. this time the money was
all spent and then some before they got here. So now the argument is about where to cut the
spending. They're not used to it and they ~n'( like it. How will they.d~ it? We will ask
today's guests: Senator Robert Dole. Republican. Kansas. the Senate majority leader: Repre-
sentative Jim Wright. Democrat. Texas. the House majority leader: some background from
our man John Martin. and our discussion here with George Will. Sam Donaldson and Jody
Powell. all here on our Sunday program.
First. a little news. President Reagan's budget for the next year goes to Congress tomor-

row. and while officially it is not out yet. the figures are circulating an:'tl~ ~ashington. and
they show if Congress accepts everything h~ asks. which is doubtful: It will mcn:ase spend-
ing for defense and cut spendng for domestic programs. Some details from Sheilah Kast.
SHEILAH KAST [voice-over]; Hundreds of reporters and state off:icials c~med ~e
hallways to buy copies of the administration budget proposaJ that Will,be unvelle? offi-
cially tomorrow. The $35.()(x) they forked.over won't make a d~nt In the deficit. but
President Reagan hopes to do that by holding government spending next year to ~~74
billion. the smallest increase in 20 years. The White House says that woul? cut $51 billion
from the deficit but still leave it at $180 billion next year. Defense spending would grow
by about the same amount domestic programs .would be cut - deep cuts prop?sed f?T
Medicare and Medicaid, education, transportanon and farrn programs. On <;apltol H.III
yesterday, even Republicans viewed advance copies of the budget proposal as Just o~ list
of options they'll consider. On ABC's World News ~aturday, Sen'!te bUd~et chall~man
Pete Domenici said defense cuts would have to be considered along With Social Security.

sen. PETE DOMENICI, (R) New Mexico, chainnan Budget Committee: II's
on the table and nobody wants to touch it. Nobody wants to touch taxes. nobody wants
to touch any more of defense. So basically this shows you, if you don't want to do
those things, what you have to do to find $50 billion. And it's a lot.

KAST: Already President Reagan has started work. on the State of the Union speech he·.11
give this week. In his first term he proposed cutting the growth of government. Now he s
trying to persuade Congress to shrink government except for defense. Sheilah Kast. ABC
News, the White House.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Pope John Paul Il. louring South America. went 10 bed early last nigh'
because he was tired, running a little fever. and this morning he was feeling better. but he had
a sore throat and had the bishop read his speeches for him. He is in Peru with a long day of
travel. And here is ABC's David Ensor, in Peru.

DAVID ENSOR [voice-over]: High in the Andes, Cuzco was the capital of the lncan
empire until 450 years ago when it fell to Spanish troops. This morning the leader of the
church the Spaniards brought with them paid his respects to the culture of the Indians. The
Andes Indians had three moral laws which John Paul compared with the Christain Ten
Commandments. In the Indian language he said, "Don't steal, don't be lazy, don't lie."
The Po~ sought to identif:r the Church with the poor of the region, criticizing the extreme
contrast In Peru between nch and poor. He also condemned what is a major cash crop In

Peru,. coca leaves for the drug cocaine. The Pope travels now to Ayacucho. where
security. heavy for a year now, will be tighter than ever. The town has been the center of
bloody guerrilla activity for five years. Thousands have been murdered. The "Shining
Patl( guerrillas. some of whom were photographed in prison. want to return to ~e
glones of the Incas: the~ say, but under a communist regime. In Ayacucho the Pope Will
condemn ~e guemlla vlolen~e. saying evil is never the path of good. But. looking at the
poverty which has bred the Violence, the pope will calion foreign banks and governments
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to offer fairer conditions on loans to Latin America and fairer prices for the raw materials
it produces. David Ensor. ABC News, traveling with the Pope in Cuzco. Peru.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Other news: in Athens. Greece. a bomb went off in a bar filled with
American servicemen from a nearby air base, and about 70 of them were injured. a few of
them seriously. No word on who did it. but the Marxist prime minister of Greece. Andreas
Papandreaou. takes a hard anti-American line. keeps talking of forcing American troops to
leave Greece. and that political climate may have encouraged this.
Fidel Castro of Cuba. in an interview with The Washington Post. says recent diplomatic

meetings with Americans have been constructive. positive and could lead to better relations.
The Chinese government now allows and even encourages small. private business enter-

prises. It found today its army officers took this new policy quite seriously, and a great many
of them on the side were selling used cars, television sets, radios and other consumer goods.
and they have been ordered to stop.
We"ll be back with all the rest of today's program and the two majority leaders of

Congress, in a moment.
[commercial break!

Mr. BRINKLEY: With the trumpets, trombones and clarinets back in their cases. most of
them never played because it was too cold in Washington. the mink coats and black ties back
in the closets and the limousines back in the garages. Washington is now back to the usual
grubby business of politics. money, power, how to use them. Well. before we ask today's
guests how this is all going in the second Reagan administration, here is some background
from John Martin. John?

JOHN MARTIN: They've been tearing down the reviewing stand from that inauguraJ
parade that never happened, David. and in many ways this past week Washington has
been stripping away the glitter of Ronald Reagan's second inauguraJ. From politics to
justice to foreign policy to budgets there's .a certain grim reality setting in. but also a sense
of renewal.

[voice-over! One national party chose a new chairman to find a way to restore itself
from disaster.

PAUL KIRK, Chainnan, Democratic National Committee [February t,
1985/: If the campaign of 1984 taught me anything. it was not that we need 10 be more
like the Republicans. but that we must recapture the principles. the spirit and the
values that once made us and those who may have left us proud again to be national
Democrats.

MARTIN [voice-over]: One of the President's men tried to convince the Senate he had
acquired the ethical awareness to be attorney general.

EDWIN MEESE, Attomey General-Designate [Ianuarv 29. /9851: I have a
much higher level of sensitivity to these matters now than ( did when I arrived in
Washington.

MARTIN [voice-over]: But a man once fired for pushing another president too far wasn't
convinced.

ARCHIBALD COX, Chainnan, Common Cause [Januarv J t, /9851: The fact is
that Mr. Meese engaged in actual misconduct by violating the rule that a public official
must not act on matters involving individuals with whom he is personally financially
involved.

MARTIN [voice-over}: The Senate Judiciary Committee will act as jury this week while
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee will continue sitting in judgment of American
policy overseas.

GEORGE SHULTZ, Secretary of State [Januarv 3/. /9851: America has recov-
ered its strength and self-confidence.

MARllN [voice-over]: In an unusual series of hearings. the new committee chairman is
looking for ways to restore consensus between the two parties on how America should
deal with the world. The secretary of defense warned there were still those out to weaken
the security of America, but insisted he was not calling anyone un-American.

CASPAR WEINBERGER, Secretary of Defense [Januarv 3/. /9851: There
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M', theJ b~ >ug8<SlJOO Ihal anybody who opposes the defense budget is- h.
) C>' moll' or any'llung of !he kind. •

~.!;AwrON CHJLES, (0)Florida, BUdget Committee: f think that infunaredthe
.- ...........'lIII thai he ""d thai 10.

MARTl ""t1If·~·O'~rl; "'har does it do to the Democratic senators?
Sen. CHJLES: Well. It' JU5l "'" correct because right now there is no way youcan-
you , you can ~,a buildup that has been in force three years. In facr. were son
of a a.3:rtUT)C defem,e buildup now. the kind thaI we were in in Vietnam. That's where
"c 110'\4. and let we're raJking about adding new money to rbat. Well. if yoogo
beyond '10<1 o( • "'artJrne buildup, Idon't know what you're trying to do.
MARTIN I\'()lc~~)~rl: What anodaer one of the President's men was trying to do was
con\lnce the 03'" that he >hou/d be secretary of treasury and help reform[he [a'Y>lem

JAMES BAKER, Secretary of Treasury-Designate [January '.1. 19&5/:
EJroru 10 make lhe fa, system more fair and more simple will not musd~ 1l5~de.In
Ii:tTn> (pnonry. our efforts 10 deal with the deficit. But they are equal pnonnes. as
(ar the Presiden. IS concerned.

MARTIN f'·O/~e'(}..er]: BoIh parties are looking to show America they are doing themost
10 unfdJr taxation. bur looming over the debate on deficit and revenue IS the question
of debt and d~r for thousands of farmers unable to repay their bank and govemme~[
loons The Pres,de,,"S budget director agreed to try to get banks to help restructure the."
debts and ease the pain. Bur looking ahead (0 deep cuts in commodity pnce suplXlltSIn
the comma bud2CL even a staunch Republican senator saw little hope.

e - thn!<
Sen. NANCY KASSEBAUM, (R) Kansas: You can't protect everybody. and 1"0:"
e\eryone realizes that. but Ute commodity side that Stockman IS talking about IS notg .
to appeal '0 anyone. ed
MARTIN [voice-over}: In fact the Reagan budget being printed and briefed and Ie~o.

., - th all'[ mere"","UU5weekend h~ little appeal for anyone on Capirol Hill. It calls for e sm ,es . if
m ~pending in many years. and by ruling out l~ge defen~ cuts an~.tax [~~rease~~.
,"vi.es Congress 10 bring down an alanning deficu and make Itself pollllcally POP<!
Rep. VIC FAZIO, (0) Califomia. Budget Committee: They want the fOCu:e~~e
American people (Q be on the Senate and on t.h~ House and on the CO~g~;~sl~ leader
They want the hoi poIaloes to be ours. The PreSIdent ha'i the bull'y pulpJ[. h' wry is his
the people have jusl sent back into office by a two-to-on~ margm, ~~ ~~~~ from the
only judge and no further opportunity [0 run for the presIdency. he
leadership role. . I d,~hip.

R bl' . [ offer rhelrown eaMARnN (voice-overj: An attempt by Senate epu Icans 0 . nOf aQ"ree0f1
3ereeing among themselves on cuts. has been put off. sugpestJ~gththek ~:JiCan~Sena[e
how to share a pain the President refuses to frel. At week s en . e e to support elliS
majority leader seemed to admit that by faiJi~g [0 get farm stare le~l~~;lead was losin!!
in subsidies next year for emergency help thIS year. the effort to [ e

~~. "L~'~~'~
Sen, ROBERT DOLE, (R) Kansas, Senate ,,:,aJO~ ~artin;toback away
facing a big. big budget crisis and defiCit cnSls and we re a1r:e~y ~ion has agreed {O do
and to provide more money in thjs particular area. The admlfllstra -

mis. nrry whal Slate he
MARTIN: The ~~ident takes to the pulpit this .w~k [0 t~1l ra~e~O;rowing resentment
thinks me nation IS In. And. as he does. the reality IS that e ~
from the people who run the Congress. David? .' W' ht oemocral.

, R ntaUve JIm ng. " meMr. BRINKLEY: John, Ihank you. Commg next. eprese f Kansas. Republican.
Texas, the House majoriry leader and, shortly. Senator Bob Dole 0

Senate majority leader. In a moment.

{commercial breakj . . roday Pleasure [0 ha\'e
Mr, BRINKLEY: Me. Wright, thank you very much for commg m .
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you with us.

Rep. JIM WRIGHT, (D) Texas, Majority leader: Thank you.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Here with us are George Will of ABC News: Sam Donaldson, ABC News
White House correspondent There's been a great deal going on in this town, exchanges of
opinions. and you had an exchange of opinion with President Reagan, who said the deficit
mainly is the fault of Congress. and you said i[ was mainly the fault of the President. Right'!
Do you care to add anything to thai?

Rep. WRIGHT: Well, the truth of it is. of course, that las! year the House produced a budget
resolution that reduced the President's projected deficits by $181 billion over the next three,
years while the Senate was flO( prepared to go along with all those cuts. arguing primarily
about military spending levels. We jointly produced a budget resolution that reduced the
President's deficits by S 130 billion. And the appropriations bills last year, President Reagan
asked for $586 billion and we passed S551. a saving of some $17 billion. So as a factual
matter it just isn't true. The budget deficits have soared in Mr. Reagan's term. They've just
abour doubled. We will have added as much to the national debt in the first five years of this
decade, the 19805. under Mr. Reagan's administration as was added in the entire 192
previous years of our nation's constitutional history from George Washington through Jimmy
Carter.

GEORGE WILL: Your fellow Texan. John Tower. when he was senator and chainnan of
the Armed Services Committee. used to say that people talked a tough line against defense in
March and then in October. when it came to voting on specific programs. it dawned on them
that the B-1 bomber had subcontractors in every congressional district and that an aircraft
carrier's made in about 30 stales, not one state, and pretty SOOnyou had 60 senators ready to
do the right thing for the wrong reason. in Tower's point of view. Aren't we going through
much the same charade again. that defense will be talked about but no one wants [0 CUI
anything in their district and defense is in everyone's district?
Rep. WRIGHT: Well. George, there may be a certain amount of truth in that. but I think
America's strength depends uJXHla great many things in addition to the Pentagon. It depends
upon the education of our children. upon the technological proficiency of the American
people. upon the competitiveness of our industrial base. upon the availability of energy and
strategic minerals and upon the health of the fann economy. And this budget seems to be
wrecking many of those things. £t would reduce higher education by 25%. I' would propose
[0 reduce job training by 23%. It would phase out !he strategic petroleum reserve and loans [0
the fanners as well as small business loans, make i[ harder for young Americans (0 go to
college. 11lose lhings weaken our total defensive posture. and the saving is just a fraction of
!he SJ4...billion increase thar Mr. Weinberger insists upon for the Pentagon.
Mr. WILL: I mean. you've really son of expressed - excuse me _ the political argument
right now. You're saying America has problems. and the way to address them is to put
money at them from the centrnl government in Washington and to take the money away from
defense. Didn't we sort of settJe that in 49 states this faJl?

Rep, WRIGHT: George, I think all Americans want an adequa", defense. Icertainly have
been a consistem advocate of military readiness. What we suggest. however, r think is thai if
we're going to make any substantial inroads in this deficil. we have to heed the advice of
Martin Feldstein. who was Mr. Reagan's chainnan of his Council of Economic Advisers. A
year or so ago Mr. Feldstein-- [),-. Feldstein testified to Congress that the three principal
causes of these eoormous increases in the deficit were. first. the -1981 tax cur. which many of
us regard as excessive and which Donald Regan said is adding S 135 billion to this years
deficit: second. !he fact Ihat we have doubled mililal)' spending in the last five years: third.
the fact that imerest on the debt. that dead weight that doesn't buy anything, is more Ihan
doubled and is taking abou, 110 billion this year. and that's about 5500 a citizen tha' doesn',
buy anyth.ing.

SAM DONALDSON: All ri.ht. Ie,'s take point number one. House Democrats, par.
ticularly. when it became clear in Mr. Reagan's fir'S(term that we're going (0 have these huge
deficits. pushed for a rerum to higher taxes. Are you going (0 push this year for 3 return to
higher taxes?

Rep, WRIGHT: I think i, would be an unavailing effon unless Mr. Reagan himself felt that
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it was a desirable way [0 reduce these gaping deficits.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. be's said repeatedly that he would never go for a lax cUI- tax
hike. sorry.

Re~. WRIGHT: You're right. Sam. You're exactly right. But at the same time the admini-
stranon seems (0 be proposing such things as that we should require working Americans to
p~y taxes on their health insurance and mal we should require Medicare patients to pay higher
bills at the hospital for their needed medical attention. and that seems to me particularly
unf~r at a time when several multi-billion-dollar corporations got by last year without paying
any Income taxes at all.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I suppose what I'm really getting at is. what is the Democrats
alternative? If you don'( like Mr. Reagan's budget. you say some of the cuts he proposes are
unfair; how do you propose to reduce the deficit'!

Rep. WRIGHT: Well. l think what happens is that we sit down in our collegial group.
Democrats. heterogeneous. massive. opinionated individualists that we are. Sam, and we
hammer OUl-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Thai's a pretty good description.

Rep. WRIGHT: -on the anvils of compromise the kind of a budget that we hammered our
last year. Whar we did last year. fundamentally. was to freeze domestic expenditures ~lth
few exceptions. Now, it's just possible that we could make a substantial saving In military
expenses without reducing any of our commitments. and certainly without pulling the ~g
from under the President in his efforts to negotiate with the Soviet Union, simply by doing
what was suggested by former President Ford _ stretching out military procure.ment: mili-
tary construction, military R&D, Over an extra year. That which we would achieve In fo~r
years we'll get. but get it in five years. If you would buy 200 of a given weapon system In

four years, ~et the 200, but take another year to get it. Instead of buying 50 a year. buy 40 a
year. And If we were to do that across the board in the military procurement. R~~,
construction and force-level areas, we'd shave another $85 or $86 billion off of those defiCIts
in the next three years and not reduce military strength. We'd just take a little longer to gel
there,

Mr, BRINKLEY: Mr. Wright. let me interrupt temporarily because I would like to remind
our, audience that you're coming back shortly. Senator Bob Dole of Kansas, the U,S. Sen:t:
rnajonry leader. coming next. and then. shortly. the two of you back here together. I
moment.

(commercial break!

Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Dole, thank you very much for coming in.
Sen ROBERT DOLE: Thank you.

Mr .. BRINKLEY: Pleasure to have you with us today, Now, during this past week s~~re~~
Wemberger made Iwould say a cuning remark which was commonly thought to be Ihre,
at th h h· d·d ' . hras d th t those W 0 arey<;Ju, oug e I n t say so. And ':he remark was, parap e,. a ' What's
pushmg to, cut defense spending are pushmg to weaken the defenses of this countf)'.
your reaction?

Sen. DOLE: Oh. Ididn't have any reaction, I think that's sort of boilerplate defense s~~
materiaL I think we used to pass those things out when [ was chairman of the Repu ~fter
P~y. So it's--- Cap Weinberger's got a tough job, and everybody wants to ~o
Wemberger. and I think sometimes he gets his back up a bit, as he probably shou .
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. he antae-onized a lot of other senators who resJX>ndedto it in almost
equally cutting remarks. You don't want to respond at alL huh? I.
Se DOL d· I vel bUI Inn. . E: I don't believe so, I mean, I want to reduce the d~fense spen Ing ~ understand
not certam I can do that by you know taking a shot at Cap Wemberger, f mean: and
he h"!-Sthe toughest job in this town. probably tougher than Ronald Reagan's nght noW,
cert31nJy tougher than anyone in Congress, f
M B I "andalotOr. R NKLEY: Why do you say that? Because he wants a lot more money
members of Congress don't want him to have it'!
Se DO huge respon-n. LE: Because he wants a lot more money and because he has a very _

•

sibility. and defense is different than some of the other spending restraint. ":Ie still have: to do
some more spending restraint in defense, but it's-- w~'re talkin.g about a dl.fferent ag~nda on
the defense side than on some of the social spending restrarnt. So I disagree WIth Cap
Weinberger. but I'm not here to indicate that he's not well intentioned.
Mr, WILL: This week the gentleman who was just here and who will be back, Mr. Wright.
came pretty close to saying the President was deliberately telling falsehoods when th.e
President blamed Congress for the deficit. It seems to me Wrights got the ?est of thl~
argument. ls it not the case that Coneress in the first four years has appropnated - ot
Rea!!an's term - has appropriated just S5 billion, which you guys lose during lunch ho~r up
there. and has spent 0.29c more than the President has asked for'! Now, isn't the President
getting the budgets he wants and therefore isn't he to blame?
Sen, DOLE: Welt. I think if we look who's to blame we look ar-c- and I'm not certain you
say blame-
Mr. WILL: Why not?

Sen, DOLE: -but the reason we have a high deficit is because of the big tax cut in '81 and
increased defense spending. I think otherwise Congress has been pretty much on ~e ~na:k,
We haven't exceeded the President's requests. We added some things onto the [ax bill In 8 f
that he didn't want. and we always add a few spending items the President doesn't want, But
he didn't veto any bills 1a..<;1 year because there wasn "t any reason to veto any bills. They were
in below the budget.

Mr, WILL: Now, the history of governorships in this country, the recent years. the studies
show, is the same as the history of the presidency. Presidents gel. in aggregate terms. the
budgets they want. We're going to spend about what Reagan wants. Isn't that going to be [he
case this year? You may argue about where it goes.
Sen. DOLE: Oh. I think so. I think we may, you know, we're in the game now, it's the only
eame in town. the budget eame. where we're eoine to decry everything inthe President's
budget. or some will-~ ~ - ~

Mr, WILL: So [his is much ado about almost nothing? We're going to get- you're going to
change a little bit-

Sen, DOLE: lts almost a trillion dollars, but it's how it's distributed is probably- you're
probably right.
Mr, WILL: Okay. It's a distributionist argument.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. let me see if Iunderstand that. The President's proposed cuts--
Sen. DOLE: I don't think you-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I'm going to clarify your thinking for you. The President's
projX>sed budget cuts of $51 billion for fiscal '86. If you buy George's statement that you'll
end up with about a S51-billion cut, Itake it you're going to redistribute it. Fewer cuts on the
domestic side and more in defense? Give us the figures.
Sen. DOLE: Well, and you still have Social Security hanging oul there. The President. I
must say, is in a fairly comfortable position. He says, "Don't touch Social Security, don't
touch defense, don't raise taxes," and you can't touch interest on the debt. And that doesn't
leave a l?re3t deal. So those of us in the Congress have to maybe look beyond some of the
President's promises in the campaign. Maybe ~you ought ro bring Social Security back on the
table. Maybe more on the defense side spending restraint will be back on the table as it is.
And we'll drop some of the items the President's going to send up in his budget. No president
ever gets precisely whar he sends up in his budget message,
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. you say maybe. maybe. maybe-
Sen, DOLE: Well. probably. yes.

Mr. DONALDSON: About three wc:eks ago many of you Republican leaders in the Senate
were confidently predicting that you would put on the table your own budget. even before the
President sent his up.

Sen. DOLE: Well, never really our o\\'n budge!. We don't have a 551.50 set of live books
that we have. but we have a process. We're going to try to force a vote in the Senate in
March on a budget resolution inslructing committees ro do cenain things.
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Mr. DONALDSON: Give us some figures. Are you going [0 accept some of the retreat on
the farm program '!

sen. DOLE: Oh. yes. We have [0. You know. there's no-c- I'm from a farm state.
Agricultural spending in the Reagan administration in the past four years is the highest in
history. bUI we still have very serious farm problems. BUI we are going to reduce federal
subsidies to farmers substantially. ~ ~

Mr. DONALDSON: And Amtrak'! You're going [0 eliminate that. for all intents and
purposes?
Sen. DOLE: Amtrak. I would hope so.
Mr. DONALDSON: And what about reduction of student loans'!
sen, DOLE: We can reduce student loans. maybe not as much as the President suggests. but
m some areas. yes. We can put a cap of. say. S32JXX) and a cap on how much anyone
student can receive. So. yes. we can reduce the costs.
Mr. DONALl?SON: Let me ask one final item. In some of the housing programs. there's
one. there. for Instance. that the President tried to reduce a couple of years ago. was unable to
do It. He w~nt to Buffalo during: the campaign and praised the very housing project which
had been built on that program, said it was a terrific thing. Now he's back wanting to kill it.
Sen. DOLE: ~ell. no. what he's back wanting: to do is to reduce the federal deficit. take the
pressure off of Interest rates and sustain the economy.
Mr, ~ONALDSON: Ye~. but in that particular program, are you going to eliminate thai
housing program? Which IS the real Ronald Reagan.in other words?
Sen. DOLE: That's under the BankingCommittee. Senator Gam. But r would guess we'll
make some reductions in the housing programs. We have to. We don't have any choice.
Mr. WILL: You've got a choice. Does the country care about the deficit? Do they care
about-

Sen. DOLE: Well. [ hope so.

~r.WILL: Well. that's another matter. Does the country care about the deficit more than it
~ares about student loans, for example? You're touching the middle class. which is notor-
10US-

Sen, DOLE.: We're not going to eliminate student loans. We're going to make some v~1)'
:~I.nor reductions. B.utmy good friend Jim Wright would lead you to believe that evefJ:thlOg
S Just gorng to be elimmated. We're going to eliminate all these social programs and build up
the Defense Department. That's not the case.

Mr',~~INt<:LEY: [·.d like I~ask the same question. Do the American people really c~ vel)'
much. We I~Washington sit around here and talk about the deficit and worry about It. You
worry a~ut It.. Most people are better off man they were a few years ago. They're working
~d they re doing okay. and me deficit is a kind of remote. shadowy entity thai they either
now very little about or care very little about. .

Sen, DOLE: I think that's the biggest problem. 1 think about one-third of the American
~rleh are really focused on the deficit. So it really makes it more difficult. It m.ean~you
rea y a~e to l?f?v1de some leadership and it's got to come from the President. as II will. to
reduce this defic.u, even though people don't think it's a problem. lt will be a problem in a
couple of years If we don't deal with it now.

:~:k B::~N:~EY: Senator. Dole. if you will stay right here. Representative Wright is comilg:
moment. e II have question, for both of you, and you may have some for each other. In a

(commercial break!:~hB:~~KLEY: Mr. Wright. Senator Dole. we are both here now. Happy to h~ve y~u
th S· re both here. the leader of the Democrats in the House and of the Republicans 10
e enate. Why don't yo . h h . I . II·' Rizht

G ' . u ng t ere. now. make some kind of deal and sett e It a. ~
now. 0 ahead. We d like to listen.

the DeWRIGHT: If Bob Dole can speak for the Republicans any bener than I can speak for
mocrats we WOIII·' h. . .. u ave a stan on settling one-tenth of It.
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Mr. DONALDSON: Well, let me try to put something on the table and see whether we can
come to some agreement. The defense budget. You've both talked about doing something
more than President Reagan wants to do: that is, reducing the defense budget more. Give me
a number. He wants to reduce it in fiscal '86 from the straight-line projection by $8.9 billion.
Are you going to do better, Senator Dole. and. if so, where?
Sen. DOLE: That $8.9 billion is lower fuel costs and inflation. There's about $2lj~billion in
that in really program changes. Yes. we'd like to say maybe a 3% growth rather than 5.9%
after inflation.
Mr. BRINKLEY: How much money is that. now? Don't have a calculator here.
Sen. DOLE: Well. that would be- you'd get around $18- to $10 billion in '86. for
example.
Mr. DONALDSON: Can yoo do that. Mr. Wright?
Rep. WRIGHT: We surely can. As a matter of fact. last year we in the House voted a 31/~%
rate of real growth after inflation, and me Senate, at the urging of the White House and the
secretary of defense. would not accept that. They wanted a 711.1% rate of real growth. We
finally settled it out at 590 rate of real growth. Over a period of three years the difference
between the House 3V~%and the Senate 711.1% is $55 billion that would have been taken from
the deficit.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. what about the President's argument. Mr. Weinberger's argu-
ment, that you are threatening the security of this country?
Sen. DOLE: Well. I think. you know, as I said earlier. Weinberger's in a crack. Imean. I
would assume the Democrats want to reduce defense spending more than any Republican. or
most any Republican.
Mr. DONALDSON: You mean Weinberger doesn't mean that, mat's just rhetoric. or what?
Sen. DOLE: No. he means it. but he knows that if he gets cauaht in this catch-22 where he
agrees with Senate Republicans. "Okay, I'll reduce spending more .", Then he goes to the
House Democrats and they really give him a whack. now. then we are in difficulty. So
maybe Jim and I could work out that problem.
Rep. WRIGHT: As a matter of fact. defense is not a partisan issue. it never has been.
shouldn't be. It's a bipartisan imperative.
Mr. DONALDSON: But they accuse you of reducing the security of the country. lmean,
almost giving aid and comfort: to the enemy.
Rep, WRIGHT: Well. yes. I thought that was a poor choice of words and I feel sure that
Secretary Weinberger is sorry that he said that. I hope he's sorry.
Mr. BRINKLEY: He gave no sign of being sorry. [crosstalk]
Mr. WILL: Congressman. defense has been the most partisan issue for the last 15 years-
over ABM, MX, Trident. done nothing but argue, often on party lines.
Rep. WRIGHT: Not always. You may recall that during the Carter administration it was
Democrats who were pushing for such things as the ABM and pushing at that time for such
things as the missile. There are reasonable and justifiable differences of opinion as to what
level of defense spending is necessary. That doesn't have anything to do with party politics.
Sen. DOLE: I think we can agree there'll be no tax increases, right?
Rep. WRIGHT: Well. except for those things that are inherent in the proposals that seem to
be floated from time [0 time. such as making people pay taxes on their health care benefits
and things of that kind.
Mr. WilL: Could I change the subject before we all die of srupefication about me budget?
Let's talk politics for a minute. Your party-
Rep. WRIGHT: Hardly ever like to talk any politics.
Mr. WILL: I know. No state in the Union suffered more. from your point of view, from the
Republican resurgence than Texas this year. Ithink that's fair 10 say all the way down to the
grassroots courthouse level. Now. your party has just met up here this weekend, and said,
"Hal We have the answer. We're going to elect. with labor's help. a Kennedy Democrat to
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run the party." Is that just what Texas needed'! And. Senator Dole. you've been a party
chairman. Are you pleased about this? First. Congressman Wright.
Rep. WRIGHT: As I said a moment ago. we Democrats have no pedigrees and darned few
credentials, We are a mixed lot of people. It's a big bag. I am. as Sam Rayburn used to say. a
Democrat without prefix. without suffix. and without politics.
Mr. WILL: Are you happy'?
Rep. WRIGHT: And I'm willing (0 accept whatever the judgment of the majority is. I think
we 've got a big lent. We have. yes. a responsibility to demonstrate once again that we are the
party of the mainstream. but we do care about the average American.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Would this have been your choice. a Kennedy Democrat to run the party'?
Rep. WRIGHT: Well. my choice wasn't the matter that was at issue. I was not a member
given a vote. I am on the executive comminee-
Mr. BRINKLEY: You're just not going to answer. are you'!
Sen. DOLE: I think he was our choice.
Mr, WILL: Well. that's my question. Are Republicans pleased about this"
Sen. DO~E: Not pleased in the sense- no party chairman is going to make policy for the
Democratic and Republican party. but it does- the indication we have is that. you know, the
D:m~rats are still playing a special interest political game. Organized labor is sti~[ in the
driver s seal. Everyone else is on the outside trying [0 set in. So, from our standpoint. that
shouldn't happen. 1 mean, but that's their- [hey made that choice. We're very pleased with
u.
Rep, WRIGHT: I'm not going 10 leap to that bail. The Democrats should be the party ?~t.he
average Ame-rican. and whether we're Democrats or Republicans. we have the respons~b~[~ty
{o,red~ce t~ese gaping deficits rather than pile continually upon our children the responsibiluv
at paying tor hundreds of billions of dollars of things that we have used up and worn OUI-

Sen. DOLE: But it's got to come from Democra;s as well a" the Republicans.
Rep. WRIGHT: -before they reach tax-paying age.
Mr '..DONALDSON: Senator Dole. another non-budget question. Is Mr. Meese ~oinf! to he
con tinned by the Senate".' ~

Sen -.DOLE: Yes. he"Il be continued. but not until after this little recess period. We take oft'
on Friday for a week, we've worked so hard. We'll be back in mid-February.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You don't look tired out
Mr. D<;>NAL~SON: Are you pleased at the record that's been spread out in the Judiciary
Committee With Mr. Meese's qualifications? Are you happy that he's--
Se~.DO~E: Oh. I've said that I believe Mr. Meese is well qualified. He will be cnntinne.d.
J thl~k with a substantial rnarmn. Obviously he doesn't please everyone. I'm not lJUlte
cert3Jn-'" .

Mr. DONALDSON: I asked if you were pleased.
Sen. DOLE: Oh. I'm pleased. yes.
Mr, DONALDSON: Mr. Wright. I know the House has no responsibility in this matter
What do yo thi k bo M - . ".,u m a ut r. Meese as the attorney cencral of the United States.
Rep. WRIGHT: Well. that's a choice for the Senate'-to make I'm not l!oim!:to comment
~JXm th.at..1{h!nk generally the President is entitled to have tho~ people whom'-he chooses {O

serve hun m his cabinet. and that's true whether he's a Democrat or a Republican president.

~~;c~IL~: .La~t,year when he was running for president. Fritz Hollings gave a speec~ i~

h P
hesa~d. You have to understand. Ronald Reagan loves deficits. Likes them. Wan~s

{em. romlsed to delive th b' ... d ·t nds that If
he docs this he will chanr ehm YI~~nmg taxes. ~nd. he Said. ··~eagan u~ ~rsfa II· you'll
'h. ge t e po meal conversation for a Q.eneratlon and. first 0 a '
c am!e the Democrat" p .. Ad'" H . Demo-

"
"ats"s·,n· h h' IC any. n here we have the maJ'ority leader of the ouse d·d
". mg ere { 's Inom' t Ik· bo· . h R'a,'an I. h"'" . IIlg a mg a ur CUnllll!the bud1!cl. soundl1lQ"t e way l;; ~

III t t.: 1970s. Ha-;n { Reagan won'? ...... ...
Rep. WRIGHT' W II .. f there's. e, we re In avor of cuning the deficit. I think there's a scatoma,

a kind of a blind spot on the pan of Mr. Reagan and also Mr. Weinberge~. ~en they speak
of spending, they don't mean military spending. When they speak:of shrinking. gove~ent,
they don't think of the Pentagon as pan of government. And yet. of course, obviously It IS, In
fact. we even had the comment that I thought very bizarre last week, attributed to Secretary
Weinberger, to the effect that money spent on military things doesn't add to the deficit, Well,
now of course that's preposterous. A dollar spent on a bomb adds exactly as much as a dollar
spent on a school book.
Mr. WILL: John Tower-
Mr. BRINKLEY: He was saying that if you cut military spending a lot of people in defense
plants and so on would lose their jobs and then would not pay any taxes.
Mr. DOLE: Well. that's true in any program.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. okay, so do you believe that? Weinberger's arithmetic or eco-
nomics?
Sen. DOLE: Well. 1 believe that somebody might lose their job, but if that's the question
then we ought to give up on the whole deficit fight because everything we do will probably
result in some displacement somewhere.
Mr. WILL: But John Tower used to send out a famous letter.
Sen. DOLE: And I answered it.
Mr. WILL: He'd send it to all his colleagues saying Ihear you. "Send us defense p~je~ts in
your district that you want cut." And he said he didn't get sacks of mail come pounng rn.
Sen. DOLE: He didn't set a sack. r think he had three responses.
Mr. WILL: That's right .....Now. Fort Worth has some defense contractors. I have a feeling.
Would you care to stipulate what Fort Worth dollars you want cut?
Rep. WRIGHT: Well. Fort Worth does produce a great many things for the defense of our
country _ the F-16, which every country in the world wants. I don't think ~YbOl;1Y wants to
do away with the F-16. The Bell Helicopter people are producing a lVX. which Willbe a new
state-of-the-art.
Mr. WILL: Are you ready to hun Fort Worth?
Rep, WRIGHT: 1 think I am ready to stretch out all military procurement. ~ [ suggested ,a
moment ago. If the country needs a given weapon system, we ought to get It. but we don I

have to get it on a crash program. which is often very wasteful.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Wright. Senator Dole. thank you. Thanks very much. It's been a
pleasure to have both of you ....today. Coming next. our discussion here. No parental discretion
required. And joining us will be commentator Jody Powell. In a moment.

!commercial break /
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. This week the Democratic Party chose a new chairman. Paul K.irk,
who formerly worked for Senator Kennedy, Teddy Kennedy. Now, w: asked. M~. Wn.ght
about this. and he didn't really want to discuss it. l think maybe bec~use It wasn t his chOIce,.
Would you care to discuss it? George. what does this tell you? ~ ~~tell you the Democrats
are going to pursue their old habits, their old customs. old policies'.
Mr. WILL: Well, it's a kind of signal. I mean, party chairmen do matter. Bill B.rock, as
Republican chairman from '76 on. ~as important to electing Ronald ~eagan, Ray Bliss. aft~r
1964, was important to picking up the pieces after Goldwater. So It really depends on his
nuts-and-bolts skill. but today it is a signal to the South and to other parts of the country that
the people who gave you Walter Mondale may give you someone else.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I don't think it's a signal that Walter Mondale's going to come
back.
Mr. WILL: No.
Mr. DONALDSON: And it is cenainly a signal that Teddy Kennedy is goin~ to run for the
presidency in '88. After all. selecting a party chairman at th:ispoint is sort of hke a pre~game
tryout for the '88 primaries, One reason, for instance. Mana Cuomo wanted to throw all.of
his weight against Paul Kirk was because he wanted 10 block a ~e~nedy ~an. from bem.g
there. But I'm not- I don't think the apocalyptic view of Kirk s nomlllation and hiS
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ascendency and one in which the South is written off. the Democratic Party has just decided
it's going to go back to its evil ways.
JODY POWELL: It seems to me that it is more a case of a missed opportunity for the
Democratic Party. There was a chance to find a chairman who could begin the process of
rebuilding that would quite obviously send the right signal. That really didn't happen. l think
the Democrats generally agree with that.
Mr. BRINKLEY: What would have been the right signal?
Mr. POWELL: Well. certainly someone who is not identified with a particular faction of the
party and one that. quite frankly. had an image of being more from the moderate center in
terms of association. Now I think there are two questions. One is that on the Hill there was.
~fore this decision. a good deal of talk about putting together some sort of group alm?st
independent of the party leadership. the national committee leadership. you know. which
would serve as a rallying point for those people. That's very important. not just from sign~s.
but also from the question of being able to raise money. The other question is this question
about a fairness committee - to what extent are you going [0 change the rules so that you in
effect exclude elected officials?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. you know they are going to change the rules. The Democrats love to
change rules. They've changed them every year for. what? 20 years?
Mr. POWELL: And with consequences that were largely unintended by those who made the
changes. ( might say. ~
Mr. WILL: There was one thing that Democrats did that I think is very healthy. and perhaps a
larger portent than the election of Mr. Kirk. and that is the black caucus put forward a
particular candidate for a particular office ~ it was Mr. Hatcher. the mayor of Gary - and
th~ party elected a different black candidate for that job. The black caucus was enraged about
thiS: but it is .a sign that the Democratic Party is saying .. ·We·re going to think as a party.
We re not gomg to have caucus entitlements Balkanizing the party."
Mr. DONA~DSON: Largely because Paul Kirk did not back Richard Hatcher. who was the
caucus candidate.
Mr. WILL: Tha"s right.
Mr. DONALDSON: And I think it's another sign that he may be more independent and he
may spread the party a little wider than we all think he's seine to.
Mr. POWELL: As one who in a previous incarnation was :m adversary of Mr. Kirk. he is.a
taJe~ted sort ~f fellow and he may indeed feel compelled to do even more to prove that h~ IS

not 10 .fact still a member of Senator Kennedy's staff and he does not seek (Q represent Just
that wmg of me party. Maybe. It was. however. hardly a delightful and encouraging week-
end for most Democrats. I would venture to say.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well .. since the election. in the editorial pages and everywhere. there has
been enonno~s lamentation by Democrats about their loss. but on one point I believe they all
agreed ': and ~~was .. they say. ··We cannot win an election by trying to be more like the
Republicans. Is this a result of that? They're still going to be the same Democrats we: have
known and loved for all these years? ~
Mr. POWELL: No, this was not basically an ideological choice.
Mr. BRINKLEY: How come?
Mr. POWELL: It was a situation in which there was general feelina that the governors and
ot~ers were g.oing (0 get together and come up with~a consensus ~candidate~ That having
failed. Mr. ~.Ifk, w~o had been working early and had loyalties within the committee. ~as
able to prevail. But It was more a case of a process son of comins unraveled there, I think.
than some sort of clear ideological signal from the party. ~
Mr. BRINKLEY: A.IIright. ~et me change the subject. We asked our two guests awhile ago
about the con.finnatlon he~ngs on Ed Meese to be attorney general of me U.S. Senator
Dole. ~o~. Will recall. satd he supported Meese: Mr. Wri2ht said it was not a House
responslblhty so he wouldn't say anything about it. What do~we say about it? Sam'?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. Senator Joe Biden made an impassioned plea. r guess. against
Mr. Meese the other day. but I think his logic was all wrong. He said repeatedly. ··Mr.

Meese. I don't think you've done anything that was illegal. and I don'tthink you·ve.done
anything that was unethical." But then he s~d, i~.effe~t. .. But your ethical standard IS not
high enough to be attorney general. in my view. (thl~ he ~ade the wrong. argument. I
think the argument is that Mr. Meese has in fact done dungs which were unethical. whether
he was going to be appointed to the Commerce Department or to the Post Office o~ to th~ post
of attorney general. And if you want to vote against him, you ought to vote agamst him on
that basis.
Mr. BRINKLEY: What did he do that was unethical'?
Mr, DONALDSON: Well. I don't want to replay all of the loans that he took and the people
who aided him. then got government jobs. and all of the problems connected With hIS
colonelcy in the Anny and all of that.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. not to argue Meese's case, but tell me this. Meese. somebody
helped him financially: he got him ~a government job.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. he says he didn't. Let's be fair Because if he'd admitted it-
(crosstalk!
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. of course it is illezal. but let me ask you. You're running for
President. Somebody gives you lots of money and then you appoint him ambassador to Great
Britain.
Mr. POWELL: Well. whether we ouaht to or not. we do make a distinction between
campaign contributions and personal loans. I had some sympathy-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Isn't that a rather fine point"
Mr. POWELL: As I said. perhaps we shouldn't, but Senator Bide~. it see~ed to me. was at
a loss to find a word to describe the behavior of Mr. Meese. I will submit one.
Mr, DONALDSON: Some people say .. sleazy ."
Mr. POWELL: Perhaps it's certainly not illegal. perhaps not uneth!cal. It was certainly
tacky. What you have is a fellow attempting. for whatever reason. to live beyond his mea~s
here in this town. and not very particular about where he's going to get the money or how to

the world he's ever going to pay it back.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam. how many people in this town live beyond their means or try to'?
George?
Mr. WILL: Sam just used the magic word. sleazy. They were going to use ~ Meese as the.
sleaze factor during the campaign before Walter Mondale was caught laundenng hundreds of
thousands of dollars through phony committees and before the Zaccaro tax returns changed
their minds about that. The most dismaying thing-
Mr, DONALDSON: What does that have to do with it. by the way"
Mr. WILL: What it has to do with this: it seems to me. we have trivialized the idea of ethics.
Ethics used to be about war and peace and equity and how you treat the poor and how you
deal with dictators. Now ethics is about a $15.CXlOloan. But is there a spectacle more-
Mr. DONALDSON: You mean. that money isn't large enough to worry about?
Mr. WILL: Is there a spectacle more amusing than two millionaires. ~ennedy and
Metzenbaurn, lecturing Ed Meese on fiscal probity? I think that's hilarious. I think you have.
after Ed Meese has spent three years and 10 months as attorney general. which he. will ~o.
they should send him to the Smithsonian as an exhibit. He is the only Reagan Republican I ve
ever met who doesn't care about-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. only you and The Wall Street Joumal- [crosstalk! may I just
say. only you and The Wall Street Journal talk about $15.()X) as a trivialization of ethics. I
think most Americans would think it's a substantial amount of money and the fact that he
n~ver reported it. you know, on his reporting form. as he should have. the fact that he got it
wuhout any interest. I think is something of interest.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. it was a loan. -
Mr. POWELL: I want to say something just on George's behalf here.
~r. BRINKLEY: By the way. do you know the name of that bank that lends money without
Interest'?
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Mr. DONALDSON: No. I don't know the name of that bank.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Would you let us know about it'!
Mr. WILL: Everybody be quiet. lady wants [0 say something.
Mr. POWELL: Well. that I think a pres idem does have the right to nominate a tacky attorney
eeneral if that's what he wants. and the Senate probably ought not to vote against somebody
Just because they're tacky. There is another issue here. however.
Mr. BRINKLEY: What is it"
Mr. POWELL: And that is that 47 of these senators voted. some of them twice. in '76 and
'77. for a bill that would preclude a person like ~r. Meese from ev~r being named, as
attorney general. because he had served as a campaign manager. as a high-level campaign
official. If. as they probably will. most of those 47 now vote to confirm. they at least owe us
an explanation of why it is that what was wrong in their view in '77 is now proper.
Mr. BRINKLEY: What was that bill? Was that an ex-post-facto. anti-Bobby Kennedy-for-
attorney-general bill?
Mr. POWELL: No. it was based upon the recommendation of the Watergate special pro-
secutor,

Mr. BRINKLEY: The "John Mitchell-bill-ex post faero-e-
Mr. POWELL: -said in his report we ought nOI 10 ever do that again. not a Kennedy and
not a Mitchell.
Mr. BRINKLEY: George. what"
Mr. WILL: Well. what is suffering in this whole process is of constitutional dimension ..11is
the correct construction of the Senate's power and right and duty in advising and consennng.
The question is. do they stipulate the kind of people they want. or is there a very broad. a" the
tradition has been. area of tolerance? Now. in a way. conservative Republicans. o~ w~om I
was one at that point. started this with the Warnke nomination. because the objection 10

Warnke was on policy ground and might have been carried too far. He was th~ Carter
nominee to be both head of ACTA and strategic arms neeotiaror. And that was a fight that
began to narrow the Senate's tolerance of the President's discretion. and I think probably (00

much.

Mr. DONALDSON: Do you buy the Powell rule that you can nominate a tacky person to he
X and ought to be able to- you can vote for thai person?
Mr. WILL: Well. I don't think it's dispositive here because I do not think Ed Meese is tacky.
particularly when you compare him to some of the senators-c.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Do you really know what that word means?
Mr. POWELL: That's the great thing about tacky. There's no precise definition.
Mr. BRINKLEY: I know. Nobody knows what it means. It used to mean badly dressed.
thought.

Mr. POWELL: Well. it's somewhere-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Tasteless.
Mr. POWELL: -between-
Mr. WILL: Not chic.

Mr. POWELL: -ill-advised and sleazy. Somewhere in that broad area.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Do you care to define it. Sam. in the 20 seconds we have left'?
~r. DONALDSON: No. but like Justice Stewart and pornography. I know tacky when I see

Mr. BRINKLEY: George. would you like £0 define it? You've got 15 seconds.
~r. WILL: Well. tacky means not chic. and I don't think- chic is zood in Paris fashion It's
Irrelevant to the attorney general ~
Mr. BRINKLEY: Oka; 0 .

Mr. POWELL: It means living beyond your means on borrowed money-
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Mr. BRINKLEY: Okay. thank you. WeIl be back with a few words about a Washington
figure who found a way to get through a typical Washington hotel ballroom banquet. He lay
down on the carpet and went to sleep. ln a moment.
[commercial break}

Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary}: Finally, Washington this weekend is not talking about the
budget but about John Riggins. He is a football star with the Washington Redskins. and in
this town the Redskins can do no wrong, except to lose a game. Well. the Washington Press
Club had a big dinner called "Salute to Congres.' with the a whole business. A big hotel
ballroom, black tie. silk dresses. a sea of round tables: Sam Donaldson. the master of
ceremonies. Sam had some good jokes. but it was pretty much uphill from there. Heavy
food. heavy air. smoke. heat, small talk. Well. John Riggins was there and he'd had maybe a
half a glass of wine or so. He got up from the table. lay down on the carpet and fell asleep.
The waiters serving the tables just stepped over him. nobody said anything and. after all.
what was there to say? Well. nothing much. except to say that Riggins had got through a
Washington function the way a lot of people would like to get through Washington functions
- by falling asleep and waking up when they're over.

For all of us at ABC's This Week. until next Sunday. thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK wrTH DAVID BRINKLEY

February-10, 1985
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our
Washington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: President Chemenko of the Soviet Union is variously reported as heing
gravely ill and near the end, or moderately sick' but plugging along, or recovering and going
to meerings, depending on who's doing the reporting. In any case, he has not been seen in
public in more than a month, and when last seen he looked weak and feeble. He is 73.
Whatever happens to him or when, what is in the future of the Soviet Union's leadership?
More of the same? Or is there some prospect, as some think, of real change? We'll ask
today's guests: Vladimir Posner, from Moscow, a correspondent for Radio Moscow; Arkady
Shevchenko, a Soviet official who defected to the United States; and Dwayne Andreas,
chairman and chief executive of Archer Daniels Midland, who recently had a long talk with
Mikhail Gotbachev, who appears to he next in line in the Soviet hierarchy. Some background
from our man, John Martin, and our discussion here with George Will, Sam Donaldson and
Mary Anne Dolan. All here on our Sunday program.
First, a little news. Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger was to have made a speech this

morning to a NATO meeting in Munich, but a snowstorm grounded his plane in London and
his assistant secretary, Richanl Perle, had to read the speech. It asked NATO countries to
support President Reagan's strategic defense initiative, or StarWars, a system meant to shoot
down nuclear weapons hefore they reach the United States. Well, one response carne from
the defense minister of France. He said this system would only encourage an enemy country
to buiJd more and more missiles to overwhelm the Star wars defense.
Israeli warplanes attacked a Palestinian guerrilla base in Lebanon this morning, hit the base

and lost no planes, they said.
Japanese tax collectors examined the returns of 325 lawyers and found 92% of them were

chearing.
We'll he back with a Moscow spokesman, a Russian defector to the United States and an

American businessman who trades with the Soviet Union, and all the rest of today's pr0-
gram, in a moment.
{commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: In the United States, as we have all just seen, national leaders are chosen
in a highly public, highly visible political process that runs on for more than a year - too
long, some think - while in the Soviet Union it is done quickly and totally in private. When
a leader dies, as two have in the last three years. the Politburo members choose a successor in
total secrecy, and when they are ready they tell us who it is. It is possible this may soon
happen again. Some background from John Martin. John?

JOHN MAR11N: The biggest immediate question being asked at least publicly here in
Washington this morning. David, is whether there is a new death watch underway in
Moscow, the third in barely two years. But whatever the answer is, and we may find out
on this broadcast, there are other, larger issues that do not depend solely on whether
Konstantin Chemenko lives or dies.

[voice-over] But first, what do we know? nus past week Soviet television said very
little about President Chemenko's health but, questioned on Italian television, a top Soviet
journalist, the editor-in-chief of Pravda, said he was ill.

VlKTOR AFANASIEV, ecIIIor, PrlMIB {on Italian 7V. through interpreter]: I
must say Comrade Chemenko is sick. Now. how serious the illness is I cannot say
because I am not a doctor.

MARTIN [voice-over]; The Soviet news agency, meanwhile. reported that Mr.
Chernenko had gone to work in the Politburo. There were no pictures, so the world was
left with this one, his last time in public {December 27, I984J 45 days ago. But he has
dropped from sight hefore only to reappear. Once he turned up unexpectedly in this
interview with Dusko Doder of The Washington Post. The pattern feels familiar. Yuri
Andropov died a year ago yesterday. He had not been seen for nearly six months.
Statements were made in his name. Leonid Brezhnev died 27 months ago tomorrow. He
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had been In beaIIh ..., .....wao seen four ....... ~ .. ~ nolllll"'*' III pullloc for awhile. a1thoullh he
ZBlGHI -p ore 'E.-. Wb) the """"""Y' •
~ ~ b'rI.- noollui ... ~ "'bioo. It is not a legitimate
IS be~' ::.=- hic:b bolch adf., power by ils own forteand sees i",11
!O fanh ThaI' by ~ ~. SltUggling for !he truth and
And thmfore 1Jlduces'.pIIIIICUIar •• very special form of political paranoia.
thai he may ~o:; mply do lIOl Icdpe m.)'OW leader IS UI. thai he'ssick in bed.
thetef_ Y lie. ym nug/ll u;plolt thai 10 your disadvantage and

~~c~: ~ ..-e the ncxl So_ plt'Sident will have '0 tell
rtIl5CaIc:uI:IllOn re onno 0( pony <OmJll'l'l'I. _al stagnatioo and agricultural
CommUJUSl ood:: ",fann of the ~ of the means of production. which
c:andidale ne reserves for the c:onooI 0( the ..-. MtI</lail Goltachev is a leading

~!ic~ ~ for Eat·w-t s.a.tty SIudIelI: Well. I think we can
",rit of A""~ "'OUJd tty 10 lJlalu: ..., e>IlIblJ>hed ways. 10 very much. at least in the
produc:n ;_-;-..,....v. tty to axk down on inefficiency in the economy. to increase
more ~ ~VI1lg dlSCIpllne AI the WOflcpI.1ce. u's possible we may see effons at

~(VO::-<>t:!: Mr Go.boc:htv bas called for relaxing c:entr.llized controls in
Mr.~; re IS c:onsideTOd an expert. Analy , Lynch is uncertain what changes
be Grigory R~ would bong to mdUSlJy. One 0( hJs rivals for the top position is thoughllO
GorbaChev' maoov. also. POhlburo membe•. Mr. Romanov is 61 yean; old. Mr.
to sbake up~t~was an aI.'y and protege of Mr. Andropov, who is said to have.tned
more atttmed VIet ec:ononuc: sy~m agamst the resi"""",, of an older faction believed
fo",ign pol" no~ 10 Mr. Che~nko. As • result. the", could be an impasse. If so. the
Mr. LYNC'C: III uence of ForeIgn Minister Andn:i Gromyko may be enhanced· .
Soviet U .H. I ~nk. we can see that a continuation of me soccession problem In the
somethin:::::U WIll reinforce Gromyko's authority on fon:ign policy. And this is not
recognize the ,people WIll nec:essanly ob)Oct to in the Soviet Union. They Will natwally
MARTIN orce and the experience thai this man speaks from.
Politburo JI:':;:-o~The effeet on arms control oouId depend on which way the
ceSSOr Would si c a ~~ I~r. AnaJyst BrzeZInSki says he thinks an older sUC-
massive turmoil~aJ paralysIs In pohcy, but the choice of a younger man would create

Dr. BRZEZINSKI' A ..of ideolo [ ; e:tlVlsm would be the diffe",nce. II ntigh. no! be SO much a matter
whatever ~1he~on t fconslder the younger peopJe to be any more liberal or pacifist or
energetic AndY re 0 the same school. But they'", younger, they'", going to be more
the elder 'genlleto consolidate.their power they'll Mve 10 deal with the problems. wbereas
MARTIN' , men, to Slay m power, Mve 10 pretend the problems aren't there.
competjto~lte~eS~J~leghar to y~ that a younger leader would have to eliminate his older
Dr BRZEZI u he mIght have gained their vOleS 10 become the leader?

, NSKJ: You kno th· f amemberofaboard f. w, at scommonsenseandhumanpsychology. I youate
you become the 0 d~ors of a large corporation in which everytxxly is over 60 and
run the corporal" ne::pres1dent at the age of 45. you know damn well that your ability [0
MARTIN . Ion pends on you quickly getting rid of the guys who put you in power.

[volce-overj' In the nd . . f seither turmo·l . e. If Mr Brzezinski is correct the Soviet Vmon ace
for the en~ :nP~lSis, ~hich is a chiliy prospect. not only f~r anns control talks. but

Mr. BRINKLEY' g relatIOns belWeen Moscow and Washington. David? .
executive officer ~:~:ank~ou. C~)Jning next, Dwayne Andreas. chairman and chief
exporters of grain and . r Darnels Mldl~, one of this country's largest proces~rs and
he has recenlly had rn prod""lS. He IS fantiliar with trading with the Sovie' Umon, and
Mikhail Gomachev :~ I.S. f~r an American, a rare experience _ a long. private ralk ":,It:h
sho~ly, a high Rus~ian Of~c:d to be next in line in the leadership hierarchy. And, commg
RadiO Moscow In who defected to the United Srates and a commenrator from

. a moment. .
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(commerical break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Andreas, in Miami. thank you very much for conting in 10 talk with us
today. Pleased 10 have you with us.
DWAYNE ANDREAS, c:haIrman, ArcI.- D8nIels MIcII8nd: Thank you, David.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Here with us are George Will of ABC News, and Sam Donaldson, ABC
News White House correspondent. FIrst, Mr. Andreas. your company does a good deal of
business with the Soviet Union. Ten us, how are they to do business with?
Mr. ANDREAS: Well, we've done a lot of business with them over a period of many years.
Their contract is always good; their word is good. They pay promptly, always in dollars or
gold _ cash. And the commercial relationships have been quite good, except. of course, for
the tremendous interruption that came from the recent embargoes. And the embargoes led to
quite a few problems. some of which I went to Moscow to help solve.
Mr. BRINKLEY: While you were in Moscow you bad a long talk, I gather, with Mr.
Gorbachev. Would you tell us your impressions of him?
Mr. ANDREAS: Well, yes, [ will, David, but first let me give you a little bit of the
framework of why I had the conversations with Mr. Gorbacbev. Recently, as you know and
as was reported in The New York Times today, the President has revived a joint commercial
commission which was created by the government of the USSR and the United States about
10 years ago. It bas been revived by President Reagan, and our secretary of commerce, Mr.
Baldrige, and Mr. Lionel Olmer are charged with the responsibility of breathing life back into
this joint conunercial commission. Now, Mr. Glmer had a meeting scheduled over there with
Mr. Sushkov, his counterpart. in January. Now, I'm serving presently as chainnan. as a
co-c:hainnan of the U.S.-USSR Trade Council, representing 300 corporations in America. I
went there primarily '0 lay some of the groundwork with my COWIterpart there, who is also
Mr. Sushkov, for conversations to revive a great deal of trade between these two countries.
which has been dying on the vine in recent years. And this is something that President
Reagan seems to be very much in favor of and has said so on several occasions, and we are
there to help out.
GEORGE W1U: Mr. Andreas. could I ask you some questions about your personal
impression of Mr. Gorbachev? FlISt of all. in The New York Times report after your meeting
with him it was said that you and the other gentlemen who met with him described Mr.
Gorbachev as "free from dogma." What did it mean, and what evidence do you have for
this?
Mr. ANDREAS: I don't think that I could Mve described Mr. Gorbachev as free from
dogma beeause I ottly spent a little less than lWO hours with him, and IwouIdo't know that
much aoout him. I could say that our conversations were,totally free of dogma and rhetoric of
the kind that we are used to on both sides of the fence in dealing with the Soviets. Ifound him
to be open-ntinded, reasonable, prngmatic, seemed to be honeslly in search for truth and
improvemenlS. And particularly I was impn:ssod by his obvious very deep knowledge of
<cononties and the farming community and the agribusiness problems. Also world trade.
Mr. W1U: The New York Times said that he asked you al one point how the Soviet Union
might improve its image among American conservatives. What did you say to that?

Mr. ANDREAS: Well, I don't recall exactly what I ntight Mve said 10 that, George. but we
did Mve a little discussion about that. We talked about what we could both gain from the
upcoming disannament negotiations. They on their side would like to cut down the cost of
annamenlS so that they could divert their resources 10 other purposes, and we would like 10
cut down the costs in order to cut into our deficit. And we discussed those problems, which
are mutual and joint problems, rather freely.
Mr. W1U: For about 30 years American businessmen Mve been selling the theory thai the
more we trade with the Soviet Union the more OOcile the Soviet Union will become. There
seems to be not a shred of evidence for that and c:onsiderable evidence thai the trade that
American businessmen do with them simply makes it easier for them to devote more
resources to annarnents. What do you say to that:?
Mr. ANDREAS: Well, George, I think [should admit thai those of us in business who Mve
been doing business all around the world for many years have a lot more infonnation than the
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diplomats and I would say Georg I . , .the first I .' e, a .Of: more mrormaaon about that than you do. Now, in
do with p ace, (JfaClIcallY,allof the business that we do with them is business that they would
problem ~;:: ~ dido t do It. Our problem, really, isn't entirely with the Russians. Our
socialist states and =pebtors. We are. ~:w' competing WIth a half a dozen mercantile
countries and to othe states are subsidizing most of their exports to the Corrununist
effort. Othe . the places. We have. to learn how to be competitive again and make that
want to just=n rawUruted~tates WIll drift back to becoming a colony again. We don't
the others for that bus' maten s and import finished products. We need to compete with allmess.

=c~ Mr. Andreas, if I may, don't you think it's a puzzle to some
must spend so much"of one hand 00:-'"implacable an enemy the Soviet Union is, how we
President of the U· our resources in armaments, how we must not trust them, how the
diplomacy and annsrutedneStares says they don't keep their word, at least in all of the areas of

. gooatIOns and agreements and the othe hand Arne .busmessman say"Y b ' on r have an ncan
they keep their ~ord :he ~e dealwant~ trade with them, we want to sell them wheat, and
Mr ANDR n Y WIth us." 'There IS a contradiction there. isn't there?

', EAS: What's the problem? I think the ' f .bUSUleSSand politics In the tim I . . . re s a great deal 0 difference between
making your contract pace, bus1nc:ss IS not based on trust. Business is based on
contracts good. It's nJ~ And our experience with them is that they do make their
protection, Sam. When a b . on trust .. Furthe~: when a busmess-- we have this
roth sides. We have made usme;ss.~on occurs. It s always quid-pro-quo. It's good for
fear about giving anythin a gamfro' IWIse the transaction wouldn't occur. So we needn't
Mr g away m them.

· DONALDsoN: Well yes but we' makin .. .Mr ANOR "re g a gam WIth a potential enemy.
, EAS: Well if it's a lransacti and' ,. .

Germany, Italy, Englan'd B' on It s a choice of whether they buy It from
our interest to have it done ~'~ue~tma or the Umted States, clearly it's very much in

Mr, 8flINKLEY: Sam? WI ruted States. Wouldo't you agree to that?

Mr. DONAlDSON· W II 'II
rule. We ask the questi e ,w~ accept your statement. On this program we sort of have a
Mr. ANDREAS' ons an you get to give the answers.

r Okay, Sam.=:' BRINKlEY: All right. Mr. Andreas. thank you.
· ANDREAS: I'll straighten up.

. Mr. BRINKLEY. Thank
Mr " ft • you very much for being with us today

· ~ : All right. .
Mr. 8flINKLEY: We en' ed heari . .
represented the Soviet J'y ng your VIews. Coming next. Arkady Shevcbenko. who
defected to the United Sta~O~ deputy secretary genenal of the United Nations when he
Vladimir Posner, correspo~ent fi no;~ves here in Washin&1;on.And, coming along shortly.
f commercial break] or °Moscow. by satellIte from Moscow. In a moment.

Mr. 8flINKLEY: Mr. Shevchenk thank
With us today. We see that the .0, you very much for coming in. Happy to have you
leadership sometime sao re I~at least the possibility of a change in the Soviet Union's
the line. [f be Were to re::,..::;me ltme. And it appears that Mr. Gorbacbev is at the bead of
a change in names? prerruere. president. does it suggest to you any changes reyond

ARKADY SHEVCHENKo' .
happen m Moscow. The ,former SovIet diplomat: We will see, of course, what WI!I
haPlJen. As far as Mum:I"G;,: e.very week that Cbemenko is dying, but.it still dido t
leading personalities in the Pol' b v IS concerned, [ think- [ agree that be IS one of the
not elected but selected _ It urn oow who might succeed or be selected. [ would say -
that be is already an beir as the leader of the party in the Soviet Union. But I doubt, [ doubt
you know the history of ~~~ause such a thing doesn't exist in the Soviet Union. And
the past, it never happened N ·the ruon, that those who have been supposed to succeed inMr 8RINK . e, r-

• lEY: Well. it dido't always happen.
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Mr. SHEVCHENKO: Neither after Stalin's death or Brezhnev's death or whatever it is.
About the change in the Soviet Union.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. let us assume he were. Would you expect it to mean any change?
Mr, SHEVCHENKO: It depends about what we are talking about. Either we're talking
about a change in the global objectives of the Soviet Union in genenal or the shape of foreign
policy or domestic policy. I would not say that it would be any kind of a substantial change in
what the Soviet Union is doing in general in the world. Gorbachev is a man, a product of the
Soviet system. He is much younger than the other leaders and that's why he impressed
people. The people in the West used to see, you know, this almost dying men who were
absolutely almost invalids. He is a dynamic personality. I met with him once. and he is social
and he is knowledgeable. He is more knowledgeable about the real situation in the Soviet
Union. Leaders like Chemenko or even Andropov, they've been so far from reality for so
many years, decades, actually. They've never even been meeting with ordinary people.
Gorbachev is a little bit more fresh. As the secretary of the Stavropol before he come to
Moscow he knew he dealt with a lot of economic problems in the Soviet Union, and I think
he has a better understanding about real necessity to move the Soviet economy. And in this
field I would say it might be a change. Foreign policy, I doubt it. And of course Gorbacbev is
no libenal. [ would not say-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Is no libenal?
Mr. DONALDSON: Who is a liberal in the Soviet Union?
Mr, BRINKlEY: I was about to ask. What does that tenn mean-s-
Mr, SHEVCHENKO: That is exactly used, something which is people using in the mass
media in the United States. There is no such a thing as liberals or doves and hawks. It's such
an oversimplification that it doesn't mean anything in the Soviet leadership or- we have the
same global ideas of eventual victory of the Soviet style-s- socialism--
Mr. WlU: We bear it said that because be's younger be represents a generational jump in the
Soviet Union and, wish being father to the thought, Americans say that means he will be
more moderate, something or other. How about this argument? Zhau En-lai lived in Paris;
Lenin lived in Zurich. At least they'd seen something of the external world. These guys
haven't seen anything but the Soviet Union, and they've risen to the position they have risen
to by a lifetime of obedience to a state dominated by the secret police and the military. So
what you seem to be saying is that you can have a feeble Leninist-Stalinist or a relatively
vigorous Leninist-Stalinist. Why shouldn't we want the old men?
Mr. SHEVCHENKO: Why we want an old man?
Mr. WlU: Yeah.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Why should we not want an old man? What difference does it make?
Mr, SHEVCHENKO: It makes some difference, definitely. No, it makes some difference
because a new man like Gorbacbev, he will try to do something. But we should not expect
anything- any substantial change right away because even if be would become, selected
new leader, he would not be able to make any kind of substantial redirection of the policy of
the Soviet Union. He will share power with the old ones.
Mr. WILL: Americans don't care aOOutyour agriculture or how you run your steel plants.
They care about foreign policy.
Mr. SHEVCHENKO: Yes, right.
Mr, WlU: What latiTude, given the dominance of the Soviet Union by the military and the
secret police, what latiTude does anyone have to change the global goals?
Mr, SHEVCHENKO: Oh, it's not only the military or KGB or secret police decide that.
That is a decision by the party acrually, at the very top by the Politburo. And from that point
of view I dont think that either Gorbacbev will be. or some dark horse like maybe Grishin, or
who knows what may happen in the Soviet Union? There will be no change in the foreign
policy of the Soviet Union. [ don't see in the near future any radical change in the global
goals or something. and from that point we should not have any illusions about it.

Mr, DONALDSON: We've just been talking to a major United States businessman - you
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heard what he said - about trade 'th the So' U' Nth and f .. WI VIet mono ow, recall for us when you were
United part 0 the SOVIethierarchy. How do they look on grain that they buy from the
rut States and trade with the United States?

Mr SHEVCHENKO: Well, .it's very important for them because they are not able them-
se yes to produce It.. Now, thi~ IS one of the things which the Soviets don't tty to test the

thtoJetrance°hi~the Soviet population. If there will be no bread in the Soviet Union you know
a somet ng will happen. '

thM
r,DONALDSON: Well, should the United States continue to trade with them and give

em gram? Or sell them gram?

:~o~~~;HENKO: But the real problem is, and which I agree with what's been said
whether the ~ ma~er of whether we will trade with the Soviet Union or not, but it's a matter
Euro es! m ge~eral can have a combined policy. That can have an effect. if all
what~~ all other industrially developed countries of the West will have the same policy. But

see now, we see competItor-

:~i=~:'~1, are ,you su~esting a combined policy of excluding trade with the
can't et . a I yean t get gram from the United Stares-c. may [just finish? !fthey
any o~er~~~IthethatUrutedh Stat";', they can.'t get rt from Australia, they can't get it from

...J. Swat you re suggesting?
Mr, SHEVCHENKO' N I .the trading with the S~vi°'U~ not suggesnng that. I ~n't think that we have to cut entirely
POint of view of .et ruon. 'W.e have to look mto the trade very seriously from the

presernng our security That' f And' hould "now, reviewing all thi I .' s or sure. It s be what s gomg on
the rnilit s, at east looking w~ would be directly used in the Soviet Union for
think it's~%ie'" ~§carefully. But entirely to cut off trade with the Soviet Union. Idon't
themselves even "f over Union ISa ~.JOrnabon of the world, and they even can sustain
develop a ~trate I 'yO~~Id try!? establish a complete entire embargo, even if they would
question about NiatlO B .:t, shU the ~viet Union is able to sustain itself. 1bere is no
situation because it' ut w we are ~king about, we are talking about a hypothetical
get what they w tCfroannotothehappen.If United States will not trade then the Soviet Union will

an m r sources fro othe .
Mr. BRINKLEY' ' m r countries.
course he is, and ·inY~usa~that Mr. Gorb~hev is a product of the Soviet system. which of
You are a product f ::y~ng .suggest that If he had power it would not mean much change.
Mr. SHEVCHEN:. ovtet system and here you're sitting in Washington, D.C.
who didn't koow a~W~ ce:;:nly I am a product of the system, but unlike Gorbachev.
in Pravda all his lif And ~ ~ ut foreign pohcy- all be koew was what had been pnnted
experience He has 'thee. ho Us true. I absolutely agree with you that he has really no

. s It tnps to--
Mr. BRINKLEY- H' bee .
M SH

• e s n m charge of agriculture, hasn't be?
r. EVCHENKO' Oh '. .

departing more and ~re ~n te~ of agnculture, .he has experience and. by the way. he IS
~roke their neck somewhere ~ agncuI~ because If some of the Soviet leadeni, you kno~.
Ideological and other proble~~as agncultural problems. He's more dealing now even With

Mr. WILL: Is he a succes' . uI
suffered from about s m agnc ture or not. because the Soviet Union seems to have
terrible record Is he seoodvendecbadadesof unusually wet and/or dry weather. I mean. have a

. g or at that?
Mr. SHEVCHENKO' Oh Ithink he .
of course. There is a ;"bl' f nught be good, but there are two things. You are right,
to do what he wants)t .~m 0 these dmughts and so on and other things. He is not allowed
in agriculture. Befor~ al~~stake. a lot of bme before even he will wish to make some change
He needs several ears resistance ?f tht: old bureaucracy he would be able to overcome.
both in Politburo 1n th before he estabhsh himself, before the people on whom he can rely.
of the Soviet U'ruon. eI~t~s down. from M~~~ to Icx:al--- I mean,. different area
succession of power in Mosc e a ~ong hme, and IIlIbally. If we're taking about the
and new, and we should not ow now, It woul~ be kind of a sharing power between the old
because the man would be expect. But essen~ally, I repeat: again, that we cannot think: that
Soviet Union I don't bel' ne~, a new generabon, that he wiIJ make a radical change in the. leve n.
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Mr, BRINKLEY: Mr. Shevchenko, thank you. I'm sony our time has runout. Thank you
very much for being with us today. Coming next, from Moscow by satellite, Vladimir
Posner, a correspondent for Radio Moscow. in a moment.
[commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Posner, in Moscow. thank you very much for coming in to talk with
us today.
VLADIMIR POSNER, Radio Moscow correspondent: Thank you. If I may ask just
one request. Since I can't see you, I'd appreciate it if you'd tell me who is talking to me.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right, fine. This is Brinkley talking to you, and we will get to George
WiJI and Sam Donaldson in a moment First, Mr. Posner, you're a journalist. So would you
give us a little newscast, a little news broadcast on the stale of Mr. Chemenko's health?
You're closer to it than we are.
Mr. POSNER: Well, I think you're well aware of the fact that these things are not ever
discussed in the Soviet media. That's no secret, and there is nothing that Ican add to it. Soon
Mr. Chemenko is to address the electorate prior to the elections to the Supreme Soviet, the
Russian federation. And obviously if he's ill he won't be there to address them, and if he's
not he will be. I have nothing really to add to that .
Mr, WILL: Mr. Posner, you're a journalist of a certain sort; that is, you're an employee of
the government on which you report. How do you get news about this? I mean, the American
people periodically go into these spasms of interest, but we're dependent upon, what? Tiny
omens. Why, if your man Chemenko is healthy, does he disappear for so long?
Mr. POSNER: Well, I'd like to correct you on being a journalist of a certain sort. In the
Soviet Union, as you know, there is no such thing as a privately owned newspaper or
privately owned television station. We all work either for the government or for an organi-
zation, and that's all of us. So I'm not anything special as far as the Soviet Union is
concerned.
Mr, WILL: I'm sony. I only meantto say that in the American sense of the word journalist
there are DOne in the Soviet Union. as I think you've just agreed.
Mr. POSNER: I would agree with you, yes. 1bere are some very serious and basic
differences. You asked where we get the information. As I told you, in this country the
private lives of the leadership - and not only of the leadership - in general are not subject
to discussion. And that applies to actors. to famous people. 'Their private lives - whatever
their health. their wives, their loves, their hates and all the rest - are simply not in the public
domain. It's a totally different tradition in that sense. And, frankly, Idon't see why it should
be public.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Posner, does it marter, from the standpoint of the policies of the
Soviet Union, who succeeds Mr. Chemenko - whether it's any of the names that we've
been talking about on this broadcast or whether it's someone we haven't mentioned. Will the
policies remain the same, or is it possible that a new leader can in fact change direction in
some dramatic and significant way?
Mr. POSNER: I think you have to realize that the leader of the Soviet, the Communist Party
is first chosen by the members of a Political Bureau. TIley make the choice and then he is
endorsed by a special session of the Central Committee of the Communist Party. Now, this is
a collective choice, a collective decision. 1be people working in the Political Bureau basic-
ally share the same outlooks. TIley may have differences as to how approach a certain
problem: they probably do. But on the whole they are people who share the same outlook. So
If you're thinking of some drastic departure from basic Soviet policy, be it internal or
external, I think it's wishful thinking. [ don't see that happening at all.
Mr. DONALDSON: And yet there was departure from Stalin's policy wben Khrushchev
consolidated his power and after Khrushchev, when Brezhnev consolidated his there was a
departure froth Khrushchev's policy. So over a period of time, certainly, there would be
some change, would there not?
Mr. POSNER: You koow, wben you talk ahout the Stalin era, I would teod to agree with
you in the sense that Stalin totally, after a certain time, at least, ignored the existence of the
Politburo. He ran it. He was the sole - if you wish - person making all the decisions. And

1
1
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there was a drastic departure after that, from that type of leadership. There was collective
leader.;hip,that was endorsed; and I think that, by and large, we've seen it all the time. To say
that there s a drastic difference between the policies of Brezhnev and the policies of
Khrushchev, as you WISh to call them, I think is wrong. I think that basically the foreign
policies and the domestic-

Mr, DONALDSoN: Well, but Brezhnev, we had detente. We had the era of detente, in
which Henry Kissmger and the Soviet leadership sort of hammered it out together. Wasn't
that a difference?

~ POSNER: True enough, but I don't think it's a difference in the sense I think that Mr.
hehev wanted detente no less than Mr. Brezhnev. It's simply there was a change I think

more In the Amencan perception of the need to do it than there was bere. I think Mr.
Khrushchev would have been a great detente partner, and I think that would apply to any
~ovtet leader who happened to he the leader at that time. Detente is something this country
d as ~anted; pe~fu) coexistence came up as a policy. a cornerstone of foreign policy as
. e~nhedutlby Lenin way back when, and I would not say that there has been any basic change
in at 0 ook - the wish for peaceful coexistence and for detente.
Mr. BRINKLEY' Now Mr Pos 't . . . . hostilitali .' • . ner, I lS not a- speaking of change It IS not a n ecapr 1St question from the West. '
Mr. POSNER: Who am I speaking to?
Mr. BRINKLEY: This is Brinkley. I'm sony.':'wPOSNdale ER: Oh, I'm sony. Excuse me. I wish you would pay for a two-way line: it

m e It so much easier.
Mr, BRINKlEY' All right fi W 'II do th ' . . itali .from the W '. ,ne. e at. I say It IS not a hostile, capt 1St question
such d rest .to point out that the Soviet system in some respects does not work very w~lI,
th t as e ivenes of goods and services to the people I don't think you would disagree WIth
oral~t~~t~o~y you don't see any change. Isn't it~. isn't it going to be necessarysooner

e some sort of change m that. to get it to worle?
:u~SNe:: Yeah, Mr. Brinkley. I think we should understand each otherwben we speak
but you ';.,:~ s c~e. I had the feeling, and I may he wrong, and correct me if I'm wrong,
Now that I d ~ g of SOme drastic departure, some basic departure from Soviet policy.
years' at this :~ see. When.you talked about change. I think when you look over a period ~f
menting in diff try you wdl. see that there has been a lot of change and a lot of expert-
we very open! e~ areas, trymg to solve the problems that we have and the problems that
ve m h y t to, Including things like consumer goods. And I would agree with you
on;;" ~ ~e Still hav~ a lot to learn and it's not functioned the way it should, although
cans and s~ . 'te don t have anybody who lives in the streets and eats out of garbage
good at solving ~u:for soup, let's say. We solve some problems. We haven't been ~ery
there is goin to be ,and. certainly there i~ going to be more experimenting and certainly
and of outl~ks AtcrangelID ~ area .. but It's not a drastic change of policy, of economtCS

M B
. east, don t see It that way,

r, RlNKlEY' N thiMr WILL' ,ow s next question will he from George Will.
. , Yes a hostile c 'tal' . rclass of the Sovi' t U . apl 1st quesbon from the West, which is as fonows. TIle ru mg

and I suppose inethe~' perlJaps three million people - what's called. at least in the West, .
in line for almost eve '. the nomenclatura - lives very well indeed. Everyone else stands
talcen care to inSulate~g, I gather. They live well; why should they care? Haven't they
conditions for the Soviet=vel)' well. and they live well regardless of the eeonomtC

Mr. POSNER: I tend t . . .
answer. The people ~ ~gree that that IS rather hostile question. I'll try to give a friendly
you'll see that they'; all ~n to be what you call the ruling class, if you look at them,
stock people. They're rn; u:ast maJOnty at least, fir.;t-generation worong-stock,. peasant-
have worked their wa um people. 1bey are not aristocrats. they are not an eltre. They
know that the motto 01.,1' And .thel. get the rewards of what they've done. After all.. you
his wort." So, different ~llSm IS" from each according to his ability, to each acconling ~o
totally fair. They are ~r'lties, different wort gets different pay. And we feel that that s
brothers and sisters li=g in ~ ~ple, and there is every reason for them to care. 1bey ~ve

VIllages throughout the country; they're in toucb. And I think
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these stories about their being completely isolated, not knowing what is happening. is again
one of those fairy tales that we bear. all the time.
Mr, DONALDSON: Mr. Posner, bere in the United States - it's Sam Donaldson -
journalists sit around all the time trying to handicap the next elecdon and decide who the next
president will be. We're often wrong. But [ want you to try it over there, since you're a
journalist of a sort. Who do you think will succeed Cbemenk:o? Who's it going to be?
Mr, POSNER: I'll tell you this. We don't play that game, and you know, I'll tell you why I
don't want to play it with you. Because if I say I think. it's going to be so-and-so. I can just
see the headlines - "A Soviet Journalist" or "Kremlin Mouthpiece," as I've been called,
"Points Out Such and Such." And I don't want that at all. I don't need it.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, is it because if it's not so-and-so, then you lose your job and
maybe worse?
Mr. POSNER: No, I'm not afraid of losing my job. I just don't want to be provoked into
saying things that just don't mean anything.
Mr. WILL: Well, Mr. Posner-
Mr. POSNER: Playing a game. What does it mean if I say, "Well, I think it's going to be
so-and-so?"
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, over here we call it free expression. I don't know what it means
there.
Mr, POSNER: Well, you call it free expression. You have your way of doing it. Your
elections to us sometimes seem like great big shows. It's your way of doing things and it's
your privilege-

Mr. DONALDSON: Freedom is messy, I agree.
Mr. POSNER: Allow us to have ours.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Posner, you said a moment ago about addressing the electorate. How do
y~u--~d addressing the electorate over here means to court them, to ~k them to do ce.~
things In exchange for certain promises. And there are bwnper stickers and teleVls~on
commercials and rallies and balloons and all the hoopla that you're familiar with, having
lived here, How does one address the electorate and to what end? How do you try and- does
a leader seeking support get it?
Mr. POSNER: Well, if you look at the whole way the system works, the election system, in
this country, the people who address the electorate at different levels, talk to them about what
they Want to do and what plans they have and what ideas they have .,And the higher up they
are, the more they speak ahout the global policies that they would like to see practiced and
that they support. As you probably are aware, there is a law in this country that .allows the
electorate to recall a deputy. which is the equivalent of an Amencan representative, ~ If
this person makes promises and does not fulfill those promises, the electorate can recall him.
And over a period of years you will find several hundred and sometimes a few thousand of
these elected people then recalled for not having fulfilled therr pronuses. This does not
happen to the top leader.;hip, although theoretically it can, just like in your country .then-
reticall~ someone can be impeached, but it haPpens once In a blue moon. But basically
add.ressmg the electorate is telling the electomte what you want to do as theIr representanve m
office.

Mr. BRINKlEY: Mr. Posner, thank you. Thank you vel)' much for talking with us today.
Mr. POSNER: Thank you very much for giving me the privilege.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Coming next, our discussion bere, which mayor may not be leisurely
contemplation or raucous argument. We'll see. Joining us will be Mary Anne Dolan, editor
of The Los Angeles Herald-Examiner. In a moment.
[COmmercial break]
Mr, BRINKlEY: I see by the financial pages that Jesse Helms and his---: Jesse Helms,
senator from North Carolina and the rich friends be bas appealed to are gomg ahead WI~
their plan to buy control of Cos so as to, as Helms puts it, "become Dan Rather's boss.
Does this bother or disrurb .anybody bere? Sam?



-
Mr. DONAlDSON: No, I think it's a silly idea. I wish him luck. I don't think he's going to
be able to do it. But it's a silly idea because people think that- if they buy a news organization
they can then impose their views through that news organization. Let's, for instance. say that
Teddy Kennedy should buy ABC because he doesn't like what George Will says and he
wants to become George Will's boss. Well, it's the same thing, just as silly and ridiculous.
Mr. BRINKLEY: What would happen. George. if Teddy Kennedy were your boss?
DONAlDSON: You'd ask for a raise. right?
Mr. WILL: I'd ask for a raise. I think. as a mailer of fact. that what Jesse Helms will
accomplish is giving Dan Rather a raise. That is. if the law of supply and demand means
anything at all anymore, it is that you set more money chasing CBS stock the value of the
stock will go up. I imagine Dan Rather and a 101 of other people who work there own some of
the company stock. So the net effect is to help Dan Rather.
Mr. BRINKLEY: What do you think, Mary Anne?
MARY ANNE DOLAN, editor, Los Angeles Henlld-Examlner: Well. I think. on first
flush, it seems a little bit strange, but stranger things have happened. You know, everybody
wants to be their own movie critic. Everybody in my field wants to be the editor of the
newspaper, and people go and buy newspapers in order to do that. So who knows?
Mr. DONAlDSON: Yeah, but the point here is that Jesse Helms seems to he afraid of
freedom of ideas and ex.pression.
Ms. OOI.AN: Well, the irony, of course. which we all understand, is that I believe the name
of the group that he put together to buy CBS is called Fairness in Media. And we all know
that what Jesse Helms wouJd like to do is promote a very right-wing point of view.
Mr. DONAlDSON: His idea of fairness-
Ms. OOI.AN: It's not faimess in media at all.
Mr. DONAlDSON: -is his view of the world. right.
Mr. BRINKLEY: There was a meeting at dinner here in Washington a week or so ago of a
club 10 which politicians get up and make funny speeches and one of them said he wondered
if Jesse might not get control of CBS just in time to pay General Westmoreland SI50 million-
But that s enou~ of that. Mr. Reagan, in his State of the Union speech to Congress. had. I
believe, 31 legJslabve- was it 31, Sam?

Mr. DONAlDSON: I think it was about 35 if you add them all up.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Close to 35, somewhere in there _ 35 things he asked for. Sam, you're at
the White House every day. Which of these does he really want and which does he expect to
get? .

Mr. DONAlDSON: He wants the MX. He wants the MX missile in the worst possible way.
even beY~nd the aIgUme!1ts, it seems to me, that they advance for it. Of course, the budget
process Will take care of Itself. He wants some of those deep cuts and knows he's not going to
get them all. He says be wants tax reform this year but be said- the other day Bob Dole
Said, well, the White House says tax. reform's on the front burner, but up here the b~r is
~ off and no one expects it to pass. And he wants aid to the comras who are fighting the
NIcaraguan government. That's the basic core--
Mr. BRINKLEY: Those are his real wants?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, I think so. I think all of these one-liners for an anti-abortion
:h'"ndmenl, a balanced-budget amendment, a line-item veto- Ithink he's sineere in feelmg
knat way ~bout them. but Mr. Reagan, if he's nothing, he's a very smart politician,.and he
ailw he s ~ going to expend his capital on that. because why beat your head against the

W when It s not gomg to get anywhere?

Ms. OOI.AN: I agree that he wants the MX first. but I think the reason that he is emphasi-
:g that, the reason that he really wants the MX is that he wants to take everyone's eye.o!"'~Iof a thing called the interest we pay annually on a thing called the deficit. And he s
ce Y succeeded 10 doing that, both in the State of the Union speech and in his inauguralspeech.

Mr. BRINKLEY: He barely mentioned the deficit.
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Ms. DOLAN: Absolutely not. You know. here we are paying Sill billion in interest against
the deficit and this is what- this is the number-one priority he wants us not to pay attention
to.

Mr. DONALDSON: George, you know Ronald Reagan. Does he really care about deficits
or what?

Mr. WILL: I think the President- it's going a little bit too far to say what Fritz Hollings once
said, but there's a grain of truth in it, when he said Ronald Reagan likes his deficits mthe
sense that Ronald Reagan is' not an economist. He's a politician pursuing serious political
goals, and one of his goals was to change the tone of political argument in the country, to get
Democrats running on balanced budgets, to get Democrats talking about raising taxes ..He's
done that by running this kind of deficit. The problem is. Mary Anne says we're gomg to
pay. What, Sill billion-

Ms. DOLAN: Eleven. Four more years.

Mr. WILL: Four years from now we will be paying SIlO billion more in interest just to pay
the interest on the deficit we're going to run up, I'm confident. in the next four years.
Ms. DOLAN: Exactly.
Mr. Wll:L: It would take a 15% increase in corporate taxes and personal income taxes just to
pay the Interest. We have an exponential growth of interest is what people don't seem to
understand.

Mr. DONALDSON: But does it matter? Paul Volcker says it matters. The President's lone
member, Niskanen, of his Council of Economic Advisers says it matters.
Mr. WILL: Sam? Sam. The country is on a long march to a little village called Last Resort.
Ms. DOLAN: Precisely.

Mr. WlU: The President said during the campaign we won't consider raising taxes until we
reached the last resort. Well, this budget is a quick jump to that. He's going to say, "Here is
my proposal. If you can't do it then we'll have to think of something else."
Mr. DONALDSON: And you mean--

Mr. BRINKLEY: And we're going to reach this village of Last Resort where our taxes are
gomg to be raised enough to reduce- to eliminate the deficit?
Mr. WILL: Well, not to elimnate it.
Mr. BRINKLEY: -shut down the country.

Mr. WILL: Well, to reduce it from 5% nfGNP to 2%. I've been making myself obnoxious to
every:~, not le~t?f all you. for years saying we're undertaxed in the sense that we can'[
dP
ay

. bills that It IS clear. after four years under a conservative administration, we areetemuned to run up.

~~ DONAlDSON: Well, Iagree with you, and I think the fellow who said last summer,
bee . Reag: WIllraise your taxes and so will I.He won't tell you and I just did," will have
hon~s~robovet? be a Cassandra in the sense that that's what's going to happen, only he was

a ut It and Ronald Reagan wasn't.

:~,~LAN: Well, Ronald Reagan has been one true-blue thing and that is consistent, and I
Resort. nk he IS gomg to rarse taxes, and I think. we are going to end up in the village of Last

Mr. DONAlDSON· N he' .
reluctant! .' 0, e s going [0 let Congress raise taxes. Mary Anne, and most
other Y and calling them something else - calling them user fees calling them some

name - he'll sign the bill. '

~::s~U: ~~t again. Ronald Reagan isn't in an argument about macroeconomic theory.
He says a,~~bCal Stru~gle. And he does think - and Idon't think it's fair to say dishonest.
the maxi stan taIkin~ now about when I'll raise taxes, they'll come sooner. I want to get
unequivOCm.::lmcut at cuttIn~ the budget;" and the way to do that is to rule out for now,
defense of aY, 0,. r. as uneqwvocally as things happen in politics, tax increases. So it's a

po ttical strategy.
Mr. BRINKLEY' S thi .

• 0 S IS a shrewd, not to say Machiavellian scheme to push Congress to
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make bigger cuts-
Ms. DOLAN: Absolutely. Absolutely.
Mr, BRINKLEY: -c-because he will not agree to taxes.
Ms. DOLAN: That's the reason for talking MX.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, that's cuter than anything !be White House staff has been able to
think up. George, as a rationale. as an excuse. Well, another event of recent days has come
from New Zealand, which said that no U.S. Navy ship carrying nuclear arms could come
into its territorial waters. It said the Navy would have to promise. you have to guarantee New
Zealand that there were no nuclear weapons aboard and the Navy's policy is that it will
never, ever do that. So what do we make of that? Mary Anne?
Ms. DOLAN: I think it's a wonderful, wonderful little story which will go away quickly, but
It's in the vein of the mouse that roared. Here you have a new prime minister elected on an
anti-nuclear ticket. Clearly a majority of the populace of this island of three million or so very
d~ply believes in this issue of anti-nukes. It is completely foolhardy for them to have made
this move toward the United States, which has been nothing but a friend and a secure friend
for all of these years. This is a country which has a total navy of 10 boats and seven
helicopters. and they have said, "00 away. We want none of you." And I think: there's
something about it that's absolutely lovely.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, it's like Peter Ustinov. I mean, it's a mouse who roared. This
little country that you describe says this and Washington simply reacted as if the Soviet Union
had launched 1,200 of its missiles.

Mr. WILL: Nonsense! IfAmerica were serious we'd release butter into the world market and
we'd stop giving preferential treatment to the importation of their lamb. and we'd make them
pay for it. Far from-
Ms. DOLAN: But we won't.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, we're not going to do anythiog.
Mr. WIlL: But that's the point. Far from being foolhardy, this is a classic example of
feckless moralism .on the part of people who say, "Take away the symbols of your power but
we mtend to remain under !be American umbrella. " George Orwell said during the Second
~orld War when Huxley,. I think, was living in California preaching pacifisim. and be said,
Preaching pacifism behind the guns of the American Navy is not a moral example of
pacifism. "

Mr. DONALDSON: Don't be so certain about the lamb exception. I think that we are going
to take some sort of economic sanctions against them for this action.
Mr. WILL: Good.
Mr: BRINKLEY: I doubt it. I think they made this decision knowing absolutely that the
United States would not retaliate in any way whatsoever.
Ms. DOLAN: [ agree with. that, although it would serve the Reagan administration well to
suddenly have the opportunity to release some butter and dairy products in the farm support
argument.

Mr. BRINKLEY: One more thing before we go, there is a docudrama on the air tonight -
that IS son of a mixture of fact and fiction - about the murders in Atlanta. What do we think
of docudramas? George, what do you think?
Mr. WILL: I think they're a license to lie. They're parasitic off the truth, just enough to give
a patIna. of believability to them and then they race along, manipulating evidence. to arrive at
conclusions driven by the need to have something spectacular to drive up ratings to sell beer!
How's that?

Mr. BRINKLEY: That's pretty good. Sam?

Mr. ,DONALDSON: Exactly. I'm for the First Amendment. They can publish. But what
!bey re publishing IS not truth and therefore it misleads a 101of people.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Mary Anne?

Ms. DOLAN: I think it's a form that has matured and I think there have been some examples
of mearungful docudramas and I would name "Playing for Time" with Vanessa Redgrave

and "Silkwood."
Mr, DONALDSON: But do they have all the facts in there?
Mr, BRINKLEY: More important, are you able to tell which is fact and which is fiction?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, you can't. I like the Robert Kennedy docudrama in the sense that
a 101of that I knew, having lived during that era and admired Robert Kennedy, was true and a
lot of it was just made up.
Ms. DOLAN: Well, Sam-e-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Okay. Thank you all. Thanks very much. We'll be back with a few words
about how to fill an airplane· hangar with useless paper. In a moment.
{commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY (commentary]: Finally, this week the U.S. Congress was terrorized to see
piles of mail coming in from ordinary people - not lobbyists or organized groups, but
otdinary people complaining about something Congress had done. All the mail sa~s the same
thing. A new tax rule voted by Congress makes no sense, it's utterly silly, and IS far .mor:e
trouble than it's worth. The law says, for example, that a plumber who uses a truck m his
work and deducts it as a business expense has to keep a diary of everywhere !be truck goes
for business purposes, fixing a leaky faucet, unstopping a sink, how many miles there, how
many miles back, and so on every day. It also applies to fanners with their pickup trucks,
traveling salesmen with cars. all kinds of service people using cars, trucks. In one year this
certainly would generate at least enough useless paper to fill an airplane hangar and the
man-hours spent filling in all !bese records would cost more than the taxes raised. The public
reaction is so furious that Congress probably will change the rule or drop it entirely, and then
they can contemplate why !bey passed such a silly law in !be first place.
For all of us at ABC's This Week, until next Sunday, lhank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK wrTH DAVID BRINKLEY

February 24, 1985
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinldey. Now, from our
Washington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Who are the criminals? The cocaine cowboys in Central and Sooth
America who smuggle drugs into the United States, or the Americans wbo buy them and use
them? It is a supply-and-<lemand situalion, isn't it? Another question: will the dmg wars-
all these murders, kidnappings, cash bowtties put on the heads of American enforcemenl
agents - will all of this poison the relations between the U.S. and the countries to the south?
Yes. For years we have heard horror stories about drugs. Well, now they are worse. More
murders; more money - millions, billions; more poopIe, including public officials, cor-
rupted by it. Well, what can we do? We'll ask today's guests: Representative Charles B.
Rangel, Democrat, New YorI<:, chainnan of a select committee on narcotics abuse and
control; Francis M. Mullen, Jr., bead of the Drug Enforcement Administration; the gover-
nors of two states affected Mark White of Texas and Bob Graham of Aorida; some
background on all this from';'" man John Martin, and our discussion here with GeorgeWill,
Sam Donaldson and Hodding Carter - all here on our Sunday program.. . . .

FtISl, a little news since the Sunday morning papers. In Moscow, RUSSIantelevision this
morning showed pictures of President Chemenko casting a vote in an election for an assem-
bly for the Russian Republic. It was the first time had been seen in public m about two
months. He's known to be ill, and in this morning's pictures he appeared to be weak and
frail. Here's ABC's Walter Rodgers in Moscow.

WALTER RODGERS [voice-over}: Soviet President Chemenko was shown voting on
television today, malcing his lim appearance in public in two montbs. Tbe Sovet leader
did tl<J( look well as he fished in a coat pocket looking for a pen to vote in an eleclIon
where no ballots are marked. Soviet television reported Chemenko was at a pollingplace
in his Moscow district, although this is clearly lIOl the place where other Politburo
members voted nor wbere Chemenko voted last year when he was much healthier.
Appearing with Chemenko was his close frieod and fellow Politburo member, Viktor
Grishin, who has been prominently mentioned as a possible successor. Posing forSo::
photographers after being out of public view since late last December, Chemenk~ ial
manage a weak wave, and be pronounced, "All well ." There has still been no 0 c
explanation of the Sovietleacler's illness, although doring his two-month absence ""=
say Chemenko, who reportedly suffers from emphysema, had a portion of a g
removed in surgery. ore

{on camera] Chernenko's reappearance for today's elections was intended to rea:sshas
the Soviet public that the top Kremlin leadership is still fimctioning smoothly, bot It
tl<J( told us who ran government business here during Mr. Chemenko's prolonged absence
or, more unportantly, who will lead the Soviet Union after Chemenko.
Walter Rodgers, ABC News, Moscow.

Mr. BRlNKLEY:We'lI be back with a member of Congness, the head of the Drug EnJ=
ment Administrabon and two govemors concerned with drugs flooding into the
SlateS, and all the rest of today's program in a moment.
[commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Obviously the drug Irade would die in its tracks if people Sloppedbuy~~
It. Smce no one knows any good way to bring that about, the law enforcement agencIes ha n
to concentrnte on trymg to keep it out of the country a job that lies somewhere betwee
difficult and impossible. So many people are willing to pay so much money that drUg
smugglers can and do kill each other in pursuil of the money and do whatever else II takes.
Some background from John Martin. John? .

JOHN MAR11N: This is one of eight labs, David, where the Drug Enforcement A~
stration tests and temporarily stores evidence to prosecute smugglers and dealers trytng
tap a vast truukel of addicts aod users. By one reliable estimate, 20 million AmeOcans
now use man!uana; perhaps five to 10 million Americans use cocaine, and perhapS half a
million Amencans are addicted to the use of heroin. This is a struggle between govern-
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ment and suppliers that now involves American military" units and CUSlOms agencies along
the borders as well as American diplomats and dmg agents across the world. And right
now the outcome of that struggle is far from certain.

[voice-over! These aut~mobiles stacked up south of San Diego this past week are
merely the symbol of a life-and-<leatb war. It is country againsl criminal. But some
counbies are struggling with each other.
FRANCIS MULLEN, DEA AdmInlstndor: We believe we have to send a clear
message to all parties concerned that this is lIOl business as usual, that something serious
has occurred, and we want something done about it and we want our agent back.
MARTIN [voice~verJ:~rican dru~ investigator Enrique Camarena Salazar was drag-
ged off a street tn Guadalajara, MeXICO,17 days ago, just half a block from the U.S.
Consulate.

JOHN LAWN,Deputy DEA Administrator: There was a reluctance on the part of
lawenforcemen'.personnel in GuadalajaJa and subsequently in Mexico City to initiate
an mvesuganon m order to find the special agent.

MA~N {vojc.e-ove~J: But the real reason for the searches is growing evidence of
corruption and inefficiency among Mexican officials charged with helping stop the flow
of drugs. The Mexicans defended their investigation.

SERGIO GARCIA RAMIREZ, Allomey Gener'III 01MexIco {February 2200,
through interpreter]; We will continue the investigating today, as we have done
before and as we will continue to do in the future.

MARTIN [voice-over]; Mean~hile, drug dealers reportedly offered $350,000 if some-
body would kill DEA Administrator Mullen. This weekend Mr. Mullen and two other
age~y officials. were under guard after reports that teams of killers were on their way.
Earlier, em~les were bombed, arnbassaclon warned to leave. But now the peril of
South Amencan drug wars has come to Nonh America. That is the latest buI1etin from a
battlefield where drug enforcemenl agents, customs officials and even military personnel
are trying to keep out illegal dmgs now streaming into American communities. The coca
products and marijuana often flow through Mexico from Bolivia, Peru and Colombia.
Last .year Colombia's justice minister, Rodrigo Lara Bonilla, was murdered by killers
fighting extradition and speaking a kind of psuedo-revolutionary religious jargon.

CARLOS LEDHER,. drug .... {through interpreter]; Bonilla was sbol by the
people because the VOIceof the people IS the VOIceof God. These people were trying
to hand over from 300 to 400 Colombians in chains to Nonh American imperialismo.

NAZI. Y LOZANO, CoIclmIII-. VIce MIl '!11 01Jualk:a {through interpreter]; We
must go on working WIthout thinking about the threats, and one must think always that
they cannot kill everyone. Because if they kill some of us, if they kill us, others will take
up the flag.
MARTI.N [voice-over}: The United States is spending more than $40 million a year
worldwide to get govenunents to eradicate illegal crops and help plant substitute food
grams. It IS trying 10calibrate the amounl of foreign aid to the drop in illegal production.
But some counbies are gmwing and producing more rather than less. A select committee
of Congress says sales are rising SIO billion a year, to SIlO billion just last year. Its
cbainnan says the fault lies in Washington.
Rep. CHARLES RANGEL, (0) New YorIc, S8Iect Coii"i~_on N.,,:oll .... :
They're chasing our ambassadors out of Bolivia and Colombia. They're pulling bounties
on the heads of our law enforcemenl officers, and yet we're talking about our ability to
have pre-emptive strikes agairtst letTOrism. RighI now govemrnents are falling apart and
we're doing lIOlhing.
MAAT1N {vo;ce-<Jver]: Administrator Mullen, meanwhile, sees 0Iher culprits.
Mr. MULLEN: These individuals in this country who are using cocaine, using marijuana
- our athletes, those in the entenainment industry; these attorneys wbo are profiting from
drug trafficking activity - and there are some; and these bankers who are laundering
money should gel in line to share the credit for the kidnapping of S.A. Camarena.
MAR11N {voice-ever!: Mr. Mullen says a 32% rise in federal prison irunates, mostly in
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drug cases, shows growing effectiveness, but he concedes a startling statistic. There are
more intemational drug fugitives aI large - 2,900 - than there are agents to look for
them - 2,200. That, plus the incessant demand for drugs, has convinced the American
ambassador to Colombia that there is no end in sight.
LEWIS TAMEIS, U.s. Anill. r .... to ColombI8: The best you can do with inter·
diction, the best you can do witb eradication is to drive the price up and takesome people
out of the market, And tragically is that if people are hent upon self-destruction by taking
drugs, we're in for a battle which is going to go on for decades.
MARllN: The fear and the frustration of Ibis past week, the death threats, the border
skirmishing, the politics of making a drug enforcement policy work are all signs that
turmoil is likely to gmw in a society tbal is trying to break a deadly habit hefore u is too
late. David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Coming next, the chairman of a select congressional
committee on narcotics and, shortly, the head of the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency and the
governors of two states where a lot of drugs come into the U.S. In a moment.
{commercial break!
Mr. BRINKLEY: Representative Charles Rangel, Del11OCI3l,New York, !banks very much
for coming in witb us today. Happy to have you. Here witb us are George Will of AB

I
CNe:,,~

and Sam Donaldson, ABC News White House correspondent. Now, Mr. Range, you v
been working in Ibis field since 1976, is that right?
Rep. CHARLES RANGEL: In the Congress. I was a federal prosecutor in '61. .
Mr. BRINKLEY: Do you see any hope of really making any dent in the drug flood commg
into the U.S.?
Rep. RANGEL: It can he dooo-
Mr. BRINKLEY: How? .
Rep. RANGEL: It should he done. It just lacks the leadership. And it's not just :
President. It's presidents thai preceded him. True, we should educate, prevent ourtki:.r the
adults from getting involved in Ibis; true, we should have stronger law enfon:e~ 'wehave
only way to get aI Ibis is to get aI the source, and as long as we have =:;:n;es matic relation-
diplomatic relationships, and in the 13drug-producing countnes we have pro werof
ships with II of them, and the president of the United States does not,ex~gh the:'foreign
his office to meet with these heads of stale, to let .them know that tt s . on:; have our
policy to have our secretary of state to meet with their foreign ministers, national
representative aI the United Nations to say that this is a war, this does concern:;'~assistUIC'
security and we're nol going to continue to give economic, military and tee c
to people who ignore the problem. . of
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, on thai point, the economic aid .. Bolivia .is a su~n~ aid
cocaine; Jamaica, an important source of other drugs, mainly manJU3n3· y
money from the United States. Would you cut it off? . dnUJ!'l-
Rep. RANGEL: Let's say this. Of course the political and rhetorical thing to say
tically is to cut it off. But it is fair to cut it off-
Mr. BRINKLEY: I don't know, I'm asking. mandedthat it be
Rep. RANGEL: When the president of the United States has never even de after law to give
cut off, never even threatened to cut it off and thai Con\\"", has (J3SSed la:-vtee We've never
him that authority. To me the President should he calling the, pnrne muu~ Antbass"dor
heard Secretary Shultz speak out against these naaons; we ve neu:-. that if you're not
Kirkpatrick speak out against these nations. Of course the bottom IS ne In.Thailand,
cooperating with our effort then certairdy we should not he glVutg you mo ~ 'terms of crop
when we visit what we're doing, as in the earlier segment of your ~ the opium popPY
substitution, the millions of dollars that they're getting, nght next to ,
plants are gmwing. demand, and
GEORGE WILL: The drug market, like any market, is a matter of su~ :1ong as people
you're emphasizing attacking the supply. But is that gomg to do.~ g SIOO billion in dus
around the world know thai there's a demand amountmg to __ to
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country?

Rep. RANGEL: No, it's not. No, it's nol. But what's thai got to do with something that we
are not doing? I am saying that there's 00 reason to believe that the government of Mexico,
the govenonent of Thailand, that the rest of them helieve that we're going to do anything.
Mr. WILL: No, I'm just saying what we know about human nature is that if there is SIOO
billion seeking satisfaction in the United States, someoee's going to supply it.
Rep. RANGEL: No, no. It doesn't work that way if you operate the way fonner President
Nixon did. You have to do all three things, and you have to do them aI the same time. You
have to make it difficult.
Mr. WILL: Okay.
Rep. RANGEL: You have to buy deterrence for people to be doing this. Unfortunately
where the opium is heing manufactured and wbere the cocaine is heing manufactured, the
heads of these governments were not even concerned with these peasants before.
Mr. WILL: Cocaine is the hot drug right now. Now, usually wben people think of drug users
they think of poor people driven to drug use out of despair. Cocaine seems like a kind of
luxury commodity, the Gucci drug, as it were. Now, do you have a pmtile of the drug user,
the cocaine user in this country? Who's doing it?
Rep. RANGEL: No, no. But the thing is because of accessibility now, unlike heroin, wbere
you had to go to a known criminal source in order to get your supply. unless you were a
doctor, nurse or had access to opium derivatives in the hospital, that cocaine J'K)W. because of
its availability on the streets, businesspeople now have access, clear access to it. lbe value
now is so low thai they can get their highs the same way that it used to be vodka and gin
hefore.
Mr. WILL: Is it basically a middle class crime then, the cocaine?
Rep. RANGEL: No, it's just that you have now found more and more people thal would nol
think about committing a crime using cocaine today in the middle class, and still the poor
folks are still involved with it, as they are with marijuana and other abusive drugs.
SAM DONALDSON: Mr. Rangel, alcohol is legal. Twenty-five thousand people die on the
highways alone from it, nol to mention the related diseases. Tobacco is legal. Why nol
legalize these drugs?
Rep. RANGEL: Well, it seems to me that if you want a competitive United States, a
competitive society, thai you really wouldn't want your population all hopped up on drugs. I
think that's the easiest copout. Iknow it's a rhetorical question, not one that you believe in,
but if you give up on the problem, if you say that these drugs should be produced because we
can't do anything about it, they should he allowed into the United States- and it seems to me
thai any crime that you see that you're having difficulty with it, that the answer would he to
legalize it. what it does to our kids and what it does to our adults is devastating. And what
you're taking out is the criminal element, perhaps the corruption in it.
Mr. DONALDSON: No, we say it's a crime because we have made it a crime. When you
say any crime you can legalize, I'm nol talJdng about murder. I'm talJdng about drugs. And
the Volstead Act didn't work on alcohol, and we haven't considered oudawing tobacco, and
there are other substances which Americans get and pay for, but in small quantities of casb,
nol large quantities of casb which they have to go and steal to obtain,
Rep. RANGEL: Sam, if alcohol was nearly as addictive as cocaine and heroin is, then I'm
certain thai we wouldn't find that heing legalized.
Mr. DONALDSON: One question on anolher aspect. As you know, the United States is
putting pressure on Mexico by stopping cars and talcing long times and searching them al the
border. The Mexican government has complained that Ibis is wrong. Do you think we did the
right thing?
Rep. RANGEL: Well, I think it's too little too late. I think that we should have talked about
cutting out economic assistance to diem a long time ago for their failure to cooperate. This is
only trying to annoy them, to get their attention. I think it focuses international abention and
lets the Mexican people know that the United States means business wben we find that
they've kidnapped a DEA agent and American citizens, and obviously aren't moving fast
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enough to teU us what they're doing about it.
Mr. BRINKLEY: And the DEA agent is still missing, I believe.
Rep. RANGEL: Yes. Sure.

Mr. BRINKLEY: As far as Iknow. Thank you, Mr. Rangel. Thanks very much for comingm.
Rep. RANGEL: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Pleasure to have you with us.
Rep. RANGEL: Good to be here.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next. Francis M. Mullen, Jr., who is head of the U.S. Drug:C:;:rnenl
batt1

Administration,and, shortly, the governors of two states our on the front tine in
g es, Ronda and Texas. In a moment.

[commercial break]

:;'~KLEY: Mr. MuDen, thank you very much for oomiing in; glad to have yoo with us

FRANCIS M. MUUEN: My pleasure.
Mr. 8f11NKLEY: This is your last week in office, right?
Mr. MUUEN: I'D be leaving on this Friday, yes, sir.
Mr. BRINKLEY: WeD, we wish you luck.
Mr. MUUEN: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now, the last time we tallred, a week ago, the cars coming into the U.S.
from MeXICO,commg northward, were backed up at one time ahoot 10 hours because each0: ,,:as bemg carefuUy searched. We have since been told that the idea was to get Mexico's
a nnon to the drug problem, to the kidnapping of an agent. Did it work?:.c:UEN: Ibelieve it has worked. That was not the sole purpose, though, of the extra
. thi ' the more concenttated searches. It's a fact that ahoot 38% of the heroin consumedm s countrv . " . •__ .....
270% betwu.J 15eorrung in from MeXICO. TIle amount of marijuana seizures have UR;I~

een 1983 and 1984.
Mr. BRINKLEY' Does ',t .. dri .. come m m cars vmg across the border?
Mr. MUUEN' Most of that . '" al ntrated de • 15 coming m m cars, coming overland. And we so coree •
sus to teet SOme of these drugs. We do have some individuals identified whom we
~.: .:IVOlved m the abduction of S.A. Camarena, and we were looking out for these

so. So there were many purposes, not just to get the attention of the MeXICans.
:. ~Y: WeD, doing this big search did you find any drugs?

· -"'"'-"": We have found drugs-
Mr. BRINKLEY' I 't . . ...... MU • can unagme anybody would come into that kind of thing with drugs.
..... UEN·Or .
Mr BRIN . , as you said last week, wait in line to get caught.

· KLEY: Right.
Mr. MUUEN' No' .of fact '. we re not finding as many. In some areas we are finding less. as a matter

, so apparently the word is out on the searches
Mr. W1U: A few da" .The dru ys ago a Boemg 747 was stopped in Miami and drugs were found on II.
that the:'s ';',::' Val,:;"" Igather, at five times the cost of the airplane. Now, given the fae!
large, POrous muc money chasing drugs from this countty, and given the fact that we ~ve
bopetess what7~r.;,bemg an open SOCietywith a lot of coastline, given aU that, ISo. t It
_ and wouldn ~itrebetty~g to do - to chase them down one car, truck and plane at a ~
countty? tier to tty and figure out some way to stop the demand tn

Mr. MUUEN· It's. . .
stration for 3'12' my personal belief, after having headed the Drug Enforcement AdnmU'
prevention. W~ ~ears that.the bottom line resolution of our drug problem is in educanon and
enforcement eff ~ elinu~te that demand. In the meantime we have to have effectJve law
Mr W1U' ~ve eradicanon.We can't neglect these areas.

• : But If . . aff1 atcocaine IS the big new problem and is, or seems to be, an ue,

middle-class problem, that is, people who have more education and more access to infor-
mation, doesn't that suggest that infonnation and education are futile?
Mr. MULLEN: Not at aU. I think that we can do a better job of educating individuals who
would be abusing cocaine to show what it does to the mind, what it does to the body. And I
want to add at this point that Dr. Pollin, who directs the National Institute of Drug Abuse, has
stated that 60 million Americans use cigarettes, 100 million use alcohol, and were it not for
law enforcement, for education and prevention, the number of cocaine users in this country
would be somewhere between those using cigarettes and alcohol, or 80 million.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Mullen, Enrique Camarena was the agent who was kidnapped,
and the same day Alfredo Zavala, who was a pliot who worked with, Ibelieve, us in that
endeavor to try to stop drugs, was also kidnapped. You've never received ransom demands,
have you?
Mr. MULLEN: No ransom demands.
Mr. DONALDSON: WeU, does it not appear that they're dead?
Mr. MULLEN: I would not want to come to that conclusion. We have no infonnation either
way. We've heard not a single word from those who---
Mr. DONALDSON: Are Mexican authorities actively searching for them? Are the
Mexicans doing enough?
Mr. MULLEN: Ibelieve they're actively searching for them now. Ido not believe that they
were doing so at the outset. Ibelieve that the Mexican government does have some effective,
talented law enforcement people, and it's my belief that this case should have been solved
and should be solved.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, there are people in GuadaJajara who are known to be drug
dealers - the Garrardo family, Caro.
Mr. MULLEN: That's right.
Mr. DONALDSON: Have they been investigated? Have they been tallred to about this?
Mr. MULLEN: No, and that's what troubles me so mucb, is the fact that because of the
slowness in getting into the investigative activity, all of these peuple are gone, some as far
away as Europe. It seems to me that they were given adequate time to depart the area and not
leave themselves open-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, the Mexican federal court issued an emparo,[?] an order which
aetuaUy kept some of the suspects from being questioned on the theory that they would be
harassed by the police.
Mr. MULLEN: An emparo gives individuals protection, and what startled us in this coontty
was the size of the emparo. It covered about 25 persons, which means they cannot be
questioned, cannot be investigated.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, is it not clear that there's some coverup on the part of Mexican
authorities?
Mr. MULLEN: I don't know if I would go so far as to say coverup, but maybe some
complicity at the lower levels of the law enforcement authorities.
Mr. DONALDSON: So what do we do? What does the United States do wben an ostensibly
friendly govennnent acts this way?
Mr. MULLEN: WeU, I heard Congressman Rangel earlier and he tallred about leadership,
and it is a fact that President Reagan did call the president of Mexico last week. Vice
President Bush has been actively involved. I understand there has been agreement for the
secretary of state to meet the foreign minister of Mexico, the attorneys generals to meet-
Mr. DONALDSON: That's enough? Are you saying that's enough?
Mr. MULLEN: We know we must apply this pressure, and we must continue to cooperate
with them. We must understand->
Mr. DONALDSON: But you're gning to stop the searches today, aren't you, or at least cut
down on them?
Mr. MULLEN: They will be reduced and there will be more of a spot type of operation.
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Mr. BRINKLEY: c-on the border you're talking about?
Mr. DONALDSON: Right, and that's because the government of Mexico has complained,
is it oot?
Mr. MULlEN: Not only has the government of Mexico complained, bot some of our own
political leaders have complained. ArK! this concerns me also. Everybody's concerned about
the money being lost by merchants, and I'm concerned about a missing agent and odler DEA
agents wbo are serving overseas and wbo just want to know that, sbould something happen,
there will be a thorough and complete investigation.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, the complaint is about people wbo come from Mexico and spend
money tn the U.S. and then go hack, and that's not happeoing so much. But [want to ask you
this. [ have heard a report that some of those who presumably are looking for your kidoapped
agent were in fact involved in the kidnapping. You may not want to tell everything, bot tell
me what you can. .
Mr. MULlEN: Well. for example, one of those whom we suspect- one of those traffickers
involved m the kidnapping was spotted in an aircraft leaving Guadalajara on Saturday night.
He was stopped by Mexican police, the judicial police, and allowed to leave. ArK! we now
learn that he had as protection members of the DFS, 01' the Department of Federal Security.
So we have the police protecting on one hand and anodler element of the police lerting this
individual go, for whom there is a warrant outstanding.
Mr. DONALDSON: What's his name?
Mr. MULlEN: This particular individual was allowed t<>- [ believe this is Cam, Cam
Quintero, was the one allowed to leave.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Where was he going? To Europe?
Mr. MULlEN: We don't know, but he is the individoal who was responsible for the
plantation WIth 3,500 tons of marijuana located in Mexico. ArK! he was allowed to- this
concerns us and we wonder why he was allowed to leave.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, [ assume that wherever he was going he'd sent his money on ahead.
Thank you very much, Mr. Mullen.
Mr, MULlEN: My pleasure.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thanks for coming in.
Mr. MULlEN: Thank you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: A pleasure to bear your views. Coming next, Govemor Mark White of
Texas and Governor Bob Graham of Florida two states on the line of travel for drug
smugglers from Latin America, In a moment. '
Icommercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Govemor Graham, Governor White, thanks very much for coming in.
~y to have you, both of you, with us today. Now, your two states are, so to speak, front

slates because of their geographical location, and Ibelieve you both advocate that the
Amencan military be involved in trying to cut off the flow of drugs. Is that right, Governor?
~' ~adminiK~ (0)T_: That is exactly right. We think that when we bear the
na on ~n declare war on drugs, we think. we ought to send more than a battalion
of men. out against It. We think it's time to seal the borders against drug intrusion and
smuggling.

: Gov. BOB GRAHAM, (D) FloridaYes. Last year, 1984,50 aircraft that penettated U.S. airre undetected by any of our national security methods were then detected in our state WIth
gs. Those are 50 aircraft that were carrying cocaine and marijuana. They could have been

carrying bombs and terrorists, [ think it's a national security issue of the highest order,
Mr. ~NKLEY: Well, [ gather the military doesn't want to take on this job. Why do you
suppose. Have they told you? Why don't they want to do it?0:' ~: Well, let me suggest this. How do we know what that plane has on board
w ~, ;3 comes across that border hopefully just loaded with some narcotics as opposed
to a lOb. We are taking a serious risk of, [ think in, our national security. We've made
rrustakes m the past m our national defense by thinking that maybe the enemy or our
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opposition wouldn't use certain techniques to deploy weapons. We were gravely mistaken
about those mallers.
Mr. DONALDSON: How do you seal a border by the military? In wartime you try to do it,
and of course people come across. It wouldn't take several battalions. It would take 20, 30
divisions.
Gov. GRAHAM: Well, the first thing you do is you have an effective radar screen so that at
least you know what's crossing your own border, I would hate to think that the Soviet Union
would be as casoal about its ability to cross our border as apparendy hundreds of drug
traffickers feel.
Mr. DONALDSON: But what do you do? You see small planes and you force them down?
Gov. GRAHAM: And second- and then second you have to bave some capacity to catch
those that you have detected.
Mr. WILL: How many thousand--
Gov. GRAHAM: We are deficient in both.
Mr. WILL: How many thousand miles of water coastline do you have in Florida?
Gov, GRAHAM: We bave approximately 1,000 miles, and Ithink that the American people
ought to have the right to expect that our national jorders. whether they're in Texas or
Louisiana or Maine or Florida or California, is protected.
Mr. WILL: Well, Mr. Mullen's people have had substantial luck and skill in the sense of
substantially increasing the annount of drugs caught, yet, they say, they're gerting about 10%.
Now, 10% is an acceptable business loss in a business that generates $60- to $100 billion,
Isn't the only way to get it is to get it at the source before it leaves the source COl!"try?
Gov. GRAHAM: [ think it's going to take a full court press. We've got to attack it at the
source country. We have sent some vacillating signals; It was only a few years ago that we
had a national policy against spray eradication, which is the most cost-effective way to deal
with large-scale production such as marijuana in Colombia, That sent a very dqbious mes-
sage of resolve to the Colombians. We've got to try to seal our borders so that that,which gets
out of the source country has the least possibility of gerting into this country undetected.
We've got to attack it within this country and we've got to deal with the demand side.
Mr. DONALDSON: Governor White, have you not complained in the last day or two about
the cars lined up on the Mexican-Texas border and the delays in people coming across the
border?
Gov. WHfTl:: Well, basically that's not where they're bringing the naicotics into the
country. Those delays were created for other purposes. But. frankly, what we're doing today
in this country is really very little more than a skinoish against the war on drugs. We're
spending $1,200,000,000 this year at the federal level to fight narcotics. We'll spend $1
billion in Texas over the next two years just to hold the people we have in our penitentiary.
Mr. DONALDSON: But [ think there's some contradiction there, isn't there? If you com-
plain about the delays because of the economic problem and perhaps odler problems with
Mexico, how can you turn around and say we've got to seal our borders? Would that not
mean long delays again at these border-crossing points?
Gov. WHfTl:: No, they're not bringing it across at those border crossings, and I think you
just heard-
Mr. DONALDSON: How do you know?
Gov. WHITE: Well, they just got through telling you just a few moments ago on this
broadcast.
Mr. DONALDSON: Because they're checking every car, and people say, "Well, I'm not
going to bringdrugs across when they're cbecking every car."
Gov. WHITE: Well, the point there is if they think they're going to be cbecked there is less
likelihood for them to be coming across, The one thing that narcotics-
Mr. DONALDSON: So you want them to think that they're being checked bot 001 really
checked because that would delay them.
Gov. WHITE: Well, right oow they know they're 001 going to he caught if they come over
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in an airplane in Texas. The point is--
Mr. BRINKLEY: You were talking about sealing it against airplanes and boats, I guess?
Gov. WHITE: Well. I'll assure you of this. I hope the Russians don't find out how easy it is
to bring those planes into our country. We're wasting a lot of money on missiles if they ever
figure that out.
Mr. WlU: There are 50 governors saying, [must say. as usual, that the federal govenunent
ought to spend more money to solve this problem. there's something the 50 governors can
do, and that is in all 50 states there are people buying this stuff. They quit buying it, the
problem disappears. What can be done to deter people? It's a crime. What can be done to
increase the cost?
Gov. WHITE: We're doing it on two different levels. We're doing it on an education
program, on early intervention for young children in our schools to warn them of the dangers
of narcotics---
Mr. WILL: But, Governor-
Gov. wtITE: -in a realistic way.
Mr. WILL: -usage and education have gone hand in hand.
Gov, WHITE: Well, I think you'll find our educatiooal problems, even including the ability
to read and write, has deteriorated through the past- over the past 20 years. Our educational
programs haven't been a whole lot more effective. We're trying to turn both of those
programs around in Texas as well as enhance our protection from the criminal element.
Mr. WILL: Who's using cocaine in florida?
Gov. GRAHAM: 1bere is 00 silver bullet. There is no single answer to this problem. [think
it's going to take a combination of responses and, frankly, we haven't been committed
enough in any of those responses. I think yes, education is important. Stronger laws so that
peoJ>lewho violate them will understand what the kind of penalties that they're going to face
are important.
Mr. WILL: Be specific. How do you stop people from buying and using cocaine?
Gov. GRAHAM: Well, I think you have to determine why are people finding reality so
threatenmg that they have to succumb to this hallucinogenic-
Mr. WILL: But a lot of these users are people whose reality is pretty good. They have enough
money to buy cocaine.

Gov. GRAHAM: Well, why- that just makes the problem more complex.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, why use alcohol?
Gov. ~: And what are some ways in which you can provide a more effective and
less self-destructive means of dealing with people's underlying problems?
Mr. DONALDSON: Why use alcohol. Governor?
Gov. GRAHAM: But I don't think-
Mr. DONALDSON: Do you take a drink?
Gov, GRAHAM: Sam, yes, I'm a social drinker.
Mr. DONALDSON: Maybe you're a teetola1er. I take a drink. You take a drink. Governor?
Gov. WHITE: I tty to avoid that.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. but states get tough on drunk drivers. States have to spend
money for alcohol rehabilitation centers. Business loses billions of dollars a year because of
alcohol-related employee problems.

Gov, WHITE: But you don't quit fighting the problem just because we're not winning on
every .fight. We're fighting that problem of alcoholism. We're fighting the problem of
n"'?'bcs abuse. And I think we also have to ask, and I think this is what Bob Grabam is
saying tS we need an all-out assault against this problem. .
Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah, but we once tried sealing our bottlers against alcohol. That
expenment went down the drain.

Gov. GRAHAM: It seems to me that our basic choice is one of abdication or one of doing aU

that we can in a variety of ways. One of the things that frustrates me-- and you asked a
question about it a few minutes ago, that 747 in Miami. The second story was that the day
after the Customs seized the plane, the DEA makes a public statement that the Customs
shouldn't have done it, that they didn't have adequate evidence, and in fact they've now
turned the plane hack. That is illustrative of the kind of turf wars that go on within our
nation's efforts to fight-
Mr. WILL: Didn't have adequate evidence? They had $IiOO million worth of the stuff.
Gov. GRAHAM: But they didn't have adequate evidence that the airline-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Airline knew.
Gov. GRAHAM: -which is a government-owned airline, was aware of that. But the real
story-
Mr. WILL: Why does that matter?
Gov. GRAHAM: What matters is because two-;

Mr. DONALDSON: It's called the U.S. Constitution, I suppose, George.
Gov. GRAHAM: What really matters, George, is that two of our important drug-fighting
agencies, Customs and DEA, have a public confrontation over their own competence. What
kind of message does that send to the enemy. which is not within our federal government, but
the enemy that's trying to penetrate our border?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Plus the fact that this same airline. what is it, Avianca--
Mr. WILL: Yes.
Mr. BRINKLEY: -has been flying, knowingly or not, flying drugs into this countty for
years, by the ton.
Gov. WHITE: Well, maybe they'd check their cargo a little bit closer if they lost one of
those airplanes.
Mr. WILL: Exactly.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, I would think so.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, what else do we do to Colombia? How do we get tough with
Colombia?
Gov. WHITE: I think Colombia is beginning to cooperate.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Do you want to cut off their economic aid? You would vote for cuning off
their economic aid? ~
Gov. WHITE: That should be one of the tools that the administration employs. It should be
part of the diplomacy that should be employed in this area.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Do you want-
Gov. GRAHAM: But to put this in context, it was only five years ago dJaf: the Colom~ians
were saying, "We want to eradicate through the use of parnq~," ~ ~e ~ a national
policy that said we couldn't, the U.S. govenunent,. assist a foreign~on ID. usmg ~uat
for eradication because we were concerned that it nnght result m marijuana With a delete~
substance on it getting into the marketplace. Now, if you were the president of Colombia.
what does that say about the U.S. resolve to really fight this problem?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, I don't know about in your state, but bere in the D.C. we had sigus
stuck all around on trash cans and brick walls saying, "Stop spraying the paraquat" put up, I
assume, by people who used it.
Gov. WHITE: Stop smoking the marijuana.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thank you both, Governor White, Governor Graham, thank you both for
co~g. in. It's' been a pleasure to have you .. Corning ~t~ our li~ discussion here,
uninhibited within some very poorly defined limits, and JOlOlOgus will be commentator
Hedding Carter. In a moment.
{commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, we all live in Washington, for better or worse, and in this past week
we have seen a display of confusion, disorganization, confrontation, argument, political
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debate, if you care to call it that, in the Senate. They were trying to confinn Ed Meese to be
attorney general, but couldn't get to a vote because roost of them wanted to do something
about the fanners. What are we to make of that? George?
Mr. WILL: Well, we're about eight or nine weeks into what was to have been the year in
which we got serious about the deficit. We bave bad one wbeel squeak very loudly, and we
bave seen the Senate come to a grinding halt in order to put grease 011 it; that is, the fanners,
who, granted, bave problems. But the initial response has been, in dealing with this client
group that has received more- a larger increase in federal aid in the last four years than any
group in the country, is to increase federal borrowing, which is the wholt>- part of the deficit
problem, to help the fanners. Now, that is a bad omen for doing anything at all about the
deficit.

Mr, DONALDSON: Well, of course, the way the Senate worked this week is the way it's
supposed to work. It has a filibuster rule, it has rules which allow a very small minority to use
blackmail, in effect, to get their way. So the fanners bave done nothing more than every
other mt~rest group over the years have done. But. you know. I want to just say another word
for David Stockman. Poor old David Stockman has been pilloried by members of the
administration be serves for gomg out front and telling the truth about Mr. Reagan's fann
program. He has said, and the President himself in his budget has shown, that be wants to
reduce subsidies and government help, beheving fervently that the free mari<etplace is the
way to work. That means, of course, a lot of fanners go broke. Stockman says that, and
everyone says that's horrible. But it's Ronald Reagan who proposes that, and so far be hasn't
gotten tagged.

HOODING CARTER, PBS Commei,lakw; Well, this talk is Washington talk. There's a
reality out there that has nothing to do with Washington or quibbles about whether the
fanners next to defense have been getting more money than they deserve or not, and that is
there's a crisis, and the crisis involves people and fanners and farms and has been going on
- not for two years but for four - out there in agricultural America. If you don't believe it,
come to some of the communities in which this great boom which we've been hearing about
has simply passed them by.
Mr. WILL: Hedding, if it-

Mr. CARTER: Wait. And if we are going to talk about knocking out subsidies to those who
are heavily subsidized, then let us talk about those not only who are getting percentage
increases, but who are gemng absolutely Vas! sums of money. The Senate has already
demonstrated, and Mr. Dole has already demonstrated be can't hold to curbing the one big
insatiable eater of the federal budget, which is the defense speeding increases of the last four
years. To now fightabout the farmers who are in fact suffering, as defense industries are not,
I think begms to mrss the point.

Mr. WILL: A, not all fanners are speaking with one voice. Most fanners are not up to theirnecks in debt-
Mr. CARTER: Absolutely.

Mr. WILL: -and most farmers are not failing. Second, if proof of a fann crisis is that the
number of farmers are declimng, then we've been having a farm crisis, so-called, for 100years.
Mr. CARTER: Bankruptcy is the word, George.

Mr".WlLL: In 1885,51% of the American people were in agriculture. Today, fewer than 3%
are In agriculture because the strong have survived, gotten bigger, gotten more productive,
aod we still, as a matter of fact, probably have too many fanners. That is Iife.
Mr. DONALDSON: I think if that-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me just say- are you finisbed?
Mr. WILL: Yeah.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, let me just say-

Mr-.BRINKLEY: Sam, let me .interrupt before you- a point you've already made. You're
talking about Stockman bemg pilloned. What Stockman said was that we're asked to bail out
farmers who became land speculators, who bought acreage because they thought it would
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continue to rise in value - and I'm quoting Stockman, more or less - and their intention
was to get rich. Well, they failed, so why should we, then, the taxpayers, rush in and bail
them out?

Mr. DONALDSON: Great miods, David, because that was the point I wanted to make. I
think the President is right. The President is right and Stockman are right, that the doctors,
lawyers, and to the extent that television correspondents have been doing it,. - television
correspondents - getting in and speculating on land, have 110 reason to be bailed out by the
taxpayers. None whatsoever. They took a chance and they lost. Well, down the drain, folks.
It's the smaller fanner that I think people need to worry about, and they are the ones who
have, yes, been getting smaller subsidies than the big boys, but their subsidies are on the
margin. And they're the ones who are going to go down the drain also.
Mr. CARTER: There is no question that you shouIdo't be belping speculators cover their
bets. Of course we do it. We do it across the board in this- now commg back to
Washington, we do it regularly, and we call it good for the country. It's good for the counrry
if it's Chrysler; it's good for the country if it's Lockbeed. It's not good for the country IfIt'S a
bunch of small farmers who are going bad in North Dakota-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Are you making the point that because we bailed out Chrysler and
Lockheed--
Mr. CARTER: I'm saying that the costs-
Mr. BRINKLEY: -that we should bail out everyone who makes a bad investment and needs
money?

Mr. CARTER: No. I'm saying that the social cost to this country of watching a lot of
independent fanners go under, under bankruptcy proceedings as opposed to the natural
attrition of this rationalization of agriculture that George is talking about-
Mr. WILL: Why is that natural?
Mr. CARTER: Wait a second. The social cost is one that we find unacceptablein almost any
other segment of the market economy today.
Mr. WILL: I'm just seeking-
Mr. CARTER: It doesn't matter whether it is quotas on cars to proteet-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, Hedding- Look, I just want a clarification. What is ~
about one kind of attrition and unnaruraJ about someone gomg under, under banknJplcy.
Mr. CARTER: We have long since decided in this country that what we're not going to do in
the name of social Darwinism or anything else is to say when ~le are hun by. economic
forces beyond their control we're not going to give them some kind of ~bon. What
we're talking about bere in the debate on the fann husiness is what you're !l"mg to do about
people who are being squeezed by an inflation rate they didn't invent, falling to pieces then
Into a deflation they didn't invent-
Mr. WILL: After deregulation-
Mr. DONALDSON: Let me jump in here just for a second. [-
Mr•.WILL: But wait a minute. After deregulation of the financial markets, one q~of:
savings and loan mstitutIons went out of busmess. We do accept the freedom to fail m
country.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, that's precisely right. May I just make the point, Hodding?
Mr. CARTER: We accept the right of all of those companies, in fact, if you recall-
Mr. DONALDSoN: Iguess not.
Mr. CARTER: -were given the great protection of being merged in the stockholders- ~e
have, as a matter of fact, a rather interesting thesis about what happens to big hoys I::::':;;
gomg to fail. That is, no loss, no pain, all gain for the stockholder. We have a gove
policy which guarantees that the failure of those institutions 1S not going to affect those who
have money in them.
Mr. DONALDSoN: Well, Hedding, you're painting too star!< a picture. And.the:=
about what government's function ought to be includes not.jUSllettmg JlOOPI;;:ks of our
marketplace go broke or not, but belping people and cushionmg them agamst s
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economy, of the world forces that the individuals can't' cope with. I ~ to some ex~nt we
want to bail out people, and not just small farmers. You seem to be making the complamt thai
it's wrong to bail out Lockheed or it's wrong to bail ~ ~sler .. You ~ those ill~-
trations. If you weren't making the point, say so. But I think It was nght to bail them out tn
the sense that thai helped the general economy and the workers in those industries.
Mr. BRINKLEY: How about a small business, like the comer hardware store that gets into
financial trouble, and it doesn't hire on General MOlD'" scale. It hires six people, or eigbt or
10.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah, but I'm for small business being bailed out the government
doesn't g<>-
Mr. BRINKLEY: They don't bail thai out.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yes, but Hodding, Iwant to hear whether you're just making a
distinction between bailing out the smallbusinessman and the small farmer but not large
corporations and large enterprises?
Mr. CARTER: No. What [was trying to establish is that we have a pattern whichbas been
underway for a long time in this country, and what's always interesting to me is It only
depends on which set of oxes are being gored as to whether or not you think it's a bad or a
good thing. But we have done it for every other factor in this economy in the last four years.
Mr. DONALDSON: It depends OIl political muscle. It depends on who can mobilize the
political muscle.
Mr. BRINKLEY: So if the comer hardware store hiring six people bas no political muscle.
So it gets into trouble, it closes the door and somebody else comes in and rents ~ store.
That's what happens. The farmers have great political muscle, and have had smce the
beginning of this country.
Mr. CARTER: It's only 3% of the population.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Nevertheless, nevertheless.
Mr. DONALDSON: -in the Senate this past week.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All rigbt. The President not only bas been dealing with thai prohlem. He:s
been trying to persuade Congress, going over their heads to the American people on his
broadcast Saturday, for example. He very much wants to-; and in his press conference,
Sam. He very much wants to do away - or you choose the tenn-
Mr. DONALDSON: Oil, but thai'S it, David.
Mr. BRINKLEY: -the Nicaraguan - the government of Nicaragua. He doesn't want to
call it-
Mr. DONALDSON: Overthrow.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Overthrow. But he wants to get rid of it.
Mr. DONALDSON: I thougbt thai was fascinating, if [may. Someone must have told Mr.
Reagan at some point, "Don't use the word overthrow because that has grave legal parts to It
and it's against intemationallaw and our own law." So he has carefully never said he wants
to overthrow the government of Nicaragua. But when I asked him whether one of his goals
now was to remove the government, he embraced that with all fours. "Yes," he said,
"remove it in the sense of its present structure." WeD, what is the present structure of a
government except the present structure?

Mr. BRINKLEY: Wen, remove means to move it from here and put it somewhere else.
Mr. DONALDSON: [ have no doubt that Ronald Reagan wants to overthrow the govern-
ment of Nicaragua, is going to spend a lot of energy-
Mr. BRINKLEY: You know be does, Sam. Even thougb he didn't say it.
Mr_ DONALDSON: -in his second term to do it. And I'll tell you something. I'll bet he
succeeds.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All rigbt.

Mr. CARTER: He has no business doing it, of course. It is not a good government, it is not
one we like, it is not one which a large number, if not a majority, of its people like. which is
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to say it's like about 110 governments in this world today. It is not, however, a gov~~t
which doesn't allow four fifths of iti citizens to participate electorally because of color; It s
not a government which represses the church because it's the church,. ~ in the Soviet Union;
it's not a government which makes it absolutely impossible for opposmon press to operate as
in EI Salvador-
Mr. DONALDSON: [t does repress the church.
Mr, CARTER: Wait a minute, makes it impossible for these to operate.

Mr. DONALDSON: It does repress the church.
Mr. CARTER: It is a government which had more of an opposition and representation in its
last election than that movement toward democracy the friend of ours, rhe South Koreans-
Mr. BRINKLEY: So, what's your point?
Mr. CARTER: My point is that we have no business going in and trying to overthrow this
brutal totalitarian regime-
Mr. BRINKLEY: While leaving [10 others intact.
Mr. CARTER: -while leaving lID intact on the basis [crosstalk]
Mr. DONALDSON: How can you say that?
Mr. CARTER: I'm saying compared to some of those we support, it doesn't corne close.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All rigbt, is thai it? One other thing [ would like to bear you discuss and it
is thai during this past week Walter Mondale made a speech in which he said be thougbt he
lost the election last November because he was not very good on television. Is that so,
George?
Mr, WILL: [ think if they got Laurence Olivier, put him OIl the podium in ~ Moscone
Center and he said, "I will raise your taxes," the country would have said, That fellow
really ta1ks beautifully," and be'd have lost 49 states. Walter Mondale, wben be was not
competing against, admittedly, a master on television, Ronald Reagan- against him he got,
what, 39% of the votes? In the Democratic primary, competing against Gary Hart and Jesse
Jackson, he got 39% of the votes. [ don't think the country wanted Walter Mondale to ~
president. Period. American politics is not about cosmetics. It's about the real things. It s
about issues. And he was on the wrong side.
Mr. DONALDSON: Abraham Lincoln could have gotten elected president with television, [
am certain of it, because television sees not only the real person b~. ~. the issues out
of the mouth of the person running. So [don't think- [think television IS getting a bum ""'.
On the other hand, [ believe Mr. Reagan gets a bum rap when people say that all he bas ~~
charisma. There's more there. 1bere is substance there. You may not like It, or:you JUSt
like, if you're his opponent, the fact that be packages it and sells it so beautifully.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Hodding?
Mr. CARTER: It's not marketing and packaging, to quote the former vice president, that
was the problem. [t was the product itself, and there's no pomt in trying to.get~er It. A~/
the Democrats don't quit saying thai it's salesmanship and start understanding illS ondal s
being sold, then they're not going to win an election for some tnne to come. Mr. Mo in
was not good on television, but there were others who were presidents and were re-elected
landslides who were not good on television.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, Lyndon Johnson I neverthougbt was any good on television/inuny
Carter wasn't very good. So what is-- is that the best Mondale can come up With. .

Mr. WILL: Well, it's a way of flinching from facing the facts, and the factsfroarethat~:;
politics is about real things and the Democratic Party bas to PI}' Itself away m Its
m that regard. .
Mr. DONALDSoN: Well, [ think Mondale summed it up in another sense,:-ben be said,
"I've always wanted to run for the presidency in the worst way, and I did.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam, thank you. Thank you all. We've run out of time. We'll ~~k
with a few words ahout another New Yorker called a hero because he tried to stop a y
killing him. In a moment.
[commercial break]
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Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary]: Finally, some time ago in a movie called "The Death
Wish," Charles Bronson's, the actor's, family was brutilized by a gang of New Yorlcpunks.
He went out for revenge. He began shooting street hoodlums one after aoother. and in a New
York movie theater every time he was shown killing one the audience clapped and cheered.
which should have told us something about the public attitude about crime in the streets.
Well, now we have had Bernhard Goetz, who shot four young men in the subway, all with
police records; he became a public hero and he probably could even run for mayor. Well
now. this week, two men were stealing candy from a vendor's stand in the New Yoric
subway. A thin! man named Andy Fredrick came up and told them to stop it. They attacked
him. One of them hit him over the head with a bottle, whereupon Fredrick pulled a knife and
killed him. Fredrick has turned himself in. He's been charged with murder. and a New Yorlc
newspaper calls him the "Subway Avenger." A policeman called him a Good Samaritan
acting in self-defense. So what is it now? We used to tell our Icids to worIc hard, play it
straight, do something worthwhile and they would do oI<ay in life. But what do we tell them
now? Go out into the subways or the streets, find a hoodIwn and kill him?

For all of us at ABC's This Week, until next Sunday, thaoI< you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

March 3, 1985
AHNOONCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our
WaWngfoo headquarters, here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: If encouraging news on !he Middle East is still allowed, - it's been so
long 'nee: we have had any - Egypr and Israel seem serious now about talking peace and
including !he Jordanians and !he Palestinians. So there's a new chance for a new peace m a
port of !he world that has, for a generalion, known war and death. What IDIghtcome of it?
We'U ask lOday's guests: Ezer Weizman, Israeli cabinet ministe~ and advl~r to Prime
Minister Shimon Peres: Osama EI Baz, foreign affairs adviser to Prestdeot HOSOIMubarak of
Egypt: Harold Saunders. formerly assistant secretary of slate for Near Eastern affairs. Some
background from our man Jack Smhh, and our discussion here with George Will, Sam
[)onaldson and Jody PoweU. AU here on our Sunday program. .
First, r.he news. In Britain the coal mine strike is over after 356 days. The uruon voted to

go back to work with no deal and no. concessions from the Thatcher government. It voted to
end !he strike because it was beginning to diSlOtegrate. . . . .'
In Louisville. Murray Haydon had surgery last night to stop the bleeding 10 his artificial

heart. Here is a report on his condition now from Jerry King In LOUisville. .
JERRY KING [voice-overt: Doctors say that despite yesterday'S 9O-0u0d'hi

ute~ranon
. be optimisti Murray Haydon spent a restful mght, an s VI Signs

!hey coobnue ~ normal. Ha;cioo was operated on because a small but steady seepage of
~~~urnulated in tbe left side of his chest cavity. Itwas beglOOlngto put pressure

00 his lungs. na HospItal spokeSm8n (last night}: Dr. DeVries~:r~~~I~~= that is a oomplication but it is not a major compilcanon,
and that he will continue his posH,perabve recovery.

KING (voice-over]: Haydon himself gave the okay for the
f
sHurgery.aI It and awake and

• 'gned !he patient consent form hnnsel. e was e . the
Mr. IRVINE. He 51 . hi Mrs Haydon's reaction was basIcally
took care of !he whole thing on s own'rtain!' hould proceed."
same. "If you feel tt's necessarY, you oe Y s S· then his

. ed his artificial heart two weeks ago. mee gh
KING [voice-over!: Haydon recelV rl tive in describing hoWweli he'd oome tItrou
doctors have used Just abou! every supe a Tuesda when the catheters momton~g
that operation. 'The bleedmg startededheffi doctoJ expected the blood to clot on Its
Haydon's blood pressure were remov . s . .
own. It did not. h been given special drugs (0 thm out hiS

[on camera] That may be because Haydon as ffi red b William Schroeder, the only
blood in an attempt to prevent the ~ of stroke~ua:y c~ Haydon's operntio~is.des-
oIher surviving recipient of an arnficlal. heartback Jeri)' King, ABC News, Lowsville.
cribed as a minor compbcabon, not a majOr set . . from the Soviet Union led by

Mr. BRINKLEY: Aying into Washington today. a::~'J0;Congress and while here they
Vladimir Sbcherbitsky. 'They carne at !he mVltabon and !hey'li have a look at Texas and
·u see President Reagan and members of Congress,

WI .&. • • ~. nions in a speech on
CaJ"omla. lh L'b dictator delivered himself ofa ,ew Opl I 'rued he has
Muammar Qaddafi. e I yan ' .. ' !he United States, and be c aI. ..'

his radio. He was critical ~fme Arab lead~ Vl:SltIu~ya or in other countries - a nght, If It IS
a perfect right to murder hiS opponents, el r m .
one, that he bas often used.. . a ranch near Guadelajara looloog for an
In Mexico. a group of ~bCS a~ts ;:;~ find him. but in the raid five MeXican dJUg

American agent who was Iddnapped.. y. un battle. . n
traffickers and one policeman were killed In a g be the prime minister of Israel. Shuno
We annonnced one of our guests today was .::t his mind and said he. would not a~i

Peres. but atk2:2~ a.m. '::r :~nfs':lic=~et, !he foreign POliC~~'se~o,: :ores.,: of
We 'U be bac WI a me . t secretarY of slate for Near Eastern arrs
of Egypt, and a former asSlStan
today's program. In a moment.
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[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: This week we have seen new developments in a part of the world that
certainly needed some new developments after a generation of conflict, hostility, hatred and
war - the Middle East. On the initiative of President Mubarak of Egypt there is a move
toward reviving the peace process that has been stalled or stopped coJd for more than a year.
Before we ask our guests about the prospects for success or failure. here is some background
on how this carne ahout. With Joltn Martin off this week, here is Jack Smith. Jack?

JACK SMIllt (voice-over]: This is the land, the West Bank of the Jordan River and to
the southwest the Gaza Strip. These are tbe people - 45,000 Israelis who have settled on
the land since Israel seized it in the 1967 Mideast war - and this is the problem.
DEMONSTRATOR: This belongs to us and never is going to be taken away by no
agreement with Mr. Hussein or Mr. Reagan or Mr. Kosygin. J don't give a damn who it's
going to be. I'm here to stay.
SMIllt [voice-over]; This is the other half of the problem. Two millionPalestinian Arab
exiles and the II> million more who live on the hmd Israel occupies. Bassam Sbaka, the
former mayor of Nablus and a West Bank hardliner.
BASSAM SHAKA, tormer Mayor of Hablus (through interpreter}: You cannot even
come to the negotiation table wi!hout first giving Jerusalemand the West Bank back.
SMIllt: 'The prospects for peace here seem as bleak as ever. Nevertheless, for tbe first
time in two years the Arabs and the Israelis last week began talking about negotiating
again. And tbe talk may not be empty because PLO Chairman Yasir Arafat seems to bave
changed his position.

[voice-aver] He reaUy had little choice. He was expelled from Lebanon in 1983, his
own PLO is deeply divided, and !he Syrians have outlawed him. So Arafat last year
began malting peace with Arab moderates and. after much nudging. he agreed to join
Jordan's King Hussein in negotiations with Israel. Arafat for !he first time publicly
accepted the principle embodied in United Nations Resolution 242 of exchanging peace
for land. The agreement had drawbacks. 1bere was no recognition of Israel and consent
only for U.N.-sponsored talks, something !he U.S. and Israel reject, but King Hussein
said !he opportunity had to be seized.

KIng HUSSEIN, Jordan: This is !he chance. If it's not kept now Ilhink that it's
going to be lost.

SMIllt (voic'-<Jver}: So !his week Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak joined in, offering
to host direct talks between Israel and a joint delegation of Jordanians and Palestinians if,
that is, Israel turned a blind eye to !he inclusion of PLO sympathizers, !hough of course
no actual PLO members. Israeii Prime Minister Shimon Peres, eager to show improve.
ment at Israel's staIIed relationship wilh Egypr, accepted inunediately.

SHIMON PERES, israeli Prime Minister: And I welcome it completely, wi!hout
any qualifications.

SMIllt (voice-ov,,(: What Peres' Labor Party supponers applaud. his conservative
Likud Party coalition partners do not.
MOSHE ARENS, cabinet minister: As you can see. !here's a lot of lbeatrics involved
in !his whole thing.
YJTZHAK SHAMlR, foreign prime minister: I cannot see in lhis proposaI any
solution to !he Israeli-Arab coollict.
YOSSY WlLLERFORT, West Bank selIIer: You can see !he new settlements-
SMITH [voice-over]: Nor are Israel's Wesl Bank settlers eager to bargain away their new
homes. This senlement at EIKana on !he Wes' Bank is expanding from 200 families to
3.000.
Mr. WlLLERFORT: Peace is not a piece of land.
SMIllt: But how can there be peace !hen when that's what !he Arabs want?
Mr. WlLLERFORT: Let's tafk and we wiU see what wiU happen. Let's tafk about it. We
don't talk.
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SMrnt {voice-over}: The reason the Israelis don't, and why even Peres' own Labor
Party colleagues say that current initiatives may fail is that the PLO still refuses to
recognize Israel.
ABBA EBAN, Chairman, Foreign Affairs Committee: There is a very positive
move~nt ~n the part of King Hussein, a desire on his pan to approach a peace table, but
that desire IS frustrated almost to the point of totality by the semantic parsimony and
backwardness of Arafat.

SMITH (voice..qv~rl:It's ~n1ikely, though, that Arafat can recognize Israel. Even as it
stands, ~ ~eal with Hussem has angered subordinates, and this weekend 34 members of
the Palestinian Parliament rejected it and the Mubarak plan outright. Arafat himself is
no~ reportedly ~ymg he'd never agree to exclude the PLO from a joint negotiating team.
He IS backtracking because even West Bankers find fault with the current initiatives.
SAID KANAAN, West Bank politician: The negotiations would take place between
o.nly !he joint delegation between the Jordanians and moderate Palestinians. Whether they
Sit With the Israelis under the auspices of United States? It is not enough.
SMITH [voice-over]: The U.S. could belp and Saudi Arabia's King Faud this month
urged President Reagan to get reinvolved.

EDWARDDJEREJIAN, State Department spokesman [Thursday]; We have
to look at this very closely.

SMITH {voice-over{:. But, as the State Department said this week, having been burned by
Us recent expe~ence In Lebanon, the U.S. will only get reinvolved now if the two sides
are already talking. Peace IS In the air, all right, and what's new is that the old land-for-
peace •formula of Ara~ moderates seems to be gaining currency. and that so long as
Labor s Shimon Peres IS pnme minister in Israel, the Arabs can expect some flexibility.

[on camera] ,But what's not new, unfortunately, is the PLO's refusal to recognize
Is~1 ,and Israel s refusal, until it does. to negotiate any deal here that would satisfy the
majority of Palestinians. David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: Jack, thank you. Corning next, Osama EI Baz, the foreign policy adviser
to PresldentfMUbarak of Egypt, and, shortly, an Israeli cabinet minister and a former assistant
secretary 0 state for Near Eastern affairs, In a moment.
{commercioJ break!

:~. BRINKLEY.:First, by satellite from Jerusalem, fur Weizman, member of the Israeli
met. Mr. Werzman, thank you very much for coming in to be with us today.

EZER WEIZMAN, Israeli Cabinet Minister: You're welcome.
: ~RINKLEY: Happy to have you with us. Here with us are George Will of ABC News
Mr am Donaldson, ABC News White House correspondent.

. Wthie~man.~~t degree of agreement, unanimity, is there within the Israeli govern-
ment on s new uunative from Cairo?
Min. WEllMAN' There ·IS unanirni ity abou . for jhe ! ... ith me. . .' '. t answenng yes lor e uunauve. WI so.
~ticabrns. that the dele&atlon will be Egyptian, Jordanian, Palestinians and Israeli, With

same anguage as used In Camp David.

~~?RGE W1U: Mr. Weizman, no one in the Arab world has seen fil to qualify in any way
f thwasp~reed.'o at Rabat m 1974, which IS thai the PLO is the only legitimate spokesman~~ tht· esuruan people. Therefore, if Israel agrees to negotiate with Jordan and
in~tilans J!'puro":ed by the Pl.O, isn't that just another way of getting Israel and, by
• on, e nited States, Into negotiating with the PlO?

:~np~E~: No. no, no. The wording is not JOrdaniarIS and Palestinians approved by
thi· . 0.. ans and PalestLruans from the Western Bank and Gaza and- period. And
su S IS ~ SpInt .of what was ~nen i~ Camp David. On the development of solutions, r
hoPposel ereth~i11be a few opinions different, and therefore unanimity is achieved now. Ipe I stays IS way.
Mr. W1U: But then what is Ara! t' I· th • all·it that h . ed . . a s ro e In e so-called agreement or pact, as we re c 109
, e amv at With Kmg Hussein?

Min WEIZMAN' Nobod ·d . . .. . y sat In Israel that Arafat has a role. Everybody said that Hussein

has a role, and everybody respects King Hussein extremely, and we do hope to meet him ~d
talk to him. If he succeeds in bringing Palestinian leaders with him - and I hope we mee~10
Cairo with President Mubarak and of course with the prime minister, Mr. Peres - I think.
this will be a very good beginning of an attempt to solve the problem.
Mr. WILL: A senior American spokesman - only identified as a senior American spokes-
man - said that this agreement between the king and Arafar indicated that ~e PLO was now
for a peaceful resolution of the Middle Eastern problem. Do you see any evidence of that son
of change?
Min. WEIZMAN: A far greater leader than Mr. Arafat, the late President Sadat, came here
and there was no indications of this side or that side what he thought. He came here and said
"no more war" and signed a peace treaty with us. I strongly advise all the leaders?f enemy
countries to realize that the only way to live with us in the Middle East is te;-stC?pbelligerency,
stop terrorism, accept the fact that Israel is here and here to stay, recogmze It as a state and
start talking to us on mutual living together in this part of the world.
SAM DONALDSON: Mr. Weizman. that framework that Hussein and Arafat worked out in
Amman seems to call for some recognition of the U.S. resolutions. It talks about the
principles of U.N. resolutions without naming them. Do you think. that's a step towards
acceptance of 242 and 338 by the Palestinians?
Min. WEIZMAN: Well, I'll be very persistent today. Camp David agreement is based on
242. If anyone who is at war with us now and belligerent to us now accepts 242, recognize
therefore the state of Israel, will be welcome to talk to anybody.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. now, 242, as I understand it, talks about land for peace. Does
Israel accept 242? You say you do, and yet we've just seen some Israelis on the West Bank
shouting that they will never, never give back the land in which they say that they have a
birthright to.
Min. WEIZMAN: Look, there are people shouting, and everybody has a right in a demo--
cracy to shout his opinion. You don't talk to people shouting here or in Egypt. you talk to
official governments. And I advise people to talk to governments.
Mr. DONALDSON: So your government, the government that you're a minister of, does
recognize the need to trade land for peace?
Min. WElZMAN: I didn't say so. I said thai everything is open and we're willing to talk to
peace to everybody. We can also trade, not land but sharing the gove~ng.of ce~n areas.
This was the major idea behind Camp David, that we'll have an mte~ penod of .an
autonomy to the inhabitants of the Western Bank and Gaza. And I do advise to all parties
concerned to restart the talks about autonomy on the West Bank and in Gaza as signed for in
Camp David.
Mr. DONALDSON: The Reagan administration says it's not going to get in.volved as it did
during Camp David. No U.S. mediator is going to be present at a table until Israel ~d the
Arabs sit down and negotiate directly. Do you think that's the proper stance for Washington
to take?
Min. WEIZMAN: Well, I cannot advise Washington wbat to do. Istrongly prefer myself-
and I'm speaking for myself, not for the government of Israel- that direct ~s between us
and Egypt and direct talks between us and Jordan are always far more advisable than [to]
have a mediator. If there are stumbling blocks and an outside mediator like the Uruted States
can help, they're always welcome. But I would rather sit with the Arab leaders around us and
talk, as we used to say in the air force, eyeball to eyeball, and talk to them.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Weizman, when King Hussein and Yasir Arafat were working oul the
deal they offered the other day, last week, they suggested bringing the Soviet Union into the
Middle East negotiations. Why do you suppose they did that?
Min. WElZMAN: Well, Idon't know why they supposed that they did that. Ireally trying to
pull you away from that. What was agreed between King Hussein and Aratat is what was
agreed between them. We have an agreement w.ith Egypt, a peace ~at ~as signed after long
arguments and long discussions;between the tune that Sadat ~ved to Jer:usmem to the
signature of the peace treaty almosl 18 months passed. I dn adVise both PresIdent Mubarak
and of course the prime minister of Israel and King Hussem to sbck to this agreement. Of
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course you can always elaborate on certain things. But. as we said and we said in Camp
David, King Hussein can bring a delegation of Palestinians and sit with us and talk. They'll
always be welcome. The Camp David paper was signed berween the leader of Egypt and the
leader of Israel with a co-signature as the president of the United States. No Soviets took pan
in it, and Ido hope that no Soviets will take part in it.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Weizman, you do, as you say, have an agreement coming out of Camp
David with Egypt. You do oot, however, have an ambassador from Egypt in your country;
trade relations have been disappointing; the interchange of peoples has been disappointing.
Isn't there grounds for saying that the relationship with Egypt is itself a total disappointment
so far?
Min. WEIZMAN: It's not a total disappointment. There were a few disappointments on both
sides. And there are diplomatic relations. The Suez Canal is open. EJ AI. our airline, flies
and an Egyptian airline flies here. and the situation today is far more than what we've
expected before signing the peace treaty, before we even dreamt of having a peace treaty.
Admittedly, a few things went a fouL I do hope that the present new initiative that was taken
by President Mubarak and accepted, as you beard in the beginning of this program, by Prime
Minister Peres, will remedy certain of the ailments that bave popped up in the peace. And I
do hope that we'll continue in the spirit of Camp David to a more comprehensive and far
more fundamental and sound peace between us and Egypt and in the area totally.
M.r.BRINKLEY: Mr. Weizman, thank you. Thank you very much for coming in, talking
With us today. We'll be back with more in a moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: We bad planned at this point to go to Cairo to hear from Osama El Baz,
who IS a foreign policy adviser to President Mubarak but our satellite-s- we have satellite
difficulties and at the moment we're unable to reach them. So, for the time being, we would
like to talk further with Mr. Weizrnan, a member of the Israeli cabinet. George?
Mr. WIll:: MJ:. Weizman, there's a certain built-in cynicism here in Washington that ~~s
t!te follow'!1g: It's appropriation time and foreign aid time in Washington, and therefore ~ts
ttme for King Hussein to make gestures of progress in the Middle East and for the Egypuan
gove~nt to make ges~, so they can come and make a raid on the American rreasury.
to put rt bluntly. So, to dispel all this and justify the grounds for optimism that you seem to
feel, can you tell us very simply what has changed in the last week?
Min, WElZMAN: I think that not the las' week is wbere the cbange took place, but the last
few months of the Israeli government. I think that the Israeli government, led by MI:. Peres,
the government has decided to leave Lebanon the government has decided to Improve
certain things on the Western Bank and Gaza, the govem.rnent- hello?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Yes, we can hear you.
Min. WEJZMAN:Okay?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Yes, fine. Go ahead.
Min. WEJZMAN: Sorry. Something- a government that decided to restart talks about
1aOO, we had one get-together with the Egyptians and we're going to have another <?ne, a
government that some of its members believe that the peace process that was started m ~
late '70s is one of the processes that will consolidate the future of the state of Israel and WI
be a beginning of a bener life in the Middle East for all countries concerned after a lull. for
Y~0L!S reasons which time is too short to analyze now, is accepting the beginning .of a ne~
1~t1abve ~y President Mubarak to restart "the talks and find a new way and perhaps 10 certam
things a different way to improve things between us and Israel. " .
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Weizman, if I may, Mr. Shamir is going to be the primemlmster
m Just a~ut a year or so, and his views and Mr. Peres' views, the present pnme mmlster, ent
totally different on this question. Why sbould we think that if Mr. Peres and the gove~
now constituted accepts a certain way it's going to last for more than a few months'
Min,WEIZMAN:Well, that's definitely a good point. Mr. Shamir is in the govemmen:nno~
and voicmg his opimons sometimes agreeing with Mr Peres sometImes dlsa~ "g
su th hen i ' .'. hi piruoreppose at w n It happens Mr. Peres will be a member of a cabinet and VOIce so'
sometimes agreeing to Mr. Shamir and sometimes not agreeing.

Mr. DONALDSON: Yes, but Sbamir will be the prime minister. He'll bave the whip band.

Min. WEIZMAN: Yes, but Mr. Peres will be the foreign minister, so-
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Weizman-
Min. WEllMAN: Just a minute, if I may. I do not think that neither President Mubarak nor
King Hussein have taken this initiative just for public relations. I think-
Mr. DONALDSON: I'm sony. Didn't mean to interrupt you. Go abead.
Min. WElZMAN: I think that, knowing President Mubarak personally, I think that his
initiative is far more fundamental [than] some people would like to show. Ithink that he is--
he sticks to the Camp David papers. And Ido believe that what bas happened in the last week
or two is a good beginning.
Mr. DONALDSON: Let me go back to the subject of the Soviets. As you know, Assistant
Secretary of State Murphy met with the Soviet officials in Vienna recently to talk about the
Mideast, simply talk about the common problem. Do you oppose that kind of meeting?
Min. WEIZMAN: I do not think that presently the Soviets can improve the situation bere. If I
may advise to ourselves, to our neighbors and to the United States, let's carry on what we
started in '77, '78 and '79. For anyone wbo has lived in the Middle East and fougbt all the
battles, like most of my generation and generations after us, people sometimes minimize the
greatness of what was achieved in 1978 and in the signature in 1979 in bringing to peace
between Egypt and Israel, the two belligerent countries for 30 years.
Mr. DONALDSON: Iunderstand that, but I'm asking you whether you think it was advised
for the United States to meet with the Soviet Union, to even discuss the problem of the
Middle East, as we did about two weeks ago.
Min. WEIZMAN: Well, Idon't think there's any bann in discussing. I only bope that out of
this discussing no harm will be done.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Weizman, why- to put this in some sort of perspective, why, in your
judgment, did President Mubarak make this move now? Is it because he thinks the present
government would be more amenable than the government that comes in the future?
Min. WEIZMAN: Yes. Yes, it's as simple as you've said. I think so. And I think that
because he believes in the process and is- he wants [0 improve it" And he thinks that he has
got the few more people he can talk to in difference to what was in the last three, four years.
Mr. WILL: Well, is he right, and what does amenable consist of? Are you saying that the
Peres government is ready to swap territory for peace and if so- sorry, go ahead"
Min. WEIZMAN: Nobody said the Peres government is ready to swap land. Peres govern-
ment said that it is accepting the offer of President Mubarak, if the offer still stands, that a
delegation of Egypt, Jordan, Palestinians and Israel will meet and discuss the future. There
are various solutions.- there is one solution as a beginning of a final status of the western
bank. and Gaza is their autonomy. I do suggest, as I have suggested before, that we all go
back and tty and change certain things in the life of the Western Bank and Gaza by deciding
on an autonomy for these areas.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Mr. Weizman, again, thank you very much for coming in. It's been a
pleasure to have you with us today. We'll be back with more in a moment.

[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. EI Baz in Cairo, first let me say that we're still having problems with
the satellite to Cairo. We can hear you and we see a still picture of you but otherwise the
satellite is not working properly. In any case, we're happy to have you with us. Thanks for
coming.
OSAMA EL BAZ, Egyptian Foreign Affairs Advisor: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: And I'd like to ask you first, what is the reaction in other Arab countries to
President Mubarak's initiative?
Mr. EL BAl: Well, expectedly the moderate Arabs look upon the initiative with favor. They
believe that this is a way to achieve a breakthrough that would enable us to put the peace
process back on motion. The others see it differently. The rejectionists and ~ttuctionists are
opposed to it because they do not want the process to move on track agam.
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Mr. WILL: Mr. EI Baz, what puzzles a number of Americans are two questions. One is,
what is the role of the PLO io all this, aod second, has the PLO changed at all? And I guess
the way to come at this is to say, has anything changed in the light of the Rabat agreement of
1974? Is the PLO still the central representative of the Palestinian people in any talks that
may proceed involving the Palestinian issue?
Mr. EL BAZ: Yes, Mr. Will. One has to concede that the PLO has to playa role simply
because no other Palestinian organization is claiming to represent the Palestinians. And since
we need the cooperation of the Palestinians, it follows that the PLO must have a role,
especially when the PLO expresses its willingness to work for peace, to accept the premise of
co-existence between Israel and the Palestinians together with the other Arabs. And it is very
clear from the agreement that was reached a few weeks ago between King Hussein and Yasir
Arafat that the PLO has unequivocally chosen the road to peace. They had two options. They
were always talking about struggling through various means, through all available ways and
me~ an~ so. on, but this time they made a decision, and it is a fair one, to try the peace
optIon. Give It a chance. And this is the important thing. And that's why we're saying that
this agreement offers a golden opportunity which we should seize upon and we should act
upon Without delay.

Mr. WILL: But at no point, sir, has the PLO said that they accept Resolution 242.
Mr. E~SAl: .They did this implicitly by accepting U.N. Resolutions including Security
Council resolutions because among Security Council resolutions, 242 is the most prorrunent
and most important one.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. EI Baz-
Mr. EL BAZ: Of course- yes, Sam"
Mr.. DONALDSON: Excuse me. I wanted to ask you before our time expires, wh~n
President MUb.arakcomes to Washington in about 10 days to see President Reagan, what Will
he ask the Uruted States government to do which we are not now doing?
Mr~ EL BAl: First of all, we are very satisfied with the fact that the U.S. is getting more
active. beca~ it would be a mistake to say that with the experience- with their sad
experience In Lebanon you should not get involved in another experience. that you'd '?e
gettrng y~ur fingers burned, because the situations are not analogous. and the situation m
Lebanon ISnot comparable to what is being the case and the West Bank and Gaza.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. is there anything President Muharak wants President Reagan to
do that he's not now doing?
Mr. EL BAZ: Yes.
Mr. DONALDSON: What?

Mr. ~L. BAZ: Yes. We would like the U.S. to invite a delegation of Jordanians and
PalestIman~ to talk to them. to talk to them, to explore with them, to talk to them about the
agreemen~ Itself, Whether it's meant acceptance of Resolution 242, whether the Palestinians
woul~. ultimately be willing to accept, to recognize Israel has the right to exist and what
condltI?ns -,We should explore with the Jordanians and the Palestinians the principles th~~are
embo(hed In the agreement - how far they would be willing to go, what are the condItIons
- to set: whether there IS.room for accommodation and mutual compromise betw~en the
Arab pohcy and the Israelis, And the U.S. should do the same thing with the Israelis and I
think I~ISessential for the U. S. to play the role of of the honest broker and the full partner, as
they did ~Ith us. Because we were unable to reach agreement with Israel had it not been for
the Amencans, and there is no reason why the Americans should not continue to play the
same role.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Me. Baz, thank you. Thank you very much.
Mr. EL BAZ: Thank you.

~~. BR,INKLEY: Y'e enjoyed hearing from you. I'm sorry the satellite isn't working right,
that. s the way It goes. And now we're going to talk to Harold Saunders, who form~rly

~~ ~Sl~tant secretm:Yof state here in Washington for Near Eastern and South Asian affalls.
nelS now a reSident fellow at the American Enterprise [nstitute. Mr. Saunders, thank

you very much for coming in today. We're glad to have you with us.
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HAROLD SAUNDERS, Fonner Assistant Secretary 01 State: Good moming,
gentlemen.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now, you have heard all of this aod you have been a Middle Eastern
specialist for quite some time. What do you make of it?
Mr. SAUNDERS: There is a moment of opportunity in the present situation, and there ~
new elements in the situation. They're very important elements. Nobody would ever give
you very high odds for the success of any initiative in the Middle East. The issue for.the
United States now, however, is whether we want to push. whether we want to engage.m a
policy of sustained involvement, whether we want to sit back and use the excuse that things
are not perfect to leave ourselves uninvolved.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Saunders, Mr. EI Baz insists that the nuances and the implications ~
nothing explicit, but the nuances and implications - of what occurred ~tween Arafat and
Hussein indicates a fundamental change on the part of the PLO. Yet rhetonc be~ore ~d after
the meeting between Arafat and Hussein has been the same o~d stuff about hbefll!lng the
territory from the river to the sea and all the rest. Can you tell us If you share ~ and, If so. on
the basis of what evidence - the belief that the PLO has changed?
Mr. SAUNDERS: I think we have to recognize that the present situation is a situat.io~ of
political maneuvering. Leaders on all sides are building thei: ~litica1. J;tasefor neg?lIaU~n.
They are not yet constructing negotiating documents or negonatmg posrnons for deahn.g With
the other side in a cross-the-table session. If one takes the fundamental fact that there ISnow
an Arafat-Hussein agreement, that is a political fact whic.h we hav~ not faced before ..Xes,
Arafat is still working with his own colleagues to try to bnng them Into a coherent posmon.

Mr. WILL: But what-
Mr. SAUNDERS: So, I might say, is the prime minister of Israel trying to build-a jX)li~c~I'
base for noegotiations on his side. As my friend Ezer Weizman.said a f~wmom~nlS ago, It IS
not clear exactly from what position the government of ls~1 will negotlat~. Let s tolera~e~
fact that everybody is engaged in politics, not constructrng the formulations of negonatmg
documents as yet.
Mr. WILL: But given the fact that no one seems to compromise in any way the decision taken
at Rabat I I years ago, what exactly have Hussein and ~at. a~d to other than a way to
get Israel and the United States dealing with the PLO by indirection?
Mr. SAUNDERS: At Camp David we all agreed that there should be. a delegation in
negotiations, a Jordanian delegation which could include Palestinians. Minister Weizman
said that a few moments ago.
Mr. WILL: Sir, but are you saying that Arafat, in effect, abrogated or put in abeyance the
Rabat agreement? . .
Mr. SAUNDERS: I don't think he put in abeyance the Rabat agreement. What be's doing IS
talking about a practical way to implement it, and so were we at Camp David.
Mr. DONALDSON: Now, you just heard Mr. El Baz suggest that the United States sit down
with Jordanians and Palestinians and try to explore from them what their ~gouaung posl~on
will be. putting America right back into the role of honest broker and mediator. Do you think
that's a good idea?
Mr. SAUNDERS: Yes.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, the Reagan administration has already said puhlicly it won', do
that that in fact until the two sides, Israel and the Arabs, Sit down together for direct
negotiations it will not play that role. Why do you think it's ill-advised then to take that
position?
Mr. SAUNDERS: The United Sta.tes has a.choice. ~ l!nited State~ can sit back ~ ~I:
an excuse the fact that everything tn the Middle East tsn t perfectly m ord~r and n<;>tIn 0
itself. And there are strong arguments for putting some pressure on ~Ie m the Middle East
to get their negotiating positions in o~er. There's n~ng wrong With that. Ho~ever, when
the United States chooses to involve Itself, subtly, qUietly or ~penJy, more things happen,
more useful things happen, than when they do not. And that s what ~a EI B~i~~
saying. We could have sat back in 1974 and listened to the analysts say, Oh, the
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Easterns aren't ready to talk yet. We'll sit back and do nothing." And nothing would have
happened. As it was, we engaged ourselves actively through the Kissinger shuttles, later at
Camp David, and five Arab-Israeli agreements were signed through nur help in the 1970s,
helping the Middle Easterners to negotiate directly. Our involvement does not mean that
Middle Easterners won't do the work. Our involvement means that we can help them
overcome some obstacles once in awhile.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Mr. Saunders, thank you. Thanks very much for giving us your views
today.
Mr. SAUNDERS: Thank you very much.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next, our discussion here with all the inhibitions self-imposed, if
any, and joining us will be commentator Jody Powell. In a moment.

[commercial breakl
Mr, BRINKLEY: All right, if you are all ready to make the leap from war and peace down to
a routine, Iguess, aspect of American life, the Bureau of - what is it? - Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms, which is a part of the Treasury, is trying to make a rule forbidding celebrities
from doing advertisements for alcoholic beverages -. beer, whiskey, wine and so on. Mary
Lou Retton is endorsing Wheaties. Who has been endorsing alcohol anyway? Idon't know of
any.
Mr. WILL: Washed-Up athletes.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Washed-up athletes. All those guys you see in the beer commercials
during the football games?
Mr. WILL: That's tight.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Is this a proper thing for government to do?
Mr. WI~: Well, it's sort of the nanny spirit in government coming forth once again. The
proble~ IS they have a ni~e job ahead of them, David, defining who is and who is not a
celebnty. Andy Warhol said everyone in America would be famous for 15 minutes, but these
guys that are doing the beer ads were famous for 15 minutes a long time ago. If Marv
Throneberry, late of~ New York Mets, is a celebrity, that's an interesting definition. But
the question IS, what difference does it make? Do people go out and buy beer, more beer than
the~ otherwise would buy, which is the real issue, because they see Marv Throneberry
havmg fun m the woods with Ray Nitschke, another name from the mists of memory? Most
beer advertising i~brand competition. It's to get someone who was going to buy Miller to buy
Budweiser and vice-versa. It's not to make you thirsty. Americans are thirsty already.
Mr. POWELL: well. let me take an all-powerful federal government position here. We do
have In our Constitution the words "to promote the general welfare." I don't think-
Mr. BRINKLEY: That is in the preamble to the Constitution, which has no legal ground--
Mr. ~WELL: Has ~ legal standing but we certainly operate under that spirit at least. We
certainly ~ve dorx: things ~~t ~ constitutional that are certainly no more mnusive than thi~.
No doubt 1!1mr mind that It IS m ?UT general welfare to discourage the drinking of alcoholic
beverages In this country. There IS also very little doubt in my mind---
Mr. WILL: To discourage the drinking or encourage temperance?
Mr. POWELL: Well. put it as you will.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Are you a prohibitionist?
Mr. POWELL: No, I'm not a prohibitionist in spirit or in fact, as a matter of fact, but we've
~ a ton of- we've had a ton of publicity on this show and elsewhere about the horrible
pnce ~at we pay as a society because of the excessive and intemperant consumption of
alcoholic beverages, and we know that one of the places where we pay the highest price is
amongst roung people ..~re's no doubt in my mind that seeing public figures - we define
~ho pu~hc figure~ a:e In .libel law, for example; we should be able to do it here- giving the
tmpressron that this 15 the fun, great, wonderful thing to do does encourage young people to
consume.
Mr. DONALDSON: Let me see if I understand your position correctly. The sale of alcohol
IS legal. We want to keep It that way. People can go into bars, go into package stores, go mto

•

a cocktail lounge and consume it, take it home, put it in the refrigerator, give it to their kids if
they want. But if Geraldine Ferraro decides that instead of Pepsi she wants to endorse
Schlitz, then we've got to keep this terrible, terrible, oppressive way of trying to induce
people to drink Schlitz from airways.
Mr. POWELL: You attempt to place words in my mouth. I said I think it is perfectly
legitimate for the government. of this country to say-
Mr. DONALDSON: May I just place these words.-
Mr. BRINKLEY: He sounds like the press secretary of the White House.
Mr. POWELL: -that we want to discourage-
Mr, DONALDSON: Well, let me place these words.-
Mr. POWELL: Or a White House correspondent, attempting to put words in the spokes-
man's mouth.
Mr, DONALDSON: Congress shall make no law, the First Amendment. Let's talk about
freedom of speech. Don't you think that- you're a celebrity. At least I think you are.

Mr. POWELL: A puhlic figure, anyway.
Mr. DONALDSON: And don't you think you have the right to go forward to a street comer
or on the air and endorse anything you want to, and if anyone's foolish enough to buy it
because of that-
Mr. POWELL: I would have no problem with this government prohibiting me from appear-
ing to endorse the consumption of alcoholic beverages. .
Mr. BRINKLEY: Answer me this. No one wants children to drink alcohol. That's not the
question. I am not sure that they would do so because some broken-down baseball .player
urged them to anyway. The question is this. Isn't this a silly and unnecessary posmon for
government to take? Who asked them?
Mr. POWELL: I would yield you the point that it may not he the most important thing that
government needs to do in the next six weeks, but Ihave no problem with it-

Mr. BRINKLEY: It's typical of-
Mr. POWELL: -philosophically.
Mr. WILL: On the constitutional question, the court has spoken long ago and. often since,
saying that commercial advocacy has a different standing than other free expression under the
First Amendment -less constitutional protection. But there is at bottom here, and it goes to
theq~~onofwhetlrerornm-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, wait, you're passing over an important point. The point is that
commercial advertising is required to be truthful.
Mr. WILL: That's true.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Political advertising is not.
Mr. WILL: And in fact it's discouraged, as far as I can tell. But there's an empirical question
here, and we're confused in this country. We see something like 1,800-- the average
American is exposed to 1,800 commercial messages a day, and we don't understand what
they're doing. Most beer commercials are not trying to get you to spend your money on beer
rather than Buicks or beer rather than milk. They're simply trying to get you to buy-
someone who's already determined to drink beer to buy one b~ rather than another. Most
advertising is shifting money from one brand to another within a product ~up. And
therefore it's pretty difficult to demonstrate that these ads Increase the consumpnon of beer
rather than the consumption of Miller or- [crosstalk]
Mr. DONALDSON: These ads are not just directed at children, lather. These ads .are on
television, and under this rule, I suppose, it would be to prevent adults from being Impor-
tuned by a celebrity to shift, as you say, from one brand of beer to another.
Mr, BRINKLEY: One brand to another. Well, I want to ask you about something else. Mr.
Reagan, in his radio speech yesterday and at other times, h.as.said ~ w~mld like t~have the
Item veto. That is, the ability to veto one part of an appropnanons bill Without having to vet?
all of it. The Governors Conference has approved it- I think a lot of governors have this
power.
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Mr. WILL: Forty-three of them.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Is it 43?
Mr. WILL: Yeah.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. Mr. Reagan wants it. Does anyone think Congress is going to give it
to him? I don't. Jody?
Mr. POWELL: No, I don', think so, and it would be of marginal help at best if Congress
were to do so. The argument right now between the executive and the Congres~ i,snot over
the level of spending, which is what the line-item veto would presumably affect, u is over ~
mix of spending. We're talking $40- to $5O-billion reduction in deficit anyway. The question
is how much comes from domestic, how much comes from defense.
Mr. WILL: I think Congress may give it to him for two years on a trial basis. But when
Rooald Reagan had it in California he used it to reduce the California budget about 2%. I
think Governor Thompson of lllinois, another large state, reduces his budget about 3% With a
line-item veto. But state budgets are very unlike the federal budget because they don't have a
military to support and they don't have the enormous entitlement sttucture. Furthermore,
Jody, I have a feeling that the line-item veto might actually increase spending, because what
has happened is Congress will say, "We can put all the garbage in the budget and count on
him to knock it out. That new federal building in downtown Tulsa and the new darn outside
of town ... But then the President'll come along and say, "Give me more MXs and you can
have that silly federal building in downtown Tulsa." You'll get more MXs and you'll get
more federal buildings. So you rnight actually run up-
Mr, POWELL: It increases the power of the executive which may be used in a variety of
ways.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Come '0 be used for horse-trading.
Mr. WILL: That's right.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam?
Mr. DONALDSON: I don't think Congress will give it to him.
Mr, BRINKLEY: It means giving up some of the power. They're no' famous fordoing that,
are they? Well, one other thing. or another thing. Nicaragua. Mr. Shultz has had a meeting
with Daniel Ortega. I don't know what he calls himself; he runs the government, but he has
some funny title; I've forgotten. What is it?
Mr. DONALDSON: It's president.
Mr. POWELL: He's now president.

Mr. BRINKLEY: No, it is not. No, it's not that. It's chief people's advocate or some~ng,
Anyway, Shultz has been talking wioh him. Does anyone see anything coming out of It?
Mr. DONALDSON: Nope.
Mr. POWELL: No.

Mr. DONALDSON: This government's policy I think is pretty clear, as enunciated by the
President at his press conference a week ago Thursday: we want to remove the Sandinista.
Marxist-Leninist government from Nicaragua unless they cry uncle and do all of the things
which we say that they ought to do.
Mr. WIU: This government's rhetoric is clear. Its policy is opaque.
Mr. DONALDSON: I disagree, George. (think its policy is clear but it doesn't have the
means to achieve that policy.

Mr. WILL: It's got the United States Navy, for example. Now, if the-
M.r. DONALDSON: Yeah, but a lot of people would get upset if we went to war against
Nicaragua.

M.r.WILL:Well; we used, the United States Navy against Cuba in 1962 without going. to war
With.C;uba.. If Nicaragua IS as dangerous as the administration says it is _ and I think the
admirustratlO~ h~ made its case - then the administration looks silly. I think, saying only
that the question IS, should we aid the contras? Now, there are those who say it's too late to
blockade Nicaragua. 1bey've got everything they need. They're sinking beneath the weight

of Soviet arms already so there's no~ng much to bl,oc~de: ~urthennore, it's c,le~ we~~e
made the same mistake that we made tn the Cuban missile cnsrs. In the Cuban missile cnsrs
we said get the missiles out and Cuba said, "Fine, that means everything else can come ,in.
Everything not proscribed is permissable. " No~ you ,have Ortega sayin~, "We'~ not go~g
to take the MIGs, right now, at any rate, bur we re gomg to have ~verything else, . So we ve
licensed by making one thing impermissable, we seem to have hcensed everything else.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, (don't think we've licensed that at all. I think we still complain
about the arms buildup. If you're talking about Ortega's peace offensive in which he says he
won't accept any new systems from the Soviet bl?, - they c~ 't use any new syste~. I
agree with you, the administration's case is persuasive there. I think Ortega s peace offensive
is false on the face of it.
Mr. POWELL: George has a point that there is ambiguity in our policy. and it has to do
particularly with our relationship with the contras. You know, our Interest, our ~unty
interest in that part of the world can in fact be served and served well, I ~ou~d submit, .short
of the overthrow of that government. And we c~' with reg~ to fid~rng In the affairs of
other countries, with regard to basing for the Soviets and, obtain concessions and agreements
and so forth. The coruras, on the other hand, have no tnterest whatsoever except In over-
throwing that government I mean, if we are successful we will sooner ~r later come to ae
situation in which we will, in effect, trade our support for these people m return for some
concessions which meet our interests, but which do not meet theirs.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. let me bring up one other thing before the time runs out A man
named John Fedders was appointed to head the enforcement dlvls~on.Of,the Securities and
Exchange Commission. The job is to police and enforce the comnusnon s roles about ~all
Street and finance and corporate finance and. so on ~ S? on,. While he was a';"atllng
confirmation he was involved in a divorce tnal and his Wife said - and he admitted, I
believe - that he was a wife-beater. When this became public he withdre.w. Now, the~ w~
a good deal of publicity and a good deal of talk around town and some snickering, I think, 10
fact Is that a person's private business which shoul.d not have been-- should not have been
relevant in his fitness for this job? What do you think?
Mr. WILL: It's very difficult to draw the line here, David, in a way that doesn't lice~
voyeurism masquerading as journalism. But it also is the c~ .that the pert:onnance of pubhc
duties involves the exercise of authority and one's authority IS, compromised, can bl: com-
promised, by public knowledge, as a divorce proceeding makes It, of certain misbehavior. So
in a way you have to report it.
Mr. DONALDSON: I'll tell you this, David. The White House thought it was Fedder>'
private business because Mrs, Fedders' sister wrote the White House a letter a year ago and
told them that the man was beating the woman and Fred Fielding, the counsel, got hold of
that letter and sat on it for a year.
Mr. POWELL: I don't think there's any question about it at all. I don't .w~t people who beat
their wives serving in our government, and when people know abou~ It It ought to be made
public and they ought to be fired. This is not a gray area as far as I m concerned,
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, why didn't the White House move on it? For a year they had a
letter; they knew about it, they did nothing.
Mr. POWELL: They may feel that they have the right to feel differently than I do, but
there's no doubt about how I feel about it.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right, thank you very much. We'll be back with a few words abo~ ~
Democratic Party seeking advice from Lee Iacocca on how to tum around the party
turned around Chrysler. In a moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary t. Finally, this ~eekend most of the

f
:m~rats in '::, ~~~~

of Representatives are in the Greenbnar Hotel In the mountaInS 0 est IfgInla the .
group therapy on how to recover from their defeat last fall. Interestin~y, one of the I ra~
they invited to come down and offer counsel was Lee lacocca, chamnan o~ Chrys ~' he'd
Democrats' thinking was that if he could tum around the Chrysler Corporatl0':l ma~ Id
have some ideas on how to tum around the Democratic Pany. Well. ~hat he rrught ~e:d
them was that before he took over, Chrysler got into trouble because Its cars were too g
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too expensive to operate. So is the U.S. government. Iacocca trimmed them down, took out
the excessive weight, size, improved their efficiency so the customers got more miles per
dollar. The government might do the same. Chrysler had some big fat cars that looked like
painted bathtubs upside down with wheels on them. lacocca got rid of them. Washington has
a lot of agencies and programs just as fat, heavy. clumsy and obsolete. Do they need Iacocca
to tell them what should be done with them?

For all of us at ABC's This Week. until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABCNEWS TIllS WEEK WITH DAVIDBRINKLEY

March 10, 1985
~NCER: From ABC ews, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our
ashingtOtl headquarters, substituting for David Brinkley, here's Sam Donaldsoo.

SAM .DONALDsoN: Well, here we go again. The talks on reducing nuclear arms begin
:,new 10 Geneva on Tuesday. Once more the United Stares and the Soviet Union will search
or an agreement and, as usual, the two sides begin far apart. We'll talk about ouclear
weapons, President Reagan's so-called Star W"", rnissde defense plan and the prospectsof
~tting an agreement with today's guests: Ambassador Paul Nirze, special advisor to the

idenlon arms control; Senator Sam Nunn, Democrat of Georgia, member of the Anned
Services Comrruttee and an observer at the talks in Geneva; Dr. Richard Garwin, physicist
and consultant on defense policy who opposes weapons in space; Lieutenant General Daniel
Graham, retired, director of Project High Frontier, who wants a Star Wan; plan developed
and deployed. And some background on this complex operation from Jack Smith, and our
discussion bere with George Will, Pierre Salinger and Torn Wicker. All here on our Sunday
program.
First, a tittle news. Yesterday the U.S. delegation of negotiators arrived in Geneva and

today It was the RUSSIans' turn. The Soviet group, led by their chief negotiator Viktor
Kazpov, flew 10 from Moscow ready for the talks on arms reduction that begin on Tuesday.
Karpov ~d In an arrival statement that the Soviets are ready to proceed in a businesslikeand

. ==ve manner on the principle of equaliry, which he said precludes superiority by any

There are repo~ ?~another car-bombing in Lebanon this morning just north of the Israeli
border. An Israeli mdi"':'Y.source said that an israeli transport C3I1)'ingsoldiers into Lebanon
was hit by a SUICide rmssion. The blast killed nine Israeli soldiers and injured at least 17
orhers. It was on Friday rhat a car bomb in Beirut killed 75 to 90 people, and Muslims who
were '!" target of that bomb blamed Israel and the Uniled States.
We U be back WI~ ~ rest oftoday's program and overview of the new GenevaaJ1!ls talks

and how the MX missile and the President's Star Wars missile defense system fit In. In a
moment.
{commercial break{

Mr. DONALDSON: President Reagan has spent most of his years in public life warning
abou.t the dangers of ~ control agreements with the Soviet Union, yet here he IS now
sendmg. a new set of negotiators to Geneva with instructions to reach a new agreement. And
the Soviet leadership. which walked out on the old arms talks in 1983. vowing never to ~
as l~g as NATO continued to install new missiles in Europe. the Soviet leadershiP. IS
retumin~.to the table, even though the NATO missiles are still there. Despite past poslUMg
and posmons, both sides apparently see it to their advantage to try to work somethmg out
because, as Jack Smith reminds us, the alternative is unthinkable.

JACK SMITH [voice-over}; The United States today has about 10,000 nuclear warheads
am1ed at ~ Soviet Uruon. The Soviet Union has some 8.(0) targeted on the UOlled
States. Neither Side has. any illusions about what would happen if even one of ~m were
used. The images of Hiroshima and Nagasaki have haunted the world ever s~ 1.945.
AnTIs control has therefore become an important feature of the superpower relanonship. II
has produced the ABM, or anti-ballistic missile treaty, SALT I and SALT II. Even a
~Ide~t as skeptical about arms control as Ronald Reagan eventually engag~ the
Soviets In arms talks. The Russians walked oul in 1983, but now, aftera 15-mo~t:hhla~,
~ talks are scheduled to resume this week in Geneva, Switzerland. But they Will be qUite
different from any arms. talks ever held. There will actually be lhree separate sets of
neg<?batlons on three ennrely different issues.
. FlTSt. £NF or intennediate nuclear force talks to limit the medium-range missiles both
SideS are now deploying in Europe. When lNF broke down in 1983, both si~ were
deadlocked. No early breaklhrough is forecast here. Second, START, or strategtC anns
redUCtion talks, to hmit the long-range nuclear weapons and launchers on 00th Sl~.
;:""n START broke down in 1983, the U.S. had compromised but was still seeking
eeper cuts In Soviet land-based missiles than Moscow would accept. No early movement
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foreseen here, either. The third set of talks will take up for the first time ever space
weapons.

Pres, RONALD REAGAN {March, /983/: Let me share with you a vision of the
future which offers hope.

SMITH [voice-over]: Ever since the President introduced it two years ago, SDl. the
strategic defense initiative. or Star Wars plan, has been enormously controversial and
promises to be the most divisive issue at Geneva. It calls for the development of lasers and
panicle beam generators based in space to knock down Soviet missiles or their warheads
before they strike the U.S. Offensive nuclear missiles would thus become obsolete and
could be discarded. However, in the nuclear game one man's defense is another man's
danger. Soviet reaction was hostile because the President's plan in theory would protect
the U.S. from Soviet retaliation.

VLADtMIR POSNER, commentator, Radio Moscow {March /983{: And what
that means is an advantage for the United States.

SMITH [voice-over}: Even the President has conceded that for Star Wars to work - and
many people say it's anyhow technologically impossible - both sides would have to
reduce their offensive weapons or Star Wars could be highly destabilizing. But the Soviets
say they won't trade.

GEORGI ARBATOV, director, Institute for U.S.-eanadlan Studies: If you go
on with anti-ballistic missile defense you cannot have any agreements on nuclear
weapons.

SMITH [voice-over]: President Chemenko's health may be poor, but the Soviet position
is unlikely to change no matter who is in charge. As Moscow sees it, it is being asked to
sacrifice its edge in land-based missiles in exchange for the technological uncertainties of
building its own Star Wan; defense, where the U.S. is ahead. In what looked like a dress
rehearasal for Geneva, a Soviet delegation flew to Washington last week headed by
Politburo member Vladinnir SchertJitsky and told President Reagan if he went ahead with
Star W""" Moscow would increase its land-based missiles. If the U.S. wants Star Wan;
and a cut in offensive missiles, many U.S. experts think the talks are doomed.
JAMES SCHLESINGER, Ionner Secretary 01 Defense: Thinlly, those two pro-
positions are inherently inconsistent because the natural response of the Soviet Union to
any deployment by the United States of strategic defense will be to expand their offensive
forces. We provide an incentive for large throw-weight missiles, and which is exactly
what we are asking them to give up.
SMITH [voice-over]; Administration supporters disagree and say the strategic defense
initiative is nor a liability but an asset.
EDWARD LunwAK, Geofgetown Institute 01 Strategic Studies: The reason
why the Soviets are willing to negotiate is because of 501. That's the great incentive for
them. That's what brought them back to the negotiating table after they left and slarrnned
the door.
SMITH [voice-over]; But even optimists concede the talks could fail, and if they did?
WlLUAM HYLAND, Editor, Foreign Allairs: Oh. if the talks totally fail there could
be a massive arms race.
SMITH [voice-over}: If there were, the Soviets do have more new we3p.)m on line-
four new ICBMs. for instance, to the U.S. 's one, but then the U.S. does seem to have the
technological edge. Here again there is disagreement.
Sec. SCHLESINGER: If I survey the condition of !he U.S. budget and what has
actually happened in strategic forces in the last four years, I would not be unduly alarmed
if I were the Russians. On balance I think. the Russiam are in better shape for such a race
than we are .
Mr. HYLAND: The United States can probably sustain a nniliouy buildup much bener
than the Soviet Union, because our technology in the fields that count is way ahead, and
thaI I think is one reason why the Soviet Union wiU not allow matters to come to that
point.

"
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SMITH: Whether Geneva really does produce a compromise or. as some predict. a
deadlock. the in~lusion by the White House this time of its Star Wars plan promises to
make the upcoming talks the longest and the most arduous that the United States has ever
attempted. Sam?

Mr. DONALDSON: Jack. thank you. Corning nex t, Senator Sam Nunn, Democrat of
Georgia, of the Senate Armed Services Committee and now in Geneva as an observer to the
talks. And shortly, a physicist consultant [0 the Defense Department who opposes weapons in
space, and a gen~raI who says despite all the argument to the contrary, the so-called Star
Wars program will work, and Ambassador Paul Nitze. special advisor to the President on
arms control. In a moment.
{commercial break/
Mr. DONALDSON: Senator Nunn, thanks for joining us this morning.
Sen. SAM NUNN, (D) Georgia: Glad to be with you.
~r. DONAlDSON: Good to have you. Here with us are George Will of ABC News and
saerre ~ahnger, ABC News. Pan~ bureau chief. Senator Nunn, as you know, the President
ysbe s gC?1 to have a contm~on of the MX. missile program from Congress. with votesu~gup In about 10 ~ys. In order I? make a credible demonstration at Geneva that the

thrnMXStates means business. We lake It that you're now going to vote for a continuation of
e . You buy that argument?

Sen ..NUNN: Well, I think the President has exaggerated the argumenl. I think there are
other Items that are more Important in Geneva than the MX but I do plan at the present time~=to let the money from '85 which has been fenced g~ ahead for the 21 missiles -.I will

ng a very close look.at the '86 request, and that will be almost simultaneously WIth the
vote on the Senate floor, because we'll be marking up the '86 bill at about the same time.
~~~ALDSON: Well, is your support _ and, I take it the support of los Aspin in the
f bl ~omg to be ,enou,gh to put this over? Are you predicting now that the vote Willbe
avora e lor the connnuanon of the 21 . 'I ?
Sen

rrussues;
, NUNN' I do " h . .t th gh. n ave any predictions, I would say that the factor working in favor of the

Ge e, ou ,on, the President's behalf is the fact that we are starting the talks here in
the:' And I think that atmosphere creates a favorable environment for the President. On
tentativ rlhand, ~u~get squeeze, in particular the $18-billion cut that has now been at least
will com y .man y the Budget Committee, that works against the MX. I believe that
fencing fu;:o,K~~y more and more, though, as we debate the 1986 request rather than the 21

~;~~~ WILL: Senator, there's a move afoot, and I believe your name has been asso-
I rt, ~o condition support for the full MX program or the next stage of the MX

~:f~o~n eVlden~e of good fai~ in the. negotiations by the United States. what are the
seem futile g~ faith, and does ,this not grve the Soviet Union, by making the negouanons

, e erage over a major Amencan deployment?~J:eU~N: ,?,eIl, George, first, those weren't my words and those aren't my vie~~. I
my vote ~n : ~ article bu~ they we~ attributed to an unnamed source. I do not condition
control. But I d • on thar, I II be looking at other items. Certainly I'll be looking a' arms
the substance 07~~know what the ~lrustration's position is. I'U be looking much mo~ to
good f 'th So th arms contro,l posrnon we table than I will to a subjective judgment like

at. ose really aren t my views.
Mr. WILL: Senator sin •. .this point th t I ' ce we ve IIIessence ruled out any compromise 0" strategic defense at
offense d~aI ~~aves to, Geneva only ,the possibility, as I understand it, of an offense-for-
they'd be asked I yo~ give us the outI~nes?f that, since they have these heavy missiles and
deployment that ga er, to reduce their existing missiles in exchange for perhaps, a smaller
Soviet Union ean we n?w plan of, say, the new B-1 bomber. But there:s no record of the

ver cunmg back . . th . alsystem in deployment. on an eXlstmg system to stop us from putting a hyjX> eUC

Sen. NUNN: I happen to bel' G' . . .these talks that the h leve, eorge. the Soviets are going to have to do some things ,n
convince us they' y ave 7~er do.ne before, I think that they are going to have to, first of all.

re comp ymg With the existing treaties or they're going to have to correct

any violations of those existing treaties. Second, they're going to have to be willing to cut
back very significantly on their large, heavy missiles, the SS-18s and SS-I9s. Third, they're
going to have to recognize that you cannot really subject research, as opposed to development
and testing, to an arms control agreement, because it can't be verified. And Iwould say,
lastly, that they're going to have to understand that we already know they're doing compre-
hensive research in strategic defense, and for them to pretend that only the United States is
moving in this direction I think is somewhat of an absurdity. So they're going to have to have
a different posture than they had before. If they do all of those things, and if they significantly
reduce the first-strike threat against the United States, then we're going to have some tough
decisions ahead of us also.
Mr. WILL: In the criterion you've just listed, you suggested they have [0 stop violating in
order to make progress. Does that mean that progress is conditioned on them dismantling the
phased-array radar in central Asia?
Sen. NUNN: I'd rather not be that specific about it. That's certainly one of our concerns, I
think they first have to explain it. We've heard no satisfactory explanation, If they cannot
explain it, it seems to me before we consider pledging to support the ABM treaty as we now
have subscribed to it in even an interim period as described by Ambassador Nitze, I think we
have to make sure they are already complying with it. It doesn't make much sense for all of
us to promise again we're going to do something in the future that we're already violating.
PIERRE SAUNGER, Chief Foreign Correspondent, ABC News: Senator, when you
say the Soviet Union is going to have to do things that they've never done before, do you also
believe the United States is going to have to do things that they haven't done before? And,
second, you said in response to the first question that you thought the MX was not the most
important issue, What are the more important issues than the MX?
Sen. NUNN: Well, obviously I think the strategic defense initiative is more on the minds of
the Soviets and on our minds than the MX. I think the President is using the talks to, as
understandably he would, to try to generate support for the MX, But in my view there are
other strategic programs that are more important than the MX, and one of the things I'll be
looking at on the '86 request is whether the budget squeeze may very well mean we're
funding MX and at the same time squeezing more important programs like, perhaps, Trident
II, the Trident II missile, like perhaps the advanced technical bomber, or Stealth bomber,like
perhaps the advance cruise missile. Now, those are all higher priorities for me, and if it gets
down to a matter of choice, I would much prefer to substantially cut back on the number of
MXs being deployed, particularly as long as the administration has no survivable basing
mode. I think that's the key to it, and I've said all along that I will not vote for 100 MXs
absent a survivable basing mode. which they don't seem serious about.
Mr. SAUNGER: And what about the American negotiating position?
Sen. NUNN: Well, I think the Soviets are going to have to demonstrate their sincerity up
fmnt and we're going to have to make some hard choices at a stage after they have made a
few hard choices, One of the hard choices we'll have to make, of course, is what we're
willing to trade for their heavy missiles. I think we'll have to consider our own what we call
counterforce programs that are now underway, including but not limiting to the MX. We'll
have to consider some type of trade involving American cruise missiles and perhaps bombers
in exchange for those heavy missiles. And we'll have to consider whether we are willing to
enter into some type agreement reasserting our belief in the ABM treaty, and that involves. of
course, the strategic defense. And of course that has a near-term impact and it has a
long-term impact. So those are the issues we're going to have to come to grips with.
Mr. DONALDSON: Senator Nunn, why do you think the administration encouraged
members of Congress to go over there as observers? Is it because they want your expertise or
they just want to bring you on board as the negotiations continue?
sen. NUNN: Well, I would hope both. I would hope both. We've bad three arms control
treaties over the last decade and a half signed by three different presidents, two Republicans,
one Democrat; none of them have been ratified by the United States Senate. So I think history
itself demonsttates there has to be a much bener understanding, coordination and cooperation
between the Senate and between the administration. Now. I think. the House has to be
informed also,
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Mr. DONALDSON: Are the negotiating teams outclassed? And I mean by that the Soviets
have the negotiators from the last set of talks there who are the principal ones. and we have a
new team, in effect.

Sen. NUNN: Well, we've got very capable people. I have great faith in our negotiators. We
have. Pa~l Nitze back in Washington; he's one of our most experienced people. And, in
conslden~g the whole team, I think we're in pretty good shape. I think your point is well
taken. Historically the Soviets have more corporate memory, so to speak:, at the negotiating
table than we do. but we have some very experienced people who are now on the scene.
Mr. DONALDSON: Senator Nunn, thank you for being with us this morning from Geneva.
A pleasure to hear your views.
Sen. NUNN: Thank you.

Mr.. DONALDSON: Coming next, Dr. Richard Garwin and retired Lieutenant General
f?an!el Graham ~n Star Wan; and, shortly. Ambassador Paul Nitze. the Reagan administra-
non s semor advisor on arms control.
(commercial break]
Mr. DONALDSON: Dr. Garwin, General Graham. thank you for joining us today.
Lt, Gen, DANIEL GRAHAM, Director, Project High Frontier: Good to be here
Mr. DONAL,DSON: Well, as we know, the SDI or the Star Wars program is at the center of
the President s new strategy and It s something he says he will not give up in the terms of Its
research?at Geneva. And yet the old question recurs: wiJl it work? Why do we think it's going
to work. General Graham, you're for it

Ll Gen. GRAHAM: Well, it depends upon what you mean by "work." You know, if you
stan out. as Its cnucs do and you claim that the President said _ which he didn't - is that
you W3J!l 100% effecti~e defense, some kind of an Astrodome. why then, in my view, Y?U
::ver ~illget o~~. But If y.ou want one to do what it should do. that is, to present any Soviet
. ade: m any cnsrs tune With the proposition that if he wants to attack the United States and
~tsibsolu do they re~y want to contemplate a 5% or 10% effective attack, the answer to that
"fad lutely ~ot ..So If you're looking at it from that point of view, then you can get that kind
o efense with literally off-the-shelf-

Mr. DONALDSON: You mean you drink you can perfect a 90% effectiveness?
Ll Gen, GRAHAM: Ninety-five percent. yes.

Mr. DONALDSON: All right. Dr. Garwin, I think you disagree with that.er. RICH~RD GARWIN, physicist: Well, the vision of a defense that can nullify nuclear=~'d at cannot be achieved, and it can't be achieved because the defense can be
a I . ' estroyed, overwhelmed or bypassed The defenses that do less than that instead of
thre

pacmg deterrence by defense, which Was th~ President's goal but strengthen deterrence,
ose are not needed d th '. .syste f an . ere are better ways to achieve their goals - modified basmg

initi ~ ?rtha°urICBMs, different ways of behavior. The problem with the strategic defense
I lauve IS t even be' . .. . . . the

Soviet Union' g.mrun~ I! IS g0n:tg to Impair our security, because of the acuo~.
Will take In building their offensive and defensive forces and the politicalconsequences.

Mr. WILL' Mr G' . . .manned bo be arwin, why IS It ~rfectly satisfactory _ we both do it _ to defend agaInst

D m rs and utterly unsatisfactory to defend against missiles?
r. GARWIN' Mr W'II .up in the l~ . I, we.do?'t haveany defense against manned bombe~. We .gave It

an extensive d because ~e didn t have any defense against missiles. The Soviet Union has
that with Sfense agamst manned bombers, and we are confident that we can overcome
waste Iou~%o -52s. We say, "Go ahead, Soviet Union, defend against manned bomtx:rs,
on its ~ . .ney, we can overcome it at lesser cost. " Defense can be overcome dependmg
overco:~on, a de~ense that has to save all of the cities and all of the people, that's easy to
our mi '1' agree With General Graham that we could defend our missiles We could defend
That w:~t;:~~ttomorrow but the next year, with local defenses in the Minuteman fields.
have to reopen t~V~~~ consequenc~~ strategically, but it would have, because we would

M SAU
treaty, and It s unnecessary to defend the Minutemen.

r. NGER' Ge raI . . . . II w, ne , you S3..ldIf they attacked the United States or ItS allies. We . no

the European perception is that if we're successful, even at 90,95 percent, what we are doing
effectively is decoupling American defense from that of Western Europe.
Lt.Gen. GRAHAM: Well, I think they're rethinking that, Pierre. I think the- most of them
realize that when they began to worry in Europe about decoupling was the day the United
States began to become vulnerable to Soviet long-range ballistic missiles. And the day that
the major part of the alliance; which is the United States, becomes less vulnerable, then you
arrest the decoupling process and the American strategic power becomes more credible and
more reliable than if we let ourselves continue to be nuclear nudists and totally vulnerable to
attack.
Mr. SAUNGER: WeU, as you know, one of the principal concerns in Europe over the last
four years has been the possibility of a nuclear war which would be fought solely on
European territory. SDI seerns to be fueling that with some observers in Europe.
Ll Gen. GRAHAM: Well, with some, yes. But Inotice that Mr. Kaltetleiterofthe Konrad
Adenauer Stiftung, he wrote a marvelous defense of the strategic defense initiative for
European consumption, and I think it took a while for them to catch on, just as it took awhile
for the American public to catch on as to just what the President was talking about, and he
was not, as Dr. Garwin suggests, talking about a bubble over the United States or a perfect
defense. He never said anything of the sort.
Mr. WILL: Well, what does Max Karnpelman mean when he gets off the plane in Geneva
and stands on the tarmac and says, "We're here for the first step of a program to make
nuclear weapons obsolete." Isn't that what you're saying or not saying?
Ll Gen. GRAHAM: Well, that may be a little bit of a high-blown rhetoric, but the fact i..-
Mr. WILL: But they do it all the time.
Lt Gen. GRAHAM: Well, we haven't even made crossbows obsolete in terms of being able
to kill somebody, but what you can do is make large forces of first-strike weapons like
long-range ballistic missiles obsolete in terms that they cannot be used for a first strike .
Mr, DONALDSON: Now,let me just pick upon that point with Dr. Garwin. What is wrong
with anempting to see whether we can pull back from the MAD theory, mutual assured
destruction, in which we simply build and modernize offensive weapons out to some point
where they then become so much of a threat in their own selves that we can't control them?
Dr. GARWIN: Now, deterrence doesn't need continued modernization and expansion of the
offensive force. That's optional. That's keeping up with the Joness. That's hype. But defense
is a real problem if it causes an offense-defense race in return. And Paul Nitze has warned us
against that, Ken Adelman, in an article this morning, warns us against that. If defense would
reduce the risk of war, I would be all in favor of it. But we live in a kind of fragile glass house
of deterrence, and people who live in glass houses shouldn't throw stones, but they shouldn't
even find out better ways to throw stones.
Mr, DONALDSON: Well, maybe we don) keep up with the Joness but what about keeping
up with the Soviets? Why shouldn't we modernize if they perfect weapons which are more
accurate, which have a greater ability to perfonn a first strike against which we cannot
effectively combat?
Dr. GARWIN: Well, as President Eisenhower said, we should have what we need, not what
they have. What we need is the ability to destroy the Soviet Union after they do everything
they can to us. And that will deter that strike. That's what the President said in his Star Wars
speech two years ago. That's the essence of deterrence. It doesn't require nuclear superiority.
It doesn't require nuclear equality. Equality. in fact, can be the most destabilizing, insecure
posture known. And Karnpelman, aetualJy it was Lehrman, says, "You know, we could
have 100 missiles on each side, each with 10 warheads perfectly accurate, and if they are
reliable and strike at one another, 10% of the force will destroy the entire force on the other
side." We don't have that. We don't have equality, thank goodness. We have most of our
missiles at sea, most of our warheads at sea. 'The Soviets have this problem. TIley have their
warheads on their land-based missiles.
Mr. WILL: For the last 30 years or so the human race has been in this peculiar position. We
have two superpowers, their strategy based on weapons that have never been fired in anger
- haven't a clue whether they'll work. Now, you're talking about 95% success. Suppose the
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general is wrong. Suppose it's 10% success. But who knows? Isn't deterrence a matter df
multiplying uncertainties, and isn't the advantage of SDI not that we know that General
Graham's right, that it'll knock down 95%, but we haven't a clue what it'll do. Isn't that
sufficient?
Dr. GARWIN: No, deterrence is not just uncertainty. Deterrence is the likelihood that one
will be destroyed if one takes an action. So one is better off not acting. And if there is
uncertainty of a response, that inhibits deterrence, it doesn't help. It's a lot easier to check the
offensive weapons. Offensive weapons in wartime are going to work just like offensive
weapons in peacetime once they are launched. And so you practice and practice getting them
off the ground.
Ll Gen. GRAHAM: [ have to totally disagree with that, Dick. The uocertainty in the minds
of the attacker is the essence of deterrence. That's precisely what deterrence is. Our problem
today IS that deterrence weakens as offensive weapons get so good that- and so aCCW'3te that
somebody might think he could knock out the other fellow in a deliberate strike or we could
get one started because some of those weapons started coming, we didn't know why they
were fired. That's our real problem. And the defenses put the uncertainty back into the
dete.rrence game. Now, deterrence is the name of the game. It's what the President was
talking about when he went to SOl and Star wars. He never said, "Let's get rid of deterrence
and Just defend." Deterrence is, in essence, uncertainty in the minds of the attacker, so
you're dead right. That's what we need, and that's what you get out of SOL
Mr. SAUNGER: Mr. Garwin, if [ could ask you this. [ mean, one of the points the Soviets
made at Geneva in January, when there was the Shultz-Gromyko meeting, was that what the
world needs ~ ~t SO~ but ~utua1 vulnerability. And that's the only way that we're going to
have a ncgonanon which will result in a real decline in nuclear weapons. Do you accept ihat
view?

Dr. GARWIN: As a matter of fact, yes. I would rather the Soviets were vulnerable to U.S.
weapons and the U.S. not VUlnerable to Soviet weapons. That doesn't seem to be practical.
But we ~o have. the submarine-based weapons, no matter how accurate the Soviet missiles.
Those will survive; our deterrent is alive and well.
Mr. DONALDSON: Dr. Garwin, General Gotham. thank you very much for being with us
today. Conung next, Ambassador Paul Nitze, in just a moment.
[commercial break/
Mr. DONALDSON: Amhassador Nitze, thanks for coming in today.
PAUL NITZE, arms control advisor: It's good to be with you today, Sam.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, it's good to seeyou. As you know, the President has instructed
our negouators not to bargam away SOl, the Star Wars program, which is now tn the
:search ~a. He's Pf?mised that ifit ever gets to the point where we can deploy it, he'll ~

the Russians about It. But the Soviets have said there will be no agreement on anything if
we maintain that position on SOl. How is this going to be resolved?
~b. NrlZE: Th~ Soviets agree with us that it is impossible by treaty to limit research. That
~sno~a matter of dispute between the Russians and ourselves. What they would like us .to doh' Without agreement on research, to just abandon this research program. They would like to
~ what they ha~e now, which is a ~~ilateral ~efense. They've got a defense and we don't.

they would like to see that condition contmue. But that is--------
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. then [clearly don't understand what they've been saying if they
agree With us that there can be no limit on research. I have looked at their statements whichipear to. say that as long as we continue a research program, these talks which begin on
uesday In Geneva Will go nowhere.

Amb NITZE' 111 . . .bl • ey are trytng to cause us to abandon a research program which IS com-
para e to a research program that they have had for many years.
Mr. DONAlDSON: So you think they're bluffing?
tn~b. NITZE: N?, they're not bluffing. They're very expert in the field of propaganda. This
unilat~~· They re perfectly clear about what they would like. They would like ~ to
The we y abandon a research program similar to the one that they have been conducting-

y re the first ones to go into panicle beam research. They were the first ones to go 1010
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high-powered lasers. They'd like to have a monopoly in that field, and why not? If I were
they, if I were [advising] the Central Committee Iwould also say it would be much better for
us to have a monopoly.
Mr. DONALDSON: Let me just press you again. [didn't mean that they were hluffing from
the standpoint of what they would like to achieve, but if push comes to shove and we won't
give it up, do you think at some point they will then bargain seriously on offensive weapons
and come to some agreement?
Amb. NITZE: That certainly is our hope and it is certainly not impossible. They've often
taken positions which have been adamant. When they walked out of the lNF and the START
talks, they said they would never come back as long as we maintained our deployments of
Pershing lIs and ground-launched cruise missiles in Europe, Now, they said that forcibly,
and at the time I think. they meant it. But, 10 and behold, here they are back again. Now,
granted, they insisted that these be new negotiations, that they not be just a continuation of
the old negotiations. But we were prepared to come back to new negotiations even though
they weren 'Ijust continuation of the old. So Iwould take with a grain of salt these threats that
the Soviets make, which are for a very direct purpose. You can see what they're for. They're
for maintaining for themselves a unilateral capability, and Idon't see any reason why we
shouldn't understand what their techniques and tactics are. It doesn't mean that they won't
come to a sensible position, that they've got to be- they themselves have got to come to a
realization that it would be better for them to come to a sensible agreement with the West.
Mr. DONALDSON: George?
Mr. SAUNGER: Mr. Nitze, you know, after the 1979double-track decision of NATO, the
Soviets launched an enormous propaganda effort in Western Europe to try to split the alliance
on the deployment of cruise and Pershing missiles. Now, they failed on that. They apparently
are starting the same kind of a campaign now with our European allies on SDI. Do they have
a better chance to split the alliance on SOl than they did on the deployment of cruise and
Pershing missiles?
Amb. NITZE: Frankly, I think they have a less good chance of splining the alliance. but
they're certainly going to tty. You know, they're at it right now. After all, they have sent
high-level-c.
Mr. SAUNGER: Well, you have some countries in the alliance, for example France, which
was a strong supporter of the deployment of Pershing and cruise missiles, is very hesitant on
SOl.
Amb. NITZE: Yes. I ought to make one point clear, and that is we do lake seriously what I
have described as the three phases that are involved. The first phase for the next 10years and
perhaps indefinitely thereafter, in which we have to rely upon the threat of devastating
nuclear retaliation, that is the ultimate threat which has insured the peace and it's all we can
rely UJX>D for the indefinite future because we don't know how to do anything else. But then
we hope to talk to the Soviets about a transition phase, and the President has made it clear we
propose to discuss that right now. as to how it might be possible to introduce into the forces of
both sides improved defenses, whether they come from their SDI program or from OUTS. But
we propose to discuss that now, and if these high-quality defenses becomes possible, then we
propose to negotiate with them, so that they learn how this could be controlled to the
advantage of both sides. So with respect to SOl, one part of it is an impossibility, to negotiate
the cessation of research. Another part of it is now possible to discuss, and a third part of it,
deployment, is something to negotiate about when we better understand the systems that
might emerge from such technology.
Mr.WILL: One of the asymmetries that handicap democracies in anns control negotiations is
the expectations of a public in an open society such as ours insisting and putting political
pressure on the government to produce results - paper, agreements of some sort. Now, the
administration divides its time between saying we want to lower expectations and then
making statements, such as Mr. Kampelman made when he arrived in Geneva, that this is a
step toward abolishing. making obsolete, nuclear weapons. Doesn't that raise expectations? I
mean, there's no precedent in the history of the world for a technology once invented being
retired from the field of warfare.
Amb. NITZE: This third phase that the President bas talked about, the eventual elimination
of all nuclear weapons, this is a goal on which it isn't just the President's goal, it is a goal
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which has been stated clearly by the Soviets, was developed initially by Mr. Khrushchev in
1959. I was an adviser to the U.S. delegation when we were negotiating with the Soviet
delegation on that subject in '59 and '60. So this is a long-term goal set by the USSR-'-
Mr. WILL: But, Mr. Nitze-
Amb. NITZE: And in those days it was merely a propaganda goal, because nobody knew
how to get from here to there. Today, if SOl works, we think there is a way in which it can.
And this is not too early to begin to look at that question, but it's a long-term goal.
Mr. WILL: This administration has been eloquent in denouncing the violations of existing
arms control treaties by the Soviet Union. Furthermore, you and the President were opposed
to SALT II, which he described as fatally flawed. Yet is seems likely that when the Alaska
Trident submarine comes on-- goes to sea, perhaps within a year, perhaps this fall, the
United States will dismantle a perfectly good submarine, the Poseidon submarine, to stay
under the limits of a fatally flawed agreement Why are we doing this?
Amb. NITZE: One of the fatal flaws in SALT II was the fact that it expired on December 31,
J985, at a time when, up to that time, there was nothing that we could do which would be in
violation of SALT II. But similarly there was nothing the Soviets could do or intended to do
by December 31, 1985, which would be in violation of the treaty. It was a non-treaty. It
didn't really restrain anything. The trouble with those anns control deals was that they
appeared to really do something and didn't do it. You know, you see the extent to which
offensive systems have grown since SALT I and SALT II. We've never gotten a handle on
offensive systems.

Mr. WILL: But haven't we demonstrated to the Soviet Union, simply by going back to
Geneva, that there is no penalty for violations?
Amb. NITZE: Well, no, I don't think so because one of the things that we propose to take up
with the Soviets at Geneva is those violations. Some of them, you know, we're not certain
that they're violations. We would like to get an explanation from the Soviets as to. whether
they really are violations. We would welcome an explanation that we could behe~e that
they're not. But with some of them [ think it's perfectly clear that they are violations. I
negotiated the-. [ think I had as much to do with negotiating the ABM treaty as anybody
else. And I have no doubt about the fact thal that Kresnoyarsk radar is certainly a violation of
the treaty. You can't read it and understand the treaty and come to any other conclusion.
Mr. DONALDSON: When we table our positions in Geneva on medium-range weapons and
on the long-range weapons, are those positions going to resemble the ones we had there when
the talks were broken off in 1983, or do we have some new ideas?
Amb. NITZE: No, we've given a lot of thought between the termination, at the time when
the Soviets walked out of the INF and the START negotiation, certainly with respect to
START. We've got a whole panoply of new id~as ~hich we're prepared to explore with the
Soviets, provided they similarly have constructive Ideas.
Mr. DONALDSON: Can you tell us what some of them are?
Amb. NITZE: I prefer not to because we've got negotiators who ~ .going to negoti!ite: and
it would be a great mistake to reveal, you know, your fallback posltl?ns. And t!ta~rsn t the
way you negotiate seriously, w.e intend th~~ negotiations. to be senous n~gotiatIons, and
anybody who is a senous negotiator knows It ISwrong to give up your trading room before
the other fellow gives up his trading room. .
Mr. SAUNGER: I remember being in the basement of th~Into~st ~otel in Moscow ~n
early '74 and listening to Henry Kissinger, who said ~at If we didn t have a very soll~
a ment with the Soviet Union in 18 months .th~ geme would be ?ut of tJ:te .bottle and It
=d never come back in. Isn't it a fact the gerue ISout of the bortle In negotiations on arms
control now?
Amb NITZE: I don't believe so. I don't think it's out of the bottle. I think it can be brought
back, 'because unless it's brought back I think this will pre~nt e~e.n greater difficulties to the
Soviet Union than it presents to us. And if you look at their position and you l?Ok at ~I the
roblems that they face in the world, there are all kinds of reasons why, on senous dehbera~
~on, if it is clear that they can't continue to aspire to havi~~ a monopoly on defen~ ~ be
stronger counterforce capability, a stronger offense capability than we, that they aug t
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able to make it. If we can tell them, if we can show that we're determined that they're not
going to have that, then I think there is every reason in the world why they should come to the
conclusion, let's work out something sensible to relieve this anTIS race.
Mr. DONALDSON: Thank. you very much. I'm sorry, Pierre. We appreciate your coming
in this morning, Ambassador Nitze.
Amb, NITZE: Thank you very much, Sam.
Mr, DONALDSON: Coming next, our free-wheeling, a1most-anything-goes free-for-all,
and joining us for that will be Tom Wicker of The New York Times.
[commercial break/

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, we've been talking about the possibility of U.Si-Soviet coop-
eration in the field of reduction of nuclear weapons. Later on this spring, as you know, the
last time the U.S. and the Soviets really cooperated, World War U, there will be an event
marking that in Europe, V~E Day. President Reagan will be in Strasbourg, France. He'll be
delivering a speech to the European Parliament. The Russians won't be involved. And the
ceremony has sort of been caught up with the politics of modern-day Europe. Do you think
we're doing the right thing in having the President not participate with the Russians or, for
that matter, with our allies of World War II? George?
Mr.WILL: Well, absolutely because, remember, when Hitler started the war his enthusiastic
ally was the Soviet Union, and it was that until Hitler initiated the rupture to the surprise,
chagrin and regret of Stalin. Furthermore. what are we celebrating? We're not celebrating 40
years of peace. Peace is more than the absence of war. It's amicable relations, it's all kinds of
things that the Soviet Union denies in Eastern Europe. We're celebrating the liberation from
Soviet ryranny- or from Nazi tyranny of Western Europe and half of Germany. We can
hardly celebrate the supplanting of Nazi tyranny by one just as bad in Eastern Europe.
Mr, DONALDSON: Pierre, is it all the same? Six of one, half a dozen of the other?
Mr. SAUNGER: Idon't quite agree with George. I think that we are celebrating a victory in
common. I do agree with you that the Soviets were not early participants in the defense
against Nazi Gennany. But they played a major role, suffered enormous losses dwing World
War n. We may not like the Soviet government and the way it handles itself. We may not
like their domination of Eastern Europe, but I believe that we should have a joint celebration
of that victory, and [ think it is too bad that it's going to be one celebration on one side of
what used to be known as the Iron Curtain and another celebration on another, that, in a way,
people are hesitant about including the Germans because they were the defeated power, but
they are now our closest allies. They are not the representatives of Nazi Germany, and 40
years after the war I believe that including them in this celebration in a way is a sign that we
have built something together that is not the same as it was 40 years ago.
Mr, DONALDSON: Tom'

TOM WICKER, The New Vorl< Times: Yes, I agree generally with Pierre on that, and it
seems to JI.lc,George, you may not be celebrating 40 years of peace, but I am. And ~tseems
to me that If we had not had the Soviet Union on our side in World War II after they did come
in, we might be celebrating today only, say, 25 years of peace. It might be a great many more
dead Americans here who wouldn't be celebrating anything. So I agree with Pi~rre. We had a
joint victory in World War D over Nazi tyranny. The problems between the United States and
the. Soviet Union today remain. There's no question of that. BUl.at the same time we are
trying to manage that relationship in some sensible fashion. And n seems to me that those
things on which we can jointly agree, which is the defeat of Hitler, we ought to celebrate.
Mr. WILL: Well, you're celebrating peace because you're fortunate to live on the right side
of the Berlin Wall and the rest of the Iron Curtain. There are a lot of people in Eastern Europe
Who don't think this looks very much Like peace as it is understood as more th~ just. the
absence of shooting. Furthermore, fine, let's manage the relationship with the Soviet Umo~,
but let's do it in such a way that doesn't require US to COTTIlpt our Language. I have seen on this
network a film clip on an evening nes show celebrating the liberation of Warsaw. Warsaw
wasn.'t liberated by the Red Anny. The tyrants swapped uniforms, that's ~I ~at happen~.
A~ If we start trying to celebrate with the Soviet Union some common objective, all we re
gomg to discover is either to change oUI values or our vocabulary.
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Mr. WICKER: I think that's a very narrow point of view.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, Warsaw was liberated from one set of tyranny. Now, if you want
to make the proposition that another substituted it, fine, but the word liberate is properly used
there.
Mr. WILL: I don't believe you liberate something when you do not bring liberty to it.
Mr. WICKER: Well, the liberation of Warsaw is one thing, but Ithought we were talking
about joint recognition, celebration, of the end of World War II,in Europe, Ido think that's-
Mr. SAUNGER: And the defeat of the Nazis.
Mr. WICKER: -something worth celebrating, and Ithink furthermore, that a very essential
part of trying not to have a war with the Soviet Union would be to recognize those things
upon which we can jointly agree, and it ultimately, however it was in the beginning,
ultimately the defeat of Nazi Germany was certainly one of them.
Mr. DONALDSON: Let me as you very quickly an aspect of what we've been talking
about, bringing in the Germans. There was a plan at one time proposed that the President
should visit Dachau, and that has been scrubbed, out of sensibility for the German feeling
about that, How should we look at the Germans when we celebrate, whether it's in
Strasbourg or anyplace else, the defeat of Gennany in 1945?
Mr. SAUNGER: Well, I believe that we have to recognize that today's Germany is a
different Germany. It is not Hitler's Gennany, it is not Nazi Germany. It is a fundamental
centerpiece of the Western alliance. It is a faithful ally of the United States, and Ibelieve we
cannot have our memory keep us alive of the memory of the fact that they were our enemies
40 years ago when they're our allies and friends today. Now, there was a point when
President Reagan was going to celebrate the 8th of May, which is V-E Day, in Germany.
Now, he's decided not to do that because he got, Ithink, some complaints from some of our
other allies. So he's going to Strasbourg. But Idon't think- Imean, I thought, for example,
the Germans should have had some kind of representation at the 40th anniversary of D-Day,
even though they were the defeated power.
Mr. DONALDSON: Does anyone disagree with that?
Mr. WICKER: No, and this very week we had our American veterans at the bridge at
Remagen with German veterans, and they were celebrating, what, peace. No more war. I
don't see why we can't celebrate that, even with former enemies.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, let me just swivel. It may not be a very elegant swivel, but let's
lake that word war and bring it here to the capital, where a war is going on now between the
President and the Senate Budget Committee, controlled--- Ididn't say it was going to be
elegant-
Mr. WICKER: Speaking of corruption of the language-
Mr. DONALDSON: -c-controlled by Republicans, in the first series of votes this past week
they sort of decimated the President's proposed budget by reducing his defense expenditure
by another $10- or $11 billion, but not agreeing to cut many of the things that he proposes [0
cut.
Mr. WILL: Oh, adding $6 billion to his farm proposal, preserving Amtrak, preserving the
Small Business Administration and, Sam, the Senate-
Mr. WICKER: And cuning defense.
Mr. WILL: That's right. The Senate Budget Committee is very representative of the Senate
and extremely representative of the Republican contingent in the Senate. An interesting fact
that 18 votes up through Thursday, the so-called moderate. the dangerous Republican left
wing on that committee, Domenici and Danforth, voted with the President 75% of the time.
Kasten, advertised as a conservative from Wisconsin, up for re-election. I believe, voted with
the President only one-third of the time. Grassley of Iowa, elected as a conservative, up for
re-election in '86, voted against the President 94% of the time.
Mr. DONALDSON: But, George. that's it. Haven't we always said that the President can't
possibly get the size cuts that he has proposed because the program is just too politically
attractive?

Mr. WICKER: It's too politically unattractive to cut those programs.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yes. The programs are attractive, Tom.
Mr. WICKER: Idon't think there's any doubt of that. and when the President came forward
with this list of cuts. so many of which are damaging to the interests, economic and
otherwise, of people who have real political clout in the country, the middle class, why, then,
it becomes extremely difficult; particularly, as George points out, for those senators who've
got to run next year.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, Pierre, as the Europeanswatch this-- I mean, they're concerned
with the deficit, rising interest rates, their own recovery is involved. When they see this go on
over here do they just kind of cluck and say, "Well, we expected that"?
Mr. SAUNGER: Well, No, they're quite upset and they're quite worried about how the
United States is going to solve its budget-deficit problem because they really believe- I'm
quoting them, I'm not giving my own personal view- but they believe that that budget
deficit is pan of the problem that's hitting interest rates. It's part of the problem that's causing
the doUar to go absolutely sky mad in Western Europe. And even though Paul Volcker said
last week the dollar has got to be lower, and as a result it went down for one day, the dollar
keeps pounding up.

Mr. WILL: Pierre, the memory of man runneth not to a time when the Europeans liked the
value of the dollar. It's always too high or too low.
Mr. SALINGER: Oh. I agree with you on that. I'm-
Mr. WILL: And Iyield to no one in my hatred of the deficit, but the fact is a strong dollar is a
kind of Marshall Plan for Europe right now, making exports from Europe into the United
States much cheaper.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, here I go again. On the word deficit, let's talk about another
command and claim on the U.S. Treasury that's come to town this week in the presence of
the president of Egypt, President Mubarak, who is here to do two things, Itake it - to talk
about a peace plan which he has for the Middle East, and to ask for another $870 million on
top of what Egypt was going to get, about $1 billion, in the next budget. George, which side
of that equation do you think is uppermost in the President's mind?
Mr. WILL: Well, I don't know, but the President should tell Mr. Mubarak that we're not
giving aid to Egypt to solve Egypt's economic needs. They're too deep for us to solve. We're
giving them aid in proportion to their cooperation with peace in the Middle East. They agreed
to strategic defense with the United States, to help us with rapid deployment force and the
rest. They've reneged on that. They won't even take a Voice of America transmitter. They
have- as far as normalization of relations with Israel, they haven't had an ambassador there
for two years. commercial, cultural, economic-
Mr, DONALDSON: Shouldn't they get aid on parity with Israel? That's what they're asking
for.

Mr, WILL: Certainly not. Certainly not. Because they are simply not complying with the
agreements they have made, and we should condition our aid on that.
Mr. SAUNGER: I would think Mr. Mubarak's visit here has another angle to it which he
has- that's important as this aid and that is to convince the United States to try to re~nter~
peace process in the Middle East based on the new agreements that he's developed WithKing
Hussein and with Yasir Arafat.

Mr. WILL: I'd put an exactly reverse twist on it, which is that the whol~ point of ~
agreements are to raid the American treasury, both from Amman and Cairo, and nothing
else.

Mr. SALINGER: Well, I think when you look at the tenseand dynamite situation in the
Middle East today, I mean, you have to recognize that there has ~obe the st~ of some ~
of a peace process. TIlls is the only one alive today. And the Umted States IS not present tn

the Middle East today. I mean, we're only present to be attacked. as we have tJt:en in
Lebanon. In fact. I think. they're thinking of taking most Americans out of Le~anon 10 the
next Fe": days. I think that there has to be an American presence in the peacemaking process,
and I think that's what Mr. Mubarak wants.
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Mr. DONALDSON: Well. Tom?
Mr. WICKER: That's obviously what he wants. I think the specific proposal that he's
apparently bringing, that we invite a Jordanian-Palestinian delegation here, is not going to fly
in my judgment, but nonetheless the fact that he is taking an active role and attempting to
bring King Hussein into this process and so it seems to me-
Mr. SALINGER: Which is vital to the process.
Mr. WICKER: -that's to be encouraged. And exactly how our people here in Washington
will deal with that. I'm sure they won't accept his proposal. but they ought to encourage his
efforts, it seems to me.
Mr. DONALDSON: Okay. that's it. Hold everything. Stop talking. all the rest.Our time is
up. And I'll be back. with a final word in just a moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, that's it for today. We'll have the latest update of the news on
World News Sunday at the dinner hour over most of these stations. And This Week with
David Brinkley will return next week at this same time. David Brinkley. who is a little under
the weather today, will be back then. I'm Sam Donaldson. For all of us at ABC News.
thanks for watching and have a good day.
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ABCNEWS
THIS WEEK WrTH DAVIO BRINKlEY

March 17, 1985
~gton headqER: From ABC News, 1ltis Week with David Brinkley. Now from our

uarters, here's David BrinIdey ,
DAVID BRINKLEY, This k' . .
be' . . lations wee spnng arrives, the flowers bloom and there is talk of a new
I~:"~ ;::, between the UnitedStates and the Soviet Union. The USSR has a new
lime and he ralsbemthree years. He IS young enough to expect to he there for a long
~ of:ms to somewhat more affable than those who came before him. Our
for = sl" George Shultz, JUStback from Moscow, calls this a moment of opportunity
~ re anens across the hoard. We'll ask more about this of today's guests the
advisor to0J;~'~e Shultz, and, from Moscow by satellite, Stanislav M. Mensrnkov,
from J . en omnuttee Communist Party of the Soviet Union; some background
Powell acallkShermth,and our discussion here with George Will, Sam Donaldson and Jody

. ' . re on oor Sunday program
First, a little news President R flvina i r~_~~~ .

important to the U jted eagan, ymg mto ~"""" today, says no country IS more
Mulrone ill ha m States. Today and tomom>w he and Canada's Prime Minister Brian
falling : ~ v~ ~f""deal to talk about - trade, defense and a sore point, acid rain
The W arned on smokestacks in the United States. .. .

Europe ~t E~ NATO countries years ago asked the U.S. to install new missiles m
_ in Bel . w n b.me came and the missiles began to arrive there was some reluctance
Don K1adstrupgtum,for one. Now, after long discussion, the Belgian parliament has agreed, as

reports from Brussels.

DON KJ.ADs'n:tuP {voice-over]: Thousands of demonstrators many from othercoun-:'!~'marched through downtown Brussels today in protest ag;.u". the deployment of
. . cruise rmssiles m Belgium. Marchers warned that the deploymeot could spark a new

~ race and mean less security for Western Europe.
K MONSTRATOR: We just want to have peace. That's enoogh.
dep~UP [voice-over}: Word that Belgium was going ahead with the missile
NA~li~ame Fnday WIth Prime Minister Williied Martens telling Parliament that
be' ~ ty was crucial, that Belgium had no other choice that the missiles are
alreadym

g at this air base near FIorennes, 40 miles south ofB~Is. Sixteen of them
ti are operatJonaI, another 32 are to be instaIIed by the end of 1987. Except fore::T y.there are few Slgt1S m Florennes that anyone is very conceroed or worried. Mayor

too s unmennan says he supports the missile deployment and that most other people do
Bei~=polls, however, indicate otherwise, that between 60 and 80 perrent of aU
side~ . agamst U.S. mIssiles m thelf country. Belgium's peace movement IS con·
coa!ib' a fairly s!mng one, and there are many who predict that the country's roling

on government will . . . . ro.__ .....
comes around. regret Its action when the next general electIon, m ~11 r,

{on Camera] B '. the .
NATO . anI gtvm~ green light to deployment, Belgium becomes the fourth
its soil ~oo, r Bnlam, West Gennany and Italy, to accept U.S. nuclear missiles 00
ABC N' pressBun: IS now on the Dutch goVermnent to do the same. Doo K/adSttUP,ews, rossels.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Vice Pre,de Georg .
it, work like the <Ii k I nt . e Bush, m Central America, said he would, as he put
CIA and he .d :h ens to get Amencan suppon for the Nicaraguan guerrillas trnined by the
We'll be b ~ . at even though Coogress is reluClant. .

by Satellite r: ~th all the rest of today's J'T08I1I1Tl' with a spokesman for the Soviet Urnoo
a moment. m oscow and, here m Washington, the secretary of state, George Shultz. In

{Commercial break]
Mr_ BRINKLEY' Pre,de R . he
sent a rues i thel nt eagan did not go to Moscow for the Cheroenko funeral, but
rneetin wi~e 0 . new leader, Mikhail GoJbachev, saying he would Iil<e to bave a
and olr himIie'td he would like to expand agreements with the Soviet Unioo in bade
here is 8O.::as. ore we ask our guests about the prospects for aU of this as they see It,

background on a relationship that has always been difficult at best. Here's Jack
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Smith. Jack?
JACK SMITH [voice-over}: Another state funeral in Moscow and President Reagan
again declines to attend. But he did send a message this time suggesting a summit with the
new Soviet leader.
Pres. RONALD REAGAN {March Iwth]: I have been willing to meet with their
leader ever since I've been here and, yes, I would look forward to a meeting with him.

SMfTlf [voice-over]: Vice President Bush delivered the message. Party boss Mikhail
Gorbachev was non-committal, but Secretary of State Shultz Friday said a major change
has occurred in U.S. -Soviet policy.

GEORGE SHULlZ, SeaebMy 0I!>mm {March 15thJ: The President is prepared
to seek an expansion of bilateral cooperation across a broad range.

SMITH [voice-over]: Agreements 00 trade, ttansponation and cuIturaJ exchanges, not to
mention the current arms talks. In short, a new era of good feeling toward Moscow.
Sec. SHULTZ: But I think there is an important responsibility 00 both sides to make
every effort to take advantage of this moment of opportunity.

SMITH: U.S.-Soviet relations last week took a sharp tum for the better, and there are two
main reasons why; one of them, quite simply, that the administration feels the time is
right. .

Sec. SHULTZ {January Bl st]: In the last foor years the trnderlying conditiorJS that
affect U.S.-Soviet relatioos have changed dramatically. The United States is restoring
its military strength and ecooornic vigor and has regained its self-assurance.

SMITH {voice-over]: The second factor is the new Soviet leader himself. Visiting Grear
Britain last year GoJbachev even charmed Margaret Thatcher. He was bright, urt>ane and,
ahove all, young. Unlike his three predecessors, he is likely to be around long enough to
make some deals with Ronald Reagan. He is 54 y= old, but therein lies a danger.
LAWRENCE EAGlEBURGER, former U"d"' .... ebM~ 01 SIaIe: If be can sue-
ceed at that age he may in fact have razor blades 00 his elbows. In other words, we ought
to be careful about it.
SMITH [voice-over]: Indeed, Gorbachev, using Moscow's IOOghest language yet, has
already personally warned Pakistan against helping the Afghan rebels. But the main test
of relations is likely to come at the Geneva anTIS talks.
VlKTOR KARPOV, ChIef SovIet negotia\Dr {March 12th{: Everything is neg0-
tiable, if you want that.

SMITH (voice-<JverJ:Behind the good will of Soviet negotiaton this week lies slrong
opposition to the President's Star Wars program. It envisions building defenses in space
against Soviet missiles, but the 00minisbati0n has shoWl) little inclination to use it as a
bargaining chip to gain any Soviet ooncessions.
EDMUND MUSKIE, former SeaebM 'I 01 !>mm: If indeed our feet are in concrete 00
that research program, persuading the Russians to see it as being in their interest is going
to be a tall order indeed.
SMITH {voice-<JverJ:In fact, many think an agreement's impossible. But at least the two
sides at Geneva are talking and the 00minisbati0n believes the ",aspects are good, which
is more than it can say in some other areas.
Sec. EAGlEBURGER: Central America is the area where I suspect over time this
administration in the next four years can have its IJK)St difficult time.
SMITH {voice-<Jver]: It is already happening. In EI Salvador a moderate government
onder President Duane seems to be holdinll its own, but next door the administration's
plans to use a secret guerri.lla anny to tame Marxist Nicaragua are falling apart. Coogress
won't fund the so-called contras because the President. has all bul said his goal is
removing the Nicaraguan govenunent.
Pres. REAGAN {February 21stJ: We'll remove it in the sense of its present struc-
ture, in which it is a Communist, totalitarian state.
Sen. PATRICK LEAHY, (D) Vermont {February 2200]: I wish the President had
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not made the corrunents he did. Covert aid for the coruras is not going to pass the
Congress.

SMITH [voice-over]: Secretary of Slate Shultz last month suggested to Congress that
U.S. econorruc aid could be diverted 10 the contras, but the idea was poorly received. A
deadlock seems tmmment. The same seems true in the Middle East where last month
peace fever broke out again. Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak was in Washington this
week, and he asked the President 10 gel involved by pushing the two sides together.

Pres. REAGAN {March 12thj: The United States takes an active interest in these
developments.

SMITH [voice-over]: But not as Mubarak was told interest in an active role until the
two sides are already talking. ' ,

HOSHI MUBARAK, President of Egypt {March 13thj: This is almost a defeatist
approach based on a series of wrong premises.

SMITH [voice-over}: However, those who know the region agree with the President.
Sec, EAGLEBURGER: The whole road to peace in the Middle East is strewn with
arguments that if the U.S. would only get involved we'd settle the problem.
Sec. MUSKlE: And that has not worked. [I has not worked in Lebanon. That whole
mess eventually became perceived as an American responsibility.
SMITH [voice-over}: Syrian President Assad proved the master of the game, out-
maneuvenng the U.S. diplomatically and militarily. After losing nearly 300 American
lives, Washington sent the Marines home.
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: I think the Lebanon issue is the one that, in retrospect, an
awful lot of us would have done differently.
SMITH [voice-over}: Eagleburger, who was one of the architects of U.S. policy in
Lebanon, now cites it as the foremost failure of the Reagan first term.

[0". cameral E~ery administration has its regrets, but this one has remarkably few,
eSJX:Clally.now as It launches itself into a new relationship with its principal adversary, the
SOVIet Umon. David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: Jack, thank you. Coming next, Stanislav Menshikov, by satellite from
Moscow He IS an adVISOrto the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union. And, shortly, George Shultz, secretary of state. In a moment.
[commercial break}
M.r.BRINKLEY: Mr. Menshikov in Moscow thank you very much for coming in to talk
WIth us. We're glad to have you with us today. Here with us are George Will of ABC t:lews
and Sam Donaldson, ABC News White House correspondent. Mr. Menshikov, PreSIdent
~~g: suggests, as you know, a summit meetingwith Mr. Gorbachev at any time, Igather,

e have heard no response as yet. Could you suggest what the response might be?
STANISLAV MENSHIKOV, Soviet Central Commillee Advisor: Well, I can say that
the letter that Mr. Reagan has sent over is being studied in Moscow and that the reply will
come back m due course. We have a very goc:xl record of replying to letters on that level.
GEORGE WILL: Mr. Menshikov, Mr. Gorbachev has begun his tenure by making some
~~g statements aOOut Pakis~ and the aid il is said to be giving or that is cOming from
hastan to the ~m fighters m Afghanislan. What is the nature of the Soviet concem, and

w t sort of repnsais does the Soviet Union envision against Pakistan?
Mr. MENSHIKOV: Well, I don't think we are talking about reprisals. I think we're talking
~UI the pohbcal solubon of the problems in Afghanistan and around Afghanistan. And thatt:: t~cal ~IUtlon basically lies in putting an end to foreign interference in Afghanistan. And
coa ~sw at Mr. ~rbachev was telling the president of Pakistan. Once that interference. stoPS
th nu~g ~m .Pakistan and from other sources, that lays the basis for the JX>liticalsolunon of
e Situatlon m a peaceful way.

~.r. WIU: The Soviet press seems to have been drawing some link between Afghanistan and
Icaragua. Could you explain how they're linked?

Mr, MENSHIKOV: I don't think they are linked. The situation in Afghanistan and in
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Nicaragua are absolutely different. The Nicaraguan situation should be ~ided on its 0:-m
merits and has no direct relation to Afghanistan. I don't see any direct link or connecttoo

there.
SAM DONALDSON: Mr. Menshikov, in principle at least your government has already
said that Mr. Gorbachev will meet with the president of France and will meet WIth the
chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany. Why not immediately say you'll meet WIth
the president of the United Slates? What's the difference?
Mr. MENSHIKOV: Well, the difference is I think that we have a record of regular meetings
with the presidents or the prime ministers of those ~nies. ~ey come. or we go to tJ:terr
places nearly every year. The last meeting with the Pres~dent- WIth ~preslden!ofthe United
States of our leader occurred in 1979, and the last tune an American president came to
Moscow was II years ago, in '74. That makes it fairly irregular. You also know that the
question of the summit meeting between the two Sides has been a matter of discussion for the
last few years and, in other words, it has a history.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, are you saying there are some conditions on it, and what are the
conditions that your leader would place on meeting with our leader?
Mr. MENSHIKOV: Well, I don't think we're talking about any conditions. You knoW'. both
sides have been approaching. I think, this question quite responsibly and w~at we'~ basically
talking about is a productive meeting, a meeting that would be useful tn creanng a good
atmosphere in the world and establishing better relations betw~n lhe SoVlet.Union and ~
United States, in fact normalizing these relations. And also leading to a solution .of the basic
problems of- the problems of basic priority, and these are the problems of stopping the arms
race.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, now, President Reagan has made it clear that he wants 10meet
with Mr. Gorbachev without any preconditions: It's almost. like ~ying ~e wan~ to ~et
acquainted with him and meet, even though there ISnot something that s lan~ble thet!-s gomg
to come out of it in the way of an agreement. Would you say thai your attitude will be the
same?
Mr. MENSHIKOV: Well, I believe that both countries more or less understand that the
meeting is not just to say hello to each other, but 10 di~.uss issues of basic c,?nce.m to ~
countries and such a discussion that would lead to posmve results. Thai I think IS basic to
what both the United States and the Soviet Union are thinking aboul that meeting.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Menshikov, your country now has new leadership, which as I'm sure
you understand has attracted great interest in this country. Well, aside ~m age and pe~na-
lily, will the new leadership be any different from what we have known m the past and, If so,

how?
Mr. MENSHIKOV: Well, if you're talking about policy, the policy of course, and Mr.
Gorbachev himself has pointed to that, will be a policy of continuity. with the policy that has
been pursued. But it will also be a very active and eonstrucnve policy which .w.~also take
into account the role that the Soviet Union plays in the world and the res~nslbility that ~
Soviel Union has in the world. I think that is a very important aspect of II. And the roam
responsibility, of course, is lO- as well as it is the responsibility of the United States, and
here we have a common interest, not just differences between us. BUI we do have a common
difference and that difference is to stop the annarnents race and 10 toove forward towards a
liquidation, step by step. of nuclear annarnents. Ithink that ~re was a v~ g~ ~ment
on that in January in Geneva, and I think we should go Straight ahead m that direction.
Mr. WILL: With regard to Geneva, let's suppose for a moment that the administration means
what it says, thai it intends no restriet!~ns to be negoti.~ there on ~tegic defe~ researc~.
If the United States holds to that poslbon, can the Untted States still hope 10 achieve what It
says is its primary goal, which are steep reductions in offensive force levels?
Mr. MENSHIKOV: Well, Jet's put it this way. The Soviet Union is ready, and has said so, is
ready to negotiare subslantial drastic cuts in nuclear weapons, meanmg both strategic ~
intermediate nuclear weapons. But we can only do that If we are assured that the l!rnted
States will not go along and pursue ilS strategic defense initiative, or the Star ~ars ISSue.
because thai would creale a Wlilaleral advantage 10 the United SlateS ~ w~d unilate~y-
and would create a unilateral disadvantage for the securiiy of the Sovlet Umon. That ISwhy
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these issues are tied between each other. That means that what we really want is tp drastic
cuts in existing nuclear weapons and the prevention of creating a new class of space wea-
pons.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Menshikov, your country is deploying 55-24 and 55-25 missiles
now. These are heavy warhead ICBMs, and the 55-24 may be a new missile and therefore in
violation of SALT II. What's your position on that?
Mr. MENSHIKOV: Well, for all I know we are doing all we can to maintain SALT II and
have been doing that. This issue you are talking about is not- I don't think really what
you're taJking about is really a violation of the treaty. Anything we are doing in our military
~a IS m ,full accordance with those treaties. We never sign treaties that we are not interested
n:t observmg. What's the reason to sign a treaty, you know. When the Carter administration
Signed the SALT treaty apparently it was going to abide hy it, but then in came another
administration and didn't even tty to ratify the treaty.
Mr, DONALDSON: But are you not violating the ABM treaty right now with that large
radar that you're building in Siberia?

Mr, MENSHIKOV: That radar, as has been continuously said, is for space tracking and not
for military purposes. And, you know, if you read what military experts of your own say
about that, I mean, American military experts, they say that this- that any military capa-
bility of that particular radar. even if it has any, would be very marginal.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Menshikov-

Mr. MENSHIKOV: I don't think- but the important thing there in connection with this
ABM treaty IS that whatever we are doing does not show and gives no evidence that we want
to bre~ ~ut of the ABM treaty, whereas the SOl, that is, the Star Wars initiative. if you
pursue It, It does break out of the ABM treaty because once those space weapons begin- are
started to be tested, this is a violation of the ABM treaty automatically. You know, all those
lasers ~d the other weapons that are envisaged under this program, "In the laboratory" you
may chum that they are not a violation of the treaty, but once they are engineered, once they
are created and once they are started testing for ABM purposes they're in violation of the
treaty. '

Mr, BRI.NKLEY: Mr. Menshikov, we've run out of time. Thank you. Thanks very much for
conung m today and giving us your thoughts.
Mr, MENSHIKOV: Thank you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next, the secretary of state, George Shultz. In a moment.
{commercial break]

han BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, thank you very much for coming in with us today. We're
appy to have you here.

GEORGE SHULTZ, Secretary of State: Thank you for inviting me.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Have you had any response directly or indirectly from Mr. Reagan's
proposal for a summn meetmg with Mr. Gorbachev?
Sec. SHULTZ: NO! really.

Mr. DONALDSON: Why not? Why can they respond to the French and the Germans in
principle but not to us?

Sec. SHULTZ: You have to ask them that question.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, I just did and i didn't understand the answer.
~' SHULTZ: The United States is different. It's much more powerful. And we ate

g goo With .the Soviet Uruon m many ways very directly. So more has to be thought about,
no doubt, as IS true tn our own case.

~r, ~NIALDSON: Youdon't read into this any attempt to rehuffus or to hold us up to sort
o pu IC aughter for making a request which they don't deign to respond to imme<liately?
Sec. SHULTZ' We didn't mak . ood f ·thb the Pre 'de . . e a request. We made a suggestion, put forward in g at

Y . 51 nt, suggestmg that this is an important moment and perhaps something more
~~s~c~ve ~d be worked out. However, he has also noted, and we have emphas~,

e ey mg here IS for us to maintain our strength and our sense of purpose and If, m
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that environment, something more constructive can emerge, then that would be good.
Mr. WILL: The administration continues to call this a moment of opportunity, yet Mr.
Gorbachev says that the theme of his leadership will be continuity, which means a continua-
tion of policies that this administration finds highly and comprehensively unsatisfactory, and
he has begun his tenure by making threats against Pakistan and linking it in some way with
Nicaragua. What's your conclusion to be drawn from that?
Sec. SHULTZ: Well, I tend to take people at their word, and the statement that there will be
continuity I think you have to look at that. They did threaten the Belgians, but the Belgians
have gone ahead and deployed. They have threatened the Pakistanis, and I think the
Pakistanis will hold finn in their concern about what's going on in Afghanistan.
Mr. WILL: Now, they did link in some way in the Soviet press- they're saying that
somehow their attitude toward Pakistan's involvement with the Afghan resistance is Linkedto
their Soviet behavior toward Nicaragua. How do you see it linked?
sec. SHULTZ: I don't see it linked. I think that the situation in Nicaragua is one in which
our interests are threatened but, more than that, in which freedom of the people in Nicaragua
and in Central America is threatened, and we have [0 stand with those who are fighting for
freedom there just as we have to support those who are resisting the blatant Soviet aggression
in Afghanistan.
Mr. WILL: I've heard a report that Mr. Karpov has been very menacing in his performance
in Geneva so far. saying that he would blow up me talks unless we were prepared to abandon
SDI. Is that a fair characterization - menacing - of his behavior so far?
sec. SHULTZ: Oh, I don't know about that. but he did give a public interview that I guess
played yesterday. I don't know just when it was recorded. but if that kind of petfonnance is
to mean that the Soviets approach those negotiations as propaganda opportunities. then that
doesn't bode very well for the negotiations. The negotiations should take place as a private
diplomatic effort in which the rules of confidentiality that they have set up are observed.
Mr. WILL: Are we prepared to say at this point that we're not interested in a cosmetic arms
control agreement, that the only agreement we're interested in would have substantial force
reductions and if not, if we can't get that, we don't want an agreement?
sec. SHULTZ: Well. substantial force reductions leading to zero is what the President
wants. and there's just not that much point in ratifying what people's plans for the future are.
Mr. WILL: But we did that in SALT I and SALT II. We essentially did ratify. It was a
snapshot of the anns race at that moment. Are you saying that is unsatisfactory?
sec. SHULTZ: That is the basis on which President Reagan consistently criticized both of
those agreements and so we seek something different, and [felt myself that one of the notable
aspects of the Geneva agreement that we reached in January was that both sides said that they
were interested in radical reductions leading to zero.
Mr. DONALDSON: The Soviets are deploying these 55-24 and -25 heavy missiles. What's
your view? Is the ·24 in violation of SALT II or not?
sec. SHULTZ: We think: it raises very considerable questions about that, but beyond that
point what it shows is the continuing modernization of the Soviet land-based weapons, and in
this case you have a heavy MIRVed missile that is probably mobile. And I think the
emergence of weapons of that kind only emphasize the importance of defense against them
because they are not in a fixed place where you know where they are.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, there's a story this morning that there's two schools of thought
within our government. One is that although they are destroying some of their old missiles to
make room for the -24s, that that is within the treaty. We ought to encourage them to do it.
And the other is what you seem to have suggested, that it may be a violation of that treaty and.
we ought to come out against those new weapons.
Sec. SHULTZ: Well, there are many aspects to--
Mr. DONALDSON: Which is yours? Which is your view?
Sec. SHULTZ: One aspect is in terms of new missiles as distinct from numbers of missiles.
and it's the new systems that are brought into question here.
Mr. DONALDSON: What's your view on this one?
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Sec. SHULTZ: Well, 1 think (t- to me it is a clear new missile.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. that's a violation.
Sec. SHULTZ: There are questions-c. exactly. There are questions about whether in a
purely technical sense it fits within certain treaty language, as might be interpreted by a
lawyer.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Go ahead.
Mr. WILL: You just mentioned the fact that candidate Reagan opposed SALT II. Now
sometime this fall probably, when the Trident Alaska goes into service, the administration, in
order to continue what, by the administration's own position, is unilateral compliance with
SALT II - unratified, but we're still complying with it. In order to comply with the sublirnits
on Mlkved missiles we will have to dismantle some land-based ICBMs or chop up a Polaris
submarine. How can this administration, staffed almost entirely by people who hated SALT
II, conunue to comply with it and dismantle systems while asking Congress for billions more
for an MX?

Sec. SHULTZ: We have to make that decision as we come to it and in the meantime the
President's policy is a no-undercut poLicy in the interests of seeing' if we can't bring forward
from the present Geneva negotiations the promise of the radical reductions in the agreement
that led to these negotiations.

Mr. WILL: Well, the SALT II stipulates 2,250 launchers for each side. We've never been
over that. The Soviet Union's never been under that, have they?
Sec. SHULTZ: Well, when you say, never I think that you're wrong on that.
Mr. WILL: Not since SALT n.
Sec. SHULTZ: But it is a problem, and the mobility of missiles increasingly raises problems
about verification and whether you can really count them and know how many there are and
where they are.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, we have all grown up since World War Il being told, and I
think tx:hevlng; that a summit meeting between the leaders of two huge nations raise
substantial pubhc expectations, and so therefore should be carefully prepared so as to be sure
that when they were over something worthwhile came out of them. We have been told that,
haven't we?
Sec. SHULTZ: Yes--
Mr. BRINKLEY: I mean, I that's been our way of thinking,
Sec. SHULTZ: -and I think it's true. I think it's correct.
Mr. BRIN~LEY: We!), now we are talking about a swnm.it meeting with, as far as I can tell,
no preJXtI:lDo".at all, Just a rather casual meeting in which to chitchat or whatever. What do
we have In nund for this meeting?

Sec, SHULTZ: Well, 1- don't have in mind casual chitchat. There has been implicitly
quite a lot of. preparation i~ the sense that the two sides have made their positions quite clear
on a very ~Ide range of Issues. There's been a lot of discussion. There have been a few
agreements In the past year ..Ther:e are a wide variety of things under discussion now. And SO
at a moment when the Pres.lde~t IS starting a new term with his basic policies in place, .whe~
we do have anns talks startmg In Geneva, when we have a new leader of the Soviet Unton, It
seems to be a m0":lent when it would be useful to review the bidding, not with no preparation
and not o~ the basiS of chitchat or just getting to know you, but on the basis of reviewing all
of the vanous substantive issues which are deep and difficuh.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me interrupt here for a moment. We'll be back with more questions for
the secretary of state in a moment.
{commercial break}

Mr. B.RINKLEY: Mr. .Secre~, we are hearing in Washington now, and I think we've
h~ard It from you, that m relations between the U.S. and the Soviet Union we now have a
Window of op~rtu~ty, which implies that something exists now which did not exist before
and may not eXist 10 the future. What is this? ( mean, what is it? •
Sec. SHULTZ: Well, just to go over it, there has been a considerable amount of discussion
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of the deep and difficult issues between the two countries. ~re is a president s~ing a
second four-year term with policies in place. So he has examined the range of the~ Issues.
There is a new leader of the Soviet Union who is going to have the opportunity to fill
vacancies in the Politburo and thereby no doubt strengthen whatever his p?int o~ view i~as he
looks ahead in their evolution as a country, and we do have important diSCUSSIOnsgomg on
now pointed towards arms reduction - not just control, reduction. At least that's the stated
subject of these negotiations. So all of these thing~ together.cre.ate a moment when at least the
President believes it would be worthwhile to review the bidding and see where we may go
from here,
Mr. WILL: All the arguments about the details of S?viet-l!.S. relations ~ really at bottom
arguments about one question. What does the Soviet Union want? ~~t s th,e goal o.f ~e
regime? Is it, as some people say, an inherently mi~itarist and exp~slomst regime, deriving
its legitimacy from its role as the keeper of a revolutionary flame .agaInst the re~t of the worl~,
or is it just another great power that wants to get along With us? What s the Reagan
administration view?
Sec. SHULTZ: I think you have to assume the former because that's basically the way
they've always described themselves and they've always behaved. Now-
Mr. WILL: In other words, that they're an expansionist, militarist ideological power?
Sec. SHULTZ: -from our standpoint, we have to recognize that as a reality or ce~nly
potential reality, and generate the strength of purpose and ability along With ?UC allies to
protect and defend and enlarge the scope of freedom ~ the world. And, knowing tha! .and
knowing that these two ideologies are not truly comp~tJble, we have to expect competition.
But that doesn't mean in this world that we have to resign ourselves to a nuclear holocaust or
anything of that kind. We need to work to prevent it.
Mr. WILL: But isn't the premise of an arms control process. that we, ~y negotiation, can
change the fundamental character and aspirations of ~e Soviet regime I mean, after all,
they've been saying since 1959 that they're for reducing weapons.
Sec. SHULTZ: I don't think that that is the premise. I think. we have to .accept th~t the kind
of system they have described to us they have is prob~bly the way they think a!J?ut It, and we
have to position ourselves so that we're able to deal With that and, ~der those circumstances.
see if there are some agreements that will reduce the level of potential outbreaks of nuclear or
other forms of warfare,
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Secretary, King Hussein of Jordan has now said that .he's gon~ as
far as he can go in trying to inch back into tJ:1e. MiddJe ~t peace p~ess, that If th~ ~m!ed
States will not reverse its position and see a joint Palestinian-Jordanian group that he s gomg
to, in effect, wash his hands of it. Are you going to reconsider?
Sec. SHULTZ: Well, I think first of all it's important to notice that over ~e past s~ to eight
months there have been a number of favorable developments in the direction of MIddle East
peace. There have also been some steps in the other ~tion. But King Hussein'.s recog-
nition of Egypt, despite the fact that Egypt.' as ~e condition al~ays w~, has .contm~ed Its
peaceful relationships with Israel; the Iraqi desire to resu.rne d.lpl0':latlc relations Wl~ us,
despite the fact that we have as strong or stronger a relationship Wl~ .Israel than. ever, the
efforts on the pan of King Hussein to engage with some S?~of p'a1estuuan delegat:J.onon th:
idea of direct negotiations with Israel - these are all posIDve thi.n.gs.On .~e other h~d, as
far as dealing with the PLO is co~cerned. w~ have set do~ ~ertam c!?ndiUons. ve~ sunple
ones, basically, that they recogmze ResoluDon 242, ~hlc~ IS es~nually ~e temto~-for-
peace formula, and recognize that Israel is a state and It eXJsts and It.has a nght to eXIst. So
that when the negotiations take place they don't take place on the Idea that somehow one
party is seeking to eliminate the other.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. is the answer to my question then no? My question being, will
we reconsider our policy and meet with a joint Jordanian-Palestinian group'!
Sec. SHULTZ: Your question doesn't lend itself to yes or no.
Mr. DONALDSON: But it was King Hussein who posed it.
Sec. SHULTZ: There is motion there and the President is dispatching Ambassador Murphy
to the area. We'll explore these possibilities and we'U see if it isn't possible to construct a

I
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Palestinian delegation, for example, that is oot a PLO delegation.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right, on that point, Mr. Secretary. Now King Hussein last week
and again today abroad, President Muharak of Egypt, are complaining that the United States
policy ~fnot ~etnn~ m as a mediator. as an on-the-table bargainer until both the Arabs and
the Jewish nations Sit down together is wrong. just absolutely wrong and defeatist. How do
you answer that?

~. S~UL~: Well, I think the message that we have tried to give over there. namely that
I peace IS gom.g to come about. the parties out there are going to have to think it over and
~:~ some things for themselves, that message has gotten through. And I think it's a fine

Mr, DONALDSON' So you're . "80 '
together, come see ~." saymg, ys, you re on your own. If you ever get

Sec. SHULTZ: No we're not W ' . that Uni .h "1' .' . e re saying at United States IS ready and has been very
eavr y involved In all of this and we're prepared to undertake further things but we want to
seeha1

sothmeante put on the table by everybody, and that's beginning to happen' so I think it's a
e y~~. '
Mr. WILL: Mr Secretary if the S dini '. .. d N' '. .' an sta regime IS as WIcked as the administration says it
IS an Icaragua ISas Important as the admini tra . . .fighters i I ". s non says It ISand our duty to help freedom

rs IS as c ear as you said It was in your San Francisco speech, isn't the administration
~~~ a~~~ S~alJ.compared to the gravity it's described? I mean, $14 million. We have
0' • . e annes and all ~ rest. Shouldn't the administration say that we're not
~o~ng to retaklyJust on-- ~mean, .by Its own terms, just on $14 million here and there but are
gomg to e more decisive actions?

;;:;'~~H,,~~\j~ell,. we I~not relying on $14 millio~: We're relying, first of all, on the
produce a better Iif ~ mvo v ,on the proven workability of a free and open society to
the rule of law 1 id or people, We are helping the SllIT?Wldingcountries to find democracy,
Nicaragua And an . ec~OITII~ development to stand In contrast with what's going on in
fight for ~hat thw~ mt~ to grve ev~ry support we are able to to those within Nicaragua who

e an sta revolution s goals were in the first place.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, thank you very much.
Sec. SHULTZ: Thank you.

Mr. B~thINKLEY: Thanks for coming in, giving us your viewsyou WI us today. . It's been a pleasure to have

Sec. SHULTZ: Thank you very much.
Mr. BRINKLEY' Coming next di . hdis' inted nature; .' our scussron ere and probably of a somewhat loose and
moment. ture. and helping us to make it so will be commentator lady Powell. In a

(commercial break)
Mr, BRINKLEY: How long and tlti . .
arguing about the MX . il' s ~s a quesnon, how long have we been hearing and

rntss e now? Is It 10 years or more?
JODY POWELL: It's longer than that. It's what about 20?
Mr. BRINKLEY: It's become rather tiresome I k .
in Congress next week so wh t d think?'. no~. An~ay, ~re are some votes on It
M DO

' a 0 you , Is It gomg to live or die, or should it? Sam?
r. NALDSON: I ouess it'll liv bec I .

people. at least on the m ' th e, ause gucs:s the PreSIdent has persuaded enough
threat to the Soviets when ~lo, ~t he s got to have It as a bargaining chip or at least as a
probably shouldn't live It w~oes ~ ~ese an,ns control talks ..But, you know, on the merits it
put it except in the old 'silos w~:~~e ~S:~to ~ mobile an~ ~e can't fin~ a pla~e to
mobile, It won't fulfill its ob' tiv B P be· -<:tayMmu~man rntSSI~esare. So It wo.n t be
first-strike wea n beca ': e. ut 109 m those sIlos the Soviets can look at If as a
which is son o~ new j~~ e~t I r w,eha:e to use it first or else we have to launch on warning,

, eas as lar as Iknow from the stand . t f . aI I'or we have to give it up J'ust Id·' polO 0 nabon po ICY,
, as we woo gIVe up the MX to their first strike.

Mr. WILL: And tltis is a product f th
launchers. Arms controllers want ~. . e.l.~ control process because SALT I limited

to Lmlt uungs that are easy to count. so they only count

launchers. So they limited the number of launchers, giving rise therefore to large, vulnerable
launchers that are hard '0 base. We've gone through 34 proposed hasing modes and we're
sticking it back in Minuteman silos that allegedly are improved. Ithink the rational position is
that taken by Congressman Madigan, a Republican from lllioois, who says, "I'm for it but it
stinks. " That is, we should never have been put in a position to vote on this, but oow you can
hardly go around killing these weapons systems during the anus control talks. and you have
to ask yourself the question, are 'Webetter with it or without it, and we're marginally better
with it.
Mr, POWELL: Let me take a--
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, it's called a bargaining chip. To my koowledge-- 1 think that's a
poker term. To my knowledge there's no such thing as a bargaining chip.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, you don't give it away abead of time.
Mr. BRINKLEY: In a poker game you put a chip in the pol, it's there to stay. You cannot
take it back. So what's the sense in calling it-
Mr. WILL: Well, except we did. We passed the ABM system in 1969 as a hargaining chip
and then promptly gave it away, to our sorrow, I suspect, in the long run.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, there's no future in that. Jody?
Mr. POWELL: I want to take exception with two things that were said here; one, the idea
that we have not been able to find the place to put it. We did find a place to put it. It was
mobile, We were just talking about mobile missiles earlier, It was designed to be not
vulnerable. President Reagan, before he became president, actually as a candidate. killed it,
not because of the technical or strategic considerations but because it was going to go in the
backyard of his friend, Senator Laxalt, and it was a political decision. I also have to take
issue with George's statement that this whole thing and the MX was a result of arms control.
That implies to me that we would not be facing vulnerability in terms of our strategic based
missiles were it not for anT15 control agreements, and it doesn't-
Mr. WILL: A) I think that's true. I think by making a decision and killing ABM to leave them
vulnerable led to this. By having porous and permissive arms agreements we've legitimized
the Soviet arms buildup. That led to this. Furthermore, we would not be spending money on
a missile of that configuration hut for SALT I, surely.
Mr, BRINKLEY: If Laxalt were a Democrat we would have insuilIed the MX in Nevada,
Utah?
Mr. DONALDSON: Oh, no, no, because in Utah, that's right in the back yard of the
Monnon Church and there are some Mormons who are Democrats, although not many of
them. But let me just talk for a moment about the MX in relation to what it does for us. It
doesn't do anything for us. For you to quote someone to say, well, it stinks but we're going to
have it anyway doesn't make any sense.
Mr. WILL: It does something for us, sure. I mean, look-
Mr. DONALDSON: All right, you put it on the tablein Geneva.
Mr. WILL: No, no.
Mr. DONALDSON: But the Soviets don't seem to be that worried about it.
Mr, WILL: No, you put it in silos. Well, I don't think they are that worried about it, hut you
do put it in silos--
Mr. DONALDSON: But let me just ask you, George.
Mr. WILL: IAnd the Soviet Union knows that in a crisis we might treat it as a hair~ttigger
weapon that might deter them from going into a crisis.
Mr, DONALDSON: If the Soviets aren't thal worried about it- they're worried about SDI,
quite clearly, then it can't be much of a bargaining chip.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Star Wars.
Mr. DONALDSON: That's right, Star Wars. It can't be much of a bargaining chip. And if
it's not a weapon that performs the purpose for which we originalJy designed it, why have it?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me ask a question here which we did not deal with while we were
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talking to the secretary and to Mr. Menshikov. Why is the Soviet Union so terrified of Star
Wars?
Mr. WILL: Because it puts-c.
Mr. BRINKLEY: There's a great debate in this country over whether it will ever even work.
Mr. WILL: They have an enormous investment that they've wrung from their pathetic
population to build these offensive systems and Star Wars threatens it. They think it's going
to work, it seems pretty clearly, no matter what American scientists, some of them, are
saying.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Wen, they're working on one of their own, in fact, a Star Wars system.
Mr. WILL: Indeed. Oh, indeed. They're probably spending more on defense than we are.
Mr. POWELL: Well, stop. When you say they're spending more on defense than we are,
you are lumping in a civil defense operation which we don't seem to care much about-
Mr. WILL: That's defense.
Mr. POWELL: Well, as long as the implication is not that they are necessarily spending
more on this type of defense-s-
Mr. WILL: Well, also it is the case-
Mr. POWELL: They will certanly, if we go ahead with it, probably match us.
Mr. WILL: Yeah, but Star Wars puts the competition between the superpowers in our court;
that is. in high technology and the-
Mr. BRINKLEY: -in which we have an advantage.
Mr. WILL: -the productivity and richness of a free society.
Mr. POWELL: Well, it also-> I think we have to get away from the idea that everything that
scares the Russians is perforce good for us. Imean. Star Wars scares me a good bit, too.
Mr. BRINKLEY: George. a free society is, as you say, certainly is rich, but it also is deeply
in debt, and this week, and in fact for several weeks now, we have seen Congress struggling
- Imust say no one seems to be perspiring very heavily in this struggle, but they have been
struggling - with trying to do something about our deficit. The results have been less than
inspiring, wouldn't you say?
Mr. WILL: Well, except they did something that I certainly would have said they'd never
have done. That is, they voted to have a one-year elimination of the COLA on Social
Security. Now, whether you agree with what they did or not, that is politically courageous.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. who is they? The Republicans on the Senate Budget Committee
only. And do you think that's going to survive both houses of Congress?
~r. WILL: No, everything that Budget Committee does is in the subjunctive mood because it
bl.n~ no one. What we learned this week is that in the next four years we're going to add a
tnIlion dollars to the national debt.
Mr, DONALDSON: Well. I'll tell you what·happened this week. The President set himself
up for something-
Mr. BRINKLEY: So what does it do - puts us all out on the street with a tin cup?
Mr. WlU: It leaves- that means the taxpayers of this republic for the rest of the history of
the republi.c will pay about $100 billion a year in interest just to pay for the debt we're going
to run up m the next four years.
M.r. DONA~N: I'll tell you what's going to happen later this year, sometime this fall or
winter. v.-:e're g~:)lngto be treated to the spectacle of the President coming out in the Rose
Garden With a big .44 magnum strapped on. All of a sudden he'll pull it because as he said
this past week, in daring Congress to pass- '
Mr. BRINKLEY: Figuratively speaking, I gather.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, no, he's the one who did it. He said it last week. In daring
Congre~s to pass a tax increase. which he's dead set against - he's borrowing this phrase
from Dirty Harry. '.'Go on," he said, "make my day." Well, I think they're going to make
~IS day and he's gomg to pull that veto pen and he's going to shoot because- they won't call
It taxes, perhaps. They'U call it anything they want to. They'll call it a green stove. But we're
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going to have to raise revenue to get ahold of the deficit.
Mr. POWELL: I doubt that Congress is going to put itself in the position for the President to
blow 'em away like that on national television. But-
Mr. BRINKLEY: So what are they going to do?
Mr. POWELL: Well, there's almost no way to do it, it seems to me, without dealing with
something that's reasonably simple, reasonably straightforward, which means it can't be
exactly fair and precise. But as Senator Hollings from Sooth Carolina has been talking for
several years about a freeze both on tax cuts and on expenditures. it pretty well works. You
freeze expenditures and you also freeze-the tax reductions, that is to say, the indexing, over
the next several years. And that will pretty well do it with some modifications. You could call
that a green stove, it seems to me, not a tax increase, but a freeze on tax cuts, and it might
work. But you have to have the President willing to buy it.
Mr. DONALDSON: I've never seen a green stove. Of course I'd rather see than be one, I
suppose.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, when it comes to money and Congress, are we really able to govern
ourselves?
Mr. DONALDSON: Oh. sure. That's what's happening right now.
Mr. BRINKLEY: We are? I'm happy to hear that. Sam.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, you see, various interests up there are looking after their own.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Yes.
Mr. DONALDSON: The farmers are looking after theirs and the steel men looking after
theirs, and the President trying to repeal special interest groups is like saying this country
ought not to be a diverse society. It ought to be some monolith.
Mr. WILL: Let's be- wait, let's he a little bit fair to the Democrats and Republicans on the
Senate Budget Committee. The argument up there for two weeks has been how much.to cut
the Small Business Administration, how much to cut Amtrak, how much to cut this and
that-
Mr. DONALDSON: Defense.
Mr. WILL: Defense. And there is a consensus in the country. Journalism generally misses
the story when the story is not conflict but consensus.
~r. DONALDSON: But the vote was party-line vote. There's no consensus when it's II to
rune, II Republicans and nine Democrats.
Mr. WILL: There is a consensus in the sense that the disagreement is very moderate and there
is consensus about the trend, which is to shrink government spending on the domestic side.
Mr. POWELL: But nobody is willing to do- I say nobody. There is oot a majority that is
willing to make the sort of cuts that would he necessary to deal with the deficit problem
absent increased revenues or a freeze on tax cuts. if you will. Imean, the Republicans ~
talking about this is a $55-billion thing. The Congressional Budget Office said it's only going
to he $39 [billion]. The truth is somewhere in between.
Mr. WILL: And the reason I for three yean; have been irritating Brother Brinkley here by
saying that we're undertaxed is that I saw this coming; that is, that starve the government of
revenues, eventually you're going to bring to a halt the President's most valuable program, tn
my judgment, which is the rearmament of the country.
Mr., BRINKLEY: George, with that ridiculous statement. our time has run out. Thank you.
We II be back- we'll be back with a few words about what might happen if peace broke out
and--- such as, how would General Dynamics pay the rent? In a moment.
[commecial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary]: Finally, this is oot a prediction and certainly oot an expres-
sion of any real expectation but more like a fleeting sprin~ fan~y. But suppose for .a
moment that the United States and the Soviet Union did, as IS now discussed, settle all their
differences. What would we do? Washington is full, for example, of think: tanks, people
specializing in global strategies and the geopolitics of war and peace. If peace broke out,
what would the think tanks think about? What would General Dynamics do for a living? Of
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its $8 billion profit last year, $7.5 carne from the Pentagon. Would it tum to making toy
fighter planes and cap pistols for <MIT kids to play with? Well, perhaps, but <MIT kids can't pay
Pentagon prices. And, netleast, what would Congress do? It would face the terrifying task of
finding ways 10 spend all the money it used to spend on defense. Could Congress face up to
this arduous task? Yes. In finding ways to spend money it has never failed us.

And, an interesting footoote. Beginning tomorrow night, Ted Koppel and ABC's Night-
line will originate for the whole week from South Africa and will report on the wide span of
opinion in that troubled country. first time any television program has done this.

For all of us at ABC's This Week, until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WIlli DAVID BRINKLEY

April 14, 1985
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our
Washington headquarters. here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Ready or not. the taxes are due tomorrow and the Internal Revenue
Service. perhaps vainly. will go through another nightmare trying to deal with all of the
paper. all ,the numbers and all the complexities. How did the U.S. Congress ever devise a tax
syst~m WIth all of the following faults? So complex nobody understands it. Nobody. It is
unfair to all taxpayers at all income levels. It requires too much time and trouble keeping all
of me, records. and it places an impossible burden on the Internal Revenue Service and on the
Amen~an. people. Well. what to do about it? We'll ask today's guests: Roscoe L. Egger.
Commissioner of Internal Revenue; Representatives Richard Gephardt of Missouri and Jack
Kemp of New York. each of whom has a plan to simplify the tax system: Henry W. Bloch of
H&~ Block. wh? will figure your taxes for you. for a price: and Ronald L. Noll. National
S~lety. of Public Accountants; some background from our man John Martin: and our
discussion here with George Will. Sam Donaldson and Monon Kondracke. all here on our
Sunday program.
First. a little news. Daniel Onega. the president of Nicaragua. told ABC News yesterday

th~ body of an American citizen, a mercenary. was found after a battle between ~e
Nicaraguan army and the contras trying to overthrow it. He showed an identification tag:WIth
thename. Roger Patterson. blood type O-positive. Social Security number. religion Baptist.
white male. Patterson, he s~d. was killed trying to overthrow Ortega's government. But now
Patterson has turned up. alive and well. in Alabama. Mr. Patterson is standing by now. Tell
me. If you can. how did Ortega get your dog tag. Mr. Patterson?
RDGER PATTERSON: I don't know. Mr. Brinkley.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Were you ever in Nicaragua?
Mr. PATTERSON: I was never in Nicaragua.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Were you in Central ~erica'
Mr. PATTERSON: I was in Central America.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Did you ever lose a dog tag down there"
Mr. PATTERSON: Not to my knowledge. never.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You were in the Anny?
Mr. PATTERSON: Yes. I was in the Anny.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Where did you serve'?

Mr. PATTERSON: I served in Honduras. Central America.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You were in Central America. then?
Mr. PATTERSON: Right
Mr. BRINKLEY: But not in Nicaragua"
Mr. PATTERSON: Right.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Did you ever have a spare dog tag that you might have lost'?
Mr. PATTERSON: Not to my knowledge. Mr. Brinkley.
~r. BRknINKLEY:All right. Mr. Patterson. if vou ever figure this our would you call us and
et us ow about It? I'd appreciate it. •
Mr. PATTERSON: Yes. I would.
M~. BRINKLEY: Thank you very much. .

n Louisville, Kentucky. another heart patient. a retired railroad locomotive engtneer.
~~r~am~~ss~ery t? ~ave an artifi~ial heart implanted, Jack C. Burcham. 62. ~is former
. hi g . t the Illinois Central Railroad ran a full-page ad in the I.auisvil!e Courter Jourl/al

WIS ng him luck and th t th I . .Yest rda th' a was. e ast dung he saw before he went mtc surgeI)" .
eye space shuttle DIscovery launched a communications satellite. Its timer faded
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to work and so it was crippled and useless. Now NASA is considering h~ving one of ~e
astronauts walk out in space and try to fix it. but it's dangerous. If the satellite should fire Its
rocket while the astronaut is close by. he could be hurt. They will decide tonight. they say.
WeH be back with two experts in tax. accounting. the commissioner of Internal Revenue

and two members of Congress who want tax reform. and all the rest of today's program in a
moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: There are all kinds of reports of computer breakdowns in lRS offices. of
employees pushed so hard and so overworked they discard tax returns without e,:,er looking at
them. of people threatened with seizure of their bank accounts and even ~eu hou~.s for
unpaid taxes which in fact they have paid. but somehow the computers h~ven t fi¥Ured It out.
All of this is denied by the commissioner of IRS. but the complarnts continue while the cause
of it all, a hideously complex tax law. gets steadily worse. Here's some background on all
this from John Martin. John?

JOHN MARTIN: When Ronald Reagan was governor of California. David. he liked to
say taxes should hun. His premise was that Californians should be painfully aware <?fhow
much of their income goes to government. This weekend many Amencans are pamfully
aware by just looking at the tax returns they' re about to file. But this year there' s an added
pain. The government is apparently having trouble.keeping ~ck o~those ~ax.es.

[voice-over] Recently. a computer tape malfunctioned here tn Philadelphia. one of 10
regional centers processing tax returns. The tape carried $~OOmillion in tax. payme?ts
from 26.0J0 corporations. When a computer couldn't read It. the system sent out delin-
quency notices. alarming thousands of taxpayers and companies.
KEN HUMPHRIES, meat wholesaler: He looked a' me. and he told me that his
computer says we owe the money. Now. I looked back and him and said. "My computer
says we don't owe the money."
GENE WEST, homeowner: It just seems like the left hand doesn't know what the
right hand is doing.
MARTIN [voice-over]: The problem isn't new. Two years ago Gene West faced liens on
his house because a computer failed to record his $8.«<) payment. and the rRS would not
accept his canceled check as proof.
Mr. WEST: $8.()(X) is almost a year's tuition for one of my children to school. you know.
It's not a small amount.
MARTIN [voice-over]: Now. says the IRS. apologies have been sent to everyone. and it
is converting to a new computer system to correct flaws. Even so. errors continue. and the
pace of processing has fallen behind all across the country.
"HAL" fanner IRS examiner: I have seen women put tax returns in their handbags
and take them into the ladies room and dispose of them. 1bey had to do this in order to
meet their goal to stay employed. If you did not meet the so-called goal of production.
you were let go.

ROSCOE L EGGER, Commissioner, Internal Revenue Service
[Wednesday]: Well. let me tell you this. I think all of this talk about returns being
shredded is a lot of nonsense. I don't think it's happening. I read someplace where
somebody said 20.0J0 returns were being shredded. Now. that's just sheer. utter
nonsense.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Roscoe Egger collects America's taxes. He says every processing
center gives every return a number when it arrives. If workers were destroying returns. he
says. the system would sound the alarm.

Mr. EGGER: We would know it from our accounting system. So I'm here to tell you
that that is just nonsense.

RONALD NOLL, National Society of Public Accountants: I have had a conver-
sation with one former IRS employee who told me that he had hidden records from an
IRS internal investigator and he had destroyed records .
MARTIN [voice-over]; It is hard to say how widespread such destruction might be. IRS
officials discount destruction as a factor. but admit there have been delays from a new
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computer system that is not quite up to speed. Even so. the IRS says it is only 20% behind
last year and closing fast. It says it does not expect to pay excessive penalties for late
refunds. It h~ 45 days from tomorrow to refund overpayments without paying 13%
interest. All this weekend it is offering tollfree advice. All this past week the American
voter has been getting a different kind of tax. advice. "Simplify" is the message carried
across the country by Senator Bill Bradley of New Jersey. stumping for his plan to lower
tax rates and remove many of the deductions that drain revenue.

Sen. BILL BRADLEY, (D) New Jersey: This is the year in which we have an
oppo~mty to get major tax simplification. By that I mean cutting the tax rates
dramatically and eliminating many of the loopholes.

MARTIN {voice-overt: Senator Bradley and Representative Richard Gephardt would
lower personal tax rates to 14.26 and 30 percent, depending on income. Senator Robert
Kasten. J~. and Representative Jack Kemp would cut the rate to 24% of taxable income
and ~mut wage earners to exclude 20% of what they make that is subject to Social
Security taxes. And the Treasury plan, from then-Secretary Donald Regan. would cut the
rates to 15. 25 and 35 percent. All would allow home mortgage interest deductions: none
would aH0'7' the curr~~t 60% exclusion for capital gains for individuals. And all would
end roc businesses the Investment tax credit. Whatever the details. the concept of simpli-
fication and reform crosses party lines and has become an article of faith for the future.

Pres. RONALD REAGAN {March /8{: We're committed to an historic reform of
our ~ c.ode, ":laking America's after-tax rewards the brightest light for growth and
stability In the Industrialized world.

MA.RTIN: .A wise economist once said of tax reform that simplicity is the enemy of
equity. ~~ weekend, many Americans may fear that computers are the enemy. But
whatever It IS. the deadline is here for those of us who pay and those who check to see that
we pay. David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Coming next. Henry Bloch of H&R Block, who likes
~ompl,ex tax laws, and Ronald Noll of the National Society of Public Accountants, who
~sn 1. And. shortly. the commissioner of Internal Revenue and two members of Congress
w 0 advocate tax reform and simplicity. In a moment.
[commercial break]

Mr. ~RINKLEY: Me. Bloch in Kansas City. and Mr. Noll in Philadelphia. thank you very
muc for bemg here with us today; pleasure to have you with us.
RON.ALD NOLl, National Society of Public Accountants· Thank you. Good
morning. .

~r. B~KLEY: Here with us are George Will of ABC News and Sam Donaldson. ABC
~~~ th te Hou~ correspondent. Mr. Bloch. I gather from what you've been saying and

g at you like the tax code the way it is. Is that correct?
HENRY BLOCH P id . .

U ' res ent, H&R Block: Yes sir I would say our tax code IS a very
exce ent one. ' .

Mr. BRINKLEY: Doesn't it make you a minority of one?

~~~~~~: Ihope not .. I ~ink over ~ime it will be demonstrated that our tax code has
People ~e 'alan

l
d a1kthemaJ.~ thing about It. it's very fair. It's fair for a multitude of people.

m w s of life are treated fairly.
Mr. BRINKLEY' Well I thi I' edtax code be • . ' er me get ISout of the way right now. Do you like a comp teat

cause It means people have (0 use H&R Block to fill out their tax returns?
Mr. BLOCH' No l think I' Avery' I . . I m more honest than that. and I am not advocating it for that.
But t~~tax. code actually would make me much more money than I'm making right nOW.
other. The :i~I~Ple tax code and an equitable tax code are diametrically opposed t? eac.h
country. pest form of taxes would be grossly unfair to most of the people 10 this

Mr. BRINKLEY' Now Mr N II' . . th'field. You I th ' . o. m Philadelphia. you're an accountanl who works in IS
RONA ' ga er. have had some problems with the IRS. right?

LD NOLL: I certainly have have problems.
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Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. the commissioner is listening and we'll have him here shortly: this is
a good time to say what's on your mind. What is it?
Mr, NOLL: Well. first of all. I'd like to say that our National Society of Public Accountants
has found these problems in IRS correspondence to be a national problem and not just rare
incidental occurrences. The story that you ran about Me. West- happens to be a client of
mine, and Iwas involved for almost four years in trying to settle that dispute. And it seems
like the IRS's computers or their personnel. they don't respond to the correspondence that we
sent. and I'd like to also say that Idon't believe that this is an unusual. rare incidence. As a
matter of fact, this week I have had two more clients come: one goes back as far as 1979. and
the problem isn't solved. And these are innocent taxpayers. That's what my complaint really
is.
GEORGE WILL: Mr. Noll, your complaint is by and large anecdotal: that is, given the fact
that this is a country of 200-and what -30 million Americans. most of them paying taxes with
remarkable sort of voluntary compliance, aren't you making an awful lot out of merely
episodic. understandable blips in an otherwise smooth-functioning system?
Mr. NOLL: Well. what I'm talking about again are the notices that go on to these innocent
taxpayers. For instance, in The Wall Street Journal on April the 5th it said that lRS's
computers generated 3.9 million notices in 1984 for their matching program and that the lRS
has now admitted that 24% of these notices were erroneous. which means that innocent
taxpayers receive about 75.0c0 false notices per month asking them or telling them to pay
taxes. And there's such a fear out there that people will pay these erroneous notices before
they will try to get what's fair to them.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Block. given that we have a complicated tax code, it's understandable that
there's a business such as yOUP.ito help people. but isn't there something the matter with a
society in which a basic civic duty such as paying your taxes requires specialized help such as
your company offers? Shouldn't that alarm us. the mere fact that H&R Block has to exist?
Mr. BLOCH: I really don't think it should alarm us. We live in a very complex society, and I
think our tax laws reflect that. Many of the tax laws were put into effect to accomplish very
worthwhile social and economic objectives. and to eliminate all of those objectives would. in
my opinion, be a tremendous disservice to the country.
SAM DONALDSON: Mr. Bloch, if I may just at that point say that the Grace Commission
in 1981 looked over figures for that year and concluded that $90 billion of taxes was being
avoided by taxpayers. both corporate and personal. Now. you say the system is fair. How can
it be fair to anyone of us when $90 billion that's oweed to the government is avoided?
Mr, BLOCH: Okay. I think that can be addressed in several different ways. First of all. our
system of auditing tax returns is a very good one. For every one dollar we spent in audits. the
Internal Revenue collects an additional $10. The percentage of audits in the last few years has
gone from 5% to 1.5%. Now. that's explained through the use of computers. but I feel very
strongly, and I know others share my feeling. that there should be more audits, that that 1.5%
should be greatly increased. bringing in more revenues and also discouraging people that
don't file honest tax returns.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. yes. but the point by those who want to simplify the system to
some extent is not only that it would fairer. but thai you would collect more money because
there would be fewer opportunities for people to cheat.
Mr. BLOCH: Well. my answer to that is I think that a flat rate tax in time would be viewed
as the biggest tax loophole of all. Our system has always been based on graduated rates
whereby the rich pay a higher rate than the poor. And to get rid of 15 tax rates and simply to
substitute one. two or three, in my opinion is no simplification.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. Mr. Noll. how do you feel about it? Should we go to some sort
of a flat-rate system or at least a simpler system?
Mr. NOLL: Well. it's difficult for me to really assess that. I think that the economists and the
Congress have been discussing that back and forth. Certainly we have a very. very complex
system that creates a lot of work for accountants like myself. I don't think that anyone really
knows or understands the code, as you pointed out earlier. But I'm not sure simplification is
the answer. either because of things like your inner-city problems and investment tax credits.
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[ think that it's going to be difficult to have a simple system.
Mr.. BL~CH: I'd like to point out one other thing. that the Treasury proposal advocates
starting indexing. Now. indexing-s-
Mr. DONALDSON:Well. we already have indexing.
Mr. B~OCt:t: We alre~dy h3:ve indexing, and indexing of tax rates and exemptions. certain
depreciable Items. Capital gams IS a tremendous complication that I do think it's wise. it's
good and fair.

Mr. BRINKLEY:Mr. Bloch. Mr. Noll. thank you. Thanks verymuch for coming in. talking
with us today. It's been a pleasure to have you with us.
Mr. BLOCH: Thank you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next, Roscoe Egger. Jr .. the commissioner of Internal Revenue.
who has heard all of these complaints and who will in a moment have a chance to respond to
them. In a moment.
[commercia! break I
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Egger. thanks vety much for coming in.
ROSCOEEGGER,Commissioner, Internal Revenue Service: It's a pleasure.
~:. BRINKLEY: Happy to have you with us today. Tomorrow is your big day, I guess, isn'r
It. Son of Fourth of July for IRS. Now. you've heard aU these stories about computer
~~akdowns, false dunning notices sent to taxpayers. people in the Philadelphia office shred-

g re~s, takinl? them to the ba~ms and leaving them, and so on and so on. You deny
all of that. If they re all false, where IS all this stuff coming from? Is somebody out to getyou? ~ .

Mr. EGGER: I. don't think. number one. the very things I've denied are shredding tax
but nor Nobody s found any evidence of that to date. We've had people destroy documents
fiu~~ot tax retu~s. ~ot tax.payer documents. We've had that kind of thing. and wwhen we

I ~ obit,":e deal WI~ U. We take those people to the woodshed. so to speak. and deal with it.
t s viously an infraction of our rules.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. where are all these charges coming from?
Mr. EGGER:Well. Ithink the point that George Will made earlier in the program was that ith anecd0tat, and there are some people that have had bad experiences with us. That's why we
dave a p~ hie,:"resolution program. to try to resolve the instances where the system breaks
own, w IC It does . certainly. from time to time.
Mr.WILL·Y . b i

I': .' ~ JO IS. of course. to enforce the tax code not to write it but you must havea proteSslOnal' . . .Interest m the debate going on about a simplified tax. system.
Mr. EGGER: Oh, of course.
Mr WILL' Ad' .. . . / n IS It not the case that it would be a lot easier to run your system, a lot less
mcennvs lor non-eo I' if h .mp lance, I we ad a much lower top rate?
Mr. EGGER' Just n . bouti , TaJ fore 0 quesnon a ut It. You re exactly right. I agree with that. The -easury
tPhropos . orexample, would reduce the number of taxpayers in this country who iterruze on

etr return itemi ded . mso tho ze uctrons, about 50%. In other words. down from about 36~/{I to
me mg closer to 15%. Doing that all by itself would make our life a lot easier.

Mr. WILL' Now the '. . id rednot a mo~ d . re.are natlon~ m the world where avoiding the tax collector IS consi e
are r efect but indeed a kind of public game. The Italians can't understand why we
Of~s~~:i~ant as we are. What's happening to tax compliance in this country? Is this ~ase
States sa 5 th g, and how. can It ~el~ ?u( erode, by the way, when the President of the United

Y e tax code IS unfair. iniquitous etc etc etc"Mr. EGGER" . . '., .. .
that the com i·Well, Itlu':'k that t?e unfauness part is the key to it. and our own srudles shoW
far that tren~ l~ce level IS trendmg downWard. I'm delighted to tell you that in the 1980s, so
dropped nearl : slOWed but no~ethe.less, from about 10 years ago, 1974 or ~, we ve
$10 b',II' Y 0 percentage pomts In compliance overall and that translates mto about

Ion a year Each . . .. ' .
Mr. WILL' If' ~rcentage pomt IS about $5 bllhon In revenue. .
shelters th~t ~PI~ .all paid the taxes they owe honestly _ I mean. ('m talking about. ~SU1g

egltlmate. If they paid the taxes they owed. would we have a defiCIt.

Mr. EGGER: Well. our study shows that we're about 590 billion behind each year because
of what we call the tax. gap. which is the difference between what taxpayers owe legally and
what they pay~
Mr. DONALDSON: How do you correct that"
Mr. EGGER: -c-without enforcement. that is. without any enforcement activity on our part.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. how do you correct that? Do you need more agents to audit
returns? How do you solve it?
Mr. EGGER: Yes, we're behind on the examination part of it. That's the one area where I
think we're short, and for that reason the administration has agreed to increase our exami-
nation resources beginning in 1987 by about 2.500 a year for three years.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. Mr. Egger. you said that some of these stories are anecdotal
about abuses by the service. but Iwould like to suggest ~at most Americans d?n't agree .with
that. For instance. at the moment you say you have Imes that one can call tn, last-minute
help. But almost all the places in the country that Itried yesterday - and Itried long distance
several of your offices ~ I got a busy signal. Why do they get a busy signal?
Mr. EGGER: Well. keep in mind that you're calling at the peak of the season. You're
calling at the time when-
Mr. DONALDSON: But that's when I need the help.
Mr. EGGER: I understand that. but it's very difficult for us to have trained people on board
to handle all of the~ you know. the peak load without getting into a tremendous outlay in
terms of our budget.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. then what are those lines for" Idid get through a couple oftimes.
I asked questions which Ithought were reasonably simple. about capital gains. for instance.
Couldn't get an answer. Igot people who were happy to tell me Ihad to sign my return. But
they couldn't tell me exactly what some of the tax law that Iwanted-
Mr. EGGER: Well, that's surprising because under our procedures-- if whoever answers
that call is unable to answer it. they're supposed to refer the call to someone who is in a
position to answer the question.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. do you think my case was not typical, that Ijust suddenly-
Mr. EGGER: I suspect it was typical at this time because. again, because of the tremendous
load on the system right now. ~is wee~e~ ..But we have- last year we answ~red about 40
million phone calls a year. that IS. 40 million m the course of the year. And that s a great deal
of calls. That's about 40% of the total number of people that file tax returns in the country.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. Mr. Egger. you're in the trenches. so to speak. out front there trying
to get the money. You say $90 billion that people admit they owed are not paid. What about
the~so-called underground economy where they don't report anything, they just simply cheat?
Mr. EGGER: That is inclusive of the underground economy. What I meant to say is the $90
billion is the difference between what is legally owed and what people report and pay
voluntarily without any enforcement action on our part.
Mr. BRINKLEY: AIl right. Now. as I say. you're out. front there trying to get the money.
and I know it is not your job to write the tax law, but If you were wnnng It. what should It
say? Should it be a flat tax across the board? That would be the simplest.
Mr. EGGER: Well. in general, I'm very supportive of and believe in the Treasury proposal,
that is. the concept of the Treasury proposal. which is not dissimilar from some of the other
proposals that have come in.
Mr. DONALDSON: What about the idea, though. that was made by Mr. Bloch. that a flat
tax isn't really fair. that by taking just a certain J:lCrcentgeof everyone's income, people who
really need it more than others are treated unfatrly?
Mr. EGGER: Well. without regard to what Mr. Bloch had to say. I don't think that there's
anybody proposing a pure flat tax in the country. I think all of these proposals are something
slightly different than that.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Egger. thank you. Thanks vety much for coming in today.

Mr. EGGER: Enjoyed being here.
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Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next. Representative Jack Kemp. Republican of New York. and
Represe~tatlv~ Richard Gephardt. Democrat of Missouri. each of whom has a plan of his
own to simplify the tax system to the point where those who are not Einsteins perhaps can
understand it. In a moment.
{commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Kemp. Mr. Gephardt, thanks very much for coming in 10 talk with us
today.

Rep. JACK KEMP, (R) New York, chalnnan Republican Conference: Good
Morning. David.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Happy to have you with us. Each of you has a tax plan of your own. Mr.
Kemp and Mr. Kasten, Mr. Gephardt and Senator Bradley. Now. there are all kinds of tax
plans floating around. The Treasury had one which the President did not eagerly support.
He's gomg to have another one soon. First tell me, what do you think the chances politically
- what do you think the choices are of getting any sort of tax reform this year? Mr. Kemp?
Rep. KEMP: Well. David. [think that the chances are very good. The President yesterday
made ,It v~ry clear in his radio address to the nation that he plans to move swiftly and
som,eUme In May on a major overhaul of the tax system. and I really think this will be the last
Apnl I?th that the American people face what you call. David. the confounding and the
perplexity and complexities and the unfairness of the American tax system. So I'm very
opunusuc th.at the coalition of Bradley and Gephardt and Kemp and Kasten and what ~n
Regan and Jim Baker have done, including me President's ability to sell this to the American
people. win give us a new tax system for 1986.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Gephardt, what do you think?
Rep. RICHARD GEPHARDT, (D) Missouri, chalnnan Democratic Caucus: I share
the opnrrusm. David. I mink it can be done. primarily because I think !:he American people
are desperately ready for tax reform. I've just finished a seven-city tour around the country.
talking to ~axpayers a.bout tax reform. and I can assure you that the great majority of me
people believe that fairness comes from a simpler tax code.
Mr. WILL: .Mr. Gephardt, your party has been identified for yean; with the doctrine that the
tax code eXIsts.not Just to raise revenues but also to redistribute revenues. And specifically
that.a progressive tax is equitable because the rich, in a variety of measurements. are in fact
getting more. o~t of society and out of government. Is your party abandoning someming
fundamental If It goes for a flat tax?

Rep. GEPHARDT: Not at all. George. The bills that are before us. Bradley-GephaniL
Kemp-~asten, the Treasury bill and. I would think. the President's bill when it comes m
May. wIll all be retaining progressivity in the tax code. In other words, if you make more.
yo~ pay some more. In our bill we retain the present level of progressivity. even though
we ~ able to b~ak 14 brackets down to three and make the code a lot simpler. So we' re not
leavmg our basiC values or principles at all.

Mr. WILL: M~. Kemp. as you know. one of your colleagues over in the Senate. ~ob
Packwood. chamnan of .the Finance Committee. says complexity is kind of a good mmg
becau.se. as Mr. Bloch saId earlier. simplicity and equity are incompatible. that in fact the taX
code IS a whole bunch. of social programs. many of which. unlike most others. work. The.y
actually prod.uce a nation of homeowners: they encourage charitable contributions. What s
the matter With complexity?

Rep .. KEMP: Well. I think the poinl that is being made by most people who talk 10 the
~~can people, and ~Ick has been around me country and I've been in Buffalo talking
~I. olks who really belIve that every single deduction or credit or exemption in the taX code
ISm there for one basic reason. and that's to protect the taxpayer against a very high marginal
tax rate both on labor and capital. Now. there are some of those things that Bob PackWood
and Dan ROSlenkowski and Brad[ey-Gephanlt. Kemp-Kasten. indeed the Treasu",. a~ree
should be kept - mterest on the mongage and real estate taxes and charitable contnbutJons
to one extent or another. And hopefully the benefits that have been worked out between
employers and employees that are sometimes called fringe benefits these are socially desir~
able B t [ think • red'. u even Bob Packwocx1. George. would agree that the investment tax c It
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could be traded in for a much lower corporate rate and some deductions on personal income
could be traded in fairly and equitably for a sharply lower personal tax rate on workers and
savers and investors in America.
Mr. DONALDSON: But do you both agree with the Treasury idea thaI even though you
have a lower corporate rate, by eliminating these deductions we are going to realize a greater
percentage from corporate America in the way of tax revenue?
Rep. KEMP: [ belive that. [think the only people who will lose as people start figuring out
winners and losers. the people that so-called WIll lose are those who are not paying tax nght
now. And if the system had sharply lower and dramatically lower rates on corporate and
personal income and on the family. I think. we would find th~t the. tax base would expan~.
that underground economy that I think. Sam Donaldson or DaVIdBrinkley ~ed a!;KJutthat s
costing us $90 billion a year would come down and we would find the national income of
America going up considerably.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Gephardt. what should the take be from business America? Right
now I understand it's about 8%. Should it rise to. say. 15% or even higher?
Rep. GEPHARDT: It's about 6% under today's code. A few yean; ago it was as high as
15%. I think it could easily go back to that level. and that would be a lot fairer. I think
corporations. though. would do better. even if they were paying a greate~ amount .of revenue,
if we went to simpler tax system. It's ridiculous to have some corporations paymg al46.%,
some paying at zero percent and some paying nothing at all. even the government sending
them a check every year.
Mr. DONALDSON: But of course corporations argue that you're destroying the funda-
mental basis of our society. our system. that we need corporations and businesses to produce
the wealth that all of us benefit from.
Rep. GEPHARDT: Well, [ think you need a corporate income tax. l don't think there.·s
anything wrong with that. I think corporattcns are enb.tIes.and ha~e. traditionally pat~ tax m
our system. and I think the fact they're ~ow~ to 6% IS kin~ of ridiculous. ~d I. think the
American people believe that as well -:1~Ink If you can ge~nd of me complexity. If you can
get businessmen back to making decisions based on business rather than some crazy tax
gimmick, you'll do a favor for corporations. you'll do a favor for America.
Mr. WILL: Well. Mr. Gephardt. one way of doing that would be 10 adhere 10 the. plan
endorsed by. among others. Lester Thurow. a distinguished aca~~ic ~d .a ~beral
Democrat. who says abolish the corporate income tax because III fact It s legislating tn ~e
dark. We do not know who pays it. that it may come out of- be pas~ along ~ :m 0v:era~g
expense in the cost of the product or come out of employee compensation. but It ISlegislating
in the dark.
Rep. GEPHARDT: [ don'l think it is legis[ating in the dark. [ think the problem has been
that it's been so inequitable. some corporations paymg ~t the top 46% rate. some corpomtJons
paying nothing at all. Under our pro{X)saJmost corporations woul~ pay at abo~(the 30% rate.
I think. that makes sense. I think it would have a good econorruc outcome If we could get
major people who run corporations to stop worrying about tax breaks.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Both of you have been involved in this for som~ time no,:",. ~ou kno,:,,"
that- I think. we all know the public percepti~n. right or ",:ro~g. publiC perc~puon.ls mat.dus
city. Washington. is pretty much run by lobbyISts and S~laI mterests of vanous kinds ..Smce
you have been working on tax reform. how many lobbyiSts have come to see you asking to
have their own special little-
Rep. KEMP: Lots. Lots and lots. Actually some of them--
Mr. BRINKLEY: Give me a figure. How many? A guess.
Rep. KEMP: A couple dozen. But [ must say. in defense; of the ability or the opportunity. of
people to meet with their representative or melr senator, It s not bad to have people dISCUSSIll~
certain problems. and [ would defend that. But I think Dic~ is right whe~ he suggests that If
the rates were sharply lower on personal and corporate mcome and I~the s~stem were
perceiVed to be fair by both labor and cap~tal, and if we'd do the n~ht dung ~or the
homeowner and the family and a growth-{)nented tax .system. and parttc~I3!ly wlm the
suppon. David, of Ronald Reagan going to the Amencan people and pomtmg out how
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important this would be to the economy and to the world. to the world that is looking for this
~ of leadership, I think clearly this year. before we adjourn for summer. we can have
major tax reform and simplification with lower rates for all.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. Mr. Gephardt. how many lobbyists have been in to see you trying to
protect their loopholes?

Rep. GEPHARDT: Well, quite a few. and I've been out to see them. In the last few days
I've been in Ot:egon. I've talked to people in the timber industry who have worries about tax
reform. I was In Houston. ~ed to people in the real estate and the oil industry who have
conc.ems. I. was In St. Louis and talked to people that care about the historic rehabilitation
Credit. But. In each meeting. during the meeting and after a meeting, people have come up to
m~and said, "Even though we'd lose something, this is good for the country and we want
this to happen. We hope you get it done."

Mr. I?ONAU?S.ON: Mr. Kemp, what is your relationship now with the White House in
wo~g on this Issue and <.>thers.for that ~tter, because many people at the White House
believe that you are pushing tax reform SImply as a vehicle for your own presidential
candidacy in 1988.

Rep. KEMP: Well, that's so silly as to really not even require an answer.
Mr. DONALDSON: What, your candidacy or-
Rep. KEMP: I've been pushing tax reform since 1976. I've joined with Bradley and
Gephardt to advance the process. and I've been talking with Don Regan and Jimmy Baker,
th~ se~retary of treasury. and I know that the President is very much interested in it. and I
think If we ~an all come .together on something that would be good for America. as Dick
Gephardt pointed out. I think the fu~re political prospects of Democrats or Republicans. you
know; would be e~anc:ct. But I think. to suggest that it is that alone is to disavow the effort
that I've been .makin~ SInce 1976 to bring tax rates down on both labor and capital to get
Amenca growing again.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Kemp, Mr. Gephardt. both of you, thanks very much for coming in
today.

Rep. KEMP: Thank you, David.
Rep. GEPHARDT: Thank you,
Mr. BRINKLEY: It's been a pleasure to have you with us.

Mr. ~~~NKLE~: Coming next. our little discussion here. perhaps rambling and discursive.
and JOI!1Ingus will be Morton Kondracke. who is the Washington bureau chief for Newsweek
magazine. In a moment.
[commercial break!

Mr. BRINKLEY: Some time in May. more or less on the anniversary of the end of the war in
Europe 40 years ago. Mr. Reagan. is visiting and had planned to go here and planned to go
~e~ One place he planned to go ~sto a Ger:nan military cemetery at Bitburg. There's been

g deaf of complaint, something you might even call it an uproar. to exaggerate a bit.
Sam. what s the matter over there? They have a little trouble making these decisions? What's
been happenmg?

~r -. DO~ALDSON: Well, I think the White House has stepped on its PR tail this time,
avid. It s bad enough to many people that the President would go to honor German war

dead - and, .let's be clear, that's the only people who are buried in that cemetery _ but
compounded IS the fact that he would not go to Dachau because he said he didn't want to
open old wo~ds. Well. if you go to honor German war dead. including some Waffen S5.
w~o are bun~ there, what are you reopening but old wounds? I think they made a bad
nus~e. 'They ~ trymg to blame it on. of all people. the U.S. ambassador in Germany. One
of their top 'Yhite Ho?se ~des said to me. "Arthur Burns signed off on it." Well, it's not
Arthur Burns fault. It s Michael K. Deevers and Donald Regan's. and they're ultimately. of
course. Ronald Reagan's.

MORTON KONDRACKE, NewSweek Magazine: Well. the Germans were also
Involved In this. They .cou~dn't decid~ whether they wanted the President to go to Dachau or
not. They changed their minds about n. They invited him to the cemetery. All the Europeans

are having a difficult time trying to figure out how to commemorate the end of World War II.
It seems to me that the President should go to a cemetery. probably one where everybody's
buried - Allies and adversaries as well. He's trying to open a new phase in Europe's history,
and I think it's a wise thing for him to do.
Mr. WILL: But Going to a cemetery would not just be opening a new phase. It would be
affirming a principle that was more clearly understood in 1945 than it is in 1985. In 1945.
with the institution of the Nurenberg tribunals, we said. "We are rejecting the doctrine of
collective guilt of the German population. We are affirming the principle that guilt for the
crimes of this regime were the regime, and can be assignable to particular people." And by
going to a cemetery where the common soldier died, you are affirming what was Allied
policy. brilliantly explained in Churchill's rhetoric through the war, which was the war was
against the regime. that the conquest of the regime was the liberation of the German people
and that we do not bear a malice collectively against an entire people.
Mr. DONALDSON: George, you're bearing with the mind. Remember that the people wbo
are interested in this are thinking with their hearts. They're thinking with their memories.
Holocaust victims and their families are not going to go through a mental exercise. as you just
did---
Mr. WILL: I think that the people who think hardest about the holocaust have thought exactly
this way. and that is why the President should go to a German cemetery and should go to
Dachau and should say to the German people. "This is not affronting the German people
because the German nation was not guilty. It. again, was the regime."
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, Elie Wiesel has thought vel)' deeply about it. He's the holocaust
council chairman and he's convening an emergency meeting tomorrow of the council. all
Reagan appointees. to urge the President to change his mind.
Mr. KONDRACKE: Well, you know, on the issue of Dachau it seems to me that there is
something beyond the holocaust that he could be honoring there. The people who died at
Dachau were not limited to Jews. They were also liberals and church people. Imean, it was
not a death camp in the sense of Auschwitz. And if you want to honor democracy and honor
the victims. Dachau is actually a very g<XXJ place to go because it's a broadscale kind of
thing.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, the real solution. I think, is what they're trying to work on, and
that is they're trying to add an event which would seem to balance the Bitburg visit with
something else to honor holocaust victims and perhaps American war dead. although you
don't have an American cemetery in Germany.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Didn't the British government two or three months ago say that because of
all of these complexities. all of these emotions. that it was not going [0 join in any of these
ceremonies?
Mr. DONALDSON: They changed their mind. That's what they first said and then they
changed their mind.
Mr. BRINKLEY: They did? I didn't hear that, Anything else?
Mr. WILL: Well, other than to say that this is not a problem of simple presidential cosmetics.
because it does touch a fairly important understanding of what totalitarianism is and that's
important to understanding that our grievance today is not with Russian people or the people
who live in the Soviet empire. It is with a regime.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, the White House has had another decision to make, and I think has
made it. concerning a meeting with Gorbachev. whether it is to be called a summit meeting
- whether it is in fact to be a summit meeting, whatever that means -I'm not sure I know
what it means, or a sort of private meeting in a private roon: with the d?Or c10~ at the
United Nations in New York. They have been at some pains to explain the difference
between a meeting and a summit meeting. Sam. Does it make any sense?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, it's an explanation they've thought up this past week because
they see the potential of meeting with Gorbachev for tw~ or ~ hours when there's nothing
to sign and there's nothing really to do except get acquainted With. a) Ronald Reagan sown
past statements about how he never wanted to do that and. b) the attendant risks that people
would expect too much or that people would complain thai Reagan was sitting down with a
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dirty lousy Communist who is already murdering in Afghanistan. So they said, .. All right.
we'll just have a meeting. but that's not a summit." A summit is something different.
Mr. KONDRACKE: Well. 1mean. any time the leader of the Soviet Union and the leader of
the United States get together it's a summit, and the headlines will all be summit and
everybody's talking summit no matter what the agenda is. They want to have a meeting. a
get-acquainted meeting. I think it's a good idea for Reagan. who has never been to the Soviet
Union, to size up this adversary of his. particularly an adversary who is not going to die on
him, who he may even see again some time, and take his measure. He doesn't have to sign
anything; he's not going to give anything away. Just see what vibes come lhrough to him.
Mr. WILL: In 1% I, in order to size up Khrushchev and Khrushchev to size up Kennedy they
met in Vienna. Two months later the Berlin Wall went up. 1979. in June. Brezhnevand
Carter kissed, again in Vienna. 1 believe. In December they invaded Afghanistan. The idea
that there's something inherently-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, they talked, George.
Mr, WILL: WeU, whatever.
Mr, DONALDSON: Th<y didn't kiss.
Mr, WILL: Necking, well- they kissed. Actually I think they kissed, but let's pass that: it' s
not the heart of the problem here. The heart of the matter is the Western liberal democratic.
sweet-tempered belief that the problems of the world are misunderstandings and the power of
person~ity, which is obviously important in the United States - the Ronald Reagan presi-
dency IS an example of that - is similar in the Soviet Union, that you have a new personality
there and therefore the regime is plastic to the touch of this new person. which I think is false.
Mr. KONDRACKE: Nobody thinks that. Look, this is an opportunity for Reagan to do two
things: one, to Size up his adversary and the other is to score PR points. It is necessary. if
you're managing democracies and if you're trying to organize opinion to do, to be forth-
corrung. to seem to be forthcoming. and this is an attempt on Reagan's part to do that.
Mr. WILL: This is not managing opinion: this is surrendering to opinion.
Mr. DONALDSON: Oh. no, but I think it's important. Mort. you're exactly right, because
~rbac~ev has ~ready portrayed a ne~ image to ~e world of the Soviet leadership. whether
It. san u:nage With ar,'y change or not IS another thing. but Mrs. Thatcher just was taken by
him; snutten wouJdn t be too strong a word. remember'! She met with him and came out and
said, "I liked Mr. Gorbachev. We can do business with him ."
Mr. ~LL: Yes, but! saw Mrs. Thatcher recently and she is very cross about people in
television who, she said. took that little piece of film and _
Mr. DONALDSON: - accurately.
Mr. WILL: Well, all right. but didn't give the rest where she was duly skeptical. And I think
she is duly skeptical.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. as Morton says. Mr. Reagan has never been to the Soviet Union but.
on the other hand. Gorbachev has never been to the United States. Why, for whatever that's
worth, why can't they have a small meeting somewhere. two or three of them and a translator
or so----:- or SO on, without having every member of their cabinet. every official from both
counr:nes above the rank of private. first class. all of us there. all the spotlights and so on,
satelhtes? Why can't they have a meeting-
Mr: DONALDSON: They're probably going to do that. That's what they're setting up by
trying to distinguish between a meeting and a summit.
Mr. ~RINKLEY.: ~elL why is it ~ecessary to defend it or explain it as they're now trying'?
What s wrong With It? Why does It need explaining?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. be~ause a lot of Americans have come to expect things., rightly
or. wro~gly. from ~e~ sumrrurs. Some of them have signed agreements. as you know.
Nixon rn Moscow m 71. And some of them have not. You mentioned the Kennedy-
Khrushchev. and there was Kosygin-Johnson. and there was even Brezhnev coming to the
United States - was it '72 or '7J-
Mr. WILL: '73.

Mr, DONALDSON: '73, and being bear-hugged by Chuck Connors and all of that? So they
don't want Americans to think. that something's going to come of it. because if they do and
nothing comes of it. then they're likely. according to the White House. to tum on Ronald
Reagan.
Mr. WILL: What can come of it?
Mr. KONDRACKE: To repeat. some deeper understanding on Reagan's part of what the
guy is like and. secondly. the confidence on the part of the American people and the
Europeans that this guy Reagan has done as much as he possibly can to deal. to talk. to
understand.
Mr, WILL: But. Mort-
Mr, KONDRACKE: That he is not a frozen iceman.
Mr. WILL: Mort. the laner I understand. which is a prudential concession to sort of brute
opinion abroad, that we simply have to make these gestures. But the idea that meeting ~is
person or going to the Soviet Union is important- Gibbon never v.:ent near the ~clent
Roman Empire: he understood it better than anyone else. [ do not believe that that kind of
personal experience is necessary.
Mr. DONALDSON: And Mort. you've got to understand that the Will Doctrine i~ that
relations with the Soviet Union are best when they are at their worst. Please correct me If I'm
wrong. And therefore a meeting-
Mr, WILL: Tell us about-
Mr, BRINKLEY: Do you accept that. George?
Mr. WILL: Well. that's not a bad Donaldson approximation. no.
Mr. DONALDSON: You really don't want these two to meet because you really think it is
an evil empire and we should not treat with it.
Mr, KONDRACKE: It is an evil empire.
Mr, BRINKLEY: You afraid they might like each other?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, let him speak for himself.
Mr. KONDRACKE: It is an evil empire. Reagan knows it's an evil e~pire ..Everybody else
should know it's an evil empire. Reagan should see the face of the empire. Gibbon knew a lot
about Rome because he spent a lot of time reading about it. Ronald Reagan has not read a lot
about the Soviet Union.
Mr. WILL: But for three hours Caligula probably could have been charming. Over time the
Caligulan regime wasn't channing.
Mr, KONDRACKE: [ trust Ronald Reagan more than you do.
Mr, WILL: That could be.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. yes. I mean, the President has not suggested that his horse ought
to be raised to full consul.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, Reagan, like Caligula. owns a horse. Okay, now one other thing.
This past week the Civil Rights Commission came up with a report on an .Ideathat has gamed
mcreasing circulation in this country, the idea of comparable pay for .JObSof .comparable
:-voIth. Not the same jobs. but jobs of comparable worth. There's a great de~ of dispute abo~t
It. The Civil Rights Commission said it was probably the worst Idea that s come along In

years. Morton. what do you think?
Mr. KONDRACKE: [think nobody can deny. it seems to me. that sexism has had an evil
role in the kind of pay that women get. I mean. nurses obviously-
Mr, BRINKLEY: Nurses and teachers.
Mr. KONDRACKE: -get a lot less than doctors do. Teachers have been traditionally badly
paid. The question is whether you want a government tribunal or a Judge. as It ultu:nately will
come to be, deciding whether a tree-trimmer is equal to a.secretary and stu!f like th~t: It
seems to me that you've got better alternatives. The market IS ~e best. col,lecnve bargaining
IS another option. And third is the sexual integration of all these jobs. They re a..'1gomg to get
mixed up. There are now male nurses and women tree-trimmers. and that's going to have an
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impact on the problem. Leave it alone.
Mr. WILL: Yes, comparable worth is a phrase adopted to obscure the fact that you're not
talking about equal pay for equal jobs. It is not a question of whether two secretaries. male
and female, ought to be paid the same. but whether-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. nobody argues that.
Mr. WILL: - yeah. that's right. That's not at issue. The question. should a truck driver be
paid the same as a secretary, and that is something the market measures.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yes, but I think we have to look at this question in the short term. I
agree with you. The market forces should take their play so that males. females can have any
job they want and the pay will even out. But at the moment women have traditionally been
excluded from certain types of work. Irs like an affirmative action program. No one wants to
continue an affirmative action program past the point when jobs are open to people of all
races. In the meantime. though, until that's true of sex. should there be a comparable pay
adjustment?
Mr. KONDRACKE: The problem is, is that you'll institutionalize and bureaucractize some
body that will be in charge of comparable worth. That body will make a decision and that
decision inevitably will be appealed and you'll have the Supreme Court deciding who's
equal.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Isn't this country full of people who would be very happy to make those
decisions? I think it is.
Mr: DONALDSON: Well, they're in Washington, and they're doing it now on a whole host
of Items.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, I have to interrupt.Thank you all. Thanks very much. We'll be back
WIth one final word or two about all this tax. reform and one dangerous aspect of it. In a
moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary]; Finally, one word of caution about all this talk of tax
reform. Every tax. bill now being discussed offers to lower the tax. rates in return for
eliminating or reducing some of the deductions. All right. If the new rate were set low
en~ugh, most people probably would be beneroff. But hire's a question I keep getting in the
mail. Once they have taken away our ~eductions. what is to stop them from raising the tax
rates back t~.,when:: they are now? That IS, the old tax. rates with the deductions gone. What's
to st?P them. Nothing. Congres.s can always find reasons why it needs more money. It's been
finding them for 40 years. Nothing can stop them except seeing that any members that vote to
do who are, in the next election, sent home.

For all of us at ABC's This Week. until next Sunday. thank you.
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ASCNEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVIDBRINKLEY

April 21, 1985
~~~~~ ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our
-~'6-''--.-~••.here's David BrinltJey

DAVID BRI KLEY' How Presiden R .World War U • can . t .<aganobservethe4Olhanniversaryoftheendof
lbo6c still arou'::; ~ and observe It WIth due regard and sensitivity for the feelingsof
V1.Sit a H WI mer mel1lOneS? He has found it is no< easy. He first said he would not
8 Ge oloca~ death camp 10 avoid reviving painful memories; then he said he woud visil
chan rma.n rrufitary ce.me~. and lheJ:!' were angry outcries. He's changed his mind. Hemay
Ho~ It again, II IS a diffkuk episode in American history. Our guests: Elie Wiesel.
aurn:: SWVIVor and chairman of the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Council; Michael

Stephen . seruor foreign editor of the German newsmagazine Der Spiegel;Representan~e
Gerge ~Ian. Democrat. New York. member of the Holocaust Memorial Council; David
John n. <?"OOrwhite ~ou~ director of communications: some background fromou~man

1J
,,_ Martin, and our dlSCUSSJOfl here with George Will. Sam Donaldson and Tom WICKer.

a nere on.our Sunday program.
,,_ First, a, ,tittle news. Now the president of Israel, Chaim Herzog, has been heard from, and
'''' says, Presioent Reagan IS one of the best friends we have and we have the greatest
~on. for.?im, but we feel he is ill advised in visiting a cemetery in which lheGe~an

an: buried. And a controversy. which we wiIJ deal with later in this program, cononues
10 rage. In Germany today, Chancellor Helmut Kohl became the first national leader '0 speak
AB

alaCf~m~:r N~ death camp. He was at a Jewish memorial service at Bergen~Belsen, Here's
S Jun Hickey.

JIM HICKEY [voice-over]: II could have been a dress rehearsal for the dayPresident
Reagan comes 10 Bergen-Belsen. At least it might have seemed that way 10Hehnu,Kohl.
TI1e West gennan chanceljor. who will accompany Reagan on his now controversial tnp
through this country. today delivered an eloquenl eulogy 10 the thousands of Holocaust
V1Ctm:'swho died In this death camp. Kohl said reconciliation with the ~I~~S ISpossible
on~ If Gennans acknowledge what he called their historical responsIbility and never-
ending shame. He said Nazi genocide was the c.larkest chupter in Gennan histol)'.
At a ':flOnumenr to Jewish victims they laid wreaths and chanted prayers, as they no

doubt WIU do when the President visits. His coming here is an effort to overcome ~
controversy caused by his decision to also pay tribute at a German war cemete!)'· nus
Reagan attempt at damage control does not impress many Jewish leaders here.
MAREK F1SCHELo JewiSh community leader: Well, I think he made ilhim::
dIfficult .that- for his VISit to have a big meaning. because most people Will JUst
aboul this controversy. aboul the planning of this and I think this will over.;hado

w
the

whole visit here. '
HICKEY {voice-C?verj: Other Jews, including some Bergen-BeJsen victims. say they
welcome the PreSident's appearance but add it coukl have meant so much more.

{on cQ"!era! Whatevt:r g~ wiJJ President Reagan may genera~e by c.omin~ to Be:&~
Belsen. his trip here w,ll sull be talnned by its awkward pJanmng. Jun HICkey.
News. Bergen-Belsen. Wesl Gennany.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Anne Frank died al Bergen-Belsen. . f'ts
This monung the Israeli cabinet set June Ist as the date for tinal. total Withdrawal 0 I

~s from Lebanon. . will
~ e Bos/on Globe reports Daniel Ortega, president of Nicarag~, says ~s coun~ will

agree to a c~fire. Will restore civil liberties and a free press, If the Urnted State
resu~ negotiations and stop helping the contras. . an
.We 11be back wi~ aU the rest of today's program - a Holocaust survivor, a C::l1st

editor. a fanner White House communications director and a member of the Ho
Memorial Commission - in a moment.
{commercial breakl
Mr. BRINKLEY: Abnosl every country in Europe fought in one way or another. on one si~
or the other, In World War II. from the Soviet Union aU the way over to the Urnted StateS·
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May 1945 the Germans surrendered, and here in Washington people gathened in Lafayette
Park. across the street from the White House. to hear President Harry Truman announce the
war was over. And then they stayed there all night. singing, laughing and crying. How to
commemorate a day like that, with all those countries involved, all of those killed in battle,
all of those killed in the gas ovens? Who is to commemorate exactly what, where and with
whom? Well, Mr. Reagan has found these answers are oot easy. Before we talk. to today's
guests. here's some background from John Martin. John?

JOHN MARTIN: The President wanted to perform an act of reconciliation during his
state visit to West Germany next month, David. But he must be wondering this morning
what has happened to the best of his intentions. Instead of finding a way to celebrate 40
years of friendship with an okl enemy. Ronald Reagan has managed, through a series of
misstatements and mistaken notions about history. to damage his credibility and to bruise
the feelings of friends on all sides. It has oot been his finest hour.
Pres, RONALD REAGAN [March 2//: I feel very strongly thai this time in com-
memorating the end of that great war. that instead of reawakening the memories and
so forth. and the passions of the time. that maybe we shook! observe this day as the
day when. 40 years ago. peace began.

MARTlN [voice-over}: That was the President's best intention. but to pursue it he had
decided not to visit the site of Nazi atrocities at Dachau. the infamous death camp outside
Munich.
Pres. REAGAN: And 1 felt that since the German people. and very few alive that
remember. even. the war. and certainty none of them who were adults and partici-
pating in any way. and the- they do. they have a feeling and the guilt feeling that's
been imposed upon them. and 1 just think it's unnecessary.

MARTlN I voice-over I: But then the President decided to visit the German mi litary
cemetery at Bitburg. and the logic of avoiding one memory while saluting another began
to touch a nerve.
JAMES HUBBARD. The American Legion: He's ignoring the Altied graves of U.S.
servicemen and servicemen from Allied counoies who fought for peace and freedom.
while recognizing the memories of the Third Reich. who fought to conquer the world.
Rabbi DAVID SAPERSTEIN: The intenl of reooncitiation certainly is commendable.
But this decision to visit the Na.z.i- the German war cemetery is neither healing nor
conciliating.
MAR11N [vo;ce--over/: To recover the initiative. the President said he'd misunderstood
his invitation. He sent his assistant. Michael Deaver. to search for a concentration camp
to add to his itinerary. But he defended his original decision.
Pres. REAGAN [Tllesdav/: My purpose was and remains no< to reemphasiu the
crimes of the Third Reich in 12 years of power. but to celebrate the tremendous
accomplishments of the German people in 40 years of tiberty. freedom. e1emocracy
and peace. That's why I accepted the invitation to Bitburg. and that's why I'm going
10 Bitburg.

MARTIN Ivoice-over/: But already the cemetery was becoming a symbol of something
dark and vicious that Mr. Reagan seemed unable to comprehend. It contains the graves of
47 members of the 55. the elite Nazi organization whose membeMp included soktier.;
who murdered American troopS caprured at the Banle of the Bulge. Some stUdents of the
war insist thal oot aU 55 troopS deserve designation as war criminals. But the memory of
their roving battalions revived the honor of mass murder.

EWE WIESEl, Auschwitz survivor [Monday!: The visit to the cemetery, to this
particular cemetery, is 10 us unacceptable. These are and were criminals.

MARTIN ["oice-over[: Other scholarssay the furor over SS troopS ignores wielespread
atroCities by regular German anmy troopS. But Mr. Reagan tried to create sympathy for
other Gennan soldiers buried at Bitburg.
Pres. REAGAN [Thllrsdn.\-[: These were those young teenagers that were con-
scripted. forced into mititary service in the closing days of the Third Reich. when they
were short of manpower.
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MARTIN [voice-over]: BUI W the? The .Howard Metzenbaum df Ohi ere ed y~ confusion was stirring up ok! feelings.
visit the cemetery after all .;.,wav w::,., ner from 53 senators asking Mr. Reagannot to
Democrats said not .. : pot ruary leader of West Germany's rulingChristian
Eichmann's Proseculo;-'Itmg the cemetery wou.1d be an insult. From Israel. Ado~
victory for Adolf Hitle ":~ ~UOled as saymg that IfMr. Reagan goes ahead, it willbe ",
Elie Wiesel, the Presi~~t f as be gave a congressIOnal medaI to death camp survivor
men trying to reach be ndacedthera~ :-erves "!1 aU Sides. It was a touching moment:two
Pres yo political passoons swirling around them.

direcilyR=::"[Frida:t We who had not suffered the tragedy of the Holocaust
rebuilt their shane~r1C and mourned for their victims. As the people of Europe
taught us more than E~i~. SUlVIVOrsrebuilt their shattered lives. No one has

Mr. WIESEL' M 1M' .something er..; t a~ . r'. President, if it's possible at all, implore you to do
President is ndt 0 nd away, 10 find another way, another site. That place, Mr.
friends they your place. Your place is with the victims of the 55. They weremy
Ione~ss in ;ere my ~nts. Mr. President. there was a degree of suffering and
with no refug e c~~ntratJon camps that defies imagination. Cut off from the world.
mothers watc~l/W. re ..sons watched helplessly their fathers being beaten to death.
selections T '7lr children die of hunger. And then there was Mengele and his
the heavens error, ear, 1~latJon. torture. gas chambers. flames - flames risingto
reconciliati . But Mr. President, I know and I understand. we all do, that Y.QU~k
the Gennanon. And so ,do I, SO ~o w~.And I too wish to attain true reconcilian~n.~Ith
Only the k.i1\:"PIe. [OO!"'! believe tn collective guilt. nor in collective responSibility.

rs were guihy.
MARTIN: David?

Mr. BRINKLEY' John thank . .director of comm~': you. Corning next, David Gergen, formerly the White.Ho~se
this. He is now asmca~:J w~o once had tf.te job of helping to arrange presidential mps like
Congress who is nthe With the Amencan Enterprise Institute. Shortly, a member of
newsmagazine an~n .e Hc;>locaust Memorial Council, and a foreign editor of a Genn

an

the anny sto~ in ;: Wiesel,. who was .at a German death camp but was still alive w~n
Council. In a moment. opened It, and he IS now chainnan of the U.S. Holocaust Memo

nal

{commercial breakf
Mr, BRINKLEY: Mr Ge ., .started to say Y . rgen, thank you very much for COmIng Itt to be Withus loday· As [
DAVID GERG OU arenow assoclaled with U.S. News and World Report. right?
Mr. BRINKLE~~' former White House communications director: Yes.
News While H . Here With us areGeorge Will of ABC News and Sam Donak!son, AIlC
and involved in°: ~"Jspon~ent. Now. Mr. Gergen, you u~ to be at the White House
Mr, GERGE' s of dring. Wasn'l dris a piece of poor planning by somebodY?
ing many peo~i/~ "i'~et'e a se.ries of terrible mistakes made here. needlessly offe~-
However, David' I d ' thinkreoperung the very wounds that Mr. Reagan sought to~tf
people underslood e on I all the facts areoul yet, and [ drink it would be help I

Mr. BRINK . xaclly whal happened inside the White House thaI brought all thISabOUt.
LEY. Can you tell us?

Mr, GERGEN' W II [. . finstance on th~ B~b think Sam and I both tried to look into that, and sources tell me,;
cerneteryrsicf_~tturgB-:- and let's take Bitburg for a moment before turTlingt~ to
see the President a c;>n lt~urg. ~ancellor Kohl, as you know, came in last Novem r
with the reside' and Itt making his appeal he said, in effect, "Look, [just wenl to Verdun
Gennany Pand nt 0If Frnnce. It was terribly helpful in tenns of reconciling France and

, now really need you--"
Mr. BRINKLEY' ThM G ' al relales 10 World War I
r, ERGEN' Ye B h' lOawar cemetery j, rid ~ e asked the President- when he asked the President to go ry

emotional ple~ bmtho at he broke down in the office. There were lealS and it was a v~ a
war cemetery ~e e~~ancellor. And the President essentially agreed on the spot 10 go yoU

. Y I not agree at that time where they would go. Now. later, as
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know, Michael Deaver went to Germany to do the pre-advance work, and he went in to
see-- the chancellor received him. That's very unusual for the head of state to receive the
advance team. And when Deaver went to see the chancellor. the chanceUoressentially laid
out the plan for the day, but it included Bitburg. Now, Mike didn't know much about
Bitburg. the rest of them didn't know much about Biiburg. so they went out to see it. Now.
I'm tok1- I don't have all the facts on this - I'm told that when they went to the cemetery,
they went in, they did not understand that the SS troops were buried there. There was snow
covering the graves; they didn't check out the gravestones. They asked the Germans, "Is
there anything that's potentially embarrassing here in this site?" They were reassured that
there was not. They're not blaming the Gennans in this regard, but they do feel that- they
didn't do all their homework, but I think some of the mistakes are more understandable when
you understand the facts and what they were facing.
SAM DONALDSON: Well, on that point.Mr. Gergen. on Friday EheWiesel made the
point to the President's face. He said to him. "We know that you didn't know there were SS
troops buried there."
Mr, GERGEN: Right.
Mr. DONALDSON: But you know it now.

Mr. GERGEN: Right.
Mr. DONALDSON: He knows it now. Why doesn't he cancel the visit?
Mr. GERGEN: Well. of course, one of the mistakes that was made was that they boxed the
President in, in terms of his choices.
Mr. DONALDSON: Who's "they"?
Mr. GERGEN: Well, the whole-
Mr. DONALDSON: wios in charge?
Mr. GERGEN: I think the President and his staff bear responsibility for this. You can't
simply say it was Mike. there was Don Regan. there was this person or that person. I don't

drink that's fair.
Mr, DONALDSON: Yes. but it seems to me the most insulting thing to the President would
be 10 say thaI "they" boxed him in. and this poor man couldn't help himself.
Mr. GERGEN: Well. he found himself boxed in. And I think thaI, as you know, there
was- the White House seriously explored the option on Friday of trying to get out of the
Bitburg visit, and the President talked to Chancellor Kohl by phone for 20 minutes. And after
that conversation he tokl his staff, ". simply cannot do this." And 1 think that people have
yet to understand how important that relationship--
Mr. DONALDSON: Why couldn't he do il?
Mr. GERGEN: Well. because it would then at that point be vety insuhing and embarrassing
to Chancellor Kohl. And after alL what the President set out to do to begin with was to help
strengthen a terribly, terribly important ally. Yes. there are historical memories here that are
extremely deep. There arealso questions of the future of the NATO alliance. of our relation-
ship vis-a.vis the Soviets. and Chancellor Kohl is the linchpin. And there is a tremendous
fear, as you know, among the Reaganauts thaI if Kohlwere repiaced by the left, by the Social
Democrats in Gennany. that they would hm:h to the left and that-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, you're saying in effect that it was a political decision that was

made.
Mr. GERGEN: Yes.
Mr. DONALDSON: It would be worse 10 insuh Chancellor Kohl for the reasons you've just
given than to insuh a nwnber of Americans who have given their reasons very vocally.
Mr. GERGEN: I think thaI thaI's the bind that they found themselves in on Friday. and they
had to make the choice. Whal Ithink they'U now try 10do is 10 see if they can find additional
ways to reconcile themselves with the American Jewish community, with the international
Jewish corrununity and with American veterans. I think they're already exploring those

avenues.
GEORGE WILL: Me. Gergen, as director of communications, you were one of the
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PreS!d~~t's image tuners. And in . .
CredIbIlity. Now, it's been an thatr I guess you were a kind of husbander of his
of this, or does it peter out=~eek for the President. Is there a rolling consequence
Mr. GERGEN' I think sident stand preny much as he was?

• that there's a v definiPresident for a nwnber of roo ths ery rute .threat of a rolling consequence. The
authority that he's worn in thi n. now ~ had this mantle of invincibility, an aura of
think once that is pierced it ~ certainly since his reelection, and even before. And I
not have come at a worse time H • ~re difficujt for him to win the big votes. This could
and Wednesday of thi k .' e 5 JUst facing the contra vote. as you know, on Tuesday
after that. This series ~f::msIDc the Con~; he's goe a fight over the budget that's coming
him, and that's difficult for hirn~ld make It easier for people in the Congress to vote against
Mr. WILL: Tell me somethin abou . .
this week that caused a terrifig t how ~s President works. See. one of the things he said
sokliers Who died in Hitler'sc uproar was JUst slighlly off the truth. And that is, be said the
vicums of Nazism as the co army,. conscripts. ~ost of them young men, were as milch
too. They were victims" if r:::~~.oncamp vtcnms. If he had said, "They were victims
that,. does someone think about it ~ t-:- ?l mean, he was just tone deaf. Does he improvise
SOdisastrously off? or hlIll. J mean. how can you come up so close and yet be
Mr. GERGEN· Typi Ily
to g~ off and m~e s~~:me:~ne )~~ hifl.1 with so~ information which allows him
Provided. or the advice was . ow, In ~s case the information was either carelessly
question that he worsened th~SS' or ~ took It beyond where it was expected. There's no
think that, by the way if vou P blem ~Ith the statement. I don't know whom-- I do think
th~ they deserve. I think oneg~t rn~othis. there are some people who are taking WOr.5e raps
BUburg issue that thi . Mike Deaver. J think when he went to Germany over the
Don Regan is taking : ~~=ent had already ~n ~ to go to a war cemetery. ~think
the new team, cssemiall said p.~.an he deserves m this. Don, when he came in, heading up
mto the German trip t>e1 after m going 10 take hands off this trip. I'm not going to gel
record that's proven' It ause1<1 her all. Deaver is an impresario in these things, he has a track
hands." I don't thmk-:~ I tho better to leave this.as his last hurrah and leave it in his
senous threats as he faces hi ~ there IS .some Iasbng damage for the President and very
the new team in the Wh'te ~most UTIIXJrtaIItIssues. I don't think this is yet a conunental}' on
Mr DON louse.
fri . d AlOSON: Let me ask yo bo th
. en of Jim Baker wh th u a .ut e old team. You were closely associated and a
Jnn Baker was still ~hiet r:ff c;:recedmg chief of staff. A lot of people are saying that if
Is that true? Do you thi~ ~ , Would have cut the losses within 24 hours of the hubbub.
Mr. GERGEN' . . at would have happened?

, I think It Would be . .
Mr. DONALDSON. N . mappropnate for me to make comparisons.
a friend of his, so we'~~ n~ this w:ou~'t be i~app~riate. I've already said that you were
that? m which Side you re commg. Do you think there's any truth to
Mr. GERGEN: I think this
faced, and that is that so ,that Baker wouki have faced the same problems that Regan
thaI governrnent Persona:teoned~ to go and deal with Chancellor Kohl personally and with
Mr. DONALDSON' ' an ey had to gel somebody over there.
Mr. GERGEN' Y • Would he have done it? Baker?
. thro ' es, tiey bad to d I .
It U,gh. Now, it took a lot Ion ea Wl~ th.at. They had to go back to the Gennans and talk
couJdn t get somebody on the ger than l~rrught have been expected. I don't know why ~y
have to deal with the Ge plane on Fnday to go get that settled But the fact was they did
M nnans up fro t .r. BRINKLEY: Mr Ge n.
Mr. GERGEN' Thank' rgen, thank you very mUCh.

o you
Mr. BRINKLEY' Thank .De • sforco" .
N rnocrat of New York a ~g m. COmIng next, Representative Stephen Solarz,
aumann, senior foreign'ed'tmemf r of the HOlocausr MemoriaJ Council and Michael

[ 10rotheG . 'commercial break} ennan newsmagazme Der Spiegel. In a moment.
f technical delay}

Rep. STEPHEN SOLARZ, (D) New York: -Bitburg cemetery in his statement in which
he compared the victims with the villains who were responsible for the extermination of six
million Jews. But I think cooler heads will prevail. The work of the corrunission is very
important. We are establishing, with the support of President Reagan, by the way, here in
Washington, a museum, a memorial to the victims of the Holocaust. And I think it's very
important that that work continue.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Naumann, we understand that when the White House advance men
went to Bitburg, somehow it was not discovered that 5S troops were buried there. Whose-
somebody failed somewhere. Who was it?
MICHAEL NAUMANN, senior foreign editor, Der SpIegel: Well, as far as I know
there are about 2,CO) soldiers buried there, and as far as I also know. a list was provided to
the advance team of the soldiers buried there. And somebody must have simply failed to go
through the list completely.
Mr. DONALDSON: You mean the list had the rank and the organization from which the
soldier came?
Mr. NAUMANN: Most probably. Yes. Yes.
Mr. DONALDSON: It wasn't just a name?
Mr. NAUMANN: That's right.
Mr. WILL: Congressman. you 've talked about the visit to Bitburg as honoring me villains of
Nazism. Most of the soldiers in those 2.(XX)graves were probably conscripts. If they were 20
years old at the time of me Battle of the Bulge. they were nine years old when Hitler came to
power. In what sense are they villains? And isn't the President almost right when he said that
they too are victims of a man who conscripted them into an aggressive war?
Rep, SOLARZ: I think we have to understand. first of all. that the 55 was an elite squad of
killers that organized and carried out the extermination of six million Jews and many, many
others. But even if there were no S5 present in Bitburg, I still think it would have been a
mistake for the President to go there, because his visit to that cemetery betrays a failure to
appreciate or to understand the extent to which the Second WorkJ War was not the ordinary
conflict between nation-states. What was involved in the Second World War was a pri-
mordial struggle against the forces of unmitigated evil, and those soldiers who were buried in
Bitburg fought in the service of an evil regime. which if it had triwnphed would have
imposed a thousand years of totalitarian terror not only on Europe but perhaps eventually on
the world.

Mr. WILL: Yes. but in 1945, at me moment of maximwn passion. the victors, the Allied
cause. rejected explicitly the doctrine of collective guilt, and said we're not indicting the
Gennan nation. Do you think that was a mistake? And aren't you reatly doing that?
Rep. SOLARZ: I fully agree with you that the doctrine of collective guih is inapplicable [0

Germany. And in fact, I think that in the course of the President's visit there - and I'm glad
he's going to Germany. because I think four decades after the end of the war, it is a time not
only for remembrance but for reconciliation - there were far better ways of dealing with this
problem. For example, why can't the President pay tribute to the other Germany that existed
during the war, the Germany of people who resisted Nazism and who dido't participate? Let
him, for example, lay a wreath on the tombstone of Pastor Niemoller or Iu,lius Leber or the
other Gennans who resisted Nazism, or let him pay tribute to the new Germany which has
emerged from the ashes of me Hokx:aust, the Gennany committed to democracy and
decency. Let him go to the grave ofKonrnd Adenauer. who embodies the commionenl of the
German people to democracy today. That's the way I think this visit should have been carried
out.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Naumann. Chancellor Kohl says the Gennan people feel not collective guilt
but collective shame. How is this affecting the Germans? I mean. are they rethinking, in the
light of this argwnent we're having here. and do they feel that they're getting somehow
indicted again?
Mr. NAUMANN: I don't think so. I think the experience, the German experience of the
Holocaust, specifically my generation. learning about it. has. yes. has induced a feeling of
shame and a continuous apprehension about it. People think about this. People would not be
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baffled ~fthe President would visit a concentration camp. if it doesn't take place with the
concorrutant hullabaloo that seems to accompany the President on such occasions.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, let's talk about the politics of this. because while Mr. Solarz and
Mr. Wiesel may say it's a moral decision. it's clear that it's a political decision at this point.
To what extent would Chancellor Kohl be injured if in fact this visit to Bitburg were
cancelled?
Mr. NAUMANN: [don't think he would really be injured. He may be emotionally injured by
this because It was his Idea and because he thinks that reconciliation has to take place at this
~~~Ion. But the truth of the matter. and the historical truth of the matter is that recon-
ciliarion between the United States and Germany look place after the war with the Marshall
Plan, and specifically with the airlift to Berlin, and ever since. So why-
Mr. BRINKLEY: So that is no longer a serious issue. really. is it - reconciliation?
Mr. NAUMANN: I don't think so. no.

M
t
:·DONALDSON: Mr. Solarz, why did President Reagan do this. and why is he srill doing

I.

R~. SOLARZ: I find it. Sam, almost inexplicable. This is a President who has in the past
spo en eloquently, passionately about the Holocaust and its victims.
Mr. DONALDSON: Do you doubt be means that?
R1' SOLARZ: I think he's vel)' sincere in his recognition of the suffering of the victims
:~hat~ Holocaust meant: not only to the Jewish people but to all people. Ithink in this

ce rmself IS the vrctun of terrible advice on the pan of his staff.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. if be's so sensitive and if be understands this so well. what are
y,odlls?ggestm

de
g, that his staff can lead him around even beyond his own personal sensibi Iities?

on t un rstand that.
Rep. SOLARZ: I haven't been an intimate of the President-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. think about what you jusr said.
:ep. SOLARZ: -hut I think it is fairly clear thai this is a President who perhaps more so
iman m~st presidenrs does ~nd t? take direction from his staff. In this instance I have the
ger:~~~n :1":t,~ ~mrruned him to a schedule which be now feels it's difficult for him to
and I think ~a at Ir:'a way IS~ mistake too. Presidents. like people. make mistakes.
Am . t even now, If the President were to acknowledge that it were a mistake. the

encan people would understand, and I think the German people would understand.
Mr. DONAlDSON' Well b t the' ther si . . . th
Whit H ldme ,u re s ano r Side to this coin, though. A high official m e

e ouse to me a week ago "W . . . .a mistak b be .'. e re not going to back down .' , He wasn't saying Itwas
e, ut was saying at this' the mrblic Bi ..announced "W ' . pomt, once public Birburg cemetery VISitwas

awa from .som e re not ~omg to hack down and appear to be pushed by the media. " Pushed
malho' ething. It s one of these things that all presidents seem to believe - strength,Ism.
Rep. SOLARZ' I 't think f .this a test of .Il c~. 0 a ~orse tnne. or a worse situation for the President to ~e
at this in ord:rl t~ ~s IS !lot a question of national resolve. The Soviet Union is not looking
There are fundam etermine whethe~ the President is a person who can be pushed around.
President should ental ~oral and philosophical questions at stake here. And yes, I thinkthe
they're an im go to .rennany. 1bey were our former enemies; today they're our allies,
go to a ceme~rtan~part of the Weste~ alliance. But he should not, he cannot. he must"?t
some of the m rytw ere he wo~1d be. unplicitly paying homage to men who participated In

M
os monstrous comes m the history of the human race

r. BRINKLEY: Mr S Iarz Mr . ., ,
a pleasure to h . o. ' . Naumann, thank you very much for commg m. It s been
HOlocaust and ~~e. you wfth us today. Coming next, Elie Wiesel, author. survivor of the

(
. aIrman 0 the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Council. In a moment

commerCial break)
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr W' I' .' .
happy to have you with u~et~y~ New Yorle, thank you very much for corrung m. we re

EUE WIESEl, U S HoIoca. . uS! Memorial Council: It's good being with you. Thank
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you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now. tell me this first. You have heard all of the discussion of this
problem. In fact, you have had quite a lot to say about it yourself. And as you yourself have
said, the President has been very understanding, very sensitive on issues of particular concern
in the Jewish community. He is a friend. Can't he be allowed one mistake?
Mr. WIESEL: Yes. but what a mistake. We are dealing with history. We are dealing almost
with metaphysical issues, what I said in the White House is good and evil. The problem
really is a personal one, but also a collective one. If the President goes to that cemetery, that
means that he implicit-ly and unwillingly would ultimately give the signal of a beginning of
rehabilitation of the SS, which means today it's 47, but suppose two years from now it will
be possible for anyone in Germany to go to a cemetery where there will be 400 SS, and then
2,00055. And the 55 must be still considered as an outcast of human history, meaning the
exception. What you asked earlier. after all, about collective responsibihy and guilt, Ido not
believe. and I never believed, in collective guilt. However, the SS were considered by the
International Military Tribunal as an association of criminals. guilty of war crimes. And
therefore the SS should not be considered as simple soldiers, even today.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Wiesel, I gather then you're really differing with Congressman Solarz, who
seemed to say that even if those 47 SS graves were not there, he would still be against the
visit. Are you saying that if this were simply a military cemetery and not corrupted by the
presence of SS remains, that it would be permissible to honor these probably young men who
died there?
Mr. WIESEL: Well, [ would surely understand, then. the President from going there.
Whether he should pay honor is for him [0 decide and for the American people perhaps to
decide. But surely Iwould not feel as outraged. as offended as I feel now.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Wiesel. during the Second World War, it was January 1942and things were
going very badly for Britain everywhere. And on the floor of the House of Commons,
Winston Churchill delivered a tribute to Rommel, who was at that point chasing the British
all over the desert. And that brought down a kx of fury on his head. but he said. "In war
there is-- you don't want to depersonalize your enemy. " And not aU Germans were like
Hitler, and he was making some complicated distinctions. Isn't that what the President's
trying to do, and isn't this, leaving aside whether he's doing it in a skillful way, isn't that
useful?
Mr. WIESEL: No, 'it's not useful. The SS are still killers. and we must remember them as
killers. What they have moo to do was to change not only history but the meaning of history,
that victory gives all the rights, and what they tried to show that it is possible ~d indeed
commendable to kill men, women and children. Soldiers fought; SS people killed. And
therefore I do make a distinction between soldiers and the S5 killers.
Mr. WILL: But then again. the crucial point as you're stressing it is just the presence of the
47 SS graves?
Mr. WIESEL: Yes. Absolutely.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Wiesel. I'm intrigued by the idea thai you have expressed and Mr.
Solarz expressed earlier on this broadcast that somehow Ronald Reagan - Mr. Solarz'
words - is a victim, and that he was given bad advice and perhaps his staff made grove
mistakes. Why is it you think the President shouldn't be held responsible for own his actions?
Mr. WIESEL: Well, at this point [ think if he is continuing. of course he must be held
responsible. As I said Friday, in the beginning I was convinced that he didn't know- I still
am convinced that he didn't know. But now he does. But however. I think you know better
than I thai the whole stol)' was mishandled. In the beginning, all of a sudden they announced
that he was going to Germany and he's not going to a concentration camp. Well, why did
they announce that? If they had said nothing, , think the whole scandal would not have
erupted. And then came his statement on television at the press conference, saymg that none
of the Germans are still alive. That was wrong. But above all, I must tell you, what I am
much more concerned now is not really the visit to Bitburg, which I think is a mistake~ and a
te:rri.ble mistake; it is the statement that you referred to, Mr. Brinkley, ~lier, C?mpanng ~
victIms to those who were not victims. And surely. of course I would disagree If he meant It
- I hope he didn't mean the SS. That is against whatever I believe. that is against whatever

)
)
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we try to remember. It means that the victims did not suffer the same way. The victims
suffered; the others caused suffering.

Mr. DONALDSON: All right. Let's come now to the point where you say mistakes were
made. But they have been made. and we are at this point. Do you not understand some of
their reasoning, which goes, as Mr. Gergen pointed out to us, that ChanceUor Kohl now is on
a terri~le spot. and that to cancel Bitburg would be to so embarrass him as to perhaps affect
the alliance against the Soviet Union.

Mr. WIESEL: Well, do you really want to tell me that this visit would determine the conduct
of world affairs of Chancellor Kohl or President Reagan? Really. You know, on Friday the
President had a chance, I think a unique chance, and I had suggested it to his advisors, to Don
Regan - if he had said on Friday during that ceremony, at the end. if he had come back after
my plea to him and simply said, "All right, I am oot going." he would. have become the
hero, the real hero and the hero that he deserves to be, simply by saying, "All right. I didn't
know. Irealize that now that there are such feelings because of the SS graves there. Iam not
going." And the chancellor would have understood why, because he then would respond not
to pressure - I am not applying pressure; I have no pressure to apply. who am I? I am a
writer and Iam a teacher: Iteach at Boston University, and my effect is on my students. and I
love my students and that is all. But if he had said it then in a human way _ and he's capable
of such gestures - I am convinced that it would have been so much better for all of us.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Wiesel. presidents don't like to back down. Particluar.1y you say
there was no pressure: there was tremendous pressure on him. As you know. to back down in
the face of this pressure to one extent would appear to be weak. would it not?
Mr. WIESEL: No. I think in this case no. In this case. really. because of the gesture that he
would have made, a human response to a human plea, I think he would have come o~t
stronger. But at this point I think the key is in the hands of Chancellor Kohl. I think If
Chancellor Kohl really seeks reconciliation, and I think he does, he shoukl come out with a
statement now - he - and say to the President, "Mr. President, I realize now that this
JOurney could be difficult for you, and therefore I release you from your commitment, and
please le~us go elsewhere. " And there is-- I think there is a site which would be perfect, and
It was given to me by the president of my university, John Silber. There is a prison in
gennany. called Plotrensee, All the anti-Nazi resistance leaders were killed, were beheaded
In that pnson. Why shouldn't the President go there, to the Hotzensee jail. and pay tribute to
the real heroes of Germany, to Dietrich Bonhoeffer, to Von Stauffenberg? There were people
In Germany who must be remembered as heroes. And we could remember them, and we
should remember them. That is the place for the President to go.
Mr; BRINKLEY: Mr. Wiesel. thank you. Along with you in the next few hours or days.
we II see what happens. Thank you for being with us today.
Mr. WIESEL: Thank you.

Mr. B~INKLEY: Coming next. our discussion here. and joining us will be Tom Wicker.
columnist for The New York Times. In a moment.
rcommercial break I

Mr. B~INKLE~: TJ:e President does have other problems, and one of them is what he
would. like to do m. Nicaragua, and which apparently a majority of Congress does not .want to
do. He Wants to aid the comras. What's going to happen? George, what do you think?
Mr ..WlLL; Well, the President has lost unconditionally. 'There's this talk of a comp~~se
here, there s ~o comp~mlse w~ate~er. The President wanted a piddling sum of$14,lTIlllion
for ffilli~ aid. J:ie evidently IS.going to get not a nickel for military aid, and that s .~t a
comPl'?mlse. that s a rout. And m the process he has gotten into the business of negonanng
the mJcromanag~mem of our foreign policy with Congress, further, I think. injuring the
office of the presidency. And I think. this will have a lasting resonance throughout his secondterm.

Mr. DONALDSON: I think one of the problems is the President has used all during this
debate, no~Just this year, but last year and the year before. the kind of exaggerated terrru-
nolog~ wh~ch finaU~ has ~me back to help injure him. When he talks about a total surrender
there If this $14 million Isn't voted for aid to the contras. he's exaggerating, and I think
people get on to that If he presented a problem _ which is a problem; no one wants to see

revolution exported from Nicaragua against other states in the hemisphere - but if he
presented the problem in perspective, he might have found some policy that would have
allowed us to counter it.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Perspective. what perspective?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, he's presented this as an extension of the Soviet Union in such a
way as to try to make people think. that the security of the United States is imminently
threatened, that somehow Soviet troops will be on the border in 15 months. and I think that
simply is the wrong way to handle it.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Do you believe anything like that?
TOM WICKER, The New York TImes: Yes, rhar's-; very clear.ly. I think the impact of
his radio speech yesterday, in which he talked about Soviet troops being already in
Nicaragua, which is not really established at all, and he spoke of a threat throughout the
Americas. I think. Sam is right on the exaggerated terms in which this has been presented, and
I think it answers, in a sense, George's point about Congress intervening in foreign affairs. A
president is clearly, under our Constitution, the manager and center of our foreign policy.
That doesn't mean, and I think we found this out in the last 15 or 20 years ~ he is not an
unlimited dictator who can do anything that he wants to in foreign policy. Now, the Reagan
administration, it seems to me. has been unable to convince either Congress or the American
public of the degree of threat that they claim in Nicaragua. That's the fundamental problem,
not somehow that Congress has delved into a situation that's none of its business. Ithink if I
understand it, Congress wants to put a limit on what it sees as a disproportionate policy.
Mr. WILL: Well. I disagree with Sam. I think the President's rhetoric has heenjustified. The
disproportion is between the President's rhetoric-
Mr. WICKER: You think. the leaders of the contras are the equivalent of our founding
fathers? Enrique Bermudez and George Washington?

Mr. WILL: No. he carefully said the moral equivalent. which is that they are on the side of
freedom, basically, against an unwholesome regime.
Mr. WICKER: Well, [ resent that on behalf of our founding fathers.
Mr. WILL: Well, okay. Well. but what strikes me is the disproportion between the rhetoric
he's used and the effort he's made. That is. it's one thing to go on the radio _ due respect to
radio, lovely medium; it's not as powerful as television.
Mr. BRINKLEY: The real tragedy-

Mr. WILL: He did not go on television. Instead he's going on television. when? Tuesday
night, to talk. about the wretched budget. Now, what's more important? The President by his
own rhetoric has said that the question of contra aid is rather more important than Amtrak
subsidies.

Mr. DONALDSON: But you know exactly why he's not going on television for the contras.
He knows he's going to lose and they don't want to put him out there, even in a more visible
way. to say afterward, "Well, he couldn't do it. The Great Communicator failed."
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. I want to say that the great historic tragedy being discussed here is
that this is the only country in the world that had a Thomas Jefferson. If every country had
had one, this would be a greater workl than it is. Go ahead, I'm sorry.
Mr. WICKER: No. I was really going to say that when George raises the question of the
relative importance of Nicaragua and the budget - and it isn't just Amtrak subsidies, it's a
$213 billion deficit - I think it's quite clear that Congress. at least. and in my judgment the
American public, is not convinced that Nicaragua is as important a subject as the budget.
Mr. WILL: Exactly. You're absolutely right, they're not convinced, and that's a president's
job. is to convince them. That's called leadership, that's called being a great communicator.
It's. all.very well for the President ~ohave acquired his reputation as a great communicator by
delivenng good news - everything's wonderful, we're winning the Olympics, take a tax
cut. fine. Every once in a while you have to tell people something they don't want to hear.
Mr. DONALDSON: And that's where I give it to Pat Buchanan, give it in the sense that I
~i~ he w~ right. I think Pat Buchanan was wrong if. as reports suggest, he pushed the
urrung of this contra vote - because clearly the timing was not Mr. Reagan's. But once you
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decide to do something, go ahead and give it your all Buchanan's been pushi':lg for,3 s~h
on the contras. Now, I can see why they don't want him out there to lose, but If y~)U re going
to do it. give it everything. And what Mr. Reagan is doing is giving it half of It.
Mr. WICKER: I think it's too late because I think the rhetorical overkill has aiready- I
mean, you can 't retreat from that now. This tremendous threat as pic~red from this v.erypoor
country. which most Americans have never seen. don't know anything about. but ~sa very
(XlOf country. The idea that it's a tremendous threat simply won't wash. And I think once
they have put that rhetorical notion into it. they can't retreat from it. And that's what people
are not accepting.
Mr. WILL: No one is saying, even in their most extreme. tha~ Nicarag,ua itself ~ate~s the
United States. What the President has said over and over again. plausibly. I believe. IS th~t
the destabilization of one country after another, up to and including Mexico in this hemi-
sphere, threatens the United States.
Mr. DONALDSON: It's called the domino theory, George.
Mr. WILL: It's called resisting Hitler at the Rhineland rather than on the English Channel.
[crosstalk]
Mr. DONALDSON: Or Ho Chi Minh in Saigon rather than in Hondula.
Mr. WILL: Absolutely. Absolutely.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. no Americans want to have another repeat of that [vietnam],
We're not going to send - forgive the phrase - our boys down to fight the war that Central
American boys should fight.
Mr. WILL: But the point is you've got Nicaraguan boys ready to fight it. And that's the poi~t:
they are ready to do the dying in what is a legitimate mass movement against a communist
dictatorship.
Mr. WICKER: That's what we were told about Vietnam.
Mr. BRINKLEY: One more point on this. There was a demonstration on ~ stree~s here in
Washington yesterday, a rather large one. People carrying signs opposing aid to NIcaragua.
to the contras, saying, "We remember Vietnam." Does this have anything whatsoever to do
with Vietnam?
Mr. WILL: I don't think so, but I think there's a generation in this town that has grownup
believing history began with the Gulf of Tonkin resolution or the Tet offensive or somethmg
else, that there's no longer sweep of prudential, sobering memory than Vietnam.
Mr. WICKER: Well, George. I grew up considerably before that, a long time before that.
and I happen to believe that just the kind of steps that you're talking about, suppo~ to the
contras, that's what drew us into Vietnam. I've been to Nicaragua, I've seen the terram down
there, and I think. a war down there would not be unlike the war in Vietnam. However, the
true analogy, it seems to me, is not really to Vietnam; the true analogy, if we are trying to
overthrow the government of Nicaragua and install a government that would be receptive to
our version of things, the true analogy is to Afghanistan, because that's precisely what the
Soviet Union did in what it likes to call its backyard. Now, why should Americans seem .to
thl~, why should Americans adopt a policy that we condemn on the part of the Soviet
Union?
Mr. WILL: Should we aid the anti-communist rebels in Afghanistan. Cambodia. Ethiopia?
Should we aid them?
Mr. WICKER: I think. that's a different question from Nicaragua.
Mr. WILL: Why?

Mr. WICKER: It's a different question from Nicaragua because it's a different situation. it's
a different country.
Mr. WILL: Well, everything's different.
Mr. WICKER: I don't draw these worldwide conclusions.
Mr. WILL: Of course. Everything's different. But I'm asking you: should we aid them? How
about Afghanistan?

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. Tom, I disagree with you. I think Afghanistan is different from
Nicaragua. I think what the Soviet Union did there was not analogous to what we might
contemplate doing in Nicaragua.
Mr. WILL: How about Angola?
Mr. WICKER: It's exactly analogous.
Mr. WILL: Angola has what we could call a legitimate government.
Mr. BRINKLEY: No one has any idea of occupying aod taking over and keeping Nicaragua.
Mr. DONALDSON: Right.
Mr, WICKER: Well, what would happen if we sent Marines down there? We've done it
before.
Mr. WILL: Were not talking about that. {crossralk{

Mr. BRINKLEY: I want to change the subject - I want to tum it to a subject that we all
know a little but not very much about. and that is Ted Turner's declared attempt to take over
CBS and run it his way.
Mr. WICKER: That is a big change.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Yes, it's a 18O-degree change. What do we think of that? Sam?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, I wish I'd thought of it first, because Ted Turner, as I understand
it, has filed papers which say, in effect, "I want to buy CBS and pay for it out of~e future
profits of CBS and my own organization." And if that's the way you buy something, well,
I'~ like to get in there and buy it myself. Secondly, Ted Turner is therefore the T. Boo~
Pickens of Atlanta. He wants to break up CBS in a sense. He wants to sell off WCAU-TV m
Philadelphia, sell off some radio stations, sell off the book and record divisions in order to
raise money to do all of this. So he's not there to consolidate CBS: he's there as a shark. And
a shark is a shark.
Mr. BRINKLEY: One of the stockbrokers I saw quoted in the finaocial pages said he wants
to buy CBS stock in return for a lot of paper with his picture on it.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. it's true.
Mr. WILL: Well, he wants to buy CBS, one of America's great, giant cOI')X>I"'dtions:easier
than we can buy a car. I mean, you have to put some money down to get a car, and this looks
like an entirely charged-
Mr. DONALDSON: And yet Wall Street says it's waiting to see.because they say they have
an obligation to the shareholders and to their own pocketbooks, and they want the best deal
possible, even if it means breaking up CBS.
Mr. WICKER: Well. some people on Wall Street say that. A lot of others. say that this is not
really a substantial bid. It doesn't seem to me that it's much of a substantial bid. But I think
th~t ~e interesting thing _ and this links with the recent merper ?f ABC ~d Cap Cities - I
think. It has put the idea very much in the forefront of people s minds, which was not there a
year or so ago, that the giant television networks are not something that's just immutable, an
unchanging part of the scene. All of a sudden they are just like any othercompany. They can
be bought, they can be had, they cao be turned around. I'm not saying It happened to ABC
- I don't mean to imply that. But I do mean to imply that once that Idea IS there, Ted Turner
may not be able to do it, but somebody else may be able to do it. And that may be good. or
bad, depending upon who that person is, but I think it is interesting that ~e ne~orks, which
have so long been thought to be almost just a God-given fact, are Just like any other
company.
Mr, BRINKLEY: But there is one difference: you can't buy a television station without
approval of the Federal Communications Commission.
Mr. WICKER: Well, that's true in a lot of mergers you have to get that kind of approval
from the SEC or someone.
Mr. BRINKLEY: No, because a television license is awarded by the government and can be
taken back by the government.
Mr. WICKER: Well, that's true, but still it's possible to effect one of these takeovers.
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Mr. WILL: Well. who the person is matters. (don't know- if someone said sum up in one
word what's the matter with television, some people would say bias: I'd say coarseness, a
kind of awful vulgarity. And I don't think it's going to be cured by someone buying a
network who says that the network and its sins ~ and Lord knows. ~ey"re .manifold ~
manifest _ are worse as a threat to the United States than the Soviet Union and Nazi
Gennany. That's disgusting.
Mr. DONALDSON: That's what Ted Turner said. of course.
Mr. WICKER: That's what Jesse Helms said.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. I'm sorry, folks. but we have to wind it up. the time is up. Thank
you very much. We'll be back with a few words about Senator Gam of Utah. who spent a
little time flying around the earth in a spacecraft and came back saying he would rather be an
astronaut than a senator. In a moment.
{commercial break!
Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary]; Finally. Senator Jake Gam of Utah spent several days
flying around the eanh as a passenger in the space shuttle Discovery, and he came back down
saying it was so great he would rather be an astronaut than a senator, which if he is serious
probably could be arranged. But in Washington. a cynical and uncharitable city, some would
recommend that maybe the whole Congress. all 535 of them. should be put in orbit for a
while. It might be a little crowded in a spacecraft designed for about 10 people. but anyone
who didn't like crowds would never have gone into politics in the first place. And you hav~ to
admit. it is engaging to imagine all of them drifting up to the ceiling in zero gravity, floaung
loosely in the air, making speeches about a new tax bill while floating upside down. Or, more
important. it's the only place on earth or anywhere near it where the lobbyists and special
interests could not get to them to argue for more and bigger loopholes. tr's the only place. for
example. where it is possible to write a decent tax bill. As they say. if we can put a man on
the moon. we could put Congress in orbit.
For all of us at ABC's This Week, until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

May 5,1985

!

ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from Bonn,
West Germany. here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: In this 13th century castle here in Bonn, Germany. inside in a few
minutes we will gather our little Sunday group. along with our guests. and try to deal with an
anniversary in the history of 16 countries. the end of World War II in Europe. on the day
President Reagan visited Bitburg and Bergen-Belson to the sounds of anger and controversy
on both sides of the Atlantic. We'll have a full report on that. But how can we observe the
loss of 250,<XXJAmerican lives. one of the great atrocities in human history. the Holocaust,
and the defeat and dismemberment of a country now among our best friends. Gennany? It
may be impossible to observe all of this without hurt feelings on one side of the Atlantic or
the other or both. as Mr. Reagan has discovered. Our guests: Helmut Schmidt. former
chancellor of West Germany; Elie Wiesel. survivor of Auschwitz and chairman of the U. 5.
Holocaust Memorial Council: Hyman Bookbinder of the American Jewish Committee;
Michael Naumann. senior foreign editor of the German newsmagazine Der Spiegel; Tom
Kielinger. Bonn bureau chief of the newspaper Die \Velt, our discussion here with George
Will. Sam Donaldson and Peter Jennings. But first, today's news from Germany. Peter
Jennings is in our newsroom and has a report. Peter?

PETER JENNINGS: Thank you. David. I must tell you it's a very drizzly day. That's
the Rhine River you see behind me. and it has been a consistently bad outlook from the
weather point of view for the last three or four days. David, I think under different
circumstances one might say that President Reagan turned his attention today from the
economic summit to memories of World War IT. but as we all know, this day on the
President's schedule has overshadowed all the talk of trade and tariffs. This has been a
day that. one way or the other. was going to have enormous impact on, as you say. both
sides of the Atlantic. John Martin has a report on how the day has gone.
JOHN MARTIN [voice-over]: This mominz the President went to Rondorf. a small town
across the Rhine. to visit the grave of Konrad Adenauer, Germany's first postwar presi-
dent. It was a last-minute change of schedule. but some Germans watched from a bridge
as Mr. Reagan's motorcade passed. At the cemetery, presidential assistant Michael
Deaver took a final look as the presidential party walked toward the grave. They had
come. said Mr. Reagan. to salute Adenauer's conunittnent to democracy. At the grave.
President Reagan and Chancellor Helmut Kohl spoke briefly to each other. Their wives
laid flowers near the marker in Adenauer's honor. Then the President flew north to
Bergen-Belsen. the former concentration camp where about 50.<XXl prisoners, mostly
Jews, were murdered between 1943 and 1945. About 13.CXXl inmates died after the camp
was liberated 40 years ago last month. Outside the memorial, groups of Jewish protestors
were kept out of Mr. Reagan's view. They complained that he had initially ignored
victims of Naziism and was planning to honor fallen German 55 soldiers at a ceremony
later in the day. Inside. Mr. and Mrs. Reagan visited a musewn where they saw photos of
life and death at the camp. Then they toured the grounds in a limousine before walking
hand in hand toward a stone marker commemorating the victims. In a speech. the
President called their fate a monstrous. incomprehensible horror.

Pres, RONALD REAGAN: This painful walk into the past has done much more
than remind us of the war that consumed the European continent. Here lie people.
Jews. whose death was inflicted for no reason other than their vel)' existence. People
were brought here for no other purpose but to suffer and die.

MARTIN [voice-over}: Mr. Reagan also sounded a note of compassion for the current
generation of Germans.
Pres. REAGAN: Chancellor Kohl. you and your countrymen have made real the
renewal that had to happen. Your nation and the German people have been strong and
resolute in your willingness to confront and condemn the acts of a hated regime of the
past.

MARTIN [voice-over}; Mr. Reagan quoted Anne Frank. the Dutch teenager who died
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eight months. he said. after writing these words.
Pres. REAGAN: "I can feel the suffering of millions. and yet. if I look up into the
Heavens. l think that it will all come right. that this cruelty too will end and that peace
and tranquility will return again ...

MARTIN [voice-over]: Mr. Reagan ended by repeating a slogan of Jews throughout the
world.

Pres. REAGAN: Then rising above all this cruelty. out of this tragic and nightmarish
time. beyond the anguish. the pain and the suffering for all time. we can and must
pledge .. 'Never again."

MARTlN: Because he had at first declined to go to a concentration camp. by the rime
Ronald Reagan arrived here at Bitburg Cemetery with its scattered 55 graves. the wounds
of war had been reopened for survivors all across the world. The 5S started as Hitler's
bodyguards: some units evolved into elite military organizations. and many men fought
bravely for their country. But many fought so brutaJly and carried out such vicious orders
that the name of the 5S has become infamous in the annals of warfare.

[voice-over! At the cemetery. President Reagan and Chancellor Kohl were joined by
retired American General Matthew Ridgeway and German General Johannes Steinhoff.
The four men touched wreaths that were being placed at a marker among the graves of
s?me 2JXX) German soldiers. Outside. about I,()()) Jewish protestors were kept at a
distance and on the streets of Bitburg there were cheers for the visiting American
President, Later. at a nearby American Air Force base. the President tried 1Osum up the
mearung of his visit.

Pres. REAGAN: I have just come from the cemetery where German war dead lay at
rest. Some old wounds have been reopened. and this I regret very much because this
shouJd be a time of healing. To the veterans and families of American servicemen
who s~~l ~arry the scars and feel the painful losses of that war. our gesture of
reconciliarion with the German people today in no way minimizes our love and honor
for ~ose who fought and died for our country. To the survivors of the Holocaust. y<:)Ur
temble suf~~n~g has made you ever vigilant against evil. Many of you are worried
that reconciliation means forgetting. Well. I promise you we will never forget.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Then the President spoke to his German hosts about the most
controversial element of his visit.

p:res. REAGAN: The crimes of the SS must rank among the most heinous in human
history. bu~others buried there were simply soldiers in th'e German army. How many
were fanatical followers of a dictator and willfully carried out his cruel orders: and
how '!lany were conscnpts forced into service during: the death throes of the Nazi war
machine, we do no! know.

M.ARTIN [voice-over]: Mr. Reagan chose to remember that one German soldier buried at
Bitburg ~as only 15; that German and American soldiers had met peacefully. he said.
even dunng the Battle of the Bulge. and thai the importance of the Allied victory 40 years
ago was to return former enemies to freedom.

Pre~. REAGAN: Twenty-two years ago. President John F. Kennedy went to ~e
Berlin Wall and proclaimed that he. too. was a Berliner. Well. today freedom-lovl~g:
people around the world must say. '" am a Berliner. I am a Jew in a world still
threatened by antisemitism. I am an Afghan and I am a prisoner of the gulag ."

MA~N [voice-over]: Mr. Reazan singled out American adversaries around the world.
but said th th f 0 0at e ree world was growing stronger. He called it a new dawn.
Le ~re~. REAGAN: Together. let us gather in that light and walk out of the shadow.

t us live In peace. Thank you and God bless you all.
~.ARTI~ [voice-over]; So. surrounded by Americans and Germans in a moment of
;endshlp and uneasiness. Mr. Reagan carried out his pledge to honor the dead soldiers of
ennany 40 years after the war. John Martin. ABC News. West Germany.

JENNINGS' Dav,'d' kn "'d todayth . . . as you ow. those demonstrations agamsr the PreSI ent t :
S O~~h~ltense an~ heartfelt. were smaller than anticipated. That has not been the case. In
p . here PreSident Reagan goes next. In Madrid. in Barcelona and in San Sebastian
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in the Basque country. there have been very substantial demonstrations against the
President's two-day visit. The Spanish have been protesting the President's arms policy.
his Nicaragua policy. Spanish membership in NATO, and against American bases in
Spain - a very strong contrast to all the public support for America and the W~stem
aJliance that we have seen in Germany today. I shall see you in your castle. David.

Mr. BRINKLEY: -800 years old. If you're in Bonn or anywhere nearby. it's worth a visit.
And we have borrowed it today to make it. for the moment. into the world's oldest television
studio. We'll be back with all the rest of today's program. the former chancellor of Germany.
two German journalists. and spokesmen for two American Jewish organizations. in a
moment. .
[commercial break!
Mr. BRINKLEY: Michael Naumann. senior foreign editor of Der Spiegel. and Tom
Kielinger. Bonn bureau manager for the newspaper, Die Welt. Thank you very much for
coming in. Pleasure to have you with us today. Here with us are George Will of ABC News,
and Sam Donaldson. ABC News White House correspondent. Let me first ask both of you.
why do you think. Mr. Kohl insisted on the Bitburg visit long after he knew it was damaging
and embarrassing to Mr. Reagan? Mr. Naumann, why?
MICHAEL NAUMANN, Senior Foreign Editor, Der Spiegel: I think basically. I think.
he misunderstood that there is a symbolic clash. a cultural clash between the United States
and Germany. He simply did not understand that the American political ~ttitudes t~wards
political graves. so to speak. towards soldiers' cemeteries is one of. heroic £!lemones, of
victories. whereas in Germany cemeteries of this sort are private affarrs. He did not under-
stand that the American public therefore saw basically no way of amalgamating these two
clashing factors. Here is a cemetery of a defeated nation. here is a cemetery of those who
defeated them. Kohl figured out that reconciliation of this sort of symbolic substance and
importance would have to take place in such a cemetery because he had a similar experience
with Mitterrand commemorating 1914-18. and I think it's simply- he simply did nor
understand the damage that he had done in America.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Kielinger. what do you think about it?
TOM KIEUNGER, Bonn Bureau Chief, Die Welt: I think he balanced off two kinds of
damages that he had to encounter. He was aware that there were protests in America. but he
was also aware of the damage that he and Mr. Reagan might have inflicted upon themselves
if they had withdrawn in the face of the protests. Ithink. Mr. Kohl has acquired the quality of
a man who cannot help himself in putting his foot in the wrong way and sometimes in his
mouth. But he also has acquired a second quality. and that is to persevere in the face of some
very strong criticism. and this perseverance is a quality all [0 itself. and he has recognized
that if he just sticks with the decision and gets Mr. President to agree with this basic quality of
persisting with your original plan. he may eventually come the winner. And that's why I
think he decided to stick with the whole plan.
GEORGE WILL: I'd like to ask both of you. Mr. Naumann first. to explain one word we
hear over and over in recent days, and that is reconciliation. For a generation now. millions
of Americans have been coming to Germany as tourists, as students. as businessmen. and
suddenly in the last week or so the idea that we're unreconciled has become fashionable.
What is the problem in U.S.-German relations that this addressed?
Mr. NAUMANN: I think there is really no need for such a historical reconciliation because it
took place. It started with the Berlin airlift. It started with the Marshall Plan. It went on
through the exchange between the two nations. I think it is a symbolic need that was literally
invented by Helmut Kohl.
Mr. KIELINGER: Well. you might add that it was also invented by the Soviets. who began
sometime the middle of last year to crank up this enormous campaign of revengism about
current Germany and the chancellor felt. possibly. to put a more positive interpretation of the
40th anniversary of the end of World War 11, and so he felt that he would introduce this
element of a big symbolic gesture. although he probably is aware, too. as Michael said. that
reconciliation had taken place long ago.
SAM DONALDSON: The centerpiece from groups that oppose this Bitburg trip today by
the President. as I understand it. goes like this. that because there are 48 or 49 graves of the
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Mr. WIESEL: l cannot tell you. 1'\1 tell you why. Since I am the chairman of the council. I
have to wait. I like to wait and hear to all arguments. and I only speak last. Therefore. I will
vote last.

Mr. ~ONALDSON: Mr. Bookbinder. may I tum to practical politics. because that's what
Washmgton understands. Will any of the unhappiness that some people feel about Mr.
Reagan's visit here today be translated into a political fallout that will hurt him in future
political conduct in Congress or in the United States'!
Mr. BOOKBINDER: WelL it's almost self-evident and normal when a president does
?-Jlythingwhich offends any group of people. those people are less politically supportive. So
It shouldn't be a surprise that there will be some political fallout. But I really would much
rather dwell on what we have to do now as a nation and as a Jewish community. and other
communities. rather than predict political fallout. We are grieved today. but we do not love
our country any less because of what happened today. We are no less determined. as we
always ha~e been, to work with this administration and any adminisrration in common
pursUit.of Important goals. And that goal was hit upon by the President today. Iwas glad 10
hear him talk about the resistance ro totalitarianism anywhere and everywhere around the
~orld. We .have ~ job to de. We will not permit our pain. which will continue for awhile. to
mterfer.e With doing the positive things that have to be done. Let the political fallout be
determined by things that happen from now on as well as what happened today.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Wiesel. Mr. Bookbinder seems to feel that the President has compounded his
offense of a few weeks ago when he said that the German soldiers were as much victims <1.'\

the Jewish victims of Nazism. Is there anything the President could have said today. given
the fact that the hip was to go forward, that he didn't say that you think would have made it
better?

Mr ..WlESEL: No, lthink roday's speech was a good speech. He's a very good orator. and
the speech was meanmgful. But. But. What is the but? He came from Beraen-Belsen and he
came from Bergen-Belsen to Bitbura. And that road--- one cannot cross it in one hour. One
cannot. ~ross the abyss in 40 years.il: will take centuries. Now. aeain. what he said about
reconciliation is good. and I believe in it. Ido nor believe in collective zuilt. I have said it
here. I think last week or two weeks ago. However. the setting is wrong. Still he turned .his
back to the SS graves. but he was present. His presence will remain. BUIthe overall sensation
~hat I felt. that Iexperienced. is rryeone that reminds me of 1945. In 1945, May 5th or ~ay
. th, the whole world celebrated victory and some of us did not. We had just corne our of the
camps, and we survived and we realized that we will remain orphaned 10 the end of our lives.
A?d we lost so many. So many friends and so many allies and so many companions, and so
~any children. so man~ parents. so many teachers, so many disciples. We lost so much that
somehow there was no JOY In our heart. We felt we could not join in the celebration. And for
that rea~~mtoo, today we cannot join in the spirit of reconciliation that has been art.cutared by
the President at Bitburg.

~r~ BRI.NKLE~: Mr. Wiese.1~d Mr. Bookbinder. thank you very much. Thank you for
gtvmg us your Views and commg m looay. Comin!! nexi. Helmut Schmidt. fonner<"'hancellor
of the Federal Republic of Germany. In a mome'nt.
!nJ!1unercial break!

M.r. BRINKLEY: Mr. S~hmidt. thank you very much for coming in. A pleasure to have you
With us today, now. as It has been in the past. You have heard a creat deal of commenL
comment~. argument. debate ~n both sides of the question about Mr. Reagan's visit, where
he Went. Bltburg, so on. What IS your view'?

HELMUT SCHMIDT, former chancellor of West Gennany: Well. basically I fed 'h"'
~h.at .on¥m~ly had been meant to be a gesture of reconciliation has been over.-:hadowed hya
sene.s of mistakes and blunders, maybe on either side. I think it's about time that we end
argumg about the whole thing.

~r. DONA~DSON: But can you be more specific? Mistakes and blunders. Was il a mistake
tor the PreSident to go to Bitburg?

Ch~ancellor SCHMIDT: Well. ;ou see. I am a private person rillht now. but still I do nol
t mk that a German'h Id '" . '. 'I . I on
G . s ou cntlclze the Amencan president whilst he Stl I IS a guesennan SOt!'
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Mr. DONALDSON: Well. that's very gentlemanly. It was your chancellor. the man who
succeeded you as chancellor. who invited Mr. Reagan to go to Bitburg. Should he have done
that'.'
Chancellor SCHMIDT: Well. I think, as Isaid earlier. there were mistakes on both sides
and this was one of the mistakes on the German side. There should have been more
circumspect deliberations before that.
Mr. DONALDSON: Where would you have invited Mr. Reagan to go to celebrate 40 years
of peace with an ally when he was on German soil?
Chancellor SCHMIDT: Well. the question is whether you should celebrate it at all. We did
not celebrate the 35th anniversary. nor did we celebrate the 30th nor the 21 st. The question
is. why do we at all celebrate the 40th? Why not the 39th or the 41st? And this was an
artificial thing altogether in which more or less the whole world has indulged into. And you
could. of course. have celebrated it anyplace. It need not necessarily be a cemetery. but it's a
good thing to honor the dead of other nations. Idid it all the time when Iofficially visited
other countries. whether it was Poland and Auschwitz or whether it was Arlinaron in the
United States or other places. This is a normal thing to do. And it could have been done in
Bonn itself.
Mr. WILL: Chancellor Schmidt. at the risk of appearing eccentric. I'd like to talk about
economics at the economic summit. The President believes, with reason. that the American
economy is slowing down and that we need a more reflationary stimulative policy around the
world. and he'd particularly like to see Reaganomics as he understands it - tax cuts in
Europe - to make the European economies grow faster. Do you think he'll get his wish?
Chancellor SCHMIDT: It doesn't look like that if you look ro the communique. Igot the
impression that almost any of the participants have told each other that they will do the same
thing. namely. cut into their respective national budgetary deficits so if they really are living
up to what they have proposed jointly, it would mean that the world as a whole. at least as
reeards the most influential industrialized economies, will be in for another deflationary
phase of budgeting.
Mr. WILL: Would it be deflationary for the President to get his budget cur.'
Chancellor SCHMIDT: Certainly it will have a deflationary effect on the American eco--
nomy, but on the other hand it is absolutely necessary that you do it. I mean, you have gotten
voursctvcs. and for the rest of the world, the highest rate of real interest that you ever have
experienced since the Civil War. at least: maybe since the birth of Christ. And this has then
led to. first, in the '70s you had a downfall of the dollar exchange rates. then. in the last three.
four. tive years. an upswing of the dollar, an American good that is being: produced by your
industry right now is double as expensive as it was live years ago. That means Japanese or
European or German competitors have a high degree of advantage. And this has to be
brought into Inormalcy I now. and this would, of course. only happen if the American deficit
and the necessity to finance the deficit from the outside world is being cut into halves. So
what Mr. Reagan has proposed here is correct. It's (WO years too late already. What the
Europeans have said, that they were going: to do the same thing, is nol correct because their
deficits are relatively slllall and arc not a burden to the world.
Mr. WILL: Europeans seem to say, and you seem to be saying:. that the dollar is too strong.
And I don't understand how that can be since the dollar has floated since 1973. Isn't the
dollar what it ought to be by definition if-
Chancellor SCHMIDT: Well. Iwouldn't use the teon the dollar is too sirong. You could
also sav the dollar ha...weakened American industry in its competitiveness. Strong and weak
are ~xpressions that don't any longer apply. The fact is rhat you get your goods on. the
markers and can', sell them because they are roo expensive due 10 the faci that they are pnced
in dollars. And this has to be corrected. Your dollar is overvalued by some 30 or 35 percent
ri!lht now. has to be decreased, and it will be decreased only if you cut into your budgetary
deficit. which is the reason behind the high dollar exchange rate.
Mr. DONALDSON: Chancellor Schmidt. I wanr 10 come back to today and your point about
this being. in your view. an artificial celebralion. Was your point thaI we don't need a
reconciliation celebrdtion, the two countries are in fact reconciled. or wa'\ it your point thai
this Was the wrong thing: to do'?

~

J
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getting nothing but beautiful coverage. saying the President is wonderful. he is a terrific
orator and he wrings the emotions from us. they selected a cemetery with 55 people there.
Now. it was not the media that complained about that. It was Jewish leaders. it was American
Legion leaders. it was people in the United States. And we covered them. To say that the
media - which neither of you has so far. but some people have - somehow created the
controversy is nonsense.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam. I have a question. You're at the White House every day. You know
the place very well. .We know that Mr. Reagan wound up taking the heal. Whose blunder
was this?
Mr. DONALDSON: Originally he promised Chancellor Kohl. in a moment of emotion
between the two of them. that he would go to a cemetery in Germany. Kohl said. you know.
I've done it with Mitterrand in Verdun.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Okay. Who then blundered?
Mr. DONALDSON: Then they sent Michael K. Deaver and an advance tearn over here to
try to select the place. but Deaver was directed to the Bitburg cemetery by Kohl's people.
And Deaver says there was snow on the ground. But he wasn't looking for 55 gra,:e~ or not
looking for them. He was looking for a cemetery that would look good on television and
accomplish what the President wants to accomplish.
Mr. JENNINGS: Sam. looking at what today did. and I grant you, you can choose any
symbolism you want. with the President turning his back on the 55 graves, you can use that
as symbolism. I think what troubles me most is the insertion of Bergen-Belsen after the fact.
The President not deciding that you couldn't come to commemorate World V(ar .n. w~ver
made the blunder. without commemorating those people who lost their lives m the
Holocaust. But the acknowledgement to the fallen German soldiers who fought honorably for
their country doesn't hold me.
Mr. DONALDSON: But that wasn't the complaint, was it? As I understand it, the complaint
was the 48 or 49 5S graves.
Mr.WILL: Well. that's the problem. It seems to be sorting out exactly w~at the c<?mplaintis.
Making the correct distinctions is very difficult. because some~here 10 ~e middle of an
episode such as this it becomes a kind of competition in indignation. The Issue has become
who is sensitive. and then you get someone has to be more sensitive than thou. ~d you have
a kind of moraJ stake in keeping the dispute going. And it seems to me the PreSident.made an
extremely careful and articulate effort to make distinctions today. and I have a feehng S?me
people simply don't want to hear them because. in point of fact. they have a stake III a
continuing controversy.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, the President will be going home next week and this will be behind
him. for better or worse. whatever may come of it or may not. We ~lll all s~. This IS a
summit meeting. seven nations. Six of them. I believe. were interested III agree1':lg.to have a
discussion next year of trade. The French. Mr. Mitte~?, flatly refused. Is this Just more
French politics. buttering up the farmers who vote SOCialist?
Mr. WILL: Well. no French politician ever went broke sticking a finger in the eye of Uncle
Sam.

Mr. BRINKLEY: No, nor did any other country.
Mr. Will: But nations aren't organized for altruism. You get seven nati,?nalleaders here,
they pursue their seven national interests. and it rums out they have their ,?wn budgetary
problems and they don't suspend their consideration of them for three days 10 Bonn.
Mr. JENNINGS: But you 've got to remember that Mitterrand has an election coming up-
Mr. WILL: Exactly.
Mr. JENNINGS: -next year. and French fanners area good deal mo;" powerful than
American fanners have shown themselves to be on recent issues, and I.can t see any.mterest
fro~ Mitterrand's point of view in exposing France 10 more i!1te~abonal c~~ratl?n ~d
end~ng up with a French Parliament or a French Assembly which ISnon-Soclahst With him
havmg two years left 10 govern.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, 1"11tell you. Mittemllld's act of obstinance has just infuriated
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Chancellor SCHMIDT: r think we have seen enormous advancements in the reconciliation
of the last- I wouldn't say 40 years. but let me say since the most generous marshall aid
which Germany received from the United States in the late '405 and from then on since the
foundation of the Federal Republic in the western pan of the divided Germany. No. we
haven't gone all the way. and there are decades to come. and Hitler cannot of course and
must of course not be forgotten in all the crimes thaI he committed. But any attempt [0

~ccelerate this process by dramatic gestures. r think. have some risks. as we have been shown
In these days.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. is there any danger in Germany. as some of the Jewish leaders
have said they feared before todays visit. thaI the S5 was somehow going 10be rehabilitated
by President Reagan's visit?
Chancellor SCHMIDT: There is no such dancer. but it was foreseeable that other people.
for instance. some American citizens. would have mat impression. and therefore the whole-
the whole incident should have been devised in another way so that no such anxiety should
ever have been created.
Mr. DONALDSON: Can there ever be any reconciliation with the S5?
Chancellor SCHMIDT: Why should anybody reconciliate with those who were the guard-
ians at the concentration camps or the ones who burned other people? I don't see any need for
reconciliation and so forth. You don't reconcile with criminals.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Chancellor Schmidt. thank you very much. We've enjoyed having you
with us today. as we have in the past. Thanks for coming in.
Chancellor SCHMIDT: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next. our discussion here. no more inhibited here in this castle
than it is at home in our studio. and joining us will be Peter Jennings. In a moment.
[commercial break!
Mr. BRINKLEY: In the last few weeks. as you all know. two. three weeks. we have used
hours of air time, barrels of ink. and a great deal of discussion and debate and argument about
Mr. Reagan going to Bitburg. Was this a media event. as the term is used these days"
Mr. WILL: I think. David. that there is such a thing now as saturation journalism. That is. we
have Sunday morning news shows, we have evening news shows. late-night news shows.
news shows before the early-morning news shows. And there may be too high a ratio of time
for broadcast and news print to fill than ideas to fill them with. And it does seem that we did it
with Ethiopia. we did it with the farmers: we take an issue and wring it dry in about one
week. And then the problems may still be there. but interest is exhausted and I think in that
sense. you have. it's a sort of self-correcting mechanism.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Peter. what do you think?
Mr. JENNINGS: I think it was a media event to some extent. David. I think there are great
dangers in this constant overreporting which George. refers 10. one ~f which is you risk
comprehensibility. You tend to get on a track. and I think the track we ve ~n on here ~a<;
the neeative factors of me President coming to Bitburg , and we could. and I think latterly did.
take some opportunity to expand the whole question of Gennan-American relation~. But I
think it took a long time for us to get to it. and by that we v.:erepretty much locked mto th.e
negative aspect of the reporting. even th<:>Ughthis wasn't all inspired by the press. You can ~
have both houses of Congress cxprcssmg Ihemsel~es the ~ay they d~ and. the ~eler:ms
expressing themselves the way they did and the Amencan Jewl~h commumty Without It.bemg
a major story to begin with. But it's the dimension we take 10 It that bothers me sometimes.

Mr. BRINKLEY: San"?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I think it's a media event only to the extent that when the
President does something in public and makes a s~e~h. he docs it bec~use he wants
coverage. He doesn't do it because he wants 10 drop It tnto a bottomless pit and have no
viewers and no audience. The While House carefully constructs these things. I take you back
to lasl summer. the ma!!nilicent D-Day speclacle. the speech at Pointe du Hoc .. UI the
American cemetery at Normandy. at Juneau Beach with all the leade~. They dId that.
because they wanted coverage. And the problem here wa'l they made a mlsslep. Instead 01



White House aides. Yesterday. without allowing their names to be placed on their quotations.
they were just inflammatory to the nth degree. saying it's just a case of the French always
wanting to dominate: it's in the French character to be te grand Charles.
Mr. JENNINGS: WelL to pick up on George's phrase. you never lost any points in America
by sticking your eye on the French either.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yes. except what's happened is they stuck their finger in Ronald
Reagan's eye. He came to this summit saying. "I'm going to get agreement on a date. 1986.
for a new round of the GATT." and he goes away with nothing but empty air in his hand.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. does Mitterrand's obstinancy. if you want to call it that. does that
translate into a Reagan defeat? 1 don't see how.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I think. to be fair, you're right. [don't know anyone could have
moved Mitterrand. I defer to both of you on this matter. but I suppose for French interests he
was going to do what he was going to do.
Mr. JENNINGS: Well. and I pick up on--
Mr. DONALDSON: And the Great Communicator could not communicate him out of that.
Mr. JENNINGS: l pick up on David's point earlier about the coverage we've given to
Bitburg. We've given so little attention to the economic summit the people didn't even know
that Mr. Mitterrand stuck his finger in Mr. Reagan's eye.
Mr. DONALDSON: Oh. they did if they watched us las' night on ABC,
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. we have given rather little coverage to the achievements of the
summit. and I think justifiably. Let me ask this question. This is the 11th annual economic
summit. Does anyone remember more than one or two achievements coming out of any of
them of any vaJue. any seriousness? Do you? Do you? Anyone?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. in '79 I remember that the oil shock was such that the nations
agreed on a conservation measure. in the sense that all would try to do that. And I think when
Chancellor Schmidt. to pat him on the back - we have a rule here that we don'it savage
guests on our show-
Mr. BRINKLEY: But you can say nice things if you want to.
Mr. DONALDSON: The rule doesn't apply to nice things. He had a way. when he was at
the summit. and he was always at the summits. except the last two. to somehow avoid
problems in the world's economy. He might not get things going, but he could keep the
nations from going down a path to ruin. And I think from that standpoint they were useful.
Mr. JENNINGS: I think they're generally useful. [ think what makes them seem less [han
useful is our presence. I think Jeff Greenfield was reminding us the other night that. like.
4.000 Germans here-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Too many, Too many,
Mr. JENNINGS: In part. David. to be fair. iI'S a reunion for journalists as well as for heads
of state. You see friends you haven't seen for a year or so. But I think there is some value in
them talking at this level. even if they don't appear to resolve things in a private. sorry. in a
point-by-point way in a document.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. Mr. Reagan. as 1say. goes home next week and he goes back to the
U.S. Congress, though he may wish he had some other option. but he doesn't. And he goes
back to the continuing battle, pretty much a losing one so far. trying to get the American
deficit down. George, what lies in store for him?
Mr. WILL: Well. he's had a bad week over here because. as he took off. to give him a
going-away present. they passed by one vote a kind of general endorsement of his package.
and as soon as the wheels left the ground at the air base in Washington. they took out the
biggest component of the package. which was the cap on Social Security COLAs. Then. the
President having originally asked for a 6% defense increase. he compromised at three. and
they promptly gave him zero for the next fiscal year. What you're seeing. David. is the stark
incompatibility of two fundamental tenets of Reagan conservatism. One is severe tax curs.
and the other is the continuing defense buildup. It turns out the tax cuts produced a deficit.
which causd people to choose and they don't choose defense: they choose to protect middle-
class entitlement programs.

Mr. DONALDSON: And what you're seeing down the line. I think. inevitably. is a new
revenue bill. They won't call it a tax bill. heavens forbid. but they'lI call it a revenue bill of
some son. We've got to raise revenue to get the deficit down. because. as George has pointed
out. we're not going to cut the budget to do it.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Peter. anything you want to add to this before we go to Central America?
Mr. JENNINGS: Well. I do confess. I think that Bitburg is going to disappear in some hurry
and that we' re going to be back to budgets very quickly.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. I would like to hear your views on this, all three of you. Last
week- was it last week or the week before? Congress voted to deny all aid of all kinds to the
contras in Nicaragua. whereupon Daniel Onega. the president. took the first airplane to
Moscow. Some of them have now been. I would say. frightened a little bit. George? What?
Mr. WILL: Yes. we denied $14 million in non-lethal ~ I love the term: there's a war going
on and we denied them $14 million in non-lethal aid - and he went to Moscow and asked for
$200 million - he thinks big - and some senators - charity prevents giving their names.
some senator says - "Oh. my goodness." and the dawn came up like thunder. and I don't
know who they think he's been hanging around with all these years. David.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Charity') Are you sure charity requires you to withhold the names.
George?
Mr. DONALDSON: But everyone knows who he's been hanging around with. and that
obscures the central point. Should the United States be in the business of attempting to
overthrow Ortega's government? If you answer the question. yes, we should. it doesn't
matter whether he goes to Moscow or not. And if you answer the question, no. that's not our
business. again. it doesn't matter whether he goes to Moscow. as we knew he would. or not.
Mr. JENNINGS: I reckon it's not our business at the moment. and George. I take you back
to a remark you made on the World News some time ago about overthrowing the govern-
ment. To do that. and not at the first step to break relations between ourselves and Nicaragua.
~ thi~ is to behave in the way we're doing without breaking relations. aside from the
intelligence-gathering-s-
Mr~WILL:'r agree with you. I would break relations. I'd have embargoes. I'd bring our
a~tlons. make them congruous with the premises of our policy. that the policy should be to
aid freedom.
Mr. DONALDSON: Don't you see-
Mr. BRINKLEY: I have to interrupt-
Mr. JENNINGS: But now we have a trade embargo {crosstalk!
Mr. BRINKLEY: We will have to discuss the importation of bananas at some other time.
We'Il be back with a few words about the summit meeting of political leaders. yes. but
mainly of policemen and security agents. in a moment.
{commercial break]
~r. B~INKLEY [commentary]: Finally. this is a meeting of the leader:" o~ the world's
industrial nations. or it is a meeting of policemen and security agents. It IS difficult .to tell
which. Security is necessary. of course. Here. as always. there are bomb threats. and m one
case. slightly unusual. there actually was a bomb. which they discovered ~d defused. So the
states.men in their bulletproof limousines travel about the streets here behmd armed guards
canymg more weapons than the United States used to invade Grenada, and wh~never they
move around. the German army and the German police shut down the streets. which means a
delay of at lea 'it an hour. as when the Japanese calIon the Italians trying to sell ~em so~e
T.oyotas. or when the Americans calion the French trying to sell them frozen chickens. It.s
difficult to accomplish much in this atmosphere. so I have a suggestion for next year s
summit meeting. and it is to put all these national leaders in Fort Knox and close the bronze
doors. There they'd be perfectly safe from terrorists. and to visit each.other they would only
need to walk down the hall. and when. or if. they accomplished anything we could open the
doors and let them out. It certainly would be better than this.
For all of us at ABC's This Week. until next Sunday. thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVIDBRINKLEY

May 12, 1985
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our
Washington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Mechanical hearts have, so far, been implanted in five people the
doctors said otherwise would be dead in maybe a week or two. Of these five, three are still
alive but struggling and tied to machines without which they could not live five minutes.
Well, what kind of life is this'! The cost in money is enormous. When the present program
ends, who will pay the bills'! Some donbt the wisdom and the ethics of spending so much
money and time to give one person a short, difficult extension of his life. Our guests: Melvin
Schroeder, eldest son of William Schroeder, who has now lived 5th months with a mechani-
cal heart - this past week he had a stroke; Dr. Allan Lansing, medical director of the
Hurnana Heart Institute in Louisville; Dr. Thomas Ryan, president of the American Heart
Association, who has questions about all of this; Richard D. Lamm, governor of Colorado,
who has spoken out about me massive, expensive medical efforts to briefly prolong an older
person's life; some background on these complex questions from our man John Martin. and
our discussion here with George Will, Hodding Carter and Morton Kondracke, all here on
our Sunday program.
First. a tittle news. Pope John Paul Il, in The Netherlands, where some of the Carbolic

Church has turned against him, calling him reactionary. Today there was a march of 10,000
left-wing radicals, feminists, homosexuals, and some nf them tried to charge a building
where the pope was having a meeting, calling him a fascist. The police had to tum them back
with tear gas.
In Bradford, England, the police now say more than 50 people died in a fire at the

grandstand of a soccer game. Here is ABC's Mike Lee in Bradford.
MIKE LEE [voice-over]: Police and firemen this morning shified throogh the debris of
the grandstand of the Bradford city football stadium, looking for clues as to how a tiny fire
began. Within a few moments, that fire had killed at least 52 spectators. Some people are
still unaccounted for. This was the scene as a British television football commentator
watched the tragedy unfold.

JOHN HELM [voice-over]: And that is a catastrophic sight for Bradford city football
club. The whole stand is going up in flames. There is a policeman on fire there. Oh,
the poor man! Oh, this is awful! The police desperately trying to save the life of a
supporter, and the whole place is scorching. And this is a burning hell!

LEE [voice-over]: If these rear donrs of the stadium had been opened at the time of the
fire. more people could have escaped. But they had been locked to keep out those who
didn't have a ticket from sneaking in afier the game had started. Most of those burned to
death have not yet been identified. Over 200 people were taken to local hospitals and
rreated for bums and smoke inhalation.

[on camera] This morning this community is subdued. But this afternoon Bradford
fans will do about the only thing they can do - hold a memorial service for the victims of
one of the wurst disasters in British football history, Mike Lee, ABC News, Bradfmd,
England.

Mr. BRINKLEY: The Washington Posr reporls today an anti-terrorist unit in the Middle East
trained by the CIA in Lebanon went off on its own, hired others, who set off an automobile
bomb near Beirut in March. killing 80 people who were said to have been involved in
terrorist attacks on American forces, whereupon the CIA canceled its training program.
We'll be back with all the rest of today's program - the implanting of artificial hearts, with
two doctors, a member of William Schroeder's family and the governor of Colorado. In a
moment.
{commercial break]
Mr, BRINKLEY: The questions are medical, financial, ethical and questions about life itself
_ how to prolong it, for how long, for whom and at what cost'! Difficult questions, all of
them. Before we question today's guests, here is some background from John Martin. John'!
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JOHN MARTIN: For """" than rw "
pale in experiments 10 whetber° years. David. we ve been watching patients partici-
devices 10 replace their ~ 11 is we can save and prolong. their fives with artificial
Il,S trying 10help suffer and f;'ter . a technology chat IS so prorrusmg that when the people
week it happened again. in us gnp, the whole world suffers with them. This paso

[vOice-over/ William Schroeder ' ..
heart suffered his second strok : the world • second rectpeenr of a permanent artificial
heart' with roe made OUIof PI~ m..::;e~~~ day. a~ surgeons replaced his diseased

Or W1WAM by machine.
aU itu-ough The~~, =heart stIrgee>n {November 25, 1984/: We're
MElVIN Sc s gh. You did =!Iy well. Everything went perfect.
DeVries and 6:R~DER, eldest '!O": We are extremely proud of Dad. Dr.
long as !hey kee smg bere are telling us chat everything is going smoothly and as

eep telling us chat we feel a lot ~-
Or. AllAN ~'''' ..
artificial heart ~NG, Humana Heart Institute: He now has a functioning
days that is if we t"l,on his body functions and, if we get through the next few
othe,:w;se ';'d he ge 10 weekend, he will have lived as long as he would have
we haveni( cost ~ we hav,e not ~ h.if!l anything. We have given him hope. and
W1WA

any penod of living if he lives a few days
M SCHROEDER artifi I I hea '. .fantastic. It's . ac ' ca rt patient {December 2. 1984/: It's Just IS

can- I just J:thatmple", turnaround different feeling. No pain, no discomfort. I
put your hand on e;:,rybody could, well, before everybody leaves the room, just
old-time thrashin ':;; c . st, aod y~ ~an feel it's just like a thrashing machine, the

MARTIN . g . achine. And il s]USI a pwnping like everything.
ordeal. A ;:~:-over/. But tn the last 5\7 months, Mr. Schroeder has gone through an
his feelings of hope. off his memory, slurred and slowed his speech, virtually destroyed

REPORTER {February 21{: How an: you feeling?

MARTI
Mr. SCHROEDER {through interpreter]: He feel~ real fine. '

N {vOIce-overj· B t th rl .
each year from cardiac' u e wo d began 10 feel uneasy. FIfty thoosand Americans die
~plants with an artificia:u:t. ~ ~ederalgovernment had authorized seven expenmental
m mid-February and' is . eart SIgned by Robert Jarvi!<. Murray Haydon received one
days. And the widow o/till ~ve. Jack Burcham got one last month and tived only 10
that her husband had SUff~ nrst rec'p,ent, Barney Clark, who lived 112 days, revealed
UNA LOY CLARK, w' newu!"8J.cal damages not widely reported.
was a very painful ~ of artificIal heart patient: Barney had seizures, and that
faculties and can enr: life hi~:ess to us, because as long as people have theirmental
IS ~onderful. But when a an ~ a.rot;md them c3fl enjoy those people. you know, that
therr life is not a joy to th pe~n I~senously affected with neurological problems and
ARTHUR CAP e~, at os when the problem comeS into focus.
would draw from~;.~~C:ethicist, Hastings Center: The primary conclusion 1
renunder of how ex rim c at th~p~ h~ had with patients recently is that It'S a
sh~d stop alJ artirkaJ h~r:, how lnnovabve ~s particular device is. [don't think we
SOCI~~to address ourselv h re~~h necessanJy. but we always have a question as a
to this! es, ow last do we want to move down the road that might lead

MARTIN {voice-over/: But th hn
Plc,?ng .up more practiti e tee ology of ~art transplants and implants has lx7n
deylce m this experime~~~~ Tucson, a I!ledical team implanted a similar artifiCial
bemg. The patient died afte ~al, then, Without government approval, in a human
hum.an heans and a man- r d h days of operations in which surgeons transplanted twO
Jarvik model in another ~a e can. In SWeden, a Norwegian surgeon implanted the
health au.thorities in the 0nit~~t who has now survived for a month. Meanwhile, fede~
State .Urnversity. This devi . States approved a new device developed at Pennsylvarua
~ean IS fou.nd for transPlantC~;~pp~ved onJy.for k.eeping patients alive until a human
ar, according to SOmeexpe~ . hate y the Jarvik model might also be used that way. ~

,It as not ~aged to sustain a higher quality of life for Its
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patients. Five months ago surgeon DeVries said he believed the device would pass this
test.

Dr. DeVRIES: Because Ireally believe very strongly the device can give them good
life and it can give them a life that they didn't have and they wouldn't have had. Aod I
think. it's unethical for me as a physician to not give it to them. -

MARTIN [voice-over]: But he also told ABC News medical correspondent Geotge Strait
he believed it would take more than one test to prove or disprove the value of the device.

Or, DeVRIES': Ithink that you say you want 10 do a series of 10 patients and halt of
them make it and half of them don't make it and then decide whether it's successful or
not. That's a fairer way of doing it than just to say I'm going to give yoo one shot and
you try it. ] don't know many experiments, medical experiments, that have S1JCCf:C"bJ
on the first time.

MARTIN: In the coming months, the Food and Drug Administration ben: musl decide
whether to permit more experiments. From the evidence so far, the artificial heart can at
least temporarily pull human beings back from the edge of desUh, but it is not dear
whether it contributes 10 their later decline. So the future of the artificial heart is still
uncertain, until it produces some successes chat outweigh the ordeal suffered by patients
who cannot live without it. David'!

Mr. BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Coming next, Mel Schroeder, the eldest son of William
Schroeder, who is now living with his mechanical heart in Louisville, and, shortly, Dr.
Thomas Ryan. presidenl of the American Heart Association, and Richard Lamm, governor
of Colorado, and Dr. Allan Lansing of the Humana Heart Institute in Louisville, in a.
moment.
{commercial break/
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Schroeder, in Louisville, thank you very much for coming in 10 talk
with us this morning. A pleasure to have yoo with us.
MELVIN SCHROEDER: Yeah, good moming.
Mr. BRINK1,.EY: Here with me an: George Will of ABC News and Geotge Strait, who
covers medical news for ABC and who has reported on aU of the artificial heart transplants
from the beginning. Sam Donaldson is on vacation.

Mr. Schroeder, what's your father's condition this morning? He's bad two strokes now, is
that right? How is he today'!
Mr. SCHROEDER: Well, I think they still have him lisred as critical but stable. We were in
this moming, and he was alert. And he's probably close 10 what he was like afirer his first
stroke.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, a member of your family some days ago, I think, said if he had
known what he was getting into, he may not have wanted to do it. Is that right? Do yoo think
that's a fair statement'!
Mr. SCHROEDER: It is. It's hard 10 say something Iil<e chat. I mean, iI's kind of Iil<e
saying, "If I'd known I was going 10 get thrown out stealing second base I wouldn'l have
stole second base." But that is just something that we doo'tknow. It's something that, had he
known exactly what was going to happen, he may, you have, have thought differently or
made different arrangements or, you know, all kinds of different things are possible there. ]
do know that, knowing what he knew when he was going into it, that he probably would have
done it 10 times out of 10 times.
GEORGE WILL: Mr. Schroeder, one of the ethical problems involved in this kind of
medical practice is the problem of infonned consent and anxiety lest patients get into this not
being fully aware of quite what they're consenting to. Did your farber think he was con-
senling to be an experiment or to be cured'l That is, did he feel that he might be at the very
onset of a technology and might be giving his life so that others later on might live more, or
did he really expect 10 be cured and 10 live a full and happy tife with this?
Mr. SCHROEDER: Well, I think the answer to that is both. He, number one, wanred 10get
better and was very supportive of everything that was going around - he had all the faith in
the world with Dr. DeVries and Dr. Lansing and the whole team here. And, second-
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-
something S<:COOdIy to l0oi< at theroad. Y 0lJ have to remember was fact that he would be helping other people down tile
probably wouJdo', have lived u: the day he gOl the artificial bean he was very weak and he
wllllling to get better He ' r' two or.three days, I'd say, at max. So, you know, he was
second hand. he '.~ had a nght for We. He wanted to seeseveral thingsyet.But 00 the

wanteo to help 0Iher people OUI.
Mr, WlU: Well ted thamight have strok~ gran I no one couJd have, for example, predicted the factihat he
and ..._ .: ••• ' , do you believe that he was told adequately of the discomfort involved

U.R; I~ Involved?

t, SCHROEDER' Idon't know 'f.·and told him the 'slc·· I I ne was or DOl. I'm sure that there was people sat down
was number tw n mvo ved, and Iknow he knew what the risks were involved because he
before him 0, .and I know he told me that he just dido'l know- there was only oneother
know ev~ II was something tha; be had to decide. And I'm sure that he weighed,yoo
I wish it WOU/doll h:;t, ~ou know, to come back and say, well, now that aU this has happened
do lype of thing,l ve appened, you know, Ijuss-> you know, it's easy 10 say bu,harderro

GEORGE STRAIT' M Iafter his fim ._. ' ei, you say your father today, this morning, is about the way hewas
~""e. Does that mean that he's still not talking?

Mr. SCHROEDER: No, he's not speaking.

Mr. STRArT: He's not able to speak even to the extent that he was before?
Mr, SCHROEDER: No,

Mr. STRArT: What about responding to people in the room? Does he recognize his family"
Mr, SCHROEDER: I think he knows people are in the room, and when we come in he'll
move his bead and look at you.

M~ STRAIT: Mel, cri.tics of this experiment have said that publicity is bad for the patient
thi mdeed for the family 100. Before his stroke your dad told me that he didn't nnnd all of

s artennon. What do you think now'!
Mr. SCHROEDER: I don't think that be minds ali the attendon, He was always an outgoingz;e~ who, you know, was OUI giving speecbes in his union worts and things oftlus

Mr, STRArT: BUI do you think thaI the publicity is bad for the patient?:r.SCHROEDER: Sometimes it is and sometimes it ain't. YOII know, it'sjuSlone oftilose
mgs. Imean, you can look at a news release and it sounds pretty good and otheronesthai

that. d prelly bad. So, you know, Idon't really know. And Iwish he had been able 10 answer
at question for you.

Mr STRArT,1 'II• , WeD, how much has the disgreement among doctors affected your fann ~
can remember a time when one doctor was saying that your father- at least telling you , lJ

your mother that your father was doing well and yet another time another doctor was renID/;>
the pres th h ' . ._-" "s at e was gravely ill. How has that disagreement affected your faIlwY,
Mr, SCHROEDER: Well, basically if I wanted to find oul something [ would get on the
phone and call up Mother and ask he~ how things were going. A 101of times some ";'~:c
could say something that was taken by the press and turned around, or somerhing 0
nature, or maybe they just slipped and said something that wasn't totaUy trUe. But if we ~alIY
wanted to find out what we going on, we would basically call up Mother and ask her, an Jwe
~ot used t? really not getting too excited about what was seen on the news, and more or ess
Just took It from what she was telling us.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Mr. Schroeder thank you Thanks vel)' mucb for coming in, tJlking with
us today. ,.

Mr, SCHROEDER: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next, Dr. Thomas Ryan, president of the American H~
ASSOClallon, and Governor Richard Lamm of Colorado. And, shortly, Dr. Allan LanSJllg
the Humana Heart lnstitute in Louisville. In a moment.
{commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Dr. Ryan in Boston and Governor Lamm in Denver, thank you both lor
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coming in to be with us here today. Dr. Ryan, are you satisfied with the mechanical heart as a
new, innovative medical device to prolong the lives of desperately ill people?
Dr. THOMAS RYAN, President, American Heart Association: Oh, [think there is no
question it's a new and innovative device. [think it's targeted to prolong the life of the failing
heart, very much in the fashion of the hwnan transplant approach. It'sjust another one of the
means ofoying to overcome the. you know, absolutely end-stage heart disease. In that sense
I think it's an important area of investigation that should go forward. I think it's quite obvious
it has all of the problems that have been mentioned to this point. It touches on many areas.
BUI fundamentally. as an area of fruitful research, [ think personaUy, speaking as a cardi-
ologist, that it is an area that should go forward on many fronts.
Mr, WILL: Governor Lamrn, you not long ago brought down upon yourself a torrent of
criticism when you were quoted and, I gather, more often than not misquoted, saying that we
all in some sense and at some point have a duty to die, that is, to not use extravagant amounts
of public resources to get marginal lengthening of our lives. Do you think that's what's
happening here?
Gov. RICHARD LAMM, (D)Colorado: I think that the basic question bere is, how do you
best allocate America's health resources, and artificial hearts are a long way down the list.
You do not buy the best amount of American health or the least amount of mortality and
morbidity by artificial hearts.
Mr. WILL: But, Governor. isn't this the way we generally start with new teehoologies?
They're scarce and they're very expensive, but by working with them and multiplying them
and certain economies of scale of use you bring them down and make them more accessible.
Isn't there a sort of awkward transition period in any new technology?
Gov. LAMM: AU right, but let's say that whether we're a businessperson or a politician,
what you really want to do is you stan with those that have the highest benefit, where you can
get the most return. What the Hwnana's budget is on the artificial heart. program, with an
irony of history, is about the same amount we spent to conquer smallpox on a worldwide
basis. So I don't have any trouble, as Dr. Ryan said, with a research program, but these
technologies drive themselves. They drive the demand. "These people are so visible. J call it
media-driven 'humanitarianism. You invent a machine, you have to use it, even though
there's far more cost-effective, far more beneficial treatments out there for far more people.
These benefit a few: other treatments could benefit far more for the same money.
Mr, WILL: Dr. Ryan, when we first began using kidney dialysis it was very expensive and
there were very few machines and an enormous number of claimants, and doctors were
exasperated and tormented by the difficulty of devising criteria as to who should have access
to this. The result is that we now have, in a sense. national health insurance for one ailment,
kidney aibnenl. Do you think we're now beading for national health insur.mce for a second,
that is, to take care of the allocation and funding of expensive heart treatment?
Dr, RYAN: WeD, this is certainly something that the federal government is addressing:
where do we stand in organ procw-ement and then the underwriting the expenses of, just for
example, the medicines to counteract rejection in human organ tranSplant? You raise a good
point_ I don't think we can see the answer immediately. I think we have to go through the
nonna] evolution of progress just, as you point out, as whaI happened with rho-- we used to
call it the artificial kidney: we now refer to it as kidney dialysis.
Mr, SmArT: Dr. Ryan, if these artificial beans have a future, what do you think il is? By
the year 2<XX>are we going to have a lot of people walking around this oounlJy with artificial
hearts in them and allaChed by rube to some compressor'!
Dr. RYAN: WeD. that's difficult for meas a cardioJogiSlIO reaDy seeclearly. [ think we're
going to see mechanical devices improve in their function, not having as trawnatic an
influence on circulating blood ceUs to cause clots and SOforth. But. whether the strategy is
going to be to use these to tide them over until we can get a human organ or possibly even
inter-species transplantation i5 something that also deserves attention from the biomedical
research community.
Mr. STRArT: You've been one of the critics of this program al Humana for the way it's been
done: thaI is, the fact that it's been done so openly, so mocb publicity. Why do you make
such criticism?

(
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~r..RYAN: W~II, ,?Y criticism is more towards the marketing approach that it seemed to me.
sittmg on the sidelines, that Humana look in undeIWriting this particular program. I am the
first one that says industry really has to lend support and monies to biomedical research.
That's an unquestionably important thing to be done. But I think when industry does this, I
dunk they have to set up their experiments such that they are not the judge and jury as well.
Mr. STRAIT: Who should be the judge and jury'!
D~.. RYA~: Well, like we do traditionally in most biomedical research or certainly in large
clinical trials, ~e usually put together a policy advisory board that stands over and above the
pnmarr mvesngators, analyses the data as the experiments are ongoing, and they really have
the obligation or S~YIO~whether a certain experiment should go forward, whether it should
cease at this pomt In time becuse of the known complications and results.
Mr. STRAIT: Don't they-

Mr. BRINKLEY: I have a question. Sony, George. A question for both of you, and
G<:>ve~orLamrn first .because you have thoughts on this subject, I know. I don't have any
SClentlllc,s~rvey, but It does seem the general public opinion is that people do not wish to
have ,theIr hves prolonged by dramatic mechanical means when, by the ordinary definition,
there s hardly a life at aU. Governor Lamm. what do you think about that?
Gov .. LAMM: Well, Ithink that the overwhehning majority of people-I think you've seen
that ,m the living wd~ legislation all throughout America. A vast majority of people realize
that ~fa m~chine or hi~ ~~ology can prolong life. that's one thing as long as there's so~e
quality of.li~e left. But If It S In a comatose, vegetative or horribly suffering stage, then I think
a vast majority of people will say, "Hey, I don't want that. It's more torture than treatment. "
Mr, BRINKLEY: Dr. Ryan'!
pro RYA~: I fully agree. With.that. Ithink just in my own day-to-day practice-s- in hospitals
oday we re faced- believe It or not, cardiopulmonary resuscitation was designed really to
manage the unexpected death. Today in a hospital a patient dying with an expected death
hventually from. some malignant, terminal cancer, for example-c. when death comes the
eart ~tops beating. and we're now conditioned almost, because we have this ability to
resusc~tate the heart that has st~pped beating, that now it even poses a question, should we
re~~ltate or attempt to resuscitate this kind of patient? This is a day-to-day question that
c Clans face throughout the country.

this WILL: Governor, clinicians have their problems and politicians have theirs, and one is
. s '.~ sUbstan~al and growing portion of the nation's wealth is going to medical care, and a
signmcanr p?r1J.onof that-goes for the treatment of people in the last six months of life. Now,hOu.have tried to .address this with your phrase that got you into all the trouble about us
~mg a.~,uty to die: .~ the basis of your experience with this. can the political system talk
a ut this' Can politicians raise this issue and hope to have any reasoned discourse?

~~vih ~MM: Ithink that's re'"!y the bottom-line issue. and Ithink thaI yes. they can. Ithink
a bl e nrst few sometimes It s very volatile. But I really think America can't solve its
~ ems. We are now spending II¢ out of every dollar in America on health care, and I
. da d~ll3! ~pent on unnecessary health care is a dollar stolen from schools or highways or~Hnustn~g America. So I think we've got to look at some of these programs and say,

th ey, does It really buy America that much additional health" and if it doesn't we've got
o er uses for those resources. '

Mr .. BRINKLEY: Governor Lamrn and Dr Ryan, thank you. Thank you very much for
corrung III and talking with us today. .
Dr. RYAN: Thank you.

HM
r.BRINHKLEY: Coming next. Dr. Allan Lansing the chairman and medical direclor of the
umana ean In titu In .. 's te temaoonal III Louisville, Kentucky. In a moment.

[commercial breakl

~anks· BR!NKLEY: Dr. Lansing in Lousiville, we're very glad to have you with us today.
lor comrng m.

Dr. ALLAN LANSING, Humana Heart Institute: Thank you. It's my pleasure.
Mr. BRINKLEY· N ~ I' ow. lUst el me ask you a question that we keep hearing from people who
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have doubts about the artificial heart program. What they say is that you are replacing human
heart disease with mechanical heart disease. How would you answer that?
Dr. LANSING: I would say that is probably true. We do that all the time, though, with
artificial heart valves and other things that we do in heart surgery. So this is just another step
along the same line. We hope that eventually the mechanical heart disease will be much less
severe than the human heart disease. But at the present time it has certainly not been that
successful.
Mr. WILL: Dr. Lansing, in any stage of medical knowledge there are procedures that are
clearly experimental and there are procedures that are clearly therapeutic, and then there's a
broad gray area of experimental therapy. Would you say that this is what you're doing, and
how do you get informed consent to therapy that is this experimental when someone like Mr.
Schroeder really cannot imagine and therefore cannot quite really consent to the kind of
ordeal he's been through"
Dr. LANSING: Well, there's no question this is experimental therapy. The consent form
here was 16 pages long, and a great deal of time was spent in outlining all ~ complications
that have been observed in the previous implant and in all the animal expenments. Regard-
less of that, however, a patient who is dying cannot really understand what the possibilities
are, and until something has happened and they've looked back on it. they really don't know
what they're facing. I think: the subsequent patients have understood this because they have
seen what happened to Mr. Schroeder, they are seeing what's happened to Mr. Haydon, an?
informed consent will be supplied by the media now as much as by the doctors. who try their
best to explain it, but when you are dying you really aren't listening to what the doctor is
saying.
Mr. STRAIT: Dr. Lansing, you've been criticized for trying to sugarcoat William
Schroeder's medical condition at some point, saying at one point after his first s1TI?kethat he
was recovering brilliantly. Does your position as director of the Humana Heart. InStItu~ affect
your objectivity considering that the institute has spent millions of dollars on this experiment?
Dr. LANSING: Absolutely not. As you know, Iam not a Humana employee. Iget.no money
from Humana. I direct the programs, and I look at patients as I look at all the patients ~at. I
trear. He did' make a brilliant recovery initially. He was absolutely comatose, and Within
hours he was improving. I think he did make a great recovery. ~fter this there was a slow,
prolonged period of recovery that was disappointing to me. It did not occur ~ fast ~ Ihad
hoped. But Iwas very impressed by how much improvement there had been 10 the nrst few
days.
Mr. STRAIT: Dr. Lansing, when things were going well, even ri~t after. the fi~t stroke,
Humana and yourself and Dr. DeVries were providing alI sorts of informao?n daily, so~-
times twice daily. But as things have wound down, now we get virtually nothing, In fact, !t s
been a week since William Schroeder's second stroke and we've received no medical
briefings. It kind of leaves the impression that Humana is only interested in covering this
story when indeed there's something good to report.
Dr. LANSING: Well Ithink the decisions were really made by Dr. DeVries, the principal
investigator. He decid~s whether or not we should be gi,:ing .~t more info~ation. If there is
something to say, he is quite willing to do it, and he 1S gwmg a press bnefing tomorrow
morning. It's an update on everything we have learned over the last few days from our
investigations.
Mr. STRAIT: But is it a matter of when there's something to say or when there's something
good to day'!
Dr. LANSING: No. we try to report eveI)'thing. You've seen me in fro~t of the cameras
when we had bad things to say, and I'm perfectly wjllin~ to do that at any ~. But we have
to have something new to say. We can't be just repeatmg the same old things.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Dr. Lansing, you're a specialist in this field. You have. watched this
program proceed. This is a difficult question. Be candid. If you had a heart ailment, severe
heart ailment, would you want a mechanical transplant?
Dr. LANSING: I think that that would be impossible to answer unless I were in the position
of one of these patients. Yes, if I were dying and I had something to live for, then I would try
the artificial heart, absolutely. I'm too old to have a heart transplant nowadays, so I would
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have to go with the mechanical heart.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Knowing that whatever time you lived you would have to be connectedto
tubes and wires and motors and so on'!
Dr. LANSING: Well. r don't think that has anything to do with it. That's no worse than
people who are paraplegic and are in wheelchairs and can enjoy life, and can contributeto
other people. Iwould like a life that Icould enjoy and Icould contribute. [f it were to be a life
JU r (0 stay alive. as has already been said. no, I'm not interested in that. But If 1 have
something to five for and the mechanical heart is the only possibility of my achieving it, then
I would certainly have a mechanical heart.
Mr. STRAIT: Dr. Lansing. might this artificial heart experiment end up being a scientific
success but an ultimate failure as people see more and more problems and not willing to 9°
through the pain that WilJiam Schroeder and some of the other recipients have gone through!
Dr. LANSING: Absolutely. I think that is what we are trying to find out, not only ~bether
people will live longer but wiU they live better'! And if they don't. then It'll be a failure. It
may be a mechanical success. but it'll be a failure in human terms. And. as has already been
said. if it is too expensive it will not be used, either. I believe, however, that ifit is successful
then we'll find a way to make it affordable.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, 1wanted to ask you about that. The cost is enormous andProbab~
necessarily so, with a 101 of equipment and people and highly developed medical ski s
involved for long periods of time. It costs a fortune. When the present program expires,
who's going to pay for it then?
Dr. LANSING: J think this raises enormous questions, How much is a ~~~ life ~orth'!
How much of general resources of the country should be spent for. ~ f~w mdivlduals,.An~~
are we getting to a point when something may be successful but It S Just too expensivethe
allow anybody to use it? Those are question~ we can't. m;swer. We hope .th~;w~~ too
experiment is done we will have the answer. Is It worthwhile! How expensive IS It. If It I~
expensive. J do not believe that the federal government or the American. ~ple or .pn,::
insurance companies will pick up the tab. It will be up to us then to make It l.I1expenslve
affordable. '
Mr. WILL: Critics of your institution have focused on ~e fact that yo~. is a for~Prol~1
medicaJ institution. And they say you've gone out and hired a sort of terrific. glam~rou .
charismatic surgeon and that you did this ~or the same ,;ason that a ~aseball team ;::..,~;
terrific, established star: that is, to make ~s. a ~o~ p~Jltable en~rpnse. Is your be
fundamentally different than a not-for-prollt msbtubon s would be.

Dr LANSING' I think it is in this sense. Dr. DeVries does not.W?rk for Humana, n,?rdo I.
. . , d I b ght him to Lowsvtlle to be an associate, 10

They have no control over what ,we 0, rou I h's sal"rv Humana contributesrk . of seven cardiovascular surgeons. pay 1 ... J •

::thjn~ :~~r~: ~e environment ~0thrhitmHtoumanwo~i~~gW~:~v:~ ~[c~u~~eS:: ~eCO:~
h . h was agreemg to come WI ou ,research
ere~ e th 'd "Well if you're aoing to be in Louisville, we U ~u~rt you~ th

~~~~P'BU:~~~as not part of :i~riJ~ancao~;~~~~n~:lu:: ~fo~~rtUn~;. b~:
background you h.ave to unedde~ranb'~e: to bring Bill here 10o::rivehim a chance to get back
they didn't create It. I creat It. Ywan n~ 0

. t ardiov3SCular surgery agam, . 'I
tMn0 ~TRAJT' Without Hwnana would this artilicial heart experiment program be gomg on.
r.· . I I ri ht It was dead in the water. There was

Dr LANSING: Probably not, you re abso ute YtUgtah'They were going to have 10mise the
. . . the expenments a . . ld

no money avadable to c,?ntmue fie to be involved. And. consequently. It wou not
money privately. There IS. no federal rno Y ther industry supplying the funds to make
have been going ahead Without Humana or some 0

it work.. critics who say that this should not be conducted
Mr. STRAIT: QUtckJ;;; what ~flJ,:t1 ~rJ:'ese public briefings and being - so open .
in the way that ,t IS, at IS, 'dahl I think the press did a fantaSOc
Dr LANSING: Well, I have to say that ~t was;::,~v~ere ~d in their duty 10 supply the
job in the coverage ,of the fI;:t i~~I~~e~~a:a helped them 10do it. You are seeing less
infonnation the public wante ,an
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~ublicity now as theI7 is less .public interest in it, and we are very happy with that. We would
like to do the experiments m peace and in quiet. It was not possible, though, with Mr.
Schroeder, and I have to congratulate everybody for doing a superb job in the way they
handled It. They left the family alone, they did not interfere with the work in the hospital and
I think tI was handled very well. '
Mr. BRINKLEY: Dr. Lansing, thank you.
Dr. LANSING: Thank you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Thanks very much for coming in today. It's been a pleasure to have you
With us.
Dr, LANSING: Thank you, David.
~r. BRINKLEY: And, Geoq;e Strait, thank you for coming in with your expertise in this
field ..C:o~g nex~, our little discussion here with the inhibitions held to the barest minimwn.
And JO.rung us WIll be conunentator Hodding Carter and Morton Kondracke of Newsw eek
magazine. In a moment.
{commercial break]

Mr: BRIN~LEY: Well, in Washington this week the Republican plan for reducing the
nabon~ detlC~t~as put before the Senate and the result was something less than a smashing
or lopsided victory. The vote was 50 to 49, and they got the 50 only by bringing the Vice
President b~k from a tnp out of town so he could vote in case of a tie, and it was a tie. Pan
of It was: l? ~t increases in de.fense spending, and a part of it was to put a cap or limit on

Geo
cost-of-Nvmgmcreases for Social Security recipients. How long is that going to survive?
rge.

Mr. Will: Well, until it travels the, what'! 2QO.300 feet over to the otberside of the Capitol.
The President ongroally said he wanted 6% for defense real increase over inI1ation: then be
~truCk a comprorruse at three. He got zero in the Senate and he'll probably get a little bit less
an that m the House. Still, it's rather important that 22 Republican senators, 40% of the

~ublican con~gent, are up for re-election next time out, and they did cast an extremely
.,.cult and politically dan~erous vote, and that is to cap the cost-of-living increases in the

SOC,a1Security. So U IS evidence, whether they did the right thing or the wrong thing, they
were not thinking exclusively of the next election.
MORTON KONDRACKE, Newsweek: What's astounding to me is that this represents,
on three different levels, a ~versal for Ronald Reagan and yet he seems to be able to walk
away from It as though nothing had happened. First of all, it is evident that growth will lIOl
~et ,usout of ~e massive deficit. Secondly, he promised solemnly that he would not affect or
:rut the SOCtai Security increases of present recipients and he's agreed to a plan that would
0ttJthal. And, third, he wanted this huge increase in defense spending and be's willing to
se e for zero. That's an amazing reversal.
Mr, BRINKLEY: .. A foolish consistency is the hobgoblio of littJe minds," right'! Hodding?
HOODING CARTER, PBS commentator: Yes and as a matter of fact it's a briIliant
~ctory that was pulled off, not because it's going'; stand up but because it was pulled off.
~t the problem wi!h it is it's essentially a Republican victory in the Senate, and they're

~mg to a Democran~ House, which is going to ask a couple of questions which have not yet
n ~ed, one bemg, how can you really tell us this is a projected saving when the

~~~b~n >,ou'~ making that projection on is wrong? Growth is not nmning at the same
e at s m this budget. The figures that are being used right now are phony, and every-

~ knows they're phony, first thing. Second thing is, while in fact everybodY ought to be
a equally, everybodY wants some things more equal than others, and that House is lIOl

gomg to take the cap on the COLA-
·:r. BRINKLEY: Okay, now, you're a Democrat, let us say, and you're in the House, leI us
~, and you make all these points, that the growth is not what Reagan says. What are you

gomg to do about the deficit?

~~. C:RTER: 1 think that is what's really briIliant about the Senate plan. The~ have done
redat e House may not be able to do, which is to come up with some plan which aetualIy
. uees the defiCIt. It's going to be very tough in the House for them to do it without a tax
lDCrease. Now to say the unmentionable: the fact is, if yoo're really going to attaek this
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budget, at some point Mr. Dole's eventuality, as he's .mentioned several times. is going to
have to come true. There's going to have to be a tax increase,

Mr. BRINKLEY: George?
Mr. WILL: Which Ihave been saying, to your mounting and manifest annoyance, for f?W"
years, and I've been saying it because it seemed tO,me that the Reagan.program of s~g
with the severe tax cuts and maintaining the defense mcrease posed a choice that was gomg to
be made this way, which I think is the wrong way -. that if you really force the Republican
Party to choose, it will choose to protect Amtrak subsidies before It will ch~ to pro~ an
adequate national security program. And that is .why at 3 a.m. in ,the ~oITU?g on ~nday
morning a fateful choice was made. The Repoblicao Party defined itself in, Im afraid. 00
essentially frivolous way, that it cares more for low taxes and Amtrak s~ldies ~ for what
the President has hitherto said is the bare minimum necessary for national secunty.
Mr. CARTER: Well, it's not-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Does that surprise you?
Mr. WILL: No.
Mr. CARTER: It's not quite-
Mr. KONDRACKE: But of course the President himself would rather have no increase in
defense spending rather than have a tax increase.
Mr. WILL: That's right. No, the President led the charge in defining the Republican Party as
a low-tax-above-all-other-things party, which I think-
Mr. KONDRACKE: And there are ways out of this. You could put a fee on imported oil,
which would not be an egregious kind of tax. You could put- one option is a minimum
corporate tax or some such thing if you want that defense increase.
Mr. WILL: Call it a debt-
Mr. BRINKLEY: -taxes, tobacco taxes and what else'!
Mr. CARTER: Well, tobacco tax is not a bad tradeoff on the Medicare cuts that have already
been put in place, but it's just simply not true to keep talking about no increase !or defense.
Unlike many programs which are being eliminated or being cut back, defense IS, after all,
going forward with inflation, which means that the real difference ~tw~~ wh~t was P!O"
posed by Reagan in February and what's been put forward right now m billions IS not gomg
to be extreme.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Say we have 4% inflation. That would give the Defense Department,
what? $20 billion, something like that?
Mr. KONDRACKE: But it doesn't buy you ooy more. All it does is pay the added cost of the
weapons that you're buying.
Mr. WILL: And watch what these big, brave congressmen attacking the defense budget are
not going to do, They're not going to shut down weapons systems because there's labor
support for them and constituency supports of other sorts. They're not going ~o shut down
bases. What they're going to do is nickle-and-dime it out of readiness and take It perhaps out
of pensions. You have men and women out there serving in our military today who could
make three times what they're making if they went into the private sector, and th~reason
they're staying in the service is the promise made to them through military pensions that
they'll get deferred compensation. And I think it's a scandal !hat-
Mr. CARTER: But this is said constantly and everybody agrees that the worst thing you coo
do is to take it out of muscle, Everybody agrees you shouldn't take it out of maintenance, you
shouldn't keep it out of readiness. Then, now that the administration has agreed to an
inflationary growth only for defense, let the administration come forward with proposals f?r
cuts in major systems so they won't take it out of muscle and let them show the ieadership
which you say Congress won't show. But you can't have that cake and eat it too. Somebody
has to be responsible for saying, "We won't nickle and dime it to death. The place to do it rs
the Defense Department, which knows what matters and what doesn't matter."
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right, now, George, if you wanted to cut the budget, what would you
do? What would you cut? ,
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Mr. WILL: I would cut Arnttak. I'd cut the Ex-Im Baok. There are lots of things I'd cut, but I
would go right back to what Morton was talking about.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, tell us more. You'd cut Arntrak-
Mr. WILL: I wouldn't balance-c.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Export-Import Bank. What else?
Mr, WILL: I would not try and balance the budget out of cuts alone. I think we're under-
taxed. I would have a dedicated tax on oil. You know. if we're paying about $1.20 for a
gallon of gas today, we're paying, in inflation-adjusted terms, about what we were paying 30
years ago when it was 29¢ for a gallon. Put 50¢ 00 a gallon of gasoline. You'll bring in,
what? $50 billion more? Call it a missile tax and spend it on missiles.
Mr. CARTER: We all agree, absolutely, across the board.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Do you agree with that, Morton?
Mr, KONDRACKE: I agree with that-
Mr. CARTER: But not on missiles.
Mr. KONDRACKE: One last point is that I think the Democratic Party will also be going
back on a campaign promise if, when this budget gets to the House, they cut defense below
the inflation level. They promised that they were a party dedicated to modest defense
mcreases. They will be going back on a promise.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. can't they make a little-c. back off a bit since Mr. Reagao has
backed off a lot? I mean, there will be plenty of blame for both sides 00 that score.
Mr -.KONDRACKE: Well, I mean, there's a whole wing, a moderate wing, of the Demo-
crane Party that says that the Democratic Party will be in disaster shape if it becomes tile
oon-defense party and that's what they're gening set to do in the House.
Mr. CARTER: Except the polls already say that the majority of the people already know
you're spending too much for defense. The pendulum has begun to swing. You may not have
caught up with it yet and the moderates may not have caught up with it yet, but that's what
the Republican .senators have caught-
Mr. BRINKLEY: But you have caught it.
Mr. CARTER: No, the Republican senators who voted for that cut have caught up with it.
Mr ..BRINKLEY: All right. Well, even as we speak Mr. Reagan is up on a hilltop at Camp
DaVId m Maryland discussing with his advisors the tax bill he's going to present to Congress
p~hably, what did we say, week after next? Probably week after next. What should he put in
It, George, I know you want higher taxes, right?
Mr. WILL: Yes.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Which? What do you want?
Mr, ~ILL: Well, I've just told you one, but th'at's a safe assumption, that'stlle one thing that
won t be m It. The President is corrunitted to a simplified tax code by which you trade off.
You ge,t lower rates for reduced exemptions _ the three-martini lunch, meaning business
expenditures - and all the rest. He's going to find out-
Mr. BRINKLEY: May I interrupt for a moment?
Mr. WILL: Sure.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Have you ever seen anyone drink three martinis at lunch?
Mr. CARTER: I remember a U.S. senator who used to but he doesn't do it anymore.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, he's in a drunk tank. Have you ever seen anyone drink- has
anyone here ever seen anyone drink three martinis at lunch?
Mr. WILL: But, David, that's-
Mr. CARTER: Only reporters:
Mr. KONDRACKE: It's Perrier now. .
Mr. WILL: That's a shorthand for saying business spending that's deductible.
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Mr. BRINKLEY: It's a deceptive shorthand.
Mr. WILL: But, now, wait. That shows you something. The President is about to learn how
conservative. in a sense that he doesn't like, how conservative is the modem state, how
woven into the economy and into interest groups is every provision of the state so that it can't
make radical changes. If he tries to change business spending he's going to find out that the
hotel workers and restaurant employees union, Democrats, are against it, not fat cats drinking
too much gin, They're the ones who have a stake in all the restaurants and convention
spending around the country.
Mr. KONDRACKE: And yet--
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, George, you're milking the point - that we can't do anything!
Mr. KONDRACKE: Now. wait a ntinute. I think as a matter of fact this may be one time
when we actually really do something. I mean, Reagan is coming in with a plan which is
basically a pretty populist document, which the Democrats, when the first Treasury plan
came out, were extolling. And there's a little bit of backing up and a little bit of more benefit
for corporations in this version that he's going to ~ome up with tJ:tanthe l~t one, but ~e fact
is that he's lowering rates and Democrats now beheve that lowenng rates IS a good thiJ.1g.He
is transferring the burden, some of the burden, from individuals back onto corporanons.-.
corporations have been getting [crosstalk]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now, we keep hearing about corporations making billions and paying no
taxes or in fact even getting refunds. That can't survive, can it?
Mr. CARTER: Well, it does.
Mr. BRINKLEY: How does it survive?
Mr. CARTER: It can and it does survive, but in fact that will be the easy one to throw over.
Everybody will agree that there ought to be- I mean when somebody like D' Amato of New
York says that there ought to be some kind of minimum then there's going to be some kind of
minimum corporate tax. But the real problem is going to be a simple one, that the Democrats
have not been able to buy the fact that they were the originators of tax simplification. They
have not yet come to grips with that.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, they endorsed the flat tax at their interim convention, what, two
years ago.
Mr. CARTER: Yeah, but they had a candidate who rejected the entire notion of tax
simplification.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now, one other thing before we go. On the anniversary of VE Day, two
world leaders were making speeches. One was Gorbachev in the Soviet Union and the other
was President Reagan in France. Gorbachev's speech was bitter, poisonous, angry and
vituperative. What do you make of it?
Mr. WILL: I don't think it was any of those things. It was just a normal Stalinist speech given
by a normal Stalinist who represents the normal Stalinist regime.
Mr. BRINKLEY: I mean, he is the yOWlg, energetic and attractive new leader.
Mr. WILL: Stalin could have given that speech; in fact, Stalin did give it. I think it was
February 6th. 1946. He said, "Well, we took care of Hitler, our former ally, and now we
have to take care of the United States, which is the new imperialist power." It's the perf~t
ideological and institutional continuity between Gorbachev's regime and the regime of Stalin,
which in late August 1939 joined Hitler.
Mr. KONDRACKE: What is astounding is that Americans really don', ever read these
speeches that the likes of Gorbachev gave. Do you realize that he accused the West of
inspiring Hitler to attack Soviet Russia--
Mr. WILL: But that's standard.

Mr. KONDRACKE: -when in fact Soviet Russia was allied with Hitler!
Mr. BRINKLEY: Hooding, I'll give you live seconds.
Mr. CARTER: My, my, my, what a surprise that he's talking like a Soviet leader!
Mr. BRINKLEY: Okay, that's all. Thank you very much. We'U be hack with a few words
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about United Press International, always poor, now bankrupt, but maybe about to many
money. In a moment.
{commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY (commentary]: Finally ..this week with some sadness we've all watched the
UPI, United Press International, gasping for air and struggling for money. One week its
employees were told if they tried to cash their paychecks they'd bounce. Well, Iworlced there
4O-odd years ago, and they behaved then as if it were hankrupt already. If I turned in an
expense account for 50¢ for a taxi, they'd send a note asking why I didn't ride the bus. And it
got worse. One election night I was the one and only UP correspondent in the entire state of
Tennes~ and was expected to gather all of the election returns alone. No help, no money.
Im~lble. So I called somebody m another bureau and said how do you do this? And he
said, Easy. You steal the returns from the AP, add 10% and send them out." WeU, since
then things have improved, but somehow the UPI never could make any money and now it's
bankrupt. I don't know how you can go hankrupt without ever spending anything, het they
have managed it. American journalism is full of people who started out at the UP, and all of
us would hate to see it go. So the welcome news this week that Reuters, the prosperous
British newswire service, is thinking of buying the UPI and saving it. Fme. But the United
Press with money? We would never recognize it.
For all of us at ABC News This Week, until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS TliIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

May 19,1985
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our
Washrngton beadquarters. here's David BrinkJey.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Of the 100 largest defense contractors 45 are being investigated for~~~\cnrnraIwron~doing. cheating the government. No doubt not all of them are guilty.
f as p eaded guilty already. and day after day. year after year, one report after anotherha:rrnous cost ov~rruns. weapons that don't work. of $800 screwdrivers and $400

ers. Well. what ..~ the problem? Too much money floating around the Pentagon? Bad
:=a¥ement ~ the rruhtary? Or in .the defense industries? Or all of the above? We'll ask

y s guests. Roben L. Kirk. president and chief executive officer of LTV, a defense and
aerospace company: two members of the House Anned Services Committee working on this
~roble:- Charles E. Bennett of Florida of the Seapower Subcommittee; Bill NiCholsof
ad • chairman of the Investigations Subcommittee" Richard D DeLaurer formerun ersec ,.~. f d f ,.'and re.....J 0 e ense for research ~d engineering; Edward N. Luttwak. defense analyst
CObns~tant, author, Georgetown Umversity Center for Strategic and International Studies:

Donaldso ground from our man John Martin and our discussion here with George Will. Sam
;. nand Jody Powell, All here on our Sunday program.
fIrSt, a [little news. The WIldfires continue in Ronda over 29 counties destroying thousands
o 'rstdi 0 woods and brush and about 200 houses. Governor Bob Graham calls it the state's
worst saster. Here's ABC's John Quinones near Daytona Beach.

JOHN QUINONES [voice-over]; The wildfires have now destroyed more than IOO.roJ
acres of Florida timber and grassland.

~~~IM:R 5MblTH, Florida forestry official: A lot of fires allover the state. The
e s te IS ummg at one time. It's just hard to control.

eUINON.E~ [voice-over t: Last night one of the more than 100fires in the state made its

N
a~ to within Just a few miles of Daytona Beach but firefighters with the help of the
attonal Guard d • ". .there i an a lew bulldozers, were able to keep it from spreading. TIIis mornmg
ere IS an illn .

d .. eery sn ess where the fires raged but forestry officials say the calm here ISeceIVmg. .

BI~ HODGES, Florida forestry official: The humidity is going to go down and the
win are gomg to get up and it's going to get up and run.
~'NONES [voice-over]; The worst of the fires' damage occurred north of Cape

adveral. Two hundred homes and two schools were destroyed here' 135 families had tospen a seco d . h . 'bee n rug.t m motels and evacuation centers. The exact causes of the fires have

a1n
oltyeti n determined m most cases. but officials say arson lightning and accidents are
part y to blanne. '

f ~n camera] TIle Weather Service has now revised its forecast to include a 50% chance
? ur:l1it~rms, but that might prove to be a mixed blessing. Those storms could bringiUS! a f e nun and a lot of lightning and high winds and that of course would only fuel the
res. ohn Quinones, ABC News, Volusia County. Florida.

Mr. BRINKLEY' Tw R ida . .Radio M . .' 0 on, senators say the U.S.-government sponsored radio statlon.
Chiles saia:?ili';ll go on the arr tomorro~ morning, beaming news to Cuba. Senator Lawton
truth S A C~bans for years have lIstened to Castro's lies and now they can hear the
their'b;;:~ast~~;: commercial radio stations are afraid Casrro will retaliate by jamming

And in [srael an:h"';l . h' . oothaches ti 1 OglSts ave dug up eVidence that people have been suffenng t -
B C a:: ea;t 2,~ years. They found a skeleton dating to the second or third centul)'
.vi 'II be ~ ounel In One tooth a root canal
mili~ ~k with all the rest of today's p~gram ~ two congressmen concemed with

spen g. a defense contractor and two military analysts _ in a moment.
{commercial break!

~yr·cBRINfKLEY: In Washington the pattern is this' some kind of scandal flares up followed
nes 0 outrage at least I" .' and in, one or, more ikely. severaJ congressional investlgatlonS,
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time attention is turned to something else. the headlines disappear and that's about it. As for
the frequent charges of waste and fraud in the Pentagon, monwnental waste of the public's
money, the pattern has been the same. But it does appear now there is enough pressure to
force some kind of change. Before we question our guests, some background on all this from
John Mantin. John?

JOHN MARTIN: The Pentagon is spending $133 billion on private contracts this year,
David, There have been stories about hammers costing hundreds of dollars and coffee-
makers costing thousands of dollars. The secretary of defense said this past week he'd
found $4 billion he didn't know he had. These revelations have caused the Pentagon and
the President to worry about waste and what the public thinks about it.

Pres, RONALD REAGAN {Mav /7!: That $436 hanuner. We never bought that.
We're the ones thai found out that that's what they've been asking for it, and we didn't
buy it! And that's true of all those other horror stories. The truth is they're success
stories, We are the ones who have been uncovering all that trash and doing something
about it.

MAR11N [voice-over]: For months the govenunent has been opening the lid on what
seems to be widespread waste and fraud.

EDWARD DENNIS, United Stales Attorney {May /3!: This afternoon a federal
grand jury returned a 112-count indicttnent charging General Electric company with
making false claims and false statements to the United States in connection with its
work.

MARTIN [voice-over]: In late March the Pentagon stopped awarding new work to
General Electric while the company faced charges that it had defrauded the Air Force of
$800,000. This past week GE admitted most of the charges and pled guilty. In April the
Pentagon revealed it had paid General Dynamics $244 ntiJlion too much in the last 12
years. had recovered $120 million of that. and was trying to get back the rest. The Air
Force said it found pervasive inefficiency and sloppiness at six of the COWlO'y'S biggest
defense contractors. The Pentagon' s inspector general said he was investigating 45 of the
100 biggest companies for possible criminaJ violations. and he recommended that two top
officers ofGeneral Dynamics. David Lewis and Gorden MacDonald. be barred from
work on military projects.

DAVID LEWIS, Chairman, General Dynamics {February 2St: I'm not here to
say that our company is as perfect. Mr. Chairman. We do many things well and we
make our share of mistakes. But those are human errors. I refuse to accept any
portrayal of our company or its people as being dishonest or lacking in integrity in our
dealings with the United States government.
MAR11N [voice-over]: General Dynamics is still haunted by allegations from a
fonner executive who ran its Electric Boat submarine yard in Connecticut in the
19705. Now a fugitive in Greece, Takis Veliotis accused the company of lying about
Trident missile submarine production to protect its stock price on Wall Street. Veliotis
is accused of taking kickbacks on unrelated contracts.
JOHN LEHMAN, Sec.elary 01 the Navy [February 20t: We could not do busi-
ness with Mr. Veliotis at Electric Boat.

MARTIN {voice-over!: Secretary of the Navy John Lehman says General Dynantics has
reformed its operations at the Connecticut yard.

Sec. LEHMAN: There is no cause for believing that there is anything wrong with the
way General Dynamics is doing business with the Navy at Electric Boat.

MARTIN {voice-over!: But some critics say there is something wrong with Secretary
Lehman's zeal in building a 600-ship navy. One respected analyst, Edward Luttwak, is
quoted as saying global naval superiority advocated by Mr. Lehman would do little to
counter Soviet land forces. a morr: credible threat. With the cost of expanding seapower
so high. some supporteI5 of the buildup are concerned about recent revelations of waste.
An upcoming Navy Times editorial warns the secretary of defense about his credibility in
finding $4 billion he had lost.
RICHARD BARNARD, Editor, Navy Times: If you can't cut $1 but you're spending
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S5~ ~~a single hammer, $50 on a pair of pliers. sure it irritates the public. It hurts the
credibility of those who want a strong defense at a reasonable price.
MAR'!'JN.lvoice~overJ: This past week the House Anned Services Subcommittee on
Investigations held hearings on a bill by Chairman Bill Nichols of Alabama to outlaw
ce~n expenses and to find companies submitting them. A committee investigator,
Williston Cofer. audite:d seven major contractors. He found Uncle Sam asked to pay $105
10 traffic fines for Boeing executives, .$12.00> for two season tick.ets at a sports arena in
Los Angeles for Rockwell International. and nearly $13.000 for General Dynamics to
entertain JOurnalists.

W1LUSTON COFER, congressional auditor: Now. you've got maybe four or five
auditors from ~ defens:c contract on an agency that may have a month to do it. So if
those guys don t calch It, okay, you're through the system. So what dnes it cost the
company to submit these things and If the government auditors don '1 catch it. "I'm free."
MARnN [voice-over}: The solution. Mr. Cofer says. is not more auditors but tighter
laws. None of those expenses violate any current law if submitted for payment. New
Jersey Congressman Cooner says a better solution is more competition.
Rep. JAMES COURTER, (R) New Jersey, Armed Services Committee: You
~ve to change the mentality, I think, in the Pentagon so they recogoize one of the things
at made this a great country and that is the fact that you open up your marketplace and

you allow many, many different companies to compete.
M~RTlN: What do the defense contractors think about all this? ABC News contacted 16
major firms for comment; only one was willing to appear on this broadcast. For that
reason, perhaps, and for others involving questionable costs and bloated contracts Con-
~ss, now see~ .more receptive to the idea of outlawing expenses that it and the
entagon were willing to overlook not so long ago. David?

Mr. ~RINKLEY: John, thank you. Coming next Edward Lurtwak a defense analyst and
cons. tant, and Richard DeLauer, formerly unde~retary of defen~ for research and engi-
n~ntg and. shortlX' two members of Congress investigating all of this and the head of LTV,
a e ense contracnng company, in a moment.
/commercial break]

~~ie~~~L~Y: Mr. Lutrwak and Mr. DeLauer, thank you very much for coming in today:
Do alds 0 ve you here with us. Here with me are George Will of ABC News and Sam

n on, ABC News White House correspondent
Mr. Luttwak I'd ".- . .'. ,lll'.e to ask you first your View _ and I take this from your book - your

triviala that the scandals about such things as $800 screwdrivers and so on are relatively
VI and they take public attention away from the real problems in the Pentagon which are?

EDWARD LUTTWAK, ,
mechanis . defense analyst: Which are the fact that we have really no
money ·u~ t~tsdeclde how to spen? the money as betweendifferent kinds of forces. So the
Air Fo~e g shared out to the different services: so much goes to the Army, the Navy, the
in terms ~r~then they take this money away and they build the kind of forces that sui~them
aircraft . err Own Inte~aI bureaucratic priorities. So the Navy likes very big ships -
any min~~~a:d ~ on; It does not like. let's say, mine warfare ships. so they don't.buy
and so 0 and aI~hips. Now, we have lots of different layers of bookkeepers and auditor.;
regrettab~~ th f ough these scandals, the $400 crow hammers the $1,100 stool caps. are
vision of that ~ act IS that we have a great. deal more- we ha~e a great deal .~ore super-
do we Want to t~:;):::~~v~ over the much bigger thing, namely, what kind of military power
consequence. . ese scandals detract attention from it and really are of secondary

GEORGE WILL· Mr DeLa . .
the Sb1Jcture ofthe mill . uer. M:. Luttwak's position is that the problems are inherent in

seems able to d ythi tary Itself.. Given the fact that everyone complains about, but no one
in your jUdgme~t ~at thng about, m~rservi~ rivalries and service autonomy, does this me~
RICHARD DeLAU e system we ve got IS the worst one possible except for aU the o~rs.
so. One thin the ~R, former Under Secretary 01 Defense: Well. no, [don', heheve
portrayed, w~ch is ':eaJsent administnl:t1on did to overcome the problem that Mr. LUtt':"'ak
of that allocation whj ,was to establish a better way to aUocate resources. But the overs.lgh£

, ch really should be Congress' job. has oot- they have not orgamzed

themselves to be able to integrate the whole question of resource allocation.
Mr. WILL: Can you tell us how you'd get a $400 pair of pliers? Because some people say
that that is a bookkeeping illusion, that the pliers are reasonably priced but this is just the
allocation of overhead costs in a rational bookkeeping manner.
Mr. DeLAUER: Yes, I would like to, if you would bear with me. And I'Il try '0 put it in
context. The Defense Department does about 16 million procurement actions a year on that
120-plus billions of dollars that were mentioned in the lead-in of the show. Now, if we're
better than ivory snow and only half of one percent imperfect, which I submit is probably
better than we do personally in OUI own affairs, you expect to have maybe 8,0Cl0 horror
stories every year. Now, you've heard less than 50. And the problem is is we're focusing on
the hole of the doughnut instead of focusing on the doughnut. Now, Mr. Luttwak mentioned
the fact that we should really look at the overhead items and that's, of course, my recommen-
dation. Now, as far as the cost of the articles themselves, this defense contracting business is
a cost business. It operates under a set of accounting rules that were established by a creature
of Congress called the Cost Accounting Standard Board. They tell you how to allocate your
expenses, and they teU you you have to put this expense in this pigeonhole and thai: expense
in a different pigeonhole and you have to submit them for audit and adjudication for
payment. Now, the adjudication is done under the federal acquisition regulations. And this is
the area that Chairman Nichols wants to focus on because in general the federal acquisition
regulations just establish and provide a fairness and reasonableness test. And in the case of
some of the things that were submitted in billing the government, that reasonableness and
fairness test is not adequate to be able to handle the job that is oow facing us.
SAM DONALDSON: Gentlemen. how did we get in the position where most of the defense
contracts are not let from competitive bids but simply let to organizations who in effect seem
to be able to charge the government anything they please? How can we get back to a point
where competitiveness rules the Defense Department as it rules most American business life?
Mr. LUTTWAK: Well. if you want competitiveness you would have to specify what you
want in a fairly straightforward way and then to go out to industry and say, "Okay. produce
it," or rather, "offer me competitive bids on producing it and for a fixed price. You ask for
$600 or $6,(0), 56 million for each of these. If we buy 3,(0), that's it. We're going to do
it. ,. But in order to achieve that, first you would have to have military requirements that are
reasonably flexible so you don't specify everything down to every minor detail but rather the
performance you want. You want to be able to fly that fast, pull so many C's or whatever.
Second, you would have to be able to get Congress to authorize much more broadly than is
now the case multi-year acquisition so you indeed are going to buy 3,(0), not 300, not 260,
3.()(X)over five years so these people can gear themselves up for production properly. So you
need discipline in Congress, you need. discipline from the military in specifying the real
performance requirements instead of having this greatly overstaffed materiel commands sort
of specifying all the trivia and irrelevancies and minor factors.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. Mr. Del.auer. is it possible to get back to that kind of system?
Can we have competitiveness?
Mr, DeLAUER: Mr. Donaldson. I think that this issue of competitiveness has been mis-
stated. The process is very competitive. Matter of fact, if you look at the subcontractor
structure which provides about 80% of the materiel to the system, those are almost always
competed. They're almost always dual-sourced, and the competition exists much greater
level than you would expect if you hear people commenting on it.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. who-
Mr. DeLAUER: The problem--
Mr. DONALDSON: May [ask you who-gets the benefit of the subcontractor competition? Is
it the taxpayer or is it the prime contractor?
Mr. DeLAUER: No, the benefit of the subcontractors goes to the government. The sub-
contract audits are made priono award, and they are audited the same way. I agree with Mr.
Luttwak. The problem is that the Defense Depamnent and most government procurement is
based on the cost basis not on a price system. And if you don't change that, you're going to
have to allocate all your costs as they occur, and you have to attack them that way.
Mr. LUTTWAK: But to go to a price basis the government in rum would have to say,
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"Look, I want such-and-such a weapon system." Let's say I want a tank and these are my
pe~o.rrnanc~ characteristics. and they would have to be reasonable performance charac-
tenstlcs. which coul~ be met within the existing technology. The reason why you can't have
everythmg fix~ pnce and you have to have these cost-plus contracts is because we are
~orever. attemptIng to overcome nwnerical superiorities on the Soviet side by making big
JumJ?S In 9uahty. ~d now you're not going to manufacture and say. "Look. sir. you're
maki~g this and this, the~ chairs. I want these chairs." You're going to him instead and you
say. Make me ~ome .charr used on some non-existant material which you're going to invent
and develo~, which will be ultra-light" or whatever. And when you do that the manufacturer
cannot possibly agree- you can't back the company agreeing to do it on any fixed price and
hence you do It on cost-plus. and when you do it on cost-plus the question is. what is a cost?
If you include !he salary of the manager. you have to include these fringe benefits. If you
include these fringe benefits. why not his country-club membership, and that's where you get
tha~particular species of horror stories. On the other hand. if we go over strictly to fixed-price
basis. we would only be able to buy the weapons that we bought yesterday. We would have
no technological advancement.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Luttwak. Mr. DeLauer. thank you very much.
Mr. Ll/TTWAK: Thank you.
Mr. DeLauer: Thank you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Thanks for coming in. for talking with us today, giving us your views.
Commg next, Robert L. Kirk, president and chief executive officer of LTV Aerospace and
Defense Company. and. shortly, two members of Congress investigating the Pentagon's
buymg and spending. In a moment.
/ commercial break]

M.r. BRINKLEY: Mr. Kirk, thank. you very much for coming in. A pleasure to have you
WIth us today.
ROBERT L KIRK, President, LTV Aerospace & Defense: Thank you.
Mr.. BRINKLEY: My question is, you are on the other end of this controversy. you're
runrung an aerospace and defense company, one of those not accused of anything, so far as I
kn~~,What. 1? your view. from where you sit. what is the problem with the Pentagon's
policies m buying weapons? Why is it such a mess?
~r ..~IRK: Well. the biggest concern that I have is that the system is taking so long to make
andthere' Our lead times have gone from a few years to many years, five years to 10 years,
of t re s no re~n f?r that. Then: are a lot of things we have to buy in the broad spec~

echnology, things like tanks. artillery, guns of one type or another. airplanes, and things
:at we oug~t to be able. to get out much. much faster. And it's clear that the military has got
cis a good JOb ~f defining the requirements, selling the requirements, sticking with it pre-

se\y. And I ~nk that if that were done and done better, we would see some of the good
resu ts that we ve been having, There are a number of good things that have been done.
~ste~s that ~ave beenpointej to _ the multiple-launch rocket system, the B-1, ~e
th ~c awk helicopter, things that have been cited specifically as coming in on time. holding

elf cost targets and, their delivery targets. You know. we've got a great industry out there. It
~ms. to me that we ve got a tremendous industry a real racing machine and we're probably
usmgnto t th • .
d go 0 e grocery store to get the groceries rather than to use it for what it can reallyo.

~r. ~RINKLEY: We~l, you say it takes forever. it takes years to finish a project and you say
ere s no reason for n. There must be some reason. What is it?

Mr: KIRK: Well, the reason for the delay I think is a lot of the layers of bureaucracy and
review processes that have been added .....:...and I think whatever comes out of the current
~ntro~ersy here in Washington - legislation or whatever it may be _ I think that the last

109 f the industry and the Pentagon needs is another layer of bureaucracy which causes
disco 0 . the del.ay. And in fact it's odd to me that in Washington where we've been
~~~:nng, I t!unk. the values of deregulation. the defense industry. which is probably the

bgUlated mdustry .around. I fear that the result of all of it could be more delay caused by
more ureaucracy, I think. that' s the last thing we need.
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Mr. BRINKLEY: You have not turned in to the Pentagon for any haircuts or dog kennels,
have you?
Mr. KIRK: No. I have not.
Mr. WILL: Well, some people have, and there is an argument around that says in 1981 it was
very clear that there was going to be a gusher of money coming toward the defense industry
and that there's a simple amount of overreaching. A two-part question: one, is there and,
second, does the defense industry understand what damage is being done by maybe anecdotal
stories about dog kennels and expensive pliers to a defense consensus that took a decade to
build?
Mr. KIRK: Well. I think the answer to a lot of the things-c. the issue as to what is an
allowable cost and what's not really goes away if you can succeed. and we should succeed. in
getting more contracts into the fixed-price arena, I and industry welcome, and all of industry
welcomes a bener definition, larger contracts to be competed agressively, fixed-price, and at
that time let me make the decisions as to how I spend the money. Once it becomes
fixed-price, the government. to a considerable extent. gets out of that loop. I think. it's been in
that arena that has been giving us the trouble.
Mr. WILL: Well. pan of the problem. some people say. and we just heard Mr. Luttwak say
it. is this. We are trying to match with superior and sometimes esoteric quality the quantity of
Soviet spending, the quantity of Soviet tanks. airplanes. ships. etc. Is that a problem? In
short, are we gold-plating our weapons sytems? At each level someone builds in a new
nuance that's expensive and runs up the cost?
Mr. KIRK: I think there's a real point that can be made that it's been said that the military
technology when you start out on a weapons system. it looks like it's the most advanced in
the world, but by the time you actually get it into service it's not as advanced as its
commercial counterpart. And the reason for that is the very long lead times that we're
looking at. The commercial people are able to stan out with something that is doable and they
get into service much, much faster. And I think that there is a tendency on the military part to
reach out to something that is perhaps not really attainable in a realistic timeframe, and the
reason they do that is because of the time delays that they know they're going to encounter
anyway. So that the system tends to get into that problem.
Mr. WILL: But isn't it pan of the problem in the nature of what's going on here? Boeing
wants to build a plane to fly from Detroit to Philadelphia; that's a simple mission. They ain"t
going to worry about economy and all the rest. If you want to penetrate the Soviet Union with
their evolving air defense systems, that's complicated. Isn't it just built into the nature of
defense spending that you're going to have lots of unforeseen variables varying?
Mr. KIRK: Well. I think. there are a number of good examples where that's not happening. I
mentioned the multiple-launch rocket system that has been built. It's doing well and it's not
overrunning, And there are a number of other systems that are not overrunning that are
costing the government exactly what the government anticipated five years ago it would cost.
Mr. DONALDSON: I want to pursue an area of momentum that the contractors themselves
may contribute to for weapons systems. Before I do, I want to clear up something. When you
talked about not wanting another layer of bureaucracy, were you talking specifically about
the proposal to put Joseph Sherick in charge of procurement at the Pentagon?
Mr. KIRK: No. I have not read that in any detail. I am aware ofit. but I've not read it in any
detail.
Mr. DONALDSON: He's that tough inspector general over there.
Mr. KIRK: Well. that's fine.
Mr. DONALDSON: Does that bother you if he were in charge of procurement?
Mr. KIRK: No. I don't know Mr. Sherick. but obviously the Pentagon has done a fine job of
picking qualified people. and I'm sure that he would. But the issue is not exactly how it's
organized but as long as the result is not another delay in the process.
Mr. DONALDSON: Okay. You are one of the firms that are working on feasibility studies
for the Star Wars - strategic defense initiative - system to tty to block Soviet missiles. is
that correct?
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Mr. KIRK: We're doing parts of technology related to that.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right. The argument is made that since you're doing feasibility
sn:di~s for a system which could reap great benefits to you financially. if in fact we go ahead
with It,.wh.y don 't you then have a stake enough just to do a feasibility study that is impartial
and objective, but one which tilts toward building the system so that you can make more
money?

Mr. KIRK: Well. I don't see anything wrong with that. frankly. I think that that is part of the
compeuuve process. You're trying to-- the system is saying to me that they want me to try to
do the best job I can: the reason I want to do the best job I can in advancing technology is to
be able to ~et the benefits that come out of that - the jobs, the technology. the continuation
of my busmess and the profits that go with it. And I see no problem with that.
Mr. ~ALDSON: But don 't you then tilt your study toward going ahead with it rather
than. If on close question. to make the decision on tilt it against going ahead with it?
Mr.. ~IRK: No. the answer to that is that the Pentagon. nor I. the Pentagon makes the
decision as to whether they want to go ahead with it or not.
Mr. DONALDSON: But you tell them whether it's feasible or not.
Mr. KIRK: I tell them whether I think it is feasible or not, but there are lot of other guys out
there - mean old competitors of mine - who are-c.

Mr. DO~ALDSON:And they don't want to make the money either. so they would say it's
not feasible?

Mr. KIRK: No. they would say it may be feasible but their solution is better than mine. or
maybe no solution is possible.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Kirk. I might point out that we asked I think 17 or 18 defense
contractors to come in and tell their side in this dispute. You were the only one who agreed to
come. Thank you very much.
Mr. KIRK: Thank you very much for asking me.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thank you for being with us. It's been a pleasure to have you with us.
Mr. KIRK: Well. thank you very much. I appreciate it.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Coming next. Representative Charles E. Bennen of Florida and Bill
Nichols of Alabama. both of the House Armed Services Committee. In a moment.
[commercial break!

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Bennett, Mr. Nichols. thanks very much for coming in. happy to have
you WIth us today: Now first let me ask you this. Some other countries. the French. for
example. and I think others beyond that. have taken the business of buying weapons and
p~~ment and so. on out of the hands of their military and put them into the ha;nds ?f
cl~l.han experts. engineers. so on, so on. the thinking being that military people are skilled In

military ~aners but not necessarily in technical, commercial dealings with contractors. What
do you think? Does that make any sense?
CHARLES BENNETT. (D) Florida Armed Services Committee: Well. I think the
military would have to pick. the type of weapons you want. In the Department of Defense we
do have pretty able people m the commercial field, and they can be improved upon; we can
get others, I guess, but there's nothing wrong about our structure. as far as I can see.
BILL NICHOLS •.(D) Alabama. Armed Services Committee: Well. I'd say it's a joint
~ec~lo~ and .certamly the military people have to tell us the type of weapons that they need to
fin e J~ With. and then we do depend on the contractors to a great degree 10 work out the
nal details on it.:r..BRINKLEY: Well. they will say they would need a fighter plane. but that's only the
we11~~ng '. It goes on thro~gh how many engines. how big. what kind of armament s. speed.
min~ ,thIS and that. ~c~ gets to be enormously complicated and, as we have he.~ a
id te agofrom Mr. Kirk. It takes forever, sometimes as much as 10 yean;. from ongma!
t eda.to dehvery. Why is that, and is that not-e- does that not detract from our militaJ)'
rea mess that It takes so long?
Rep. BENNETT: Well. I don't think it takes any longer in America to produce than it does
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in France. and I think we're producing much more complicated weaponry than the French
are. We're the leaders of the world in discovering new things. most of the things that are
militarily advanced today, they've been copied from us. Idon't know of a thing that's been
discovered by the Russians that we haven't discovered first.
Mr. BRINKLEY: I don't know that they've ever discovered anything first, have they Mr.
Bennett, what do you think of that? Mr. Nichols. what do you think of that?
Rep. NICHOLS: I would just add this. that I think it's natural for the military to want all of
the new innovations that come along gold-plating, if you want to call it that. but anything that
seems to be superior to what the original concept was we take a look at it and oftentimes add
it. and those add-ons cause delays frequently.
Mr. WILL: Competitiveness is the latest panacea. the buzzword in all this. But making, say.
a Trident submarine or even the major components thereof isn't a Mom-and-Pop industry.
There are not many companies could do this. Is it not the case that sometimes the Defense
Department has to disregard sheer cost considerations in order to allocate contracts in order to
keep two or more companies afloat just for national security reasons? You want more than
one that can make certain key components.
Rep. BENNETT: You're correct and in that panicular field they don't have two. In other
words. General Dynamics is the only one that can produce the Trident submarine, and if we
tried to get another corporation into it it would cost the federal government at least three or
four billion dollars.
Mr. WILL: So how much is increased competitiveness going to solve?
Rep. NICHOLS: Well. you're correct in that a great deal of anention is paid to the industrial
base of this country, and competitiveness. Ithink- I'm very supportive of competitiveness.
Our bill last year addressed competitiveness and it's very important. We do pay a lot of
attention in having dual sources of manufacturing planes and ships and tanks and so forth. I
think that's very important.
Mr. DONALDSON: What about the question of the amount of money that's being lost
through fraud or through charges which a bill that you' ve introduced would seek to prohibit
- haircuts for executives. etc.? Is that where the real drain is. or is the real drain in some
other areas - the large weapon systems that perhaps are not necessary?
Rep. NICHOLS: f think if you had to boil it down you would have to say the biggest dollar
cost in the Pentagon is decidedly in duplication of weapons systems. A general overhaul. I
think. is certainly in order. When we talk about the $400 c1awhamrner. we talk about the
diodes. even when we talk about executive haircuts in barbershops. as deplorable as that
sounds to my constituents. and 1 agree with you, we're not talking about really in terms of
billions of dollars. Certainly it's waste and it ought to be corrected. and we're trying to do
that.
Mr. DONALDSON: But. Mr. Bennett-e-
Mr. BRINKLEY: I never heard- incidentally. how much do they charge for a haircut? I
never heard?
Rep. NICHOLS: It's all free. absolutely free in some of the companies. They put in a claim
for them.
Rep. BENNETT: But you 've got to bear in mind--
Mr. BRINKLEY: How much did they put in for them?
Rep. BENNETT: They just put in the claim. They didn't get paid for it.
Mr. WILL: Before handing this back to Sam, can I ask you one question? In proportional
terms. is there more waste, fraud and abuse- are you confident there is more waste, fraud
and abuse in the Defense Department than there is in Medicare and Medicaid--
Rep. BENNETT: Oh. it's worse in Medicare and Medicaid.
Mr. WILL: All right.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I'll pick up on that in just a moment. but bow do you explain that
to your constituency. the point you were just making? If you talk about a $400 clawhammer
they understand that. but if you say. "Well. now the president" - whoever he may be-
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· 'wants a weapon systems that will eventually cost $24 billion and it's a duplication unneces-
sary- when the President gets on television and says we've got to have this [0 stop the
Russians. well, your constituents. what do they say then?
Rep. BENNETT: Well, I want to say there's one kind of mystery about this c1awhammer
that ought to be evaporated a little bit here because you really are saying something that's
misleading to the people when you emphasize that too much because the problem really
arises. and the Depanment of Defense has had a regulation which required overhead to
reflect that. So it was a requirement of the Department of Defense that the overhead of the
company be seated ufXln that hammer. That's not something Congress directed.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Is that a wise policy" Doesn't that make them look silly?
Rep. BENNETT: Oh. I think it's a very unwise policy and I think it ought to be corrected. I
think that they ought- all that sort of thing ought to be bought off of Brown's Hardware or
wherever competitively, just as the ordinary person would----
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, I'm not trying to fix the blame. I'm trying to get at the political
question of having most people in this country reach some consensus on how to save the
money. Now. you're quoted. Mr. Nichols. as saying that your constituents come up to you
and say, •'Well, I'm for a strong defense but I don't know about all of this ." Do you sense
that they're as upset about fraud and waste in the defense budget as they are when they read
about those welfare cheats who cost the federal government money?
Rep. NICHOLS: At the moment I'd have to say that my constituents - and I believe this is
true. Sam, all across the country. The mail that I get reflects that people are fed up with this
sort of thing. They've read about these overcharges, and they're looking for this Congress to
do something about it. Defense is very much on the hot seat these days.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Bennett.Mr. Nichols, thank you. Thanks very much for coming in.
Happy to have you with us today. Coming next. our little discussion here. compatible on a
Sunday with newspapers and coffee and whatever else is going on there. And joining us will
be commentator Jody Powell. In a moment.
{commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, we've had all kinds of events this week. including one that was
trag!C and .in some ways insane. in Philadelphia, where this group caJIed MOVE was
baf!1caded tn a house with bombs and guns and so on and terrorizing a neighborhood. The
po.bce finally came to evict them and it wound up with a bomb being dropped and the whole
neighborhood burned down. Was that the right way to approach that problem, Sam?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, no. I don't think so.Cenainly not at the outset, and within a few
hours that was the outset. Hostage situations, siege situations in our modem times we "ve
learned. are ones that ought to be drug our. There ought to be a period in which you try to
ne~otlate, a period in which you stand there and wait, and you try to get some dialogue
going. Apparently this didn't happen in Philadelphia and the police and the mayor say they'll
take the responsibility but not the blame. I mean, the blame has got to be on the authorities
who ordered those events.

JODY POWELL: This is a hard thing to defend, burning up a good portion of a neighbor-
hood, bur I have a great deal of sympathy for the mayor. They apparently did try to negonate
WI~ them. They have had previous experience with these people. These people are no~your
typical hostage-taker who takes a teller in the bank and presumably it's somewhat rational.
There are all sorts of things that people say you could have done. "Well. you could have
tned to starve them out." Well, you could have tried to starve them out. It would have taken
we.eks - mo~ths. more than likely. They tried it before. Something clearly had to be done.
If It was a mistake. perhaps it was waiting so long to try to go after these folks.
Mr. WILL: I couldn't agree more. It seems to me if the mayor is to be criticized - and I
don't feel particularly [like I piling on at the moment _ it is that there was too much
forbearance in Philadelphia when in fact you were dealing with some extremely peculiar
pe~ple. I was amused listening to the press search for ways in a shorthand way that you have
to In the press to characterize this group MOVE. My favorite was "controversial back-to-
earth movement." Well. I should guess! I mean. that's not- these people were beyond
normal reasoning. and when you get into that kind of situation with lots of ammunition and
hard passions. then you're going to get tragedy. The point is there was no intentionality of

causing a fire.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. what is the problem? Was it that it was a bad idea or that it didn't
work? Suppose that bomb had done what it was supposed to do? It was supposed to blow a
hole in the roof so they could put teargas in and force those people out.
Mr. WILL: It was supposedto save lives. If they simply wanted to go in and stonn that house
irrespective of the threat to life, they could have done it-
Mr. DONALDSON: But the pressure is not-
Mr. POWELL: Even if they had not been concerned about the lives of the people in that
house-
Mr. BRINKLEY: You would have killed a lot of police, perhaps,
Mr. POWELL: -they certainly could have avoided police casualties and avoided other
civihan casualties and taken care of the situation if they had not been concerned about- I
mean, you've got to think about who these people are. These are people who kept children in
that house knowing there was going to be a gun battle. knowing perhaps better than anyone
else that there was a chance of a fire. and presumably kept them---- well, clearly kept the kids
in the house after the thing had caught on fire. Now, these are not the sort of folks you can-
you can reason with.

Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah, but the kids are not people then who you should say should be
cast aside simply because the adults in the house knowingly kept them there. I don't think the
point. George. is intentionality.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, tell me this. What would you have done"
Mr. DONALDSON: No one is accusing the mayor or the police of intentionally trying to
start a fire to burn down a neighborhood. Of course not.
Mr. BRINKLEY: What would you have done?
Mr, DONALDSON: We're talking about judgment. We're talking about weighing the
options and the risks. If you're going to bomb a city, you're going to bomb a house, the
affidavit that the police themselves used to apply to the court at one point said that there was a
probability of incendiaries and explosives in the house. They knew. or at least had reason to
believe, that there was flammable material in the house. So you drop a bomb on it. Someone
should have said. what if it sets fire to the house? WelL a fire did start. The origins are still a
little murky. But for an hour it smoldered before any attempt to put it out occurred. What was
going on in their minds then?

Mr. POWELL: Well. I'm not sure that's exactly- we ought to emphasize that we don't
know all the details. We don't know~

Mr. BRINKLEY: That's one problem here. It is unclear from what Ihave seen and heard and
read. unclear whether the bomb started the fire or the people inside a few minutes later started
the fire. I don't know. Does anyone here know right now?

Mr. POWELL: The one thing that is cenainly clear is that the people inside had plenty of
nme to get out once the fire had started. And the other thing that is clear is that if they had
done that there would have been no danger to the-
Mr. BRINKLEY: The fire would have been put out.

Mr. POWELL: It would have been put out easily. If they had quit shootingat the fire
department people who were trying to put it out, it probably would have been put out.
Mr. WILL: There's one other thing to be said about episodes such as this. It ought to be said
c~fully, but it ought to be said, and that is it's very important. I think. in this case, that
Wilson Goode's a black .man. and it's very important- this illustrates how important it is
that we have a leadership, particularly in American cities, of responsible, moderate, intel-
ligent. prov~n black leaders such as the mayor of Philadelphia. Because if this had happened
under a white mayor, particularly under some mayors that the city of Philadelphia has
recently had since Mr. Rizzo.' this would have been a tragedy irruneasureably larger than it
has been.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Suppose if it happened in New York" Care to guess"
Mr. WILL: I do not care to guess.
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Mr. DONALDSON: But whether you're black or white-s-
Mr. POWELL: But the mayor of New York was one of those who immediately jumped in
with his second guess on the matter-
Mr. WILL: Exactly.
Mr. poWELL: -as he is wont to do at the drop of a hat.
Mr. DONALDSON: George. I beg to differ a linle bit. I see your point. and you have a point
as far as public reaction. But whether you're black or white and in authority doesn't maner.
It's the judgment of the actions that you decide to take that I thought we were discussing here.
Mr. POWELL: But it does matter in terms of the way the rest of us react to this and its effect
on the structure of this society. I agree with George.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right, let's go on. As I say, this week has been somewhat checkered.
Beyond the Philadelphia tragedy we had, was it Andy Warhol who said everybody in the
United States will be famous for 15 minutes? Well, we have a woman named Cathleeen
Webb who charged that a man named Gary Dotson raped her. He was convicted. sent to
prison and served six. years whereupon, for reasons I still don't know. she recanted and said
no, he did not rape her. In fact, nobody raped her. No rape ever occurred. They have now
been on two or three television-
Mr. WILL: Three.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Three television networks, become celebrities. Next is, what. a movie, a
book contract? It outdoes any soap opera I have ever seen. though I don't look at them. What
is one to make of this? Jocly?
Mr. POWELL: Well, I suppose one thing you could make of it- I'm inclined to think that
perhaps there ought to be a constitutionally guaranteed right to public relations counsel to
people who are catapulted into this thing, somebody who will come in and say, "Look.
folks, Iknow all these people are calling you up. I know they want to convince you that they
are your best friends in the whole world, that you owe it to yourself. that you owe it to the
country, that you owe it to God to corne on our show. " but someone ought to be there to say,
"Look, if you want to do this, consider that the chances are very high that by the time ir's
over you will end up looking like an absolute fool. And these people-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Would that have been your advice?
Mr. DONALDSON: If they want to go on television, that's fine. and of course people who
want to watch television and watch them on television ought to have the right to do so. But
what bothers me is that they go on the morning shows which still, in many people's minds.
are considered news broadcasts. CBS is a perfect example. It used to be the hardest morning
news. broadcast. and yet it was Phyllis George who asked these rwo if they wouldn't hug on
the air.
Mr. POWELL: That's what I'm talking about.
Mr, DONALDSON: And I think that gives serious reporters a bad name, and I think it gives
senous news broadcasts a bad problem when that occurs under the name of news.
Mr. WILL: You've just giveo--.
Mr. BRINKLEY: I'd agree with you. Sam. I would like-- usually on those daytime
programs where people hug they win a washing machine or something.
Mr..WILL: .Sam has just given a rather capacious definition of consumer sovereignty. You're
~aymg that If people want to see something. they have a right. Your word, a "right". to see
It. And I suppose they do.
Mr. DONALDSON: I believe in free speech. George.
Mr. WILL: I understand, the First Amendment and all that stuff We're all for it. Still, that-
Mr. DONALDSON: That is notwithstanding that you want to make your point against it.
M~. WILL: I certainly d~. Now, there is a problem when you have three networks, a kind of
oligopoly, competing With one another head to head at that hour of the morning. What
hap~ns to the producer of one of those shows? He says this is squalid. vulgar and in bad taste
and I m not gomg to do It. He'd get 10 editorials all over the country saying, "You're a man
of good taste," he'd be fired the next morning for not maximizing the audience that looks at

the denture adhesive commercials. Isn't that how it worlcs?
Mr. DONALDSON: I should plead no contest on that one, but I think perhaps that's how it
works. But I think. that's all right. It's an entertainment show. These morning broadcasts for
the most part are entertainment shows now. In private moments none of them really wants to
tell you that they're a serious news broadcast, but it just comers me when still some of the
audience thinks they're watching news that they would watch at the dinner hour, they'd
watch here on this broadcast and we had a question like, "Won't you two hug?"
Mr. BRINKLEY: Okay, and among the other developments this week were two, I think,
meetings at the White House at which President Reagan discussed with his advisers the tax
bill, tax reform bill, it is now called - which he is going to send to Congress, what, the
28th? Is that the date. the 28th?
Mr. DONALDSON: He'll make a speech that day.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Make a speech and send it to Congress the 28th. Well, as it now stands,
and lord knows what it'll be when it's finished. as it now stands it reduces the tax rates to
three: 15,25 and 35, is that right, and in rerum for somewhat lower rates, we lose a lot of
deductions - interest on- no, you don't lose that.
Mr. DONALDSON: You lose taxes if you've been deducting your-
Mr. BRINKLEY: -state and local taxes and so on. What do you think of it? George?
Mr. WILL: Well. I think when you take on comprehensive tax reform you're picking n~ o~
fight. you're picking about six. fights with every American because the tax ~e m Its
complexity is woven into our life in a lot of ways. There are, as we talk t.oday, I lx:heve, ,51
legislative days left on the calendar of Congress, and do not count your chickens until they ve
been negotiated away in the Finance Committee.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Do you think that's what will happen'
Mr. WILL: Yup.
Mr. DONALDSON: I think there's a chance they'll pass-
Mr, BRINKLEY: You think this tax bill any way at all as it is now will pass?
Mr. WILL: I think. it's extremely difficult to do it this year, starting in the middle of the. year.
I have doubts whether the American political system's circuitry can handle the eruption of
interests and passion that will be involved in any comprehensive tax reform.

Mr. POWELL: I have those same doubts, and Iworked for a-- Iused to work. for a man
who called the tax system a disgrace to the human race but he was right.
Mr. BRINKLEY: But he couldn't do anything about it.
Mr. POWELL: And he couldn't do anything. But this thing- my doubts have been
considerable. Let's just take this grassroots support for this has been building for ove~ a
decade. That was '76. In '72 you had beth George Wallace and George McGovern going
around the country talking about the inequities of the tax system.
Mr. WILL: But everyone's for it. Jody. until they look at it, and then they find out that their
ox is about to get gored. .
Mr. POWELL: There is that. but I think there's-I'm certainly one of those who probably IS

better off under the old complicated structure, at least marginally. On ~ other hand, I would
rather spend my time figuring out how to earn more money than figunng out how to she~ter
the money that I've got. I suspect there are a lot of people like that. And the reason thething
has come together, as the Democrats have realized: ?r ~~ to come to.gether IS the
Democrats have realized that Republicans and the administration IS on to.a.h?t ISSueand you
find the Democrats in the House now at least in what they say generally jommg up on this.
Mr. DONALDSON: I agree. I think there's a chance that ,,:e'li get some sort of tax reform
this year, and I think that it all hinges on whether in fact business can be held ~wn l? so~
reasonable take in the sense that they have to pay a share. M~re and more w~ re seemg ~s
bill being winnowed down as it goes through many pennutatIons whe.~ ~mess .IS gettmg
more and more breaks. And at that point that means that the average citizen IS getting fewer
and fewer breaks.
Mr. POWELL: And it's going to be tit for tat because every time they do that on the business
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side, once it gets to the House, the House is going to want to restore some for the working
folks.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Have to interrupt. Sony. Thank you verymuch. We'll see how the tax bill
turns out and pay the result s , whatever they may be. And we'll be back with a few words
about the newest idea and no doubt the worst idea for political commercials on television. In
a moment.
{commercial break!
Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary]: Finally, I hate to say this but Isee in The New York Times
that the new thing in politial campaigning is television commercials. political commercials
styled after music videos. That is, a sound track of rock music with pictures of singers with
green hair, punk clothes, smoke rising from the floor, laser beams shooting back and forth,
all of it lit up in pink and purple. It says in the Times the politicians think it is time to move on
beyond the tiresome political commercials used in the past and time now to appeal to younger
voters. And this is already in the works in a political campaign in New Jersey. So what are
we in for? Teddy Kennedy going to come on the screen with green hair singing about social
injustice while breaking a guitar over his knee and then disappearing in a cloud of smoke? Is
Jack Kemp going to do that? Mario Cuomo? Would any of them be any good at it? Are we
going to have to look at George Bush in a purple rhinestone suit trying to sing? I am not sure
the American people are ready for this. For all of us at ABC's This Week, until next Sunday,
thank you.
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ABCNEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

May 26,1985
~NNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley Now from our
ashmgton headquarters, here's David Brinkley. . .

DAVID BRINKLEY: In a Washington atmosphere so heavily if not totally politicized is it
possible to refonn our tax te I mak . both fai ' . '.'be . sys m.o e It fair and effective? A good question, yet to
C answered. President Reagan will send Congress his proposed tax bill next Tuesday, and
on~ will then spend most of the summer arguing about it. Can tax reform be passed this

year .. AnSother good question, yet to be answered. We'll look for answers from today's
guests. e,nator Bob Packwood of Oregon, chairman of the Senate Finance Committee;
tnat;';,~ Bradley of New Jersey, co:author of the Bradley-Gephardr simplified tax bdl:
taxWreform' an, nabo~ chairman of Citizens for America. a private group campaigning for
licv: • Paul Craig Roberts. fonnerly assistant secretary of the Treasury for economic~JfYSso~~~und from our. man John Martin: and our discussion here with George
.' am. n and Tom Wicker. All here on our Sunday program.

FU'St~ a little news. On a small island off the coast of Bangladesh, in the Sea of Bengal.
polPuidanon10,000, a cyclone hit the coast. created a tidal wave and all 10 000 people on the
IS an were washed' th ."
go into e sea. All of them. There IS no contact with the island now but the
vemment sent an airplane ove d . rted . . 'Nothing left. ~y r. an It repo everything on the Island was swept away.

p;~~~ ~~ college students ~ho seized and occupied an American library in Seoul
M"~' L'lkg canfrosupponfor their government, today they gave up their protest and left.

a.a 1\ I e reports m Seoul.

M'::~LITKE {voice-over]: They won no concessions from the American government
~ctato~~wn'f~[ they still marched out defiantly. shouting "Down with the military
1980 kd0 un Doo Hwan, " and still accusing the United States of complicity in the
Iicemu Own on the opposition here, and fists raised in solidarity even as plainclothes

: si pushed them unceremoniously onto buses to take them away. Almost immediately
offici~e~fl~ oc~upatlon began to disappear while, inside the cultural center. U.S,
the said p . w al had happened over the last three days. It was almost all talking,
stu~ents' ' more like a political seminar than a siege. No, they did not agree with the
count .." Andmethods,b~t the~ found them intelligent, committed and concerned about their

...J. at no time did anyone feel threatened

~C~ARD WALKER, U,S, Ambassador 10' South Korea' We have to be all
~ eil· It more careful about how many people are allowed to ~ome into the USIS
lac rty at one ttme.

~~E ~v.:;ice-over/: The conciliatory attitude of the 'Americans is apparently putting
beco~ a h:.;nrithe Korean government to treat the students carefully. to not let ~is
turned eve t th ghts Is~ue, Indeed, the protestors were taken to hospitals before being
filed Thi r.o e police to their university districts for investigation before charges are

, IS, m a country where Just 'ti" th Idirectly to J'ail M~..I.L'lk cn clZmg e president can usually get you sen
M BR

.~. I e, ABC News, Seoul.
r. INKLEY' We'll be b k .

reform Proposal 'discUSsed ac With all the rest oftoday's program, Presidenr Reagan's tax
economist fonnerl i th by two members of the Senate, Packwood and Bradley. an
In a moment, y n e Treasury, and the head of a private group lobbying for tax refoon.

{commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: It is enorm I . .
basic tax system we h ous y complicated, because since Franklin RCJl?5Cvehput m the
~~ money but also :sv~ :ow, gO":~~nt has c~ to ~ink of taxation only. as a way to
glvmg it a tax break d d' ay to m~pulate Amencan society. to encourage thIS or ~at by
that most people . ani d' Iscournge tillS or that by denying it a tax break. It is so complicated

, mc u mg tax lawyers . . th .talk of simplifyin . Some b ' are ne~er qt:ute sure what It all m~ans. ,Now ere IS
Martin. John? g ackground on what s gomg on and what's bemg saJd from John
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JOHN MARTIN: For months, David, the lawyers and lobbyists who work in these
offices near the White House have been trying to modify and alter a set of tax reforms
proposed by the Treasury Department after the last election. Those reforms are called
Treasury I at the expense account restaurants up Connecticut Avenue here. Now comes
Treasury 1], a revised set of reforms. The President and his staff reportedly hope they'll
be so popular that the Republicans will become the majority party in the United States.
There are two obstacles to that: the Democrats on Capitol Hill and the lawyers and
lobbyists down here.

JAMES BAKER, Treasury Secretary [May 23. /985[: I might also point oUI to
you that there are going to be a number of propo--- a number of specifics in the tax
reform proposal which I think corporations generally will receive with great enthus-
iasm.

MARTIN {voice-over]: Manufacturers meeting this past week in Washington heard
government officials tell them not to worry. not too much at least, about losing their
favorite deductions. But a congressman with his own reform plan did warn them about
preserving too many special favors not available to the average taxpayer .

Rep. JACK KEMP, (R) New York, Budget Committee: We're beginning to talk
about populism as populism is a three-martini tax reform package. It isn't. That is not
populism. That's demagoguery.

MARTIN [voice-over]: But the President swept aside these concerns. Tax cuts, he said,
had revived the economy.
Pres. RONALD REAGAN [Mav 24. /985/: Tax reform is the necessary next step
truly returning us to the free-market principles thaI made the United States the land of
opportunity and the greatest economic power in the world.

MARTIN {voice-over]: In general. Treasury II is expected to tax personal income at three
rates - 15% on taxable incomes below S30JXX); 25% on incomes from $30,(0) to
$70,000: and 35% on incomes above $70.000. It is also expected to mise personal
exemptions to S2JXX). eliminate deductions for state and local taxes. limit deductions for
second homes and for business meals and. for the first time. tax a portion of health
benefits paid by employers. In a nationwide speech Tuesday night, Mr. Reagan is
expected to speak: in generalities of simplifying returns and restoring fairness, trying,
perhaps. to take the high ground from Democrats who claim they're already there.
Sen, BILL BRADLEY, (D) New Jersey, Anance Committee [May 24, /985/:
In a matter of days the President of the United States is going to endorse my concept.
and he's also going to endorse a specific tax refonn bill. I think that is a major step
forward. I am elated. I am extremely pleased.

MARTIN [voice-over]: When Donald Regan unveiled Treasury 1, it was clear there
would have to be modifications.

DONALD REGAN, fonner Treasury Secretary [November /984[: This thing
was written on a word processor. It can be changed.

MARTIN [voice-over]: What troubles some critics is that certain reforms have been
modified. Treasury Iwould have repealed oil drilling cost deductions, a loophole to some,
a necessity to others.
RICHARD CANTOR, Oil Investment Institute: I think it could safely'be said thai it
would have probably put maybe two-thirds to three-quarters of all independent oil and
natural gas producers out of business.
Rep. FORTNEY STARK, (D) California, Ways and Means Committee: I bave
heard that story about the poor mom-and-pop oil guys going broke for so long. That just is
the sweetheart-and-roses song, and Ijust don't believe it.

MARTIN [voice-over/: The lobbying is intense. Treasury officials reportedJy reversed
themselves twice just this'week on oil and gas deductions. On home ownership. they're
keeping one sacred loophole, the mortgage interest deduction, but disallowing another
one, the property taX deduction.
JACK CARLSON, National Association of Realtors: You have now made home
ownership more expensive in relationship to other things that people invest [in] or con-
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sume. Consequently. there'll be less home ownership. We'll be driven back to a nation of
renters.

Rep. STARK: IWant the person to be able '0 buy a home, to have enough money left out
of their paycheck to help the real estate people get rich by buying homes. It's the guy who
owns 5,000 homes Or the big office buildings on Wall Street that is paying for it out of his
ordinary income tax deductions that ought to help us do that.
Mr. CARLSON: And, see. we're getting it all mixed up now of somehow going after fat
cats and upper-mcome people but destroying the goose that's laying the golden egg.

Sec. BAKER: We won't want to kill the goose that laid the golden egg.
MARTIN [voice-over}: But the fate of the Golden Rule is not so certain. Treasury Il is
expected to permit charitable deductions onJy for taxpayers who itemize their returns.
JACK MOSKO~ United Way of AmerIca: The deduction is important because
It ',s an mcennve (0 gtve more. And just to give you an idea. under this schef!le we
estimate that people earrnng as much as S70.0c0 a year will not itemize their deductions.
MARTIN [voice-over]: And not give as much as $5 billion to charity they otherwise
~OuJd ha~e gwen. The precise details of Treasury Il are stilJ being guarded. with some
aks, until Wednesday. when the secretary of the Treasury goes before the House Ways

and Means COmmittee.

Rep. I?AN ROSTENKOWSKJ, (D) Illinois, Chainnan, Ways and Means
Committee: Well, Republicans aren't going to pass this. This will be Democrats that
Willpass th~s.Th~s has been a Democratic issue since I've been in Congress. and that's ~7
years .. You re g?mg to ~eedthe help of Republicans to pass it. but it'll be a Dem~ranc

thmaJO~llYthat will certainly fashion a reform bill and that will ultimately see to II that
ere s fairness in the axle.

:ARTIN: There's not too much time to finish work this year _ roughly 50 legislative
YSkleft. The President goes to the public this week. the legislative process begins this

~ee v and by September, says Chairman Rostenkowski. he hopes to have a bill ready for
a ;ote. Few people expect Congress to finish work this year but the struggle for tax
re orm and the struggle to get credit for tax reform is now well underway. David?

NM
r.BvRlrkNKLEY: John. thank you. Coming next Lew Lehrman who ran for governor ofew 10 last tune d' . ' • .

reform and P ~ lS now chairman of Citizens for America, a group advocaung ~
polic ' d aul Craig Roberts, former assistant secretary of the Treasury for econonuc
U . Y ':l" now at the Center for Strategic and International Studies at Georgetown
thru~ers~ty. And, shortly the chairman of the Senate Finance Committee and the co-author of
e ra ey-Gephardr tax reform bill. In a moment.

[COmmercial breakj
Mr. BRINKLEY' Mr Lehrman . . ada
hap to h '. . ' Mr. Roberts, thank you very much for commg m t y,
Do~~dson a~you here WI~ us. Here with us are George Will of ABC News. and S~
is advoca~ C News White House correspondent. Mr. Lehrman. since yo~ orgaruzatlon
ROberts I ~rtax reform. I assume you sUPJX)rtthe President's plan in its entirety and. ~r.
Wh t,' ieve you do not. So let's start with you Mr Lehrman Why do you suppoIt It?a s so good about it? •..
LEW LEHRMAN Citiz. .
hasn't· all' .ens for Amenca: Well, first it should be said that the PreSident

gwen the detaIls. What we do know-
Mr. BRINKLEY: But you know wha"s in it
Mr. LEHRMAN: -i th . .'. . .
very pro-famil s. at th~ exemptIOn. IS gomg to be approximately dou~led. This ISa
example, that Iraf:urr-ITllddle-mc?me-f3mlly, especialJy, tax refonn. It will mean. f?f
pay no- that is to y of ~oUIwIth a home, paying interest on its mortgage, probably wIll
income taxes and be~I Wife and husband and two children will probably pay no. federal
their personal c d'· e as a result to save more, perhaps for an education or to Iffip~ve
of the rates fro onl~t:I·on.We also know that the President is going to propose a simplificauon
toward sun'pl,·fim.; to n~ber to approximately three and I think that's a very positive stepcauon Fmall ·t'·' . th thcapital gains rat . .. y, I S gomg to be very pro-business and pro-growth 10 at e

e IS gOIng to be lowered in order to stimuJate the fonnation of new finns.
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Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. this makes it sound almost irresistable. Mr. Roberts. do you agree
with that?
PAUL CRAIG ROBERTS, former Assistant Treasury Secretary: No. I think the
Treasury couldn't make up its mind whether it wanted to redistribute income or to create
opportunities for economic growth. And I think. it didn't do enough of either one to appeaI to
either side. So I don't think much of the bill.
GEORGE WILL: Mr. Lehrman. the alleged impulse that's driving the country to clamor for
tax reform - and you may have heard a clamor, I haven't; and we can talk. about that also-
is. on the one hand. a perception that the system now is unfair and, b) that we need tax
reform for growth. Let's deal with growth first. Not very long ago the President said we
ought to abolish the corporate tax. No one knows who pays for it, it's a drag on investment.
Yet this program as it's leaking out looks like a failure of nerve in that regard. It's going to
run up corporate taxes in order to pay for further running down personal taxes. Is that a recipe
for growth or just giving money away?
Mr. LEHRMAN: I think what's happened is the President has decided to look at the
corporation. as he even implied by his first remark, as a tax collector. Corporations don't pay
taxes; we know that. The working people in a company do. the consumers pay the taxes;
corporations are simply collections of individuals supplying goods to consumers. So that he's
now beginning, I think, to look at the corporation as an efficient tax collector. And as a
result, he's looked also, I think, at the experiments, for example in Japan and the Far East,
and compared them with Europe, for example, where they have low individual tax rates in
the Far East in general, Japan in particular. and where they have, you know, reasonably high
business taxes they have very rapid growth. Whereas in Europe where they have low
business taxes and high personal taxes, you've had very sluggish growth. So in essence this is
inspired, I think. some by the example of the rapid growth in the Far East.
Mr. WILL: But it's not just the efficiency of the corporation as a tax collector. It's also a
politically convenient way of hiding a tax, isn't it?
Mr. LEHRMAN: Well, the corporations in America have always paid taxes. Now. the
question is. do they pay their fair share? Is it distributed properly in order to produce rapid
growth effects 'in creation of new jobs? And. as a result I think that there's nothing wrong
with looking at the corporation as a tax collector.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Roberts, conservatives didn't used to talk that way. about divining somehow
the fair share this particular entity ought to pay. Is this a revolution in conservative thought?
Mr. ROBERTS: I think the administration has lost control of its tax refonn even before it's
been announced.
SAM DONALDSON: Well, they've got to get it through Congress. and don't you recognize
the necessity of doing some things because they are politically necessary, even though a
purist - and you certainly are often credited or accused of being one - would say the model
is not quite right. But politically isn't it necessary?
Mr. ROBERTS: No, Sam. You see. the great danger is you can end up giving somebody a
tax cut in a way that throws him out of work. or in a way that restricts his future income
growth or his future opportunities. So that I think. it would be a mistake for supply-siders to
seize on a biIJ which has at best no positive impact on the ecooomy.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me intenupt you a second. Sam, just for a second. You're an expert,
you're an economist, you use all these complicated terms. What about huge corporations that
make enormous profits and not only don't pay any taxes, they get refunds? I can't believe the
public approves of that.
Mr. ROBERTS: Well, it is OUe it's a simation ripe for a lot of demagoguery. but what you
have to have to keep in mind-----
Mr. BRINKLEY: Is that demagoguery?
Mr. ROBERTS: Well, if you go back to what George was pointing out, the notion that
corporations don't pay taxes. You see, if you tax a corporation, if they can, they're not faced
with a world crisis. they can pass it on in high prices. Or they've got to pass it back to the
owners of the equity in terms of lower returns, which means less investtnent in the industIy.
Or they have to pass it to the worlcforce in terms of lower wages or fewer jobs. Or they have



to absorb it entirely and shrink So .• L'_C f i .h . .' you can [ UWIA 0 It as JUS( a bucket of money that you can
reffie .m : get .and give ~o the deserving. because when you reach in and get it you're
~e~tmg er things - pnces. costs. You see what I'm saying? Competitiveness. invest-

a! ulation employment. And those features of this tax reform have not yet been part of thec canon.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam. I'm sony 1 interruptedyou.

~r. DONALDSON: In this particular bill. as [ understand it. the accelerated depreciation
~I~an~~, whil.e level~ out ,to some e~tent._ is retained. to the field of oil and gas, in~gible
taxed f thst whilnteTh-offIS retained. BUSiness IS not something that has been now particularly

o e t. ey have a lot of breaks remaining.
Mr. ROBERTS' 5 th· bill .. . • am, IS I does raise the cost of capital and so it will affect the future
~om=veness of U.S. industry. and it will affect the future income growth and job

PPO bod nes of everyone in the economy. So when you raise the cost of capital to give
:::mmeeth.y I tax break. you're SOrt of doing him good now at his expense later. And it's not

mg want to get behind.

Mr. DONALDSON: Do you want to respond. Mr. Lehnnan?

:~~~~~~:tA~:Yeah, if Lcould, Sam. You know. corporations are not the only ones that
is perso al .' mean. individuals save. In fact, the vast percentage of total national mcorne
f ili n ma:'me. When you lower the tax rates on working people midole-incomearm es upper meo f T I J..lli ,
of inco~e avail me ann res !ID!!l.5O% to 35%. 25 and 15 percent, you make a vast pool
their future b ~e not ~mly to mdi~duals to choose what they wish for their chiJdren and
capital es ' iail so to invest both m shares and bonds of corporations who then take .that
with it.' l:::d y new coml?arues, .ne~enterprises. young companies, and create new JObS
volume of new guess that this ~ bill Itself will have a very pro-growth effect because of.the
growing and rodsavings that It will make available to those finns who are most ~Idly
can avoid alJth ucmg tJ:l~ greatest re~ on equity for their shareholders. I don't think we
taxpayers are .e pro~It10n ~e President has asserted. which is that two out of three of ~ur
are Created .g0:fg to ~ve theIr tax rates lowered. Eighty percent of aU new jobs in Amenca
businesses ::d thnns With 500 or fewer employees, proprietoJ!ihips, partnerships, small
!J'emendo~ incenti~: taxed under the personal in~me tax code. They're going to ~~~~
It. this is JUSta down ects as we lower the personal UlCome tax rates. And, as IundersuulU

M WI payment on what's to come in the future.
r. LL: The plan is adv nised . Iargshare of the gross nati e as bemg revenue-neutral; that is, it won't ~e a er

distributionally neutral~naJ p~uct. to. the government. It is also advertised. occasionally, as
of their income Is tha'tthaboat15, ?ashlcmCOrne categories will still pay about the same amount

. utngt?
Mr. LEHRMAN: Yes' ., SIr.
Mr. WILL: Okay now if" . 'f
we're going to wm.'d . hits gomg to be revenue-neutral and distributionaIly neutral, I

upwereweare h . .?Mr. LEHRMAN' W . now. w y are we gomg through aU thIS.
'. . ell. I don't thmk th .L ..~ . . 111 aremcentIve effects which at uJUSc: are the only two conSideratIons. ere
bler;natically, distribution~~~~~n whe':1 you do have revenue neutrality and. mo.re p~
an Implicit goa!; the Presid t ~:r-Ithink that there should be a third goal. and Ithink It ~
pro-growth. And if you loo~n t ~ ~t Saturday morning in his radio talk. Pn:.>-famtlyan
from disnibutional neutral·ty ~ ~ smelly from the standpoint, as you just implIed, George,
way~ it's being sold _ it ~sn'~ reve~ue neutrnlity - and I undeJ!itand that's one of the
President is entirely rely in a suffiCient argwnent. But that is not the argument that the
M

g on.
r. WILL: What's th d'fji .

exemptions at problemse? I erence between throwing money at problems and throWlOg

Mr. LEHRMAN: Well, beca' .
three or four children. The h~ ae~emptJons .are very meaningful to a family With [WO. or
or to create a home or to ~v fro ot to do With the capacity to save for a college educatI?n
that. e m an apartment to a three-bednx>m house. A lot to do With

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Roberts I'll .
Mr. ROBERTS: Well I" I ~ glveyou the last word; our time is about out.

, ee at ever Since David Stockman said that Reaganomics was a
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Trojan horse. a nick to reduce taxes for the rich, that the Republicans have been bending over
backward to show that they're for the poor. And somewhere along the way they've forgotten
that they were the party of opportunity and they're trying to become the party of redis-
tribution. And I'm a little worried they're going to really lose control of this because they're
going to approach the rhetoric in terms of the politics of envy instead of the politics of
opportunity. And this, I think. is really going [0 be treacherous for them.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thank you. Mr. Lehrman. Mr. Roberts. Thank you very much. We've
enjoyed hearing your views. Thanks for coming in. Coming next, Senator Bob Packwood of
Oregon, chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, and Senator Bill Bradley of New
Jersey, co-author of the Bradley-Gephardt tax bill called the Fair Tax. In a moment.
/ commercial break/
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Packwood and Senator Bradley. thank you very much for coming
in today. We know Congress is in recess and this is a holiday weekend and you're both in
your home states. We are pleased to have you. Senator Bradley first. you've got a bill of your
own. the Bradley-Gephardt bill. which you have been talking about and speechifying ahout
for some time. Now that Mr. Reagan has a tax reform bill coming up to Congress this
coming week, what's going to happen to yours? Is it going to disappear?
Sen. BILL BRADLEY, (D) New Jersey, Finance Commlllee: on, no. Ithink it'll still
be very alive. This process is working out just the way that I had hoped it would. When I
introduced the Bradley-Gephardt bill several years ago. people laughed. And now, on
Tuesday night, the President is going [0 endorse our concept of lowering rates and closing
loopholes. In fact. he's going to endorse a specific proposal. And. as important as that, he is
going to tell the American people what taX refonn means for them, that it means economic
growth, greater fairness. that it's good for families, that it's good for opportunity. So, from
my perspective, that is a major victory because you need a president if you're going to strike
these themes. They are the right themes to strike when you talk about what tax reform means
to the American people. I continue to believe that Bradley-Gephardt is the best bill.
Mr. WILL: Senator Packwood, first let's talk about time. There are. what, 47 legislative days
left in this session of Congress. Is it conceivable with the tax code as woven into economic
behavior as ours is thar you can pull that thread out and start over again in this year?
Sen. BOB PACKWOOD, (R) Oregon, Chairman, Finance Commlllee: Oh. George.
it's not only conceivable; we can do it. I'll start hearings in the Senate on June 10th. We have
about 30 days of hearings scheduled. about 250 witnesses in June, July and September. and
we'll be ready to act, and we can have a biU out of the Congress and to the President by the
end of the year.
Mr. WILL: Senator Packwood. for years and years you have been saying that fringe benefits
should be untaxed because they are the private sector doing, as example with employer-paid
health insurance programs. doing what otherwise a cumberrome welfare state would have to
do. Would you say you've won that battle and that an awful lot of fringe benefits, that is.
non-cash compensation. will not be taxed as income, I gather, under this so-called tax.
refonn?
Sen. PACKWOOD: Well. let's put it this way. George. Everything's a compromise. I'm
satisfied with what Ithink the Treaswy is going to- or the President's going to announce on
Tuesday night. I have worked extensively with Secretary Baker on it. and if it.comes out as
we've talked I'll be very pleased.
Mr. WILL: But is it not fair to say that if you are pleased then the original advertised purpose
of tax refonn has been scrapped - that is, simplicity?
Sen. PACKWOOD: No. I don't think so. There is nothing simple if you start to tax
employee benefits. At the moment they're untaxed. And an employee doesn't have to pay
any tax on them, the employer doesn't have to withhold. If you're talIdng alx>ut pure
simplicity, George, you start to tax them, it becomes more complicated.
Mr. DONALDSON: I want to ask you both. beginning with Senator Bradley. ahout one of
the deductions we understand. would be eliminated, that is. the deduction for taxes, par-
ticularly state and local taxes. And many states that have very high taXes - New York is a
perfect example - are already complaining that that's not going to be fair or workable. What
do you think, Senator Bradley?
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Sen. BRADLEY: Well, there are a number of pans of this proposal that give me problems.
I think they're much too generous for oil and gas. I think there's no real justification for
dropping the capital gains rate below where it is today. I think the rates are too high. And the
provisions about state and local income and property taxes give me real concern. In Bradley-
Gephardt we do not eliminate those deductions.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. Senator Packwood, are these types of modifications likely to be
made as the bill works its way through Congress?
Sen. PACKWOOD: Oh, I think almost everything that the President recommends. almost
~veIYthing. is going to be adopted. Senator Bradley deserves a lot of credit for pushing his
Ideas for ~ve~l years. Congressman Kemp and Senator Kasten have some ideas, Senator
Roth, all tn this area. And I think a little bit will be taken from all of those other people. By
and large the President's bill will be the skeleton we work from and will be very close to what
we pass.

Mr. DONALDSON: Senator Packwood. defend the idea of dropping the deduction for state
and local taxes. Those who oppose dropping that deduction say it will really impact against
the poor because the base will be lowered. people will move out of a state like New York.
taxes will be cut to try to compensate and therefore programs for the PJOr will suffer.
Sen. PACKWOOD: Oh, Sam, I think you've got to lank at a program in its entirety. You
Just don't say. what about one deduction if we take it away and you lose it. You've got to
look at all of the deductions that you may lose and then look at the tax rate that remains and
say,. are 'y0~paying .more taxes or less taxes? The great bulk of the people under ~e
President s bill are gomg to pay less taxes. But if you start focusing in on just one deduction
~d say now, I want to see what happens if just that one deduction is considered. that's
different.

Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah. but I've asked you to focus on just that one deduction. Can you
not answer the question about it?

sen. PACKWO~D: Sam. you can't focus on just that one deduction. If that's the only
deduction that you ~ gomg to focus on, you don't have any tax reform bill. There's dozens
o~ things to be considered, and what you want to do is add up all of the deductions that are
eliminated and then see what the tax rate is and say, are you better off or are you worse off:'
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, Senator, no doubt it is true that you can't analyze a tax bill by
focus~g on one deduction. But Governor Cuomo of New York is focusing on that one
deduction, and he's very unh~ppy about it. The whole New York delegation is unhappy about
It,.not Just New York, but their taxes are very high - state taxes, local city taxes - and they
Will no longer be able to deduct them. They see it as some kind of end of the world.
Sen. PACKWOOD: ~elL I'm not unfamiliar with the problem. In Oregon we have no
sales tax., although there s gomg to be one to be voted on by the people later this year. We
have a higb income tax and relatively high property taxes. So Iam familiar with the problem
of. whether you can deduct or not deduct state and local taxes. All I am saying is that I don't
think: you c~ look at one part of the bill. And I understand New York's problem. I went to
law school m New York. Ev~ry group. whether it's the city of New York or the steel industry
or so~e¥Y,else, has a particular concern with some portion of the bill. They've simply got
to wait til It s over and take a look at the whole bill and say, are you better off!
~r. WILL: Se~ator ~radl~y, forgive me for suggesting that I've seen this movie before, but
~ g~s something lik.e this. We see .regional interests dressed up as universal principle.
ou ve.Just S3.1d,cortung from a non-oil producing high-tex state that you're unhappy about

~e ending the deduct~biJity of,state an~ local taxes ~d unhappy about the treatment of th~ 0!1
th
?ustIy, ~d people tn Phoenix are going to have exactly the reverse point of view, and rsn [
IS a recipe for a kind of stalemate?

Sen. BRADLEY: No, no. It you recall. I also mentioned a drop in the capital gains rate
below where It IS ,:ow: ,I don t. think that that's regionally biased against our region at all or
for our regl~n ..1 thi~ I~sa nabl:mal question there. I think that the thing you've got to look at
rather than saying this IS a movie you've seen before is that this is a series. The first act was
Bradley-Gephardt when it was introduced, then Kemp-Kasten, then Treasury I. then
Treasury Il, and I bet c0!TIeS.eptember you'll see Rostenkowski I. And my guess is that the
Ways and Means Committee III the House will pass a bill that could be as good if not better.
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according to the very principles that the President enunciates on Tuesday night. I think: that
what the important point is that the President is going to start talking about what tax refonn
means. And I think that the people have to understand that they have a choice. that they have
to give up some loopholes in order [0 get a lower tax rate. And if they have a lower tax rate,
that means that they're better able to protect themselves and their family from the uncer-
tainties of economic life out there. And I think that is ihe message that will come through on
Tuesday. and I think then the Congress will work its will. and my hope is that we'll do even
better than what Treasury II says is the President's proposal.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, let me interrupt here just for a moment. We'll be back with more
questions for Senators Packwood and Bradley in a moment.
[commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: We are back with SenatorsPackwood and Bradley. Sam. you have been
strangely if not unsenlingly quiet for some time. Go ahead.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, I've been thinking about the politics of this, and Senator
Bradley. obviously Democrats on Capitol Hill have to walk a very fine line here. You've got
to be for tax reform. Of course, you are, certifiably. On the other hand. if they simply
endorse what President Reagan proposes and help him pass it willy-nilly, don't the Repub-
licans then have a type of issue that could just change the complexion of American politics
for years and years and make a lot of people Republican who are now not so?
Sen. BRADLEY: Well, Sam, I guess I believe that this isn't a Republican or a Democratic
issue, but it's an American issue and it poses the question. are you for the general interests or
are you for the special interests? And my view is that there will be Democrats and Repub-
licans who will come down on the side of the general interests and some that will come down
on the side of the special interests. My belief is that without bipartisan support it will not pass.
If you're looking for credit, there's plenty of credit to go around. This will be a landmark
piece of legislation. If you ask me where I think the problem is going to be, I think the
problem is going to be in the Republican Senate. If you look at Democrats in the Senate who
are cosponsors of Bradley-Gephardt. for example. Senator Kennedy. Senator Hart. Senator
Biden. Senator Proxmire, Senator Cranston, we don't yet have any Republican cosponsors or
Republicans who will support a specific bill, notwithstanding the good news that Bob
Packwood has given us today. And so I think that this issue should be bipartisan in nature.
that there's plenty of credit to go around.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, if this issue doesn't get througb Congress this year. Senator
Bradley, do you think it will next year or do you think it's almost now or never?
Sen. BRADLEY: I think this is the window of opportunity. I think once you get into 1986
you get into a political election campaign: I think the momentum is moving now. The
President will be enunciating the themes that will allow many people to come under the tent,
and I view the House action in the fall as being critical, and I hope Senate action by the end of
the session this year.
Mr. DONALDSON: Senator Packwood, what about that? I know that there are some
administration strategists who sort of agree with Senator Bradley in that they see the real
problem is going to be in the Republican Senate. Is if!
Sen. PACKWOOD: No. no. I don't drink so. Sam. As I indicated earlier, we have our
hearing schedule set already. We will be ready to move on this bill as soon as the House
finishes. and we can move on it in the committee, move on it in the Senate and reconcile
whatever differences we may have with the House, I think, by the end of November and have
it to the President by Christmas.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Packwood. you have been involved in the drafting of this bill, as
you said a minute ago. Would you respond to a criticism that has been made by some who are
not so crazy about this bill as it now stands? And the criticism is ~at before. it was .even sent
to Congress, Mr. Reagan began giving away the store. to ~e oil and gas industries and to
various other business interests. Is that so, and if so, why IS that?
Sen. PACKWOOD: There were some changes made in it. no question. to attempt to
mollify some of the opponents. But it isn't just oil and gas. A change was made in the
charitable contributions provision. A change was made in some of the employee benefit
provisions. You know, this idea of special interests, you're a bad special interest if you're oil,
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collection. And so I'd be surprised if it came out to the penny, but I think both houses have
made reasonable estimates. The whole idea of a $S6-billion cut or a S52-billion cut is fairly
arbitrary to begin with, it seems to me.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, there is another question that probably is somewhat easier to answer,
and it is. in designing these cuts have the two parties defined themselves? The Democrats
want to cut $56 billion mainly by taking it out of defense. and the Republicans by taking. not
mainly but a good deal of it. out of social programs and little or nothing out of defense.
Mr. WILL: Not just social programs. Social Security, the great totem of American life. And
what that means is that the Republicans have got themselves in this position. The question is,
are you for COLAs, cost-of-living adjustments for the Pentagon or for Grandmother? And
the Republicans are against Grandmother at this point. I don't believe that's useful. You see,
how much are they going to get out-; out of the $56 billion I'll bet you a Big Mac and a fries
and a shake of your choice-
Mr. BRINKLEY: And a new Coke?

Mr. ~~L: And ~ new Cok~ at any place in town that the budget is cut by less than half the
$56 billion. They ve overestimated corporate revenues. they've underestimated the unantici-
pated but predictable emergency spending for farm credit, floods and all the rest. And when
they gC! to conference they're going to have to take less out of Social Security than the
Republicans plan and the House is going to have to take less out of defense than they have
planned. And you'd be lucky to reduce the deficit $25 billion.

Mr -.BRINKLEY: I will make the same bet. George. except that I will say it will be less than
a third of what they're talking about.
Mr. WILL: Okay.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam?

Mr. DONALDSON: Which brings us to the point that we have talked about on this round-
ta?le for the last three years. ~ ou' re ~oing to .ha,:e, t~ raise revenue. You're going to have to
rarse taxes somewhere. Now. 11doesn t look like It s m the cards this year. particularly if they
mov~ on tax .reform and get that through. Too much energy will go into that- and iusttasslng sOJ!le sort of budget. But next year, my friends - and I'll be you not your fiIse

oke, but If we can go back to the da.ys of ~~ beer. if you want to do that, a case of near
beer that next near everyone on Capitol Hill IS going to have to find some way to raise
revenue.

Mr. WIC.KER: Well, I disagree with that. Next vear i I·
d th ex year ISan e ecuon year. They're not going tooat. m my JUdgment. And [ think-

Mr. BRINKLEY: So what will they do, let the deficit run on-

hill. DONALDSON: It's going to go over the brink, Tom. We're just going to go over the

Mr, WICKER: The suggestion that is being made here this morning--

~r, BRINKLEY: Even if they cut the 56 we're still going to have a huge deficit.
. r. WICKER: Yes, but the 56, if the Senate figures are right and I think .

~~: ~e~iars~~~~~~~a~~~~:edAn~eI ~~Ould lead, on to, Wha~~e$~l.~~~
that they're only going to cut it by half a h bee - I don t really see tlle logic of saying
rh~COLA on Social Security or the ~fl~~c . ause ~ey may have to Jigger around with
things will compensate out I d ' . on mC~a:'e or the Pentagon because the two
billion. but I don't see why it :~u\t:~e $ed56bbdhonas such will result in literally $56
M DO uc y half of that

r. NALDSON: No, I don't think '. .
reduced by half or not. so, and the discussion was not that it wouldn't be

Mr. WICKER: That Was George's prediction.
Mr. DONALDSON: The deficit wouldn't be red ed b
reason you gave. Look at growth Th fi uc y tha~ amount because of the very

:~~~~:' ~ J':at~:otat ~;~7~~zr ~~:~=~~~~~,;n;,~=:
therefore the shortfall to th T g. g 0 happen, fnends. Not going to happen. And

e reasury IS gomg to be very great. The deficit is going to be
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you're a good special interest if you're a charity. These are all decent people representing a
point of view, and the President's got to balance them all. By and large he's done a pretty
good job.
Mr. WILL: Let me accept for a moment Senator Bradley's formulation and invite you to
speak: against the American interest and for the special interest. The tax code as you have
defended it on this show not that long ago. Senator Packwood, is a whole series of social
programs. Each line in the tax code tries to achieve a social purpose. And you said that by
and large it achieves them - gets people to spend money in ways that Congress has said are
socially useful. It's a way of legislating. Have you changed your mind about that?
Sen. PACKWOOD: No. I haven't changed my mind, George, nor has the President. He
has all kinds of social objectives. expansions of social objectives in the tax code. He's got
tuition tax credits. he's got enterprise zones, he's got expanded IRAs. So be uses the taX code
for incentives. I think. it's a good idea if the alternative is going to be that you're going to have
a government program instead of private enterprise providing something like health insur-
ance, like day care.
Mr. WILL: Senator Bradley-
Sen. PACKWOOD: Those, George. are kept in the bill and that's why I feel very comfor-
table with it.
Mr. WILL: Senator Bradley. when you're in downtown Trenton or, Senator Packwood.
when you're having breakfast in Coos Bay. Oregon, do people come up and talk to you about
depreciation allowances and all of that stuff'? Is there a groundsweU for this or is this. as
someone has said, a groundswell from the top in this country?
Sen. BRADLEY: Well, those that use them are certainly concerned about them. let me tell
you that, and the prospect of losing them. But I think there's a more fundamental issue. As a
New Jersey businessman said to me the other day, "You know, I'm really worried about my
son." And I said- that's a threshold question. you know, and I said. "Well, what's
w~ng?" And he said, "Well, all he can think. about is how to avoid paying taxes." And he
said, "What he should be doing is working in the company, moving up. He's only 26 yean;
old." And I think that he then concluded by saying, "What I'm worried about is that there's
a. whole generation of young Americans out there who don't believe they have a ~pon-
sibility to support the legitimate functions of government ." And the point he was making was
voluntary compliance with our tax system is eroding and as it erodes. it creates a distrust
betwe:n government and the people and vice versa. In my view what fundamental ~ re~onn
d~. in addition to dropping tax rates and giving families greater economic security, IS to
begin to res~ore trust between government and the people because the tax rates will ~ low
and there Will be no special, or there will be much fewer special provisions that are m me
code sunply because individuals have access to the political process.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Bradley and Senator Packwood, thank you. I'm sorry our time has
run out; we'd like to ask you more questions, and will at some future time. In the meanbme,
thank you for coming in today. It's been a pleasure to have you here with us.
Sen. PACKWOOD: Thank you.
Sen. BRADLEY: Thank you.

Mr. ~RINKLEV.: Coming next, our discussion here, which will not raise one dime in tax.~
hut Will not require you to hire H&R Block, and joining us will be Tom Wicker. colwnmst
for The New York Times. In a moment.
/commercial break/

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. we 've heard quite a lot about a new tax bill Mr. Reagan has put
together, which may pass this year and may not. There are a great many who doubt It. But
Senator Packwood said he thought it would. In any case, we've heard a lot, though we are
still unabl~ to answer the specific question people ask. "What's it going to cost me?" We
have also m.the last week or two seen a good deal of attention in Congress to the budget ~
to the deficit. Both the House and the Senate have voted for reductions that they say Will
amount to $56 billion. First of all, do you believe that? Tom?
TOM WICKER, The New York Tlmes: Well, I think the asswnptions on which decisions
like that are made are always open to quest ton. Questions of economic growth affect revenue
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larger.
Mr. WICKER: Well. I think a lot of the reason for cutting this deficit anyway is more
psychological than fisca.I. You noticed ~ght away ~astweek the stock market respon~ed. or at
least it was suggested It was responding to the Idea of budget cuts. The whole Idea of a
$50-billion cut more or less came from Paul Volcker anyway. He ~w that, figure out, and
so that sort of became the goal. I think what was really needed here In a busrness sense ~as
the idea that somehow Congress was going to do something abo~t the deflci!. and I believe
that idea has got across. Since I have never be1ie~ed ~at ~ deficit ~as as senous a matter as
many people think it is. I think that psychological Idea IS more Important than the actual
figure that results.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, while we are talking about money, saving it, they also voted to
reduce substantially the number of MX missiles the Pentagon will be allow~ to have. If I
remember, (think. you said it started out at 200. then it was cut to 100, now It s down to SO.
Is the MX ever really going to get off the ground. literally?
Mr. WICKER: Let's hope not.
Mr. DONALDSON: When you hear those silos trembling. you have about 28 minutes to
make your prayers.
Mr. WICKER: Well. the 50 is not-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Figuratively speaking.
Mr. WICKER: The 50 is not a final figure yet because the House hasn't acted. And I think
probably its' going to be less than 50 because Senator Nunn in the Senate started out WIththe
figure of 40, compromised with the administration on 50. but I'm not so sure. th~t that
compromise will hold in the House. And the whole idea. Ithink, is a sound one, which IS that
the administration. this administration. the Carter administration before it. they have never
produced a sound, practical. secure, invulnerable basing mode. And so the idea of deplt;>y-
ing. as it was originally proposed by President Carter, 200 MX missiles. makes them a sunng
duck and beyond that it means that we would probably try to launch them before we lost
them.
Mr. BRINKLEY: George. disagrees.
Mr. WILL: So the argument is--- the argument is that you put our war planners in a use 'em
or lose 'em hairtriggersituation. You have to get them out of the vulnerable silos or lose .them
to an incoming first strike. It's not absolutely clear to me that's a bad thing because .If we
have a hairtrigger readiness it makes the Soviet Union that much more reluctant to get mto a
crisis. But let's just accept that. The problem is. everyone is always for the next weapon.
They say, "WeU, let's not do this. Let's have the small. mobile Midgetman." You ~w
who's going to oppose the small. mobile Midgetman. the arms controllers, because they re
hard to count and hard to verify. And since the object of their life is to produce anTIS control
agreements, never mind security. then they're going to opJX>SCthat. And it's always--
Mr. WICKER: I don't think that [crosstalk]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Suppose we paint them yellow and put a red light on each one-
Mr. WILL: No. no. because the whole point of making them mobile is that we can hide them
and they'U be hard to hit. [crosstalk!

Mr. WICKER: -the person that you would call an anTIS controller who is not in favo: of
moving away from the vulnerable and provocative 10-warhead mobile missile and ce~ly
having the Russians moving away from their heavy ones to the smaller. invulnerable missile.
Mr. WILL: But, Tom. even this administration is divided on what to think. about mobile
missiles for precisely that reason.
Mr. DONALDSON: But everyone--
Mr. WILL: When you have small. mobile missiles--
Mr. DONALDSON: -is not just against the next weapon, George. or for the next weapon.
People are for a weapon that works. Tom's pointed out correctly, unless you want to
challenge it, that the MX in a hardened silo does not do what the MX was supposed to do.
We have Minutemen in hardened silos and we said they're going to be vulnerable now to
sharper Soviet targeting, and therefore we've got to make something that's mobile and
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invulnerable. And we haven't. And Senator Nunn has done a very smart thing.
Mr. BRINKLEY: While we're on the subject. whatever the subject is. we ~ fro'!1
Secretary of State Shultz this week a speech in which he said, and I am paraphrasing. that if
we do not give aid to the contras in Central America that it may become necessary somenme
in the future to send American troops there.
Mr. DONALDSON: He said we'd have to face that agonizing choice.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Right. It was a consideration for some time in the future.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, I want to applaud Shultz for putting out on the table what I think
has been the administration policy, at least for voicing publicly what they have privately been
saying all along. just as the President two or three months ago voiced publicly the idea that in
fact he's trying to remove the structure of the present Sandinista government. Iam convinced
that Ronald Reagan is going to get rid of the Sandinistas if he can by hook or by crook. And if
it takes American combat troops in the final analysis, I think. he's going to push for it.
Mr. WICKER: Well, I hope that's not correct. I would like to believe, and I do believe at this
point. if Sam will pardon me, that Secretary Shultz was just bringing pressure on members of
the House. particularly in hopes Ihat-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Trying to frighten them?

Mr. WICKER: Trying to frighten them into providing what is called humanitarian aid. I
think that is a fraud because if we provide. say. boots and clothing and pay for the conrras.
that means they don't have to raise that kind of money elsewhere. and the money they can
rarse elsewhere they can use for ammunition and weapons.
Mr. WILL: Terrific.
Mr. BRINKLEY: George?

~r. WILL: That's exactly the argument against trade with the Soviet Union. I'mglad to hear
It. {crosstalk]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Make them walk around barefoot.

Mr. WILL: I don't think Shultz said that we will either change the structure of the govern-
ment In Managua-

Mr. DONALDSON: No. Ronald Reagan said that.

Mr. ~~LL: -with the ~ontra~or with c?mbat troops. What Shultz was saying was that if the
Sandinistag proceed With their well-articulated goal of exporting revolution, of having a
revolunon Without borde~. eventually th~ ~tabili!y in Mexico, Guatemala, Costa Rica,
Honduras. EI Salvador will be such that It Will be m America's national interest to use itsforces--

Mr. DONALDSON: But by raising the specter of combat troops.

Mr. WILL: That's not specter.That's happened before in history. Now. suppose he's right.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yes. it was called Vietnam more recently, and we lost 58000
American boys for nothmg. •
Mr. WILL: Suppose-

Mr. DONALDSON: You disregard that argument.

~r: ':f1~L: Suppose he's right. Now, ~ust consider the fact that he may be right. that the
h ~~e. tates. cannot live WIth panderruc instability throughout Central America. S%8 ngh.t. ,I~ It not, better to resist. Hitler in the Rhineland. to resist him in CzechOSlo=

Y Walt tIl they re m BrownSVille. Texas-c.

Mr. DONALDSON: Suppose he's wrong. Would you consider that?

threa WICKER: If the threat is such as Secretary Shultz points out as you interpret if the
milli~~ that large. then certainly it's not going to be countered by appropria~g $14

Mr. WILL: Absolutely.

Mr. WICKER: -r-particulariy for a bunch-c.
Mr. WILL: Absolutely right.



Mr. WICKER: --{)f guerrillas operating out of another country.
Mr. DONALDSON: But. Tom, that's not the administration's hope. to appropriate that
amount of money.

Mr. WICKER: Well, [ agree with that.
Mr. DONALDSON: They want-
Mr. WICKER: But I'm trying to deal with George's premise here. that that's what'scoming-
Mr. DONALDSON: -money for combat operations.
Mr. WICKER: -and that we've got to stop it somewhere. I don't think that is the threat-
Mr.WlU: Tom is absolutely right. The administration's program is not proportionate to the
administration's rhetoric.
Mr. DONALDSON: Let me tell you something.
Mr. WlU: The question is. is the rhetoric wrong or the program wrong. and I think the
program's wrong.
Mr. DONALDSON: Ronald Reagan pounded the table on Monday. we are told by parti-
cipants, complaining bitterly about 535 members of Congress who he said were interfering
with his conduct of foreign policy. Thank goodness they are. The first one in modem times
that they interfered with was Mr. Nixon and they called it Cooper-Church to keep us from
going back into Cambodia. Then came the War Powers Act. I understand why presidents
don't like those restraints.
Mr. WICKER: They don't.

Mr. DONALDSON: But on the other hand, unbridled Mr. Reagan clearly, I believe, would
move into Central America-

Mr. WILL: And of course 37 presidents never had to work under those restraints and it is at
least arguable that the United States was better governed and more secure before our
present-

Mr. DONALDSON: And it is arguable that it was not, George.
Mr. WILL: It is indeed. in another day, I have a bunch.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. that is one we are not going to settle here today. and in fact may
never be settled by anyone anywhere at any time. Our time is up. Thank you. We'll be back
with a few words about General Motors and its new Sarum plant and J,(xx) towns and cities
asking for it, and I would like to make it 1,00 1. In a moment.
(commercial break/

Mr. BRINKLEY f commentary I: Finally. some time ago General Motors announced it would
build a new plant to produce a new car called the Saturn. Well, now this week GM said it was
flooded with requests from more than I,(XX) cities and towns asking to have the new plant.
Well, I would like to add another name to the 1,000 and suggest they put the plant here in
Washington. Not only could they build cars here as well as anywhere else, but General
Motors would also perform a public service. It would allow Washington to see for once what
real work. is: that is, real work as oPJX>Sedto paper shuffling. This city is filled with officials
with large offices and mahogany desks, bureaucrats, lawyers, lobbyists, people tending the
snail darters, think tanks that for a price will do studies and write reports telling you what you
already know. So [ think it would be healthy for Washington and the country if all these
people could get a look at somebody doing real physical work, hammering, drilling, painting
fenders and so on, to help them understand that while paper may have a purpose you can't
ride it and, of course. to assemble cars it takes screwdrivers. Here in Washington we already
have them. We bought them for $800 each. For all of us at ABC's This Week. until next
Sunday. thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

June 2, 1985
AN~~~rom ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our Wash-
Ington ......... ~"''''. here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY' Coil .a ron - -' ectmg tax money for government has become so complicated thai
the Nbne ~uy has been made into a way of hie. It hegan when Franklin Roosevelt and
social ew decided w!1f]on should be used to manipulate society, to promote various
compl~ rather than JUSt raJSlnj: money. Well, in the years since the law has become so
advan f many econonuc decisions are made for 00 useful purpose. hut only to take
reall tag~0 the tax law. Well, now the President talks of reform. fairness. simplicity. Is that
Bak{r. g;:::g '0 happen? We'll ask today's guests: the secretary of the Treasury, James A.
writter R chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, where all our tax laws are
who ~ I~ntatlVe Dan Rostenkowski of Illinois: Mario Cuomo. governor of New York.
on what ish ed at Mr. Reagan's proposed newlaw and dislikes a part of it; some background
Sam Do~:nmg from our man John Martin. and our discussion here with George Will,
First . n and Morton Kondracke. All here on our Sunday program. .

serious'damagahttle news. In Pennsylvania, Ohio and Canada. tornadoes hi. 22 counties and did
and some ~. More than 1.000 houses destroyed or damaged. hundreds of people injured.

w around 90 people died. A report from Chris Bury.
~RI~':URY.l"'ice-over/: In Niles, Ohio, this morning the sun rose over a scene that
Obi mPi ~g so much as Beirut. Niles and half a dozen ocher towns along the

0- ennsylvarua border are litern1ly bomhed out from Friday's tornadoes.
VICTlM' My IiJi ,. - ..
gone.' e s savings and earmngs for my children when Iwas gone. and now It 5

BURY {..,ice-over}· Toda the rnado' .. fro the'1 M • Y to S victims were trying to recover m tr
08SeS. any went to church to pray.
~EAghCHER: And I'm sure all of us sitting here this morning are rendering thanks to

ty God that we were spared.
BURY {"';ce-over}' B t there· h iAlb' Penns ." U were no services this morning at St. Lawrence Churc In
Fi~o~es yivania, one ~fmor:e than 100 buildings demolished in this town alone.
house and away, m Atlantic, children played in homes cut apart like plywood doll-
siJver.s'Natio~bhere It Was tune to retrieve personal treasures like family aJbu1J.1S ~
away The uard troops walked the streets to keep the curious and the criminal
bu1ld~zers h:~:e~rs of OhIO ~ Pennsylvania asked for federal disa:ster. aid .. ~
cleanin th ady. moved ill to begm work. A Mennonite commumty m Ohio IS

of milli~ an~ ~-fashlOned way. Whatever the merhod. it's expected to cost h~
Bury ABC N e months or years to replace the things that can be replaced. Chris

M
• ews, AlbIon, Pennsylvania.

r. BRINKLEY' Football, .
New Jersey Gene~' star ~g Aune, hol~g a five-year, $7-million contract ~Ith the
ball rather than . ' to a j:ame WIth the Memphis Showboats last night; he was runrung the
had to roll him t;smg, gamed two yards, was tackled and his collar bonewas broken. They
We'll be back th~ fi:1Jdiliand apparently that was i. for F1utie for the 1985 fOOlba1lseason.

chainnan of the HI e res. of today's program - the secretary of the Treasury, the
President Reagan' ouse Ways and Means Committee. the governor of New York. and

s new tax plan. In a moment
/COmmercial break} .
Mr. BRINKLEY: There .
all agree on. It is that Arnet1n? poUs and there are polls, but on taxation there's one thmg they
or a few doUars Jess b ~ans are not so much concerned about paying a few dollars.more
another to pay li¥h:' u~y are concerned about high-income people using one deVice or
of it and they maY Or n g. So the prime public concern seems to be fairness or the lack
or w'henever. Some o~ ~y not be satisfied w.ith whatever new tax. law takes effect next year

JOHN MARllN:: ground on the public's reaction from John Martin. John? .
public desire for lax ~arelY a week, DaVId, Ronald Reagan has managed 10 eXClle the

re Onn ill a way thai: suddenJy PUlo:. this issue right in the middle of a
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national debate. That's one of the principal findings of an ABC News poll conducted for
this broadcast. It shows a dramatic rise in the nwnber of Americans who believe their
taxes are too high. and a remarkable number who now say they understand some or most
of the complexities of reform. It means that in just a few days the President has captured
the initiative on an issue the .Democrats once thought was theirs alone.
Pres. RONALD REAGAN {May 28th/: My fellow citizens, let's not let this rnagru-
ficent moment slip away. Tax relief is in sight.
{May 29th/II'1I he good for our ecooomy, it'll he good for individuals, it will be

fairer and more just.
/May 30th. lVilliamsburg, VA} America's tax plan is in your hands, and for that I'm

truly thankful, and I can only urge America, go for it.
{May 30th. Oshkosh. IVI{ Would you like a dramatic simplification that eliminates

loopholes and makes our tax. system straightforward. fair for all?
MARllN / voice-over]: In a series of appeals that make reform sound irresistible, the
President seems to have broken the sound barrier on an issue that only half the country
seemed aware of last fall when the Treasury Departtnent introduced its plan. This past
week, 86% of the people questioned by ABC News said they had heard of Mr. Reagan's
proposal. Of those, 80% said they understood some or most of it, and 65% favored it.
Among the 509 persons we called around the counny, 74% said they favored changing
the system. Fifty-one percent said it was "very important" to simplify taxes. And, an
extraordinary 84% felt it was "very importamv.ro make them more fair. One Republican
pollster saw an important dividend.
ROBERT TEETER, Republican pollster: Well, I think the chances of the Republi-
cans and Reagan gaining the most from this are very high. And I think most importantly is
this is going to be seen as another step down a fairly long but consistent road of the
Reagan administration of changing the basic ecooornic direction of this country.
MARllN [voice-over]: InWisconsin, where the President spoke, not everybody felt they
had henefited from the Reagan economic policy. At a fast food restaurant, a school bus
driver said she was too poor to pay taxes, yet still lost income for her dependent children
from cutbacks caused by Mr. Reagan's policies.
LUCILLE HINZ, bus driver: When Jimmy Carter was president we used to gel 33Y,.
And now we're taxed doUar for dollar so that people on welfare are making more than we
are, the working poor. The single mom is making less than the average welfare recipient
in this state.
MARTIN: Do you have a sense of whether you'll pay less taxes or about the same or
perhaps more?
BARBARA GURSKE, optical technician: I think less. Definitely less.
MARTIN {..,ice-over/: Barbara Gurske and her husband say !bey make about $10,000 a
year and therefore expect '0 pay less. In our ABC News poll, 20% of the people
questioned said they expected to pay less; 24% said they'd probably pay more; 31% said
they'd probably pay about the same. and 25% said they ~n't sure. Whatever their
expectations, the plan still must pass Congress, and as the President was visiting Wiscon·
sin, the secretary of the Treasury was visiting the House Ways and Means Committee.

JAMES BAKER, SeCietary oflhe Treasury: It is the American people who want
and who deserve a new tax structure. 1bey want simplicity and fairness, and they
want it now.
MARTlN / voice-overJ: The committee chainnan seemed to agree.
Rep. DAN ROSTENKDWSKl, (D) Illinois, chairman, Ways and Means
Committee: The Presiden. has given us a !aX reform proposal which, compared to
present law, is monumental. It generally holds to the sturdy principles of fairness and
simphcity.

MARTlN /voice-over]: But some resistance seemed to be growing fur one feature of the
Reagan plan, dropping deductions for stale !aXes.
MICHAEL SOHM, Navy recnJiIer: Okay, if I'm paying taxes someplace, he it federnl
or state, I want to be able to write my stale off on the federal return, and I can't do it the
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way the new proposal is.
MARTIN [voice-over]: And the aI deep ..do. . re was so skepticism about what Congress would

Mr. SOHM' By the time the Co . done . .• '. ngress IS with It, by the time the ones that have themoney are done with It okay m . - ,
more than what we should . y concern .IS, ,IS that we re still going to end up paying
that he that kno because the special mterests were able to convince the powers

a, you w, one hand washes the other
MARTIN: Mr Sohm and otbers sa: '.
restoring loopholes tha ": SOld they hoped the President and the Congress resist
done this p t k i t they can [ take adv~tage of. What the President seems to have
Jan an ~ wee 15 to make a lot of Arnencans even more dissatisfied about taxes. In
abou~ght N C Ne';:: ~OUnd 51% of the people questioned thought their taxes were
deficit and" a o.~. r speeches. there's been a dramatic reversal. Despite a huge
questioned .:;S~pen:entage of children living in poverty. 69% of the people we

sal If taxes are too high David?
Mr. BRINKLEY' John thank . . .
who says states with high I aI you. Corning next, Mario Cuomo. governor of New York,
shortly, the secretary of the taxes like his will suffer if the Reagan plan becomes law and.
Committee. In a momeot. Treasury and the chairman of the House Ways and Means

[commercial break}
Mr. BRINKlEY' Govemor C .
with us today. W~'re happ -have In New York, ~ you very much for coming in to be
and Sam Donaldson ABc!Nto ve you here. Here WIth us are George WiU of ABC News.
to the feature of Mr' Reag ~ws White House Correspondent. Now, Governor, you object
right? . an s tax plan that would not allow the deduction of state taxes,

MARIO CUOMO (D) Go
Mr. BRINKLEY. ' -..or of New Yorl<: Yes. very much so.
-taxes fine it's rhe~e~:roother governors have said that if New York wants to collect high
should ~r states lfhePlpntoege, btheutwhy should the other states where taxes are lower, why

pay m?
Gov. CUOMO: WeU kno .
somehow SOme states ~ou . w, I .think one of the gross misconceptions here is that
high-tax states. Let's t thisunfairly being asked to contribute to New York and the other
disproportionate Dwn~ f;:r· We have a high tax m New York state because we have a
l1l?re people who are SUff~ lems. We ~v~ more homeless, more elderly, more sick.
failures. Now, to so est tha g from drug addiction, some of these things because of federal
unfair way is to~!thi ( your helpmg New York state or the other high-tax states in any
over the last four years ~ game.~ the repu~li~ out of kilter. For example, New York state
back. Should I he . contn ted $12 billion more to the United States than it's gotten
we contributed to~l tha~ you ought to wore a check for us for $12 billion? And when
to be called upon to hel ~ the Grand Coulee--- and these governors now who are going
pumsbed if they go to thefr e Fie Who are victimized by tornadoes, should they he
'This whole game of unfair s~~ e ~ say, "~k, we have to raise taxes to meet needs"?
the states that are doing we~ 11y that t!te President has used is dividing this nation between
meet legitimate needs. We':C e e oil. s~tes; and the states that are taxing themselves to
because we have needs So h fl?t luxunanng m New York state. We're taxing ourselves
the whole notion of thi's rep:b~t It d~s, the whole argument, it sounds good but it throws off
GEORGEWIll' can emocracy that we live in.
and' . • Governor Cuomo I t' I k

It ISsomething like this' 18% ,e s 00 at the politics, however, of your problem,
gove~nt through the ded ctibil~arly one dollar in five, of the revenue loss to the federal
York, so It begins to look Uku Hy of s.tate and local taxes is lost simply because of New
and P~ly the wealthiest ~~~=tateflssue. Second, this would only affect the one-~,
Parochial ISSue? ' 0 New Yorkers who itemize. So is this not a farrly
GoV. CUOMO: No I think
S~dy. You know who does ~ ~rge, the facts are.going to change here as we get into the
nch people. For example I ~akm ;;~~ The nch people. lbis plan is dynamite for the
program that takes care or'the peoe I the as governor; I'U do extremely well. This is a
people at the very bottom don't de!':e~lt N top. The people in ~e middle suffer; some ~f the

. ow, there ISno quesnon that what the Republicans
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have done is going to be politically popular in the beginning because you can run against New
York and Wisconsin and New Jersey and the people who have needs. But if we get the story
told, some day the whole nation will understand that they may he in need. They'U ooderstand
why, when we put together this Constitution, why, when the states gave the federal govern-
ment the right to tax, we said you mustn't tax a state tax. This is a matter, ironically, for the
conservatives and Republicans who are now pushing to tax a tax, this is a matter thai: was
decided at the very beginning of the income tax. All the states knew that the income tax
would never be used to tax a tax. What the Republicans are doing is saying, «Look, we can
make maybe $40 billion by imposing a double tax on New York and the other states that are
trying so hard to help themselves. and thar'Il bail out capital gains, which takes care of the
rich people, the oil states. which takes care of some states that are already strong and getting
stronger, and other selected special interests."
Mr. WILL: Govemor-
Gov. CUOMO: Secretary Baker was asked, would he compromise? He said on everything
but deductibility. Why? Is the case cooceptuaUy so strong? Is the fairness so clear on the
question? Of course not. What he's really saying is we want their money to bail out our
special interests.
Mr. WlU: Well, or is there another point? Is this not a way of achieving an element of the
conservative agenda, which is to provoke a tax revolt not just at the federal level but at the
state and local level as well? I mean, the choice would be for the wealthy either to move to
New Jersey and Connecticut, or those who itemize inNew York, or to turn around on Albany
and say, "Cuomo, cut our taxes even more than you're planning to"?
Gov. CUOMO: George, you see, the President's position is a very nice one to have
politically. It's a very easy one to sell. It starts with the assumption that high taxes indicate
that a state is either luxuriating or doing something wrong. And what he says is, "Why
should the low-tax states subsidize the high-tax? And those people in New Ytrt and Wiscon-
sin and Jersey, they're squandering." That's not the truth. That's why aU the Republicans
and all the Democrats in my state disagree with the President. We're not wasting money. We
have 8% of the population- we have twice that number by percentage of the homeless. We
have more elderly people. If you were to ask the President, "Mr. President, where in New
York state would you have Governor CuoITK>cut? Would you cut for the elderly? Would you
cut for the kids who need an education? Would you cut for people with cerebral palsy?
Where are they wasting?" Ask President Reagan what he did when he was Goveroor
Reagan, when he passed the largest tax increase in the history of California. Why? Because
he knew there were legitimate needs. It's easy to suggest that any state that had problems that
required it to raise taxes is doing something wrong. Nobody likes to hear high-tax state.
SAM DONALDSON: WeU, Governor, if f may just ask you--
Gov. CUOMO: Sure.
Mr. DONALDSON: As you know, the fundameotal premise behind this reform is that you
do away with deductions so you can lower rates. You can't really have bodl. Now, you
mentioned capital gains a rnomeot ago and something about oil and gas. This proposal
would, if your position prevails, lose the Treasury $28 to $40 oillion, depending 00 what
we're looking at. Where would you make that up? How would you make it up?
GoV. CUOMO: Well, you know, it took the President. what, six, seven, eight, nine months
to change their own plan from Treasury I to Treasury D, and then it took them 500 pages. To
ask me to do it now I think is unreal.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, wait a ITK>menLYou're attacking their-
Gov. CUOMO: However, Sam--
Mr. DONAlDSON: -plan. You're attacking their pian. You're saying that it's not fair.
Gov. CUOMO: Sam--
Mr. DONALDSON: Don't yOUhave an obligation to put forward then how we're going to
make up that revenue? .
Gov. CUOMO: Sure. Sam, you give me six or seven months and 450 pages and I'll write a
hetter plan. But I'U say this. They figured out where to get the money for the oil states. They
figured out where to get the money for capital gains. 1bey figured out where to get the money
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for the rich. Why can't they figure out the morev f ?
Mr. DONA' Y or us.LDSON. But, Governor, under their analysis-c-
Gov. CUOMO: Let me g<>-
Mr. DONALDSON' si
Gov

. - tnce you say you don', have an analysis-
. CUOMO: No I didn't sa .analysis. I said ifyou' ttI- no; no, Sam'. excuse me. I didn't say Idon', have an

Mr, DONA .gave me same orne they did I could write a plan better than theirs.

Gov ~. We have about a minute left, Governor, if I may.
, CUOMO. Let me tell you something S did' . W"reform. We just refonned W.· am, we It m my state. e believe m tax

increased the deductioo. W':lo':~ e increased the exemption. We're very pro-family. We
but we didn't pit Buffal . the rate. We dropped 500,(0) people off the tax rolls,
Everybody won in our 0 ag~ New Yorl<: City. We didn't have winners and Ioset>.
Mr stale. That s the way the federal government should do it.

~~: 1f,I may, si~ you can't come up with an alternative and--
Mr . Ididn t say I can t. I said you give me the time-s-
~ DONAJ..DSON: WeU, aU right, you haven't this rroming-c-
Mr . CUOMO: -you gave them. WeU, of course not.

, DONAJ..DSON: Then wh ' . .the rates again? Ma be om Y can. t we .ass~ tha~maybe your alternative will be to raise
pay for this one-~,tho a1bs~ve will hit the middle class again. Maybe they'U have to

su IU.J«; on state and local taxes.
Gov. CUOMO: No I said the . •the oil stales, how totake same mgemnty that showed the President how to take care of
that ingemtity after awhilevr of capital gains, how to lake care of the rich. if you keep using
Mr. DONAL.Oso... you ~ come up with real fairness.
Gov .' But you don , have it for us this morning. right?
. . CUOMO. You give me a little ti S-m seven minutes on ABC tele .. e urne. . am--- of course not! Do you want a plan written
own? That's ridiculous VISion~J.len It took them months and months to correct their
Mr ' but not surprising.

• BRINKLEY: Governor, thank you.
Gov. CUOMO: Okay.
Mr. BfINKlEY. Thankyou. Coming nexi ~~ery ~h for being with us today. It's been a pleasure to hear
House Ways and Means Co ve theRostenkowslO, Democrat of Illinois, cbairman of the
It turns out to be and sbuttIrru:.nee• comrrurtee that will wrile the oew tax bill, whatever
[commercialbr~akl' y, secretary of the Treasury. James A. Baker. In a moment-

~..:....~: Mr. Rostenkowski j Chi . .&-t'P1 to have you with us m cago, thank you very much for commg 10.

~. DAN ROSTENKOWsMr 10: Thank you.
. 8RINKLEY: Now what dyou choose? ' 0 you want to be called? Dan, Danny, Rosti? What would

Rep. ROS'TENKOWSKI' WMr. BRINKLEY' .'. eU, you can call me anything. caU me Dan's fine.

Are
. . AU nght, FIrst leU me this If the . .. be .we gomg to get a tax bill whate .: re s an expert m this field. you must It.

Rep. ROSTENKO ' ver It lS, are we going to get it this year?

raI
WSKI: WeU I hope I'd likseve weeks, and, David we" . so. . e very much to take testimony for the next

and our lows, and certain] the~mg to go IOto a slump, so to speak. We have our highs
fiustrnted American I{ b . ldent has done a commendable job of really tapping a
have them participale~ y aslOng people to support his program. But IOOrethan that, to
refonn, and ultimately to l:;"'g to get members of Congress to wrile what be considers
commendable gesture and ~er the.rates that they're going to be paying. I think that this is a
what Governor Cuo~ had t:s:omg to support it as much as I possibly can. I've viewed
House of Representatives will beY' ~ of c~ the W~ys and Means Committee and the
the center or nxxlification, and I hopetaking the ~t1mOn.r With respect to the trying to come to

that be Ucome m and testify before our committee and
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give us an idea of how unjust it is, really, to tap that large dollar which is the deduction for
state and local taxes But I~
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. hearing his- go ahead.
Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: -I'd like very much to keep up the momentum, but I also have
to caution the American people into understanding that this is a high for us. The President is
very active. I think members of Congress recognize that people are frustrated and that they
want fairness, but that we're also going into a testimony-gathering two months and then try 10

write a tax bill sometime in September.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. I asked you about the timing because if it is not done this year to lake
effect in '86, then it'll be another year, '87, and in the meantime won't it have all sorts of bad
effects on business? People will not buy houses because they don't know about deducting this
and that and so on? Go ahead. What?
Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: David. that happened when Don Regan came out with what was
known as Treasury l. Everybody became very conscious of the fact that change was in the
air, and they became very cautious. And I think that that could very well shrink up invest-
ment. But this is a giant operation. The reform measure that's been proposed, both Treasury I
and this proposal are huge movements, I think in the right direction. And we really have to
think about the proposal that the President has offered because the sands of time are going to
cover what Treasury I supported. And we're going to have to work on coming to some
agreements. And there are going 10 be a great many arguments made with respect 10 how
unjustly some preferences are being treated in the proposal.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Chairman, I'd like to ask you about two specific proposals that really affect
you and the Democratic Party. First. to the Democratic Party. A traditional Democratic
constituency is heavy manufacturing industry in this country - automobiles, steel. etc. By
altering. making less generous the depreciation schedules, there seems to be some agreement
that this plan adversely affects industries that have enough adversity already. Is this an area
that you would like to see altered?
Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: I think that were going to certainly listen to those people in the
Rustbelt areas; certainly, I think that if we're going to make changes we're going to try to
make them fair. I agree that in the mcxlificalions that have come up from the White House
there were concessions made in areas that I'm hoping, George. that we'll get some sUPlXlI1·
What worries me about any concessions that are made---- and what is negotiation but bargain-
ing? And I'm just hoping that the President got some concessions with respect to capital
gains, with respect to charitable contributions, with respect 10 what he's done in fringe
benefits. Those are all areas of compromise that I hope we can evidence some support. But
that- the area that you're concerned with is an area that I represent, and certainly we're
going to view this with sorne-c- with a critical eye.
Mr. WILL: Your analysis, Mr. Chairman, I gather, is that this is not revenue neutral. it
represents a loss of revenue to the government in a period of high deficits of about $l2
billion. If you were to, say, put some consideration back in for the Rustbeh, that would
probably be a larger revenue loss. Where are you going to get it? Give me three or four

targets.
Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: I don't know yet, but I certainly think that if- and I've made
this observation. that the difference between what was originally proposed and what this
administration now is sponsoring is a loss of $12 billion. I'm worried about thOse numbe13,
and I think that before the Ways and Means Conunittee will proceed, we're going to have to
scrub those numbers and find out whether there is even more money lost. Because the worst
thing that can happen to the comminee is to get into markup in September only to find that
we've even lost more revenue. But I think that there has been some generous modifications
and that we'Q have to look for them. And I agree with the governor. Here we are talking
about what can happen in energy states and some concessions that have been made. But I
also want to suggest to the governor that there are some coalitions being formed from people
in his state with those energy-producing states, and that's what worries me. And. of course,
this is-- you know, tax reform, George, it's not a sprinter's game. It's for the long-distance
runner. I just hope that we can keep the people's commitment and response as generally high

as it has been.
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Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Chairman. a couple of questions about the plan as proposed. It
would eliminate most of the deductions it eliminates on January lst of 1986. but it wouldn't
cut the rates until July lst of '86. Is that fair?
Rep. ROSTENKOWSKJ: Well. I'd like to feel that we're going to be able to have this bill
through this year. The closer we get to markup, the more divisions we'U see. Specifically
about your question, no, it isn't fair. But that's what we're here for. Sam. to come (0 the
cent~r, to try to get people's support. And I'm going to have to depend on Jim Baker and the
President of the United States and the Republican Party and, of COlIDie. my Democrat s.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right. what about eliminating campaign checkoff for the campaign
fund. the $1 checkoff? That's what the administration proposes. Do you favor that?
Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: I'm not going to protect anything. The one thing I want you to
understand IS that I come to this bargaining table with clean hands. I've made no concessions
to anyone. no promises to anyone.

Mr. DONALDSON: No. ~~a[ about that particular provision? Is it the guts. most people
who were for that reform originally say, for financing campaigns not from pnvare money but
from public money. ~

Rep. ROSTENKOWSKJ: Well, I think. Sam. we're going to look at the balanced package.
If w.ecan keep that m the provision and have a revenue neutral measure. I think that we could
retain that.

~r.DONALDSO~:Mr. Chairman. what about the overall premise of this reform. which is.
It seems. that the nch benefit and the poor benefit. but the middle class benefits the least?
Rep. ROSTENKOWSKJ: That is where I think we're going to have more participation on
the pan of the membership of the committee. I don't even know Republicans that want to
support a program whe~ we're going to continue the largesse to the rich. At least they're not
on my cornrruttee. I believe that what we can very well do is target. as we tried to in the first
tax package, a greater break. for those people In middle incomes so that they can-- they're
the ones that spend the money and will move in the direction of growth. And so I think that
when we try to come to the center I'm going to need a consensus. and I realize that. And lm
going .to need the supportive-i- active support of my committee. I hope [ get that. I think that
there IS an enthusiasm now that I hope we can retain.

Mr. BR!NKLEY: Mr. Rostenkowski. thank you very much. Thanks for talking with us
today. It s bee~ a pleasure to have you. Coming next, the secretary of the Treasury. James A.
Baker, who will represent the Reagan administration in negotiating with Congress on who
pays how much. In a moment.
!commercial break]

~: BRINKLE~: Mr. Secretary, thanks very much for coming in: happy to have you. as
ays. Now,. I d lik~to ~k you about a couple of things that promise to be troublesome

;~e; you begt~ wO,rki~g WIthCongress on this tax bill. One is a complaint that we hear from
I peaker, Tip 0 Neill. among others. that this does too much---- not too much. but it does

a ot f~r the poor and a lot for the rich and nothing for the middle class. which he calls the
Strugghng class. How do you respond to that?

~ES BAKER, Secretary of the Treasury: Well. I'd respond to that by saying that all
asses get a.reductIon under this proposal. Everybody's tax rates. for the most part. will be

~UCed. I ~ w~make the point that 60% will get a tax: reduction. 20% will stay ~e same.
e say tJ:teyre Winners because the overall system will be more fair. And there will be 20

:at ":i11 rn ,fa~t h.ave an increase. But. it's simply not correct to say that the middle class
oesn t get a srgruficanr break under this proposal. They do. I think the numbers are- the

percentage ~ reductions are, for those people under $20,(0), 18.3% reduction; from S20-
to $50,(X() It s a 7.2% reduction; and over $50,<XX) it's a 5.2% reduction. So the middle class
does very well.

~~?BRINKLEY: Well. Mr. O'Neill seems not '0 be aware of that. Will you explain it to

Sec ".BAKER: Well. I'm not sure that he's really sal down and studied the figures yet. and
we will have plenty of opportunity. I know, to make the point.
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Mr. BRINKLEY:Well. the other is that a lot of people outside of government are concerned
about if this hangs and hangs and doesn't rake effect for another year, it's very likely to slow
down the recovery. slow down the economy because people will not invest or build or start
ventures until they know what the taxes are going to be.

Sec. BAKER: Well. l don't think that's a valid criticism. and that was a criticism, of
course-
Mr. BRINKLEY: You do or don't"
Sec. BAKER: I do not. That was a criticism of the original PfOJX'saJand one of the first
things we did back in February was to say that nothing would take effect before January I,
1986. so that we could put certainty back into the system. And as we proceed through tax
reform now, we will be very careful to make sure that we don't allow that to become a
problem.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Secretary. the President has said often in public and in private that because
we don't know who pays business taxes. whether they're passed on as an operating expense
or whatever. they really should be abolished. Isn't your Dian therefore a failure of nerve
masquerading as POPuI~sm? . .
Sec. BAKER: I don't think. so, George. I think we. in an ideal world. there are a number of
things we might like to do. We might like to have a simple flat tax of 10% across the board.
But you can't get there politically. And while we might agree that corporate taxes are passed
on to others - consumers or customers or in other different ways. and it might be well at
some point to find a system that wouJd do away with those - that' s simply not doable right
now. So we do-----one thins we do in this proposal is establish the principle of eliminating the
double taxation of corporate dividends. We allow a 10% dividend deduction for corporations
with respect to dividends they've paid. That's at least a step in the right direction.
Mr. WILL: With much groaning and gnashing of teeth Congress recently put together what
they say. and your administration rather doubts this. will cut $56 billion off the deficit .If
Rostenkowski's analysis is correct. your tax plan would add S12 billion back onto the deficit.
Is that acceptable?
Sec. BAKER~I think it' s acceptable when you consider that that 512 billion would be ~de.ct
over four or five years against revenue estimates of $4.7 trillion. So when ~e say the bill is
revenue neutral. we are within O.~4% of neutraliry, and that's about as precise as you can be
in revenue estimating.
Mr. DONALDSON: But already you're out this year. You project a 4% growth. and do you
really think. there can be a 4% growth this year with the first quarter at O.7%?
Sec. BAKER: We're still hopeful that there can be, yes. And we haven', changed-the
administration's estimates in that regard.
Mr. DONALDSON: Let me give you a chance to answer Governor Cuomo' s argument, that
deducting state and local taxes is something that's all-American and should stay.
Sec. BAKER: Well, 1 think. the simple answer to that is that you've got 35 states that are
subsidizing the itemizers. those high-bracket taxpayers in the I; high-tax states. It's as
simple as that. It's a pure fairness issue. We've gOl:- we've got a n~beT of examples of a
family of tour in New York earnmg the median income of $35,(0), for mstance. gets a 5.5%
reduction. even after you eliminate the state and local tax deduction. It's s~ply' not fair that
the non-iternizers in this nation, as well as in New York, 56% of the people ill New York state
don't itemize - pick up the tab or a portion of the tab for the high-bracket taxpayers who
itemize in New York and other states.
Mr. DONALDSON: Governor Cuomo quotes you as saying that you might be willing to
compromise on almost every issue in this proposal of yours except that one. that you won't
compromise on that.
Sec. BAKER: That's not exactly what I said. We would discourage the idea that we're in
the compromise market. We've sent up a bill that we think is the best. and we realize thar it's
got to go through the legislative process and there will be some changes made. We hope
those are changes at the margin. What I did say was that with respect to state and local tax
deduction. if you should eliminate that from this proposal I don't think you'll have tax
reform.

~9-
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marriage penalty deduction, you keep alimony as a deduction, and you make it really skewed
toward the woman who stays home rather than the woman who works. It's oot pro-family. IS

it?
Sec. BAKER: Well, I think it's pro-family when you consider that we doubled the personal
exemption and the exemption for dependents--
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, that's for everyone. family or not.
Sec. BAKER: -when you consider that we increase the spousal IRA amount from $250 to
$2,lXXl so that a joint-s- you can bave a total of $4,000 in an IRA. Those are very, very
pro-family provisions.
Mr. DONALDSON: What about the provisions I mentioned?
Sec, BAKER: Well, the marriage penalty, when you reduce the .rates the way we're
reducing the rates and when you eliminate---- when you eliminate eight brackets, you no
longer bave as much- anywhere near as great a problem fromthe marriage penalty because
you're not likely. by virtue of having two earners, to be thrown mto a another bracket. bavmg
only three brackets now.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, tharik you very much.
Sec, BAKER: Thank you. David.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thanks for coming in today. It's a pleasure to bave you with us. Coming
next, OUI more-or-less loose-jointed discussion here, and joining us will be Morton Kon-
dracke, head of the Washington bureau of Newsweek. In a moment.
{commercial break]
Mr, BRINKLEY: King Hussein of Jordan was here this week, out in the Rose Garden with
President Reagan posing for pictures and el~ ~~enn$ or not answenng Sam ~-
son's questions. And they had some meetings inside m p~vate. ~, as I llJldt:rs~ It, ::
king wants a very large conference in the Middle East, mcluding the. PLO, mcluding
Russians, if they want to come, to work out a peace settlement m the Middle East. Is anyone
encouraged by this? Mort?
MORTON KONORACKE, Ne" ....eel' Magazi'Ml. Well, as I uoderstand it, what the
king wants is a-
Mr. BRINKLEY: He also wants some weapons from us.
Mr. KONDRACKE: Right. -an international conference wbich would meet once and then
break up into direct negotiation. Well, what bappeoed new in this VISItwas that the king said
that Yasir Arafat and the PLO now supports U.N. Resolution 242, wbich unplies the
acceptance of the existence of Israel. However-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Implies but does not specify, right?
Mr. KONDRACKE: Well, it says that everyone's supposed to live in iJC"CC within recog-
nized borders so that it is implicit If Yasir Atafat ever would stand on his two feet and say,
"Yes, indeed', I support 242," m;. would be progress. but so far he basn't done that_.
Mr, DONALDSON: I think it's a step forward, even though I agree this international
conference with the Soviets participating the king says he needs because he wants an
umbrella bebiod which to bide against the rejectioinst states of the Arab world. But ecce that
umbrella is there he doesn't really mean that be wants the Soviets at the bargammg table. But
anything that moves the PLO toward an acceptance of Israel's right to exist, 242 and 338, ':
got to be a step toward negotiations. Now, of course the Umted States IS not gomg to takePLO
king's word on what Yasir Arafar will do and the mynad number of Palestuuan,
factions. We're going to have to hear it from them directly. .
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, Arafat is not even any longer able to speak for the !'LO WIth full
authority. .
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, that's it. There are at least three major PLO bodies that can claim
to have the authority. . .
Mr. WILL: The PLO does not' exist, but the PLO still bas a charter. The Charte~~.;;
unambiguous in calling for the destruction of Israel, and changmg the PLOZOcharter Id But
the test, not the fonnal acceptance of some U.N. resolution now neady years 0 -
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Mr. DONALDSON: Why?
Sec. BAKER: From a simple revenue standpoint, because you're talking about S40 billion
in 1990.
Mr, DONALDSON: Well, he says take it out of such things as capital gains-
Sec. BAKER: You can't get there-
Mr. DONALDSON: -take it out of oil and gas----
Sec. BAKER: Well, he-
Mr. DONALDSON: -c-which is something you fought very hard to change.
Sec, BAKER: You notice that he disclaimed any ability to find the place that he would take
it-

Mr. DONALDSON: No. He said if we gave him six or eight months he could do it.

Sec. BAKER: Well, I'm not sure he can. and my view would be that you can't. because
you're just not going to find the revenue elsewhere. There's too much revenue involved
there. But it's basically a fairness question. and we're on the right side of that fairness
argument.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Why was it necessary to put in these benefits for the oil and gas industry?
Sec. BAKER: Well, it wasn't a case of putting them in. You've got to judge-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Or leaving them in.
Sec. BAKER: Well. no, I think what you have to do here, David. is judge what the
President's proposing with reference to current law, not with reference to some proposal th~
he never adopted or some proposal that someone in Congress has. After all, current law IS
what the taxpayer has to deal with. And if you judge it with reference to current law the
President is. calling for the repeal of percentage depletion; he's calling for a meaningful
proVISIOnWIth respect to the minimum tax for the intangible drilling deduction. But the basic
answer to your question is that there are strong national security concerns involved here that
do not pertain in other areas.
Mr. WILL: There are two ways of talking about tax refonn. One is, what would we do if we
wen: startin~ fresh: if we had a fresh country? The other is, what do we do now th~t we ha;ve
all kinds of industnes that are woven into the tax code and their expectations are built on this?
To take one not highly frivolous example, baseball. There are enormous, what, 40% of the
rickets sold are sold as deductible business entertainment expenses. You would end that. A
Jot of fine young men aren't going to be able to live on the standard to which they've become
accustomed if this goes through. Have you planned this"
Mr. BRINKLEY: Baseball players, you're talking about?
Mr, WILL: Well, that's closest to my heart. but there are all kinds of people. When you
proceed like this, have you studied it? Have you made a guess? Are you just saying, let's see
wbat happens?

~. BAK~R: No. We've studied a lot of it. I can't tell you what the specific results will be
m baseball ncker sales, but I can tell you that there are an awful lot of Americans who love
and enJOYbaseball, and many of them do it as the result of a business expense deduction, and
then: are an awful lot of Americans who love and enjoy other activities and they get.no
subsidy from ~e federal tax code to do what they like to do in their spare time. So I Just think
from a pure fairness standpoint it's not unreasonable to say, if you're going to reform the. tax
code o~ a fairness basis, say business entertainment we're going to put over here to the Side,
~d. we re gomg to say that the only thing that really should continue are business meals to a
limited extent.

M~. WILL: But this is then a leap in the dark? You're saying you really don't know what's
gomg to happen to the restaurant industry.

Sec. BAKER: No, I think that you're going to find that there's an awful lot more spendable
mcome on the part of most taxpayers _ 80% in OUI view ~ and that people are going to be
able to buy their baseball tickets with before-tax dollars.
Mr, DONALDSON: The President is selling this as a pro-family plan, yet you eliminate the
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with metronomic regularity, David, the King of Jordan comes to the United States and
announces yet again the last chance for peace. [f the King of Jordan wants peace. he can walk.
across the Allenby Bridge - traffic flows every day both ways - and he can go into the land
from which he launched his invasion of Israel in 1967 and say, "I'd like to talk." And they'll
talk.

Mr. DONALDSON: And then he can have his throat cut by many of his Arab allies.
Mr. W1U: That's-

Mr. BRINKLEY: The king is not really strong enough to take a position like that and sustain
it. is he?
Mr. W1U: Well, I think the king is not- .
Mr. BRINKlEY: His country is not strong enough.
Mr. W1U: The king may not be strong enough to, but on the other hand I don't think the
king wants the West Bank back with 700,00:> Palestinians who feel minimal, shall we say,
loyalty .to a Hashamite king. Therefore I think what the king wants beneath ail this smoke
screen IS 20 more years of about what we've got, and that's what he's going to get.
Mr. BRINKlEY: He also wants weapons from the U. S., and this may be a way to get them.
May be.

Mr. KONDRACKE: And he is threatened, after all, by Hafez Assad in Syria, who is busy
pitting one faction against another inside Lebanon and butchering each other. And Assad
could be expected to butcher, if he could, Hussein. So Hussein is trying to make progress on
the road to peace in order to-
Mr. W1U: And il was-

Mr. KONDRAcKE: -persuade the Congress to give him the weapons.
Mr. DONALDSON: George-

Mr. W1U: But it was the Israelis and the United States who in 1970saved Hussein from, a)
the Palestinians and, b) the Syrians.

Mr. DONALDSON: I tell you, ifwe have 20rnore yean; ofstalernate we'll have a war there
again before those 20 years are over.

Mr. ~LL: Well, who says war is ended in the Middle East? There are some problems---
Americans look.~ a problem in the world and say, "Problem implies solution." Some places
m the world are JUSt messes. Ulster is a mess; Lebanon is a mess; much of the Middle East is
a mess. We have to live with it.

Mr. ~LDSON: But you don't throw- no, no, wrong. You don't throw up your bands
and say, The poor will be With us always and you have to live with it. " You try to solve the
problem.

Mr. WIll:: There is such a thing in this world as creatively throwing up your hands. ft's
called benign neglect, and the Middle East couId use more of that and less diplomatic fidget
from the United States.

Mr. DONALDSON: Benign neglect brings war in this case and war means death. And
who's going to die? '
Mr. KONDRACKE: If you let-

Mr.WILL: Egypt is out of the war. Israel has never been more militarily secure. Let's keep it
that way.

Mr. KONDRACKE: BUIEgypt got out of the war because people worked toward peace, and
eventually It came about on that front.

Mr. W1U: Egypt got out of the war because Jinuny Carter terrified Sadat into flying to
Jerusalem because he talked about bringing the Russians back into the mess.
Mr. DONALDSON: What, is this this weak-kneed Jinuny Carter you're talking about who
can terrify Sadat?

Mr. W1U: His blunders were of sucb a magnitude that he could move Sadat to Jerusalem.
Mr. DONALDSON: I give Jinuny Carter lots of credit for that. I don't think it was a

blunder. I think it was his finest hour.
Mr, BRINKLEY: All right, there's talk of bringing the Soviet Union into a peace conference
in the Middle East so they can no longer say they have been left out. We had in this country
in the last couple of weeks a somewhat odd development. John, Arthur and Michael Walker
in court charged with spying for the Soviet Union. Both of them are in the U.S. Navy ~
they did this for money. We've had more and more of this lately. Can we say that RUSSIan
spying in the United States has aetually increased or are we just catching more or it? What do
you think? Morton, what do you think?
Mr. KONDRACKE: Well, what f bear from people in the administration is that the number
of suspected Soviet spies has gone up by about 30% faster than the FBI can hire agents to
keep track of them. There are a lot more East-bloc diplomatic PJSts in this country than there
are American in the East bloc - all kinds of trade delegations, Tass, news agencies and all
that, U.N. delegations. And instead of putting diplomats in those slots, they're putting KGB
agents.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, haven't they always?
Mr. KONDRACKE: Well, apparently there's an increase. And apparently they are after
specific things, military high technology, civilian high technology out on the West Coast,
Silicon Valley kind of stuff. And, you know, if they can't invent it themselves they're gomg
to steal it from us.
Mr. BRINKLEY: I think they've been stealing from us, back to and including the atomic
bomb in 1947-8.
Mr. DONALDSON: Klaus Fuchs.
Mr. W1U: They have been. but I think there's a point here, and that is that the Soviet
Union's normal inferiority complex is deepening. We have in this ~~ at a rising
generation of computer-literate children. even children who play these silly VIdeo g~, It
makes them kind of familiar with the mechanisms. The gap between our rate of high-tech
growth and theirs is widening. This is wby they're really penified of sm, the strategic
defense initiative. And it's going to intensify their desire to do an end-run around th.epro~ss
th~t comes as a byproduct of freedom and do it by theft. By the way. you.~ an mteresnng
point. If the cases we've seen described are as they seem to be - not prejudging any of them
- this seems to be treason without the dignity of political passion. It is purely commerce. It's
cold, it's premeditated, it's squalid, and it's a case for capital punishment.
Mr. BRINKLEY: And for piddling amounts of money, incidentaily: When the Russians pay
off American spies, they give them--- people who risk their lives, risk pnson sentences, and
they give them $5,000 or $6,000 at the most, often less.
Mr. W1U: And it's setious business. The Ametican people spend $1.5 billion a boat for a
Trident submarine to make it quiet so it can hide, so it can preserve ttJ.e deterrent and hence
the peace, and some of this is aimed directly at the root of the American deterrent.
Mr. DONALDSON: Some Ameticans are betraying their country, and we ought to. catcb
them and Slop them. On the other harxf, the Soviets have, l.am certain, some; SoVl~ CI~
who are betraying their country. Now, you make the pomt perhaps they re dom,g II for
passion because they hate the Soviet system, and our peop~e -:- ~though, as you ve ~
pointed out, we don't know the facts in this case yet - are domg It simply for ~y. I think
both sides are becoming more sophisticated. The fact that the Soviets have spies here, does
not amaze me or any of us, and I'm sure we have spies there. And Ihope they don t get
caught.

Mr. KONDRACKE: Well, you can 'I be sure that we have spies there because theydo have
capital punishment in the case of treason. But, you know, it's very interesting that ~ Reagan
adminislration has made a lot of noise about upgrading the intelligence capability of the
United States. It has not done very much at all about upgrading the .countenntelligenoe
capabIlity of the United States. The military intelligence secunty services apparently are
inept Counterintelligence is not big at the CIA any more, and you know, It ought to be.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah. bUI you can', charge the Reagan administration with the Walker
c~. I mean, these people started spying, from the available information, when Richard
NIXon was president.
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Mr. BRINKLEY: George, I want to push a little further with a question you raised about
baseball players and will they be able to enjoy their current Lifestyle if baseball tickets can no
longer be deducted. There' s another question. Another court case, a whole lot of drug dealers
were indicted. They obviously were selling the drugs to baseball players, but no baseball
players were indicted. Why would a baseball player - famous. admired, kids want his
autograph, makes lots of money - why would he be interested in drugs? Anyone any idea?
Mr. WILL: Well, he's got more money than is good for him and he's had fame come to him
suddenly. He's apt to be sort of immature. He's spent aU his life chasing a ball around a park
and hasn't developed in a more rounded way as an individual. They're playing under
enormous pressure. There are lots of explanations but no excuse. That's the point. These are
people who are favored by a biological accident with marvelous bodies by an American
system with enormous rewards, and they ought to be held to a higher standard.
Mr. DONALDSON: But not only they're not held to a higher standard; in this case no one
got indicted. As you pointed out before we went on the air, the word baseball never appeared
in any of the information, I think it's another case of people who have favored, special
privilege not having to pay the consequences of their actions like people who don't, whether
it's baseball players who don't get indicted or people who go to prostitutes, the men, who
don't get indicted, or whether, on the other side of the com. irs those three naval personnel
who were relieved of duty in San Diego because it was charged that they were responsible for
the $640 ash trays although that happened before they took command.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam, we'll have to pick that up another time. You expand on it further, if
you like but our time is up. And we'll be back with a few words about the no-doubt-famous
three-martini lunch now in the news again. and does anyone really drink three at lunch? In a
moment.
f commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY {commentary]: When George McGovern ran for president in 1972, he
introduced to the American political vocabulary the term "the three-martini lunch." He was
saying business people could take tax deductions for a three-martini lunch but a working
person could nol deduct his baloney sandwich. Well, McGovern lost, but his phrase sur-
vived. It's a nice populist term to be used in speeches in Congress, on the campaign stump.
on pious editorials, left-wing assaults on business and funny newspaper cartoons and so on.
It's used all the time. Jimmy Carter used to say that he didn't care if they drank three
martinis, he only cared about wbo paid for them. Well, now Mr. Reagan's new tax plan
limits deductions for food and drink, including martinis. I have never seen anyone drink three
martinis at lunch, but it is heard so often that across the country, I see in the mail.critics of
the Washington establishment wonder if they do what they do because they're all drunk.
Well, no. They write all those complicated rules and regulations cold sober. If they'd had
three martinis, they'd be even worse.
For all of US at ABC's This Week, until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABCNEWS THIS WEEK wmt DAVID BRINKLEY

July 21, 1985
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our
Washington headquarters, for the vacationing David Brinkley here's Sam Donaldson.
SAM DONALDSON: We're in the middle of a spy scare, and for good reason. More people
are awaiting trial on cbarges of espionage against the United Stares than at any other time in
our history. Are there really more spies about these days? What should the coontry do about
It? We'll ask our guests, Stanislav Levchenko, fonner KGB recruiter. We can't show you his
face because the Soviets have put a price on his head. 100 chief of the government's new
commission on the espionage problem, retired General Richard Stilwell; Senator Patrick
Leahy of Vermont, the vice chaimtan of the Senate Intelligence Committee; and former U.S.
Attorney General Griffin Bell. Some background from our man Jnhn Martin, and our
free-for-aU discussion with George Will, Charles Gibson and Hodding Carter. AU here on
our Sunday pmgram.

South African police are cracking down this Sunday on unrest there, using the new state of
emergency powers ordered by the government yesterday. Police say they've arrested 113
people. There are reports police threw up roadblocks around a black township near Port
Elizabeth. 100 emergency powers allow arrests without warrant and detention for up to 14
days without a charge. Black leaders including Bishop Desmond Tutu say the crackdown is
simply another expression of repression of civil rights.

Bishop DESMONDTUTlJ: This is typical of a government that doesn't know how to
deal WIth dissent. They believe that security and peace and calm will come from the barrel
of a gun, and It won't, because the basic cause of all the unrest is the vicious apartheid
system.

Mr•.DONALDSON: The U.S. State Department has reacted to the slate of emergency by
saymg it hopes the unrest will abate rapidly, permitting the South African government to
remove ttK: new extraordinary measures.

The Umted Steelworkers are on strike today against nine Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel
Corporation plants m three states, the first such strike in over 25 years against a major steel
producer. It follows an attempt by the company to set aside its union contract under bank-
ruplcy reorganizanon proceedings. But a bankruptcy judge ruled it couldn't.
. Finally, a bit of good news for former TWA hostage Artbur Toga. TWA bas agreed to gi~e

him his frequent-flyer bonus mileage for aU that time in the air wben the hijackers were m
~mmand of Flight 847. They haven't figured it aU up yet, back and forth between Beirut and

gJ.e~, but It will ~urely give him a free trip somewhere.
We II be back With former Attorney General Griffin Bell, retired Army General Richard

Stilwell, Senator Patrick Leahy and former KGB Major Stanislav Levcbenko in a moment.
[Commercial break]

secreDONALDSON: Not since the Rosenbergs were pot to death in 1953 for handing atomic
Is to the Russians bas the United States executed anyone for spying. In fact, until

recently the ne~t.most prominent spy case to the Rosenbergs since World War Il involved not
an American.cltIzen but a master Soviet undercover agent named Rudolf Abel. We simply
exchanged him for our U2 pilot, Francis Gary Powers. But now, thanks to the recent
:;;:eJabons, there IS a poblic outcry to get tough with spies, to root them out and deal with

m harshly. Our man John Martin bas some background on what it's aU about. John?
;tOHN .MAR11N: This is the big Soviet Embassy compound here in Washington, Sam.
.ccording to people who live and work across from it the FBI watches it from a
:~th-floorapartme~t just across from its main driveway. This is a fact of all our liv~.-
rial and ~tersples. Another fact is that 10 Americans and a foreigner are awaitmg
tn on esplonag~ charges, the most at any time since 1945. John Walker, a retired
ijanant officer; his son Michael Walker, a seaman; his brother Artbur Walker, a retired
.;;~~nant commander; and John Walker's frieud Jerry Whitworth, a former radio man

rnmurucat:J.onsexpert - all arrested and accused of spying for the Soviet Union.
~~~R WEINBERGER,Secretary of DeIense: The Walker case represents, I

s fair to say, a senous loss and had gone on a very long time.
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MARTIN [voice-over]: One solution offered by Secretary Weinberger and others is to
execute all convicted spies. Is the loss crippling? No one knows, or at least is saying, but
the suspects may have passed along secret information that could belp the Soviets fiud
American nuclear missile submarines more easily or hide their own submarines.
STANSAELD TURNER, tonner CIA Director: They have added one more drop that
erodes the rock of invulnerability of those submarines.
MARTIN [voice-over]: Did too many American sailors Icoow !OO much?

JOHN LEHMAN, Secielary of the Navy: Today, out of about 1.01 million people
in the Department of the Navy, active, civilian and uniformed, nearly 900,000 bold
security clearances. We want to reduce that by half. We're starting with an immediate
10% reduction.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Tbar was early June. This past week the! Navy said it had
probably taken away more than 10% of the UIUlCCCSsaIY clearances. But experts in the
Pentagon and the Congress said it might take years to remove half the Navy's clearances.
In all, acconling to Senator Patrick Leahy of the Select Committee on Intelligence, four
million workers, civilian and military, bold security clearances at all levels, and perhaps
20 million pieces of documents are classified every year. Some analysts believe there are
to«?many clearances, some say too many docwnents.
MORTON HALPERIN, tonner NalIonaI Security aide: The government bas the
right to try to keep information secret. The best way to do that is to only try to keep a very
small quantity of infonnation secret and then people would take the stamps seriously.
MARTIN [voice-over]: An analysis by The Washington Monthly concludes that there are
also too few investigators assigned to reinvestigate workers five, J 0 and 15 years after
they are first cleared.
Sen. JOHN WARNER, former Navy Seaemry: An individnal can one day be loyal
to his country, then suffer some financial tum of events which would force him or her into
this sort of situation, and that makes the complexity of trying to check on these people
very difficult.
MARTIN [voice-over]: Most experts agree that money, rather than the appeal of com-
munism, is what turns some Americans into traitors. The KGB and the CIA use money
across the world to win help from foreigners. According to this recent account, KGB
Major Stanislav Levcbenko belped finance a newsletter and a political campaign for a
Japanese informant to gain his aUegiance and his information. Are more Americans
succumbing to this lure today? No one is certain. Some former Justice Department
officials say there are more prosecutions now because Conner Attorney General Griffin
Bell, during his time in office, insisted that more cases be carried into court. Tra-
ditionally, intelligence agencies preferred to keep operations secret and to try to tum
traitors and spies into double agents. Recently, the United States traded four Europeans
wbo had spied for the East for 25 Europeans caugbt spying for the West. It was the
biggest such exchange ever negotiated in Europe. It took three years, but it freed people
from both sides who had worked in what is not, after all, a war but a struggle by other
means.

[on camera] Both sides spy directly and through their allies. They look for traitors, and
they fiud them. This is a process known aU the way back to the Romans. Julius Caesar
probably said it best. "I love treason," be said, "but I hate traitors ." We want what
traitors can bring us, but we detest them fordoing it, and we will always wonder if we can
ever trust them again. Sam?

Mr. DONALDSON: Thank you, John. When we come back, former U.S. Attorney General
Griffin Bell, Senate Intelligence Committee Vice Cbainnan Patrick Leahy of Vermont,
General Richard Stilwell, the chaimtan of the Defense Security Commission and, later,
Stanislav Levcbenko, formerly a recruiter for the KGB.
[commercial break]
Mr. DONALDSON: Joining us now from Atlanta, former Attorney General Griffin Bell.
Judge Bell, thanks for being with us today.
GRIFFIN BEll, tonner U.s. Attorney General: Thank you, Sam. Good to see you
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again.

Mr. DONALDSON: And, joining me in the questioning here in our studio are George Will
of ABC News and Charles Gibson, ABC News Capitol Hill correspondeot.

Judge Bell, you're credited with beginning anew prosecutions for spying in the United
States wben you became attorney general. Why had we not been prosecuting spies? Had we
justnot caught any?

All Gen. BELL: No, ~ I'(,asnot it. It's difficult to try spy cases because of the procedures
that we have to the federal court system. It's awful easy to practice graymail in the sense of
making the secret available to the public, and this means that you are very lucky to bring.
case to lrial if !here is a danger of losing the secret. Also we have problems with disclosing
sources and methods, and it's just easier not to prosecute sometimes than to prosecute.
Mr. DONALDSON: So you're saying a judgment had been made that it would be worse to
prosecute than let the Soviets know more about our secrets, more about our intelligence
me~. How were you able to get around that problem, then, wben you began to pro-
secute.

All Gen. BELL: We started taking. closer 1001<at the cases and use some common sense
about whether any harm would really be done if we did prosecute. We thought it was in the
public mterest to prosecute, and we worked out ways to try these spy cases the same as you'd
try a tram: secret case, for example, in a oormaI civil suit. You don't always make a ~
secret aVai1abI~. You exaJ.Illne some of the evidence in camera, you get preliminary rulings
and you know to advance if you're going to have to make the secret public, and just generally
use safeguards. We finally got some legislation passed in 1980 to clarify some of these
proceduraI problems. And I think it's rather easy now to prosecute a spy case.
GEORGE WILL: Judge Bell, another reason sometimes given for not prosecuting all
posSIble cases IS that It was better to try and tum the agent, to make him start feeding
disinformatlon back to his Soviet controllers and other tactics such as that. Should we
necessarily feel better about the fact that there are more prosecutions now. or is there an
element of governmental grandstanding in this?

A,ll Gen, BELL: No, no. We should feel better. There is still the turning process in use, but
It ~ ludicrous to say that every time we catch a spy we should not prosecute because we're
gomg to tum them to our own use. A lot of these people you would not want to use for your
own use. You need to do some of both.

~. WI~: Now, we ~ have quite a surge in the sheer numbers of cases being brought to
trial, Is It your tmpresslon that- and if so, why? -there is more espionage in this country?
All Gen, BELL: There are more spies in this country, probably in the last few y.....-
Mr. WILL: Why is that?

All Gen. BELL: Well, I think we have such an open society that we let other governments
send people ~ere to the guise of students and those sort of positions, and we end up WIth-
and .we don t have any limit on the nwnber of spies that a country can send. I noticed
President Reagan recently said we ought to have a limit on the number and I said that when I
was attorney general '

~: We~. now. you don't mean a limit on the oumberofspies. No country is
going to say.. All right, what's our quota for sending spies?" You mean a limit 00 the
number of diplomats?

~ ,Gen ..BELL: No, that's the way you'd do it, but you would say that if anyone is ~ught
ex y ll~.l:g to prISOII, unless they have diplomatic immunity, in which event they d he
pe m the country. That would mean that there'd be a slowdown in the numher of

people who were sent bere to spy because particularly the Soviets are very protective of their
spies. They'll do most anything to trade once the spy is caught.

~Ar.LE~ GIBSON: Well, Judge Bell, I guess you're pointing me wbere I want to go.
n. m CUDOUS.You tell me that there is a-- that you worked out procedures for trytog

~ things and therefore It was easier to do that. But basically, why did you try to prosecute
°these

r kindsldeto ptOSeculef?.Is there a basic feeling that there 's a deterrent effect on spies duoUgho proseeubons?
All Gen. BELL: OlI, definitely. Definitely.
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Mr. GIBSON: Do you think it's holding the Soviet Union hack to bring more of these cases?
All Gen. BELL: Well, you also need some trading ability. You'd never have anyone to
trade for our own people that may be caught somewhere or for the dissidents in the Soviet
Union if you don't prosecute occasionally. And there is a deterrent effect, there's no doubt
about that.
Mr. GIBSON: You think it deters the Soviet Union in terms of bringing more spies into this
country or trying to recruit more people?
All Gen. BELL: It deters the other nations. It's not just the Soviet Union but there are other
people wbo are good at spying besides the Soviet Union. But it also deters Americans who
might be employed to spy.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, now, Judge Bell, should we institute wider use of the.pulygraph
to try to root out spies? And should we reinstitute the death penalty for spymg during
peacetime?
All Gen. BELL: I don't know about the pulygraph. I've never been a great believer in a
pulygraph. But the death penalty would certainly be proper in some cases. The secret.that
was compromised would have to be one that would cause great loss of life to the Amencan
service people, for example. You'd bave to be very careful about the death penalty, but there
would be cases wbere you ought to enforce the death penalty, and it would be particularly on
Americans who spy for another country.
Mr. DONALDSON: Let me take you hack to your pulygraph feeling. I know that's your
history. A lot of people say that the polygraph, even though it's imperfect, and even though It
may not always register correctly, is a tool that ought to be used now because of the belief
that there are so many people out there that we've just got to check on them.
Att. Gen. BELL: Well, no one has ever said it gives a perfect answer. and you have to
balance that against the right of an American to be free from that sort of an intrusion. ~
I've never been strong on the polygraph, but the polygraph is in ~ide use, as you ~'. to
some agencies of the government now. And m particular m the private sector. I don t think
we should necessarily catch spies by going into some wholesale test of that sort.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right, thank you very much, Judge Bell, for being with us today.
We've enjoyed having you on our broadcast. Now, coming ~xt. Senator Patrick I..:eahy,
who thinks we are not doing enough to catch the spies, and retired Army General Richard
Stilwell, chairman of a new commission whose unenviable job it is to come up with ways to
keep the spies out. In a moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. DONALDSON: SenatorLeahy. General Stilwell, thank you for being with us today.
Sen. PATRICK lEAHY, VIce Chairman, InleIligellCll Comm~: It's good to be
here, Sam.
Gen. RICHARD STILWELL (ReL), Chairman, Defense Security RevIew eo-
mission: Nice to be bere.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, it's good to have you bere. Let me ask about spies. We're
catching more of them. Is that because there are more or simply because people have not
been doing their job?
Sen. LEAHY: I think people are finally starting to take it seriously, and some of the steps
we've taken - counterespionage with the FBI- is paying off. But~tstill is not being taken
seriously enough. 1be Walker case is an example in my mind of negligence on the part of the
Navy.
Mr. DONALDSON: Wbo's not taking it seriously? The public? The Navy? The Army?
Sen. LEAHY: Well, you know, I find sometimes wben I'm giving speeches about the fact
that there's a lot of spies here, over 1.0)) KGB agents in this country - ~ than~.
actually, people look as though you're talking about some fantasy out of the 50s. Well, It.S
not. It's a real one. We all say we've got to watch out for spies, but nobody really does take It
seriously. We spend a billion and a half to take a battleship out of mothballs, .but we won't
spend just a relatively paltry sum to do rechecks on people who have secunty clearance.
That's how somebody like the Walkers get through.
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Mr, DONALDSON: General Stilwell, you're now beginning to look at ways to catch these
spies. Has it been your experience that people have not been doing their jobs?
Gen, STILWELL: No. But it is ao eoonoously large and oomplex problem, as you know,
the busmess of protection of classified information for the Department of Defense as we
move more and more into the high tech area, where the Soviet Union is now. by conventional
wisdom, estimated to be 85% dependent upon our technology for the development of their
weapons systems. So they're becoming more aggressive, and there are more of them, as the
senat~. ~ys. Conversely, over the last four years we have enormously increased the size and
capabilities of our counterintelligence capahilities. But, like aoything else, Mr. Donaldson,
the rules have to be reviewed from time to time to ensure thai they are fully complied with.
But there IS no question ahout it that there has been lack of 100%disciplined compliance with
the rules currently in effect, which are good rules, for the protection of classified information.
And so it's time for a review.
Mr. W1U: Senator, the main aim of Soviet espionage is to oompensate through the stealing
of knowledge for the sterility of their own technological economy. Are you confident that we
are suffenng greater security injury from espionage than we are from sheer commerce, from
the Comme~ Department of the United States, among others, but from the avaricious
Amen,,!", busmessmao doing sort of gray area illegalities - trading through dummy corn-
panies in VIenna and all the rest? Isn't that as big a problem as espionage?
Sen. ~HY: Well, your definition of Soviet espionage is good as far as it goes. It's one of
two points. The other point, of course, is to know of our military capahilities in case of a war,
and thai IS a very significaot part of the Walker case, as ao example, what they acquired in
that. Yourotherpomt, to a large extent I agree with you. I don't think that in business they've
taken It senouslr enough. I meao, the sale of goods, of highly technical goods, to front
c0lJ!OratlO~ which the!1 immediately tum over to Eastern bloc countries which go to the
~Vlet Umon IS something that's going on today. And it's something that should be stopped.
It 5 an absolute violation .of our export laws. But nolxxIy seems to do enough to stop it. There
are front corporations being used. That is greed, and thai does allow them to take things that
they woul~'t have gouen otherwise. But even if you were to stop that or to open it wide
open, the kind of SOVI~espionage we see going on now will continue and will expand. One
of the reaso~ why- in th~earlier session you talked about whether we couldcut down the
n~ber o.f spies, yes, we Just passed a law in the Senate which actually will cut down on
SOVIet Spies, the Leahy-Coben amendment.

Mr. W1U: General, doesn't espionage increase exponentially as the size of government and
the SIZeof the group of people with access to classified information increases arithmetically"
And

I
• specifically, we have a Senate select committee with, what, 50 people on your staff?

sn t that Itself a problem?::n.STlLWEU: There should be no arithmetic or exponential connection as you suggest.
. Will.

Mr. W1U: Well, that's should.

Gen. STlLWEU: One of the important things to clarify, I think, when people talk about the
mU~ber of individuals who are cleared is thai the rules are very, very sound on that. When
you re given a clearance - secret, top secret _ it does not mean that your accessed to

jobeverr:::::
gthat has thai particular label but only that specific item which you need to do your

thai therefore ~ number of clearances have to increase as we get more black boxes so
almost every military mao needs to have some knowledge of one thing.

:. W1U: But the compartmentalizing of knowledge simply makes the jigsaw puzzle more
mplex for, the Soviet mtelligence agency thai's very good at pubing together jigsawP4es. ISIl: t ~re simply a quantitative problem? That if we're going to have as many

~p ~'fi:iust in government, not just in, say, the select oommittee staff- I'm trying to get

Sen. LEAHY: If you'd like me to respond-
Mr. W1U: I would.

~. lEAHY: Because you know, the Senate select committee- for one thing, that's a
k of ao tmprovement. Before there were about eight oommittees thai looked aI things just
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in the Senate alone. Now there's one. Highly compartmentalized in the way it is. You talk
about 50 staff members. There's only one staff member on each side of the aisle given full
access-c. two, I'm sony, on each side of tile aisle given full access to things. Talk about 40 or
SO. I've seen people come up to brief us from some oftbe intelligence agencies have 40 or 50
spear carriers with them when they come in carrying briefcases. We will allow only one or
two staff people in there.
Mr. GIBSON: All right, but let's talk ahout-
Sen. LEAHY: You know, somebody's got to do that kind of oversight, George. And we can
go back to the good old days, you know, the poison talcum powder in Castro's wetsuit, or we
could go the kind of intelligence improvements that we have made now. And a lot of the very
significant improvements in the intelligence community has come about because both the
House and the Senate intelligence committee have fonned the kind of bipartisan consensus
needed to push them through.
Mr. GIBSON: All right, but let's talk ahout the gmss numbers. George talked about things
growing exponentially. There are four million people in this country that have access to
classified documents.
Sen. LEAHY: That's too maoy. Thai's too maoy.
Mr. GIBSON: I understand there's 100,000- !()(),()()() - people wbu have access to the
absolute highest clearances. They have the absolute highest security c1earaoce.
Gen. STlLWEU: Make that 110,000.
Mr. GIBSON: A hundred and ten. All right, that's crazy. Thai's the population of, what?
Give me a city of lOO,()(X)people. How do you cut that down?
Sen. LEAHY: It's a quarter of the popoIation of my state.

Mr. GIBSON: All right, thai'S good.
Sen. LEAHY: If you want to put it in an example. That's far too maoy. Simply saying
you're going to cut down the number isn't going to be enough. Now, there's big scrambling
around now. Everybody wants to do a quick response to it. We'll have the death penalty and
we'll cut the numbers in half. That seems to be the answer. Great. It's not going to do a dam
thing by that alone. What we've have to do is decide what has to be classified, significantly
limit the number of things thai are going to be classified, but make sure those things thai are
truly should be. And then make the penalties very severe for the release of that, limit the
number of people that go in that, have a far better idea of what we're applying our classifi-
cation system to.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, General Stilwell, how do you decide wbu should be entitlted to
classified infonnation?
Gen, STlLWEU: It is done this way, Mr. Donaldson. The military departments, through
their chain of command, know what items of equipment, what pieces of knowledge must be
available to a soldier, sailor, airman, officer or enlisted man. And they put in a request for
clearance. They cao only put that request in if they've presumably made a judgment that be
must know that particular item. And that starts the chain. And we can talk in generalities
about cutting 50% or whatever. The fact remains the United States armed forces have a
mission to do, to accomplish. That mission includes classified knowledge, and all we can do
in working with this enormous problem, gentlemen, is reduce the risks to a prudent leveL
Because there's a risk in everything in the military establishment. But we can't be arbitrary
abuut this.
Mr. GIBSON: Let me take one more gross number. There are 3,500-4.000 Soviet and
Eastern bloc officials or woden; in this country and, as I understand it, the FBI assumes, or
has identified, 500 to 6(X) of them as people engaged in intelligence work. And we only have
300 to 400 FBI agents, as I understand, worldng in counterintelligence. Aren't you beaten
before you start?
Sen. LEAHY: You are certainly hurt before you've even started. It's considerably more
than 500 or 6(X). It's at least double that number who are involved in espionage here. There is
ao amendment thai was just passed the Senate, again, the Leaby-Coben amendment, which
would say thai they cannot have any more people with diplomatic inununity here in the
United States than we are allowed to have in the Soviet Union. It would immediately cut
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down the number here. Ironically enough, the State Department argued against it. I still can't
figure out why ~ It passed the Senate unanimously, and I think that it will pass finally the
Congress and be signed into law. It doesn't mean you're going to stop spying in here. There's
no way you could pass a law to outlaw the Soviet spying here, but you can certainly cut down
the number of those that have diplomatic inununity and give the FBI a fighting chance. Right
now they don't have that.
Mr. DONALDSON: Senator Leahy, General Stilwell, thank you very much for being with
us today. When we return, StanisIav Levcbenko. Before he defected to the United States he
was a member of the KGB. Now the Soviets would apparently like to see him dead.
Icommercial break]
Mr. DONALDSON: In 1979, Stanislav Levchenko abandoned his KGB post in Japan to
come to the West. He'd settled comJortably in his new home here in the United States when,
earlier this year. pre-trial testimony in the Miller case revealed that Russian agents were still
searching for him. Mr. Levchenko agreed to join us today, but be asks that we not show his
face, and that's understandable, Mr. Levcbenko, thank you for being with us today.
STANISLAY LEYCHENKO, fonner KGB recruiter: It's a pleasure to be with you.
Mr. DONALDSON: How does the KGB go about recruiting agents? Do they just sort of
look for someone to come in over the transom or through the door? Do they actually target
Americans and say, "We'll go after this person?'

Mr. LEYCHENKO: Primarily the recntitrnent process is a research work now. The KGB is
actually famous for spending some time into studying all possible targets in this country and
m other free world countries. KGB continuously collects information on new possible targets
through already existing agent networks all over the world. And normally KGB approacbes
people knowing their background, knowing their problems, knowing their talents. However,
sometimes when such cases like so-called walk-in happens, KGB and military intelligence
~Mces, GRU. are facing the situation and are recruiting the person who sells himself
literally.

Mr. WlU: Several generations ago the principal motive for spying was ideological; that is,
people. felt a certain residual sympathy for the politics of the Soviet Union. Today it seems
primatily to be money. People are just making a cold, calculated decision. Does this indicate
a change in Americans in some way? Does the Soviet intelligence network: consider
Amencans an easy mark, just the ethics of the country, that anything's for sale?
Mr. LEYCHENKO: KGB throughout aIroost 70 years of its existence adjusts itself and
adJUS!S Itself to situation in different countries. In some countries even now large number of
recnutments w~uld be on ideological basis. However, money, financial point was always
present. In Umted States statistically, as I understand, during the last at least two decades
most of the recrwtrnents KGB made by offering people money. So we can say that It IS
typical now for the situation in United States.
Mr'. W1U: To the extent that money, the simple calculation of material benefit, a cold
decision, IS at the, heart of much of this, does that not indicate to you that the one way l?
styrme the KGB IS to make the punishment, such as capital punishment, so severe that It
stops people from making this calculation? Would the KGB be distressed if it became known
to potential American targets that capital punishment awaited them if convicted?
Mr. LEYCHENKO: Any tightening of counterintelligence regimes in different countries,
and, naturally, m the United States, any harsh legislation naturally makes the work of KGB
more and more mcreasmgiy difficult.

Mr. GIBSON: Well, let me follow up on that capital punishment question, because I wonder
if there IS not a tum on It. The KGB, once they get somebody in their books, I gather, holds
them there. And I wonder if the KGB couldn't say to somebody "You've been working for
us. If you don't keep worlting for us, we'll tum you in and you' face capital punishment." I
wonder If It really couldn't work in their favor to some extent?
Mr. LEYCHENKO: Yes. This factor naturally KGB uses as a factor of blackmail; bowever,
I can say that pracbcallr m every case if somebody was recntited by KGB and at certain pomt
decided to break WIth It, to get loose from it, no matter what KGB will try to say, It S all
basically nonsense, because abroad KGB can do only limited harm to the local citizen whom
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they recruited. They won't definitely send dirty letters, you know, to the local newspapers,
for instance, you know, compromising the person or whatever. So KGB uses the fear, the
scare factor, as a tool in conttolling of their agents.
Mr. GIBSON: I'm struck by your work in Japan. You recntited a number of people that
were very high in the Japanese government. James Angleton, who used to ron the counter-
intelligence division of the CIA in this country, said he felt that the top levels of the United
States government and the top levels of the CIA were infilttated and compromised by the
KGB. Do you agree?
Mr. LEYCHENKO: I don't think so. At least, I don't have any knowledge of that.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Levchenko, the Soviets apparently are still looking for you; that's
why we're not going to show your face here today, and there are other.security measw::s that
have been instituted. Is that because they simply want to retaliate against your defection, or
do you still know things that they don't want us to discover?
Mr. LEYCHENKO: They would probably like to get me for the reasons of scaring any
possible followers of mirie in KGB or Soviet military intelligence service when people,
mostly on ideological reasons, leave the services, leave the Soviet Union to live in the West.
So to kill somebody or to intimidate somebody or harass they think will probably, you know,
kind of will help their work within their own ranks.
Mr. DoNALDSON: Why did you defect?
Mr. LEYCHENKO: My reasons were ideological. I was gerting myself ready morally and
politically for some time for that.
Mr .. WILL: Given the two aims of espionage, one is to compro~ the ability of. the l!~ted
States in a war-fighting situation and the other is to help the Soviet Um~ acqwre military
technology for whatever purposes. what is most important? The kind of military espionage In
the Walker case or the commercial espionage that goes on all the time?
Mr. LEYCHENKO: All of these types of espionage natorally are very important for KGB. I
want to remind that KGB is the largest intelligence service probably in the history of
civilization. But political, economical intelligence is every ~y b~,.you~, for ~
Soviet KGB. At the same time, the military intelligence, agamst primarily United States, IS
the number-ore task of the Soviet military intelligence, GRU, and of KGB too.
Mr. W1U: Isn't it remarkably easy, however, relatively easier, actually, to buy.through thin!
parties or third countries or compliant American businesses ~ are simply avaricious, to buy
information than it is to go through all the rigamarole of espionage?
Mr. LEYCHENKO: Yes, sure. The part of the first year directorate of KGB, which is
external intelligence service, which is called Department ~, ~ien~fic and teehnol0t?cal
intelligence, as I heard makes all operations of the whole Soviet mtelligence self-supportive.
It cove" by its-c. you know, if you wan' proceedings by profits It makes. And ultimately the
goals and targets for that part of the Soviet intelligence are established by the Soviet
Politburo.
Mr. GIBSON: Mr. Levchenko, Senator Leahy a moment ago said that be though, that the
number of Eastern bloc and Soviet people in this country engaged in intelligence is way over
500 or 600. It's probably around 1,000. I forget what number be exactly said. Do you think
that's accurate?
Mr. LEYCHENKO: Yeah, I think the figure must be quite large, no doubt about it.
Mr. GIBSON: A thousand? Does that seem reasonable?
Mr. LEYCHENKO: I don't know ex"".! figures, but I would say that from 35 to 40 percent
of the Soviet officials, travelers, you know, tourists in this country are mtelligence officers.
Mr. GIBSON: What's the single best step that the U.S. government could take to counter
that?
Mr .. LEVCHENKO: I don't think that I'm in a position to give such advice. However, as.a
person wbo lives in the United States and who got political asylum in this country and who IS
concerned about all these matte", I think that the act of making the number of U.S.
diplomats and Soviet diplomats in Moscow and in Washington equal, that can be a great help
for reducing of the scale of the Soviet espionage.

j
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Mr. GIBSON: Are you saying don't let any more Soviet diplomats in this country than they
let U.S. diplomats in their country?
Mr. LEVCHENKO: Exactly. That is right.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Levchenko, thank you very much for being with us today.
Mr. LEVCHENKO: Thank you.
Mr. DONALDSON: We've enjoyed hearing you and we've understood, certainly, why we
couldn't see you.
Mr. LEVCHENKO: Thank you.
Mr. DONALDSON: We'll be back with our free-for-all discussion, a discussion in which
almost anything goes, and joining us will be commentator Hodding Carter.
[commercial break}
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, gentlemen, the President seems to be recovering beautifully from
his cancer operation, and the question becomes, has he lost some momentum in his programs
and in the rest of his term from the standpoint of what he wants to do? A lot of people say.
well, this is inside-the-Beltway talk, but [ suppose it affects the whole country. George, what
do you think?
Mr. WILL: I think obviously he's been taken off the campaign trail for the tax reform
proposal, although it was unclear that that was central to the achievement of his second term
anyway. My feeling is that American politics is about real things, that it's about real interests,
~ issues, the ~alue of the currency, the stability, the deterrent, not about wh,'.,.U'e essen-
tially atmosphencs such as the perception of the President's health. [ think the President's
health is probably pretty good. It will be so perceived fairly soon, and then we'll get back to
the difficult questions that will determine-
Mr. DONALDSON: But this President has always been the best salesman for his programs,
or previously for people like General Electric. Will be be able to sell as hard?
Mr. WILL: .Tell me ~owth~GNP is going to grow. ] mean. because this president is not a
Teflon President. This President went down far in the polls and steeply in the polls in 1982
wh~nthe ecoI?-0my went ~~wn.1985 and '86 are the years when the decisions get difficult.
He, s not conung on acqumng now a reputation as a great communicator by saying, "Hey,
let s all have a tax cut." People think.t'Terrific. "
Mr, DONALDSON: Charlie, you cover the Hill. What do they think up there about the
future?

Mr, GIBSON: Well,. you know, Idisagree with George, who says that this is not central, the
tax reform. package IS not central to the Reagan initiative. He's the one who called it the
second revolution. And the fact that he is taken off the campaign trail for a couple of months,
these we~ th~months when the Reagan administration said they were going to build with a
ferv.or this drive for ~ ref~rm..Well, the President is confined to a hospital bed or in the
"Yhite H~ or out m Calif0f!Ua, confined in his activities. And I think it's going to hurt
him. There IS no sense of any kind of mandate now developing on the Hill at all. Idon't know
how many people are writing Rostie anymore, but I don't think- Idon't think there's any
great sense of momentum on this.
Mr, DONALDSON: Hodding, has he really lost just a little momentum and he'll get it back,
or has he lost the game?

HOODING CARTER, PBS commeiilalui: You ask a good question. [ mean, there are
hardly any letterscorning to Rostie anymore. Imean, tax reform, the budget difficulties, a
wh~l~host of thin~ preceded the cancer operation and await not just the President but
d~lS1on~ that are g~mg to be tough to make not just for President Reagan but for the entire
Hill. With the President ~ey were not going to be easy to make. Without him, they are
somewhat tougher, but I think George actually is right. The critical questions are whether or
not the country feels any need to mobilize behind gel1ing a handle on the budget, gel1ing a
hand!e on. tax reform.. I~ou1d suggest the latter is as dead as a doornail in real terms, and the
first IS going to be a major problem that awaits action.
~r. WILL: !he ~ident being ~nt and center and active on the campaign trail is important
If, but only If, the ISSUes are essentially plebiscitory. That is, you can say, let's all say yes or
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no to a tax cut. Well, everyone's going to say yes. Or, let's all say yes or no to Grenada, and
people say yes. People do not say yes or no. You're never going to get a groundswell on tax
reform because tax reform is about simplicity and equity and things that no one believes
Congress is going to quite vote on anyway. What Congress is going to vote on in the end is
accelerated depreciation and the investment tax credit and all kinds of highly technical
matters that are simply not the sort of things that a massive society such as ours rallies
around, least of all in August when they're all at the beach.
Mr. GIBSON: Your argument is wbether you can build a mandate. [think you can build a
mandate. They were describing this as a family tax question, as tax reform, and as tax cuts
for individuals. Well, you can get people to say yes to that, and ifReagan had been able to go
out and present it in the kind of terms that he presents things so well, maybe there was a
chance. But [ want to come back to the budget because they are losing time on the budge<.
And as they lose time on the budget, so do they, in effect, move back the attention given to
tax reform. And on the budget situation, [ think Congress is not making itself look good and
maybe they're playing into the President's hands on this. But the Senate is pointiog at the
House, the House is pointiog at the Senate, and wben you get that kind of finger-pointing
usually the fingers tum and come back to point at you. The Congress is squabbling now in a
situation where it makes itself look bad. And it was interesting that Don Regan this week,
when he was doing his table-pounding act and pointiog fingers himself, was pointiog fingers
at the 'Congress as a whole, not at the Republican Senate or the Democratic House.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, Hodding-
Mr, GIBSON: He was saying the Congress as a whole.
Mr. DONALDSON: -as you know, the Republican senators think that Mr. Reagan be-
trayed them by pulling back from the deal that be had made to back freezing the Social
Security COLAs. This was before be went in the hospital. In fact, then, dues it mal1er
whether the President had gone to the hospiral, or is it more important that be pulled back
from the deal?
Mr. CARTER: To be perfectly honest, in some ways - and, like, this is not meant in the
way it's going to sound - in some ways his illness and the surgery obscure some realities
about what he has or hasn't been able to do with major issues. And the budget's a good one.
If there's ever an issue in which Don Regan better be pounding on something, it is the
budget. Because if he doesn't pound everybody's going to notice how much responsible the
White Howe is for the failure to come up with an intelligent budget plan which may have
some chance of passing. and the sellout of the Senate by the White House is central to what
has happened right now in this impasse. [f [ were the Congress, [ would be standing there
throwing a lot more stones back at the White House than they are able to do, precisely
because the President is sick.
Mr. DONALDSON: Okay, does it matter whether we have a budget .£eS?luti~? Charli~,
they're going to pass appropriations bills. They're going to pass authorization bills. Does it
matter that we have collected ourselves ahead of time?
Mr. GIBSON: Well, this gets difficult, and [ think there actually is a basic ntisunderstnding
about what a budget is. A budget only sets ceilings, or attempts to set ceilings. at what the
Congress can spend. Now, the Senate has cut $56 billion in spending this ~ear m one set of
areas, the House has cut $56 billion in another set of areas. Each body says .t will live within
its own constraints. The problem is, where the House is spending low the Senate will spend
high, and where the Senate is spending low the House will spend high, and you always
gravitate to the higher figure. That's the way things work in Congress. And you won't effect
real budget savings.
Mr. DONALDSON: Let me ask you a quick question on wbether you think there is going to
be any groundswell behind President Reagan simply becanse be's gnne throu~ this trauma
and, once again, as in 1981, handled himself with such elan. Does be get that kind of benefit,
George?
Mr. WILL: [ don't think so.
Mr, DONALDSON: Why not?
Mr. WILL: Well, because, again, people- politicians is about interests, real material things
m this country, or large ideas such as civil rights. But sentiment for a president, although
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profoundly felt and although not trivial in the general climate of govenunent opinion, does
not control the government.
Mr. DONALDSON: Hodding?

Mr. CARTER: I agree with that entirely. I mean. this is a case in which hard issues are
before both Congress and the President, and the American people have no more consensus on
where they want to go on this than the man in the lI1OOfi, and the President's approach, since
It has been all over the lot, particularly on the budget, was not going to really bring them
together behind an issue.

Mr. DONALDSON: But, Charlie, we all remember in 1981 when, after he had recovered
somewhat from that assassination attempt, be came before a joint meeting of the Congress
and Just was received With such great enthusiasm. That won't happen again this year?
Mr. GIBSON: Well, if be chooses to come back to the Hill wben be comes back to
'Yashin~n m. ~mbe,r. I think he'll be received with great enthusiasm. But there's a
difference: This ~ we re not in our first budget cycle with Ronald Reagan. We've been
through this four tunes before. Secood of all, in '81 yoo had the Gramm-Latta tax package
that, was cOIJ1.!Dgup. That was a big change. It was the new Ronald Reagan at that time.
We ve ,seen him before. And to add a third point, and I don't want to sound crass, that time
was a ttme of an attempted assassination. This time was an operation with a sick 74-year-oldman. •

Mr. WIll: I think there is one great speech coming up and there won't be a dry eye in the
house w~en the President goes up to Congress to give it. The trouble is that it's one thing, I
keep saymg, to go before the country and say, take a tax cut, be brave, eodure it. And people
then say what a wonderfu! communicator. But when you go up and you say, "Let's modify
mvestment ~ credits and accelerated depreciation," people tune out. You cannot talk in
such fine detail to a country like this.

Mr. DONA~: Well, what are we saying? Are we saying that, for whatever the
reasons, and w.e ve ~ed about them here, it's downhill for the next 3112 years for the
Reagan domestic presidency?

Mr. CARTER: Now, George didn't say that, and I would try to paraphrase again what he did
say. A lot of very real things will affect-

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, what do you think, Hedding?

GeorgMr.C~: All right, I'm going to say what I think. For once I'm almost agreeing with
1 e e. I think IS that what detenmines where be stands in personal popularity will in~ "f be determined by where m fact such things as, how does my paycheck look m
. ? 0 my pnces, how does my perception of what we're doing in the world change over
lItneiliAnd that IS something that he may or may not have anything to do. I would suggest to
~~u. ~m faetordshemay go out extremely popular without Congress having ever come to grips
gn~in 'ther what ,the governn:tent, the White House and Congress, having really come to

ps WI W are long-term time bombs.
Mr WIll' I think the .
rel;vant And I beli co~panson ~tween Eisenhower and Reagan becomes more, not: less,
that the . eve Eisenhower s second tenn a man buoyed by great personal affection

country felt for him, his second term was more productive than the first.:ie~~:Okay, let's switch to foreign affairs for a moment. As you know,
extrao~ :mea lDl~ a state of emergency over 36 townships and regions, gave
State De ':t ers to the J:'Oliceto suppress dissent, or unrest, as they would say. And the
Rea ~. ~ With a statt:men! ~at was very mild. Does this suggest that the
men~~ administration IS, as some of Its cnucs say, simply in bed with the Pretoria govern-

Mr. WIll' I don't think I thi
to have a· hase so: ink there are se,:"erelimits as to what the United States c~.do
foota e P,W'C . on affairs down there, and It does seem to me, looking at the teleVISion
to co~: ~ ge~ ~ut of there, o~ the terrible violence of blacks against blacks, it's going
Africa andnuse wand ad been a .farrly sUbs~tiai opinion in favor of the blac~ in ~outh
one man' more more Amencans are gomg to tlrink. that it is indeed a case In Africa of- , one-vote once.

Mr. CARTER: Excep!, of course, if you think about our own history and think about those
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townships and some of those deaths, which are deplorable under any circumstances, to quote
the State Department. Y00 have to think about them roughly as a group of patriots going after
Tories. Most of the objects of scorn are in fact scorned. Most of the objects of terror in the
townships are in fact part of that great apparatus of slate security which, in a communist
system, we would call totalitarian.
Mr. WIll: That girl who was beaten to death and burned?
Mr. CARTER: Let me finish. And a great number of those who are being tarred, feathered,
beaten and the like can best be equated to the Tories at a time in our own history when they
were in fact tatred and feathered, beaten, homed, killed.
Mr. WIll: How do you know that?
Mr. CARTER: Wait. Because most of the accounts make very clear that the ones who are
being chased down are people who would be, under other circumstances, considered
Quislings, those who are conspiring with those who keep them in slavery, those who keep
them in a system which says that they are not human and not worthy objects of govenunent.
Mr. WIll: It's a peculiar Quisling that goes oot into a mob that is apt to, and indeed does
frequently, turn on them and kill them.
Mr. CARTER: A Quisling goes oot believing be has the power of the slate behind him,
which has the power to support him. What the mobs are now saying is that they are going to
do what they cannot do, which is to try to bring down that apparatus.
Mr. WIll: Isn't it possible that the mob is just a mob, a hydrnbeaded monster behaving
irrationally?
Mr. GIBSON: But the root problem in that country is apattbeid, and it seems to me that this
country has to do something to get on the leading edge. There is change coming in that
country, and this country needs to be on the leading edge, it seems to me, of anticipating and
responding to that change. There is a bill now proceeding through the Congress that would
Impose sanctions on South Africa. It seems to me that becomes perhaps more imperative
now, given what's happening there. It does a number of things, and I would suspect that
those become more important now, given what's happened in the last-
Mr. DONALOSON: All right, we've got a shott time left. Let's get to something. that's
lIIlportant to a lot of Americans in summertime. They've set a baseball strike deadline. Is
there going to be a strike, George?
Mr. WIll: It's beginning to look dismal because the proletariat, which is making $370,000,
IS It, on average-c.

Mr. CARTER: Average salary, $370,000 a year, yes.
.Mr. WIll: You just have a huge difference over who's cooking whose books. The owners
say they're losing $43 million. Looking at the same numbers, the players say, "You're
making $9 million," and they want a bigger- it's all about money and it's irrelevant. The
President, If necessary, should conscript these devils and make them play baseball.
Mr. DONALOSON: You mean like Harry Truman went into the steel mills in 1950?
Mr. WILL: This is much more important. The country can live without steel.

Mr. CARTER: Unfortunately, thoogh, this is nowata point in which you talk about the
people not really caring in the August days about what's happening in Washington. At a
given point it's very, very difficult for most people, if not for George, to give much of a hoot
about an ISSue involving overpaid players and fat-eat owners.
Mr. DONALOSON: Charlie, is there any remedy on Capitol Hill?
Mr. GIBSON: No. Capitol Hill hasn't been able to get baseball for Washington, much less to
he able to solve something like this, if I can pot in a plug. But no, I don't think there's any
SOIUbonon Capitol Hill. It will only have to be the owners and the players seemg the light
that they are destroying each other, it seems to me, if they go to a strike.
Mr. DONAlDSON: But isn't this a free enterprise system? Imean, isn't that what it's aU
about, let people sbike for higher wages?
Mr. CARTER: That's what I always like to think about baseball, being essentially an
mdustrial issue.
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Mr. W1U: Hooding, I do not-
Mr. CARTER: That's the way you really keep your fans is '0 make them thiok that this is a
major industrial issue.
Mr. DONALDSON: Last word, George.
Mr. W1U: Calvin Coolidge became president by forbidding a Boston police strike, and I
suggest to some candidate that at least the road to power lies in keeping essential workers on
the job.
Mr. DONALDSON: Thank you. Thank you very much, gentlemen. We've run out of time
on that note. I'll be back in a moment with just a final word.
{commercial break]
Mr.DONALDSON: Well, that's our program for this Sunday. I'll be back at the dinnerhour
with a look at what's been happening in the few hours since this broadcast on World News
Sunday. And Brit Hume will have the late-night update on the Weekend Report. I'm Sam
Donaldson. For all of us here at This Week with David Brinkley, until next Sunday, good
afternoon.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

August 11, 1985
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now. froro our
Washington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: In the 1960s we had what was called a sexual revolution. Now, says a
doctor at the Centers for Disease Control, we may see the end of it. Why? Because fear of
disease, particularly a disease that seems invariably to be fatal, AIDS. They say it is our
biggest public health danger, spreading far beyond the homosexual community, and ap-
parently anyone can get it. But what to do? Today's guests, Dr. James Mason of the
Department of Health and Human Services, director of the Centers for Disease Control; Dr.
Jean-Claude Chennann, head of the AIDS research team at the Pasteur lnstitute in Paris;
Jeffrey Levi, political director of the National Gay Task Force; Representative Henry
Waxman, Democrat, California, chairman of the House Subcommittee on Health and
Environment; some background from our man John Martin; and our discussion here with
George Will, Sam Donaldson and Mary Anne Dolan, all here on our Sunday program.

First, a little news. In Durban, South Africa, the loss of life is now said to be 65 in the
fighting between the blacks and the lndians. In Uganda, the army, in an orgy of looting and
murder, killed 14 civilians, including doctors and a nurse. In Lebanon, Moslem gunmen
kidnapped an officer of the Kuwaiti Embassy and then released him, kidnapped about 50
Christian travelers and then released them. China said if the United States reduced textile
imports it would retaliate. it said, in- no uncertain terms.

We'll be back with two doctors looking for a cure for AIDS, a congressman involved in
health issues, and an official of the Gay Rights Task Force and all the rest of today's program
in a moment.
[commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Until a few years ago nobody ever heard of AIDS. Present medical
doctrine is that it originated in central Africa, where it is rampant today, spread from there
perhaps to Haiti, perhaps to Cuba, and then to the United States and most of the world,
except, and nobody knows why, except to the Orient, where it is almost unknown. It is
growing rapidly and, while about three-fourths of its victims are homosexual, the other fourth
are not. There is no cure, there is no real treatment. No doubt in time there will be, but there
is none yet. Before we talk to our guests, some background on an alarming medical problem
from John Martin. John?

JOHN MARTIN: America seems more alarmed and alert about AIDS in just the last
month, David, than in all the four years since it was first diagnosed here in the United
. States. Rock Hudson's illness has had a lot to do with that, but experts are predicting
40,000 new cases in the next two years. As a city, San Francisco has already experienced
a lot of the problems that many American communities are only now beginning to face.
So, for those of us who will suffer AIDS and those of us who will try to help, San
Francisco is a good place to look back at our future.
BILL POPE: And the doctor came back into the room after getting the X-rays. I
remember him sitting down ~ I was in a chair ~ and he said, "We're going to have to
put you in the hospital." He said it could have been other things, but that was his
suspicion, and it was the only time I cried.
MARTIN [voice-over}: For a year now Bill Pope has had a pneumonia related to AIDS,
as his doctor put it. Half of all the 12,000 AIDS patients diagnosed in America have died.
The living know that there is no cure, and that their death could come in perhaps only a
year or so. More than 10% of all the AIDS victims in America come from San Francisco,
virtually all from a gay community that Bill Pope photographed himself to make this
videotaped portrait. AIDS is still largely a disease of homosexuals, but that could change.
The head of San Francisco's Communicable Disease Control Bureau says heterosexuals
exposed to AIDS could be spreading it unknowingly. Without action, he says, AIDS
could afflict heterosexual men and women who have had sexual contact with AIDS
victims. Not casual contact, but sexual exposure.
Dr. MERLE SANDE, san Francisco physician: At the rate the epidemic is grow-
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ing , in a couple of years I think every city in this country is going to have an enormous
number of AIDS patients.
MARTIN [voice-over]: In four years, San Francisco has diagnosed about 1,200 people
with AIDS. Hospitals have set aside clinics to treat patie.nts. Volunteers have stepped
forward to provide counseling. Citizens have set up hothnes to help ease the pam of
victims who fear death and friends who fear exposure.

HOTUNE VOLUNTEER: When you're «posed to AIDS one of basically three
things could happen.

TIM WOLFREO, San Francisco AIDS foundation: Where there has been educa-
tion the phobia dies off. People, once they get information, realize there IS nothing to be
afraid of in normal, everyday contact around AIDS.
MARTIN [voice-over]: Still, it is a race against death that is under way all across ,the
world. A team of French doctors at the Pasteur Institute in Paris identified AIDS as a v~s
in 1983. Eleven months later, American researchers made a similar discovery. The VIrus

lowers resistance to disease. Here in Paris the Institute is testing a drug calle.d HPA-23,
which inhibits the enzyme needed by the AIDS virus to reproduce itself. This week the
FDA may be asked to permit experiments with HPA-23 in the United Slates. But
researchers are worried about side effects. TIley also don't know if suppressing the AIDS
virus will cure the disease. As alarm rises, however, the United States has be~un t?
increase research efforts. Health and Human Services Secretary Margaret Heckler Identi-
fied AIDS as a major target two years ago.
Or. JAMES MASON, Centers lor Disease Control: Secretary Heckler has declared
it was our highest priority, and we've been encouraged to put ~verything we need to get
the work. done on AIDS. The research, the control, the prevention, whatever necessary.
Rep. HENRY WAXMAN, (D) California, Health and Environm:1
Subcommittee: The Reagan administration for the last several years has ~pproac
the AIDS epidemic on a business-as-usual manner, and now we're finally getting them to
recognize the severity of the problem, but we need more funds and we need them on a
crash basis.
MARTIN [voice-over}: The Reagan administration originally planned to ~nd atx;~:
$85.5 million for research this coming year, but changed its mind ~d asked onf~ to
$126 million. Still, critics complain that the Public Heal~ Service would ~ .. o bout
divert funds from other projects. But the trend is up, partly m the wake of pu iciry a
Rock Hudson and another actor who called to wish him well.
RON NAJMAN, National Gay Task Force: I think perhaps Rock Hudson': ~o;.;ro~
down with AIDS might do for AIDS what the President's recent surgery did 0

cancer. And I think we can all benefit by that.
• • £. death the lessonMARTIN [voice-over]; For BiU Pope and thousands like him racing oitalb I has

comes down to a personal feeling about life. Recently he was back m the hospi u
now returned to work. .

. d that influencesMr. POPE: There's a spirit that moves us and that motivates us, an. d friends
others around us. And it's brought out a lot of love from not only my famill~ an
but from people I've met. It's a journey. I don't know what the future ho s.

. learn from the
MARTlN: Nor does the country know where it is going, but perhaps It 'aile d their sexual
message of what has happened here. Many gays have sharply curtar e t face the
activity. The community has tried to avoid panic, to understand all:d to he~~~ finally
worst but to work for the best, for the day when the scourge of thIS new
loses its power. David? . h f

who IS c teMr. BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Coming next, Dr. Jean-Claude Cherr;;ann, Institute in
of the viral cancer laboratory and head of the AIDS research team at, the asteurfor Disease
Paris, France, and, shortly, the director of the U.S. government s Ce~ters ofa HoUse
Control, the political director of the National Gay Task Force, and the chamnan
subcommittee on health. In a moment.
[commercial break} ·th us

. in to be WIMr. BRINKLEY: Dr. Chermann,in Paris, thank you vel}' much for corning
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today. Happy to have you with us.
Dr. JEAN-CLAUOE CHERMANN, Pasteur Institute: Thank you vel}' much.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Here with us areGeorge Will of ABC News and Sam Donaldson, ABC
News White House correspondent. Doctor, in this country we are seeing to an increasing
degree the spread of AIDS beyond the homosexual community and into the general popu-
lation. Do you see that in France?
Dr. CHERMANN: Yes. Let me just make a comment about what you said before.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Please do.
Dr. CHERMANN: I would like to remember that we find the virus in 1983, we find the
cytopathic effect. Now we have a blood test, and in '85 we know the identity of the virus, the
complete sequence of virus. That mean you look very pessimist, and my opinion, knowing
that, now we can do something. And now, if we would repeat, I'll respond what you said
about in France we find also some increase in heterosexual population.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now, you are working with a drug called HPA-23,is thatright?
Dr. CHERMANN: Yes, right.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You've been experimenting with it for some time.
Dr. CHERMANN: Yes, we find this drug 10 years ago in working with (?)Ieukemia virus.
And you know, when we find the virus in 1983, the clinician came and said, "Okay, you
have the cause effects, but what you have against?" And at this time we knew that we have a
drug that was inhibiting the reverse transcriptase. You know, the reverse transeriptase is an
enzyme that is specific for this kind of virus. And we decide because of the severity of some
patients, the severity of disease of some patients, we decide to start to use this drug. And
what I can say now, I can say we start when we know that the patient have the virus. That
mean, we need to isolate the virus before starting the treatment. And during the treatment, we
take again the lymphocyte and we try to isolate the virus and we do not find the virus. That
means when the drug is present in the blood we are inhibiting the virus. When we stop, the
virus start again. We don't know why. Maybe by a recontamination by the patient himself,
by, I don't know, maybe sexual practice or by a recontamination, or because it's a body
reservoir. We don't know exactly. And for that we decide now to do a longer dosage and
longer time with the drug. Yes? Sorry.
GEORGE WILL: Doctor, I'm interested in how optimistic you are prepared to be. Is it
possible, or would you say is it even probable that, say, 10 years from now, since we have
now defined it as a virus and located the virus and money is being appropriated, is it possible
that 10 years from now we would have the same control over AIDS that we now have over
polio, which 30 years ago was a terrible scourge?
Dr. CHERMANN: Yes, I will tell you something. With this virus is something like a long
time incubation. I would say three, four or five years. And like you are asking me about
HPA~23 , I can't tell you, for HPA-23 we are inhibiting the virus, and we have to wait longer
time to know if inhibiting the virus and doing something else. Now, we hope to do something
else. That means, we hope to reconstruct the immunity when the drug is-- when the virus is
inhibited. But to be clear, what I was saying was for the polio, or for the polio, we have two
type of disease, Iwould like to take another type of disease. When you get the virus you get
the disease. Here, when you get the virus you have a long time of incubation. And to
understand about the treatment, about the vaccine, about what you want, you have to wait.
You have to wait to see if you have something better than nothing. That is one of my
opinions.
Mr. WILL: Doctor, some Americans were puzzled and some, Iguess, a1anned that a famous
American, Rock Hudson, flew to Paris to get treatment that he could not get in the United
States. Is it your impression that you enjoy more freedom or that American doctors are
suffering irrational and indefensible regulation in the pursuit of AIDS?
Dr. CHERMANN: Okay. The case of Rock Hudson, I don't know. If you want, when we
receive American patients, we receive first a letter or a visit of the physician, of the clinician
or of the doctor. For Rock Hudson, I don'r know if we get it. But what I know, if we get
another name and we get a visit of that doctor, he bring blood, we isolate the virus and we do
that. That means for alI American patients, we need a contact with the physician; that we



have. In all the experimental treatment we have done, it was always controlled by the
American doctor that they were sending us the patient before. Do you know what I'm
saying?
SAM DONALDSON: Dr. Chennann-
Dr, CHERMANN: And, for that, maybe. And now about the freedom, I don't know. When
we decide, you know- when you have a patient, when you isolate the virus for this
patient- now, remember in 1983 he was a young hemophiliac boy for a thirteen year old.
What to decide? You come in my room, I say we have the virus, and the clinician said, I
have a boy is dying. Do you have something? And we met with 10 or 15 doctors and we
decided- we looked about the product, we looked about the chance. We know that this drug
was inhibiting individuals with reverse transcriptase. What you decide? I don't know. We
decide to--- we bet and we have done, and we have seeo--.
Mr. DONALDSON: Doctor, I'm sorry to interrupt you, but before we are out of time here, I
want you to tell us the various ways in which the virus can be transmitted.
Dr. CHERMANN: Okay. The virus as you know, the virus is located in the semen. It is
located in the saliva, it is located in the lymphocyte. It could be transmitted by blood. And I
h~pe now it's finished because we have the blood test and we will only use the blood donor
WlthOU~any VIruS. But the second thing is the saliva and the sperm- and the semen. That
means IS an heterosexual transmission, that sexually transmissable disease. That means now,
with th~lymphocyte, with the virus in the semen, you can give the virus. For the saliva it's
more difficult. Why? Because the virus has to cross the vascular barrier. That means it has to
in!ect .~e lymphocyte. And if you are not bleeding or if you are not giving the virus up, I
think It s less contagious by the saliva. I don't know. We don't know yet. I mean, maybe
James Mason will answer this question. The CDC knows maybe better than I know.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Dr. Chennann, thank you. Thank you very much for being with us today.
Corning next, Representative Henry Waxman, Democrat, California, chairman of the House
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment. He is in London. And Dr. James Mason,
acting assistant secretary for health, Department of Health and Human Services, head of the
Centers for Disease Control. He is in Jacksonville, Florida. And, shortly, the political
director of the National Gay Task Force. In a moment.
[commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Congressman Waxman in London, and Dr. Mason in Jacksonville, thank
you both for coming in, talking with us today. Pleased to have you with us. Now, here's a
question you ~an both deal with in one way or another. Is the govermnent financing of AIDS
resean::h and IS government leadership in this research adequate? I hear it both ways. What do
you think? Mr. Waxman?

Rep, HENRY WAXMAN, Health and Environment Subcommittee: [don't think we
h~ve responded with the adequacy that this crisis demands. The Reagan administration h~
tned to ~ut comers, they've hied to shortchange research, and we're now seeing a public
health ~lsas~er of enormous magnitude. We need to have a crash program, an all-out effort,
something like th~ Manhattan Project that led us to the development of the atomic ~mb
when we were trymg to get that bomb before the Nazis. But we have really not done the JOb.
and the Reagan administration has resisted the call from their own public health people for
more funds that they say we desperately need.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Dr. Mason?

Dr, JAMES MASON,. acting assistant Health secretary: David, we're making tre-
men?ous progress. here III this country. We're declaring AIDS our number-one priority m ~e
publIc health service, as Secretary Margaret Heckler has told us to spare nothing to get ~~s
JObdone. And ~hen you look and see what has been accomplished in the past five years, It s
a~sol~tely ~azmg. Y"e still have a .long ways to go, but we clearly understand today how
t s disease IS ~sI!'Ittex:t. We h~ve Isolated the virus, working closely with the French. We
have a test that will identify the VIruS in blood that's been donated at the blood bank. That test
can now,be used. to test individuals to know whether they've come in contact with the virus or
~~:. ~e re m~ng progress with regard to chemotherapy and vaccine. I think great leader-

p as been displayed on the part of this government and we're making progress and we
can be proud of It. '
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~r. ~RINKLEY: Well, we ha~e some disagreement on that, but how about this? The figures
m this area are, of course, flexible, uncertain. But the best figure we can find at the moment
is that we presently have 12,000 cases of AIDS in this country and by spring, we are told,
that figure is expected to double. And we are told that something like a half million, or maybe
a million, people are infected but not yet showing any symptoms. If those figures are right, is
that an epidemic? What is an epidemic? Dr. Mason?
Dr. MASON: An epidemic is an unusual occurrence of any disease, and there is no question
that we're facing a disastrous epidemic of this disease that we call AIDS. The number of
cases thus far have doubled in each succeeding year.
Mr. BRINKLEY: So in time it will be in the millions, if nothing is done?
Dr. MASON: Well, we hope that those things that are being done can stem the tide here. We
have to realize that the disease is not a mystery. It's true that we do not have a therapeutic
agent that will attack the virus itself. We do not have a vaccine. We're leaving no stone
untumed in terms of developing these kind of products. But while we're waiting, while we're
doing everything we can, we know how this disease is transmitted. And if we can convince
people to shift their lifestyle, if people will develop a socially responsible type of sex, or safe
sex, a stable, monogamous relationship, then we can stop the transmission of this disease in
its tracks. If we can convince those who are using illicit drugs by intravenous injection to stop
using those drugs, or to clean up the needles and the drug paraphernalia, we can stop further
transmission. And while we're looking for that vaccine that we need so badly, while we're
looking for effective chemotherapeutic agents, we've got to get out into every community,
not just those cities that have most of-the cases, but into every community and hamlet and see
if we can't modify behavior so that we can stop this disease in its tracks now.
Mr. WILL: Dr. Waxman/sic], you've said that the amount of money being given is just a
drop in the bucket, but as I understand it, the funding for AIDS research is going to have
increased twentyfold in the last four years. How big a bucket do we need, particularly when
this seems to be yet another public health problem that is, in a sense, optional. It's like
smoking. It's like eating the wrong stuff or drinking too much. It's a product of reformable
foolish behavior.
Rep. WAXMAN: Well, I think that's a mistaken notion. If you listen to the distinguished
scientist from France, he indicated that people don't even know that they're a transmitter of
fuis~s,~~'t~~~~the~~~~~~~,~
that could be three, four, five years down the road. We have a horrible situation, we need to
find a way to prevent it. If you look at the educational efforts, the Reagan administration has
put practically no money into that. If you look at the cure for this disease, we haven't been
able to get our researchers to get going on experimenting with these various antiviral drugs.
We're sitting on the sidelines while we're looking to see what's going on in France or in
Sweden, and our own researchers are telling us they just don't have enough money to really
do anything to test the various leads that may hold promise. So we have an enormous
problem of people who are going to need a cure, or we're going to spending $ 160,000 to treat
each one of those patients, and we need to figure out a way to prevent this disease, not to
think that it's simply an optional question and that in some way the disease will go away.
That's the way the Reagan administration has looked at it, and I think that's why we're
getting further and further behind coming to terms with this crisis.
Mr. WILL: Dr. Mason, can you tell me in what sense this is, as Secretary Heckler has said,
our number-one public health problem, given that alcohol, tobacco, heart disease, high blood
pressure, cancer, lots of things, are going to kill a lot more people this year, and are going to
cost the public a great deal more in treatment?
Dr. MASON: You're absolutely correct, David[sic], that we have to maintain balance in
what we're doing. But while we're looking at heart disease, cancer and these other diseases,
Secretary Heckler has declared that we will discover how to prevent AIDS and do something
so that this epidemic will not continue to spread in the population. I want to make it
absolutely clear, I want to underline, that lack of money is not slowing down this nation in its
progress. The National Cancer Institute is in the thick of this AIDS investigation. They've
screened over 100 drugs. We're in phase one clinical trials of a series of chemotherapeutic
agents and agents that will help to enhance the immune system that's destroyed by the AIDS
virus. And although one drug, HPA-23, is not currently available in the United States, it's
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manufactured in France, it will be as soon as we can convince them to allow its use here in
this country.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right. I'd like to ask hoth of you a quesrion and get a short answer
from you. Should acquiring AIDS now stigmatize a person? Does it ought to stigmatize a
person as being a very bad person, Dr, Mason?
Dr. MASON: No. People can get AIDS in a number of different ways, and the mere fact that
a,perso~ has AIDS sh~uld ~ot stigmatize them in terms of employment, in terms of their civil
nghts, m terms of their pnvacy. We have to deal with this as a very tragic disease.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right, Congressman Waxman?
Rep. WAXMAN: Well, I agree with Dr. Mason. This is a tragic disease. We need to figure
out how to cure It and we need to stop the spread of it. And it would be an awful diversion
from that effort if we decided we want to 'pick on people who are already suffering so
enormously from this disease.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Our time is almost up, but I have a quick question for Dr. Mason, one that
I know a great many people wonder about. Is it possible to contract AIDS through drinking
glasses, hand-shaking, this sort of contact?
Dr. M~SON: Dav~d,. this disease is not easily transmitted from person to person. It's
trans~ned throug~ mnmate contact, through exchange of body fluids and blood. Although
the VIIU~~as been .Isolated from saliva, there is no evidence - no epidemiological evidence
- that It s transnutted by casual contact, hand-shaking, drinking glasses. Even the doctors
and m~~s that .take c~ of AIDS patients in the hospitals are not acquiring the disease, their
blood tsn t turning positive. So one has to be intimately associated with either blood or semen
or some other body fluid.
Mr. BRINKLEY: So people need not wony on that score.
Dr, MASON: Ahsolutely.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Congressman Waxman and Dr. Mason, thank you hoth very much for
being With ~ an?glvm,£ us your views and information. Thank you again. Coming next,
Jeffrey Levi, political director of the National Gay Task Force. In a moment.
{commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Levi, thank you very much for coming in. Nice to have you with us
today.
JEFFREY LEVI, National Gay Task Force: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY.: Now, the National Gay Task Force is concerned, among other things, with
prot~ctmg c~vIl nghts of your community members. Now, do you object to, say, the armed
services taking blood samples, employers, insurance companies and so on. taking blood
samples before people are enlisted or hired, looking for AIDS?
Mr. LEVI: Well, ~e don't really have a test for AIDS. What we have is a lest for antibodies
to the lfI1..V-3 ,,:lnIS.,That doe~n't tell us whether a person is going to develop AIDS,
whether a pe~n IS gomg to get Sick. So at this point there isn't a justification for that kind of
a mass ~reemng. In almost all employment situations there really is no reason to discrimi-
nate against someone who has ~S, as long as they are physically able to work. As we
heard Dr. M~n say, casual routine contact does not result in transmission of the disease. So
therefor:e there IS no ~n for. the kind of discrimination that a lot of people with AIDS and
people m groups associated With AIDS have been experiencing.
Mr. ~LDSON: Patrick Buchanan, the communications director at the White House,
wrote m 1983, before he went to the White House that AIDS was a plague from God on
homosexuals because they'd broken God's law. Do you find this to be a prevalent attitude?
Mr. LEVI: Unfortunately there are some people from the radical right and from the right-
w~g religiousgroups who.are tIy~g to portray this as a religious judgment of some kind. It's
a lame-the-victim ~ntality that ISn't appropriate in any kind of disease. This is a disease
that IS affecting all kinds of people. And in fact it originated in central Africa, we think, and
where ~t lS P~0!W~tly a heterosexual disease. And I don't think anyone would claim that
AID~ ~ A.frica IS a Judgment by God on Africans. Similarly, I don't think it's right to say
that It IS a Judgment on any American who happens to get this disease and therefore doesn't
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justify reducing our effort to solve this public health problem.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, that may he your view, hut what do you find? Do you find-- you
have mentioned the radical right. Surely more Americans and people who are associated with
that particular label are concerned about AIDS and look on it as something that began in this
country, at least, in the homosexual community.
Mr. LEVI: Well, I think what we are experiencing with AIDS, reactions to AIDS, is that
people's fear of gay men and lesbians is coming out in the form of phobia about AIDS. And
SOa lot of the discrimination that people are experiencing who are associated in some way
with AIDS are really finding out what it's been like to be a gay man or a lesbian in this
country.
Mr. WILL: If someone drives recklessly, hits a bridge and kills himself, there's a sense in
which the victim's to blame, I don't want to be callous about the real tragedy afflicting people
with AIDS, but clearly there is a sense inwhich behavior, promiscuous sex, is related to this.
The San Francisco Public Health Department trying to close the bathhouses is a testimony to
this. You're not disputing that, are you?
Mr. LEVI: It is clear that this is a sexually transmitted disease. I think our understanding or
our knowledge that that disease was being transmitted sexually was not there when the worst
of the epidemic was being founded. And I think the judgment that you might be able to make
might be more favorable if you would look at some of the health statistics that departments of
health around the country are putting out, which is showing that once the link between AIDS
and sexual transmission occurred, that the rate of sexually transmitted diseases among gay
men has dropped precipitously. So I think that our community has responded very respon-
sibly in terms of altering behavior and adopting practices that are safe, that prevent trans-
mission, and all that has occurred almost primarily from efforts from within the conununity,
from my organization, from AIDS service organizations around the country who have
initiated education efforts to change behavior, prevent blood donations, prevent further
transmission of this disease. We're the ones who are suffering. We wouldn't want it to spread
to anyone.
Mr. WILL: I understand. I mean, this is just the latest in an example - like, cancer ~
another from smoking, high hlood pressure is a second, heart disease - where. public
education has an enormous effect in immediately changing behavior and reducmg the
disease. Now, is it possible that simply by a change of behavior, comprehensive and radical,
in the homosexual community, that that can do more good than new medical technologies in
containing the epidemic?
Mr. LEVI: Well, we still need the medical technologies.
Mr. W1U: I'm not saying that.
Mr. LEVI: People are being- clearly. without a cure, without a vaccine, the best thing we
can do is prevention. And yet it wasn't until this budget amendment tha~carne through from
the administration that any serious funds were being devoted by this administration to
prevention education, And I think that tells us more than anything else as to whether or not
the administration is treating this as the nation's number-one health priority.
Mr. DONALDSON: George asked- go ahead, David.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Go ahead, Sam.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, George asked a question of one of our earlier guests which I
want to put to you. and that is, take cancer. which kills millions of Americans each year.
There has been no Manhattan Project launched by this government against cancer. The
disease continues to kill millions of Americans. Why should we concentrate on AIDS and
elevate it to this particular status?
Mr. LEVI: IIi part because this is a much more easily transmissable disease in some respects
and also because it is still such a mystery. 'There is so much we still don't know ~ut it. And
if it continues to grow at the epidemic proportions that it is growing, we are gomg to see
deaths that far outweigh cancer or any other disease. 11Jat'~ why w~ need to get a ~e ~n
it. There are 200 new cases a week. By the next presidential election more Amencans will
have died of AIDS than died in the Vietnam War. That's an issue of crisis proportions that
deserves the sort of attention that it is finally beginning to get.

)
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Mr. BRINKLEY~ Mr. Levi, the Journal of the American Medical Association, as I'm sure
you know, carried an editorial advocating for homosexual and heterosexual people
monogamy. How do you feel about that? .

Mr.. ~EVI: "(ell, I think. those kinds of decisions are very private and very individual
decisions. I ~nk from a public ~e~~ .standpoint monogamy is not necessarily the issue; safe
sex IS. And, indeed, t~"u people trunanng a monogamous relationship now may have already
been exposed to the vtrus and may be transmitting it to one another. So therefore the issue is
whet!ter they follow the prevention guidelines to avoid transmission of the disease. That's the
key Issue, rather than making judgments about monogamy or sexual lifestyles.
Mr. DONALDSON: What is safe sex then?
Mr. LEVI: Any type of sexual activity that doesn't involve the exchange of bodily fluids.
Mr. wt~: But this is not purely a private decision any longer, is it? We're talking about a lot
of pubhc funds to stop a public plague.
Mr. LEVI: Well, we haven't banned smoking, have we?

Mr. DONALDSON: Excuse m~,any type of activity that does not exchange bodiJy fluids,
what sort of sex do you have Without exchange of bodily fluids?
Mr. LEVI: A lot ~f people are doing it and having a good time at it. That may involve, in any
type of sexual actrvity, the use of condoms. And that raises all sorts of other issues that I'm
not sure our society is prepared to grapple with, but are important.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. society is prepared, apparently, to grapple with a great deal these
days~ more than It ~sedt~ be, Mr. Lev.1..~ank you very much. Thanks for coming in today.
Corning next, our discussion here and jonung us will be Mary Anne Dolan columnist for the
Los Angeles Herald Examiner. In a moment. '
{commercial break]

M~. B~IN~LEY: This week, and, Sam, this is one for you, the White House was a little
misleading If not downright deceptive about minor surgery on President Reagan's nose. You
were there. Tell us what happened and what you think. of it.

Mr: DONALDSON: Well, White House officials did try to mislead the public. I think, into
believing ~at Mr. Reagan's nose was not something, the skin swatch they'd taken from it,
that was being tested for cancer. A week ago Thursday, Mrs. Reagan told a reporter, Chris
Wallace of NBC News, no, the~ was no biopsy being performed. In fact. there was a biopsy
bem~ performed. La~er that day It proved t~ be one in which fortunately a very curable form
of. skin cancer was discovered, .but t~ White House then issued a statement saying that the
skin swatch had been tested for infection and none had been discovered and no treatment was
neces~. So (;)0 that ?'~of statemen~ and that o/pe of approach they deliberately tried to do
som::thing - It :"asn t Just stonewalling, refusing to answer questions, but to mislead the
public. And they re wrong to do that.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, what was it about, that they didn't want any more talk of cancer
after two or three weeks before the President had had the-

Mr. ~NAL~SON:w~n,sure, you can understand that. I mean, I can understand Mrs.
Reagan s ~otlve but I thmk. she was wrong, if in fact she ordered the kind of coverup of this
that we believe was ordered.

MARY ANNE DOLAN, Los Af1l!eIes Herald-Examlner: I'm not sure that we really
know, do?we, S~, Whether. or not It was ~: Rea~an or precisely what happened behind
the doors? But I think one thing ~at was a distinct nuscalculation on her part, if it was, was
the interest that IJe?ple now have In every fO?TIof disease, as the earlier part of the program
sho~ed, and cenamly on the part of the PreSident. To try not to give as much information as
poSSible to people who are looking for it is--
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. he eventuaIly_
Ms. DOLAN: -is silly.

Mr. DON~LDSON: -di~losed it last Monday, but Mary Anne, it's not just that, you
kn~w,. a mistake about the mteres.t. It .seems to me the critical question is a mistake about
bellevmg you could cover somethmg like that up. Past presidents have discovered that you
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can't do that.
Mr. WILL: Well, that's certainly true. We have had, in the medical reports from presidential
physical exams excruciating detail about matters of less importance. I suppose the good
lesson from alI this is, as you say, this is trivial cancer. We tend to spe~ of cancer as o~
disease, it's lots of diseases, lots of different kinds of cancers. And It IS the case that this
would have been an occasion for the White House to educate the public to that fact.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You know, George, skin cancer is, what, 98-<Xld-percentcurable.
Mr. DONALDSON: This particular form of skin cancer.
Mr. WILL: There are some very virulent melanomas.
Mr. DONALDSON: The thing that happened in this one was that Larry Speakes, the White
House press secretary, got caught in the middle. He was the man who had to go out and face
reporters. His office issued that statement that was misleading and he had ~. stonewall
questions. And Ijust think. people who send press secretanes out there and say, No~, Y?U
go ahead and cover this up," ought to stop and think it's the press secre~ whose Credibility
then is damaged. They get to hide behind him. And Idon't think that's fair to Larry Speakes,
and it's not fair to the public.
Ms. DOLAN: Well. there's no question that- it doesn't work.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, it's the colonel saying to the sergeant, "You go out there and take
care of this. "
Mr. DONALDSON: That's right.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now, a week ago on this program we dealt with the baseball strike, and
we had all of the principals here, a spokesman .ro~the owners, a spokes.ffim;t.for the playe~
and Peter Ueberroth, who is the baseball comnussioner. All of whom Said, o~, no, there s
not going to be a strike, we're very optimistic, blah, blah, blah." The following day, tw~
clays later, they went on strike, stayed out one day and then came back. What happened.
Does anybody know?
Mr. WILL: Well, there's nothing like losing money at a rapid rate ~ .cona:ntrate people's
minds on compromise. Second, it seems reasonably clear- we ~ .this In legislatures. If you
have to adjourn by midnight - it doesn't matter what day th~midnight co~s - at a quarter
to 12 people are going to start getting business done. Ther ~ssed the deadli£K?and t~y had a
one-clay strike. But the most important thing out of all this ISnot that they split the difference
on arbitration and pensions but that a little judicious appeasement has now Pro?uced five
years of peace. They don't want any more of this, and we're going to have unmtenupted
baseball now for five years ..
Mr. DONALDSON: lt's mysterious. The players' rep, Mr. Fehr, told ~s on ourbroadcas! in
no uncertain terms that if the owners would just back away from their demaJ.ld of capping
salaries, that everything else could be worked out. That's what the owners did after a few
hours of strike. I'm not quite clear why they couldn't have done that on Monday at the last
minute and avoided the strike.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, they had been negotiating for, what. seven, eight, nine months.
Ms. DOLAN: Exactly. How passionately could they have felt abo~t these issues? I! seems to
me absolutely silly; however, Peter Ueberroth certainly stood by his guns o~standmg up for
the point of view of the fans and the 75-minute famous performance certainly sheds more
good political light on him than ever.
Mr. DONALDSON: If I was going to put a conspiratorial theme on this - and I hate
conspiratorial themes - I would say that the owners--
Mr. BRINKLEY: I was not previously aware of that, Sam.
Mr. DONALDSON: The owners had ganged up to help make Peter Uebe~th.prr;sident
sometime in the future because UebellUth now can say - I think correctly - I diOOt have
anything to do with it." But we all know better, right?
Mr, WILL: I'll give you a better conspiracy ~ory, whi~h is that the tax. bill con~s a
provision that is ending the deductability of bUSiness spen~ng fo~ baseball nckets, busmess
spending for baseball tickets accounting for 46% of them, ~volv~g, Peter Uebe~tJ:! says,
$100 million, which dwarfs the other sums involved in all this, this was a way of raIsmg the
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consciousness, I believe we say, of the Congress of the United States not to do this terriblething to baseball.
Ms. DOLAN: Good theory.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, all sorts of conspiracies floating around here. I wonder if there's
anything to any of them. Do you think it is that the Owners really did not believe the playerswould strike?

Mr. DONALDSON: That's possible because, again, once the strike began. the owners very
quickly backed off the central demand that we had been told before the strike if they would
back off of would allow everything to be settled. So, although the players gave up another
year of eligibility, and they compromised on the amount that goes in the pension fund, it
seems to me the players got the one thing that they said in advance was critical to them.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right, we had another event this past week which was of so~e interes~.
The British Broadcasting Corporation, BBC, went on strike for one day, protesting a deci-
sion by the governors of the BBC to cancel a documentary. It was canceled because,
apparently because of pressure from within the British government, the Thatcher govern-
ment. It was a documentary, I believe with two interviews, one of the Catholic leader and
one with the Protestant leader of Northern Ireland, Martin McGuinness, a Cal:holic leader
who is not popular in London. The IRA blew up a hotel in Brighton, England, what. a year
or so ago and almost killed Mrs. Thatcher. What do you think of that? Mary Anne?
Ms. DOLAN: Well. I think it's another case, David, where selective censorship just doesn't
work. Two key things, it seems to me, happened. One, as far as I know, that's the largest
strike on the part of journalists ever on principle, if you accept that, which I do. And,
secondarily, it furthered_ perhaps more importantly, it furthered the action on the part of the
Thatcher government to move in and, as a government, censor the press more actively in the
future, staning with the Falklands War, despite the fact that the press union in Great Britain
has agreed with the government to greater strictures and lirrtitations, I think, than the
American press ever would. This furthered that activity and Mrs. Thatcher is the one, of
cou.rse, who asked the home secretary to write the public letter to the board of governors
asking for the strike [sic], and I think it completely backfired.

~r.WILL: But on the other hand, if the BBC journalists do not want to have the sovereign's
Influence, they shouldn't take the sovereign's shilling. If they want to be independent, as they
say, let them not take the public's money. That is, we're really complaining here about thewhole structure of the BBC.

Mr. BRINKLEY: The BBC is public financed-

Mr".WlLL: .That's exactly right. Now, I think it would be a good thing, and certainJy
consls~e.nt with Mrs. Thatcher's point of view, to say fine, go out on the marketplace, selJ
advertlsmg, and eam the independence that you want. Otherwise, if you're going to take
PU?lic funds and are going [0 have a board of governors whose job it is to govern, they're
gomg t~ ~ and insert conSiderations of the public interest. They may do it wrongly. but. I
~on't .thmk It's quite right to call it censorship, and Icertainly don't believe it's fair to say thiS
~sa.kind of unprecedented affair. The. worst episode of restrajnt on the part of the BBC was
mfllcted by the BBC in keeping Churchill off the air most of the time through the 19305.
Ms. DOLAN: I didn't say it Was the worst episode of censorship. I said it was the only strikeon principle that Icould remember.

Mr. DONALDSON: Underlying all this is Mrs. Thatcher's notion, that others share. one
that she stated at the time of OUrTWA hostage crisis that cemtin forms of news ought not to
be pUbll~, the '?U.blic's.view; It should not be put on the air. And she seems to believe that If
you, don t p~bhcl.~e thmgs lIke IRA terror or terrorists, somehow they will go away. If you
don t pubhclze hiJaCking, somehow they won't be held.

Ms. DOLAN: And yet Martin McGuinness is intervieWed in British television and radioregularly.

Mr· DONALDSON: Yeah, but I Want to just drive to that view, which I think I've stated
fau-Iy accura~ely, that she holds. She's wrong. People who believe that if you don't tell the
news It won t occur are Just wrong. It's the ostrich sticking the head in the sand.

Mr. WILL: I think that's a caricature of Mrs. Thatcher's view. Rightly or wrongly, she hasn',
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. h 0 out and say, •'Come. d th rs have said, ISthat w en you. g in a sense It's
said that. What she has S31dtean ri~t ~ou're not really- you're making news"st to turn your
on our show, ., say that to a ~ .sode 00 that you are obliged as a joumali. this comes
not as though th~re's ~ terro~~d~iVing someone a certain statubI~'IA~~:~amfu the public
camera on. You re gomg o? dcastin system that IS pu 1~Y .
back to the problem of having a broa gkind of official sanction. ,
mind somewhat irrationally, that becomes a . terrorist doesn't mean that we don t

' . be someone IS aMr, DONALDSON: Well, Just cause t rson works.
want to hear the views to find out how tha pe

. d ubt as to how-Mr WILL' Are you- there IS some 0 . be we put on Qaddafi.' . ks aft r this show gao,Mr. DONALDSON: Two or three wee e

Mr. WILL: I understand. . but we wanted to hear what Qaddafi
Mr DONALDSON: Qaddafi is a world-elasedstbetTOnsut,Now do you think we were wrong

• pound y yo . •had to say to questions that were pro .

doing that? . e and. as Mary Anne says,. this oubt
Mr WILL: No. I think there is always a questl~n~~ o~e air. Is there some .Ii~gen~~~
. rarti Iar Mr McGuinness, and others ~av th added status and publicity gtm p ICU ,. . What i gamed by e thinks
as to what the terrorists think? at IS . . d ubt as to what Ronald Reagan
Mr DONALDSON: Well, is there some llnfennte ~ants to make a speech.
about say taxes? Yet we put him on every une . terrorists on and the President?

., . .. bi Sam to pumng
Mr WILL: Are you saymg It LS compara e, , .. that sense of the word, but your

• .d . not a terronst 10Mr. DONALDSON: Well, the PreSI envs ring doubt as to his views.
arzument drove to whether we had any mge. 't make any sense to refuse to put on

::> • all that It doesnMr. BRINKLEY: I think we might agree e simply don't like.
. spaper anyone wa news program or, m a new '. .

Mr. WILL: That's not the issue. The Issue I~
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, Mrs. Thatcher disagrees.
Mr. WILL: That's not what she's saying.

Ms DOLAN: Why isn't that the issue? . d bt as to what this particular man
. . are In 00 00 t~n~~

Mr. WILL: Because the issue "d o~ce {~: torture, the murders ...aIl the«re: ~f degree _ a
believes and what the IRA stan s or, me a int _ now, It s a rna e . usl cherish
gratuitously, ~u~daotly~ and the~ ~oes~~ndant,~ving them what they obVIO y
point at which It .IS gratuitous and It IS edt
and depend on, which is access to the m ra". kind of system-- .

Mr DONALDSON: Well, we didn't have this . ho because none of us has.mF I.t,
· thi arncular s w and th Smn emMs. DOLAN: We should~'t argue about file~Pside by side, of ~ Protestant _ e

but I must point out that this w~ two. pro dun more than Just redundant
leader. And I think that makes It qUlte.so:ne gthis system 210 yeani ago, but under ~
Mr, DONALDSON: Of course, we dido , h~: Adams, Tom Paine, all ofu:O:~~re
Will theory, of course George wthas!Un~t~~would not have been heard beca
would have been denied access, elf vie been

B . . h rown Id haveterrorists according to the nbs c. h ard but there wou
Id have been e ,Ms. DOLAN: No, that is not true. They wou

commercials. th would have been a way-
Mr. DONALDSON: I see. Well, maybe B a~ h system right now.
Ms DOLAN: As is being studied m the n s . al d bt

'. I nallon e.Mr. DONALDSON: -to get rid of the ear y

Ms DOLAN' That may be the next step. . out A couple of wee~ agthe0'
• • J thin before our tIme runs '. resunung

Mr. BRINKLEY: All right, one more Jves voted in favor of st"rtmg ~:e find to be a
I think it was, the House of Rep:esen weapon which a great many peo
PrOOuction of poison gas as a nuli~ did th~t? George?
repUlsive idea. Why do you suppose ey
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Mr. Will: Well, because they said the choice is this. You can either unilaterally disarn:.
That is, we can destroy the existing and unsafe, decaying chemical weapons that we have m
the face of an enormous buildup on the pan of the Soviet Union, or we can scrap them, as we
are now going to do, and have safer chemical weapons, safer in the sense, David, that the(re
not premixed; they're not actually mixed and lethal until fired. That was the real choice:unilateral disannament_

Mr. BRINKLEY: Why is that safer? Because it won't leak during peacetime?
Mr. WILL: That's right. They can be stored and transported more safely. And one on, as ~ar
as I can tell, really wanted in the end the United States at this point, in the face of the Soviet
buildup, to have unilateral disarmament.

Mr. DONALDSON: But, see. that's not a unilateral disarmament. You're trying to make the
world safer by cutting down on these binary weapons. We have the atomic bomb. We have
plenty of armaments with which to counter a threat without using poison gas.
Mr. Will: In the Second World War there was Auschwitz, there was saturation bombing of
cities, there was the atomic bomb; there was no use of chemical weapons. It could have been
a worse war, it wasn't in pan because deterrence worked in that weaponry.
Mr. DONALDSON: In other words, Hitler was deterred from performing somethin~ as
awful as using poison gas by the fact we had it. yet not deterred in his other crimes agamsthumanity?

Mr. WILL: That seems to be the case.
Mr. DONALDSON: Doesn't make any sense.
Ms. DOLAN: This week-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Wouldn't any war serious enough to use poison gas be a nuclear war ratherquickly?

Mr. DONALDSON: WeD, the small wars, in the Gulf. for instance, in Kampuchea,
Afghanistan-- the Soviets have used poison gas in Kampuchea and Afghanistan. But your
theory is that if we Would arm the freedom fighters of Afghanistan with poison gas theywouldn't do it?
Mr. WILL: No, Sam-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mary Anne"

Ms. DOLAN: I think it squeaked through the House in the wake of Bhopal and it probablywon't pass anyway.

Mr -.BRINKLEY: Okay. Thank you very much. We'll be back with a few words about a
preslde~tJaI commission worrying that rich people might take over the U.S. government and
what might happen if they did. In a moment.
{cOmmercial breakj

Mr. ~RINKLEY [commentary}; Finally, this.week a commission on government salaries
appo.mte~ by President Reagan finished a study and put out a report, It says pay scaJes for top
?ffiClalS in the government are so Jow that fewer and fewer people are willing to take ~ese
Jobs. And the commission says unless something is done there is a threat the country Will be
governed by the rich, by those so well-heeled they don 't care what the gove~men[ pays
becau~ ~he~don't need the money. Well, suppose we had a government by the rich and the
commission s fears were realized? What would it be like? Since rich men seldom run. for
president, mainly they would wind up in appointive offices such as cabinet secre~e~.
Would they. commute to their offices by yacht, sailing down the Potomac? Would they .live In
mansIons bigger .and handsomer than the White House? If so, would 'hat set well with ~~
preslde~t? Eve~ If they lived extravagantly the press couldn't criticize them ~cause they
be ~aymg for It themselves. WouJd the press like that? What would it be like ~hen the
presl.de~t .call~d a cabinet meeting, a president who lived on his saJary facing a ca,?mer of 13
mulruTIllllomures? ~elJ, maybe he could ask them right there in the room to do him a favor
and payoff the nanonal debt. It'll never be done otherwise.
For all of us at ABC's This Week, until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABCNEWS THIS WEEK wml DAVID BRINKLEY

September 8, 1985
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our
Washington lleadquaJ1=, here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Members of Congress, back here from vacation, say while they were
in their home states !hey asked people what tbey were worried about, and they found they
were worried about two things. Ore. the huge federal deficil and the fear it will bring on a
recession, and, two. the great growing lr3de deficit that is costing American jobs - 3,500
jobs a day, one member said. And so there is in Congress something like a proteelJo",st
fever, with several plans to do something 10 stop all of the billions of American oollars gomg
oversees. So whal do we do? We'U ask today's guests: Ambassador Clayton Yeutter, U.S.
lr3de representative: Senator John Danforth, Republican. Missouri, chairman of a Senate
subcommittee on international trade: Senator Lloyd Bentsen, Democrat, Texas, ranking
member of the same Senate subcomrninee; Ambassador Hidetoshi Ukawa. consul general of
Japan in New York. Some background ~ all this from our man John Martin, and our
discussion here with George Will, Sam Donaldson and Torn WICker. all here on our Sunday

P~'a tinle news since the Sunday morning newspapers .. T/u! Boston Globe quotes a
diplomat from the Soviet bloc, not identified, as saying the.SoVIClUrnon IS wilting to reduce
its strategic missiles and bombers as much as 4O'k if the United States will agree not to test Its
Star Wars system. And il was said the Russians would agree to American mspeclions and to
what was called a radical reduction in the medium-range missiles now standing there aimed
at Western Europe. No American reaction yet. .
In his Saturday radio talk, President Reagan accused the Japanese of unfair trade practices.

Today the Japanese said they found this all quite puzzling.
Pope John Paul Il, still traveling, arrived this morning in Lichtenstein, about the smallest

countty in the world, but one of the richest. The Pope said all of that wealth was dangerous-
We'll be back with the U.S. trade negotiator, the Japanese consul general, two senators

working on this country's lr3de problems, and all the rest oftoday's program 10 a moment.

[commercial break} Id
Mr. BRINKLEY: Two elections ago, a candidate for presIdent of the U.S. andsaidwe Shhthe°\
II J the· oods ho . . the' own Toy0ta5 watcte the apanese to keep all ir g at me, to SIt m ir American

own Sony televisions. Well, it may be good campaign metonc, but a great "'f'Ywill restrict
jobs depend on our exports and if we restrict other countne' exports they sure Y . high
ours. So the question is not so much free trade as fair trade. An Amencan factory paymg and
wages, high taxes, cannot compete with a foreign factory paying low wa~,;"!,,,::re is
being subsidized by its own government. Before we ask our guests about 0 ,

some background from John Martin. John? . abOUt
JOHN MARTIN: The English statesman, Lord Macaulay noticed som~lO~t gift a
the way countries trade with each other, David. He said "Free tradeis t g tar." sure
government can confer on its people. and in almost e~ery cou~try It IS unpoPU .
enough, that's just the way it is at the moment here m Amenca.. 'closed up
SHOE WORKER: Well, I've worked for about four shoe factones, and 1 ve
about four. rk beCause
2nd SHOE WORKER: For many people ifs going to be very hard to ~~ and (,()s.
if you look around you see people that are 10 their over-40s and theIr
They don't have nowhere to go. the' """ in95 000 Americans have lost Ir J"V-
MARTIN [voic.-over}: In the last 15 years" . used theirdoo'" In Lynn,
domestic shoe factories. Last year alone, about 100 faetones C~oda this is the only one
Massachusetts, there were once more than 200 shoe factones.. ~' hoe leather to
left. It makes baby shoes. In a series of American industnes, romse~ing positions
computer disk drives, companies are movlOg jobs over>eas· They arel The trend has
that pay $8 an hour here to foreign factori~ that pay $1.50 an hour c;;;.U'~tedStateShas
been gnowing for 15 years, but the alann IS soundm~ nOW,beca'f we $150 billion more
become one of the world's biggest trade debto". ThIS year ItWI 0
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to other countries for purchases overseas than they owe to America for purchases here.
Some experts believe that unrestricted trade and the imbalance are the biggest factors
affecting employment.

GEORGE LANGSTAFF, president, Footwear Industries 01 America: Free
trade as practiced today is destroying America's industry and its wealth. It's sad to say
that today America's largest export is American jobs.

MAR!1N [voice-over]; But some economists believe another factor may be costing
Amencans more JObs and profits - the strength of the dollar. It sounds paradoxical. If the
dollat is stro':!g, why isn't it protecting the people who trade with it as their own currency?
. The answer 15 that a strong dollar caused by massive federal deficits that require massive
borrowing at high interest rates weakens the appeal of American products abroad. The
strong dollar prices many such products out of competition. The shoe industry. for
example, got the International Trade Commission, an ann of the American government,
to call for quotas on foreign imports, which now account for more than 70% of domestic
sales. But President Reagan rejected the idea of quotas.

CLAYTON YEUTTER, U.S. trade representative [August 28rh}: That as far as
the administration is concerned, and the President of the United States is concerned.
we are not going to go the protectionist route. In the long run it will be detrimental
even to the interests of those specific industries, clearly detrimental to the industries-
to the interests of the United States as a whole, and very, very costly.

MA~N [voice-over]: The administration position is that quotas and tariffs will drive up
the pnces Amencans pay for products produced abroad. Others believe U.S. companies
that cannot compete deserve to die, and that workers must find other jobs. But the
political cost of ignoring the tunnoil this is causing has grown too great, even for
Republicans who otherwise support their President.
sen. JOHN DANFORTH, (R) Missouri, Subcommillee on Intemational Trade:
The position of the administration is hands off. If an industry is in trouble. hands off. If
people are going out of work and plants are being closed. hands off.
M~Rl1N[voice-over]: This past week, Democratic House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill
claimed that by opposing trade protections the President is ignoring workers and busi-
nesses facing massive layoffs.
Rep. THOMAS P. O'NEILL, (D) Massachusetts, Speaker 01 the House: I
keep hearing the fact that America is losing 3,500 jobs a day, and after the incident of
his refusing to go along with the commission on shoes, they're saying the President
doesn't give a damn. ~

MAR11N [voice-over]: Yesterday, to show they are concerned, the President and his
trade representative said the United States is initiating formal investigations of what it says
are unfair trade laws in Japan, South Korea and Brazil involving tobacco, insurance and
computers.

Amb. YEUTTER: We've got a Sl50-billion trade surplus; we can'~ afford to tum the
other cheek any longer, and we're just not going to do so. And we'll not be nearly as
tolerant of unfair practices as we have in the past.
Pres. RONALD REAGAN [radio oddress}: So while we will use our powe" as a
lever to open closed doors abroad, we will continue to resist protectionist measures
that would only raise prices. lock out trade and destroy the jobs and prosperity trade
brings to all.

MAR11N: Congress is now awash in trade protection proposals - some 300 of them in
all, some trying to force open foreign markets, but most to keep out foreign-made
products-. One bill by Senator Lloyd Bentsen of Texas tries to offer some incentives for
foreign countries to import more American goods, but it also offers penalties for con-
tinued imbalances. So, while the idea of free trade is not dead here on Capitol Hill, the
idea of protection and retaliation are very much alive. David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Coming next, Ambassador Hidetoshi Ukawa, Japan's
consul general in New York, and, shonly, two senators from a subcommittee on international
trade, and President Reagan's new U.S. trade representative. In a moment.
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(commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Ambassador Ukawa in New York, thank you vel)' much for coming in
today. Happy to have you with us. Here with us are Georee Will of ABC News and Sam
Donaldson, ABC Ne,ws White House correspondent. Now, Mr. Ambassador, ~ you well
know. there are. I think. 300 to 400 bills in Congress to do something about the U.S. trade
Imbalance. and about half of it is with Japan. You know that.
HIDETOSHIUKAWA,Consul General of Japan: Of course.
Mrb~RINKLEY: In six years. there have been numerous efforts to do something about the~m ~1:"'Sm trade between the U.S '. and Japan. and during that time our trade deficit has
au . 0 are you surprised that this movement has appeared in Congress?
Amb. UKAWA:WeU. Iwon't say I'm surprised. We are seriously concerned because the
economic well-being of one of our most important allies the United States is of equalconce t Ithink . .,m 0 us. what ,IS really important here is when you are speaking to Japan, which
rr;jY not be ~ very expressive o~ eloquent partner, but you're still speaking to a friend and
a y, and.I th~ we. need to connnue a constructive dialogue so that we could address one of
your basic difficulties of global trade deficit. You mentioned a moment ago that despite
~umerous Japanese trade packages. our deficit- or our surplus with you has increased over
. e years. I would say first that your manufactured goods. exports to Japan has been
~=:ng despite that, so these trade packages had some effect. At the same time. it's
Pdd y:e ~terplay of the macroeconomic factors. How we manage our own economy and
need a .se lSSU~S may have had a much greater impact on that, and therefore I think we
ccon !3tIon~. dialogue on how best we could cooperate on the implementation of our
trad °:fffi policies as well as to address, perhaps separately, the perceived trade barriers or

e 1 culties that are brought to our attention from time to time.

~~~R~E WILL: Me. Ambassador. let's leave aside for a moment the merits of the case,
firel~f :greSS doubtless wl~1do anyway. Now, you have just objectively a kind of prairie
might ~ ~il~gaJ.nst Japan In Congress ..What specifically do you think your government
Am' busi g to do to try and put this out? And specifically what enrages so manyencan usmessmen a d th '. .' . . , . btlfrank! s aky '," err rag~ IS commurucated to their representatives, are su e,
open l ne btrn~~ barriers, regulations that are designed to nullify a market that may be

JUre, ut ue facto is quite closed. ~
Amb. UKAWA- I would say th t tho . . . Idifferent ". a IS IS a question of perception. We have an entire y
we not d peb"pect!hveon our OWnrules and regulations But I think what is important is that

ou t eac other's rds W . .. fth
difficulties that ha wo.' e are trying, Ithink, our best to try to address some.o .e
country th t ve been raised, I acknowledge that there is a widespread feeling In this
we have ~U:~vmark~s are closed, that we're not being fair, but that is not a perception that
Japanese market es. e have. 10 .the past year or so, been addressing the access to the
pereel'v th .' and we. would like to emphasize that imports are welcome. We would

e at as In our natIOnal . Ie [ think th· . ··fti·our pees ti . m rest. ere IS a questIon of a senous di erence m
of each ~ v~s ~d perceptlons .. 1 think. we have to look at it rationally rather than be c~tical
Yes? er. t nught be- emotIonally be more satisfying, but I think that is the main Issue.

SAM DONALDSON' M Amb .. .announced an inv: . '. r: assador, as you know, yesterday the adImmstratJon
that Japan is unfaWtlgatIO~ ~to the !obacco problem. What is your response to the charge
A b U

y restnctmg the Import of American tobacco products?
m. KAWA: I do not ber '.. .cos into Ja an Ies leve we.are u~falfly restnctmg Imports of manufactured tobac-
look at the ~a is S· an area where J!la.J?ractIons have been taken recently. 1 think we have to
wish to coor:rate :t~~you are begmrung this- init.iating this investigation, [think we ~ould
can be addressed I ~ou so that we could ascertam what the real difficulties are and If they
M DON we should try. both of us, to address it.
r. ALDSON' WeU th dmi' . .

unfair that they' . . ,e a mstratIon Simply says you have barrier.; there that are
be.' re unproper. that there is not a free access to your market. as there should

Amb. UKAWA:Well I hi .
administration to be '. t nk I Would take a different per.;pective there. I understand ~e
in that sense we hav~~I~g ~y would ~ish to in!tiate investigations in that area, and I think

00 at that agaIn. That ISto say, what are the factual bases for that
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judgment if that judgment has already been made?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. one of the factual bases. Mr. Ambassador, is the fact that there's
a SIO-billion imbalance here.
Amb. UKAWA: I don't think the trade should be balanced- $10 billion in tobacco?
Mr. DONALDSON: Something along that line.
Amb. UKAWA: I think you're talking about the size of the Japanese consumption, not the
market itself.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yes, that's correct. That's correct. There's a market of $10 billion
that's not open to us.
Amb. UKAWA: No, it is. I would say it is open. Your manufactured tobacco sales have
been increasing. They compete with Japanese cigarettes. which are mainly based on
imported leaves from American sources. I don't want. really, to go into the detail of this.
unless you want me to, but-
. Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, I have one I would like you to go into the details of, Mr.
Ambassador. It's a followup on George Will's question about. Ithink he called them, sneaky
little devices to keep American goods out. The Japanese said for a long time that American
shipping containers - the great big boxes they ship and then put on trucks and haul around
- could not come in. and they said, "Okay, we'll let them in, but," they said, "they can't
travel on the freeways. they can't travel at night, you must give 10 days' notice, and you
can't make any right turns." which effectively means they can't come at all.
Amb. UKAWA: Well, let me say that's not factually true. Your containers now come in;
they can travel the roads at night. They can make a right tum. There are certain traffic
regulations that we ask you to abide by, but they have been addressed.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Ambassador, since you say your perception is that you are fair and our
perception therefore is wrong. if the United States passes one of these restrictive and punitive
measures against Japan. would Japan then feel entitled to. and would it in fact retaliate?
Amb. UKAWA: I don't know what my government will do because I think both the U.S.
administration and my government would wish to concentrate their efforts so that these trade
bills will not be passed. My personal reaction would be that some of the bills proposed are
contrary to obligations undertaken by both the United States and Japan under the general
trade agreement, and that my personal view would be that we should try to seek redress in the
general trade-general agreement rather than to retaliate immediately.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Ambassador, thank you very much. Thank you for coming in and
talking with us today.
Amb. UKAWA: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next. Senator John Danforth. Republican. Missouri, chairman of
the Senate subcommittee on international trade, and Senator Lloyd Bentsen. Texas,
Democrat, ranking member of this subcommittee, and. shortly, Arrtbassador Clayton
Yeuner, the U.S. trade representative. In a moment.
{commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Danforth in Washington. and Senator Bentsen in San Antonio.
thanks very much to both of you for being with us today. Senator Bentsen, I first want to
clear up something. That question I had for the ambassador about the shipping containers I
took out of a column you wrote. Now, what are the facts on that?
Sen. LLOYD BENTSEN, (D) Texas, Subcommitlee on International Trade: I
checked it as late as Friday, and was told that that was absolutely correct. Now, Inoticed the
ambassador at the very end of his statement said. "Well, of course they're subject to certain
safety regulations we have," and that's kind of an all-inclusive thing. They may have
mcx:lerated since we made the public charges some rime ago; they may have moderated some
of these things.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. Goo'lle?
Mr. WILL: Senator Danforth, you care a lot about shoes, and I gather the state of Missouri
makes a lot of shoes. But while our trade balance has been getting wo~ and worse, our
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unemployment picture has been getting better and better. Yet in the midst of this we seem to
be moving toward protectionism simply to protect jobs. Now, I can see, and a lot of people
can see. protecting the steel industry because a great nation, for national security reasons.
needs a steel industry. Who cares who makes our shoes?
Sen. JOHN DANFORTH, (R) Missouri, Subcommillee on Intemalional Trade:
Well. obviously, George, the people who live in the smaJler communities that have a shoe
plant where that's the only real employment opportunity in town care a great deal. We are
v~~ concerned now about the plight of the rural areas of the United States. with the fann
cnsl~. The ~hoe plant offers supplementary employment to many people who want to
continue to live on the farm. But I think the most important thing, maybe, about the shoe case
w~ that the shoe Industry followed the procedures that are available under law, that are
available Ul~er the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. And the fact is that while they
pursued ~lr case under the law, they got no relief whatever. So Ithink really this has caIled
mto question whether we as a country are committed to the underlying trading system which
was agreed to among the nations in 1947.

Mr. WIll: .But isn't this a recipe- whether or not it's the law, isn't this a recipe for freeing
the- freezmg the economy in a really anachronistic model? I mean, there are people, the
gra~parents of those people who are now making shoes perhaps at one point were making
buggies. The world moves.

Sen. DANFORTH: Yeah. I think thai every industryis a little different. and every country
has tools ~v~lable ~ rem~ies available for its seriously affected industries. But as a
general principle I think the Idea of free trade is the right idea. But free trade has to be
pursued ~nder a system. It has to be pursued according to a set of international rules, and the
probler!J IS now that those rules are not being enforced. They're not being insisted upon by
the Uruted States; they're not being abided by by our trading partners. So I think ruther than
scrapping the system of free trade, we should try to shore that system up and rebuild it.
~r. ~A~: Well. Senator Bentsen. yesterday the President announced some inves-
t1ga~lOns. and In the case of two cases, moving toward closing them against three of our
trading partners- plu~ the Cornrnon Market, so four trading partners _ in an effort clearly
to head off protecuomsr legislation from Congress. Will he have succeeded in doing that?sm· B~NTSEN:We~. I think it's a step in the right direction. We've been pressing him for
a ong ttme to try to bring ~own some of these trade barriers, and I'm delighted to see that.
But, ~ I look at those, particular cases, and they've been on the books for a long time, they
really m~olve ~ery ffil~r volumes in trade. So I think they're mostly cosmetic. You see,
what we re ~tng today IS the world moving toward a managed trade rather than free trade, a
g~ven;:nent-directed trade! an~ all kinds of barriers coming up. And that really hurts. I think
I"at w ~t we should be domg IS trying to break down some of those barriers, and that's what
m trying 10 do m the legislation that I have proposed.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. is i.t clear. Senator, that you are trying to break down baniers
~here go~mments arullclally Impose restrictions or aid an industty so that there is not a
evel raYing field, or are you also ttying to break down the situation in which U.S.
manu acturers and companies simply can't compete because they're not as efficienf!
~. B~EN: Well. free trade really presupposes some reasonable balance in trade. and

t s w ~t we OU~t to be striving for. You see, what's happened, we've now become a
c;:~~r ~p~n, and m.another five years we 'II owe over a trillion dollars in debt. That means a
51- &n our making S25.<XX). a year will have added what would be tantamoUnt to.a
inc)~jb~ocI~ rno?gage on therr home. So what I'm trying to do is to see that we stop thIS
li . s er 0 wealth away from our country which could lead to a lower standard ofvmg,

:: ~~: ~eLlo c:xcuse ~! S~nator, but is the answer then that you are also
109 0 protect " industnes when It'S Just a question of inefficiency'!

Sen. BENTSEN' No N I .COntent [w o' - 0, am not. ~,you know, I'm not one who supports domesne
ttyine: t~ see~t on ~hoe approach m ttymg to see what could be done there. Iam really

.... t we k down SOme of these barriers and let our prtxlucts in.:'<ieWlU: Senator Bentsen. in o~ofthe columns you've written recently, you said that f~
, or trade as cu.rrently PractJced, is impoverishing the United States. I simply don t

understand how that works. We send them dollars. they send us cameras. TIle dollars have to
come back sooner or later or: they lose their value. We have floating currencies in the world.
and over time these things adjust. Obviously if you project current trends for (0 yean; things
get terrible, but trends don't work that way in the real world. Isn't there a balancing
mechanism in the world?
Sen. BENTSEN: BUI there is a real delay in thai balancing mechanism, and every one of
the schoolroom models that I have seen, the econometric models, does not work. in the
transitional cost, does not give full credit to the great disparity on wages. And what you are
seeing is a loss in time and making that transition, and in tum that means a loss of billions of
dollars. And when the Japanese, for example, come in and buy our treasuries and make up
part of that. the problem is this is no< a Marshall Plan: they expect 10 be paid back. And I
think that you're going to find that you have a lowering of standard of living of our people if
we don't take some tough, aggressive action and have a coordinated trade policy, which we
just haven't had.
Mr. WILL: Well, why isn't it fair for people to say this is the Danforth-Bentsen tax increase
movement, because you're really putting a tax on life for Americans. You're going to make
more expensive the consumption that they by their market behavior say they prefer.
Sen. BENTSEN: No, George, I really don't think so. I think the Japanese are very smart.
very able people and our toughest competitors when we are talking about economic situations
like this. I don't think that 25% tax would ever go into effect, What we're talking about is a
very minor reduction in their trade balance per year. And I think that that would be lhe result
and we'd see their markets opened up and more of our products sold.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Danforth. one reason our exports are no< as high as we would like
is thai the dollar is so high. One reason the dollar is SOhigh is that we have huge government
deficits and high interest rates. Aren't we treating a symptom here, whereas we really should
be treating the basic disease?
Sen. DANFORTH: David. I certainly think we have to treat the disease. and that's why the
budgel- the battle of the budget has 10 be fought and continue to be fought very aggres-
sively. However, with a country such as Japan, which is intent on shutting OUI the imports
from other countries. it doesn 't matter whether the currency is valued at a high rate or a low
rate. Even those countries with currencies that are valued low compared to the yen have an
impossible time getting into the Japanese marker. So what we are going to have to do is to
solve two problems at the same time. We're going to have to solve the problem of the value
of the dollar. one way or another. preferably by roducing the deficil in the federal budget. But
in addition 10 that we are going to have to have a consistent policy of removing unfair barriers
to exports from the United States. We do not have thai kind of consistent policy now 0 and the
commencement of three cases does no< make a policy. It' a step in the right direction. but
what we need is a consistent approach where we follow through over a very long period of
time.
Mr. DONAlDSON: Senator Danforth, very quickly. if yoo will just tell.us what yoo think
the most likely legislation to reach the President's desk fu>t may be in this area - he
apparently is bent on vetoing it - and how Congress wiU then treat the veto.
Sen. DANFORTH: Well. I think the most likely bill to reach the President·s desk is the
textile bill. The Presidenl will surely veto it. It's a qoota bill. I think it will be a very close
fight on the override of the veto.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. yoo woukl take away. if! under.>tand it correctly. the textile bill.
the President's discretion in whether to put into effect quotas or an increase in the tariff when
it is recommended by the International Trade Commission. Why wooldn't yoo leave that
discretion in the President's hands?
Sen. DANFORTH: Well. that's a little diffc=nt matter. That's shoes. But I think what
happened in the shoe case is that the shoe industry utilized the remedies that are available
under international law and under our awn SlalUleS. They fooght this case for years. They
all!Ued il before the International Trade Commission; they won under the legal process; and
'I1On when it was ail over. having relief reconunended by the International Trade Commis·
sion. the President turned thumbs down. I don', think that·s the way the system is supposed
to wodc
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Mr. DONALDSON: But that was his right, that was his right, was it not?
Sen. DANFORTH: Under existing statute. that is his right. but [ think that when there's no
relief at all in the case of 77% import penetration. where the case has been won in the
International Trade Commission. the right to just say "~Idon't care about the legal process,
I'm going to tum it down' is, really, an abuse of the system that was intended by Congress.
~r. BRINKLEY: Senator Danforth and Senator Bentsen, thank you very much for coming
10. Thanks for talking with us today. Coming next, Clayton Yeutter. newly appointed by
President Reagan as the United States trade representative. In a moment
{commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Ambassador Yeutter, thanks very much for coming in.
CLAYTON YElITTER, U.S, Trade Rep!eseilIaUve: Pleasure.
Mr: BRINKLEY: Pleasure to have you with us. Now, tell me, who is in charge of trade
policy In the Uruted States? Anybody? It seems to me Congress has its hand in it. the State
Department, Commerce Department. Defense at times, you, the ambassdor. Is that why we
can't get it organized, because there's nobody in charge?

Amb. YElITTER: I think it's pretty well organized, as a matter of fact, David. The
President's in charge insofar as the administration---
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, no one else thinks it's so.

Amb. Y~~R: -is concerned, and of course the Congress has a special area of
responsl~llity here under the Constitution. So we do spend a lot of time coordinating with the
Senate Finance and House Ways and Means committees, as we must, but I think some of the
arguments that there really isn't a trade policy are a bit of a cheap shot, In a sense, that really
mdlca~ thatpeople don't like the trade policy that's there, meaning that they'd like to go
protecttorust.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, you're kind of new in Wasbinzton You're zolns to have to learn to
deal with cheap shots because they're all over town. ~' ~;:-
Amb. YElITTER: That's true.

~r.BRINKLEY: So what's the answer to the question? Are there too many people involved
In trade policy?
Amb. YElITTER, Well, you know-
Mr. BRINKLEY: You don't have to name them.
Amb. YE~R: ---:it's inevitable. Within the administration, of course, it's inevitable that
you ~~l with these kinds of issues on an inter-agency basis. That's going to happen from
n~; td. doomsday. And the real question is not whether or not you can centralize re~po~-
~el ty I!J anyone place.. other than the President, because you can't. It has to centrahze m

Presl~ent. 'J'hc:: question IS whether you can make that inter-agency process work smooth-
ly, and [ m convinced we can.

sho WlU: Suppose we had a budget more reasonably in balance. What do your studies
~ow would happen, a) to the dollar and, that having happened to the dollar, would happen to
t e ~~e surplus? In other words, how much of the trade imbalance is due not to the
conruvtng C?fdisagreeable foreigners, but to a Congress that will not pass and an administra-
tion that Will not propose a balanced budget?

~b. YEUTTER: Well, most of what I've seen, George, comes from the private se~tor
. thisa I have come, 10 so recently. But there is a lot of work that's been done by econormsts
tn IS area, a~d lthink I '7'0u!d just answer you by saying that there isn't any doubt that the
macroeconomic Side to this picture is the most important side. Until and unless-
Mr WlU' You' .. . re gomg to have to explain that- put it in American.
Amb YElITTER' All . h Th ithfiscal· r . ng .t. at really means, as you suggest, that we've got to deal WI

po ICY, ~ fiscal JXllicymeans the size of the federal deficit by and large.
Mr. WlU: Thirty percent? Thirty percent of the foreign trade deficit would come down?
Amb. YElITTER: I think that part of it is well over half.
Mr. WlU: Over half. Okay, now we've just eliminated half- we can eliminate half the
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deficit problem, the foreign deficit problem up on Capitol Hill, correct?
Amb. YElITTER: Correct.
, Mr. WILL: All right, now, let's deal with the rest of it. In 1984, half the dollar value of our
foreign trade deficit was imported oil. Why doesn't the administration, if it feels so strongly
about this, and why doesn't Congress, if it does, put a good stiff fee, which would also attack
the domestic deficit, on imported oil?
Amb. YEUTTER: Well. that's an issue that's been considered, as you well know, very
thoroughly in the administration, and in those debates the general- final conclusion has been
that the disadvantages outweigh the advantages, that we ought to deal with this problem in
some other ways, that that one has some negative implications as well as positive ones.
Mr. WILL: Well, every policy has negative consequences.
Amb. YElITTER: Absolutely, and it's a question of how one weighs those, George, and at
this point the President of the United States weighs them more heavily on the negative side
than the positive side.
Mr, DONALDSON: Ambassador Yeuuer, am I correct that the administration's policy in
this area is not to try to aid industries that simply can't compete because of higher wages in
the United States or inefficiency, low productivity, but only industries in which there is a
government intervention against us?
Amb. YEUTTER: Well, it's a fair statement that this administration is not at all interested in
aiding industries that really gi ve no hope of being price-competitive. And it seems to me
that's the way it should be, That's the way the economic system ought to function.
Mr. DONALDSON: Is that the case in shoes?
Amb. YElITTER: That is the case in shoes, in my judgment.
Mr. DONALDSON: SO the shoe companies can go of of business in the United States and
that's just the way the cookie crumbles?
Amb. YElITTER: Well, not all of them. You see, you've got to differentiate, Sam,
between companies in an industry, As an industry, that group of entities is having a lot of
difficulties and has had over a few years. But actually there are some very, very successful
companies within the footwear industry, and we seem to forget that during the debate on this
subject.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right, talking about governments that intervene in their market-
places to make this something other than the level playing field. Yesterday the President
announced - you in his name - actions that you're going to start initiating, investigations,
against Japan. Not in electronics or communications or autos, but tobacco. Against Korea,
not on footwear or textiles, but against an insurance problem. Against Brazil, not on footwear
but against computers. Why isn't it fair to say that you're not attacking the real.problems
when it comes to those countries, but that's just a cosmetic problem you're looking at?
Amb. YEUTTER: Well, I really disagree with the cosmetic :valuati?n. there,. because it
seems to me those are very substantive cases. We spend a lot of tune decldm~ which cases to
~se there and they were done for a whole host of different TeaS?os. Th~re 15 a ,lot ?f tra~
involved in those, and in Brazil it was on computer products. informatics, which IS a big
growth area for the United Stales and that's a pretty high motivation, in my judgment. On
Korea, it's in the insurance, which is a big, big area, a lot more important to us in terms of
developing exports than footwear ever would be. And on Japan, it's a I?ng-stan~g case on
tobacco that also has big trade potential, as you indicated in your earlier question.
Mr. DONALDSON: Senator Danforth just said a moment ago that he thought perhaps a
textile bill would be the first one on quotas to reach the President's desk. Will the President
veto it?
Amb. YElITTER: Almost assuredly, Sam. I don't want 10 speak for him this morning
because he'd have to see how the bill looks as it comes to him, and it could change between
now and then. But if it comes forward in any kind of a form that it has at the moment. I
would believe a veto to be inevitable.
Mr. DONALDSON: What aboul the one Senator Bentsen was talking aboul, standby tariffs
- 25% standby? Would the President velO that?

i
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Amb. YEUTTER: It seems to me that that concept is nearly as onerous as the one in textiles.
because the upshot of that will be different from what I would like to see. and I really believe
different from what Senator Bentsen would like to see. In other words, what that kind of
legislation is going to do in the U.S.-Japan case, which is where it's really is directed, it's
gomg to force the Japanese to take the easy way out and restrict their exports into the United
States rather than open up their markets to American products.
Mr. DONALDSON: May I just have one more, and tum it around then. You tell me, is there
any legislation in a major sense that you see on the Hill right now in this field that the
President could accept?

Amb. YElJTTER: Very little, Sam, if any from among what's up there. I think there is
S?':le positive ~ ~f legislation that could be passed by the Congress this year, but it's not
srtnng o~ the Hill nght now. One judgment we have to make within the administration. of
course,. IS whe~er ~e want to submit some for the consideration of the Congress, and that's
something that s being debated right now.

Mr. WlI:l-:. Since my scientific survey before the show established that we're all four sitting
arou~~ m imported shoes, I want to go back to that SUbject. Senator Danforth said the
administration really abused the system.
Mr. BRINKLEY: What kind of shoes do you wear?

Amb. YEUTTER: Those happen to be Italian this morning, David.
Mr'.~LL: Yes, I did !'1lyhomework.. Anyway, since he says that I understand the Yeutter
posmon, but .the law IS th~ law and the law- we went through this and they made a
recommendarinn to the President and the President disregarded it and that, said the senator a
nunute ago, IS an abuse of the system. What's your answer?
Amb. YEUTTER.: My ~swer is that the system was not abused in the footwear case. It
worked exa~ly as It ~as mtended to work under the statute. The USITC found injury. and I
would not disagree With that finding. But the President then under the law must determine
whether. granting relief is in the overall national economic interest. In other words. his
perspective .has to be a broader one than just the perspective of the industry that's affected.
bev ~e decided, correctly, i~ my judgment. that in the overall national interest it would not

WISe and prudent to provide relief to the footwear industry.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now, you and George reached what [ would call an agreement of state ahuteago th~t about 50% of our trade deficit is caused by this strong dollar. The other 50%,
ow much of It ISwhat the Japanese accuse us of _ sloppy workmanship poor quality goods

androoo? '

~~b.YE~R: More t~~ we'd.lik~.to ~dmit sometimes, David, and although in myill gment A,mencan, competitiveness IS nsmg m a rather dramatic way, Having come out of
e pnvate sector, I. ve seen what corporate CEOs have been doing in the last few years as a~:lto.f.tbe.recesslon, the strong dollar and other things. I really believe we're a lot more

SOmpetl~ve inherently than we were a few years ago, but we're not there yet, and there are
e things that we can do a whole lot better out in that sector than we are today. And we've

got to do that. We can't just sit on our haunches and whine. We've got to be competitive.
Mr. BRINh~LEY:. All right, come back another time and tell us how it's going. Thank you
vel)' muc lor being With us today. Enjoyed having you.
Amb. YEUTTER: Thanks, David.

:~~ ~RINKLEY: We'll be back with a little free trade of our own here, an exchange of
I g ts, opm~hensand otherwise In Our discussion here and joining us will be Tom WIcker.

co umrust tor ,. New York Times. In a moment. '
{commercial breakj

:, BRINKL~Y: Well, all of us are in the middle of what some call a PR public relations
w·thPilign ~r.0vmg the Soviet Union and the United States each one trying to make points
to'make pUf' ~Geoandthe world public prior to the summit m~ting in November. What are we

eo It. rge?
Mr. W1U: Well evide tl G ~ h· ...comm· H'· n Y OllJac ev has satisfied someone's cntenon of bemll a llTCat

urncator. e did this largely with that auto-interview that he conducted with huTIself

with the editors of Time magazine. Now, I'm sort of associated with Newsweek and I don't
want to be in the awkward position of criticizing Time. It was a great achievement to get him
and all the rest; however, those were not what you'd call hostile questions. Ithink when MIs.
Astor went in to see Stalin she's supposed to have said, "When are you going to stop
slaughtering so many Russians?" A good question, that, and one would like to hear
Gorbachev's answer to that. But instead we've got him given a kind of soapbox, And that
really illustrates the asymmetrical problem here in these two superpowers because public
opinion matters here and it doesn't matter at all in the Soviet Union.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, they bought an ad in your paper, The New York Times, and the U.S.
could not buy an ad in Pravda if it tried, could it?
Mr, DONALDSON: Yeah, but you know, George. [think you miss the boat if you think it's
just a bunch of planted questions that he gets to answer. You'll remember before he came to
power he went over and charmed Margaret Thatcher-
Mr, WILL: Charmed her? Charmed her?
Mr. DONALDSON: Wait a moment, George. And Mrs. Thatcher came out, a great
anticommunist, a great conservative like Ronald Reagan, and said, "I like M~.Gorbil:chev.
We can do business with him." So if you say that somehow somebody gave hun the title of
Great Communicator because he planted some questions in Time magazine---
Mr, W1U: Maybe Tom will tell us---
Mr, DONALDSON: -you are very naive.
Mr. WlU: -what has he communicated, this great communicator?
TOM WICKER, T11e New Yor1l Times: Well, [think that's the point. It's not so much that
he's personally channing. if he is, although even Strom Thurmond seemed to think so.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, that was something. Thurmond came out speaking nicely about the
Russian leader.
Mr. WICKER: Yes, indeed. I think what Mr. Gorbachev is doing now is very cleverly
speaking to people's hopes and desires. The people want to see, in my judgment, around the
world and in this country they want to see an arms control agreement~ for example, they w~t
to see reductions in nuclear weapons, They want to see better relations between the Soviet
Union and the United States. And Gorbachev, I think, is speaking very cleverly to those
hopes and desires and people respond to it. If President Reagan, ~hether ~ghtly or wrongly,
pursuing his own view of the situation between the two countries and m the whole arms
control field, is being forced by those views to take a more negative position.
Mr. WILL: But isn't it less the substance than the cosmetics of this? I mean, at long last the
Kremlin has produced a dictator with a sense of humor, arguably, an a~ctive wife, and a
good tailor, and the answer is, so what? Now, I suppose a lot of people ~nk that somehow
that's incompatible with running an aggressive, slave-labor based, terronst state.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, let me interrupt on that point a second, George. Suppose in this PR
campaign, if we are to call it that, suppose it succeeds, suppose he persuades other coun~nes
around the world that he means well and so on. What do they care? What do the RUSSIans
care? They don't depend on world opinion--
Mr. WILL: Well, they depend on world opinion and domesticopinion here to put pressure?n
the United States President who, Imust say, is playing right mto their ~ands because, ~hile
he's saying- making these reasonable sounds. the President of thc7l!rnted Sta:tes continues
perversely to give interviews in which he says his aim at the sumnut ISto convince them we
mean them no harm as thoueh the Cold War and the hot war and the various wars in between
is a 68-year misund~rstanding about-
Mr. DONALDSON: The President is very sensible when ~ gives. interviews~ as ~e has,
saying, ··We mean them no haITTland we want better relations With the SOVlet;s. If he
followed your advice, of cou~, he wouldn't go to Gene~a ~yway, except ~1tJ:1a pact
which requires a Soviet surrender. I think Ronald Reagan IS nght. to take ~ realis~c view,
Tom, of what might come out of the summit, and not raise expectatIo~. ~. It doesn t rother
me that- you're correct. Gorbachev has the best of it right ~ow, .say":,?, I w~t progress,
and I think we can have an agreement." and Ronald Reagan ISsaymg. No,. walt a moment,
we're not going to rush to an agreement that's a bad one." Just let me firush. But where I
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February every living room in America, you couldn't w?Ik through it wi~out seeing ~
governor or lieutenant governor of South D~ota. for Pete s ~~e -:- food citizens all
the issue then, remember, was the farm cnsis. The farm COSts didn t go away-
Mr. DONALDSON: And it'll be back.
Mr. WILL: It's worse today than ever, but indeed what we have-;;- we just ,w?re the SUbj~t
out. You say. what's Congress going to do when they come back. ~ nn~on people Ii e
in the Washington area: 537 people here are se~t here beca,use they wm el~ons. They have
one great genius and it is to change the subject. There s only one subject. that ought to
preoccupy them, and that's the deficit. So we're goin~ to talk a~ut S.outh Africa, talk, about
protectionism, going to talk about tax reform - anything to avoid talking about the subject
Mr. WICKER: George. I've got to intervene there because-
Mr. BRINKLEY: -talk about all kinds of things except Topic A.
Mr. WlU: Exactly. .
Mr. WICKER: But you said earlier on this program that 50%of the trade deficit could be
eliminated on Capitol Hill. That is, by doing something aJ;x>utthe federal deficit. I ~d
say- I would correct that, and I'm sure this shou~d be saJd,. that you could do some . g
about 50% of the trade deficit on Capitol Hill and m the White House, because on CapItol
Hill they can't do anything about the federal d~fi~it so long as ,the Whi~ House InSISts:~t
there can't be a tax increase of any kind, and UlSIStsthat there s not gomg to be any re y
substantial cut in the military budget.
Mr. DONALDSON: But, Tom, they've already thrown in. the towel on both sides. the
President and Congress. on deficit reduction. It's just not going to happen this year. . ,
Mr. WICKER: I'm merely correcting the point that I thought should be corrected that It s
only on Capitol HiII, because-
Mr. WILL: No, I didn't say that. I cited then-- I asked Mr. Yeutter, I said, what about the
administration that doesn't-
Mr. DONALDSON' Let me tell you something else about tax reform. Apparently there is
not a sroundswell of 'support for tax reform out there. If you listen to th~se congres~men ~h~
come ~back and presumably for the last month in addition to vacationmg have tned to ee

" Ral igh Durham the otherthe pulse of their constituency, when Mr. Reagan went down to er - lms
day he carried on Air Force One the statesman Jesse Helms. And we asked Senator He
whether there was a groundswell in North Carolina. He said no.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam, let me ask you.
Mr. DONALDSON: "We're not for tax reform here, he said ."
Mr. WICKER: But there's no zroundswell of opposition either.

- ,"h;n . tho tax bill thatMr. BRINKLEY: Not just as a taxpayer but as a ~i~n,. is there an] 1.I ..... g m IS
is worth getting excited about? I don't see anything m It. .

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. Igot pretty excited about the original Treasury I last I:Je<;m~,
and then even the President's oriainal modification. But, as these things haf:ntt: s, ~
watered. down even before a bill has been written, to the extent that it looks e andres n

. Pre 'de t hoped as wegoing to be as much reform in the way of a clean bill as the Sl nonce
thought.
Mr. BRINKLEY: It's about as complicated as the one supposedly being simplified.
Mr. DONALDSON: That's right, but Tom put his finger on it. We've got to raise revenue.
We've got to raise taxes somehow.
Mr. WIU: A great tax reform proposal. It was a struggle for the hea;ts and minds of the
American people to replace a baroque with a rococo tax code. and I don t think they care one
way or another.
Mr. WICKER: It didn't have to be a rococo replacement.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Rococo is slightly more complex than baroque. right? .
Mr. WILL: That's right. And I think. it probably in the end will come out more complicated.
Mr. DONALDsoN: The President always takes to the slump and talks about the simplest
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think the President may be wrong is in announcing an A-SAT test. It plays into Gorbachev's
hand..-
Mr. WICKER: Exactly.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Anti-satellite-

Mr. DONALDSON: That's right, an anti-satellite test. We could wait until ~fter Nove~ber
19th and not lose anything technically in perfecting a space weapon. Why do It now? It grves
Gorbachev a propaganda weapon.

Mr. WICKER: Well, I think there's a lot to that. and therefore I think that President
Reagan's. the whole administration's response to Gorbachev's campaign. if you want to call
it that. has not been tactically very astute. On the other hand, I don't dispute your point th~t
the President would be mistaken, I think, to raise expectations, because I'm almost certam
they would be raised falsely. I think there's very little chance that we are going to get
anything of real substance out of that summit meeting in November. so to that extent I agree
with the President. But I don't see why the field should have been left as clear as it seems to
me to have been left for Gorbachev to pose as the man who wants peace. arms control, arms
reduction, and for Reagan [0 appear as the man who does not want those things and therefore
does not want an agreement.

Mr. WlU: But one of- only one of- one of the problems with summits is that they have
expectations sprouting around them like crabgrass - can't stop 'em. Just happens. Par-
ticularly because Western liberal democratic societies tend to believe that everyone's like
them - reasonable, sweet-tempered; they want to live and let live, as Gorbachev said to the
editors of Time magazine, which must certainly be news to the people of Afghanistan.
Mr. WICKER: Well. I don't really think anybody thinks that about the Soviet Union.
Mr. DONALDSON: I don't think we're that sweet-tempered. either. George.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. to get back inside the Beltway where we truly belong. and where
we feel at home, whether we should or not, Congress is back. will be. tomorrow. Senator
Bentsen, we talked to, was in Texas; he's coming back here later today. So they're back.
What are they going to do? Tom?

Mr. WICKER: Well, you've just devoted a whole hour to one thing they're going to do.
which is--

Mr. BRINKLEY: Protectionism.

Mr. WICKER: -debate trade and probably. Igather from those remarks, pass a bill. I think
also there's going to be a great agitation at least in the House on the tax reform bill. It appears
that the prospects- while I would have thought passing a major tax bill between September
and whenever they will adjourn will be a very difficult proposition, nonetheless, they seem
confident that they're going to do it.

Mr. ~NA~DSON: Well. I want to announce a new position on tax. reform. I've changed
~y ~n~ twice already. First I think it would not be passed this year by any stretch of the
imaginauon. and then a few weeks go I said I thought it had a chance. Now I'd like to have a
modified position. '-'

Mr. BRINKLEY: What is it now, Sam?

Mr. DONALDSON: Which is this. I think they'll pass something that won't amount to
anything. And let me tell you why. Ronald Reagan, who, whether his effective commuru-
cations come from his smile or otherwise, is very effective, has started a stump campaign for
tax reform, but unlike last year, when he campaigned with balloons and happy feeling and
"morning in America." and we had to cany it on television because it was a political
campaign - we had to carry Mondale, we had to carry Reagan _ we don't have to canr It
this year and. we're not. And ~e minute the President goes on the road to North Carolm~
State In Raleigh-Durham, and instead of reaching the country with his message, we don t
carry that because there's nothing new in it, and I think he's going to go on the road each
week and find that .the national television networks are going to apply a standard of news, not
Just PR help for hIS tax reform campaign.

Mr. ",!,ILL: Th.at's right. Saturation journalism wears out subjects. It takes about a week.
some Issues a little longer. but about a week you can wear a subject out. I remember back i.R



tax reform. He says you should have a form in which: "How much did you make? How
much have you got left? Send it in. "
Mr. BRINKLEY: I'll buy that. I'd love it. We'll be back with a few words about an airplane
safety test in a time of far too many crashes, the test that doesn't test anything. In a moment.
{commercial break}

Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary}: Finally, this summer we've had the worst series of airplane
accidents and loss of life in memory, one after another. Many people have died in airplane
accidents and fires, even on the ground, because they couldn't get out of the plane fast
enough. The Federal Aviation Administration requires an airliner to have enough emergency
exit doors to allow all passengers to get out in 90 seconds. Well, this week, to meet that
requirement, we were told there had been a test of a Boeing 757 and a planeload of people
got out in 82.9 seconds, just in time to meet the government's safety standards. But they
were nearly all Boeing employees. All of them were youngish and reasonably agile. They
had rehearsed it ahead of time. There was no fire, no smoke, no poisonous gas or burning
seat covers, no older folks unable to move fast, no babies having to be carried, nobody
lingering, as people will, trying to rescue their belongings, no panic, no fear. and - not
always true on airplanes - they were aU sober. Even so, in these ideal circumstances, they
barely got out in time to meet the government safety standards. Well, that is supposed to
make us all feel a little easier about airplane travel. Somehow it doesn't.

For all of us at ABC's This Week, until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS lllIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

September 15, 1985
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our
Washington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.

DAVID BRINKLEY: Should people infected with AIDS he quarantined as in past yeal> was
done with other diseases? Many now say the answer is yes. Parents protest when a child with
AIDS is admitted to school and keep their own children home. In the Episcopal church, some
refuse now to take communion" for fear of using the cup passed mouth to mouth. A British
specialist says AIDS could become a pandemic, a plague spread around the world in the
manner of the great Black Plague and others in past centuries. What are the answers? Are
there any? We'll ask today's guests: Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases; Samuel B. Granirer, president of the 27th District School
Board in New York City. where there is a controversy about an infected child in a school;
Charles Vaughan, an attomey representing Ryan White. a young AIDS victim barred from
school in Indiana; two members of Congress concerned with this. Senator Orrin Hatch of
Utah, chairman of the Labor and Human Resources Committee, and Representative Henry
Waxman of California, chairman of a subcommittee on health and the environment; some
background on a spreading controversy from our man John Martin; and our discussion here
with George Will, Sam Donaldson and Morton Kondracke, all here on our Sunday program.
. First a little news since the Sunday morning papers. We have a report from London which
lS not confirmed that one of the seven Americans held hostage by the Islamic Jihad has been
set free, and the name given is that of Benjamin Weir, who I believe is a minister. But
officials in the embassy and here in the White House say that they have no such information
and cannot confirm this.

Radon is a gas that causes lung cancer. It has now been found to be seeping up out of the
ground around uranium deposits in parts of Pennsylvania, New York and New Jersey, and
seeping into houses in dangerous concentrations. The New York Times says the Environ-
mental. Protection Agency will tty to see how to stop it. . .
Louis Farrakhan, leader of the Nation of Islam, spoke last night in Inglewood, California,

urgmg his audience o~ black persons to "stop behaving like slaves, " as he put it, and tlJ:en he
attac~ed ~hi!C America and Is~l. His audience of 14.000 gave him a standing ~vatlon.
.MISS MISSISSiPPi 15 the new MISS America, crowned late last night in Atlantic City. Susan

Aiken, 21, who's been entering contests since she was six years old, said she cried so much
she had gone through four boxes of Kleenex. They brought back the song "There She Is,"
but Bett Parks is stilI fired.

We'll be back with ~ school board president, a lawyer, a physician and two members .of
Congress concerned WIth the problem of allowing or not allowing children infected With
AIDS to he adrnined to school and all the rest of today's program. In a moment.
[commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Is it safe for a child with AIDS to be in school or will it endanger the other
students? Well, .that question is before a court in New York. City now and being argued in
other pl~~s: If infected children are kept out of school, is it a violation of their civil rights?
Or do CIvIl rights come ahead of everything else, including public health? Hard questions, all
of them. Before we put them to our guests, here's some background on the problem from
John Martin. John?

JOHN MARlIN: This is a story about fear, David, the same kind of fear that we felt
about poli?, about tuberculosis, about all the contagious diseases that flow ac~ss the
globe and tnto our lives. But the saddest victims of this disease and this fear are children.
those few hundred who live and die with AIDS and the many millions whose parents want
to protect them from it.

PAT LOCKE, parent: I say we are not willing to submit our children to be a test group
to see which of these children 10 years from now contracted AIDS.

DlAN~ G~ASSO, parent: Put my kid in the class with a child with leukemia or
somethmg like that, we know pretty much what's happening with that. But AIDS. I
mean, who knows how you get it?
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MARTlN [voice-over j: Nearly half of all the Americans questior.aed in a recent poll. think
they can get it from casual contact, no matter what health officials have been saymg.

Dr. POLLY THOMAS, New York City health official: We now have. 12,000 cases of
AIDS in the United States arid not one case traced to any form of transmission other than
sexual or injection of blood.

Dr. MARTHA ROGERS, Centers for Disease Control: We feel that there is no
reason to fear of your child sitting in school with a child who has AIDS.

MARTlN [voice-over]: Vet)' few children have AIDS. In all, the number of cases
reported nationwide as of last Monday totaled 164 children u,:~er 12, of whom ~O~ have
.died. Some were children of drug addicts, some are hemophiliacs. The vast majority. 80
to 90 percent. are too young for ~hool. ~ut ~o weeks ago the Centers for Disease
Control in Atlanta issued the first national guidelines. Day care centers and schools should
allow children with AIDS to attend classes, but each child should be evaluated first.
Preschool children should not be admitted until more is known about AIDS. Instead of
easing fears about contagion, the guidelines suggested just enough uncertainty to create a
feeling of anxiety among parents. This past week more than II,~ students staYe? away
from school in New York on Monday when they learned that a single ~S VI~ was
being pennitted to attend class. Three other AID~ patients were demed admission by
authorities. Then the school system reported that eight employees had contracted AIDS
and that three of them had died.

BILL SAMPLE, parent: I don't want my daughter to he jeopardized in a school setting
where she might catch the disease, and if we .have to have a boycott of every school tn

New York City. we'Il shut down the whole City system.

MARTIN [voice-aver]; Among teachers now, fear was rising.

TEACHER: And I am having a baby and I don't really think it's fair to expose the
teachers to any kind of a disease, let alone my unborn child, who really has rights also.

MARTIN [voice-over]: At the National Education Association there is no policy yet, but
sympathy for both sides.

MARY HATWOOD FUTRELL, president, NEA: The children who Itave AIDS have
a right to an education. The parents who have chil~n:n. in the schools ~~~ a nght to
protect their children. I believe that the local school division has a responsibility to make
alternative arrangements .

MARTlN [voice-over]: America has fought with contagi<;)fi befo~ ~ licked it. Entire
households were quarantined to prevent the spread of polio. Sarutanums were set up to
house the tubercular away from society. The specter of a new isolation for AIDS pattents
seems to he growing, perhaps unfairly.

Mayor ED KOCH, New York City: l believe injustice. I helieve that if that child posed
a danger, that the child should not be here. But the doctors say the c~ild.poses no dan~er,
so should we then do something that's irrational? Remember, that child-is a human being,
that child has feelings, that child shouldn't he destroyed.

JEANNE WHITE: It's not Ryan's fault he has AIDS, and society has just got to change
and everybody's got to be informed about AIDS. And the real causes and the real things
that- how you can get it and how you can't get it.

RYAN WHITE: You know, I can go to the movies and I can walk around town and
nobody says anything, but I can't even go to school.

MARTlN [voice-over]; Whatever the future for 13*year-old R~an Whitt;, the ordeal of
isolation has already begun. Last Christmas, Indiana school officials told him he could not
attend class. Ryan has hemophilia and apparently contracted AIDS from a blood trans-
fusion. So he listens. shunned by a society struggling With fear, but faced With a sunple
desire.
RYAN: You know, I don't want anybody else to get it, you know. Yeah, I understand
their concern. But I still want to go back to school.

MARTIN: The problem is still small, only a few hundred among mi~ons, ~t it's
growing. And until health officials convince the public that contagion IS virtually unpos-
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slble in school, there 'II be more Ryan Whites quarantined, not from any medical certainty
but merely because of fear of the unknown, David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: John, thank you, Coming next, Dr, Anthony S. Fauci, director of the
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases; and shortly. a New York. school board
president trying to deal with the fear of AIDS in classrooms; the l~wyer for a ~3-y,ear-old,boy
with. AIDS not allowed in school; and two members of Congress Involved legislatively Witha
severe health problem. In a moment.
(commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Dr. Fauci, thank you very much for coming in today, happy to have you
with us. Here with us are George Will of ABC News and Sam Donaldson, ABC News White
House correspondent. Now, Doctor, first let me ask you the basic question. Do Y?U see
any- what are your thoughts about the question now being discussed of quarantme for
people with AIDS, some sort of quarantine?
Dr. ANTHONY S. FAUCI, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases: I
don't think that quarantine is really something that should be seriously considered,. g~ven the
data that we have regarding the transmissibility of this disease. We know how It IS trans-
mitted. It is transmitted by sexual contact and by exposure to blood or blood produ~ts. When
one thinks in the classical terms of quarantine, you usually think. in terms of a d~sease that
might be spread indiscriminately, such as by the respiratory route, by sneezmg or .~y
coughing. When you have a disease in which one has a vel)' good handle on how It s
transmitted, the idea of quarantine in the classic sense really is not appropriate.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, you say a very good handle. Is it good enough, in your judgment, '0
satisfy the parents who are disturbed about this, who say that doctors are not always 100%
right; sneezing, coughing, various other things that happen in classrooms nught be
dangerous? And they're not worried about a case of measles, which lasts two weeks maybe;
they're worried about something that leads to death.
Dr. FAUCI: Their fears and their concerns are obviously quite understandable, b~t again,
one must look at what we know, and there are things that we know and there are things that
are iffy. The things that we know, we have two areas of data. One is the exposure of health
care workers, panicularly nurses, who have vel)' close contact with patients over the l.ast
several years. The types of exposure that they have with patients includes virtually every~g
that children would have in interacting in a school. In addition there are very good family
studies. There have been no evidence of transmissibility from one person to another other
than the sexual route within a family, where children play with each other, sleep WIth each
other, eat from the same plates and drink. from the same glasses. Again, that's not a 100%
guarantee, but that's very, very strong, convincing evidence that it's not transmitted that
way.

GEORGE WILL, ABC News: Well, the reason we have an epidemic of fear coinciding
with the epidemic of AIDS is that people doubt whether or not you can know as much as you
say you know. We've really been only dealing with this in an intensive way for four or five
years; the incubation period can be four or five years for this. Given the small statistical, base
on which you're generalizing, isn't it advisable to say we really don't know quite how It can
be transmitted'?

Dr. FAUCI: I think you shouldn't say we really don't know. I think that there are some areas
?f gray. zones; but there are some areas where we definitely know. Now, you talk about the
incubation pe.noo - you're talking about the incubation period from the time you're exposed
o~ infected With the VI~ to the time that you actually get the disease, Now, we know that the
disease was probably introduced into this country somewhere in the mid to late '70s, and our
first cases were reported in '81. But the conversion, for example, of an antibody test does not
take five years. It probably occurs relatively soon after the exposure to the virus. So we do
have a rather large backlog of experience.

Mr. WILL: But compared with the experience we had with polio or smallpox or one of th:e
other mass-based and not behaviorally based diseases, this is still a fairly small generali-
zation. Now we know, or it is said, that the virus is found in tears and saliva. Now, th~t
finding it there doesn't mean it can be tranrnitted there. What do we know about that? Can It
be transmitted through saliva?
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Dr. FAUCI: Again, there is-- it's vel)' difficult to say, because w~n you do you, can always
be faulted for saying. well, you're speaking like a scientist, there IS no data. B~t m fac~there
are no cases - and there are 13,<XX>cases already in the United States- there s no evidence
that this disease can be transmitted exclusively through saliva or through tears, All of the
cases, or virtually all of the cases, that have been reported can fall into the categories of
transmissibility by the contacts that I mentioned.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, on that point, all these patients who have been examined - how do
you know where it came from, how do you know how they acquired it?
Mr. WILL: Yes, their case histories. Is that reliable?

, Dr. FAUCI: Right. When you have case histories, the only thing that is truly 100% reliable
is, for example, if you take a blood ~fuslon ~ you glv~ It to a person on a given day and
you know that that blood transfusion IS contammated With the VI1US, and then a ~rso,n
develops either the infection or the disease X am?Unt of ~?n~s or years .after. But agam, If
you look at all the principles of surveillance of disease, It IS incontrovertible that the ~xu~1
contact, for example, among the homosexual population, of which 73% of the c.ases m ,thIS
country are homosexual population, we know that it is ~s~tted by the sex~1 mteracnon,
contact. How the virus enters the bloodstream and gets m to mfect the appropnate ceUs that
cause the disease, we don't know that. But we do know what the setting of the transmissi-
bility is.
SAM DONALDSON, ABC News: Well, perhaps one of the problems of the epidemic of
fear can be laid to this discussion here and the type of discussion that we alw~ys have. WIt!J
doctors. You've said twice during your discussion that you can't be 100% certam: Isn't It fair
to want to be 100% certain if you're the parent of a child before you send that child to school
where an AIDS victim may be attending?
Dr, FAUCI: It's understandable how one would want to be IOO%---
Mr. DONALDSON: What about your children?
Dr. FAUCI: Well, I don't have any children. but I can tell you something.that is analogous.
My wife works with patients every day at the clinical center at the National Institutes of
Health. She's a clinical nurse specialist, and I can guarantee you she has more exposure to
the virus and to patients than any child would have in a school.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right. That raises the question that maybe answers itself. Do adults
have more immunity from the AIDS virus than children, or do you have any data on that?
Dr. FAUCI: Well, we know that children in general, infants particularly - infants, not
children of school age - have an immature immune system. It takes a while for it. to fully
develop to its full components. Individuals of school age for ~ m~t part have ~ immune
system that would be able to handle vinually al~of the common mfecu~:ms.that we re exposed
to. So there is a difference, but there's no evidence to say that a chi~d m school ~ould ~
more susceptible upon exposure. And again, I get back to the situation where children m
families don't get it by that way.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Doctor. one last question before our time runs out. What are the prospects
at this moment for some sort of ~~-.!!t".cu~, vaccine, something? __
o.:.-Fiuiet: Okay. Well, with regard '0 treatment, there have been agents that have been
identified which have good activity against the virus in the test tube. They're currently being
tested right now in early studies on individuals to determine if they would be both safe and
effective. There are some encouraging results, but we don't have any answers. The same
holds true for the vaccine. We have the virus identified. We're now in the early steps of
testing to see if in fact it's feasible to have a vaccine.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Dr. Fauci, thank you very much. Thanks for coming in with us today.
Coming next, Samuel Granier, school board president in the 27~ ~is~ct in New York City,
where parents have boycotted the school in fear of an AIDS vicnm m the classroom, and
Charles Vaughan, lawyer for a lS-year-old boy in Kokomo, Indiana, who got AIDS from a
transfusion and is not allowed in school. In a moment.
{commercial break]
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Mr, BRINKLEY: Mr. Granirer in New York, and Mr. Vaughan in Indianapolis. thank you
very much, roth of you. for coming in to talk with us today. Now, on this question of
children, infected children being accepted into classrooms, is this-- what is this question? Is
it a question of individual rights, or is it a question of public health? And isn't there a
conflict? Mr. Granirer, what do you think?
SAMUEL B. GRANIRER, District School Board President: Well. I think that it's
basically the question of public health. I think we who represent the children in terms of the
school district are concerned about the information that is not available to us to make a
satisfied decision with regard to. the health and safety of the children within the school
system.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Vaughan, what do you think?
CHARLES R. VAUGHAN, attorney: David, I think it's a question of individual rights as
well as public health, and our position in this aU along has been that let' 5 look at the public
health issue if you want to, but the evidence is overwhelming that this disease is not
contagious in the school setting. And therefore, after you've answered that question, we
think you get to the individual rights, what are the rights of a student.
Mr. ~ALDSON: Mr. Granirer. what about that point? You've heard a doctor here th!s
mornmg and every doctor that I've heard on this subject has said the same thing, that AIDS IS

not contagious in the school setting. Why don't you accept that?
Mr. GRANIRER: Well, I think, Sam, the reason is that we're hearing testimony in court
based on the case that we brought into the court system so that all the information hopefully
~ilI co~e out to dispel the fear and increase the knowledge, that the transmission of. the
disease m terms of the way the child with AIDS who is in the classroom is not conclusive.
"Their immune system is very deficient, and what we've heard is the fact that if the child with
AIDS is in the classroom and has perhaps one of the childhood diseases. the other children in
that classroom are susceptible to perhaps the virus and then eventually perhaps the AIDS
syndrome.

Mr. ~~LD~O.N: Well, now. Dr. Fauci has just told us that small infants. have a
deficiency m their immune system, it's immature, but he said that a school-age child has a
mature system. Why do you challenge that?

Mr. GRANIRER: Well. because as I said, I think. the information is not conclusive. and
what we 're he~uilW~sthat the transmission with regard to the AIDS child and with regard to
the healthy child IS inconclusive.

Mr. WILL: Mr. Vaughan, there's an old, old principle in society, which is that you protect
the ":~II from th.e unwell, and what t,he parents say is, when they're thinking about thl~,they
say, Look, children are turbulent little creatures. "They spit at each other and they bite and
they hit and they cany on. And how can you be sure?" I guess that is the question. And how
sure are you?

Mr. VAUGHA~: Well, I think-s- I'm very sure from the facts. I think that this is a question
where the medical experts should make the decision, and instead we have parents who h~ve
unfo~nded ~e~, and they've let the parents be the spokesmen in this issue. And! think
definitely this IS a question where the medical experts, with the research _ and there s bec:n
st'l!dies, as th.e doctor earlier said, where they've had health care workers, 88 by ~artm
HII''Sch. He did a study. 3:' of which were infected with needle pricks from AIDS p~tIents.
Not one of them got ~e disease. Even with that kind of exposure they didn't get the disease.
A~ then the CDC did another study of 300. Now, at some point these parents must be
rational enough to separate the truth from the unfounded fear. And that's what we ask.
Mr. WI~: Mr. Granirer, that's a good question. Isn't it your job as a public official to exert
leadership and tell the people who are frightened that they're becoming a mob and that
hysteria IS not self-legitimizing?

Mr. GRA~IRER: George, this is not a mob and this is not hysteria. The problem that we
have here IS th~ lack of knowledge that is creating this. And hopefully we can get a forum
together that ~ill dispel aU of these fears. But one thing that I heard which really amaze~ me,
and I heard this through some of the medical experts, which Charlie has just discussed, III the
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testimony, is the fact that there's no such thing as remission. Now, if we have an AIDS child
and we put that child in the classroom, and supposedly they're in the classroom because of
the remission ~ what remission? One of the medical experts told us that sometimes a healthy
child can be healthy and all of a sudden take a downturn and get very sick and die, and that's
the child with perhaps the AIDS. So I'm very concerned about that representing the AIDS
child, who we're very concerned about, as well as the healthy children who are in the
classroom.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now. Mr. Vaughan, you're a lawyer and you don't have to be told that we
now are a very litigious society - people love to sue, lawyers love to sue. Let us suppose
that a child in a classroom with an AIDS infection picks it up. You may say it's not going to
happen, but conceivably it could. Don't the school administrators then become liable to
lawsuits? One lawyer we talked to said they could be sued for wrongful death or some such
thing. What about that?
Mr. VAUGHAN: I would love to defend those cases for the school board - it'd be the
easiest cases I ever defended.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Why?
Mr. VAUGHAN: Because if the school board is reasonable in the decision they make, if they
use reasonable prudence, they will be absolved in their duties as school board members. And
you can't take all these people- we don't know how many more cases of AIDS are going to
be in children. But can we not educate them, and don't they have to have some proof
somewhere that someone got AIDS by casual contact before they can take this stand? Every
day they let their children get on school buses and they know percentagewise some are going
to die, and they don't argue that: they let them get on the school buses.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Vaughan-c.
Mr. VAUGHAN: But here it's different. You take it in a different light. Excuse me.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I was just going to ask you - it may be obvious - but what's
wrong with having a child. as we saw the little boy in Indiana, go to school by telephone ~
in other words, be separate from the schoolmates in the classroom?
Mr. VAUGHAN: Sam, what's wrong with that? That's my client, by the way.
Mr. DONALDSON: I know.
Mr. VAUGHAN: That's little Ryan White. And our position is, separate but equal just won't
cut it. If there is anything to this story about visual aids in the classroom and what the teacher
can do, then it doesn't cut it. If that's really fair, then we don't need these big school
buildings and all the money put into it and pay all these teachers. We can hire someone to
make a set of tapes for seventh grade. eighth grade, ninth grade, send the tapes to the
students, eliminate transportation bills and do away with the schools. Obviously that type of
education is not satisfactory. Anyhow, that's our position and I think that the courts have held
in other things, separate but equal facilities won't do. He's entitled to be mainstrearned, is
our position. And the quality of Ryan's life for as long as he lives is the issue. We're
interested that Ryan has a quality of life for whatever time he's put on this earth by his maker.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Granirer, isn't that a powerful humanitarian argument? That is, a young
child with AIDS is condenmed [0 death, and you want to make his years remaining as happy
as possible, and there's a kind of social death in being excluded from what is the center of
every child's life, school.
Mr. GRANIRER: Well. I think the issue of social justice is one that will probably come out
of this argument after we get the medical evidence that will assure every parent that it is sa.t:e
and healthy to send their child with the AIDS child into the classroom. I.think, George, until
this evidence comes out, people are going to be concerned and going to have a wary
approach to the whole issue. And I think thi~ is what we're trying to do.he~ in New York, is
to get the issue into a forum so that the evidence can be presented scientifically as well as
socially.
Mr. DONALDSON: I take it what we've been discussing roils down to this, the proposition
that the community health of the children who go to school is much more predominantly
something that all society should pay attention to than the well being, both emotional as well
as physical, of the child who has AIDS. Is that it, is that the balance?
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I Mr. GRANIRER: [ think that's a good point. I think we're dealing, one, with a communi-
cable disease, and as a doctor said or somebody said before. we keep people out of school
that have communicable diseases. why is this any different?
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Vaughan. very quickly, what's your answer to that?
Mr. VAUGHAN: WeU, my answer is that AIDS is a new disease; it's not communicable like
the chicken pox, measles and mumps. It's communicable in another manner, and it's not in
the classroom, not in that manner, and we must face that issue. We have to adjust laws; we
must adjust OUf thinking; we must adjust ourselves so that we tune to what society's problems
are. And this problem is AIDS and its transmission, and it's not in the fonn of other diseases
as we knew them. And we must address the issue and face the facts of what the medical
issues are, let them be determined by the medical experts and then act rationally and
accordingly.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Vaughan and Mr. Granirer. thank you both, thank you vel)' much for
coming in and giving us your thoughts today. Coming next, two members of Congress whose
committees deal with public health problems, including AIDS: Senator Orrin Hatch, Repub-
lican, Utah, chairman of the Labor and Human Resources Committee, and Representative
Henry Waxman, Democrat, California, whose district includes Hollywood, chairman of the
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment. In a moment.
[commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Hatch, Congressman Waxman, thanks very much for coming in,
happy to have you with us today. Now, in the medical community and in the homosexual
community and in others, there is the complaint that govenunent is not spending enough
money, making enough effort to deal with AIDS. Of course, I can't remember in my life
anyone ever saying the government was spending enough money, but this is a special,
particular case, crucial. Is that so, Senator?
Sen. ORRIN HATCH, Labor and Human Resources Committee: Well, I think in the
early stages, you know, the first year that we found out about AIDS the government spe~t
about 56 million. Over the last four years the government has spent over 5200 million, and In

the next year alone it will be between $126 million, we estimate, and $200 million just in that
year. Of course, in that next year, we expect the victims of AIDS to double in one year over
what has accrued over the last four years. So Ithink we need to do more, and of course I'm
committed to work with Congressman Waxman to make sure that we do.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Waxman?
Rep. HENRY WAXMAN, Health and Environment Subcomittee: Well, I've been
criti~al of the Reagan administration for not putting enough money into research. I hope
that s a matter of the past. They came in and asked for a lame increase in funding. Tbe House
Appropriations Committee added $70 million to that. I ~ we've got to monitor this and
m~e sure we're spending the money that's going to be needed. It would be ridiculous to sa~e
millions ?f dollars and end up spending billions of dollars in treatment for more cases of this
disease, I~":e could figure out some way to cure or to prevent it. And that has to be our
highest pnonty, and we have to do that I think on a crash basis not just a busfness-as-usuel
basis. '"

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, human life is the concern, of course. and no; money. But [ did read
that It ~ts about S 140,000 for each AIDS case down to the end. The two of you keep up
With this. What do you think about the prospects, what do you hear the prospects for some
sort of treatment, a vaccme or something?

Sen. HATCH: Well, I have chatted with the people at the Centers for Disease Control, Dr.
11m Mason and others, and they tell me that really what we need to do is we need to
concentrate on clinical trials. Those drugs where they feel they have had some success, like
the ne.w drug ~~er tn. Fran~e, there are about four or five right now which have so~
potential. So clinical tna~ With regard to promising drugs. Then I think what we need to do.IS
do a ~ot.of work. on basic cell research, and then a lot of work. on transmissibility. That IS,
how IS It transmined? What r:eally do we know about it? Can we pin it down? You.knO~,
eyen though Dr. FaUCI I ~Ink articulated very clearly what the Public Health S~~lce
vrewpotnt IS, he always hesitated when he said, "Well, we feel that it's not tranSnusslbl~
through merely tears or saliva and so forth, and that in the school context we probably don t
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have nearly the potential destructibility as we would otherwise. " But he always stopped just a
little bit, because they're really not absolutely positive. I think we need to nail that down.
And you know, we can't just throw money after these things; we've got to make sure that the
money is used in the best possible way for the best benefit of all taxpayers, but especially
those who are suffering from this malady.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Waxman?
Rep. WAXMAN: I talked to researchers who told me there's so much they know and there's
so much they don't know in terms of developing a vaccine and a cure. They have to follow
these leads out; it's going to be expensive to pursue every avenue, even if it leads to a dead
end in terms of what drugs might work, what are the side effects, whether a vaccine is
possible. Secretary Heckler, [thought to her discredit, said several years ago a vaccine will
be available within two years. [ believe that's two years ago. Isay to her discredit because it
made people think that the whole matter of AIDS had been resolved.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, she must have been told that by some medical authority.
Rep. WAXMAN: Well, there's a question about that, but it was a statement that was not
based on any information from the reputable researchers. And we hope to have a vaccine, but
they tell us if we get one at all it'll be into the late 1990s. So we've got to do everything we
can to stop the spread of this disease, look at public health matters and measures we could
take, and put more money into research.
Sen. HATCH: But to her credit she decided and said that this would be the number one
health problem and we' ve got to do something about it, and she has been pushing very hard
to do that ever since.
Mr. WILL: It manifestly is not the number one health problem.
Sen. HATCH: No, cancer is.
Mr. WILL: It's not kiUing as many people as heart attack, alcoholism, cancer, automobile
accidents, all the rest.
Sen. HATCH: But it's the number one frightening problem in America today.
Mr. WILL: Well, okay. The urgency attaching to this derives from the assumption that
growth is and will continue to be exponential. But that doesn't usually happen. Someone
calculated the other day, you two lawyers, that the growth of American population is such
and the growth of lawyers is such that in the year 2074 every American will be a lawyer,
men, women and children. Well, that's not going to happen. And exponential growth rarely
happens in society. Aren't we not perhaps overreacting?
Rep. WAXMAN: But we have a geometrical progression of this disease, the number of
cases doubling every 10 months. You can project it into the future; you can get really horrible
statistics for the number of people that will die from this disease.
Mr. WILL: That's how the Club of Rome had us out of gasoline.
Sen. HATCH: Well. I think we have to he cautious here. We can't go-off halfcocked and
say this is going to happen or that is going to happen - we just don't know enough. But we
know that we have a million to a million and a half people who are infected by this disease. I
think we ought to get rid of some of the scary things about various communities that are
affected by this and quit talking about that and talk about how do we solve this problem.
Because it is a public health problem of major impact.
Mr. DONALDSON: Let me frame a question in a way that often throws fear into politicians,
but not you two. I want you to take a stand, I want you to take a side. A parent comes to you,
Senator, from Utah and says, "Should I send my child to a school where an AIDS victim is
going to school?" What do you say to that parent?
Sen. HATCH: Well. as a parent of six children and three grandchildren, I have to commi-
senue with that parent, because nobody absolutely knows whether that child who comes to
school with an infection of AIDS can pass that or transmit that particular malady to other
children. Right now it doesn't look like it can be done, except through blood or through
diarrhee--;
Mr. DONALDSON: So what do you do, you say don't send the child?
Sen. HATCH: Well. I think that the Centers for Disease Control and the other public health

j
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offic1a.ls have come OUIwith some pretty good guidelines. First they say the state and local
people ought to make the detenninations here. But secondly, we ought to make sure that the
chdd who goes to school does t10l have neurological deficits of such that might lead to an
eastly transnuttable disease qUOben! here, And I think that's true ~ I think we've gOIto be
very careful. But I commiserate with any parent who's worried. It's a worrisome thing.
Mr. DONALDSON: What have you done? Have you ducked the question here, or do you
say send them or t10l send them?

sen. HATCH: Well, I think it's a decision b~ the slate and local people after looking at all of
these rarnificanons pertauung to this, and f think many of them are starting to send the kids to
school. but they're watching them vel)' carefully, One thing [ do think: I think that people
ought to know which kids they are so that they- because there are some defensive thinzs
that can be undertaken to prohibit the spread of the disease. -
Mr~ DONALDSON: All right. that's your advice. Now. a parent comes to you in your
district, MI. Waxman. and says, "what should I do? Should I send my child to school where
an AIDS victim is currently in anendance or not?" What do you say?
Rep. WAXMAN: Well, [ 100 am a parent and I am concerned ahout children, not just my
own, And my philosophy on public health is you always err, if you can err at all, on the side
of protecting the public health. So I would say that there may be cases where we don't want a
child in the school system; even though we have no evidence that AIDS can be transmitted
from that child. we don't want to take a chance. And the Center for Disease Control said that
when you have cases where a child cannot control his bowel movements,
behaves in a way where there may be biting or scratching or whatever, in that kind of
situation the school board - and it's left up to the local school board - should not allow that
child 10 be there. But if the school board decides that. like Ryan White, who wants to study
computer sciences. is not about to kick or scream or-
Mr. DONALDSON: No. but r come to you as a parent because there is a child in the school
- this is a hypothetical case for you to take a stand on - that has AIDS. The school board
has allowed the child 10 go, Should I send my child?
Rep. WAXMAN: If the child is Ryan White, who's going to study computer scien~ and not
going to bite or scream and can control himself, then I think he ought to be penrutted and I
would teU you that your child ought to feel comfortable enough to be in that classroom setting
where that child is. There's a very, very minimal danger.
Mr. WILL: Congressman Waxman, the senator raised what might be called a civil liberties
question. He said we ought to know who the AIDS children are. Do you have any problem
with that?
Rep. WAXMAN: Who is we? The public ought 10 know?
Mr. WILL: The public authorities who have to organize the schools and monitor the behavior
of the children,
Sen. HATCH: And the fellow students because they can take defensive measures that will
definitely protect them.
Rep. WAXMAN: Well, I would draw a line there,
sen. HATCH: And I don't mean discrimination methods; I mean defense of the-
Rep. WAXMAN: The school officials should certainly kn~w because they're .ttying 10 make
a decision whether to let that individual child there. But I m troubled at the Idea that every
child should know and brand that- and stigmatize ~at individual who has AIDS. Th~
decision ought to be made whether the child should be m. the school at ~ll,and then I don t
think he ought to go to the school with a little mark on his forehead saying stay away from
this kid, [crosstalk]
Mr. BRINKLEY: I'm sony. I have to interrupt. Our.time is out: in fact. it's been out for
some time, but it was interesting, Ididn't want [Q stop It. Thank you. Th~ you very much.
Senator Hatch. Congressman Waxman. Coming next, o~r free-form discussion here. and
joining us will be Morton Kondracke, head of the Washmgton bureau of Newsweek. In a
moment.
[commercial break!
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Mr. BRINKLEY: Nowadays almost everything that happens is called a milestone, but this
one I think. truly is. We are approaching probably in a few months a federal government
deficit of 52 trillion. I'm not sure I know how much money that is. but that's $2,(0() billion.
Mr. WILL: It's two and 12 zeros,
Mr. BRINKLEY: Right. The next is- what's next'?
Mr. WILL: Lots.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Quadrillion. I don't know if we'll make that. What are we going to do
about that? Is that irresponsibility on the part of the Congress, the U.S. leadership? George?
Mr. ~LL: Well, it reflects the mismatch that threatens and I think can destroy democracies.
The mismatch between the hair-trigger readiness to spend and the severe reluctance to tax
sufficient to pay for the spending. Relative to the GNP, the deficit today is not as large as it
was immediately after World War IT. But World War II was an aberrational event, and
econorruc growth was destined to. as it in fact did, begin to shrink then. What's alarming
about this is (a) economic growth will not shrink. it, it seems fairly clear; that this is under
normal operating circumstances that it's growing. It took us 200 years, 39 presidents and 96
Congresses to get the first trillion, and one president to get the second trillion. So that we're
now at a point, David, where half the personal income tax. revenues are required just to pay
the interest on the debt.

Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah, except as a milestone the figure 51 billion is meaningless.
Mr. WILL: Trillion,
Mr. DONALDSON: Two trillion, thank you. One here, one there. But because the wealth
of the country is such----
Mr. BRINKLEY: Adds up to real money after a while,
Mr. DONALDSON: I would like to have just that amount of debt compared with my real
worth, as this country has compared to its real worth. But it is important because it shows
how, as George has pointed out. in one presidency we have doubled the figure
by deficit spending. I mean, Ronald Reagan and David Stockman, if you'Il excuse me, have
been the big spenders, and the Congress - they all deserve the credit for getting us in this
boat. And it's the continuing deficits, with the theory being that crowding out might eventu-
ally occur and that if our interest rates should drop, foreigners would stop subsidizing our
debt, and money being removed from the marketplace so that private industry and capital
can't operate. That theory, if it is correct, poses a grave danger.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Danger of what"
Mr. DONALDSON: That we'll all slide over the abyss. Where is George Humphrey, the
ex- the former Treasury secretary who said the next depression will be one that will curl
your hair?
Mr. BRINKLEY: He didn't have much hair,
Mr. DONALDSON: Comes to us all at some time in life, David.
MORTON KONDRACKE, Newsweek: President Reagan hasn't been the big spender; he
has been the big tax cutter. The problem is that when you have deficits of this size you have
compounded interest every year, which means that you can't spend money on things that you
might want, whether it's defense or domestic spending, and the interest saps the economy
worse than a tax increase does because irs not compounded. So the problem is, as George
says, that we're not paying for what we want, and at some point we're going to be clogged on
?ur own debt. When that occurs, who knows? But if a recession ever happens, the likelihood
~s (hat .the amount the interest will represent of the economy's production will make it
rrnpossible for us to get ourselves out of this.
Mr. DONALDSON: How do we learned gentlemen «plain the fact that most of the
economic indicators at the moment are up. that all of this problem we foresaw this time last
year, this year apparently has not taken place? Could it be that Ronald Reagan and Paul
Roberts are right, and that supply-side economics works?
Mr. KONDRACKE: Well, we are borrowing against the future. I mean, that is whal- King
Solomon became a great king by borrowing lots of money into the- in the future. built lots
of temples and that, and nobody knows what happened after King Solomon left. But the fact
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is that the Israeli economy collapsed, and that could happen here too.
Mr. WILL: Relative to other economies we're a good place to invest. and as long as
foreigners send us money equivalent in value to 40% of our deficit. Americans can continue
to enjoy a standard of living that they simply are not. in real terms, presently paying for. And
eventuaUy they're going to have to-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, George, how much tax would we have to pay to deal with a deficit
of this size'?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, we're going to have to return revenues to the extent that-
Mr. WILL: Well, you can put it this way.
Mr. DONALDSON: -a $200 billion gap.
Mr. WILL: We have a tax code that's generating to the federal government about 19% of
GNP. After four and a half years of a conservative Republican administration it is clear that
we intend to go on spending about 23% of GNP. So you're go.ing to have to rai~ taxes to
bring it down a little bit. You know, Pat Moynihan makes a point that I should think would
rouse liberals.
Mr. BRINKLEY: I don't understand why the GNP is used as a unit of measure: The GNP,
gross national product, is every nickel that changes hands in the Unit~ States In a year. If
you get a shoeshineacross the street here, that's part of the.~ss national~roduc\Noo~
collects the gross national product; it is merely an empty stansnc. What does It mean. I don t
think it means anything.
Mr. WILL: Well. it's a rough measure of the economic vitality of the country. Moynihan
makes the following point. The interest component, not defen~, is the fastest growmg
component of the federal budget, and it is a regressive redistribution of wealth. Pat argues,
for the following reason: that the average-s- two thirds of all income tax revenues ~ome from
people making less than $50,(X)() a year. But most of the interest payments going ,to for-
eigners and domestic debt holders are people disproportionately wealthy or corporntlons or
mutual funds.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Yeah, poor people don't buy government bonds.
Mr. WILL: Is thaI true?
Mr. DONALDSON: Poor people hardly buy enough to eat.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. we have a lot of talk, actually, about a balanced budget amen~~~
to the Constitution. It has been working its way through the state legislatures. a pro~sa
call a convention to write a balanced budget amendment. How many states are left.

Mr. KONDRACKE: Two.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Two left. If that happened, would it do any good? Morton?

Mr. KONDRACKE: Well, apparently what's going to happen is- . an .nod?
Mr. BRINKLEY: If the amendment were put into the Constitution, would It do y x

Mr. KONDRACKE: Senator Hatch before he got on the air explained all this~:;'.;=
apparently what will- Michigan is likely to become the 33nJ state. There are nably zood
tutional amendments now pending in the Senate, one of them he says has a~nstitutronal
chance of passing, which would eliminate the problem - the problem as to e robably will
convention. If that doesn't happen, when the 34th state comes alo~g, Co~~~: to limit the
end up deciding how to handle this thing. And he has got a bill of ole to establish a
constitutional convention to the issue of the balanced ,?udget lest peop e r:;thing.
Parliamentary system in America or throw out the preSIdency or some suc ho

. d be h .,Gee""" WMr. BRINKLEY: Ifwe had a constitutional convention, who woul t ere. -
would be there? . kn W who's
Mr. WILL: Jesse Helms, Phyllis Schlafly, Gloria Steinem, Ralph Nader. I don t 0

going to play Hamilton and Washington and Madison.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Adams and Jefferson. think is silly. If
Mr. DONALDSON: A constitutional amendment to balance the budget lould be done on
there were a political will to balance the budget, it could be done - It w

Capitol Hill. No constitutional amendment that I could envision would be so iron-clad that it
would not have some exceptions. For instance, the Constitution says that Congress shall
declare war. We fought a big war, Vietnam, with no declaration of war. And any amendment
would be written so that there would be exceptions in time of emergency. And who would
decide whether there was an emergency? I'm sure it would be Congress in consultation with
the president,

Mr. WILL: You know Pat Moynihan's solution. That is that you wouldn't have to balance it
in time of war, and in the middle of every September, right about now, with two years [sic}
to go in the fiscal year, we'd have this deal with Iceland, and Iceland would declare war on
us, And there'd be shots fired, no one would hurt; Iceland would surrender and get foreign
aid, and then we 'd start another year.

Mr. DONALDSON: If there's going to be a constitutional convention I'd like to see them
repeal the 22nd Amendment, which prohibits a person from serving the presidency more than
two terms, or a portion thereof in a case of succession. I think Americans ought to be entitled
to elect anyone who otherwise is eligible to become president as they choose.
Mr, BRINKLEY: That was like Andy Roosevelt.

Mr, DONALDSON: A Republican 80th Congress pul it into being because they didn't want
another Franklin Roosevelt. Well, I'd like to give the people a chance to reelect Ronald
Rea~an as many times as they'd like, if they want. In a democracy to say that you can't do
that IS to me to be an antithesis of the word "democracy,"

Mr. KONDRACKE: I agree with that, but that has to be done separately from a consri-
tutional convention, because If you allow that to be done, then you will have the worst of all
Ideas around, "!1d that is to have a one-term, six-year presidency, and that's got a lot of
momentum behind It by other kinds of reformers. There's also limiting senators to one term
o~ having congressmen and senators co-terminous with the presidency, and all kinds of new
gl~cks to render us something like England. And I don't think it works in England, and I
think Our system is better.

Mr,.BRINKLEY: When they passed this amendment tn limit the president to two terms they
omitted themselves, Congress omitted themselves - they didn't put any limit on their own
terms. Why not?

Mr. WILL: Well, because theirs is a distinguished, stately jurisdiction. Would you like to
guess here - you probably all know this - why there will never be a constitutional
amendment extending from two to four years the life of a congressman's term?
Mr. DONALDSON: That's easy. Then they would get 10 run against the senator from their
state free of charge

Mr. WILL: That~s' right. The Senate will never ratify an amendment that will allow a
~ngressman ~orun against a senator without giving up his seat. So that may be a base motive
or a good thing, but it's probably a good thing.

~r, BRINKLEY:. Well, also we'~e been seeing in the news some developments in Star
ars. th;'Strategl~ Defense Initiative, and in fact just recently they have tested one com-

~nent, 0 It, a preliminary, early, small test on the ground, and they say it worked. Now, is
IS~olng t~ be .a part of Our defense arsenal, or is this going to be a bargaining chip that the

presi ent WIll give away sometime if he can get something in return? Whar do you think?
Mr. 'i:?LL: I don't think the President will intentionally give it away. I think it's entirely
~:I fI e t? ~mprolTIlse a comphcated organism, such as a scientific effort like this in a way

I e eat It. ay. well, we won't test for five years, and at the end of five yearsycu"Il be
~~~tam t~ test.. and ~e sense of urgency will go and scientists will not devote substantial
co IOns C! ttK:Lr pubtic careers to it. And you can debititate the effort with incrementalmpronuses like that.

:~ ~ALDSON: But ofenurse it's a bargaining chip- evel)'lhing else is. If we can gel
going to cet~on from ~ Sovle,ts that makes sense, why not put it on the table? We're not
"" ge eep cuts to offensl ve weapons on the pan of the Soviets-
Mr. BRINKLEY' Sam 'II hi· .rime' Th· , we ave to eave you In nudsentence because I am being pushed,
to co::nul:y. ank you all very much. We'll be back with a few words about a group that went

lIlg ro force members of Congress to make ITK>respeeches, if you can believe that.
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In a moment.
{commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY {commentary]: Finally, the Congressional Record, the daily printed report
of the proceedings of the House and the Senate - speeches. arguments, votes and so on-
the rules allow a member of Congress to have a speech printed in the Record even though he
has never delivered it. And in the printed Record coming out the next day it appears that he
has made a rousing speech full of rhetorical flourishes, dramatic and poetic phrases. when in
fact he has not said a word; he's merely handed in a written speech and had it printed as if he
had made it. Well, three members of Congress and a few others in a very unwise move went
to court and sued to have this kind of deception stopped. It corrupts the historical record. they
said. Well, this week a federal court wisely" turned them down. I say wisely because what
would happen if they had won their lawsuit? Then every member of Congress would have to
stand up and make these speeches. some of them an hour long and more. And somebody.
even if only the clerks. would have to listen [0 them. For once justice has triumphed.

For all of us at ABC's This Week. until next Sunday. thank you.
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ABC NEWS 1lIS WEEK W1TH DAVID BRINKLEY

September 22, 1985
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our
Washington headquarters. here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKlEY: In these weeks leading up to the tirsl summit meeting of President
Reagan and SoVIe' leader Gorbachev. everyoee involved says. 011.yes. he is hopeful that at
last the two superpowers can agree on some way to reduce their ability to blow each other up,
and the rest of the world along with it. But no one is predicting anything since the U.S. and
the Soviet Union have. for 40 years. armed themselves against each other, piling weapon on
weapon? The~ are those ', there are many. who think it is tJUly insane. Can it be stopped or
reduced. We Uask today s guests: Robert C. McFarlane. assistant to President Reagan for
national security affairs; Senator Sam Nunn of Georgia. a respected member of the Senate
Amted Services Comrrunee who IS JUStback from a trip to Moscow; some background from
AnneD John Martin. and our discussion here with George Will. Sam Donaldson and Mary

. Dolan, aU here on nor Sunday program.
FIrst. a little news since the Suoday morning papers. The earthquake in Mexico is a

gag: ff truly histone duneoslOflS. It is impossible to tell now how many people have died.
Thre ass of life IS nsing high into the thousands. ABC's chief correspondent Richard

Ikeld IS m Mexico City.

~~~~: David. we're at the eastern edge of Mexico City. It stretches
or. t w~",r 50 miles out m that direction. It's heen quiet this weekend in the areas of
the CIty that were not damaged, and that's most of the city. People hoping there won't be
any more aftershocks. In the areas that were devastated it's heen frantic, thousands of
vO~I~ helping the authorities trying to find the last few victims that are left alive in the
nl. e. ~t of MexICO's 17 million people are poor people Tbey never had much of a
PC~I toMhvean

h
yway, and now many of them have no pl~ to live at all, as ABC's

uar es urp y tells us.

CHARLES MURPHY (voice;)ver!: Colonial Morales is a poor neighborhood. Last
night many of Its residerus spent their third night in the streets under makeshift tents or in
~~. A governmenr truck delivered can:Iboard newspapers for additional protection
.;~ns~:i'" ram and cold. Their homes. supponed by salvaged timbers, are too dangerous
a~nttil~ght ~ =el)' operau.OfIS went on all night long. too. This was an
is beyond the mg 200 familjes. Many lost their lives here. But full recovery

rdav i resources of the country, and Mexico has begun to realm: that. Late
:=ria/ ~ asl~ Was:ngton for massive aid; field hospitals. many kinds of building

c ng. ut the U.S. ambassador added this proviso
~~N. GAVIN, U.S, AmbesUdor to Mexlco: Before any~ comes down from
t theillneted States. please. please check with the task force center. the operations center
a partment of State.

~i~~~;~=:2~ Earlier a U.S. Air Fon:e plane flew in a demohtion team that
help, a planeload of fooduildmgs that have to be leveled. The Swiss were the fir.;t to scod
(on camera! Mrs Reagan' . he

We already know ~hat the IS commg he~ to~orrow to see what else they need :
neighbor It' lik '" Y need. but trips like hers show that we care about. . s e vlSltmg the SIck at the hosp tal

[vOIce-over] Despite its man h . I. • . The
basilica of Guadeloupe ? C urches, this IS not an extremely religiOUS counoy.
are vel)' serious about ;;;.ason ~ about half-full for early mass today. but those who COOle
THRE . . " rehglOn. Charles Mutphy. ABC News, Mexico City.. .
previousLKELD~::~ IS a .proud country. It has steadfastly refused outside llId m
it is now=for outs':; ~1S!IDg ~at M~xico could take care of its own. The fact that
David? I p IS a Sign of Just how devastating this earthquake has been.

Mr. BRINKLEY' Thank you O· k .
chainnan of the Fcdernl R .' IC, Other news, the U.S. secretary of the treasUty and the
finance ministers and centraleseb~ Board have called a meeting in New Vorl< today of m:;

en> of the world's major industrial nations, and they sa:J
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late jhis afternoon. Sunday afternoon. there would be a major announcement of some new
deveJopment in international finance. One report is they will announce the U.S. and Japan
have agreed on a new exchange rate to make their currencies more nearly equal in value and
to remove or reduce Japan's great advantage in trading with the United States.
Ann Burford. foomer head of the Enviromnental Protection Agency. and her husband,

were arrested in the Virginia suburbs of Washington on charges of public drunkenness and
driving drunk.
We'll be back with the national security assistant to President Reagan. Robert McFarlane,

and Senator Sam Nunn of the Senate Armed Services Committee. and all the rest oftoday's
program in a moment.
{commercial break!

-,
Mr. BRINKLEY: The maneuvering before the Geneva summit meeting of the Messrs.
Reagan and Gorbacbev, is something like a chess game, as John Martin sees it. Before we
talk to our guests. here is some background on recent developments and on who, in the
Russian-American argument, has said what. John?

JOHN MARTIN: When the Soviet foreign minister walks in the door here at the White
House this week. David. he will be making one more move in an elaborate game of
diplomatic chess that's being played right up to the summit in Geneva in November.

[voice-over/ The game has been underway for months. but in recent weeks it has
gotten borh sillier and more serious than usual. In late August Soviet leader Milchail
Gorbachev told Time magazine the United Stares was trying "to-drive us into a comer. to
ascribe to us every mortal sin. from unleashing an arras race to aggression in the Middle
East." He said Moscow planned serious proposals, but that National Security Advisor
Robert McFarlane was "lecturing" the Soviets to make many concessions or expect no
agreement. Immediately the United States insisted it was serious and flexible. but that it
was not America's fault the atmosphere was hostile.

LARRY SPEAKES, While House spokesman: Our views of the causes of
present U.S.-Soviet tensions are quite different from that presented by Mr.
Gorbecbev.

MARTIN [voice-over]; Then the maneuvering took on an almost comic playfulness. A
top West Genman counterintelligence official defected to the East A top KGB official
defected to the West. The British expelled 25 Soviet diplomats. employees and journalists
as spies. The Soviets counterattacked; they expelled 25 Britons. including diplomats,
journalists and businesspeople. So the British struck back again. expelling six more
Soviet residents.

Sir GEOFFREY HOWE, British ForeIgn Seaeta y: The world needs an
improvement in relations between East and West. and Britain and this govermnent is
detenmined to play the part, we can play in promoting that. but not at the price of
national security.

MARTlN [voice-over/: Then American Defense Secretary Weinberger claimed Soviet
soldiers had bumped or grazed or rammed. he wasn't sure which. a U.S. vehicle and
detained two American soldiers for nine hours in East Gennany. Two days later. a
secretary to West Genman chancellor Hebout Kohl defecred to the East. Then the Soviets
expelled six more Britons. Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher declared a truce.

MARGARET THATCHER, Prime Minister of GnlBt BrilaIn: These Russians
were caught red-handed. and now the fact is they're red-faced. and that's why they're
reacting like this. But [ hope this is an end of the matter.

MARTIN {voice;)ver!: It was. but then the Pentagon moved into play, releasing a report
alleging a vast Soviet effort to buy and steal technology from the West. One official
blamed the presence of 900 Soviet diplomats and employees in the U.S. while Moscow
limited American preseoce there.

RICHARD PERLE, Assistant Sea_ Y of Defense: I should think we could
say fareweU to 700 Russians. and I don't know on what basis they would complain,
because we would then have equal numbers.

MARTIN {voice;)ver!: But perhaps the biggest and possibly deadliest gambits are being
played out over President Reagan's plan for a missile defense system. For months the
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Soviets said it would militarize space and destabilize the military balance. For the Soviets
to reduce their rrussiles and warheads, they argued, America would have to forego testing
and developing the Strategic Defense Initiative, the space weapons program.

Pres. RCINALO REAGAN: 'This is too important to the world to have us be willing
to trade that off for a different number of nuclear missiles when there are already more
than eoough to blow both oountries out of the world.

MARTIN [voice-over]: To keep up the pressure, it seemed, the United Slates had tested a
laser gun on the ground. Earlierit exploded a target satellite in the sky. The Soviets
complained; the Amencans explained.

ROBERT McFARLANE, Nalloillli Security ~: True eoough, you hear
quite a lot of complaint from their side that we must not do this. When you look
beyond that, you find that they have been doing that for 15 years in a very detemtined
fashion, that the Soviet Union's SDI program is very well along.

MARTIN [voice-over]; As the two negoliating teams returned to Geneva this past week
to dISCUSSarms control, the two chief delegates expressed cautious hopes. But former
ambassador and SALT Idelegate Raymond Garthoff argues that the talks hold little hope.
RAYMOND GARntOFF. SALT I del,gale; The two sides have entirely different
VieWS as to what would constitute a real foundation or basis for anns control.
MA~N {voic.e-over/: The strategic defense initiative is too threatening. he says. to a
Soviet leadership denounced as evil by Mr. Reagan. But he sees a logic for compromise.
Mr. GARniOFF: I certainly would never suggest that we should casb in SDI as a
~ammg chip because that's the thing that is needed in order to reach agreement. Iseeit

other way around. I think agreement which would constrain both sides would be OJ
Arnencan lD~rests. m the long run. and for that reason I think we should tty to seek an
arrangement m which both sides constrain the defense and the offense.
MARTIN (voice-over J: But even without the current gamesmanship agreement won't be
easy, as ackoowledged yesterday by Mr. Reagan. '

ideolo REAGAN [radio address]; Given the nature of the Soviet system and its
I ogy, we must not raise false hopes.

MARTlN [voice.-over/: There will be new moves this week. Secretary of Slate Shultz
~ at the United Nations tomorrow. The Soviet foreign minister speaks the next day.
b Ennext month Mr. Gorbechev goes to Paris to see President Mitterrand and to be seen
y umpeans as reasonable.M!°~:t::lBoth sides are trying. Senators Nunn and Warner have convinced both
·1 v and Mr. Reagan to discuss a plan in Geneva to help reduce the risk of

In
uclear war. Tbe two countries would establish centers in each country to consult at high

eve s at moments of' . . . . .tio fficials great tension. But even here there IS Suspicion. Reagan admiJllStra~
no CI reportedly worry that the Soviet staff members might spy or lie. David?

~ BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Coming next, Senator Sam Nunn, Democrat,
and rgta, of the Senate Armed Services Committee and a specialist in the field of weapons
Pres.r"RreduCllOn; and, shortly, Robert McFarlane, national security assistant to

I nt eagan. In a moment.
[COmmercial break/
Mr. BRINKLEY' Senat N thank hayou with us toda' H or. uno, you very much for coming in. Pleasure to ve
ABC News WhiY. ere with us are George Will of ABC News, and Sam Donaldson,
talked to a lot of te HOliSC? com:spondent. Senator, you were in Moscow recently. You
did I people, including Mr. Gotbachev. Tell us, what did you learn? A) what

you earn, and b) what did you think of him?;:n,;,..~NUNN. (D) Georgia, Anned Services Committee: Well, he" ";"
p. e fellow, Particularly m contrast to his ........... sors and I think that's why he sgetting such rave noti . the . t'.~....,..,. .'

by com' . ces tn news media of the Western world. We're judging him not
but ce:n ~Ith.other world leaders, of whom he could hold his own in that crowd.
were not ~s:e re Judging him primarily because he has succeeded a lot of people. who
I said someWha~;me~tedl and did not have pleasing personalities according to our VieWS.

acetIous y, but not completely, it's as if Roben Redford came out as a
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spokesman for the PLO one morning. I think we would notice the contrast very quickly.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Is he getting all these rave notices you referred to because he wean;
nice ties and he speaks well and has a finn handshake, seems to know where he is? Some
of his predecessors did not.
Sen. NUNN: Well, he obviously doesn't depend a lot on notes and he doesn't depend a
lot on aides. He's well prepared. He's got legal training. He is able to put forth the Soviet
position in very forceful terms. It's not an easy case to carry, but he roes a pretty good job
with a weak case. And he also is very capable of exploiting any perceived weaknesses in
the Western position. So all those things mean to me that we're going to have to be much
better prepared to deal with him, particularly in terms of world opinion, than we've been
in previous years.
GEORGE WILL: The Soviet leadership has given hints - so far only hints, but hirus-
that were the Reagan administration willing to curtail in some way the SOl research,
development, deployment, they, the Soviet Union, would be willing to cut offensive
forces. What, however, is the matter with the deal where they would cut offensive forces
and we would cut offensive forces?
Sen. NUNN: Well, of COUlliC we would like to have that. That was 0U1 position before,
and the President articulated his strong feelings on SDI. Aud interestingly eoough, we had
a vigorous SDI program before he made his speech. So the climate has changed, and I
think we have to deal in that changed climate. But always our position has been, and I
assume still is, that the reason we need defenses is because of their offenses. Certainly if
they change their offensive structure in a radical way, it has to alter our plans for defenses
and certainly our willingness to discuss those defenses seems to me follows suit.
Mr. WILL: Six months ago, Senator, on this show you said the following, that if we're
going to make progress at Geneva, "I think that they, the Soviet Union and its repre-
sentatives, are going to have to first of all convince us they're complying with the existing
treaties or they're going to have to correct any violations of those existing treaties." Have
they?
Sen. NUNN: No, they have not, and I think that ought to be one of the very important
topics of conversation. I cannot conceive entering into new treaties that have great
importance unless we're satisfied that either corrections have been made or are going to
be made with what we fear are Soviet violations of existing treaties.
Mr. WILL: Well, very quickly. You say, "what we fear are." Are you satisfied that
we've documented violations?
sen. NUNN: Yes. I'm satisfied we've documented some violations. I do not think we've
documented violations at all for the military balance, but certainly they give us concern,
and we ought to be very vigorous in that pursuit.
Mr. WILL: Aud have they done anything at all in the last six months?
Sen. NUNN: They have not satisfied 0U1 complaints, to my knowledge.
SAM DONALDSON: Look forward to Geneva, then, and the summit. Mr. Reagan has
said he will not give up research on SOl and testing even, but deployment would not
come until he discussed it with the Soviets. Tbe Soviets say they're oot going to make any
progress on arms control as long as he holds to that view. Do they then have to back down
at the summit?
Sen, NUNN: Oh, I think the Soviets have to table their offensive proposals. They have to
be willing to tell us what they mean by "radical reductions" regarding strategic weapons
and intennediate weapons. They have to correct their violations or at least explain their
viewpoint in a way that's satisfactory to us. And they have to be able to clarify what they
mean by research and wbere they would draw the line on testing and development. The
ABM treaty is very complex. The President made some statements the other night at the
press conference that had to be corrected the next day, because our official position is that
we are complying and continue to intend to comply with the ABM treaty.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, now, if we test SOl we're going to have to violate that treaty.
Do you think it's worth it?
Sen, NUNN: Well, it's a little more complicated than that. I don'l want to get into all the
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complexities, but testing of fixed. land-based systems is not a violation. Testing of
space~basc:d systems can be cor.tSidered a violation. depending on the technology you use.
I would like to see the President make a speech on this subject. I think our own
government has a long way to go in getting together its own definitions in these areas as
well as the definition of component. and I think that's a topic for Geneva.
Mr. DONAlDSON: Senator. the other night the President said in his press conference
~t the Soviet Umon enjoyed a three to one weapons advantage in every category. Is that
right?

Sen. NU,...: [don't think that's correct. I think the President went much further than
~t. He said ~Y had an advantage in all strategic and conventional offensive systems. I
think the President needs to sit down with the joint chiefs and learn about our submarines.
about our aircraft earners, about our tactical air. about our cruise missiles. about our
bombers and other advantages. It's important for the President to know where our
weaknesses are, but it's also very important as we lead to the surrunit for him to know
where we are stronger.
Mr. DONALDSON: WeU, what's the advantage in the President saying thai leading up
to the summit? In other words. saying to the Soviet Union we are way behind and we are
really weak compared to you'?

sen. NUNN: Ican see no advantage. Ithink first of all, it's wrong, and second. even if it
were correct. which It IS not, I think it would be a very poor way to begin negotiations.
Mr•.BRlNKlEY: Senator, sometimes this is hard to understand. We are going to Geneva
to dISC,!", With the Russians-c. for a discussion with the Russians in the hope of making
some?kind of deal. Deals we have made in the past, they have not kept. Why do we wan'more.
sen. NU,...: WeU. I suppose the reason. vel)' simply, is we have a country that we don',
agree With. we ~n·.t agree with their form of government. we don't trust them. but they
happen to be. poumng something like 10,000 warheads at our country. and they can
change overnight what we. took 200 years to build. so you have to tolerate more whenrour adversa!)' has that kind of opposition pointed toward you than you would. for
mstance, Wl~ another country in the Third World, or even one of oor friends and allies
that we had differences with. We are simply trying to get an understanding between two
superpowers thai can destroy each other and much of the world. That seems to me '0 be a
mandate.

:. svn..lf: Senator. 80%. I believe. of the Soviet warheads have been deployed during
SALT and START process. from about 1969 on. Given the fact that the START and
optimi~ seems cornpanble With an extraordinary buildup. what is the basis fur

;:n- ~: George. what's the alternative. to simply do nothing'? To simply say we
theve~ , gotte.n what we wanted In the SALT I and SALT U so therefore we give up and

re ore we U JUSt let the world take its course. no matter where that is'!
Mr. WILL: What do we lose if we do nothing?

~ NUNN: WeU. [ think. we lose world opinion. for one thing, and I think we lose
~~':: aInna~ ~ think we. see that vel)' quickly, when people qui' negotiating.
geared to de~ nd ' -:-""ods on. alloances m the world. Like it or not. we' re not pnmariIy
requires ..me: So~ our ne,~. We are. defending aU around the world, and that

• • ... s a very III1p<Xtant consideratIOn.
~SWILL: WeU. ~g to workI opinion, it is the Strategic Defense Initiative. the'n .t"erest 1Il defensive s)'5teros thai is now the problem. In 1969 and '70 and throUgh
def~i~ before you came to the Senate, the debate was over the ABM system: a
workI _ :rmbyw~,,:,: .golllg '0 be destabilizing. We killed defensive systems. Did the

e-- er ~Iing defensIve s}'1items'?

~ ~: Well .. it depends OIl what you projec, may have occurred had we gooe
offensives C defen<;lve S}'1items and what you project would have taken place with
tn:aIy which ertainIy we have. no< achieved what we wanted to achieve with the ABM

. was aho a R:SIra1nl m offensive forces. That has no< happened. That IS the
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reason. [ think. we have every reason to go forward with vigorous research in SOl unless
the Soviets corne up with radical t<ductions. And then we still go forward with research,
in my opinion, but we have to. Ithink, be willing to negotiate where we're going in terms
of deployment and testing and development.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator. I'm sony. Our time has run out. Thank you very much.
Thanks for coming in. Pleasure to have you with us. Come again.

Sen. NUNN: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next, Robert Mcfarlane, national security assistan' to
President Reagan. In a moment.
{commercial break{
Mr. BRIHKL£Y: Mr. McFarlane, thank you very much for ooming in. Pleasure to have
you with us today. Let us first deal with the question of the bargaining chip, if it exists.
which apparently it does not. Mr. Reagan said he would make no ooncessions, and
correct me if I rnisquoo: him, make no concessions 00 the SlnItegic Defense Initiative,
otherwise known as Star Wan, even tbough the Russians are insisting thai thai is the first
step towards some kind of agreement. So where does that leave ",,1

ROBERT McFARlANE, NlIIIonaI SecurtIy AdvIIIor: David, I think probably your
show is as unique in alfonling a chance to explain fundamen1als, and you cast a queotion
which is the central public policy issue of this generanon, I think. For 25 years we have
relied on the notion thai stability oomes from offensive nuclear baIaooe, where each Ide
can threaten the other. There is very clear evIdence thai that propooition will no< be stable
within this very decade. because of the kind of offensive nuclear power the Soviets are
going to deploy - weapons which we won't be able to find or count, and then:forc thai
we simply won', know whaI the balance or unbaIanoe really is. In short, we're going to
have a very UIlSlabIe fulUfe If we rely 00 nuclear offensive weapons. The President
believes that we have to ask the question, 1SI1', then: an aItemabve, and thai might be
non-nuclear defensive S)'5tetm. And we ru1Iy don', have any choice. For long as the
Russians go ahead with these kinds of S)'5lIm1S and we ~, then we have to have some
military means of compensalUlg for theIr adwnlagC. Now, so you begin a research
progrnm. When you find something thai Ioob pronusmg you have to ..,.. it, and II thai
point the President has said be would stop, WI: 10 the Sovoet UlUOO and our alhes and II)'
to find a way where this non-nuclear f'utum could be eslabbshcd. And then: ISqwte a 101to
negotiate, quite a 101 to talk about. Bulrt would be uresponsibIe 001 to II Ie1ISl ask the
question which some f'utum J!OSident will have to answer, whether you con', gel rid of
these nuclear weapons. President Reagan thinks you con.
Mr, DONALDSON: WeU, then you're really sarin8 to the Soviets U1 Geneva, and you
know their position is that unless we take bod< our",,~ 00 research they won', move
forward on an offensive weapons deallba1they have to (!Ive. ThaI'. true, isn', it?
Mr. McFARI..ANE: Well. Sam. no, I don', accept thai. First of all, the notion IbaI once
they've stal<.d a posItion rt will never cbaogc hasn', been ,.,.ny aa:unrte. They've said
they woukIn', negociatc if we deployed mtisiIes 10 Europe, but they're bod< II the table.
They've said they wouIdn', do. dozleo things unless we did llIJIIletIung ebe, and thai has
chanBed. The point IS thai the SoVIet UlIIllO bas the .- advanced SOl program 00 the
face of the eanh. and for them to say wba!' tbetrs IS thein, wba!'. """ IS negotiable, is
oonsensc.
Mr. DONALDSON: I di<hl', say they _', (!Ive. I sui your posllioo is to say to
them, you have to glve, and you'vejust po!DII>d out U1 the J*lthey have, and Itake d you
expect them to do so in the f'utum.
.... McFARlANE: The PresIdenl·. poslIJOIllSlbaI_ ofus can pllI by the insegr.Ioon
of non-D..,!ear defense "*' our IOrocs aod geumg nd of nuclear weapons. ThaI 1SI1',
giving. That·. gamiog.
Mr. DONALDSON: AD ril!IJt. bur whal-
.... BRINKLEY: Let me mo=rrupt for one socood, Sam. aod come _ to you. Mr.
Arba1ov. wbo speaks for them, says fbIJy they don', have any SOl program. IbaIthey
fooled around w,th d for a,.tuJe. deadcd • _', wodt aod droppod it. IJ thal5ItJIPIy a
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lie?
Mr. McFARLANE: Yes.
Mr. BRINKlEY: Okay, Sam. Go ahead.
Mr. DONAlDSON: Well, I take it, though, if they don't give - and you've made it
clear, and the President's made it clear we won't- on this matterofSDI, that we have to
look forward to months, if oot years, of stalemate on the arms question, or what?
Mr. McFARLANE: No. Ithink that there is a very good prospect that there will be some
kind of arms agreement in the next year's time. The Soviet Union-
Mr. DONAlDSON: What will it look like?
Mr. McFARLANE: Well, you can't really define that yet, but I think there are certain
fundamentals that both sides accept that you can envision, and that is that the Soviets
believe very strongly in strategic defense. Tbey have an eoormous investment in it. So
there's going to ~ some kind of strategic defense on both sides. The Soviet Union also, I
~nk, has ~ self mterest in defending against what we may see in the coming years -
third countrIes, othets ~etting nuclear weapons and defending against those unpredictable
possibilities. And l think, too, that at least if you take their public statements at face
value, they have said they want to reduce offensive systems. So I think that what we're
trying to define and will define is wbat mix of offense and defense serves the security
interest of us all.

Mr. WIll: The Soviet Union bas hinted at a willingness to cut offensive systems. Wby
doesn't the administtation steal the march on them and instead of allowing them to make
the running, saymg, "We'll cut offensive if you'll cut defensive," why don't you
propose a 30% cut in warheads or whatever cuts would achieve numerical equality of
deliverable megatonnage, something of this sort? Wby not get specific?
Mr, McFARLANE: We have, and that's perhaps from where we bave failed publicly,
but OUT positi~~in Geneva for almost two years has been, we want a one-third cut in
offensive ballistic missile warheads. We want a cut as low as zero in intermediate-range
systems. We want to ban completely chemical systems, and we want equality in conven-
tional forces.
Mr. WILL: Now, ho~ is it the Great Communicator isn't communicating this? I mean,
clearly the world believes that the Soviet Union is making the running in proposals.
Mr. McFARLANE; Well, I think there is this innpuJse of Americans that if you try
some~g.and It IS~ t accepted .by the other side that we must be wrong, when in fact the
oth~r SIde JUSthasn thad anything to say at all. And you're right. We need to do a better==g clear that we're the ones who have been proposing reductions. getting rid of

Mr. WILL: There's some belief in this town that as we draw near the summit, there
should be a sort. of m~ting of our differences and a cooling of our complaints and rhetoric
toward the Soviet Umon. However, the President, in sort of extending compliance With
SALT n about four months ago, said that by November 15th he wanted a report from the
Pentagon on Soviet non-eompliance and appropriate and proportionate U.S. responses
thereto. Can you tell us today that that report will be written and published on or by
November 15th before the summit?

Mr. McFARLANE: Well, I think the report will be prepared. We haven't seen a draft
yet, but [ expect to within a couple of weeks. And I would think that whether or not the
President choosc:s t~decide it or.to decide, based upon what it says versus what the Soviet
Union says to him m Geneva, IS an open question.
Mr. WILL: But what reason could there be for not releasing it before the sununit?
Mr, BRINKlEY: Let me interrupt. I'll give you a minute to think about the answer. I
have to mtenupt here. We'll be back with more questions for Mr. McFarlane in amoment.
(commercial break]

Mr. BRINKlEY: We are back and, Sam, I interrupted you in the middle of a question.
Mr. WIll: It was me, aetually.
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Mr. BRINKLEY: George. All right.
Mr. WILL: The confusion's understandable. The question is, is there any particular
reason why you would not release this report on Soviet non-compliance before the
summit, other than to create some kind of false atmosphere of cordiality?
Mr. McFARLANE: Well, I think doing something publicly to believe that you affect
fundamentals is probably a misguided notion and that responsible govenunent requife.s
that-you get your analysis, look at it, use it in making decisions, but whether or not It
affects public opinion ought to be a secondary consideration.
Mr. WIll: So you're saying it's not clear that the report from the Pentagon will be
published at all?
Mr. McFARLANE: That's an open question. There are many reports we never publish
that are used to make decisions.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. McFarlane, the other night at his press conference, President
Reagan said that the United States was behind, that the Soviets. had a three-to-ore
advantage in every weapons category. That does not appear to be nght. Is It?
Mr. McFARLANE: Well, the President's point was that in the central measures of
strategic power and coercive pntential- that is, the hard-target kill capability - there IS
indeed a Soviet three-to-one advantage of about 6,000 warheads to our 2,000.
Mr. DONALDSON: But that's not what he said. In this propaganda campaign, shouldn't
we be right when we make a public statement before the world? ..
Mr. McFARLANE: Sam, in asserting that the Soviet Union bas where it counts. a
substantial advantage, the President was absolutely right .. That key measure of stability
during crises of the nucJear balance favors the Soviet Union, Withoutany question.
Mr. DONALDSON: Let me ask you about another statement. A senior While House
official told a group of reportets the other day on background that If .t came to having to
violate the ABM treaty in the national interest, I suppose, to ~t an S!?I sys~f!1m ~pac;;e,
that we'd have to do it, or words to that effect. Is that the policy of this administration.
Mr. McFARLANE: The President bas said that our program will be carried out in
accotdance with the ADM treaty, and it will. The ADM treaty was written in 1972 and
doesn't encompass what indeed can be done in the way of research or testing of many
kinds of systems. Agreed Statement D, for example, says that systems based on other
concepts are not- or research, testing, even development of those is not proscnbed: ~ut
I don't assert that there isn't some margin in the distant future for roth Sides, exammmg
the ADM treaty, if they both conclude that both of us can benefit from defense.
Mr. DONALDSON: Are you suggesting that the treaty be revised by mutual consent, or
are you saying that at some point the United States may, m Its national interests, have to
violate the present provisions of that treaty?
Mr. McFARLANE: We don't foresee that, Sam. Surely in the Reagan administration,
and the President has said, sm will be conducted in accordance with the treaty.
Mr. BRINKlEY: Mr. McFarlane, the President discussed, and you bave discussed the
fact that the Russians have an enonnous number of weapons, and you can balance one
kind against another. But earlier, I think it was the other day, the secretary of defense and
some of his people put on a press conference WIth all sorts of charts and graphs and so on
saying that most of the weapons the Russians bave they stole from us, at least the
technology they stole from us. Presumably this continues. Are we gom~on forever
subsidizing their weapons programs and giving them the technology, saving them the
work, which they can't do anyway, and saving them the money?
Mr. McFARLANE: Well, yoo know, we don't want to. This administtation, the first in a
long time has tried not only in our own business community but With allies, to set some
concrete thresholds of technology that woold give you a handle on what ought to be sold
and what shouldn't, but there is no donbt that a lot of U.S. technology, openly available.
and some stolen, has wound up costing the ~rican people more money to defend
against it later. That's foolish. And we're not gomg to 00 that.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, the assistant secretary, Richard Burt [sic], a few minutes ago.
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you probably heard him, say we could send home 700 Russians and still have the same
number of Russians here we have Americans there. Why don't we do that? 'They're all
spying. he says.

Mr. McFARLANE: Well, I. think at the heart of President Reagan's policy for dealing
WI~the ~o~letl!mon IS realism, reciprocity. and that goes to the point of your question.
Reciprocity unplies that there ought to he a balance between their presence here and ours
there. So, ~es, as a general proposition, the President supports that. Our own cabinet
officers, m intelligence as well as defense, point out that there are some down sides to
what. happens on our side of the ledger if we get into that, but nobody opposes the
principle of reciprocity.

Mr. BRINKlEY: I should have said Richard Perle. Go ahead, George.
Mr. WILL: What's the matter, to <any this on a little bit, with the idea that the people, all
of them, who work in the Umted States Embassy in Moscow ought to he Americans, so
there would be fewer Soviet spies indoors?
Mr. McFARLANE: Well. '. think we are examining that practice that has led us to
employ a number of Soviet cmzens as mechanics or as people in supporting services in
our embassy. The Department of State has looked at that for about a year and is going to
make some changes there. I think.
Mr. WILL: Another suhject that mayor may not come up-
Mrh. DONALDSON: What changes? I mean, you asked a good question George. What
c anges will they make? '

Mr, McFARLANE: Well, we haven't gotten to that yet Sam but there'll he some
changes. ' ,

Mr. WILL: On the .question of human rights, the pattern when Americans negotiate with
the Soviet Umon IS the Amencans raise the subject of human rights and the Soviet
negotIator yawns elaborate!r and looks bored and doodles and says, •'Can we not go on
and ~et.oct of this SUb~t? Can we go on allowing them on the 10th anniversary of the
H~lsl~agreement to Violate every particular of that agreement, and will it be forcefully
raised Ul the. case of Scharansky and Sakharov and the rest. raised by the President
personally WIthGorbachev? If not, why not?

Mr. McFARLANE: It will he raised. It is a matter, as you say, of international legal
co~tment on the part: of the Soviet Union which they have violated. And even if it
~erent a legal matter, as a moral proposition it will remain high-- in fact. the leading
ISSue on our agenda. Yes.
Mr. WILL: The leading issue?

Mr, BRINKLEY: Sam wants a quick question. Time's about up. Go ahead.
Mr. DONA~ON: We keep seeing and hearing that you and Donald Regan, the chief
of s!'tff, are:,~t ge~~ along. Your personalities don't mix. Now, Iwouldn't assume that
Yth°u d say, That s nght and we're not getting along we're at loggerheads." But what's
e truth about the relationship? '

Mr. McFARLANE: Don and I get along fine.
Mr, BRINKLEY' All right . . . . h andthanks . . , , on a mce, posinve, friendly note. thank you very muc ,
d" .for com~g. It ~ been a pleasure to have you. We'U be back with our little
n:eusslon here ~n"which no weapons will be used and no anTIS reduction will be
Herassld~:_And JO'lmng us will he Mary Anne Dolan, colurunist for the Los Angeles

L.W.mrtler. n a moment.
{commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY' I the Chi 'time to Jookir . n Chi cago - somebody check me on this because I haven t had

I up - cago Black Sox baseball scandal-
Mr. DONAlDSON: Say it isn't so Geo
M ' rge.
r. BRINKLEY' Well that' hat I' .have thro the' , s w tim commg to, Sam - when they were found to

Player ';~';d ~:unSe for ",?ney and so on and a nice little freckle-faced boy ran up to a
.xu, ay It am t so, Joe," right?

Mr. WILL: That is the legend.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Right. Or so it was shown in a movie.
Mr. WILL: That's right.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, might not another little freckle-faced boy om up to a baseball
player now and say, "Say it ain't so"? Because apparently they're all sodden with
cocaine.
MARY ANNE DOLAN, Los Angeles HeraJd Examiner: Well, it seems to me he
would be a boy who hasn't been following football or basketball or rock music or
politicians or what goes on at Daddy-the-doctor's house-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Hollywood scriptwriters and so on.
Ms. DOLAN: --or every other segment of our society. You know, I think the cocaine
case in Pittsburgh certainly was revealing in numbers of baseball players who evidently
are involved or have been involved, but it's just that it's come around to baseball more
slowly.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, I guess it isn't correct, David, to say all of them do it-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, I was about to correct that myself. Obviously not all-
Mr. DONALDSON: But the question, I guess, is, should these players have been
granted immunity so that they could go after the supplier here? It's the E.F. Hutton
principle in which, as you know, the Justice Department charged E.F. Hutton With
miUions of doUars of fraud and many counts, but no Hutton executive was able to be
brought to trial because they were granted immunity.
Ms. DOlAN: That's right.
Mr. DONALDSON: I think in baseball it doesn't maIler so much because I sort of agree
with what I think you were saying, Mary Anne. You bave to understand that this is not the
same thing as saying a public official of our government - a baseball player, a football
player are there to entertain us--
Mr. WILL: Baseball's more important. Look, a few years ago there was a baseball
player-
Mr. BRINKLEY: A good deal less expensive.
Mr. WILL: -there was a good baseball player who had to he vety careful when sliding
into second base because he frequently had in his hip pocket little glass. viaIs of cocame.
Now, that's kind of funny until you think about it. And when you think about It, you
realize that guy didn't have a drug problem. He is the drug problem - rich, privileged,
famous, young, talented and criminal. Gratuitously criminal, violating the law because ~
doesn't think the law is serious. And one of the ways you teach people the law ISn t
serious is with the kind of triaI they have in Pittsburgh where they get some nickel-and-
dime dealer. as though dealers, sellers, arethe problem. We don't have a coc~ glut IfI
this country because of clever advertising creating demand. 1bere's no advertising. It s
not clever salesmen. We have salesmen because there are Americans willing to spend $80
billion a year on this, and until you make less of a supplJo:-side app~h ~ more of a
demand-side approach - going after people whose appetites are driving this plague -
you're going to have a problem.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, I wasn't going to disagree with that. I don't suggest for a
moment we should let the players off simply because they entertain us rather than
somehow adjudicate our laws that control us. But in the case of the players here. what
would you propose, that we go in and we start doing drug tests of all the players?
Mr, WILL: Absolutely.
Mr, DONALDSON: That's been proposed.
Mr. WILL: That's absolutely-
Ms. DOlAN: Well, and it still-
Mr. WILL: And those caught are out of baseball.
Ms. DOLAN: Well, and there are those who bave been caught, have been charged, have
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been found guilty and are in jail oow - football players mostly, but it will come to
baseball as well.

Mr. BRINKLEY: If you owned a team and your best pitcher failed the blood test, would
you fire him? Is that the point?

Mr, WIll.: Depends on how close the pennant race was, to be hooest! I mean, that's the
kind of calculation you get into, the temptation to win.
Ms. DOLAN: Well. that's the Steve Howe story. That's a very difficult one.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. Well, among other great events of our time. this is 001- 001
this: not today, some~ I don't know exactly when it is. but it's soon, the 40th
anruversary of the United Nations. When is it?
Mr. DONALDSON: October.
Mr. WIll.: October the charter came into effect
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. It has been a disappointment to a great many people. I oever
hear suggestions and get in the mail suggestions that we should drop out of it. because it
has become such a ridiculous institution. Does anyone here agree with that?
Mr. WIll.: Yes.
Ms. DOLAN: I think so.

Mr".WlLl.: I certainly would quit paying 25% of the bills to fund a Third World-
donunated-

Mr. DONALDSON: It used to be 40, didn't it?
IIr. WILL: -anti-American, anti-semitic rabble. the principal achievement of which in
~ last ~~ was to declare that Zionism was a fonn of racism. It's done one good
thing. David, In 40 years and that was it entered the Korean War on the right side. but it
only did that because the Soviet representative was-c.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Was absent.

Mr. ,WIll.: Was absent on protest and therefore couldn't veto it. It, I think, helped cause
the 67 war. It's a net subtraction from world peace and should be sent home.

Mr-.DONALDSON: Whatwe have heard here. with all apologies. George, is someooe
say~~ that the United Nations does not serve United States' interests alone or in the
majonry sense, as it once did, and therefore it's a bad organization. Well. of course we
w~t to look t!' our o~n national interest, bur a world body truly is not set up just to be the
United States extension. You are correct. It is now governed by Third and Fourth World
countries. But it still performs a lot of good.
Mr. WIll.: What? What?

Mr. ~: The eradication of smallpox is something being credited to the
U.N .. It s orgarnzmg efforts for famine relief in Europe right now. It has over 40 agencies
working aU o~er f!1e worl~. Is it bringing world peace between the superpowers? Of
~ourse not. Is It domg the kind of majestic things that we point to, as we could in the late
40s and early '5~ ~ serving our interests? Perhaps not. But it's well worth keeping it in
place as an orgamzanon that can do lots of other things that need doing in this world and
provides a place where people can talk about it.

Ms. DOLAN: There's-no question-;

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, suppose you kept all those good things, eradicating smallpox and
so on. and got rid of the Geoeral Assembly-

:. DONALDSON: Boy, I've been looking throughout my life for a way to keep only
~ood things m life and oever have to deal with the had things, and when you find It,

DaVid, you let me know.

Ms, DOLAN: The real question isn't who will take care of bealth problems and, really,
social quesbOns. but where Will ~ the meeting place for issues of war and peace in the
modem world? What really functJons? If one-on-one summits don't function do smaller
cc.:'nferences o~ heads of ':l'ltions fu~tion? Should aU of the business of negotiating those
kinds of queSbons be taking place m small hotel rooms in the Plaza or can an enonTlOUS

organization like the United Nations function to address those kind of problems, which
are the niggardly ones, and it seems to me the answer IS probably 00.

Mr. WILL: One of the major wars of the 20th century is churning on in the Gulf states
right now, between Iran and Iraq. The U.N. is irrelevant to that, they were urelevan~ to
the Iran hostage crisis. Would that they had been irrelevant in '67 wben they ~Iped bnng
on the Arab-Israeli war. I have an idea for the U.N.Move It to Calcutta. Let s see .h~
many nations want to stay in it then, when it's not in New York where the shopp:1Ogs
good. And I'm serious about that. It seems to me that part of the fun of the U.N. IS the
sheer social life of these nations getting together and drinking sherry.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, if you lived in most of the countries that make up the United
Nations, you would be extremely happy to get out of them and go to New York.
Mr. WIll.: Or let's let the United States fund what- we're about ooe-I5Oth of it; let's
fund I50th of it and that will be the end of the U.N. The day the American taxpayer quits
paying a quarte'r of it-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, I disagree. I don't think it serves American interests to do
away with the United Nations. A plague on all their houses, as o~ of our assistant
delegates said, two or three years ago. Let them sail into the sunset go1Ogeast across the
Atlantic.
Mr. WIll.: This is the U.N. where, in 1974,Arafar, the head of a terrorist organization,
stood at the podium wearing a gun and was rouodly cbeered by the members of this world
body of law.
Mr. DONALDSON: And this is the U.N. whose peacekeeping force is still in the Middle
East, still contributing in some ways to peace in that area.
Mr, WILL: Of crashing irrelevance in the Middle East.
Mr. DONALDSON: But it's not a crashing irrelevance. Is it the dominant factor there?
Of course not. But to say because the U.N. has made some mistakes and some unsavorr
characters get to mount the podium along with our ~ident and savory characters, that it
should be done away with, I think is a know-nothingism.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mary Anne, do you have any further conuoent on this? .
Ms. DOLAN: Well, I think you can:t argue that the United,Nations isn't bloated ~nm
many ways just a completely impractical orgaruzenon. But Im not sure I would go aJ g
with completely- ., .
Mr. BRINKLEY: Not only that. George, what would we do with the U.N. build~
New York, and what would the people do in New York who sell all this stuff to the
Mr. WILL: Public housing.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Jewelry and so on.
Mr. WILL: Turn it into public housing.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Public housing?
Mr. WILL: Absolutely.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. There's another thing going on that's interesting ~v~':'}
extt::nt. Iwould say to some extent .. ~ ~ a group of7~~~~a:eorgani-
ca~Ulet, membe~. tn the Reagan ~trat;t0n, who have. 0 a. There's been a
zanon m opposmon to pornographic lyncs 10 popular mUSIC,rock. music. . .
good deal of discussion about it. Some are. saying it ish"': attem~ ::X":l1i~fct:
disguise. Others agree with the purpose of It, tn that raunc y yncs s
our children. What do we think about that? Mary Anne? What? .
Ms. DOLAN' Well I'd agree David that it's interesting only to some extent. Ithink

" , • the' rtain amount of communalthere is a--- one always finds it commendable ~t re.1S a ce that this is not the
outrage about standards of decency in our society. but It seems to me . about
maJO'r problem that it's being set up to be, and Iwould only have a few ~gs to say ral
. . . Ame' toda as George has pomted out seveIt. One IS, the most popular rock star m nca y, . the . nal
times in writing, is not any of the ~le who are being brou~t up, m . conk~can
hearing, but Bruce Springsteen, who IS a rather stauneh believer m Middle
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beliefs and faiths in the country-c.
Mr. BRINKLEY: And he's clean. The lyrics are clean.'

Ms. DOLAN: Yeah. And also that the proposal to label records is absolutely absurd and
would have exactly the same effect as ratings in movies. which is nothing but a com-
mercial bonanza for the studios who go out of their way to rate movies R in order to get
more people. particularly teenagers. to go to them.

Mr. DONAlDSON: Just a note on Springsteen. though. If people think "Born in the
USA" is a pro-America song. they haven ~ listened to the lyrics.
Ms. DOLAN: Well. I completely disagree with that, Sam. It is not a pro-Ronald Reagan
song. but it's certainly a statement about belief in the essential democratic system of the
country.

Mr. DONAlDSON: And I'm for Bruce Springsteen being ahle to make it. and I'm for
anyone bemg able to have freedom of expression. I'm for the First Amendment. David,
so Ijust don't think this kind of a censorship idea applies.
Mr, WILL: What the devil is censorship about trying to bring pressure on people, whose
morals are the morals of the marketplace anyway, to tell them that if they play this stuff
on the radio ~tatJon there will be community outrage against the people who advertise on
the radio station? That's addressing these people where they think, which is with dollars.
Mr. DONALDSON: That's fine.

Ms. ~: No one is arguing with that. but to think about framing any legislation or to
propose a rating system of labeling records I think is absurd-
Mr. DONALDSON: You know, [ listen to country music-
Ms. DOLAN: And all of it will go away. This is a-
Mr. BRINKLEY: It will mean the raunchy ones will sell out first because they' re-
Mr. DONALDSON: I don't listen to rock, but I listen to country music. Years ago there
was a song that went, "If I said you had a beautiful body would you hold it against me?"
And there was a song a couple of years ago that said, "I got the horse and she's got the
saddle and together we go ride, ride, ride," and I don't think it did any great any
damage-

Mr. WILL: In most country music songs the man is in love with his pickup truck.
Mrl• DONA~: No longer, George. You haven't been listening. That 01' boy's
earned something the last 10. 15years.

Mr. BRINKLEY: You should have checked with Sam. He knows a lot about-c- I thouzht
that was COwboys in love with their horses. ~

Mr. DONAlDSON: No, that was when Ronald Reagan was making movies.
Ms. DOLAN: Don't say that, David. You'll get a label on you.
Mr, BRINKLEY: All right. one more thing before we wrap it up. The Congress is
sbUggli':lg <J!Ki groanmg With a truly serious problem, whether or not to let the cigarette
tax. which IS now 16tt, drop to 81l_ What should it do? George?

hea WILL: If it drops to 8¢, it adds $2.5 billion more to the deficit and it contributes to
ealth problems, smoking related, that are costing this country $35 billion a year. They
should tnple, quadruple the tax on cigarettes and earmark the money for Medicare and
Medicaid.

Mr. DONAIJ>S?N: AI the moment Jesse Helms thinks he's made a deal, he'll let the
tax stay 16¢ If he I! gel the subsidies through the back door on a rider on a bill through the
Finance COlTU111ttee. That's the-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mary Anne?

DMS"d~: It's.not going to matter. People are all giving up smoking, just like you.
aVI ,SO It doesn t matter.

Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. We'll be back. Thank you all. we'tt be back with a few
words. about a man very much alive, even though a government computer insists against
all evidence that he is dead. In a moment.

{commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY {commentary [: Finally. another chapter from the annals of bureaucracy.
A professor of political science at a university in Illinois writes me that he was notified by
the Social Security Administration its records showed he was dead. Well, he wrote back
and said he was not. No response. He wrote again. No response. He wrote them and
asked where and when he died and where he was buried, because he'd like to put flowers
on his own grave. The information was denied. The professor then wrote to his congress-
man, Sidney Yates of Illinois. Yates called Social Security and they said, well, they
would re-examine the case. They did, and they said they found their original deter-
mination was correct and that he was dead. But it said he could ask for a hearing to
contest this finding and present his side of the case. The hearing will be held sometime.
Stay tuned.

For all of us at ABCs This Week. unril next Sunday. thank you.
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ntIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

September 29, 1985~=:::=;From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our
Il ~. bcR's David Brinldey.
0AlIl0 8MlK1Ef; (_ .-m.tpD"", though the debt is aJready so big that most
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MARTIN [voice-over]: After hearing complaints, the House Ways and Means Commit-
tee approved a trade bill this week cutting imports of textiles from 12 countries by 25 to
40 percent. In the Senate, Strom Thunnond and Ernest Hollings of South Carolina offered
a bill to cut back textiles from three countties, Taiwan, Hong Kong and South Korea, plus
protect American shoemakers. On all sides. it seemed, President Reagan was faced with
alarmed lobbyists and legislators whose complaints are traceable to the federal deficits,
the same deficits that alarmed David Stockman when he was budget director.

DAVID STOCKMAN, former OMS Director [January 13thj: The problem now is
to gel the deficit out of the danger zone where it could clearly harm the economy and
the recovery we have underway.

MARTIN [voice-over]; Mr. Stockman left for Wall Street last month and reportedly
believes the country has failed to use a window of opportunity 10bring down the deficits .
The man nominated to succeed him won corrunittee approval this past week and was
asked if he agreed.

JAMES MILLER, OMB Director-Nomi ... : Well, if that window is closed, Mr.
Chairman. I think we need to bust a hole rigbt througb the wall because we can't
afford to let this matter lay as it is.
Pres. RONALD REAGAN [Athens. Tennessee]: And I know that people are con-
cerned about the deficit, and we are, and we're going to do something about it. But the
something we're going to do is reduce government spending, not increasing taxes .

MARTIN [voice-over}: But one Republican senator said this past week he is suspicious
that the President may have intentionally set out to make the deficit so large as a way of
getting Congress to stop funding social programs conservatives don't like.
sen. DAVID DURENBERGER, (R) Minnesota: Nobody wants to believe that
Ronald Reagan could intentionally foist the deficit on us, and yet he is doing it. I am
beginning to be concerned that he's using the deficit 10 force us to denationaliu the
meeting of people's needs in this countty.

Pres. REAGAN jRaleigh. N.C.j: No matter what they call it, no matter how they
disguise it, no tax increase will cross my desk without my writing a great big veto on
it.

MARTlN [voice-overl: The President and his advisers insist tax refonn is more important
to most Americam than deficit reductions, but an ABC News/Washington Post poll
showed only 22% favoring Mr. Reagan's plan, 22% opposed, and 56% with no opinion.
The President's polls reportedly showed a1most half the public supports his plan. Mr.
Reagan wants to simplify taxes, .cut rates for many taxpayers and tty to stimulate growth.
This past week the cbainnan of the House Ways and Means, Democrat Dan
Rostenkowski, offered a similar plan, but neither proposal would raise laXes 10help close
the deficit. 1be Treasury announced it was running out of authority to borrow money to
meet its bills. So Republican Senators Phil Granun of Texas andWarren Rudman of New
Hampshire, and Democrat Hollings, offered a bill 10 raise the debt ceiling beyond $2
trillion for the first time, if Congress will pass a law cutting the deficit to zero by 1990.
sen. PHIL GRAMM, (R) Texas: It's going 10 be the wthappy task of the Congress
in the finlt week in October to raise the debt ceiling, and in the process to admit to the
American people that the budget process has failed and that we have failed.
Sen. WARREN RUDMAN, (R) New Hampshire: Now, the series of cbecks and
balances that we've had in this government have come to gridlock rather than progress
when it comes to the deficit. because we agree to disagree and nothing gets done .

MARTIN: According to government projections. the deficit will amount to about $203
billion for this fiscal year ending tomorrow. That's just about what OMB Director.
Stockman was predicting in January in what be called the danger wne. So the fuses 10
that deficit homb are still connected. David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Coming next, SenalOr Bob Packwood, chainnan of the
Senate Finance Committee, and Senator Ernest Hollings of the Senate Budget Committee,
and, shortly, David Stockman, until he resigned as head of President Reagan's Office of
Management and Budget. In a moment.
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that is, if the expenditures an: not within the expected revenues, we're going to have to have
the President pare back along with the Congress .
Mr. WILL: But your charge has been aD along that the President loves his deficits.
sen. HOLUNGS: Oh, yes. And I doo 't. And I don't think the people and the Coogress do.
Mr. WILL: In what sense does be love his deficits? I mean, be want8 you tD cut spending.
sen. HOLLINGS: Oh, of oourse it means cutting of special--- social programs. We've
a1ready agreed to a budget for next year of 3% real growth 00 defense, which is $25 billion;
you'll have to have the COLAs again, which is aoolber $10 billioo; you'll have to pay the
increased interest costs, which is aoolber $30 billion. You'll have to pay $15 billioo 011heaJth
care increases. 1bat's S80 billion. So you can't have new revenues in an election year. or
taxes, so you go back at your social programs you can cut.
Mr. WILL: But be carries 49 states and can', cut Amttak. I mean, whose fault is that?
sen. HOLUNGS: Well, Amtrak is a little small thing. We'", going to cut it 15%-
Mr. WILL: Well, that's the point.
sen. HOLUNGS: The Senate voted for it.
SAM DONALDSON: Well, George's question was, who cares about the deficit. My
questiOll is, what does it IDaIler? I've been listening tDyou and others talk about the poteotial
crowding out problem in the private money mad<et. I've been listening tD people talking
about the day when foreiguerll woukloo longer subolidize our debt. And yet we seem row tD
begin resuming n:aI growth in Ibis countty. Doesn't n:aDy lI1atIer? When is this abyss going
to be loppled over that we Iu!cp hearing warnings about?
sen. PACKWOOD: Sam, by and iaIge, iI's n:aDy whal you feel in your heart. You can
listen to Nobel Prize-winning eeooomists and beads of our great departments that will tell
you, it doesn't matter. And we can ron $175- to $25(}.billion deficits year after year after
year, and unemployment's going tD oome down and iutl:rest t3Ies are going tD stay down.
Mr. DONALDSON: Do you helieve that?
sen. PACKWOOD: No, I doo't helieve i,. I doo', he1ieve it. Bill people that are infinitely
better =Ienti.IOO than I am say it's true. Then: are equally good people 011 the other side
who say you can't ron these deficits. Deep down, somehow, Iam convinced thatene day we
can't float those kind of deficits. We can't borrow that kind of money. And when the day
comes we can't lxxrow it, people won't buy our 00nds-
Mr. DONALDSON: When does that day oome, Senator Hollings?
sen. HOLLINGS: I can tell you-
Mr. DONA LDSOH: In my lifetime, in yours?
sen. HOLUNGS: No, it's going tD be right shonIy, because the ooIy way we'", Iu!cping
infIatioo and interest l1IteS down are let the impons flow, you kDow, let a thwsand flowers
bloom. Well, they're letting in everything oome in hen:, and we've got the bighest staodard
of living. We have a governmeut-<:ODtro11edstaodard of living. You can't have the highest
standard of living and the lowest prices, and this tnode thing is not a political orpanisan thing.
It's not a momentary thing for Ibis electioo foc IlomJuats tD get back in. This is going tD
stick with us oow for next four or five years.
Mr. DONALDSON: By the way, Seuator Dole suggests be's going tD modify your textile
bill so rhaI it will be less onerous from the standpoint of the adminislnoIioo. How's it going to
come out of the Senate? How is it going tD go tD the Presidem? And, if be vetoes it, whal'll
happen?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Ale you going tD read-
sen. HOLi.JNGS: -34 bilateral "",eemeOI>. We do not waul subsidies, we do 001 waul .
quotas, we do DOlwant tariffs. We just waul these 34 ""'teiDdilS that the other nariom have
agreed to enforce. That's all we ask.
Mr. DONA1..DSON: Wait a morneut. My question was, is it going tD be modified in the
Senate? What kind of bill is going go to the Presidem?
sen. HOLUNGS: No, it doesn', have to be modified. They did rnaIce a modification,
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you're right, Sam, for anna.
Mr. ~: Took out anna and Brazil.
sen. HOI..l,N;S: ThaI's right. And they wanted l<>- and I was IOld that the Pn:sident had
a greater teodeocy 10 sign the bill if we took care of anna.
Mr, DONALflSON' Do you tbink be'D sign it?
sen. HOI..l,N;S: I tbink be will. He said on last Monday, you remember, that we're going
10 enforce all of our agIeemen1S and here theY are. ThaI's aD we're asking for.

Mr, BAN<LEY: AU right.
Mr. WILL: There's no mystery, is there, about bow we're going 10 handle our huge pIDIic
debt? We're going 10 n:pudiaIe it, slow-motion, through inflation. Isn't that how a great
nation bandies a bmden<;ome debt?
sen. PACKWOOD: I hope not.
Mr. WILL: RlDISit up in 1945 doUars and pays ir off in 1995 doUars?
sen. PACKWOOD: George, I hope you're wrong, I hope we doo't do that. But uofor-
nmately you are right about what every other nation has ooee. You run the printing presses,
you infIau: the cwrency and you pey it off in worthless lOOIlOY. II's imrrceal. The people that
are living on retiremen~
Mr. WILL: We're doing that now.
sen. PACKWOOD: -are banJaupt.
Mr.~:Well-
sen. PACKWOOD: But hopefully we're not going 10 start that as a conscious policy. That
is as Iowa blow as you can make 10 the morality of this counttY, is just 10 say, "Aw, to heck
with it."
Mr. BfWtlKLEY: If we pey off our debt in worthless mooey, tbeo all of us who wort<for
mooey will be paid in worthless mooey. So where is the sense in that?
sen. PACKWOOD: WeD, except for there's a difference. For tl>JSC who worldormon<Y,
you get 10 a situation like you bad in Isr1IeI for years, or where you have au indexmg· Y",
make $10 today and it buys au apple. You have 100% inflation, you get $20 next week-tile
apple goes up.
Mr. BRItKLEY: No, they have- .
sen. PACKWOOD: I lltIdentaDd that. I meao, that is simply trying 10 Slay on tile treadJnill
and stay even. ThaI doesn't solve your problem either.
Mr. DONALDSON: Senator, one quick proposition for you. OIl, go ahead, David. WeD,
my proposition was, you said you needed a bill by November 1st, a tax reform bill, and:'i
Rostenkowski says be IS gomg 10 have a bill out by ThaoksgIvmg. WeD, that clearly
gomg 10 make-sen. PACKWOOD: If it comes by Thaoksgiving- if it comes by Thanksgiving out of tile
House, we're not going 10 have a tax reform bill 'til next yeN.
Mr. DONALDSON: But you'D have it next year'! ..
sen. PACKWOOD: OIl, we've bad tax reform bills, unfortunately, wben I say "ref(Jl'lll ,
we're having them every year,
Mr. WILL: A tax bill every yeN. .
Sen. PACKWOOD: And every one of them bas the name reform on it. But we have had, ;::
four out of the past tax reform bills, they have come in election yem. So can It.CO:::: of
elecbOl1 yeN? Yes. From the standpoint of cettainty in ternIS of mv_t, m tile laW
income, I'd rather get it out of the way now, so you and everybody else knows what
IS. But-
Mr

. peges to tile
. BfINKlEY: Well, that meaos every new tax bill l¥lds about as many ahoul ttuee

1ntemaI Rev ... ue Code as Fritz HoIIings has there in his hand. What's that,
inches of papet1 _ •...nos havesen. HOlUNGS: ThaI's a good three inches of agreemenlS that other """'_.
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agreed 10.
Mr. DONALDSON: It looks like six inches to me.
sen. HOLUNGS: Not unilateral. Bilateral, Here's the top one, Thailand. in excess of 20
million square yards. and what is our gnvenunent doing? Say, "Eat it," rather than saying
enforce the law. They're trying to get us to eat it. AU we want is euforcement.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, so long as you're not going to read it. Thank you bodl. Thank you
bulb for coming in Senator Packwood, Senator Hollings. Very nice of you to come in; it's
been a pleasure to have you. Conting next, David Stockman, bead of the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget since the beginning of the Reagan administration in 198 I, and with us today
foe the fiISl time since he resigned. In a lIlOfIICIIt.
[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Stockman, thank you very mucb for oonting in today. Happy to have
you here with us. Now, about, I think it's the end of this month, or next month, you're
leaving the Washington - what shall I say - squim:l cage and going into WaDStreet, to au
invesbtlelll banking bouse. When you are there and established and talk to your clients, what
kind of financial advice will you give them in view of aD this, what's going on here?
DAVID STOCKMAN. former OlE DhedDi. Well, [ think I would take a prelty c0n-
cerned view. I think the events of the Jast couple of weeks indicate that the joy ride is over.
We just can't live with these massive deficits witbout tnlUIIlalic...-me dislocations. And
we're beginning 10 see them in the panic on trade, the balance-<>f-pa}'nIeDtsdeficit, this effort
10 tty 10 tinIcer witb the world eunency marl<et 10 bring down the dollar. Those are aD
symptoms of the underlying problem, that being that in this year, tbird year of recovery,
we're going 10 end up with a recooldeficit. In the Jastfouryears, when they tote up the books
next week, we will have burrowed tiuee-quarters of a trillion dollars. And that is set off every
imaginable kind of adjustment in the economy that pecpIe can't live with, in agriculture,
manufacturing and so forth, and we're going to have to face the problem.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Traumatic ecoeomic dislocation. Wbat does that mean? Is that a depres-
sion?
Mr. STOCKMAN: I doo't think it's a depression in the classic sense where the economy
grinds 10 a bait across the hoard. I think it is close to a depression in the selective sense, that if
you borrow this mucb lOOIlOY and you can't fund it out of domestic savings, whicb clearly we
can't, you cud up with exttaordinariIy higb real inIerest rates. It's about 7% now,long-tenn,
after inIIation. ThaI draws in au enormous flond of foreign capital, raises the exchange nile.
and it meaos that anybody wbu makes their livelihood in our economy in ttadable goods on
the world market _ fanners, textile mills and workers, steeI oompenies and so forth -
suddenly face impossible competitive circumstances. We get a flond of imports, our expons
dry up, and there is a trauma of serious proportion in tl>JSC sectors that bear the brunt. And
that's where we are now.
Mr. BRINKLEY: One more question, George. before- Why is it we are unable to deal with
this problem? Everyone knows it's a problem. Everyone agrees. Why can't we deal with it?
Mr. STOCKMAN: I think the reason is profoundly political. There has been a breakdown of
responsibility among our political parties. As far as I'm concerned, for a good while now
bulb political parties have been faking on the number-one problem of governance in this
society, and that is peying our bills as a nationa1 houseboId. The Detnocrats in this instance
should he the party of tax-raising. The Republicans should he the anti-spending party. The
Democrats refuse to even admit that's what their position requires. And, if you pol aD the
Republicans in the House, Senate and White House together for a week they couIdn't come
up with-
Mr. DONAlDSON: Excuse me, the Denxx:rats--
Mr. STOCKMAN: --$20 biIIioo--
Mr. DONALDSON: The Democrats not only admitted that they were the party of tax-
raising; many people attributed Walter Monda\e's big sizable loss to the fact that he said in
his acceplaDCe speocll that we're going 10 have to raise taxes.
Mr. STOCKMAN: Well, be said that, but then when it came time for the govenunental
system 10 act in 1985, in what I'd call this window of CJIlPOflUnity, there was no serious offer
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put 00 lhe table-
..... DONALDSON: Because your former boss. Ronald Reagan. kept beating the
Democrals effectively over lhe head with this idea.
..... STOCKMAN: ThaI may well be true. but I think some of lhe reluctance 00 the
Republican side to endorse spending cuts or push spending cuts. especially in things like
Social Security and the COlAs. have to do with similar demagoguery that's come from lhe
other side. with Claude Fewer nmning around the country making the equivalent of the
anti-tax speeches 00 COlAs. So what we've had now is a common-denominator im:spoo-
sibility from both sides. and yoe can't get something as difficult as a huge national helt-
tightening when neither patty is willing to talk ahoot the difficult medicine that has to be
taken. .
..... DONALDSON: You're talking ahoot irresponsihility. but aren't you really taIking
ahoot practicaI politics? The reasoo Mr. Reagan doesn't want to raise taxes is it's not good
politics. and the reasoo be doesn't want to tooch Social Security is the same. is it not? It's
easy enough for you, who is not elected, to preach cut Social Security. hut those hiIds have to
get re-elected, and they're not going to do it.
..... STOCKMAN: Well. I _ that. Raising any taxes is going to be tough, cutting
any spending IS l1""'8 to be toUgh. The political resistance will be strorJg. But 00 lhe olher
hand. doing nodting at all. borrowing $200 billion. is not an economic free lunch. It sets off
painful fortes that are hearing 00 people now in a very UDfair way. So we have to recognize
the fact that we're in a period of national sacrifice. People are going to have to give up things
eqwtably if we're gomg to solve this problem. and it's up to the political 1eadership and lhe
political parties to formulate and pot 00 lhe table a plan that cao address that fimdamental
problem. and for lhe moment neither is doing it.
.....WI.L: But do yoo believe for a minute they're going to do it? We have a President who
slammed the door in '84 00 tax increases. slammed lhe door 00 tooching Social Security; in
two national C8ffiI'8Igns has camed 93 states by saying. hy recommending. as far as I can
tell. only 000. cut III a social program, and that was CETA. and that was in 1980. He never
vetoes any hiIIs that come from Congress because Congress is spending ahoot what lhe
President wants. Iso't that fair?
Mr: STOCKJIIAN: Well. Ithink that tooches 00 the bean of lhe proh1em. If there were a
senous and sw~g and lMIcquate aoti-spending position coming from the Repohlican
!'any. then I believe. because Idon 'tlike taxes either that it would be a fair cootesl to argue
~g cuts venus tax Jnereases. But it is very clear'to me after five years thatlhe spending
cut ~!" over. We ve had a referendum 00 what we want in the budget and what we
don t. What s left most of the people want. and we're going to have to r.Iise taxes to pay for
II.

..... W1U: Given what yoo know ahoot lhe practical political inelasticitY. the inability to cut
lhe budget. how much do we need to r.Iise taxes?
..... STOCKMAN: I think. if we're going to get out of this situation and restore any
semhIance of national solvency and fiscal discipline. it's going to take a very major taX
uterease. larger than we've ever had or cootemplated before.
..... BRINKLEY: How major? How big? Douhle?

Mr. STOCKJIIAN: At least 2% of GNP. which would be $100 hiIIion a year.
..... DONALDSON: Well. that·s wiping away lhe entire 'SI tax cut. is it not? Indexing?
Mr. STOCKMAN: Not entirely. 00.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. leaving how much? Three inches woIth?
Mr. STOCKMAN: Well. it wouIdn'tleave a lot. but that is a measure of what we've failed
to accomplish 00 the olher side of lhe ledger.
..... 8fINKLEY: Let me ask 000 question. George. Let us say we r.Iise taxes. Do yoo have
any coofi~ Congress would spend the new mooey on reducing the deficit. or would it just
simply spend II as II always has in lhe past?

..... STOCKJIIAN: No. I have coofideoce that it would be used to reduce the deficit. The
problem right now is not new spending -lhe people creating ideas to add to the budget. The
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problem is inherited spending. what was built in in the '60s and lhe '70s in a better climate
and 00 one wants to let go of.
..... BRINKLEY: All the old progrnms cootinue to gmw .
..... STOCKMAN: We need to fund what we've decided to have. and Idon't think raising
taxes for that purpose is the same thing as it might have been in lhe past.
..... BfWtKLEY: Ihave to interl1lpl bere briefly. We'll be back with more questions for Mr.
Stoclrrnan in a moment.
[commercial break/
..... BRINKLEY: We are back. George. I intemJpIed you. Go ahead.
..... W1U: Well. after 4\2 years of watching this you know lhe limits of domestic and
military budget-cutting. You, I think. know lhey're not going to raise $100 billion in taxes.
Doesn't that leave us with a tbitd option - and we talked about this with the eartierguesIS-
that when nations get this far in debt they monetize their debt. TheY nut up inflation and
repudiate it in slow-motion: not in the nasty way the 11tinIWorld threatens to do, hut in lhe
civilized way that the FIISI World does. just with inflation .
Mr. STOCKMAN: Well. I think that's lhe ultimate threat here and lhe ultimate tragedy. The
one solid legacy that this administration has to offer to history hooks is that it faced that
greatest peacetime inflation we ever had head 00 in 1981. wnmg it out of lhe economy. got
the Atnericao people thinking that it was possible to have a low-inflation eeooomy again. But
it seems to me we're at the point oow where the symptoms of not paying for oer bills, of this
deficit. are becoming so overwhebning that we are backing into reflation. into a new surge of
inflation in the 1atter pan of this decade for want of any alternative. That's what the
international currency market intervention is all about. The only way to get lhe dollar down is
to flood the marlcet with more than people want to hold at the cum:nt price. and sooner or
later that' s going to bring inflation back.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Printing money. you're talking ahoot?
Mr. STOCKMAN: ThaI's what I'm taIking ahoot.
Mr. WILL: Well. given that lhe interest rate component is lhe fastesl-growing component of
lhe federnl budget. faster even than defense. and given that in the midst of a boom. an
ecooomic recovery. we're nmning nearly $2OO-hillion deficits. suppose we get a bit of
inflatioo and a small turndown. what happens to lhe deficit? A moderate increase in inflation.
a modetate turndown?
Mr. STOCKMAN: Well. lhe nmnhers will go up.
..... WILL: How fast?
..... STOCKMAN: I don't think they'll go up as rapidly as some people imagine. The
sttucture of the budget at lhe present time is not that insensitive to a further downturn in the
ecooomy. But neverlheless it'll go well ahove $200 hiIIion. the buih-in level that we face
now.
Mr. DONAlDSON: Senator Hollings has a lheory. and others hold it. that yoo planned this.
you and President Reagan and others in the administration. planned a deficit of this size so
that you could wring out lhe sociaI progrnms.there wou1dn'tbe money fortbem. Is that true?
..... STOCKMAN: No. absolutely not. That·s Monday morning quarterbacking to try to
explain why something this tragic. this massive. happened. No 000 could have planned a
deficit this big and this destructive.
Mr. DONAlDSON: Well. I'm aImost tempted to ask lhe question in 000 of those mean
when-have-yoo-stopped-heating-your-wife>- If yoo didn't plan it. was it just stupidity?
..... STOCKMAN: No. I don't think it was SlUpidity. I think itwas an IDld<restimate oflWO .
important factors: one. the political will to cut spending in our society. and it wasn't very
stron~ and. second. lhe budget effects of aetuaIIy heating down inflation. We were all against
inflation. hut we didn't recognize thatlhe federal government was living 00 the windfall
gains of inflation.
Mr. DONAlDSON: Well. how much hlame for all of this beloogs to President Reagan? He
was the leader.

1
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Mr. STOCKMAN: 1think there is enough blame '" spread pretty widely. and I'll lake some
of i, myself.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. how much of it belongs tc the Presiden,? Don't duck the
qlJeSti<... You'", writing a book in which you' ... going to tell all. are yoo not?
Mr. STOCKIUM: Well. that'll be available next spring.
Mr. DONALDSON: But yoo woo', tell us now?
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. is the price inflated. or is it- let me ask yoo this. I would like
some specifics. If yoo were writing the budget for the corning year. what would you-- how
would yoo do it? What would yoo take oet of it? How would yoo deal with the deficit?
Mr. STOCKIIAN: Well. I think now things have gone so far that we .-I kind of a
cross-the-boonI national sacrifice - a program that would be very stern. Everyooe would
have to give up their cost-ot-living lMIjustment for two years. all the retirees, Social Security;
maybe create a small kitty for the low-income. 1 think all taxpayers would have to give up
thell' C05I-<Jf-living 011 the bnlckets for two years. 1 think the idea of a ",venue-neutral tax
reform is preposterous. 'The IoophoIes that we've closed. the reveeees ought to be put in the
Treaswy to pay our bills. not to give further tax cuts; we can't alford the ones we already
have. I think defense, unfortunaldy. would have to receive a two-year freeze a10ng with
everyooe. else .. Then we would have to Iook tIuwgh that budget aI and some of these
Iow-pnonty. niee-ro-have programs would have to go entirely - the same ones that 1
recommended in January. like SBA and UDAG and programs like that. It seems 10 me if you
had that kind of program. with the rich giving up their lo0phoies. the middle class giving up
their infIatioo lMIjUStJDen1s. the wbole budget being fro=. we oouId begin to whitIIe enough
oot of this huge gap to stan to suppress some of these u:rrible fon:es working in the ecooomy.
Mr. BfW«LEY: Ooe quick question. George. What about this meeting Iasl week at wbidl
they lIltempled to devalue the dollar in international exchange? Is there any prospect for
sucoess in that?
Mr. STOCKIIf,N: Well. , think it may be the ooIy shun-run palliative available. but 1 think
we oorn: to n:cognize what i, 1llCaIl'l. 'The ooIy way", devalue the dollar is '" iIllnase the
nue 0 mooey supply growth. expand the supply of dollars and create an attitude around the
w~ that people doo'l want'" bold them. Well. that has always meant in/IaIion in the post.
ThaI s clearly what happened in the late 1970s. and it'll happen again if we pe>sist on this
tracl<. It·s not the dollar that·s the problem. It's the enormous borrowing of capillll inflow 10
finance our deficit.
Mr. WlU.: President Reagan has a reputation as a tien:e budget-<:utter. a man who really
~an!, to go through with the meat cleavers; be was COOSlaIltly being presented meat clea ......
00. ve '-'. submitting. or have '-'. for 41'1 years. sulmitting decisioo memos 10 the
~ ~yrog. "HeIe's what yoo can do. Yoo can cut il. yoo can cut a liaJe bit. you can
.........., 11. Does the President lake the hard option?
~oacIlAN:. Well. the hard option. I guess. is a ...!alive matter. Compered 10 ~

anyooe else m the cabinet or the Congress of either party would suppn<l. be clearlY IS:;u~ arci-spender in the game today. But it may not be far enough. If be would takt
" ...... cuts that be _ willing to suppn<l. it still wouldn'l clo5e the budget gap.

Mr. WIlL: He carries 93 SllIIes and can', or woo't kill Amlnlk Now what does that tell youabout our ......"'-, ? . •..... ~ S)'SIem.

~ •.STL\QCIIAN: Well. ,think it teJJs yoo what I've;.st indicau:d. that the joy ride isOYC<·
• f,OUJg 10 have to pay our bills. Ifwe 've got '" bave Amlnlk. ifwe'", going 10hold 45
~~. """"!e bannJess for infIatioo. we'", going to bave to ask the taxpayers of this counttY
~ ~ lIl<n Ullo the till.
Mr: WlU.: Was there a great missed opportUnity? Some oooservalives say that if in the
spr1Dg of 1981.when the President's mandate was fresh be'd gone afte< entitiemenlS in a big
~ that that._ the last best chance to SlOp the gm~ of the feder.II budget and.that the
fact thatw;:, lIllSSed. Do yoo think more oouId bave been done. substantially mon:. gJVCD the
COIlOlitucocies~ CUISthat yoo got. yoo hareIy got and yoo got them from the weak<>t
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Mr. STOCKMAN: 1 think it should bave been tried. Whedler it would have been successful
1 think is putdy • matter of speculation. My impression is that 011 these middle class
entitlemeots the political .... ismIC.. is so deeply embedded that it doesn't maIIa' what seaoon
you're in - the spring of '81 or the current cin:urnslanc<s - i, would be very difIicult 10
r<duce them.
11I'. DONALDSON: Mr. Stockman. in the fall of 1981theA11antic MOIlIhlyarticle. which is
now so famous. displayed your own sb:pticism aboot some of the pmnises of the govem-
ment's program aed your own feeling that the IM1ll>m yoo were using wenon't really certain.
weren't really set. Didn't yoo have an obIigatioo afte< "'" 10 leave the gov~ t>lber
than to be part of that probIetn that yoo saw? And. on the_hand. is it now not disloyal. 10
baving stayed five years. to complain aboot the administrarion and President Reagan',
stewardship in this matter'!
11I'. STOCKMAN: Well. I dro', think 1complained aboot the adminislnItion·, steWardship
only. I tried to say that this is a problem of the entino political systaD. that there is blame 1D be
spread in all di=tioos-
11I'. DONALDSON: Why didn', yoo resign if yoo dido',like the program?
11I'. STOCKMAN: It wasn't-I think that·s a tota1 misintc<prelati of what the article said.
and 1 felt the progt1Ittl was sound but it had to be implemented in a pmty decisive way. and it
wasn't being.
11I'. BRINKL.EY: Mr. Stockman. thank yoo. Thanks very I1WJCb for ooming in: happy 10
bave you with us today. We'll be back with ourdisctlSsion bore. and it willlMld notIling 1D the
fedent! debt and will not cost the taxpayers a dime. Joining us will be ~ Judy
Powell. In a rnoment..
{~rciallJrNk{
11I'. BAlNKLEY: This week the Russian ftnigo rninisll::r. Mr. Sbevardnod2J:. w in
Wasbingmn and spent. liaJe time talking with the President. a few bounI. And we'", ~
thar be liad a son of proposa1 that. under certain .... Ii' •• b. the Russiam would reckJoe their
offensive nuclear weapons by 50%. Whal"", we 10make of that? Is this the beginning of a
milenniwn? George. what?
11I'. WILL: I think not. I think we'", aboot 1D Ply the price for havina had 15 yeara of ..
arms control process that coiDcided with lI'I enonnous ~ in offensive foroo levels. "'"
it is now ",,"sible to re<l>ce by 50% your _ cbargea - and that', the I'br-~ uae-:-
I1>eaning ..... ""'I_ing both gravity falling bombs from bornb<n and _ delivenod ..
20 mimJtes from the Sovid Union by ballistic missiles. So there·, a w!IoIe lot mixed in there.
'The trick of arms control is to produce increased stability of del<m:oce • lower leveIs. l\ is
poosibIe 10 bave dou 1 stability at lower IeveIs if yoo doo', cut them in the riP WllY'.
Then:'s an enormous amount of oegotiDln ahem.
11I'. OONI'LDSOH: Well the trick of M1DS <XllIIlOi • the llXlI1>Cd aoems to me 1D be
squaring this enormous def~ve buMJp that we've engaged in the .... four yeara. wbicb 00
one band adntinisuatioo ofIiciaIs say bas now finally put us t.::Io: 1D the point where we ClI'I
deal with the Russians and the P1esident's rt>etoric __ we an: IIill weak. Ika011 tIIal
score. yw know. Iw.;. 10 CXlm:lCl the record of SOlIlelIuugIsaid .... week and ~ 1D
the Pr.sident for misquoting him. At his news oooference a ~ of weeka ... Mr.
said the Uni1ed Stares is stiII well _ the Soviet Union in ld!nDy every kind .. oII"enoIve
...""""". both cooveociooal and ...-gic weapoos. -' I lbD. tIIal', """"ll. I think """s a
~ of ~ sttmgth_ But in talking _ it last week 1 -', Y that. -'lIDdbml!
Pr<sideut had said the Sovids had a thn:e-«>-one advanIage .. oII'<mive ~. ~
be never said. , doo'l know wbeno 1got IIin my mmd. 1_ have I-. • lI'I old
movie or something. In any ....... Iwas wtOO8. Icorm:t II. and Iopqu:e 1D the PnsIdenI
for misqwcing him.
11I'. BAlNKLEY: All right. Sam. we· ... going 1D glve you a COCOI&lI ate with a oitz 1utIe
legend OIl top. Now. what aboul the 50% m:b:Uoo?
11I'. DONALDSON: Go __ • I've used my time.
11I'. BAlNKLEY: No. go_.
11I'. DONALDSON: Well. , __ no one ICC$ the fine priIIt. Secmay Sbultz wao Cl<lI<>Iy
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right to say when he did the other day that it's different at first glance, but what does the fine
print say? No one's going to buy any arrangement simply because on the surface it says a
50% reduction. And, secondly, we don't know whether this was a real offer or whether it's
another pan of the PR game. The Soviets have been expert in talking 300ut Star Peace rather
than Star Wars, and this may just be another effort to bamboozle people into thinking they're
the nation of peace and we're the nation of war.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Somebody in the Kremlin is pretty good at making these cute phrases. Star
Wars becomes Star Peace, and so on. They've attracted a lot of attention. Jody?
JODY POWELL: I think Sam puts his finger on the essence of it at this point, and that since
this summit was announced I think both sides have been inclined to think, probably correctly.
that it was unlikely to produce much substance: therefore, it becomes even more public
relations intensive than these things normally are, and so we get a process in which both we
and they are attempting to position ourselves so that if in fact it does produce no progress to
speak of, we don't get blamed for it. I must say the Russians probably, as you point out, have
a bit of an edge on us in that bid, as they now can position themselves as being against an
arms race in space and for major deep cuts in offensive weapons, even though the United
States was the first nation to propose that son of thing, and it was rejected out of hand by the
Russians at the time.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, we were also the only country with a real Madison Avenue, which
they seem to be able to deal with rather well. Well. how about this? No one knows exactly
what this 50% amounts to, but whatever deal the Russians offer we three, all of us here,
dump allover it. We say we've got to see the fine prior. it's not enough and So on and so on.
What does that mean? That there is never going to be any arms reduction'!
Mr. DONALDSON: No, but clearly in this case the Russians have tied their offer. whatever
it is, to our stopping research on the sStrategic Defense Initiative, that is, the Star Wars
research. They apparently are very afraid of that, and the deal is to be, "We'll make this
large cut and we'll agree on these things if you stop research.YThe President says he won't
do it, so at the moment if both sides' public positions are to be believed, we can't have a deal.
Mr, POWELL: Well, I'm not sure it's tied to research, but I think the fundamental question
in this whole thing is, the fundamental problem is, that there is no real incentive for the
Soviet Union to agree to a major reduction in offensive warheads, charges, whatever, unless
they can get some sort of reassurance that these which remain will not be quickly devalued if
we do come up with a somewhat son of halfway effective missile defense system. What son
of assurance they need or will accept and what we are willing to give, I think, is essentially
where the thing hangs.

Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, Mr. Reagan says on Star Wars or SDI that we're only trying to catch
up with the Russians who have been researching this and testing it and so on for quite a long
time. lf that is so. and if they have been working on a Star Wars defense of their own. why
are they so afraid of ours?

Mr. WILL: Because they have a whole healthy respect for our technological capability.
Mr. BRINKLEY: They should.
Mr, WILL: They have seen a bit of the future in their own research and they know it's going
to work, and this is an understandable attempt of theirs to get a unilateral advantage.
Mr. DONALDSON: You know it's going to work.
Mr. WILL: That's pan of the game.
Mr. POWELL: Well, we've been working on this thing, too. as a manerof fact. It's not that
we've been doing nothing until two years ago.
Mr. DONALDSON: Now. the Congressional Office of Strategic Technology put out a
report which suggested it won't work. I don't know much about it, but let me show you one
of the models, David. Let's say both sides have a mix of offensive and defensive Star
Wars-type weapons. You can't stop all the offensive missiles from corning in, but if you have
a good Star Wars you stop some of them. If the Soviets were to launch a first strike, we'd get
many of their missiles. but not all, and some of their offensive weapons would take out some
of our retaliatory force. so that if we launched a counterstrike and the Soviets' Star Wars
system was still in place, untouched, it would further attenuate or diminish our ability to hurt
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them. There is that proposition that in fact Star Wars would make us weaker, not stronger.
Mr, WILL: The point of Star Wars is not to be employed in a war-fighting situation. The
point of Star Wars is not to achieve certainty. It is to multiply the uncertainties so much that a
Soviet war planner will not start a strike because he cannot adequately count on crippling our
retaliatory capacity. That's the point. Not to achieve certainty, but to multiply uncertainty.
That. [ think. is what deterrence-s-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. you multiply in both directions. George.
Mr. WILL: Fine. good.
Mr, POWELL: Which is the best logical argumem for looking at this thing. It is not.
however. the argument that the President uses to try to sell this to the public.
Mr. DONALDSON: But the certainty of mutual assured destruction has kept the peace all
these years.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right, let's get on to something else, because we are not really goin~ to
know what this deal amounts to until Geneva. if we know then. One of the many mteresung
developments in your nation's capital this past week came from the secretary of education.
Mr. Bennett, who wants to slow down, make more flexible, he says, the program for
bilingual education in our public schools. Bilingual. generally speaking. meaning English
and Spanish. He said that the bilingual teaching program which is supponc? to so~ extent
by the U.S. government has done no good; children have not benefited, and In fact It rends to
keep Spanish-speaking children speaking Spanish. Is that a good--- George, what? Is that
good?
Mr. WILL: I think he's right. I think bilingual education tends .t? imp~son i~grants in their
origins, and it tends to undermine a basic prerequisite of citizenship. ~t IS, a common,
shared language. It's extremely subversive and symbolically wrong to pnn!, for example.
bilingual ballots. Here's the most public act, an act of cornmumty. choosing commurnty
leadership. conditioned in a way that people aren't even expected to speak the ~e language
in the most rudimentary way to exercise the ballot. And there~ore to ~ake It les~ of an
entitlement. and to use bilingual education only as a way of rapidly easmg ~ple mto the
predominant culture. is a good idea. I think bilingualism came out of~ 1960s, It was part of
that dizziness of the '60s that anything that smacked of cultural ~hauvmls~, the preference of
one value and white values. if you call it that, or Anglo values, If you call It that. over another
was wrong.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, at that time we were not allowed to say that anything was better than
anything else.
Mr. WILL: That's right.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Nothing.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. the rub is that easing rapidly the transition from one's native
language to English, if that's what you're saying, and how far should that easing go and o~er
what stretch of time- if Secretary Bennett suggests that we should cut back and m~e It.a
short period of time. I think he's wrong. And I think there ~e older people who are In .tllIS
country from Mexico that we're not going to teach them English. Do they then have no right
to participate in citizenship? They have no right to really vote---- .
Mr. WILL: What happened to the German. Italian. Russian. Polish. Czech. Romanran.
Lithuanian immigrants who came to this country. many of them m middle or later age and
learned English?
Mr. DONALDSON: Many of them did and some of them didn't. You go to some of those
neighborhoods today and all you hear spoken is their native tongue. . .
Mr. POWELL: If the goal is to return the program to that goal for which i~was ong~nally ,
intended when it was passed in the '60s' that is, to move people toward Engbsh as a knm.,
language. that's fine. I think. however, 'people can be ~orgiven for being somew~~:~~~~,s
about Mr. Bennett's real intentions. TIle thrust of fus approach ~d the ~ articularl
approach has been to move back the role of the federal govenunent m.educatton, p ~
in those areas where it' s there to ensure or to promote greater equality. TIle trend over ard
past few years has been, forget about the arguments about th.e best way /0 m~V;f~~ral
English, to reduce support for this type of federal aid to education. as othe type
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aid. and even though he says, "Well, if you do it our way maybe we'Il increase spending
down the road:' my concern is not so much with his stated intentions but where he really
wants to go with this stuff.
Mr. BRINKLEY: A degree of skepticism. I'm surprised to hear that coming from you, lody.
We had a hurricane last week up and down the East Coast. or up the East Coast. and some of
you. I understand were a little unhappy with the performance of. a) the Weather Bureau and,
b) of television. Is that true? George?
Mr. WILL: Well. the Weather Bureau, understandably. not wanting to repeat the mistakes of
1938 when they underestimated the hurricane. gives you the worst possible option. We can
understand that. But the local joumaIists get everybody in such a frenzy that by four in the
morning the people who run the schools do the one thing that no parent wants to hear. they
close their schools. So we're stuck with our kids at home all day, and the sun is shining at 10
in the morning. In Washington and, I assume. up and down the East Coast they closed the
schools because they had a heavy rain. I think people in a comfortable, technologically
sophisticated society rather relish being frightened by the wind and the weather.
Mr, DONALDSON: Oh. nonsense, George! On the other hand, if the steering currents had
changed just a bit, and no one can predict this. that hurricane would have slammed ashore
someplace up the Eastern seacoast and destroyed buildings, destroyed schools and homes. I'd
much rather the Weather Bureau warns about the worst case and then have it not happen.
Mr, WILL: How old are the kids that you have at home?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, my kids were all at school, thank goodness.
Mr, POWELL: Well, my wife's a schoolteacher, so she enjoys those days.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Don't you think everyone wanted to he sure that when it was allover he
would not be accused of neglect. malfeasance. of not doing everything-
Mr. DONALDSON: That's right. Aod let me defend the local newscasters. After all, Dan
Rather made one of his first great strikes on the national scene early on in the'60s in Texas by
covering a hurricane. Now, if we don't allow local reporters in their 20s to also go out and tty
to do that, how are they going to get ahead?
Mr. BRINKLEY: What are we going to do for Dan Rathe" in the future? Is that a problem')
Mr. DONALDSON: I have no comment on that.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. We'll he hack. Thank you all. We'll he back with further details
on last week's report in this space about a man Social Security insisted was dead while he
insisted he was not. and they told him he was wrong. In a moment.
{commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary]: Finally. we reported here las' week that a professor of
political science at Nonhwestem University got a notice from Social Security saying he was
dead. Well, he denied it, and so they investigated the case again and said they were right, that
in spite of what he said he was dead. Well. after all the publicity, Social Security said it had
been a computer mistake. Well. that, of course. is the all-purpose excuse these days. not just
in Social Security but in the banks, department stores. credit card companies. But this was a
little different. On the Social Security computer your name and number and so on are in its
memory, and when the time comes there is a key to press to inform the computer that you
have died. But the computer has no key to bring anyone back to life. Social Security never
saw any need for it since this hardly ever happens. I think they kept insisting the professor
was dead because that was easier than figuring out how to correct the computer. Anyway.
he's alive. he feels good. And for all of us at ABC's This Week. until next Sunday. thank
you.
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ABCNEWS THIS WEEK wrTH DAVD BRINKLEY

October 6, 1985
AHNClt.WCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from oor
Washington headquarters, bere's David Brinkley.
DAVID BfWII<L£Y: II's Ibe k:ind of war we can live with,lbe current war of words between
Ibe United States and Ibe Soviet Union. Nobody gets hun, it doesn't cost anytbin~ much, and
when it's over, if it ever is, everyone can claim to have woo. In these weeks leadingllp to the
summit meeting of Ibe Messrs. Reagan and Gorbacbev in Geneva, both countnes make
speeebes, hold press oonfen:nces, duow idea< and offers back and forth, each trying for an
advantage. But wbal does all this mean? We'U as.!< today's gueslS: Owles Z. Wick, bead of
Ibe U.S. Infonna6on Agency, which incJudes Ibe Voice of America and more; Lord
Carrington, secn:tary-general of Ibe North AtIaDtic Treaty Organizatioo, NATO; and Thien)'
de MOIJlbriaI, directo< of tbe French Institute for Intematiooal Relations. Some background
from our man Jolm Martin, and our discussioo here with George Will, Sam Donaldsoo and
Hodding Caner. AU ben: 00 our SWJday program. .'
First, a little news since the SWJday morning papers. Israel feels beset, Its people. bemg

killed in Egypt and other places, a United Nalioos resolutioo condemning the Israeli raid 00 a
PLO base in Tunisia, Ibe United States decliniog to veto Ibe resolutioo or even to vote agamst
it and instead abstaining and letting it pass. Here is ABC's Bob Zelnick in Israel,

BOB ZElNICK {voice-over]: Helicoplers brought the Isr.ieIi dead bome. from Ras
Bourl<a on the Red Sea last night - seven tourists, including four cbildren, killed by an
Egyptian police officer in circumstances that remain unclear. Two other children were
wounded. Amid eyewitness reports that paoicIcy Egyptian officials prevented medical aid
from reaching the victims while they bled to death, Presideot Hosni Mubanlk moved 10
limit the diplomalic damage, dispatching ooodoIences to Prime Minister Peres, promising
a fuU investigation.

MOHAMED 8ASSIONV, Egyptian Charge d'AfIainIs: There is a peace treaty
between Egypt and Israel, and there is a peace process. I think that such individual
incidents will fIOl affect at all the peace process.
ZElNICK {voice-over{: Aod today a funeral in Jerusalem for one of two Israeli bikers
killed by what police suspect is an Arab terror gang. After similar incidents, public
dernonstralions have demanded the death penalty for Arab lfrnlrists. Israel's cabinet will
meet Tuesday to consider that and other proposals. Friday's U.N. Security Council vote
censunng Israel for its bombing raid against PLO headquarters in Thais earlier in the
week further mcreased the Israeli sense of isolation. The deeisioo of the United States to
abstain rather than vetoing the resolutioo is regarded here as a betrayal.
SHIMON PERES, israeli PrIme "'1islBr: I helleve Ibe United States understands
perfectly weU thedanger of terror, the killing of innocent people, the need '0 stop it. So
there IS a contradiC1:lon between tbelT reason and their vote.

ZEl..NlCK: Egyptian-Israeli relations are vu1nerab1e, vulnerable to extremists in both
countries, vulnerable to events in the region generally. Leaders like Presideot Mubanlk
and Prime Minister Peres may try to put a IIagedy like Ras Bourka behind them, but in the
cwrent climate, that's fIOl going to be easy to do. Bob Zelnick, ABC News, Jerusalem.

Mr, BRINK1.EY: In Moscow, swprisingly, the press printed Ibe full text of Mikbail
Gomachev's press confereoce in Paris during his visit there. and, highly wllIsnal, included
questions and answers on such sensitive subjects as human rights and Jewish emigration from
the Soviet Union. Pravda printed all of it.
In Seoul, South Korea, a group of developing countries in a meeting reconunended that

Third World countries owing billions to American banks place a limil 00 bow much interest
they will pay hereafter.
Eddie Robinson, football coach at Grambling CoUege, is now the winoingest coach in

American coUege bistoIy. His team woo yesterday, bringing his lifetime reoord to 324
victories, one more than the previous reconIboIder, Bear Bryant of the University ofAlabama.
Aod, late last night, the Kansas City Royals woo the American League West division.
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Now the playoffs begin this week.
We'U be back with Ibe secretary-general of NATO, the director of the U.S. Information

Agency, and the director of the French Institute for International Relations and aU the rest of
today's program, in a moment.
{commercial break/

Mr, BRINKLEY: The Soviet Union bas been very clever in its public posbtring 00 antIS
control, saying, for example, they're williog to cut nuclear missiles by 50% if Americans will
agree, leading American negotiators to ask, "50% of what, exaedyT' and other maneu-
vering for advantage before the November summit inGeneva. Here is a look at it before we
questioo our guests, from Jolm Manin. John?

JOHN MART1N [voice-over]; The world's lIlOSl powerful Communist stepped forward
in Moscow and Paris this past week, reviving an intense debate between East and West

MIKHAIL GORBACHEV, general sea_y, Communist PeIty{through
interpreter]: Mountains of weapons have been accumulated, and yet Ibis coes ox
seem to be enough.

MARTlN {voice-over]: The issue he raised was the control of arms, but the issue that
confronted him was the control of ideas.

FRENCH JOURNAUST {through interpreter]; Are there, yes or 00, four million
political prisoners in the Soviet Union?
Gen. Sec. GORBACHEV {through interpreter]: That's absurd. That's just
Goebbel's propaganda. I mean, that's absurd.

MARllN [voice-over]; In fact, by authoritative estimate, there are 10,000 political
prisoners in the Soviet Union, but there are also almost 50,000 ouclear warheads in the
world, and that is what the Soviet leader went to France to talk about.
Gen. Sec. GORBACHEV {through interpreter]: The questioo bas been raised that
we want to improve our relations with Western Europe in order to drive a wedge
between it and the United States, but this is absurd because we want to have good
relations fIOl only with Western Europe, but also with the United States.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Mr. Gorbachev offered a new style. Nor in a quarter century,
since the days of Nikita Khrushchev, bad a Soviet leader answered reporters' questioos
and allowed his people to hear the exchange. Twice in one week. Some critics called it a
charm offensive with one single aim - to separate America from its allies, especially on
space defense weapons. That would give him more strength in his arms control summit
meeting next month with President Reagan. To regain the initiative, the United States
conducted its own poblic diplomacy, sometimes with a charm of its own.
Pres. RONALD REAGAN: Aod I bave to believe ifbe's talking ro God, we ought to be
able to get along, because so am I.
MARTIN {voice-over{: The United Srates also sraged news conferences to rebut Soviet
claims of American militarization of space, offering eIabornte charts and grnphs. l'rom
the Voice of America, teams of govenunent joumaIists in Paris and Wasbingtoo reputted
Gomachev's visit objectively.

YOA BROADCASTER: President Mitternmd said be will fIOl participate in talks
with the Soviet Union.

MARK POMAR, USSR DlvIslan ChIef, YOA: We are, of oourse, presenting exaedy
what took place at the meeting, wbal Gorbacbev said, wbal Francois Mitterrand said,
including the points that Mitternmd raised that I'm sure Soviet media will avoid _ for
example, Afghanistan and human rights.

MARTIN {voice-over{: For more than 30 years Ibe Voice bas been part of a United States .
Informalioo Agency effort to counter Soviet propaganda and promote American objec-
tives. As Mr. Gorbacbev toored Paris, il broadcasl an editnrial attacking Soviet treatment
of Jews and dissideots.

YOA BROADCASTER: AnatoIy Sbcbaransky is oow in his seventh year of im-
prisonment in a Soviet Iabor camp.

KENNETH THOMPSON, YOA Dlrec:tor of PolIcy: It doeso't seem to me we sbouId
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avoid irnponant issues just because there is-- Mr. Gorbachev is in Paris.
MART1N: Is that why you broadcast it DOW, though?
Mr, ntOIIPSON: It seemed a good subject at the time.

[voice-over] Mr. Thompson denies that the editoriaIs are strident, that they might
damage chances for arms cootroI ogteelllelllS. ADd USIA director Charles Wick has tried
to increase the pressure, Mr. Wick was a nur.;ing borne operator and Hollywood figure
active in Pn:sident Reagan's political fundraising before joining USIA. He has set up a
worldwide television service to promote American policy abroad, staging satellite press
conferences and a daiIy ocws broadcast seen in embassies and some one- to two million
homes in Europe. Critics claim it avoids showing the Soviet Union in a favorable light;
the same charge is often made about Soviet tdevision's portrayal of the Unued SllIteS.
Clearly. both systems have an impact on the &lJIlOSPhere in which arms control negotia-
tions will be carried out. For the momem, Mr. Gorbachev's image has surprised some
Americans and caught the White House slightly off balance.
ROBERT SQUIER, Democi ...... poIlIIClII consuItanI: Now they find themselves,
for the first time, in an almost campaigo-style confrontation with the Soviet Union, of all
people, and they've gal to get sort of back up to campwgo speed.
ROY GODSON, Geoi yetown Uniwrsl\y government <>jIi"'u111lBllIISsorOl:Ronald
Reagan is a skilful politician, and I wouldn't be surprised if before this race ISover we see
an American. if not PR offensive. at least some Amencan tactics which put us on a par
widJ the Soviets in this area.
MARTIN [voice-over]; But one American senator who has met with Mr. Gorbacbev says
the question of gamesmanship overlooks a vital pomt.
sen. GEORGE MITCHEll. (D) ...... : I think the most imponant thing ~ =
occwred has been the fact that this week the Sovtel Umon made a specIfic proposal to
oegoriating table in Geneva. That, above all else, indicates some willingoess to II)'

come to grips with the problem. . .' . nt
~ a ........ Senator Mitchell and odJer.; say the swmrut IScommg at a Ullidequeelmorn<:oped me;
.-....... poIi 'call home and both SIdes have oot yet v .
Bocb men are still strong n y. at ibie to verify. But that won't last forever. So It
teeJmoIogy that might make: treaty ~I agreement that will depend for success 00
is a moment of opporturnty ror an am;'
subotaDCe far more than style. David. .' f the

III' n.-....' cv: Jobo, thank you. Coming next, Thie.'2.1: MZontbriW'ckal~rre" U.S.• .....-...-. temationaI Relations and shortly u...~ . I ,
French IDstilUte for In C· D', f~y f~igo secretai)' of Great Britain and
informatJOll AgeJ~?'':'landfthe~orthan:tic Treaty OrganizatiOD. In a moment.
oow secretarY-g"'OQ~ 0

{commerciD1 break! ..' ou ve much for coming in rotalk with us
Mr. BRftKLEY: Mr. Montbnal, m Paris, thank y ry

today. ....uTDDIAL, Director FI'llI'ICh InstilUlIl for II1IIlrI1lIlIOMI RelationS:mERRY de -...... _. '
lllank you. ·th are George Will of ABC NewsBRtNKLEY. Pleasure to have you with us. Here WI ::'Dt Mr MootbriaI, yoo ate in
Mr. ~ ABC News White House <w"""!' .,g"mg superpower.;, the U.S.
~~gh1y ha1fw~y betweeD the twO~~;~ does it look to yoo from yOOf
and the Soviet Union, soon to have a swmru
vantage point? wa s to read this trip of Mr. Gorbachev

M()NTBRIAL' Well I think that there are twO_::' •• ovl. and a very efficient one, I
~ Paris. One is to'see it 'as a f~~/"':.:'f ~M;: Qorhacbev.and the So~~
u' the . also another g" be willing to seriously neg~
would say, but ~ IS rious to propose and they. mi~t . and it's piobab!y too
mif1ttheha~~~tatd. ~ I think there ate twOpossible mterpretaUOllS'
Wlu. . the 'ght one French public ofearly to knoW what IS n . . about the effect on the Mr

GEORGE~':r:.~eask~:~s~~:t0a:;:~::~:i.e~~~
~heV said dlat the Jews in the SoVIet Umon
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in, if anything, a1most a privileged position?
Mr. MONTBRIAL: Well, IIlOre generally I would say that the French poblic reacted reJa-
tively coolly to the charm offensive, and in particular this is very clear from the press.
However, I think that there is recognition of the fact that Mr. Gorbachev and the Soviets are
now ODtheir way to master Western COIIIIDunication techniques, and many people think that
over the long run this could have an impact. So immediaIely today, for this Dip, the impact is
limited, but over several months or years it could be different. And this of oourse applies to
the Jewish question.
Mr. WILL: What is the feeling in France as to why Mr. Gorbachev made a proposal to the
French and indirectly to the British for separate negotiations 00 their separate deterrence that
was hound to be, and indeed was, promptly rejected? What was the thinking- what is the
thinking in France about what was in Mr. Gorbachev's mind when be did this?
Mr. MONTBRIAL: Well, of course, in a way there is oothing new because the Soviets have
said over the last few years that they wanted to include the British and the French nuclear
forces in the balance. What is new, of course, is the proposal of separate negotiations. Ithin!<
this IS a test, and what they certainly want is to try to create a problem to drive a wedge
among us, but they did it relatively softly and I thin!< this is the begimring of a process that
will probably last for a long time. Of oourse, the reaction of Mr. Mitterrand was expected,
and I think that any French or British government will remain stroogIy opposed to direct
negotiations with the Soviets on this matter. But, again, over the months or the years it could
create some problems.
SAM DONALDSON: In the style campaigo between Gomochev and RooaJd Reagan,
which will culminate, Iguess, in the short run in November in Geneva, how did the French
see both leaders? Rorta1d Reagan is often savaged in French poblieatioos, called a cowboy,
called not serious, called the "Mad Bomber. " How do the French now look: at both of these,
and how would you SIZe them up?
Mr. MONTBRIAl.: Can you repeat it? I'm SOllY, I didn't hear yoo well. There was a
transmission problem.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, I woo't repeat it all. I woo't repeat the theatrics. But I'll just ask
you to tell me how the French poblic size up Ronald Reagan versus Mikhail Gomochev?
How do the two leaders, from the sJaDdpoint of the style, that is, the public relations
campaigo?
Mr. MONTBRIAl.: Oh, yes. Well, I think that the image is not clear yet. RooaJd Reagan, as
you know, is exnemely popular in France. The question is that DOWyoo have the young man
who ISnot, ollVlously, Mr. Reagan, but Mr. Gomochev. ADd Mr. Reagan is getting old. But
for the time being, I think the French would certainly choose, if I can say so from the public
opinion, from the image viewpoint, Mr. Reagan. But Iwould oot be swprised if this changed
m the next few weeks or months. Essentially I thin!< it depends 00 how Mr. Reagan will
behave in November. I thin!< it is exnemely imponant that the French and, more genenilly,
the Europeans have the impression that the United States is ready to negotiate seriously, and
this has a substantive aspect, but has also an image aspect.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Gorbachev, while he was in Paris, said he and the Soviet Unioo could
00 looger igoore the French and the British DUCIearforres. We were oot awate that he had
ignored them in the past, but nevertheless he said that. The French, Ibelieve, have a plan to
1IIlplOveand snengthen their DUCIearfora:, statiooed in the south. Is that right?
Mr. MONTBRIAl.: Yes, sure.
Mr. ~: ADd plan to go ahead with it, DOW?Even so?
Mr. MONTBRlAL: Oh, yes. No doubt about it.
Mr. BIWNKLEY: Why did Gorbachev say that, in your opinion?
Mr. MONTBRIAl.: Well, because, as I said before, he wants over time to make this an issue
more and IIlOre SlIOOgiy.This time it was relatively soft. But it will-- the (lmlSWe, I'm sure
will be strongeJ and SlIOOger,and at best, you know, he could hope to oblain some freeze of
the French and British DUCIearforres, and al worst be could drive a wedge among us, that is,
the British and the French and the United States. So be's paving the way foc those intemaI
divisions within the West. But from the French and British viewpoint I thin!< that our position
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is clear. We have always said thai we oouJd at some point negotiale but under two oooditioos
- first, thai tbe two superpowers first have very, very seriously and deeply cut their arsenals,
their offensive arsenals, and !be second point, of course, !be second condition, is that it
should not be bilateral neg<J(ialions but muItiIatenJ negotiations among nuclear powers, that
is essentiaUy !be United Stales, !be Soviet Union. France, Britain and possibly also China.
Mr, ~: Mr. Mootbrial, thank you very mucb. Thank you for talking with us
today.
Mr. MONTBAIAL: Thank you.
Mr, ~: It's been a pleasure to bear your views. Coming next, Lord Carrington,
secretary-general of !be North Atlantic Tn:ary Organizalioo, and, shortly, Charles Z. WICk,
director of !be U.S. Information Agency. In a moment.
{commercial break]
Mr, ~: LordCarrington, thank you very mucb for coming in to be with us today.
Lord CARRINGTON, ~ NATO: Nice to be here.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now, I see where sometime recently, in reference to Mr. Gorbacbev as a
new figure in !be Soviet world, different from those we have seen in !be past, younger and
more sophisticated, sbalI I say, you made !be point thai we should examine !be wine and DOl
SO much !be bottIe il comes in, right? Well, you have examined !be wine; what do you think
of it?

Lord CARRINGTON: Well, do you mean !be new arms proposal?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Yes. Tbe new man and what be's saying.
Lord CARlWtGTON: Well, I think you've got to differentiate between style and sub-
stance. I mean, !be style is obviously different. Even from !be media point of view you've
got Mr. Sbevardnadze and Mr. Gomachev who are, to say !be least, a bit rather more
photogenic than their predecessors, and therefore ODe'S got to recognize thai you're dealing
with somebody who is much more alive to these problems. But of course !be subsfaJ1Ce IS

different. I don't think we've seen all thai mucb difference in substance so far. I mean, the
ODe thing that we have seen, perhaps, is the Soviet will to put a figure on 50% reductions. But
you want to look very carefuIIy at what. And perbaps !be otber new thing we have seen IS that
there is to be no proposal- there should be no depIoymem of new missiles. But ooe's gel to
look very carefully at these proposals, but I think it's a good thing thaI!bey've been put on
!be table and we can look at them.
Mr. W1U: One of !be items in this proposal is thai a strategic arm will be coosidered any
weapon that can striIce !be homeland of the otber, which means thai none of their theater
systems would be counted against tbe strategic totals, and all of ours would be.
Lord CARRINGTON: That's right.
Mr. W1U: Can that be negotiated?
Lord CARRINGTON: Well, I mean, you obviously can't leave it like. thai. And":;;;
dentally, there is also an illogicality in !be idea thai you deal with the Bntish ish and the
nuclear deterrence on a basis quite different from tbe nthets, because !be Bntish ,
French nuclear detetrents can reach !be Soviet homeland, and yet somehow or other theY re
being pot in a different package. So there's an awful lot to be talked about and an awful lot to
be negotiated by it. But-- and this really is going to be !be test, isn't it? I mean, .t'sall::
to put proposals on !be table. NobodY expects thai you're going to accept them l"'~~...;
What real/y matlets is what's going to happen in Geneva between Ambassador "'"''1'''"'--'
and his colleagues and the Soviet Union and wbether !bere really is going to be a proper
negotiation about it all.
Mr. W1U: One use of Soviet arms proposals and taIks in !be past bas been to paralY'" :::
~ments and deployments in !be West, or to by to. And it seents thai ooc~o~ir
SoYlet proposal IS to perbaps get !be Dutch perliament not to go abead and ~.. f
allotment of cruise missiles. Tbe Dutch said !bey wouldn't do il if !be Soviet number 0
SS-20s Was at a certain level. Do you think the Dotch will go abead, and does NAlO "":
the United States' as opposed to the Soviet Union's estimate of how many SS-20s there
!bere? Tbey differ by aboul 200 at this point.

Lord CARRINGTON: Well, to the last question, yes. Everybody in Europe, I think,
accepts the United Stales figure. And I think thai what Mr. Gorbacbev said the otber day bas
to be looked at ratber carefully. I mean, what does it mean, "missiles on a standby aIen"?
And what's happened to all the nthets, and how long does it lake to bring them from
whatever stage of alert they are now to seandby aIen? Idon't think thai !be Dutch parliament
will feel thai the remarks made bY Mr. Gorbacbev in Paris are realIy quite - I mean, I
speculate - are really quite enough to overcome !be disparity between the 378 and the 441.
Mr. W1U: Tbe problem to which you refer, thai the SS-20 is a mobile missile and can be
just, as the President said, driven up into the Urals and kept there for awhile, also would
apply, would it not, to the Soviet SS-24 and -25, which is to be mobile, or the U.S.
Midgetman, which is to be mobile. Given thai the superpowers seem to be going, for
whatever reasons, to mobile missiles, does this not mean that arms control may be over? I
mean, you can't count them, you can't verify them.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You can't even find them.
Mr. W1U: Can't find them. What is the future of arms control-
Lord CARRINGTON: It makes it much more difficult, nf course, and I don't think,
perhaps, thai you can get the total verifieatioo thai you and Iwould like. I think you can
probably get sufficient verification. But whatever !be difficulties of these problems, I think
we really have to by to get some agreement, for two reasons. First, because I think that
certainly the European public will expect there to be a real effort to get negotiations as well as
verifieatioo, and if it fails and it's not our fault, then I think it makes it very much easier for
our govenunents to be supported by their publics and what they have to do as a result.
Mr. DONALDSON: Last December, British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher DIet the man
who was to become the new Soviet leader and said, "I like Mr. Gorbacbev. We can do
business togetber." Is it really going to be possible to do business with this modem Soviet
leader more because we like him?
Lord CARRINGTON: Well, I think-I used 10 wortc:with Margaret Thatcher over a period
of years. Sbe is a, you may have noticed, quite hardheaded person. [think that what sbe was
saying was thai ben: you had a different style of man who was in argwnent more open and
more flexible, and it is possible that you could negotiate with biro. But Idon't think sbe was
saying thai because be was a more open and flexible man sbe would be prepared to accept
agreements which were not fair and sensible and safe for tbe West to accept.
Mr. DONALDSON: But is ir going to be easiet at Geneva for President Reagan to sit down
with GodJacbev and do business in any sense to a larger extent than it would have been had
be been able to sit down with one of the three moribund predecessors of Gotbacbev?
Lord CARRINGTON: No. What matters is !be substance of !be negotiations, and every-
body knows it's the substance thai matters. What we have to be careful about is thai public
opinion is not beguiled by a change of style and by a smile when the substance is not
changed.
Mr. DONALDSON: But I give you, sir-
Lord CARRINGTON: That's really what the problem is.
Mr. DONALDSON: I give you, sir, thai style, as perceived by !be public, is often the
substance, is it not?
Lord CARRINGTON: Well, thai's why it's our hosiness to see that !be pubic understand
thai this is not really what it's all about.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, let me suggest thai in Geneva there are going to be 5,000 of us. I
speak only of !be American contingent of joumalists beaded bYthe high-powered joumalists
down to lowly people like me, and at some point these two leader.; will come out and we will
bear that !bey have talked about their grandctoiIdren, thai !bey have exchanged quips, thai .
!bey have gotten along famously, but I doubt thai we're going to get substantive briefing on
arms control from Geneva, and we're then going to be asked to put 00 !be air all of this junk
about how well !bey got along. Won't thai be the substance of Geneva?
Lord CARRINGTON: Yeah, but the substance of Geneva is going to be what the neg0-
tiators do after this meeting is over. I think what the two can do is to give it an impetus. Tbey
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can push it forward. But what really 111aIleIS is what Ambassador Kampelmann and his team
and Ambassador Karpov and his team are going to do afterwards because, as I said earlier-
Mr. DONALDSON: Then why should we cover this? Why should we cover this, as we are
going to do?

Lord CARRINGTON: Well, you must cover what you see in Geneva, but I don't think
you'll have too much to worry about. in the sense that I have never felt that President Reagan
was all that bad in front of the media.
Mr. DONALDSON: But not with substance, sometimes.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Lord Caningtoo, might we reasonably expect some change in the Soviet
behavior VIS-a-VISthe West because of domestic pressures for their economic and other
troubles? Do you think that?
Lord CARRINGTON: In the Soviet Union?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. not right away but in some foreseeable time? Do you think that is a
reasonable expectation?

LortICARRlNGTON: Yes, I think it's been interesting to see what Mr. Gotbachev's
pnonbes have been. I mean his priorities have obviously been the economy. I think it will he
toterestmg to see whether he can change this very ponderous machine without doing things
much more drastic than he is proposing at the present time. I think that probably is his
pnonty, and incidentally, it's the thing that we in the West have got to look at very carefully.
I mean, for example, the transfer of teclmology is something that we have to he exceedingly
careful of.

~. BRINKLEY: Lord Canington, thank you. Thank you very much for coming in today.
It s been a pleasure to have you. Coming next, Charles Z. Wick, director of the U.S.
information Agency. In a moment.
[commercial break!
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr: Wick, thank you for coming in. Pleasure to have you with us here
today. If We bad to this country a minister of propaganda, you would he it, though I'm not
sure you would welcome the title.

de
CHARfinj.LES Z. WICK, Director, U.s. Information Agency: It just depends on your

bon of propaganda.

of s BRINKLEY: Well, in most of the world it is seen as a position of honor. Here is it son
o sneered at. Anyway, thank you for coming. We have bad, as you know, a barrage from
Moscow, and the basic thrust of it is that we could have world peace and arms reduction if the
United States were not so stubborn. Well, that's their story, not ours. How are we making out
to this contest? Are you holding up your end?

Mr. WICK: Well, I think we're making out rather well, David. This so-called war of words
or war of ideas really revolves around this resolution as to what's the truth. And the truth has
to he,. as those can perceive it through credible evidence. So we try through the various
mndaIibes that we have at USIA, the Voice of America, WorldNet, magazines, books,
speakers, to he able to pose the issues and the evidence that suppons the values that weadvance.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, how are you doing in this? Doing well, do you think?
Mr. WICK: Well, we seem to he doing well, David. Just in the last four years nine countries
to Latin Arnenca have gone toward democracy; there are many people that are henefiting by
reading our hooks that we distribute through libntries. We bring through WorldNet our lqJ
policy leaders who face the attrition of radio, print and television journalists in different
nations, who candidly ask them sometimes very penetrating questions. I noticed in your
openmg that you talked about the idea that we seek to control ideas. You have the wrong
~ermnent- not you, but whoever posed that. We have an open forum of ideas and we are

makeca
ted~ the fact that only through the pluralistic system of ideas can the people reallya Choice.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well- George, go ahead.

~~:;: Well, I'd like to know how, for example, you in your job are responding to what
v did to his job to Pans. He told SOme extravagant, lurid lies in Paris aboUt the
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treatment of Jews, about there not heing political prisoners in the Soviet Union and all that
stuff. Now, what are you doing in response and, second, how can you do it? Because
everything you do is met by a violation of the Helsinki Accords on the Soviet Union's pan.
They jam you and they block you out and all the rest. How do you respond, in your
information function, to statements such as he made in Paris?
Mr. WICK: Well, it's really an ongoing process. We don't react to every single statement he
makes, although to the extent that they revolve around massive disinfoonation and misin-
fonnation that can misinform the public about issues, so we, with WorldNet, we've bad
various people on - General Abramson on our SDI. As to Soviet Jewry, we have Voice of
America editorials as to what happened with Shcharansky and Sakharov.
Mr. WILL: Does it get in?
Mr. WICK: Well, you see, we broadcast in eight languages plus English to the Eastern bloc.
We broadcast in three different frequencies, and some of it does get in in those different
languages. By the way, they don't jam our English. Let me just give you a few seconds as to
how they do violate not only the Helsinki Accords but the U.N. declaration of human rights
which prohibits jamming, and the international telecommunications rule against jamming.
This is just a few words from our Russian service, a typical broadcast. {plays tape recording}
Now, here's the same continuation. Now, here is the same thing now as they start to jam it.
[severe disturbance] So it's not very comprehensible.
Mr. BRINKLEY: So it's a Berlin Wall in the air?
Mr. WICK: Berlin Wall in the air is an excellent description.
Mr. DONALDSON: You've mentioned WorldNet and this has nothing to do with jamming.
The lVashington Monthly this month has a piece in it which says, is anybody out there
watching Charlie Wick's Iatest flop? The claim is that you are spending SIS million a year on
WorldNet but you don't have an audience. Do you have an audience?
Mr. WICK: We do, David.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam.
Mr. WICK: I'm sorry, Sam. I knew you'd remember.
Mr. DONALDSON: It's all right. Just answer the question and call me anything.
Mr. WICK: I heg your pardon. Yes, we are getting through. We have any number of
editorials from all around the world telling how we are getting through.
Mr. DONALDSON: Do you have an estimate of your audience?
Mr. WICK: Yes, we do. We've got 116 WorldNets and the estimate, based upon various
extrapolations we get from the field is that over two billion people have watched WorIdNets.
There have been-
Mr. DONALDSON: Two billion people? That can't he a constant andience, Mr. Wick.
Mr. WICK: Well, it can't he constant, of course not.
Mr. BRINKLEY: That's half of the human race.
Mr. WICK: Well, we're talking about, just as you do in your radio or television--- we're
talking about numher of people who have been exposed to these. You people watch tele-
vision every night. Each time a person views, he is counted in television as a viewer Ihat
night. So this is the type of thing we're talking about, two billion impressions.
Mr. DONALDSON: Let me move you to Geneva and the forthcoming summit. It's going to
he a rivalry, at least in pan, on style between Gotbachev and Mr. Reagan. Now obviously
you think Mr. Reagan is going to win. What will the USIA he able to do to help him in that
respect since what you've got to do in your news broadcasts at least is tell the truth and he
evenhanded?
Mr. WICK: Well, fortwtateiy, we have an excellent product about which to tell the truth.
And so we will he able to carry both sides, and we have great confidence that President
Reagan does tell the truth, is dodicated to peace. We've laid on the table various propnsals at
Geneva since 1945, and they are issuing counterproposals which they now cloak as initia-
tions.
Mr. WILL: Have you received any guidelines, pressure or otherwise, to ease up between

1
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now and the summit?
Mr. WICK: No. we have had none.
Mr. WIlL: Let's suppose. for example. that before the summit Sakharov and Shcharansky
were to be released-two of their 1ord-knows-how-many thoosands ormillioosofprisooers.
are released. What woold your response be? Have you thought about this? I mean. are you
prepared to go on and say. well. tha1's two; there are two millioo more to go?
Mr. WICK: That probably would be it. We would certainly be very happy on behalf of the
President and our country for the release of those. and we certainly would hope that they
would do better.
Mr. DONALDSON: Have you beard anything more 011 your ~ tha1President Rea!fan
be granted access to the Soviet airwaves, so tha1 be can deliver messages to the RUSSian
people directly? id 7 __ '_"_

Mr. WICK: I'm glad you asked. I wrote 011 behalf of our government to Leoni ~.~.
who is head of the international infonnatioo department of the Cornmumst Party 011 January
25th in response to a tirade be had about our piracy of the air waves which we don't own. I
would like to now invite. on behalf of our ~. General Secretary Gorbacbev to go on
WoridNet and be interviewed by American journalists which we have broadcast worldwide.
and hope in tum, reciprocally, be would allow us to have RUSSianjournalists mteMeW our
POlicy people.

the . ?
Mr. DONALDSON: You want this done before sunumt. .'
Mr. BRINKLEY: Don't you already have an advantage in that you have a lot of lis~ m
Moscow? I doo't know anybody in this country who listens to Radio Moscow. Do you.

Mr. WICK: Not too many.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Okay. .
Mr. WICK: But we're concerned about the rest of the world. too. DaVId.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. thank you very much.
Mr. WICK: Thank you.
Mr. BfW'ft(l.EY: Thanks for coming in today.

Mr. WICK: My pleasure. .' f propaganda rhetorical
Mr. BfINKLEY: Coming next, our~::: be':;:r ~::i~g Carter. In;moment
excess, lies or evasions. and jommg us co

{commercial break] . and ----_.--tic anger this week
BRINKLEY' W II good deal of hurt feelings Ir"'_' . The U NMr. . eu, a mbed PLO base in Tunisia this week. . .

between the U.S. and Israel. Israel ho a lis ....... about it. ShouId they be?
condemned it, the U.S. abstained, and the Israe are....-·

George? .OIlS that one of the counnies pushing the
Mr. WILL: Yes. I think they shouId be. It was con. when its people were attacked m
condemnarion of Israel was France - France. which.. v much like that I think that
Lebanon, attacked Baalbek in the Bekaa ValIe~6: cri~led itself in its finure ri~t
the Israelis acted upon. The Umted States. by g,. in a December~; that is,

to do what George Shultz says it may haveandto~ ~ tha1 might include casualties on
both attack pre-emptively or responsively
non-tenorisIs. standpoint with the White House
Mr. DONALDSON: The week started from m:: ~ that Israel was striking m a
aImost tacitly endorsing the raId by saymg that. liminary sense suggested that the
legitimate act of seIf-<lefense. and all the f:os.;' ~::'Iouse backing way off of that and
target was correct. And the week ~ m:, acts of terror in the Middle East.
saying that we do not condone any 0 ?
Mr BRINKLEY: You're over there. What happened. . . 'de WI·th'.-1. Twenty·• • . raJ insnnct IS to 51 Uti..... him
Mr DONALDSON: Well, Ronald Reagans Vlsee. ·th world events suggest to •
fiv~. 30 y""!" in politics and his own assocl3lI:w:.~;;Shultz say. "HoId on. We re
that's the VISCeral way to respond. But poop
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trying to belp the peace process in the Middle East. and we've got to somehow convince the
Arabs that we are not just in Israel's bacl< pocket, as a lot of people think." And so he bocks
off. Now. George, the killing of innocent people, I give you another quoIalion. Who was it
that said, no. I'm not going to just strike in a general sense because "Tthe result would be a
terrorist act in itself and the killing and victimizing of innocent people. •• That man' s name
was Ronald Reagan.
Mr. WILL: Yeah. but tha1 describes every act of military force in the Seeood World War.
practically.
Mr. DONALDSON: No. A declared war. declared by Congress. and we were fighting a war
to" save our own skins.
Mr. WILL: The PLO is at war with the state of Israel. having declared tha1 it has no right to
exist and having pledged to use military force and acts of terror to drive it into the sea. That's
war.
HOODING CARTER, PBS Commentator: On tha1 point alone, I think. George. you'd
have to accept some other consequences. I was thinking about the example of France in other
ways. New Zealand. I assume. has a perfect right at this point to bomb Paris. and Iassume
that if the Sandinistas could they would have a perfect right to bomb at least training areas
around Miami, if not Washington. There is a point at which you simply canno< say that you
can reach-
Mr. BRINKLEY: You really want to plant those ideas?
Mr. CARTER: Yes. 1 want to simply plant the idea tha1 there is a long leap between the
theory of retaliatioo being the right of nations and that being put into some moral principle.
Because if it's a moral principle then we have to endorse it for almost all sorts of people.
Mr. WILL: Everyone is in favor of doing something about terrorism right up until the point
that someone does it. And the someone is always Israel. and we olien benefit from it.
Mr. CARTER: But wait-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, it surely has stopped a terrorist action against Israel, hasn't it?
Mr. CARTER: The point is-
Mr. WIlL: You think tha1 turning the other cheek liOO times-
Mr. DONALDSON: No, one time.
Mr. WILL: -as they would have had to have done in the las! year?
Mr. DONALDSON: -I think settling the main problem in the Middle East at the moment,
which is the Palestinian question---
Mr. WILL: Oh, piffle!
Mr. DONALDSON: -would belp bring peace to tha1 area.
Mr. WILL: The main problem-- there is one of major wars-e-
Mr. DONALDSON: Israel will never kill all of the so-called rerroeiss if it bombs every day.
Mr. WILL: It is not aiming to. There is a major war going 011 in the Middle East that has
nothing to do-
Mr. CARTER: George. what is it aiming to do?
Mr. WILL: -with the Palestinians. There is quite enough problem in the Middle East
without blaming it all 011 the West-
Mr. DONALDSON: You gotta solve tha1 problem.
Mr. CARTER: Oh. absohuely, absolutely. but what is Israel meaning to do? What does the
raId mean to do? To stop terrorism?
Mr. WILL: To show tha1 there are costs.
Mr. CARTER: The costs have been shown now since 1948.
Mr. WILL: We prosecute murder in this country and murders cootinue. Does tha1mean we
should stop prosecuting murder?
Mr. CARTER: Certainly not. It raises a different question, however. which is, what indeed
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constitutes murder? A bomb in a marl<etplace, a high-level bomb from a plane? When
civilians die, they die 110matter how they are killed. If they are killed by terrorists aloog a
rood in Nicaragua, if they die outside a PLO camp in Tunisia, they die as innocents. That's
not the questioo.

Mr. WILL: But you're surely not saying tbat!he victim of terror is on mornlIy 00 all fOUI1l
with the perpetIalor of terror when be responds to the terror.

Mr, CARTER: I'm suggesting tbat in fact !he notion of victim and tenorist is not quite as
narrow as you make it, and once you stan reaching for tbat morn! ground tbat you reach, a
number of nations bave the right to do precisely what you give Israel the right to do.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Didn't we have our battleship at the Eastern end of the Mediterranean
firing into Beirut after the Marines were blown up-- .
Mr, DONALDSON: Well, not into Beirut itself. We fired into the hills above Beirut.
Mr, BRINKLEY: After our Marines were blown op at the aitport? Was tbat a retaliation
similar to this in any way? .

Mr. DONALDSON: No, I think tbat was a public relations spasm to by to belp mask the
witbdrawal of the Marines after Ronald Reagan bad said repeatediy tbat to withdraw !hose
Marines would cost the United States credibility 00 a worldwide basis. And 00 !he Sanmlay
bad said, "Tip O'Neill may want to surrender, but I doo't." On Tuesday be withdrew !he
Marines. And in order to cover it we fired shells into !he hills.
Mr. CARTER: I would say in fact tbat tbat kind of- it is a cycle, as the State Department
loves to call it, the meaningless, terrible cycle of violeooe. But tbat firing into the hills, a
number of people believe, led directly to the series of hostage-taking of Americans by people
who were not before tbat energized as anti-Americans.
Mr. DONALDSON: Until you solve the basic questioo it's a never-ending cycle of violence,
and 110000 is safe.

Mr. BRINKLEY: All right, let us get back to Washington wbere we are, at this moment-
Mr. WILL: Endless cycle of violeooe?

Mr. BRINKLEY: Violence of a sort! Back to !he ooIy subject Washington koows a whole lot
about, and tbat is mooey.
Mr, CARTER: How to spend it.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Yes. The Senate is in session today, Sunday, and !hey're voting to raise
the debt lintit to $2 triIIioo-and-somelhing; I doo't know, a few hundred billion, SOD?"
meager, modest amount of money, and voting at the same time 00 an amendment which will
reqmre a balanced budget by 1991. Is tbat as oonsensical as it sounds? Hodding?
Mr. CARTER: Well, it is 110more oonsensicalthan what passed for a bodget resolutioo that
they passed toward the end of July and early August in any case, i.e., it is another way of
announcUlg tbat they do not really bave a handle 00 getting !he budget deficit under control
and getbng the natlonal debt under cootrol. Ifyou think passing a resolutioo in 1985 IS m fact
~omg!? deal with !he bebaviorofthe Congress or !he Pn:sident of the United States in 1986,
87 or 88, 000; or, two, tbat anybody really knows what they're voting 00 in tbat resoluuoo,
I would say tbat you believe in the tooth faity.
Mr. DONALDSON: I know a little something-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, they can all go home and nut for office saying 1voted for a balancedbudget.

Mr. DONAI.DSoN: Well, I koow a little something of what they're voting on. This
resolUllOO.actually would tell them in !he brood sense how to cut !he bodget. Next year,. for
~' It would reqwre another $20 billioo out of the Defertse Department. But smce
you re not talking about defense cootracts, you're not talking about !he weapons systems that
bave. already been agreed to, you're talking about tbat vely ruurow area of manpower, ofsalaries, of ammunition.
Mr. WILL: Are you-

Mr. DONALDSON: -and you can't get $20 billioo out of that.
Mr. WILL: That's an interesting question. Are you talking about military pay and pensions?
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I'm sure you're not. Can't be.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, if you're not, you may as well forget it.
Mr. WILL: Exactly.
Mr. DONAlDSON: But, George, the authors of this resolution bave 110idea what they're
talking about. They put in a figure like $20 billion, and !hey ask the Congress to endorse It.

Mr, WILL: What is says is tbat we would be on a glide path to a '7m defi~it by baving six
installments mandated. It's not just a resolution. It is a law. So let s say It S binding.
Mr. CARTER: Whicb you can change.
Mr. WILL: Well, you can, too, hot let's say they don't. The President would be ""Iuired to
submit a budget and. Congress agree to it or have their own alternative cuts, and If neither
could. then automatically they would be required to make common percentage cuts through-
out the discretionary bodget, let's say 15%. Now, !here IS something :""",~. It IS an
abdication of the basic morn! duty of a legislator to say, "I can't belp It, we re gomg to take
15% out of Amtrak and 15% out of programs for spina bifida babies." Now, that's crazy. It's
morally repulsive. and it's an abdicatioo of what it means to be a legislator.
Mr. DONAlDSON: George, it's just another wa~ to by to avoid !he bard truth, which is
they're going to have to raise taxes at some pomt and raise revenue to pay for these
minimum---
Mr. WILL.:Well, that's one way of balancing the budget, and it could well be that !he effect
of this resolution, rather than compelling bodget cuts. would be to cumpel tax mcreases.
Mr. DONAlDSON: It's a cheap political rrick by the Republicans leading op to next year. If
they can do it. they'll put the Derr1OCI1llS00 a beck of a spot. .

Mr. CARTER: Actually, I doo't-
Mr. BRINKLEY: They get this 00 the hooks, and they get through 000 roore election saying,
"I have voted for a balanced bodget, folks," and then they've got SIX years to WOlTY about
how to do anything about it, if anything.
Mr. WILL: I bave a proposai so radical--
Mr. BRINKLEY: You wbat?
Mr, WILL: Can I say "a radical proposai" 00 ABC News?
Mr. BRINKLEY: No, I'm sorry, it is a vely- go ahead. What?
Mr. WILL: If the President wants a balanced budget, submit 000.

Mr. BRINKLEY: He could do it tomorrow monting.
Mr. WILL: Let's do it.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, that's abnost a terrorist act, George.
Mr. BRINKLEY: If Congress knows bow to balance a bodget in 1991, why doo't!hey do it
now? It's nonsense.
Mr. CARTER: The fact is tbat resolutioo once more leads off base in political reality if not in
other realities. Mucb of what is in the budget is--
Mr. DONALDSON: You koow, a coogressman from Arl<ansasjust a few months ago called
up the Pn:sident and they taIked on the phone, and be suggested !he President, if be wants a
baIaneed budget, be ought to do it, and Mr. Reagan got- be blew his top. He JUS! started
yelling at the guy. Alexander was his name.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Allright. Well, another event in Washingwn this week was Margaret
Heckler, who Was secretary of Health and Human Services, former Health, Education and
Welfare, the biggest budget in town, speaking of mooey - how shall I put II? Was she .
allowed to resigo, asked to resigu, fired, or did she resigu 00 her own?
Mr. CARTER and Mr. WILL. [in unison!: Sbe was promoted!
Mr. DONALDSON: Sbe was promoted, David.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, tbat's wbat be said. Sbe was promoted from member of !he
cab~

Mr. DONALDSON: 1saw Lany Speakes, !he press secretary at !he White House, come out
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and tell us that Margaret Heckler had been promoted to-> of course, she had to take a pay
cut, but often promotions involve pay cuts, and she had to go to Ireland, a wonderful counny
but kind of a small one, instead of running, as you say, the largest department from the
standpoint of money in the United States.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, the lrish-
Mr, 'DONAlDSON: Even Ronald Reagan, when he came out to tell us how wonderful it
was that she'd accepted, didn't try to sell us on the idea that she'd been promoted.
Mr, CARTER: Well, it's 001 the tim lime that a fonner cabinet officer or high-ranking
appointee who has heen an embarrassment has gone into a File 13, labeled "another nation,"
and other nations know it, and the Itish, Iwould asswne, are as unhappy ahout this as others
have heen.

Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, the Irish have said they're unhappy. They have said they weren't
asked. Courtesy requires that a country be asked.
Mr. CARTER: You're supposed to .submit it first.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Right. George?

Mr. WILL: Well, we've been a republic now under a Constitution for nearly 200 years and
have 001 figured out the art of resignation. Everyone appointed at that level serves at the
pleasure of the President. The President isn't pleased, he can call them in and say, "I'm no
longer pleased, go home" and they should go home. Ireaead, we have this mtemecme
warfare conducted in the Washington press, leading finally to a humiliation of the PC""", an
embarrassment to the country to which the person is "promoted," and then we have. the
President himself, I think, really injured by this because Ronald Reagan's strength denves
from the fact that be's nice and 001 disingenuous. He looked neither in this case.
Mr, CARTER: Well, there's a little bit of fakery in bere, and that is you start a presidency
talking ahout cabinet government and some people, at any rate, run around believing it's
cabinet government. It isn't, hasn't heen, shouldn't be, won't be.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Sam, I'll give you the last word.

Mr, DONAlDSON: But it wasn't the President in this case. Margaret Heckler served at the
pleasure of Donald T. Regan who cut off ber bead, and Ronald Reagan was sent out to do it.
Mr, BRINKLEY: AU right, on that sweet, nice, lovely note, we'll have to wind this up and
thank you all. We'll be back with a few words ahout politicians' tricks and how well the
Russian leader has learned to use them. In a moment.
{commercial break]

Mr, BRINKLEY {commentary {: Finally, it is interesting and maybe encouraging even to see
that the Russian leadership has moved into the age of television and is trying to manipulate
the news like Western politicians we have known for so long. We saw it in Paris Friday when
Mikhail Gorhachev, on a visit, stood there and took reporters' questions for an hour on live
television. In the past their leaders have behaved very much like our Herben Hoover, wbu
would never take a question unless written in advance, and he said, "The President of the
United States will 001 stand and be questioned like a chicken thief." Well now, Gorbacbev,
in a first for his country, has moved beyond that. He's learned the nicks. A question he does
not want to answer he turns aside and says he has already answered it, even if ~ has ~_
And when be does have. news to put out, be spreads it out over several days so he will get mto
the papers and on the art more than once. He behaves as if be were running for office m an
counttr where offices are 001 run for. And he's trying to put the United States on the
defensive, making it appear the Russians want arms control and we don't. He may not
succeed, but if 001 it won't be because he hasn't learned au of the politicians' nicks. At least
they're tricks we know how to deal with. because we've seen them all om lives.

For au of USat ABC's This Week, until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

October 13, 1985
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our
Washington headquarters. here's David Brinkley.

DAVID BRINKLEY: More and more over the years terrorism has spread from one country
to another around the earth. leaving a bloody trail of death. injury and destruction. And most
of the time the terrorists escaped. This week. four of them did not. They are now under arrest
and awaiting trial. But the special set of circumstances that led this group to be captured will
not often appear again. if ever. And so the basic question of how the peaceful c?Untries ~an
protect themselves against terrorists without becoming terrorists themselves soli remains.
We'll look for answers from roday's guests: John F. Lehman. Jr., U.S. Secretary of the
Navy. whose planes forced the hijackers' plane to land; Ashraf Gborbal. termer Egyptian
ambassador to the United States: Michael Ledeen, a specialist m the terronsm problem and a
consultant to the National Security Council; Valdo Spini. Italian deputy to .the European
Parliament; some background from our man John Maron. and our discussion here With

George Will. Sam Donaldson and Tom Wicker. all here on our Sunday program. . .
First. the news since the Sunday mornmg papers. At about 2 a.m. this ~mtng. this

Sunday morning. the White House said it was "incomprehensible" that the I~lans.rel~
and allowed to leave the country Mohammed Abbas. a leader of the Palestine Lioeranon
Organization. The White House called him a no~orious Pal~tI~lan terronst who ~ter-
minded the hijacking of the cruise ship. The Italians held him m custody along With the
hijackers but allowed him to leave and to fly to Yugoslavia. whe~ he is "?w. ~ U.S.
ambassador to Rome. Max Rabb. talked with the Italians about this. Here IS ABC s HaJ
Walker.

HAL WALKER [voice-over]; After being detained for a day and anight in Rome. the
intercepted Egyptian airliner was allowed to leave this mo~ing for Cum. settmg the stage
for the return to Italy of the cruise ship Achille Lauro. which had been kept by Egyptian
authorities in Port Said. But relations between the Americans and 1~lans re~n Stta1~.
U.S. Ambassador Maxwell Rabb met again today .w.ith Foreign MInister GIll '?
Andreotti. complaining that Italy had failed to hold Palestinian leader Mohammed Abbas:
wanted by the Americans for quesnonmg ..Abb~, w.~ '<:ft Rome fo~ Yugoslavia y~
day. has denied involvement in the cruise ship hijacking. and said today that
KJinghoffer. believed to have been murdered. died of a heart aWlCk.. .
The four men charged with piracy and murder on the ItaI~an cnll~ ship remain under

heavy guard in a Sicilian jail. They have reportedly told Itah~ maglstrn~es that they had
planned a terrorist action in Israel. but commandeered the ship after their weapons were
discovered by a waiter. . . th '3.1 f the
Ion cameral Once the preliminary formalities have been completed. e ~ 0 ,

suspected terrorists will take place in Genoa. B,ut even after ~ sl«;Jwwheel~ of ltah~
justice have turned. the four Palestini~~ may sull face prosecutIOn m the Umted States.
Hal Walker. ABC News. Siracusa. SicIly.

Mr. BRINKLEY: In the meantime. Abbas is in Belgrade and .the UnitedStltes. has asked the
Yugoslav government to arrest him and hold him f~ extradmon. We ;'~ ~ue ~ r:'
and rospects of the hijacking. and we'lI be back WIth the Secretary 0 ary.
E Ptian ambassador to the United States. a terrorism specialist. a Sta~ Oe~nt legal
af{~or. an Italian diplomatic official and one of the hostages from the cnuse shIp_ and all the
rest of today's program. in a moment.

I commercial br£'ak I .
Mr BRINKLEY: A terrorist by definition is one who has a grievance about somethmg ::t
ac~ on it by attacking people who have ~ng whatever }o:. w~ ~ te~~~
week four Palestinian gunmen. demandmg that some 0 Ir ~ " Medi
priso~. attacked a group of tourists: many of ther,n elderly -th°n.a ~~~~ ~h~r ~ythin:;~
ranean. Well. not one soul on the ship knew anythmg aoout ose lfiJaI - ~
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do with their being in jail. and not a soul on the ship was in any position to get them out. But
they were hijacked. abused. and one was killed. That's terrorism. Some background from
John Martin. John?

JOHN MARTlN [voice-over]: For 44 hours this past week aboard this Italian cruise ship
a small group of American tourists found themselves singled out and terrorized by four
Palestinians demanding the release of.50 comrades in jail in Israel.

VIOLA MESKlN, tonner hostage: They staned to threaten us and show their
power. They had these hand grenades in their hands: they'd remove the pin. they'd
play with it.

STANLEY KUBACKI, fanner hostage: They had a list of names of people who
were to be killed. and after a certain hour we were to be shot.

MARTIN [voice-over]; To make their point the pirates picked out 69-year-old Leon
KJinghoffer of New Yort City. an invalid in a wheelchair.

Judge KUBACKI: We heard the shots. and I knew then with dreadful premonition
that he was gone.

MARTIN [voice-over]: But most passengers did not: know. 1101 even his wife. and as
Egyptian officials negotiated the hostages' release. the ship's captain reported all aboard
were safe.

USA KUNGHOFFER, hostages' daughter: The feeling right now is as if a giant
anvil has been lifted off of our chests.
PETER JENNINGS, ABC News: The killing of Leon KJinghoffer-

MARTlN [voice-overt: But soon the family and the world found he had been murdered in
cold blood. yet. inexplicably. the Egyptians were releasing the pirates to the Palestine
Liberation Organization. whose leader insisted the PLO had "'" been responsible for the
crime but would punish the eriminals. Late Thursday an Egyptian airliner left Cairo
carrying the piraIes to Tunisia. American jet fighters interttpted the airliner and forced it
to land in Sicily. They were sent by President Reagan to capture the suspected murderers
ratber than to permit them to reach Pl...O custody in Tunisia. The interception touched off
angry questions between Cairo and Washingtoo. Had America acted legally? Why hadn't
E~ held the pirates for murder when it Ieamed of it? Why had President Mubarak
claimed the pirates had left Egypt when they had ""'?

RAOUF eI-REEDY, Egyptian Ambess"dor to the U.S.: For anyone to suggest
that the President was not telling the truth. this makes us very angry.

MARTlN [voice-a verl : The anger showed again yesterday. Egyptian stUdents protested
the interception. President Mubarak reportedly called it an act of piracy itself.

HOSNI MUBARAK, President of Egypt: We saved them all. One was injured or
killed. We didn·t know that. We knew that five hours or six hours after it happened.
TIlen after that the reward is to intercept our airliner?

MARTlN I'vice-<>"er/: Then. despite American objections. the Italians released a fifth
Palestinian. Mohammed Abbas. He had been sent by Qlairman Arafal as a mediator to
win the hostages' release. But the United States accused him of playing a major role in the
piracy. This morning a Slllte Department official called Abbas "a big fish in the terrorist
world" and said there is ample evidence for his prosecution. but that it depends 00
international cooperation.

ABRAHAM SOFAER, legal advisor to Department 01 Stale: That is why we
went through all the derails with me ltahans: tha1 is why we trusted them: that is why we
are a"tonished that they let this man go. And that l'\ why ~e are still trusting them to go
forward with the other tOur. but no doubt with some concern at thi.'i point_ Now we are in
that prtlC'O-'\ with Yu!!~lavia.
MARTIN II'(Jic".",·erl: Despite the discon:!. the interreption and caplUre of four sus-
pected terrori>ts by American fora:s touched off a wave of jubilation in the United States.
Among the ITlOSl jubilant. a former ationa! Security Council staff member.
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GEOFFREY KEMP, fonner NSC staff member: What I think we have to dis-
tinguish is that the primary purpose of this intercept was public diplomacy. It was to make
us all feel tall again. that it removed a malaise that' s been Lingering over us since Desert
One. and you could feel it today. the excitement in the streets.
FRED PERDUE, Long Beach, California: People would just say that we were just
all talk. and I think it's great that we finally decided to do something.
HELEN AMY, Miami, Florida: Inever liked President Reagan. but now Ireally respeet
him for what he did.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Mr. Reagan praised his military force.
Pres. RONALD REAGAN: These young Americans sent a message to terrorists
everywhere. The message: you can run, but you can't hide.

MARTlN [voice-over]: But even while he applauded Mr. Reagan's success. a former
president cautioned against euphoria.

Pres. JIMMY CARTER: If this sends a message that terrorists can run and not hide.
how about all the other incidents of terrorism Ihat happened in the last 4lh years where
the terrorists have run and hidden successfully?

MARTIN [voice-over]: Yesterday the former hostages returned home. A family spokes-
man said Mrs. Klinghoffer told President Reagan by telephone she spat in the faces of her
husband's murderers. The President reportedly told her. "God bless you."

Ion caf'!era! Vinually everyone on Capitol Hill gives the administration full credit for
finally acnng decisively against terrorism' in a reasoned. effective way. But Senator Hart.
arno~g others, has a suggestion. Now is the time, he says. to raise diplomatic efforts to
the highest level to find a Middle East peace. Without that, many critics fear this cycle of
terronsm has only been temporarily blunted. David?

Mr, BRINKLEY: John .. thank you. One of the hijacked passengers now back in the. United
States and In Philadelphia IS a retired federal judge. Stanley Kubacki. Judge Kubacki. thank
you for very much for talking with us today. Now, you boarded in Genoa'?

STANLEY KUBACKI, fonner hostage: Yes. I did.

Mr.. BRINKLEY: When you boarded. was there any security at ali? And my reason for
asking IS we wonder how did these people get aboard with all these guns. hand grenades.
gasoline cans and so on? Have you any idea?
Judge KUBACKI: There's no security. It's not like the airlines where you must go through
venous screerung processes. Here you'd take anything on board that you want. as many
packages as you want. No problem at all.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Maybe because nobcdy's hijacked a ship before'!

JUdge KUBACKI: Yes, that's true.

Mr. BRINKLEY:. Well now. tell me this. You have been a judge: you have had a lot of
lawbreakers standing before you; you have sentenced them. What do you think should be
done With these?
JUdge KUBACKI:. Well. Mr. Brinkley. Iwas one of the- I was the person who identified
these people In Sicily at four separate lineups. I think they should be tried. and I rhink
whoever the Judge will be will impose the proper sentence on them. I do believe they an:
gUurctlltyced0ffirst-degree murder. however. They are co-conspirators and Mr. Klinghoffer was
me.

Mr. BRINKLEY: If you were the judge. what sentence would you give them?

JUdge KUBACKI: If I had the choice, death.

~r. BRINKLEY: All right. Thank you very much. Thank you. Judge Kubacki. Coming
ext. by satellire from Rome. Valdo Spini. Italy's deputy to the European Parliament, and
here m Washington Abraham Sofaer. legal advisor to the U.S. Department of State, who
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can discuss the legal aspects of extradition and so on. And. shortly. the U.S. Secretary of the
Navy. the former Egyptian ambassador to the United States, and a specialist in the field of
terrorism and consultant to the National Security Council and the White House. In a moment.

[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Spini. in Rome. by satellite, thank: you for coming in, talking with us
today. And here in Washington, Abraham Sofaer of the State Department. thank you.

ABRAHAM SOFAER, Legal Advisor to Department of State: Thank you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Here with us are George Will of ABC News and Sam Donaldson. ABC
News White House correspondent. First. let us get into the question of extradition of the four
terrorists to the United States and the likelihood of that happening. if there is any likelihood.
Mr. Spini , what are your views?
VALDO SPINI, italian Deputy to European Parliament: First of all Imust apologize
with all of you for my bad English. From the point for the question. we have to judge the
four terrorists because they captured an Italian ship and they killed an American citizen, but on
Italian territory because the ship is Italian territory. So we think we have to judge them, and
this is what we are going to do.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Mr. Sofaer. what are your thoughts on this'!
Judge SOFAER: We have no objection whatsoever. Mr. Brinkley, to the proposition that
the Italians will judge the four. The obligation that nations have to one another is either to
prosecute or to extradite. We object to the fact that they did neither of those things and failed
to fulfill their obligation with respect to the fifth. Mohammed Abbas.
GEORGE WILL: Mr. Spini, the view here in Washington among many people in this
situation is the following. that Mr. Craxi promised Mr. Reagan on the telephone that he
would hold all six, and that indeed in letting particularly Mohammed Abbas go. Italy violated
the extradition treaty with the United States. What is your reaction to that?

Mr. SPINI: WelL as you know. we retained the sixth and we identified the four who are
responsible for hijacking. But. as you know, Italy is a country with its constitution. its laws;
we can't retain another man if there is. at the judgment of our authorities. there is not enough
evidence to do it.
Mr. WILL: Judge, what is your reaction to that'! Do you maintain that they had enough
evidence and that their law is compatible with the treaty as you construe it'!
Judge SOFAER: The treaty conferred upon them a clear duty to hold Abbas until we had
been given a fair opportunity to present the evidence we had against him. We went in the
middle of the night. We accumulated as much evidence as we could in 24 hours. We got a
complaint, we got a warrant. We sent the papers to Italy with a summary of our evidence.
We told them that more was coming, and more has been coming. More is accumulating
every hour. But they did not wait. They rushed, made a decision and let him go.

Mr. WILL: Mr. Sofaer. is it your understanding that Mr. Craxi told Mr. Reagan that all six
would be held"
Judge SOFAER: My understanding is that Craxi told our President that the six would be
kept in jail. and these two. particularly Abbas. were put in the Egyptian cultural center and
they were sneaked out of there, as far as we understand. in Egyptian sailors' uniforms as soon
as this abbreviated, shall we say, process was complete.
SAM DONALDSON: Mr. Spini. what about that? If that is correct. if you though. you had
no evidence to hold Mohammed Abbas. why did you sneak him out? Why did you do it
under the cover of some disguise?
Mr. SPINI: Well. f can't say about the misunderstanding between President Reagan and
Prime Minister Craxi. What I want to underline is this. We cooperated with the United States
in permitting to landing to the airplane, and we. too. as Italy, have been blamed by Egypt for
this. After we captured the four and take them for process we can't retain other people in only
for political reasons or for this kind of reason.
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Mr. DONALDSON: Well. Mr. Spini. if I may. there is a theory here that Italy and its good
relations with the PLO. that your country has those relations because it fears fo~ its oil supply
in the Middle East, that in fact you're being soft on the PLO for that reason. Will you address
yourself to that?

Mr. SPlNI: Well. I don't think that this is the reason. because we did not have any
besitarion-; we did not hesitate to say to the terrorists that we do not have any barg~n with
their demands. What- sure. What we asked was for cooperation. also to the PLO. In order
to have a positive exit of the ship question. But. as you- yes?

Mr. DONALDSON: Go ahead. I'm sorry"

Mr. SPlNI: But. as you said before. as you told us before. at the moment the four was
permitting to leave the ship it was not clear the fact that an American citizen was murdered.
But I don't think that Italy can be blamed with lack of cooperation in fighting terrorism. What
we want to say is that we want to fight terrorism and we wanted also to support any
negotiation initiative. because we feel that we can have a stable peace in the Middle East
when we will be able to make negotiations and dealing who has been able to answer to the
problems of the region.

Mr. DONALDSON: All right. Judge Sofaer. now Muhammed Abbas has gone. to
Yugoslavia. What steps are you taking to tty to get Yugoslavia to detain and send him back?
Judge SOFAER: Let me say one thing, Mr. Donaldson. before I answer that. I want to
make it clear that we reganlltaly as one of our dearest friends, and Italy is in the forefiont of
the fight against terrorism. When we said- when the White House announced that It was
astonished at their treatment of the Abbas application, it is because we expected so much
more. based on the tradition and the cooperation we've been getting. Now, wha~we've done
here IS we have sent to Yugoslavia not only what we sent to Italy, but the transcripts and hard
evidence that we have accumulated in the 24 or 48 hours since then. We sent all that out last
night, and I believe we were able to get it into the Yugoslavians' hands before the plane
touched down in Yugoslavia. We did the best we could to make the legal system work, and
it:s the failure of stales to abide by their legal obligations which cause and which justify the
kinds of moderate, restrained, but appropriate measures that we took.

Mr. DONALDSON: Any response fiom Yugoslavia?

Judge SOFAER:No, we have received a response, and I must say that we are worried: w.ean: very concerned. We have an on-going expectation of a meeting very soon, and this I.S
being played out right now today, and we only hope that they will look at this and Judge It
according to their treaty. which confers a mandatory obligation on them, where we have
gotten a warrant from a federal judge based on probable cause to hold someone long enough
for us to get the formal extradition papers to them for up to 60 days. So if they abi~ by the~
tn:aty, their extradition treaty, we will have ample time to prove that Abbas IS guilty of this
cnme as one of the conspirators.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Sofaer andMr. Spini, in Rome. thank YOU very much. Thanks to both
of you for talking with us today. .

JUdge SOFAER: Thank you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next. Ashraf Ghorbal, former Egyptian ambassador to the United
States: Michael Ledeen, a specialist in the dangers and methods of terrorism and consultant to
the White House National Security Council. in a moment; and, shortly. the Secretary of the
Navy, In a moment.

fl"Ofnmercial breakl

Mr. BRINKLEY: AmbassadorGhorbaJ. Mr. Ledeen, thanks very much for coming in today:
pleasu~ to ha~e you. Now, tell me. you fonnerly were Egyptian ambassador to the U:5.
Why did ~sldent Mubarak accuse the U.S. of piracy for capturing an airplane carrymg
these four hijackers and murderers?

ASHRAF GHORBAL, former Egyptian ambassador to the U.S.: Well. this is a very
unhappy episode in our relation. David. Just imagine that a few weeks ago we were <:00-
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ducting Bright Star maneuvers together in order to have coordination and training, and two
weeks later we find our plane intercepted. by our own very close friends without any
indication to us of the sort. It's a vel)' unhappy event. And I think. you find Egyptians of the
same sentiment as they have expressed their feelings in Cairo.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. there are crowds in the streets in Cairo today angry at Americans.
right'?

Amb. GHORBAL: Yes. Well, it's a very unhappy period. and I should say I would like to
forget about it more than to reflect upon it.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Ledeen. tell me this. This one time we have captured terrorists, and
presumably they'll be tried and whatever happens happens. Isn't that going to be another
excuse for another retaliation? Let us say they're sent to prison. How long will it be before
there's some other outrage demanding that they be released from prison? Is there any end to
this?

MICHAEL LEDEEN, Consultant to the NSC: No. we're involved in a war. and it's
going to be a long war and each episode will be used as an excuse ~or the next one. But no
one should delude themselves into thinking that when the next terrorist event takes place and
the terrorists say. "We are doing this because you have captured and arrested our guys," that
that is the reason, because they would have done it anyway. and they are simply using these
things as excuses for their continued attack against the West.

Mr. WILL: Mr. Ghorbal. I'd like to deal with this battle in this war. A lot of Americans.
including some congressmen who have to weigh the financial aspect o.f our relati?DS with
Egypt, are saying the following. Mr ..Mubarak must ha~e ~wn ~ ki~ers were m Egypt
when American intelligence did, and It had to be a presidential decision m Egypt to get the
terrorists surreptitiously out of Egypt on ~ airplane. The~fore, isn't it .fair to .conclude ~at
Egypt cares more for its good relanons With the PLO than Its good. relations With the Umted
States because the president, in effect, lied? What do you say about that?

Amb. GHORBAL: George, I don't think the president lied. No, I don't believe so. Presi-
dents give policy directions, they give directi,ves, and they lea~e It. to ~ers to ex~ute them.
That's why they have cabinet members: that s why they have tnsnrunons. And I m sure that
the president had, a) made sure that everybody was safe and sound; that came from the
captain of the ship, and we have seen it on TV now. Two, havi~g been assured about that,
yes, he said deliver them to the PLO. And you have heard Yasir ~at on~, U.S. TV
here. and I believe he must have told the president that, that, "If there IS anything that these
people have done, I'll bring them to trial and I'll punish them." And Yasir ~at, now the
seeker of peace. is very anxious to p?rtray that image. ~o~, put yourself m the sh~ of
Hosni Mubarak, a man who respects his agreements. He didn t know that anyone was killed,
he had an agreement. and he fulfilled it. That these people were in the hands of the.Pill and
would have been brought to trial coincides with what President Rea~an ~~ saymg at the
time, equally on TV, that as long as the PLO brings them to state-like JUStice, he has no
problem.

Mr. WILL: But the questio~, I believe, and ~'d.like M~. Ledee~ to address h,i":'5e1ftothis. is
what President Mubarak said and when he said It. That IS, he said they weren t In Egypt when
they were, and he must have known they were being spirited out of the country. Is that what
American inteUigence says?

Mr. LEDEEN: Well. I don't know what American inteUigence says, but that seems strongly
to be the case. But I'd like to talk about the whole question of the issue of Arafat bringing
these people to justice. when it is inc~ingIy c1~ar that ~ PLO was be~nd ~ ~hole
operation to take the ship and to comrmt the temmst operanon that they had to mmd m the
first place.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Fine. take it up. 'but let me inject a brief question. Had they gone to
Tunisia. would they have been received as criminals to be put on trial or received as heroes?

Mr. LEDEEN: I should think they'd have been- they'd certainly be received as heroes by
the PLO.

Mr, DONALDSON: Well, you say to take the ship. but doesn't the evidence over-
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whelmingly suggest that they were going to Israel. were discovered and had to try to make
some emergency plan which they bollixed?

Mr. LEDEEN: yes. But whatever they were going to do in Israel. they were going to have to
get ou~. and thel~ method of getting out was almost surely going to be taking that ship. But
the evidence ag~nst Abu Abbas shows that he was in close contact with that ship while the
operauon was gom.g, on and that he was deeply involved in the thing from beginning to end.
And so- I mean, II s aJmost a replay. In 1979 the PLO sent some terrorists to Turkey. They
attacked tl"!eEgyptian Embassy in Turkey - you probably remember this. Ambassador-
and they killed tw~ people there. And a tough negotiation developed. Arafat sent two people
to Turkey to neg?ll3te this matter. They negotiated the terrorists out with no price being paid.
and the whole thmg was so successful that the chief PLO negotiator stayed behind. to become
the PLO ambassador to Turkey.

Mr~ DONALD~N: Amb~or Ghorbal. what do we do now that you have accused the
United States of piracy? Having made that accusation, do you just let it drop and attempt to
repair relations between the two countries. or do you pursue it?

Amb. GHORBAL: Well. Sam. we too have our plane intercepted. and we have been called
very heavy rtaf!1es.And l th!nk. as I said in my article today in the POSt. the relations between
the ~o countnes are ~re Important than to be simply- wrecked on that instance. No, no.
Definitely not. But. I think. a) we need to really put our heads together in order to find ways
and means to repair some of the damage.
Mr. DONALDSON: So you're dropping it. in other words'

Amb. GHORBAL: And let me say the following. It's very essential that you stand by your
friends and you help them, yes, and. we're grateful. But it is also very essential that you don't
humiliate them. And I think it is-
Mr. DONALDSON: But isn't it also essential that you tell them the truth?

Amb. GHORBAL: Well. indeed. We never hide from you the truth. What the presideot
said, ~t the ~oment he said n. was based on the information he had at that moment. We
coordinate With each other in every way possible. and Iam sure that that will be the case in
the future.

Mr .. ~ALDSON: So your story is thai the president of Egypt didn't know what was going
on In hIS own country at this point'? -

Amb ..GH.oRBAL: Sam. you know. it's easy to put it in the way you put it but presidents
~Ive directives and they leave it to others to execute them. There could very w~11be a lapse of
tnne--

Mr, DONALD~ON: .WeIL will the people who did not execute this president's directives
properly be punished In Egypt for not having done so?

~mb. GHORBAL: Well. Sam. the issue is no, punishment. The issue is. should the U.S.
ave conducted the mane~ In the manner that it did? And I say it shouldn't. and. let us look to
the future and try to repair the damage.

~r .. BRINKLEY: Mr .. Ambassador. Mr. Ledeen. thank you. Thanks 10 both of you for
~ml~g m today. Conung next. John Lehman. the U.S. S""retary of the Navy. It was the
il t~~h~ps and planes that found the aUl>laneme hijackers were in. tracked it down. forced
o In ltaJy, where the four are now in custody. In a momem.

{{'ommercial brmk/

Mr. BRINKLEY' Mr o-"re"~ thank .
• ..x;\,;...-- J ' you very much: pleasure [0 have you With us loday.

JOHN F. LEHMAN, Jr., Secretary 01 the Navy: Pleasure '0 be here.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now. e~eryone is very proud of what the Navy did. I wonder how often
we can count On a sec of CIJ'CUrnstaJlCes like that in the future, if ever.

Sec. LEHMAN: Well. I think the interesting thing about this is that it illustrates. fi"t. there
;as ~ w~ng, and what ~as ciJ!ried out is-the norma.l kind of intercept that we train (0 all
e orne. It IS a very dazzhng display. I think. of the interrelationships of the very high
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technology we have deployed around the world of all the services. and it was 001 rehearsed.
If is the kind of environment thai we create when we deploy these banJe groups and Air Force
units and Anny units in normal peacetime forward deployment. So I think the American
people can count on this kind of capability whenever it is needed to be applied to circum-
stances. which of course a.r:e infinitely variable. BUI the capability has grown tremendously in
'he las' four years to be reliable. to be there. The spare parts are there so that the airplanes do
work. they don't go down. as has happened in the past. TIle crews, the pilots are much better
trained and retenuon IS so much bener that now we know with certainty that the capability
Will work when we are ordered by the President to carry something 001 like this.

Mr, WILL: Did we request or receive any help in this intercept from Egyptian authorities?
Sec. LEHMAN: No.

Mr. WILL: When did the Italians know that they were to be the recipient of this aircraft?

Sec. LEHMAN: Well. as you know. the tower at the field at Sigonella knew nothing about
it. and at first denied the permission to land. BUIvery soon the word came down the line and
they were granted permission to land.

Mr. WILL: So, in effect. we presented them with the aircraft and they took it?

Sec. LEHMAN: Yes.

Mr. WILL: Okay. Now. was there any point when you had all these planes surrounding the
Egy~ian plane- is it certain that you can always force a plane down without the need to fire
at It?
Sec. LEHMAN: Well. there are standard procedures that are developed which we exercise
all the time in intercepting Soviet Bears and Bisons all over the world. Our fighter crews and
our radar-controlling crews are training to these methods aU the time. We have very strict
rules of engagements and we can do it in complete darkness. as this intercept was done, and
then there are specific procedures '0 follow. including. depending on what the rules of
engagement are. the firing of warning shots and so forth.

Mr, BRINKLEY: But George's question was. can you force them '0 land if they don', wan'
to without shooting at it or something?

Sec. LEHMAN: Well. you can', get out and push the airplane '0 a different direction. and
no, there is no way to force them physica1ly to do it iflhey cboose to ignore the instructions.
Mr. WILL: Were you prepared under the rules of engagement «>- how far were you
prepared to go under the rules of engagement to gel. them down?

Sec. LEHMAN: Well. we don' think it would serve any purpose '0 speculate about
hypotbetical situations, and suffice it to say that it would take a very cool hand 10 ignore four
F-14s and a very clear. stem direction to go to SigoneUa.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Secretary. you said a moment ago we neither requested nor
received help from Egyptian authorities. Strike the word authorities. We had the tail number
of the airplane when it took. off from the airfield in Egypt. How did we get it'!

Sec. LEHMAN: Well. fi", of all. pan of the problem of llllking about alI of our defense
capabilities is that so moch of it is. first, very technically complex and people don't under-
stand when we start talking about the systems themselves. and of course others have to be
very weU protected. But we have an environment out there in aJl of the areas where we're
deployed that include the fused inputs of aU the military services and some civilian services
thal provide an environment of intelligence and of electronic capabilitY within which our
forces are able to operate.
Mr. DONALOS<>N: Yes. but my question really derives '0 how we got the tail number.
which I assume we didn'l get from radar.

Sec. LEHMAN: Well. I wouldn't speculate on the precise nature of the intelligence soorces.
but that was not particularly relevant 10 the intereeJX because-
Mr. DONALDSON: You mean- that's interesting. You mean if we had not known the tail
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number of the plane or what time it was taking off. or from where it was taking off. we could
have just discovered this airliner?

Sec. LEHMAN: Well. no. We certainly benefited from knowing when-- where it was
coming from and what kind of an airplane it was. but we have an environment and the
capability in our E2Cs. our Aegis cruiser and our F-14s to sort out which kind of airplane is
which and where it would have come from to correlate the source of certain other airliners
that were in the air, where they could have come from. and by a process of elimination-s-

Mr. DONALDSON: What about the Egyptians' charge that this was piracy. that what our
F-14s were doing was in effect no different from. at least in theory. by degree, from what the
Egyptians-c. what the terrorists had done?
~. LEHMAN: Well. that's completely inaccurate because. first of all. this was not an
mtercept of an Egyptian target. This- it's like a murderer hailing a taxi and then the taxi
c?mpany pretending thai they were the target of the police arrest. The fact is the pirates in the
airplane were the target of the intercept and they happened to be in a civilian Egyptian
airliner. We were- we have had the most excellent relations with the Egyptian military, and
we did not view this as directed against them at all.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, thank you. Thanks very much. Pleasure to have you with
us today.

Sec. LEHMAN: Thank you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: We'll be back in a moment.
f commercial break I
Mr.. BRINKLEY: Mr. Sofaer. legal advisor to the State Department, thanks again for
commg In agm.n because we have a late news development that's just come from Judge
Webster, the director of the FBI, who says Yugoslavian authorities have turned down the
Amencan appeal for the arrest of the Palestinian freed in Italy and flown to Yugoslavia.
Now, do you have any further information you can add to that?

JUdge SOFAER: Well. they may have at this point refused to detain him, but they have not
turned down our request for provisional arrest. Under the treaty. we have up to two months
during which they're supposed to detain him and give us an opportunity to file formal
extradition papers.
Mr, BRINKLEY: So what is Judge Webster talking about then?

JUdge SOFAER: Well, they may not have picked him up yet and put him in a jail. which
they are supposed to do. And I think in that respect that's probably correct.

~r. DONALDSON: But?o you know for a fact that they have not said to the United States.
Not only have we not picked him up and put him in a jail. but we will not do so"?

Judge SOFAER: They have not yet said that.

Mr. WI~L: W~Il, presumably he's not going to loiter anywhere in the world. Now, if they've
not detained him. does that not de facto mean they're not going to comply?

Ju~ge~FAER: We~L we have preliminary indications that do not make us optimistic, but
we re going to keep trying. We're trying to do this the legal way, just as we did with Italy.
Mr. WILL: What does Yugoslavia have to fear from us if they don't obey their treaties?
JUdge SOFAER: I have no idea.

Mr. BRINKLI?Y: On ~at no~e I have to interrupt because our time is up. Thank you very
much for c~mlOg back m.a~~m and ~ringing us up to date on this. We"l! be back with our
little discussion here, and jouung us will be Tom Wicker, columnist for The New YorkTimes.
In a moment.

[commerciat break!

Mr, BRINKLEY: Well. we have all been here this hour during the middle of very rapidly
changing news developments. Yugoslavia either has or has not _ seems unclear at the
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moment - refused to hand over the terrorist leader who is now in their hands. What do you
think about this? Sam? George?

Mr, DONALDSON: Well, clearly we want Yugoslavia tn do so, and clearly the chances that
it will do so are very, very low. This terrorist apparently is going to go back to some area
where. presumably, he will try to mount some counterattack to free his colleagues. which
suggests to me that the next step in this drama down the road is probably going to be more
difficult than the one we've just celebrated, that is. the seizure of the hijackers.

Mr, BRINKLEY: The next step might be this. He arrived in Belgrade saying that the
Americans are the terrorists now because they've seized an airplane. and so on.

Mr, DONALDSON: Well, that's clearly rot. We're not the terrorists.

Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, of course it is, but that's what he was saying.

Mr. DONALDSON: But the point is counter-terrorism will then ensue. and it may not be so
easy the next time. And I'm certainly not saying we shouldn't have gotten these kidnappers;
of course we should have. and the President deserves a great deal of praise for taking that
decision.

Mr, BRINKLEY: George--

Mr. DONALDSON: The next step-, the next step, when they seize some Americans some
place is going to be more difficult.
Mr. BRINKLEY: They will say they're doing it in retaliation for this, and so on. I think-
we will hear, and already have heard. in fact. some discussion of internarionallaw about the
seizure of airplanes over the high seas and so on. Is tbere any intemationallaw dealing with
this that you know of!

Mr. WILL: International law. so far as it exists - and it's hard to talk aboul law existing
where there's no common sovereignty to adjudicate and enforce it - but it generally has to
do with regulating radios and shipping and son of technical matters of non-ideological
character. I don't believe international law obtains in this case, particularly-I mean, law is
the enforcement of nonns. There are not accepted norms between these parties about inter-
national behavior, so we're on our own here. This is-

TOM WICKER, The New York Times: I agree with that entirely, and it seems to me that
the fact that the safe passage agreement was made originally before it was known that Mr.
Klinghoffer had been murdered and then, after that became known, the confusion or what-
ever it was in Egypt prevented either Italy or the United States from .conve~tional ~eans of
trying to extradite these murderers. It seems to me that whatever pomt of internationallaw
might be raised by someone is vitiated by that, and that we clearly were pursuing a course
here which was designed to bring these people to justice. And I think the same is true in the
extradition efforts that were made to Italy and to Yugoslavia. because it's very important that
the United States should be seen here as upholding the law rather than itself bending the law.

Mr, WILL: There is, David. a powerful European appeasement reflex regarding the Pill.
This is what you've seen in Italy and this is what you're seeing in Yugoslavia. That IS, an
attempt to say these four people. all right, you caught them and they're guilty, but no one else
in the PLO is somehow involved. It's an attempt to sanitize this.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Are they afraid of them to that degree?
Mr, WILL: I think they are. I think they are nor afraid of the United States. obviously. They
fear nothing in the way of retaliation from us, neither the Egypoans nor the Italians nor the
Yugoslavs. And the one good thing that might come out of this ~sthat maybe the PW by ~w
IS so clearlyenmeshed in this, and its deceit and brutality so lund, that not even ~e Amencan
State Department can continue to think that they have a useful role [0 play 10 what they
smilingly call the peace process.

Mr. DONALDSON: I agree with Tom about needing to uph?ld sor:'e tenets o~ international
law and be a nation which strives to do that rather than a nauon which breaks It. Let me say
that one of the reasons I think President Reagan deserves praise in this ins~ce is tha~ he
devised a plan, or his advisors did. and he did it without the loss of any life, certainly
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innocent lives. And I don't want to see in this country a desire down the road. in the next
instance. to say. "Go ahead and hit 'ern.' when the President has. I think. very eloquently
pointed out that he is not going to become a terrorist for the sake of combatting terrorism.
Well. he didn't in this case. He did it by legal means. But the next time-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Nobody got hun.

Mr. DONALDSON: -I hope he can stick to it.

Mr. BRINKLEY: George says they don't fear us. and of course they don't because. we're
not going to send people in at night in black suits carrying bombs to blow up their capital or
shoot their people or bomb the bus stations.

Mr. DONALDSON: Oh, I think they fear us. I think they fear world opinion. Remember the
antecedent-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. they don't fear violence.

Mr. DONALDSON: -{)f all this terrorism. David. It's the Middle East and the Palestinian
question at the moment. It's not a bunch of people who were born from their mother's womb
that decided. "I'm going to be a terrorist and kill innocent people ."
Mr. WICKER: Yes-

Mr. DONALDSON: Now. we don't have to agree with their program. but until we solve the
basic problem - and I think they fear world opinion _

Mr. WICKER: Well. I think. returning to George's point about the PLO. which is very well
taken. there are two things that ought to be remembered. though. as we go forward here from
this point. the first of which is the PLO. while it certainly has a very vital position, the PLO is
not the Palestinian people. All Palestinians, ipso facto, are not terrorists. And Palestinians, as
a people, have a position that deserves a valid hearing before world opinion and ~~ore
whatever powers may be. I make a distinction that I think is necessary between Palestinians
and the PLO.

Mr. WILL: I couldn't agree more.

Mr. WICKER: And the other point that I think ought to be made here is that in both cases.
th~re is no doubt in my judgment that reality means that in an ultimate peace settlement in the
Middle. East. If there IS any such animal possible, an ultimate peace settlement would ~ the
only thing that wou~d really stop this terrorism. It is impossible to proceed toward an ultimate
peace settlement Without the panicipation and the views of the Palestinian people. and vel)'
probably therefore. to some extent. the PLO - however we may deplore that organization.

Mr. WILL: I just thought you son of refuted that by saying. correctly. in my judgment. that
the PLO should not:be confused with. and is not the representative of. the Palestinian people?

Mr. WlC~~R: I did say that. and that's true, but I am saying that the PLO's position is so
powerful n. IS difficult for me to see how a peace process with the Palestinian people could be
mmated Without some at least peripheral participation by the PLO.

Mr. WILL: Tom. it's primarily powerful because it succeeds in the diplomacy in the capitals
of the West, not excluding the capital of Washington. D.C.
Mr. DONALDSON: George. it's easy-

Mr. WICKER: That may well be, but it is- it has that position of power. and I don't think it
can be ignored.

Mr. DONALDS<?N: It's easy to confuse the PLO- I mean, just three days ago Presid~nt
Reagan confused It fora moment by saying to reporters it's all right with him if the PLO moo
t,hese people. A few mmutes later. having consulted with his advisors again, he came back to
say he had. not. meant to say that because, as he pointed out. he was thinking of vengeance
more than Justice. and he wanted the PLO to tum them over.

Mr. WILL: ~~t look. If John Dillinger commits a crime. you do not tum him o.ver to AI
~alX>ne, and. U s l1!lportant.that- we've just got to keep thinking. we ought to wnte on our
bathroom rmrrors In Washmgton so it's the first thing people read in the moming-

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. write it on the President's mirror so he can keep it in mind.

Mr. WILL: - "The PLO is a gangster organization of terrorists." Period. End of discussion.
Very simple. There are a lot of close calls in politics. This isn't one of them. That's a simple
call.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Not particularly referring to what Mr. Reagan said this week. no doubt
unwisely. can anyone remotely imagine the PLO putting these people on trial as criminals
and punishing them'! Can you imagine any such thing happening?

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. they might have been fined five kopeks or something. but no,
they would not have been punished.

Mr. WICKER: f can't imagine them doing that in any serious fashion. but I must say. at risk
of going against the consensus here, ( take a little issue with George's flat declaration that the
PLO. period .. across the board. is a gangster organization. Now, it is engaged in what I
cenainly would agree. on occasion. are gangster operations, but it's done so. at least in ~me
cases and because it does represent a cause that. in many cases. they see no other alternative.
Please hear me out. George. I'm not trying to say that therefore I think they're justified. But I
am trying to say that therefore I do not believe it is fair to characterize them across the board
flatly as being gangsters. period.

Mr. WILL: It is a very dangerous business to stan constructing a notion of representation that
makes the PLO a representative institution. They appointed themselves; they~ve never ~u-
bled - and how could they have. nor would they. if they had thechanc~- With an election.
They've simply got enough guns to appoint themselves through the diplomacy and--

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. George, a' one point the Irgun. headed by Menachem Begin.
blew up the King David Hotel. At one point the Irgun, headed by Menachem Be~. bl<:wup
the King David Hotel in a way that they thought was necessary ~ause of their desire ~o
force the British (0 do something that they wanted. Now. I don't think of Menachern Begin
as a terrorist. do you?

Mr. WILL: Then he run for elections.

Mr. DONALDSON: Afterward! Well. maybe Yasir Arafar will someday run for elections.
although I doubt it.

Mr. WILL: I doubt it.

Mr. WICKER: It's also simplified to say that the PLO is self-appointed because the other
nations in the Middle East. the Arab nations. have designated them as the representative of
[he Palestinian people.

Mr. WILL: So what"!

Mr. WICKER: We may not accept that. but they do. George.

Mr. WILL: Who cares?' They get together in Rabat in 197~ and simply ~ecIare, for the
Palestinian people. for whom in many cases the wealthy nations of the Middle East have
cared not a patch over the years---

Mr. WICKER: Well. George, for many years we simply declared in this country that China
did not exist!

Mr. DONALDSON: Ah. if saying it was so would make it so. the whole world would be
simpler, wouldn't it?

Mr. BRINKLEY: Just so you will not all forget that we are in Washington. the J:'?litical
capital of the United States. let me ask if you think this successful capture of the hijackers
will be of great political benefit to Mr. Reagan?

Mr. WICKER: I think- oh. sorry.

Mr. BRINKLEY: No. it doesn't matter. go ahead. Tom.

Mr. WICKER: No. I think it's a tremendous benefit to him personally. because. obviously
this is an action which he led. which he directed. a splendid action by the United States
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government, the armed forces, the State Department. Everyone reacted wonderfully here. it
seems to me. as near as Ican tell. He is going to get tremendous political credit for it on top
of his already immense popularity. The question that Ican't quite work out in my own mind
is how this translates into political power for the Republican Parry. since he can't run again.

Mr. BRINKLEY: You mean, winning seats in Congress?
Mr. WICKER: Yes.
Mr, DONALDSON: Well, and even immediately. Tom, to issues. Let me put something on
the table and throw the question back to you. People say now that tax reform is all but dead.
I've talked to people on the Ways and Means Committee who say there's no appetite for it.
Business leaders of the Business Council just were polled recently: they're losing their
appetite for it. If tax reform is about to die on the merits. do you think these same people will
say, "Gosh, Ronald Reagan has now intercepted four hijackers. We're going to change our
position and we're going to vote for it"?

Mr. WICKER: No. 110.

Mr, DONALDSON: Well, of course, the question answers itself.

Mr, WICKER: There is no relativity. If there were some military matter on the Hill that was
in deep political difficulty. maybe there might be some residual political carryover. but I
don't see how from terrorism over to tax reform there is any such carryover.

Mr. WILL: No, but the presidential power is largely informal: it's the power to persuade.
And that makes the presidential aura a kind of seamless web affecting everything.
Mr. WICKER: Yes. it does.
Mr. WILL: And I think he'll be somewhat more formidable until the next setback.
Mr. DONALDSON: I lhink-
Mr. WILL: What more can you say.

Mr. DONALDSON: His formidability will show up in Geneva, maybe, because although
that's not a military matter, dealing with Gorbachev. dealing on the world stage as these two
superpowers. I think this strengthens Mr. Reagan's hand. But Gorbachev ain't going to vote
for tax reform.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. what benefit would flow from it in Geneva? I can't see that it'd help
anything much. He would be a slightly more fonnidable political figure.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I think both superpowers {crosstalk! watch the other very
carefully. what they do and what they say. And Mr. Reagan has now backed up a lor of
empty words for five years with a direct concrete action. and it must impress Moscow.
Mr. WILL: A 101of people-c.
Mr. BRINKLEY: George. you've gOIabout 15 seconds.
Mr. WILL.: People have been trying to transform Ronald Reagan into something called a
peace president. He has been all his life a freedom person, and freedom is the value at issue
here, not peace. And that will translate. I think, at the summit.

Mr. BRINKL~Y: All right. That's all the limewe have.Thank you all verymuch. And. for
all of us--- we re out of ttme. For all of us at ABC's This Week. until next Sunday. thank
you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

October 27, 1985
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our Wash.
mgton headquarters, for the vacationing David Brinkley, here's Sam DooaIdson.

SAM DONAlDSON: The federal deficit. For yean; it's been just like the weather. everyone
talks about It; no one does anything about it. But that just might be changing. The Senate has
approved a ~Ian,the Gramm-Rudman Amendment, that would seem to force the Congress
and the Presl(j~,nt to bring the budget into balance by 1991. Sounds great. Except a 101of
people think It s Just aIJOther bottle of snake oil. We'll ask our guests today: Senator Wanen
Rudman, co-sponsor of the Gramm-Rudman baJanced budget amendment; Senator Bill
Brndley, a Finance Comnunee member who doesn't like it; Franco Modigliani, this year',
winner of the Nobel Prize for economics; and James Miller, President Reagan's new budget
director. The background on all this from our man John Martin, and we'll have our dis-
CUSSIon,WIthGeorge Will, Brit Hutne and Jody Powell. All here on our Sunday program.

Here. s the news today. There's been a big anned robbery in Paris, not of money but of
something more valuable - unpressionist paintings, nine of them, stolen at gunpoint from
the Marrnottan museum, Greg Dobbs has details.

GREG DOB!JS [voice-over]; They struck this moming wben the museum housing !he
Monetfamily 'own bequest of Claude Monet's work was opened. The security system,
tn aVOId false. alarms, was closed. Five anned men, their getaway car double-parked
outside, burst m. Two of them held their pistols on visitors and staff, and the others went
straJ~t to the most important gallery, removing from its walls nine treasures of Impres-
SJOOlsm. 'The greatest among them was about a moment of sunshine. an instant of light. a
canv~ covered by Monet in 1872 and entitled, "Impression Sunrise". In all, five
~~ficent Monets, two Reooirs, a Morisot and a Naruse were stolen, nine impressionist
pamtmgs valued at least at over $12 million. The motive?

DAVIDElUS-JONsE, Impressionist art expert: Well, the most likely reason is the
andone to the. Insurance company, but it's also possible that the robbery is out of naivete,
has ~"':lUSl find them m a railway waiting room, dumped, in six months. I mean, It

DOBBS {voice-over!: The museum curator speculates that a private collector may have
ordered the robbery. If so, it is unlikely that the stolen paintings ever will be seen publicly
agam. Greg Dobbs, ABC News, Paris.

:ice~~~: In South Africa overnight three demonstrators were killed and two
t•• ~.. • ~UredInmore notmg. The deaths occurred when riot police fired shotguns and
-oa" tnto crowds m two ~ ....te locatio nsA standoff· -...... .
officials and connnues aboard a Soviet freighter in New Orleans harbor between U.S.
appeared to betrvin ship officers. U.S. officials want to interview a Soviet seaman who
national securi trymg. to defect in an atmosphere where he can speak freely. The President's
tho ty adVISOr,Robert McFarlane says there's no question about the nght to doIS.

~~~ McFARLANE, .National Security Advisor: Well, the legal authorities are
clear. And ~mt, and so It ISn't a matter of entitlement or right of law: That's preIty

so would hope that It wouldn't become a matter of public disagreement.
Mr. DONAlDSON, I N v~. . . ,
marathon for the • n e~ .0111. City. t~y. Orlando Piuolato of Italy won the City s
Grete Waitz won ~ year I". a row ..H~s ~ was two houni, I I minutes and 34 seconds.

We'll he back in r seventh ntle, finishing In two hour.;, 28 minutes.
budget. We'll heara ;:ment WIth a look at the new controver.;ial plan to balance the federal
laureate in economics m two se~ators on opposite sides of the issue. this year's Nobel
moment. ' and the dIrector of the Office of Management and Budget. In a

[commercial breakl
Mr, DONAlDSON· C .

• ongress and the President have had yearn in which to make chOiCes
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that would result in balancing the federal budget. They have not done so. So now Senators
Gramm and Rudman have come up with a proposal that would take it out of everyone's
hands, that would reduce the deficit each year by a fixed amount, beginning right after next
year's congressional elections. Here's the way it would work. 'The fiscal 1986 deficit would
be set at $180 billion. Thereafter the deficit ceiling eacb year would be lowered by $36 billion
so that by 1991 the budget would be haIanced. The deficit reduction could come from
spending CUI':, tax increases or bOIb; that would be up to Congress and the President. But if
any year the mandatory ceiling was breached, the President would have to order an across-
the-boand spending cut in all programs of an equal amount to meet the ceiling, exempting
only Social Security, interest on the national debt, and certain non-changeable, previously-let
contracts. Some background on the whys and wherefores of all this from John Martin. John?

JOHN MARTIN: NOlbing symbolizes the paralysis in Congress more than what's been
going on here in the Dirksen Office Building on Capitol Hill, Sam. Tomorrow. a com-
mittee of 55 men and two women resumes trying to raise the national debt ceiling and
lower the federal deficit. These are among the most capable and powerful people in
Congress, yet they won't be deciding which programs to cut or expand; instead, they'll be
looking at an amendment called Gramm-Rudman by which somebody else could make
those decisions. Their chairman, Robert Packwood, says it would work this way.

Sen, BOB PACKWOOD, (R) Oregon: So the President comes in and be gives us a
budget that he likes - high defense spending, low social spending - and Congress
doesn't like it. We have the right to change it. We have the right to change it between
January and the base date, as we call it, in September. Let's say we don't do it. Then the
President says, "All right, ladies and gentlemen, you didn't do it. The law requires me on
the first of October to reduce spending across the boand, and here's where it'll be reduced.
But during the month of October, you have another chance, if you don't like wbat Ihave
to do now." So we have a second chance. How many bites of the apple do we gel?

MARTIN [voice-over]: Just 18 days ago the Senate passed a bill by Senator Gramm of
Texas and Senator Warren Rudman of New Hampshire, both freslunen Republicans.

Sen, PHIL GRAMM, (R) Texas: We took the number-one issue in America, we
brought it to the floor of the Senate. and we won a great victory on behalfofthose who
do the work and pay the taxes and pull the wagon and make America work.

MARTIN [voice-over]; But the details were so complex and changing so quickly that
Senate staff members couldn't keep up. They got conflicting accounts of what the bill
would do. In essence what it would do is make it illegal for Congress not to cut the deficit
in stages. But Senator Lowell Weicker and other critics argued that Congress won't cut
spending and will once again fail to act.

Sen, LOWELL WEICKER, (R) Connecticut: Within 24 hours after passing Gramm-
Rudman the Senate voted on raising the gasoline tax 18¢ with the proceeds going to
reducing the deficit. It rejected that. The Senate voted on reducing defense spending by
5%. It rejected that. So here is a Senate which is saying, "Look at what we're doing," to
the American public when it comes to deficit reduction, but when they had the specific
opportunities they didn't do it.

MAR11N [voice-over]: Even conseIVabVes who support Ronald Reagan argue that if
Congress won't act, the law will shift too much PJwer into the President's hands.

BRUCE FEIN, former Justice Department official: Once you set in train an
institutional shift of power, there is no safeguarding against an irresponsible president
exercising it in a way that could seriously erode our most treaswed rights.

MARTIN: Well, as a conservative, if you were advising a conservative president like
Ronald Reagan, would you advise him to veto this bill?

Mr, FEIN; Absolutely.

MARTlN [voice-over!: Otheni inside the administration have Jesser reservations.
Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger was quoted this past week by the conservative
newspaper HUI1U1nEvents. as convinced the President wouJd not allow the law, even if
passed, to make defense and security "the tOla! prisoner of a rigid fonnula." But in an
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open letter to Mr. Weinberger, House Armed Services Chairman Les Aspin warned that
the Gramm-Rudman bill would help save domestic programs and harm the mili~.
"You are going to preside," he said. "over the largest peacetune defense. cutback IJ1
history." Beyond that, the mechanism of monitoring the deficit and tnggenng the cuts
has come under suspicion. To take acnon, the President and Congress must have ace~
forecasts of revenue. The numbers come from economists here aI the Congressional
Budget Office and aI the executive Office of Management and Budget. Former OMB
director David Stockman reportedly once confessed that, "None of us really unde"tan<!'
what's going 00 with aU these numbers." Under the.l""P"""'! law, Mr. Stockman s
successor, James Miller, would forecast econoouc condillOns,. but many forecasts are no<
accurate. This past week the government said the final deficit total for fiscal ~ear 1985
was $211.9 billion - $600 million more than It forecast m August, but $10 billion less
than it forecast in February. Even so, Director Miller gave the bill administration approval
of sorts.
JAMES MILLER, Director, 0IfIce at Managemeftl and Budget: I do believe
that this deficit path is consistent with the kind of economic scnvity that we want to see
in our economy.

MARTIN [voice-over]: But the newest Nobel Prize economist, Franco Modigliani, is no<
so sure the mechanism is safe.
FRANCO MODIGUANI, 1985 winner Nobel Prize for Eoonomlcs: Someof the
I :--"';0115 that that amendment zives to future coogressmen to do the dilly jobcomp ex n~~u "'.. I L __ <,' like those jhat

are pure Mickey Mouse, and. some of the others are postnve y ""wnw,
would cause the economy to become much more unstable.

MARTIN: So it statts here again tomorrow, and if Chairman Packwood is Cs°:=~ ~
struggle over deficit reduction could reach a climax this week. His bestbyguestgaturday.
worlring hard the committee could find itself voung 00 this question rex

S=? I~
Mr DONALDSON' ~ __L you John We'll talk about all this later on with Nobe ze

• . " ... ~ , . . b . gupnexl twO
winner Franco Modigliani, and with Budget DirectorJames Miller, ~t:= RU~ and
senators on opposite sides of the Gramm-Rudman ISSue - Senato
Senator Bill Brndley. Right after this.

[commercial break] I meto
Mr. DONALDSON: Senator Rudman in Boston, Senator Bradley in New Yorl<,we co

our progr=. . amsen. WARREN RUDMAN, (R) New Hampshire: Good to be With you, S .

sen. BILL BRADLEY. (D) New Jersey: Thank you, S=. e Will of AIlC

Mr. DONALDSON: With me today to join in the quesnonmg ~~:;;"n I guess the
News and ABC News congressional correspondent Bnt Home. ted to red';"e the deficil
threshold question here is that if Congress and the :;:~~ ~o~n a piece of legisIan~
and cut the budget, why have they not Just done and' J it out of everyone's tuuIds·
which in effect would mandate a balanced budget e
Senator Rudman, it's your bill. . f tis thaIthis
sen, RUDMAN: Sam, I think that's a good question andpulit'sa f:~: '?;ey:' will, to do
Congress and past Congresses have not had any corn slon,.' this ~ndmenl of _.
anything about the largest problem facing the country· ~ btllit far more difficult for::
simply sets targets and an enforcement mechaniS';;, ""'ldmbu0t would require a tJu'eC-~nt
Congress to violate these standards· Of course It sb coo , the Congress aod the Pres we
vote. And I would simply say to you thal.this bill Will force r Modigliani correctly say~ et
for the first time to make those tough deciSIons that Prof"f pmof that the currenl b g
must make. I think the proof of the last 15 years IS =p e
process just does not wor!<. f . k to get the job done'need this kind 0 sbC
Mr. DONALDSON: Senator Bradley, do you , ne dollar froOJ

. b'lI· that it doeSD t cut 0sen. BRADLEY: Sam. the main point about thiS I IS
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the federal deficit. It's a procedural answer to a substantive problem. It's a promise to do" later
what the Congress is unwilling to do now. And, franldy, Ithink it's kind of a gimmick to get
the President to accept a tax increase and. while I agree with many Republican senators that
we need revenue increases. I don't think this is the piece of legislation that does the job.

Sen. RUDMAN: Well, Bill Bradley says this is a procedural solution to a substantive
problem. That is precisely what the Federal Budget Act is. The Federal Budget Act is a
procedural solution to a substantive problem with one large fault - it has no teeth.

GEORGE WILL: Yes, Senator Bradley, let's go on with this for just a second. Your
argument against Gramm-Rudman-Hollings is roughly this, that it's dumb. it's a meat-axe
approach. potentially cruel, possibly disruptive, and a lot of senators supporting it, including,
I think perhaps in some moods the man on with you today, Mr. Rudman, say, "Well, of
course that's true, but it's the best we can do." And the question then is, how seriously do
you take the deficit? Aren't you being a little fastidious with a national emergency?

Sen. BRADLEY: Absolutely not. The thing thai'S going to reduce the deficit is to raise
some revenues and cut some spending, not the procedure. Ithink you've got to keep in mirK1
what Ronald Reagan's political objectives are. He was re-elected in 1984, he said be will not
increase taxes, he will not cut defense speoding, but be intends to cut deeply the non-defense
portion of the budget - the federal assistance to the delivery of basic services like education
and transportation. Now, in my view Gramm-Rudman assumes the President is passive in
pursuit of his political objectives. I don't believe thai. Gnunm-Rudman assumes that the
Congress can blackmail the President to accept tax increases by threatening deep cuts in the
defense budget. Idon't think that's going In happen. Idon', think Ronald Reagan is passive
in pursuit of his objectives and, franldy,l think that he's going to go out there and fight hard
to exempt defense from the effects of Gnunm-Rudman.

Sen. RUDMAN: Well, let me-c-
Sen. BRADLEY: The result of that is going to be virtual elimination of about 12% of the
federal budget that we now have there devoted to the delivery of basic services.

Sen. RUDMAN: Well, the problem with that, Bill, is simply that the most revealing
statement of this week was Cap Weinberger's saying what he has said and setting out what a
problem this is and how defense is going to be hurt. Let me say that defense will be hurt and
social programs will be hurt only if the Congress is unwilling to make those tough choices as
either whether we're going to pay for them or cut them. And I believe there'll be some of
both. I do not believe the gloom and doom because, you see, everybody's looking at the
second half of the pmcess, the so-called cutting. The most important pan of this entire
process is the discipline it puts iuto the front end. Right now, Bill, you and Iboth know that
we make no tough choices; we point fingers at each other and we sweep a lot under the rug,
calling it the deficit. And thai just isn't guing to happen if this amendment passes.

BRIT HUME: Senator Bradley, let me follow up, if Imay, just for a moment 00 the question
that you have raised here. Why is it, do you suppose, if all these flaws exist, that a majority
of your Democratic colleagues in the Senate voted for this measure?
Sen. BRADLEY: I think that many senators genuinely believe that this is going to be an
action-forcing mechanism. I just don't believe that. I think the President is much too skillful
in pursuing his political objectives.
Mr. HUME: Well, if the President were so skillful in pursuing those objectives, as you
suggest, and if in fact he would go out and fight to save defense spending and leave the social
programs unprotected, why was he not able to do that in this budget? The President wanted
an increase in this budget. In the Senate he didn't get that. And by the time the House was
finished with it all, he didn't even get an inflation increase. Certainly he wanted it, but he
dido't get it. I doo't see how that supports your argument, Senator.
Sen. BRADLEY: There's a lot of difference, Brit, between a three- or four-percent real
increase in defense and a real decrease in defense. Now, Gramm-Rudman would result in a
serious decrease in defense, about 5% in real terntS. We put that amendment out on the floor
of the Senate and say let's vote the cut in defense spending that Gramm-Rudman envisions
for next year. 1be Senate rejected that. I then came back and said, "Now, let's raise some
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revenues. Let's raise about $75-billion worth of revenues over a five-year period." The
Senate rejected that. So one day after the Senate voted for a- mandated a ba1anced budget in
1991, it voted not to do anything about defense spending nor about revenue increases. So the
question is, how serious. can we be? I think what we need is the same kind of bipartisan
cooperation that we have had since 1981. The deficit, absent the kind of congressional delicit
reduction that we have taken, would be $400 billion today instead of $200 billion. We need
in the Senate. I believe, to put out substantive pieces of legislation to raise some revenues and
to cut some spending. I don't think this procedural gimmick is going to help.

sen. RUDMAN: Well--

Mr. HUME: Senator Bradley- excuse, me. if [ can, Senator Rudman.

sen. RUDMAN: Sure.

Mr. HUME: Senator Bradley, I think that sounds awfully like an argument for business as
usual perhaps corning from a member of the political party that, on the issue of the deficit,
can least afford to be seen in that position.

sen. BRADLEY: WeD, Brit. I would just disagree with you. I mean. you know, the votes
were taken. 1bey were on the floor. Some people voted to increase some revenues to reduce
the deficit. some people didn't. The record is there.

Mr. DONALOSON: Senator Rudman, if you were serious about all of this. why not do it
this year? In fact, why not do it next year? You said $180 billion for a fiscal '86 budget when
the projection now is for $175 billion, and you even have a 7% slide there. It looks to a lot of
people like you're reaDy just postponing it to a point where you're past the elections, and then
the new Congress can come hack and say, "WeD, this is a silly idea," and pass a new law
and change it.

Sen· RUDMAN: That is probably the most misunderstood part of the plan because, you see,
u IS probably going to cut in this year. That's what people are worrying about. You'D askJun
Miller that later. We believe if the $212-billion figure from the Congressional Budget Office
is co~ it will cut in this year. and let me point out to you Ihat the tough decisions will be
made 10 October of 1986, roughly five weeks before the election. So those are phony
charges, They are not true. The people who are making them know they're not true. The fact
IS, this country IS facmg the most enormous probJem in our history; we are using enonTlOUS
amounts of revenue to pay interest on the debt. It's getting WOOie, not better. We must ~
now. Gramm-Rudman does act now, and acts responsibly. And let me this just say to Bill
Bradley, I agree WIth him that the votes on the Senate floor inunediately following thISdid
not prove what he'd like them to prove. What they also proved was that we are unwilling to
do this unless we have a full-blown budget process. We had it: it failed. It's failed for the last
five years since rv~ been there. This wiD fix it, and the American people understand--

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, of course, Senator, you say the process has failed, but it's also
true that the President of the United States has failed to submit a balanced budget during aU of
those years.

sen. RUDMAN; That is absolutely true, and let me say that I think there's enough blame to
go around. 1!"'re s blame WIththe administration, blame within my own party, blame within
BlhoD,Bradley s party, but, quite frankIy, the American people don't give a tinker's damn
w s to hlame. They want something done, and I think this will do it.

sen. BRADlEY: And I might just add, if I could, that things will get done when we
actually vote for spending cuts and for revenue increases. This bill does neither.

sen. RUDMAN: This hill will force that as far as I'm concerned.
sen. BRADlEY: WeD. now that's--

sen. RUDMAN: One of the two or both.

sen. BRADlEY:. Now, that's where Warren and I have a disagreement, and actually we
~ave ahttle bel. If It does force this kind of deficit reduction I'm going to take him 10 dinner.

ow, If It doesn't, he's going to take me to dinner. . '
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sen. RUDMAN: It'D be very expensive, Bill, I can assure you.

Mr. WILL: Senator Rudman, isn't it an absolute certainty that your measure wouJd have
perverse economic policy consequences? That is, the slower the growth of the economy. the
slower the revenues coming in, the bigger the deficit. and therefore the larger the cut. So you
have the biggest cuts in public spending during an economic slowdown. which no one seems
to think is a good idea.

sen. RUDMAN: George, I think that's a good point, and one of the things that's being
addressed in the conference is whether there's a better recession mechanism to be put into
this bill than we presently have. [f there is, I'll cenainly be for that. We do have a mechanism
to forecast recessions and to have the bill act differently within that time. But if it can be
improved upon, certainly [ would want to have it Unproved.

Mr. DONALDSON: Senator Rudman and Senator Bradley, thank you both for being on our
program today.

sen. RUDMAN: Thank you.

sen. BRADLEY: Thank you, Sam.

Mr. DONALDSON: Coming up next, the 1985 winner of the Nobel Prize for economics,
Professor Franco Modigliani of the Massachusetts lnstitute of Technology. In a moment.

{commercial break!

Mr, DONALDSON: Professor Modigliani, in Boston, welcome to our program. Good to
see you.

FRANCO MOOIGUANI. Nobel Prize lor Economics: Thank you.

Mr. DONALDSON: Congratulations on winning the Nobel Prize for economics this year.

Prof. MODIGUANI: Thank you very much.

Mr, DONALDSON: I take it when the White House press secretary Larry Speakes said,
"Oh, that's the fellow who painted the Sistine Chapel," he had the wrong man?

Prof. MODIGUANI: Yes, he did. Yeah. it was a serious confitsion between economists and
great artists.

Mr. DONALDSON: WeD, aU right, let's go to the economies of these things. You don't like
the Granun-Rudman amendment: you made that clear in testimony . You called it Mickey
Mouse and shoddy. Leaving politics aside, what's wrong with ir from the standpoint of good
economics?

Prof. MODiGUANI: That it completely fails the job that needs to be done now. What we
need to do is to slash the deficit deeply -I suggest $100 billion - and do it this fiscal year.
We owe that to our future generations, to our children, to our grandchildren. We owe it to our
fanners, we owe it to our industrial workers. We owe it to the industrial corporations. We
owe it to the people who have money in banks which may go backrupt. We owe it to the rest
of the world where the debtor nations are about to go broke. We owe it to the rest of Europe.
which is in a terrible economic shape.

Mr. DONALDSON: WeD, where in goodness' sakes would you get $100 billion out of one
year's budget, this year's budget?

Prof. MODIGUANI: By a combination of cutting some expenditures, raising some taxes
and counting on the effect of this operation to reduce very appreciably the interest rates and
therefore that very huge portion of the expenditure which now goes for interest: rates.

Mr. HUME: Professor Modigliani; that sounds very much like the formula that Walter
Mondale ran his campaign on, and you know what the outcome of thar campaign was. Don't
you think that it's a little bit unrealistic to call on politicians to take that kind of action in view
of the public's repudiation of the Mondale platform?

Prof. MODIGUANI: WeD, the first thing that we need to do is to understand in pan -
Senator Bradley has pointed this out - to understand that the Gramm-Rudman amendment
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will not only not slash the deficit by $100 billion now, it will not slash it by $50 [billion], it
will not slash it at all. It authorizes Congress to increase the deficit this year, and actually
authorizes it by next year to not cut it almost at all. And then teUs later congressmen, you go
ahead and do the dirty job.

Mr. HUME: WeD, would yoo like the Gramm-Rudman amendment better if it kicked in a
little earlier? Is that the problem, or do you just not like it?

Prof. MODtGUANI: 011, I think there are good aspects about the amendment. If the
amendment just said that Congress is coounitted to cut $100 billion now and that they must
agree on some way to cut expenditure and if they cannot cut expenditure. then taxes would
automaticaUy rise, if that is the Rudman amendment, I'm aU for it. And we don't need any
instructions to anybody later, because once we have slashed $100 billion, that's about all we
need for awhile.
Mr. WILL: Professor, we're really talking about, under Gramm-Rudman, cutting $36 biUion
a year off the deficit. Now, we're talking about, that is, $36 biUion in a $4-lriIlion economy.
Is it fairly safe to say that this woold 'not have a great impact on macroeconomic policy in the
country?

Prof. MODtGUANI: WeD, it's hard to say because it cuts absolutely nothing now, nothing
next year, and then $36 billion, hy which time the economy is even bigger, and by that time I
think $36 billion will be a little late, wben everything has gone kaput left and right. So it's a
little hard to say to get very excited about this $36 billion.

Mr. WILL: Yes, but people get very excited when someone tells them they ought to cut $100
billion out of the budget, considering that Social Security is politicaUy sacrosanct, interest has
to be paid, and right there is a third of the budget. We're not conducting an economic seminar
down bere- we've got a political problem. Do you really expect people to make this kind of
cut ~ we've come to tenus with the Republican argument here. The Republicans and
certainly the President says we're now spending 24% of the GNP through the federal
government. That's inherently unhealthy. Do you think they're right or wmng?

Prof. MOOIGUANI: Whether or not it's healthy or unhealthy depends on what the people of
this country want. If they want a big defense establishment, they better be ready to pay for It.
If they want a sensible and perhaps adequate system of social security, they've got to pay for
that. [0 our country the share of the government in the GNP is one of the lower among
developed countries.

Mr. HUME: Professor, you make a very eloquent case for the need not to have large deficits.
As you know.. we've been running large deficits for some years now. I wonder w~ you
thou~t back ~n 1?82, w~n the economy was in recession and the deficit was ballooning and
no relief was In Sight. Old you think at that time, with deficits of the size we've had. that we
could have the recovery we 've had?
Prof. MODIGUANI: I certainly believe that we should have deficits whenever the economy
IS substantialty below full employment. And I cenainly believe that is what Keynes, my
teacher, said. and I still believe that must be done. But we do not have now a large slack in
the economy; that's why we must not have deficits.
Mr. HUME: Forgive me, Professor, that wasn't quite my question. The view of many
econonusts at that time was that the deficit, while large, was far too large 10be economically:':fif~~i~venIn a recession. and that it needed to be slashed. Did you believe that thatwas

Prof, MODIGUANI: I certainly was not too excited about slashing the deficit right there and
then. I thought that there might be trouble bringing it in later but at the moment I did not
find that that deficit was objectionable. ' ,

Mr. DONAlDSoN: Well, Professor, you Keynesian economists are not in fashion here in
Washingt?n these ,daYs. It's Arthur Laffer and the curve about taxation. What about the
President s P~lbon that we need to cut taxes more. as a matter of fact. not increase them,
because that Will just generate more wealth, and eventually we'll grow our way right out of
these budget deficits. '
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Prof. MODIGUANI: I completely agree with the President that we should slash taxes, ifhe
will write me a letter certifying that we don't need a defense establishment. Then I'll be
enthusiastic about tax cutting. Ibelieve that this generation must pay for its expenses, and if it
needs to spend the money, if it cannot find ways of cutting it, then we must pay higher taxes.
And don't believe that we need this tremendoos increase. Just imagine that if increased taxes
10%. that is. if each of us, a person who pays $I,<XXJwere to pay $1,100, that alone would
halve the deficit, would [he] more than half of the $100 billion I'm seeking for.

Mr. DONALDSON: Professor Modigliani, thank you very much for being with us today. In
a moment, the point man for the federal budget, James Miller, the man who replaced David
Stockman as director of the Office of Management and Budget. Right after this.

{commercial break/

Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Miller, thanks for joining us today.

JAMES MILLER, Director, Office of Management and Budget: Thank you.

Mr. DONALDSON: Glad you could corne in.

Mr. MILLER: Good to be here.

Mr. DONALDSON: Let me start with this business about defense programs and whether
mandatory cuts would be required if that trigger is necessary because of the lack of ability to
reach one of those ceilings. Secretary Weinberger said the other day that the President would
not be held by a rigid formula, but of course if this goes into effect it would be a rigid
formula. I take it you're prepared to tell us that the President would obey the law and in fact
would do, whether rigid or not. what is required.

Mr. MILLER: Absolutely. The President will carry out the requirements of the law. But I
think it's important to keep in mind that there are two parts to Gramm-Rudman. The first is
that the President comes in with a budget at those limits and also that the Congress passes a
budget at those limits. It's only if that process fails that you get the sequestering. that you get
the specific reductions in spending.

Mr. DONALDSON: But if the process fails, then the President must trigger the mandatory,
across-the-board, except for those certain areas like Social Security that are exempted, cut,
he would do it in the Defense Department, just as everywhere else?

Mr. MILLER: That's what this provision requires, but I think that our numbers show that the
amount, the hit on defense, if you would use that word, is no more than 50%.

Mr. DONALDSON: WeD, Mr. Aspin, who knows a little bit about defense in the House,
wrote that open letter in which he tried to point 001 that if it had to be triggeted, ~ou could
wind up with reducing personnel to the point, if you had a 10% cut, of one-third of the
military establishment.

Mr. MILLER: Our numbers do not comport with those that Mr. Aspin has come upwith. We
think it is- we think it might be tough on defense, and the President's very str'?ngon m~g
sure that we keep the resources going in the defense area for our national security. But I think
those figures are not correct.

Mr. WILL: Mr. Aspin says in his anicle the following, that if you have 100 dams scheduled
to be built and you're required to cut 10%, that doesn't mean you build 90 dams; It means
you build 90% of 100 dams. Is this any way to om a railroad?

Mr, MILLER: Well, what you do is you stretch out the building of those dams. It doesn't
mean that you've built 90% of the dam and let 10% of the water- open and let the water go
down.
Mr. WILL: Okay. So there you're Saying it's a painless stretch-out.

Mr. MILLER: WeD. it's not painless, but it would be a stretch-out.

Mr. WILL: Now let's take farm programs. What happens wben it comes to farm programs?
Because OMB classifies programs as relatively controllable and relatively uncontrollable.
Farm programs appear under the relatively uncontrollable column. How do you control
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them?

Mr. MILLER: Well. the CCC program. the biggest expenditure program. would be uncon-
trollable in the first year. but subsequent years the contracts would be written in such a way
that if there were the sequestering. that those target prices would be lowered by the same
amount. I keep wanting to go back to the fact. though. that this sequestering process is
triggered only if the process of reducing the budget. that the responsibility of the President
and the legislature. has failed. And it is the sequestering. it is this penalty. that will make sure
that happens.

Mr. WILL: But wouldn't you assume, knowing what you know, and it's rather a lot, about
the political process in Washington. that the sequestering would occur every year because it
makes impersonal, and bence politically safe. painful decisions?

Mr. MILLER: No, it does 1101.It is a painful decision to go through the sequestering process.
If the President fails to come up with a budget meeting those targets. if the Congress fails to
pass a budget to the President's satisfaction meeting those targets, then there will be
sequestenng. Sequestering is something we all want to avoid. Just as evidence of that, look at
how much time the legislature has spent on looking at those sequestering numbers and what
they mean. They spent very little time looking at what it means to get down to that target
level.

Mr. WILL: But if I'm the congressman from East Succotash, Rhode Island -to pick a name
not .qwte at random - and my constituents want the deficit cut but don't want anything in
particular cut. Isn't the best of all possible worlds for me to let the sequestering proceed and
say, "Look, you're getting the deficit cut. There's some pam. but it's 1101my fault. The
President did it"? '

Mr. MILLER: Well, that's conceivable, but I think that the priorities ntight be different under
sequestering than what Congress and the President would want. Again. it's a phenomenon to
me that congressmen and senators are spending so much time talking about the sequestering
formula, That agam IS the penalty. It's sort oflike I tell one of my teenaged children. "Yoo
must come back in by the time of the curfew tonight or else you can't watch your favorite TV
show tomorro~. '.' And they argue with me all day on Saturday about what the nature of the
penalty IS. I think you need to avoid looking at the penalty and they need to think about how
to get m on tune.

Mr. HUME: Mr. Miller. might that not be because the Congress has ntissed its budget
curfew every year as far back as almost anybody can remember and cenainly every year
srnce the Reagan administration? '

Mr. MILLER: Well. this is part of the problem. The 1975 act was passed and everybody had
great expectatIons: The problem was, it doesn't have an action-forcing event. Congressmen,
senators. the President want to avoid sequestering. and for that reason the process would
work.

M.r. HUME: And sooner or later the issue comes back to taxes. 1be President has said there
will be no new taxes in.his administration. Many members of the Congress, as Bill Bradley
indicated here. want higher taxes. mostly Democrats. If the President is faced with the
prospect of haIf of the budget axe. if this draconian and automatic procedure ever comes into
play: falling on defense, this ISO'tcutting an increase in defense _ this is cutting the defense
base, this no doubt IS what Secretary Weinberger is so upset about- you think he'd opt for
taxes Instead?

Mr. MILLER: Well. I'm not going to predict what the President would do in those circum-stances.

Mr, HUME: Well, what would you recommend? What would you recommend?

Mr. MILLER: Well, I wouldn't tell you what I would recommend, either, without having
gone over It In great detail and knowing exactly what the parameters are.
Mr, HUME: It is a force for taxes, though, isn't it?

~r. PresMILLER:Well, there is some risk that there will certainly be calls for tax increases that
e ident would have to deal with. But, I mean, the numbers are of the son that the

amount of reduction, this $36 billion that you talked about, George, earlier, is 1101that big a
deal. I mean, it's not like the $100 billion that Professor Modigliani was talking about. If, in
fact, say, in 1987, the amount of the deficit was estimated to be twice the trigger amount, that
is, $14 billion over the $144. the maximum, according to our calculations. the maximum hit
on defense would be on the order of $5 billion, or less than 2% of a $277 billion defense
budget. Now, I don't want to minimize that. It's very imponant to the President and to our
country. [ think, that we maintain the kind of defense posture, resources, there to assure our
safety. But on the other hand, [ think it's important that we keep in mind and in perspective
what these numbers mean.

Mr. HUME: Do you see any-

Mr, DONALDSON: Mr. Miller-

Mr. HUME:Excuse me. Sam.

Mr. DONALDSON: Go right abead, Brit.

Mr. HUME: Do you see any possibility the administration will change COUt1lC on this
legislation and end up being against it?

Mr. MILLER: Well, I do not anticipate that happening, but I will say this. There are certainly
changes that the conferees ntight consider and adopt that would make it unacceptable to the
President. I think if- there have been a lot of proposals put forward that would take all the
hit out of defense or take all the hit out of taxes or between defense and taxes. As you know.
the President is opposed both to tax increases and to hits on defense. And in that event I think
the President would oppose it. But I do not anticipate that. We're surely working WIth the
conferees in another direction.

Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Miller, under some circumstances $36 billion, of COUt1lC, ntight be
a big deal. And I may be about to display my ignorance of the .fine.print of this amendment,
and if [ am you will correct me. But what if we have a recession tn two or three years at a
time when classically you don't want to further cut govenunent spending? A lot of people, of
course, the Keynesians, think you want to pump prime. Yet, under this amendment, IS It not
correct. you would have to set that ceiling and in a recessional)' nme, continue to cut
government spending. Does that make sense?

Mr. MILLER: Right. Sam, you're right. Your interpretation is ,:"""",,, .. Even with the
recession you would continue reducing the budget. although the President will have a longer
period of time in which to report to Congress on how that deficit rmght be-- .his proposal
about how that deficit would be cut. But what you get back to ISthe old Keynesian notIon of
functional finance, of hying to manipulate the budget deficit or surplus in order to address
recessions or the economy-

Mr. DONALDSON: But under this amendment--

Mr, MILLER: -and we don't really believe in that kind of theory right now.

Mr. DONALDSON: SO under this amendment it would be all right, if we were in a
recession, as faras you're concerned, if we raised taxes or cut spending, because either is the
option open to Congress?

Mr. MILLER: Well. if you had a recession, I think the priorities should be changed. I would
anticipate the President's budget to be somewhat different going to the Congress than It
would be if that were not the case. But I don't think that you would Just automancally say,
"Well. let's let the lid off the deficit."

Mr. DONALDSON: He would have to hy to come in under the ceiling.

Mr. MILLER: We would still have ·to come in under the ceiling, that's correct.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. how would it be different, then?

Mr. MILLER: Well, it ntight be different in the order of putting more emphasis on helping
those people who ntight be unemployed during a recessionary pennd and pumng off some
contractual obligations--

Mr. DONALDSON: But that costs money. If we're in a recession, of course. we have to pay
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out under our obligations for unemployment insurance a lot more money.

Mr. MILLER: Right. But with a budgetof a billion dollars, believe me, there is a lot of room
for changing priorities.

Mr. DONALDSON: Thank you very much, Mr. Miller, for joining us today.
Mr. MILLER: Thank you.

Mr. DONALDSON: Coming next, our unrehearsed roundtable discussion during whi~h
people are free to say almost anything that comes into their heads. and joining us for that will
be ABC News commentator Jody Powell. In a moment.
[commercial break!

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, let's talk about all this pre-summit maneuvering that went on in
New York this past week. President Reagan went before the United Nations and said, yes, we
want to talk about arms cootrol with Gorbachev in Geneva, but we also equally would like to
talk about these regional conflicts that the Soviets have been fueling, and he proposed a plan
whereby the Soviets could give up their interests in those conflicts. Did he do the right thing
by trying 10 shift attention, George?

Mr, WILL: 011, I think so. I don't know what it means to talk about arms control at the
summit. Are they going to talk about throw weights and phased-array radar and hatde-
management radar? Obviously not. That's what the technicians do before and. more to the
point, long after summit meetings occur. I think the President was right to use the word
Sakharov in his speech and to say that it is Soviet behavior that is pan of a coherent problem
here. And if it makes it likely that they're going to have trouble keeping the cooversational
hall rolling for two days in Geneva, and that's all right too. I mean, because they clearly
don't want talk about the same stuff.

Mr. DONALDSON: But, George. he carne up with an interesting formula whereby the
Soviets were invited to negotiate away all of their interests in these five trouble spots, and that
may be to our interests to see them do it. but where is the inducement for the Soviets to do
that?

Mr. WILL: Look; I didn't invent-I don't know what they mean by the word "fresh start."
The Russian revolution occurred in 1917. We've been having a problem since 1917, and the
President comes along in 1985 and says. "Time out. You can have a fresh start." It's
historically incoherent.

Mr. HUME: BUI, George, don't you think that what the President is really trying to do here is
change the subject?

Mr. WILL: Sure.

Mr, HUME: I mean, the subject Was all on terrain where, at least in Western Europe,
perhaps, the President has been portrayed, with some success _ I don't think as much as
some think - as a bad guy on nuclear disarmament. So he changes the subject with this
speech to areas where the Soviets are indubitably the had guy, and sets up the possibility of
that bemg an Issue at the summit. It seems to me in all respects that it helps him by getnng the
ball uno an area where the Soviets don't look as good.

Mr. DONALDSON: Did he manage to get the hall over there Judy?

JODY POWELL: Well, that remains to be seen. I certainly have no problem with broad-
emng the diSCUSSion and then pointing out the fact that the Soviets are monkeying around all
over the world and causing untold problems, not only for us but a Jot for everybody else. But
what bothers me: you had not only the President's speech, you had Weinberger's speech last
week, 100, I beheve. And what you see there is not, I think, just an attempt to broaden the
agenda, but also an attempt to, an on-going attempt, to basically devalue arms control, to t~S
~tasl~ as something that is at best useless and at worst dangerous. That's an argument th~m
Itself IS dangerous because it conflicts, I think, very directly with the facts of the situanon.
Anns control has been helpful to us and the policies of even this administration. and I would
tend to substantiate George.

Mr. DONALDSON: I give you the other view.

Mr. WILL: No, let me just say this. The countless millions of discerning men and women
who watch this show every week were not surprised by what the President said at the U.N.
about human rights because on this show, on September 2200, seated in the chair wbere you
are now, Judy, Bud McFarlane was asked, would human rights be on the agenda. He said it
would be the top item on the agenda in Geneva. Now, I don't think anybody believes that,
but it's going to be important. And that could change the chemistry, the personal chemistry, a
lot because our negotiators have had a lot of experience raising these issues with the Soviet
Union. You can bring up Sakharov and Scharaosky and all the rest, and the Soviet nego-
tiators look at their watch and twiddle their pencils and doodle and look at the ceiling, and
finally they say, with elaborate disdain, "Can't we get onto something important?" They do
that with the President, he's apt to get angry, and that's probably in the national interest.

Mr, DONALDSON: Well, George, Sakharov and Scharaosky are very important, and
people who are being oppressed by the Soviets like them are very important, but don't you
think that most of us believe that trying to reduce nuclear armaments is perhaps more
Important?

Mr. HUME: Sam, that gets right back to what George was saying earlier. How do you
reduce nuclear armaments in a summit meeting between the two heads of state when
on-going talks to do that very thing are-

Mr. DONALDSON: Brit, let me ask you a question. Are-
Mr. HUME: -are occurring.

Mr. DONALDSON.: One of the reaso!'s I think they. have a.problem with trying to focus on
nuclear ~en~ IS that this administration IS divided within itself as to what to say in
Genev~; You..re ~ght, George. Someonewants to go there on one side and say, "Hang
!~ugh, ";"d We re not really gomg to give up anything." And otber people want to say

No, we ve got to have some response to Gorbachev' s 50% cut." Isn't that pan of ~problem?

Mr. HUME: Well, lthink presumably that'll come forward in the proper forum but I don't
know that the SUlIDmtIS neeessanly- '

Mr, WILL: Yes. That's what Kampelrnann and John Tower and these otber peopl w rk full
orne in Geneva doing exactly that. e 0

Mr. DONALDSON: They're not setting this agenda for the summit, George.

M.r,HUME: But in the fullness of time they've either got to do that or not do that and histo
~ill :ecor: ~h~ther they did or ~ot,~ what is said at the summit on this subject' it seems ~
on~', '~ilJ~~~nance on this subject because that's not where the agreement. if there is

~~NAky LDSON: If we're going to the Summit, Judy, to talk about only Sakharov and
, as Important as that IS, I think we've misplaced our priorities.

Mr. POWELL: I want to c b k th .
opinion within this adminis~~~n :at f~nC: ~~~ .made. There is a substantial body of
last not one that's realistic, and that generally is ~m:=control agreement at all, at
Mr. WILL: They're finally listening!

Mr. POWELL: -the logic of the business at all. George probably shares some of that
Mr. WILL: Well, you bet I do. Bee uaIl . . .
ap~lted to arms control proposal or ~,,:.us "y when the 'i'"word realisric, that adjective, is
Unton will take. That's how a democ~:~ arms centro proposal, It means one the Soviet

Mr, POWELL: And the definition of rea!-
Mr, WILL: I don't think' th So . .
anns control Proposal m~~g oVnleelthUntuonthedeySsaylet's. propose- let's draw up a realistic
M ' e rut tates will take.

r, HUME: -that WashingIon can accept.

Mr, DONALDSON: Well, I'd tell you this I think' G
. tn eneva--



Mr. POWELL: Certainly not at the outset. no. But we have had to, and the point here is that,
contrary to what the arms racers would have you believe, these agreements have not con-
strained U.S. defense initiatives at all---

Mr. WILL: That's the point. .

Mr. POWEll: -but they have c~nstrained the Soviet Union. Mr. Reagan admitted that
himself. I believe, on this network when he was asked why, if you think SALT Il is a bad
agreement, did you not cancel the whole thing when you came to office, and he said because,
once I got here. I found out that if we did that the Soviet Union was in a position to break out,
to move ahead much more rapidly than we could. Well, now that is real constraint, and it's
the reason that it still exists. .

Mr. WILL: I think the administration this week protested yet another violation of yet another
arms control treaty with the new missile might want to rethink the idea of how much
constraint there is and particularly in light of the fact. Jody, that 80% of the Soviet warheads
now to existence have been deployed during the SALT and START process.

Mr. POWELL: The implication there. of course, is that they were deployed because of this
process.

Mr. Will: No--
Mr. HUME: In spite of. But nevettheless the point remains.

Mr. POWELL: But the fact of the matter is you can certainly not make a case that if we'd
had no arms ~ontrol somehow. this would not have happened. You can make a case,
however, that If we had not had anTIS control it could have happened at an even more rapid
rate.

Mr. WILL: But the argument-s- and it's Pat Moynihan's felicitous metaphor. He says arms
control agreemc:nts have been snapshots of an on-going process, not restraining anything at
all. not controlling or limiting anything at all.

Mr. POWEll: If that is true, why did the President then say that he would like to stay with
SALT Il becauseir did restrain the Soviets?

Mr. DONAlDSON: Let me just break in here-

Mr. HUME: For the same reason he said au those wonderful things about the United Natinns.

Mr. DONALDSON: Let me just break in here and talk about constraint and deployment. Let
me come from the sublime to the ridiculous to a little incident that happened this past week: up
at the U.N. You know. the President almost at the last minute did not attend the 40th
anmversary observance itself. that is. the ceremony they had on Thursday afternoon. Vice
President Bush went in his stead. A lot of us couldn't figure out why. but our U.N.
correspondent, Lou ~ioffi came up with the answer. All of the heads of government and state
were to SIt with their ~legati?ns right there on the floor of the General Assembly, but our
Secret Se~ce, according to Cioffi's sources, said. "Well, that's fine except every other head
of state WIll have to come through the magnetometers." You know. can you see Mrs.
Thatcher ~mmg through. saying. "Ms. Thatcher, there's something in your hair. It set off
the machine"? Well. the U.N. said-

Mr. HUME: And. "Let ynur hair down. "

Mr. DONAlDSON:. -that's really not acceptable. and so the Secret Service said. "All
right, the President will ~n stay backstage until the end of the ceremony and will come out
and ~~e a little s"":",,h. And the U.N. said. "Well. that's not acceptable." And so they
said. ~me, he won t. go ." And to me that's unacceptable. Let me ask. you. Brit. changing
the subject. of something has happened on the HilI this week in connection with the Mideast.
Congress or the Senate decided to put off that arms sale request that the President had made
to Jordan uno} March 1st. Was that wise?

Mr..H.UM~: Well, 1~1Ite~ you this, that the sentiment for it was overwhelming, and the
administration recogm.zed It v~ry quickly and signed on. In fact, the administration signed on
so fast that the poor Vice President who was up on the Hill and doing an interview at the very

moment when an this was happening and being announced on the Senate floor didn't know
about it, and he was caught in the embarrassing position of giving an interview to one of the
radio networks in which he said that we will not accept any delays, we have to go forward
with this right away. and already the ground had been cut out from under that position by the
force of the situation.

Mr. DONALDSON: George. do you think that it acts as a stick nn King Hussein to get him
in the peace process?

Mr. WILL: I think it acts as a stick on the king to make him choose. to choose between
support for or a rejection of the PLO_ Particularly after the events of the last few weeks,
that's a very good thing to do. And the king noticed when some PLO members went to
Britain and the meeting fell apart two hours before it was to begin because some PLO
members would not sign a document pledging to respect U.N. resolutions, disavow terror-
ism, respect Israel's right to exist. The king sided with Britain, said it wasn't their fault; it
was the PLO's fault. This is, I think, a propitious moment to put more pressure on him to cut
away from that cancer.

Mr. DONAlDSON: Jody, is that progress?

Mr. POWELL: It may he that we can design through withholding arms control which took
place out of political cowardice, not any particular understanding of the process, [would say,
that we will induce the king to proceed without the Palestinians. Iseriously doubt it. There IS
no doubt that he and Mubarak and other Arab leaders are profoundly upset with the PLO.

Mr. DONALDSON: But George didn't say without the Palestinians. He said without Yasir
Arafat.

Mr. POWELL: Well, let's he candid about it. There is no other place from which
Palestinians will come at this juncture. Every report you get from the West Bank indi~ate:s
that the Palestinians there who are most concerned. even the most moderate, say there IS no
way that any of us are going to step forward into a situation in which the PLO has been
excluded. Mayhe it will happen. I'm inclined to think not.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, the ironic dting to me about au dtis is that dtis attack on the
Achille Lauro and the murder of Leon Klinghoffer seems to have undone Arafat. At least it
certainly has deprived him of a grest amount of the public stage that he had hefore that and.
to a great extent, the backing that he seemed to have.

Mr. HUME: You're talking about interoational credibility.

Mr. POWELL: There's no doubt about it. How we put together a peace process, however,
that does not involve the legitimate representatives of the Palestinian people, which the Arabs
say are the PLO. and does not involve transfer of land for peaoe, [don't know. Nobody else
has been able to come up with it.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. we're not going to he able to solve it at the moment hecause.nur
time is up. Thank you all for being with us on this discussion period. And I'll be back m a
moment with a final word.

{commercial break!

Mr. DONAlDSON: Well. that's ourprograrn fordtis Sunday. I'll he back at.the dinner hour
over many of these stations with the news on World News Sunday. And Dick Schaap ~ill
report on tonight's pitching matchup for the seventh and decisive game of~ World Senes:
John Tudor of the St. Louis Cardinals and Bret Saberhagen of the Kansas CIty Royals. The
game will he seen here on ABC at 8:00 p.m .• Eastern time. For au of us at ABC'sThis Week
with David Brinkley. I'm Sam Donaldson saying good day and have a good day.
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ABC NEWS ntIS WEEK WrTH DAVID BRINKLEY

November 3,·1985
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week wilh David Brinkley. Now, from our Wash-
IngtOn headquaners, here's David Brinkley.

DAVID BRINKLEY: Now it's the Philippines. In the view of the U.S. govenunent, it is
corrupt, onept, threatened by civil war led by a communist army that is growing rapidly, and
we. are. told the country has three years, maybe less, to save itself. Beyond that, in the
Pbihpptnes are the two largest American air and naval bases outside the United Slates. If the
presem government is thrown out, as could happen, how long will these bases survive? Those
are the queslIons. we will ask of today's guests: Ferdinand Maroos, president of the Philip-
ptnes, ?y satellite from Manila; Senator Paul Laxalt, Republican, Nevada, President
Reagan s special emissary. to the Philippines: some background from John Manin in
WAJjashington;and our discussion here with George Will, Sam Donaldson and Hndding Caner.

here on our Sunday program.
First, a hnJ~ news since the Sunday morning papers. It is reported this morning President

Reagan has given the CIA authority to try to undermine Muanunar Qaddafi, the military
dictator In. Libya. North Africa. and a supporter of terrorism and murder around the world.

deT
hel~ashmgtonPost reports this; neither the White House oor the CIA would confirm it orny It.

andlnthe ~~ area of southern Mexico. the police were looking for a marijuana plantation
the cxican government says that drug traffickers ambushed the police and killed 21 ofm.f~i~:::::::~i~..the subjecrof today's program. communist guerrillas killed five
And to JOin them In their fight against the Marcos government. .

wa or a new t\BC Ne~~-Wash.ingtonPost poU shows most Americans have no interest one
seeythe ~r 10 the vtsrt of Prince Charles and Princess Diana. Socialites are scrambling to
W 'Ube ,:st.of the ~ountJy? Not much interest.

the :st of t~ky ,ws'pthroPreSlct.:ntMarcos of the Philippines, Senator Laxalt of Nevada, and allgram In a moment.
{commercial break!

Mr. BRINKLEY: It had been S . h si F . ....
for Spain in 1521 The U 'ted Sparus slf~e erdinand Magellan discovered It and claimed It
War and the '. OJ tates acquired the Philippine Islands in the Spanish Americann gave It total inde nde the -
Philippines' closest friend B~ ~ on 4th of July, 1946. Since, it has remained the
country to have: economic' troub~w It. ~ about every aet~ and. pain it'.s ~ible for a
threat of civil war the threat of a' pohtlcal.troubl~,. corruption, dictatorship, Violence, the
country, first from' Mark Litke in ~~~tfroupnsJmg. Here. ~ two vi~ws of a troubled

a an m ohn Martin rn Washmgton.
MARK LITKE !voice-over]; President M . ,
to prove both he and his coon arcos put,on quite a show this past week, ttying
ra:0rded these scenes of the pres~n~ ::fy aZl!e ~althy. Gov~rnment cameramen
eVl(lence that he's not seriously ill wfille f;re' JOggmg around .his.palace grounds as
surrender of 27 communist guenill~ along Wi~~vC:::;r:::ors were mvned .to witness. the
prove the government is winnin the bani' ~ .sympath.tzers - this to
~vent. is likely to impress the ~ritics of e~~t the commwlIst Imurgency. BUIneither
InteUlgence indicates that the communist i arcos g~vernme~t. In fact, recent U.S.
unchecked. The New People's Ann the ~urgAency here connn~s to grow vinua]ly
combatan I ' . y" now as an estimated 15 (X)() anned
vinces. ts exp OItmg widespread poverty, conuption and military abuses 'in the pro-

ren~~ ~ ~i=~M~~-:ve"=nt demonstrations have become almost daily OCCur~
deadly cI~s with security fo~. ~ ~~s~~~r~ ~ ~n sev~raJ violent and
1be U.S. IS now a target of protest as well accused f . y re attac ng these days.
ment just to keep its miHtary bases here, ' 0 proppmg up the Marcos govem~

JOVITO SALONGA, former Philippine senator: The Rea ".
been supportIng and SUbsidIZIngthis conup! b tal' gan adnurustJatton has

, ru regime, and what should be done is to
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eliminate or drastically reduce American military or economic aid to the Philippines.

LITKE [voice-over]: Indeed, most of that aid over the years has been tied to the con-
tinued use of Clark Air Force Base and the Subic Bay naval station, two of the most
strategically important U.S. installations in the world, considered vital for countering the
growing Soviet presence in the region. These Soviet vessels, for example, regularly patrol
only a few hundred miles away.

Major THOMAS BOYD, public affairs, Clark AFB: The facilities could be moved,
but you could never duplicate the strategic placement.

LITKE [voice-overt: The U.S.-Philippine bases agreement doesn't expire until 1991, but
the bases may well become vulnerable to the growing political unrest here long before
that. Already the Marines who patrol the jungles around Subic Bay are prepared for the
worst.

Col. W1LUAM SWEENEY, Marine commander, Subic Bay: The NPA situation is
developing as the time goes on. As of yet there's been absolutely no threat to Americans
in this particular area, but I feel as a professional and as a conunander that my Marines
have got to be prepared for anything. And we are.

LfTKE [voice-over]: While the Marcos government is not in imminent danger of col-
lapse, U.S. officials are trying to push Marcos toward political, economic and military
reforms before it's too late. Recently even the American ambassador here has been
publicly critical of the human rights abuses in the country.

STEPHEN BOSWORTlf, U,S. Ambassador to tile Philippines: Clearly the situa-
tion here is one which produces anxiety.

LITKE [voice-over]: 'The pressure has forced some reforms, but U.S. officials say not
enough. The question now is, how much more can be expected with Marcos still in
charge? After 20 years in power, Fenlinand Marcos finnly believes that he's still the only
one who can hold the country together. even while a growing number of his countrymen
believe he's the one who's tearing the country apart. Mark Litke, ABC News, Manila.

JOHN MARTIN [voice-over]; This is John Manin in Washington, where voices of
concern about the Philippines were raised this past week all across Capitol Hill.

PAUL WOLFOWl1Z, Assistant Secretary of State: The Philippines, one of our
closest and most important allies, is in deep trouble. '

RICHARD ARMITAGE, Assistant Secretary of Defense: Barring dramatic
reforrn. dramatic change, we could still face a situation of strategic stalemate in the
next three to five years.

MARTIN [voice-over]; 1be Senate Select Committee on Intelligence issued a 41-page
repon cataloguing corruption, repression and ineptitude by the Marcos family and irs
friends in business and defense.

Sen, DAVE DURENBERGER, (R) Minnesota, Chainnan, Intelligence Com-
mittee: They figured, what the hell, they don't really know what they're talking
about in the United States. 1be right wing will save us - it ain't gorma happen with
regam to the Philippines, and he knows it. I am hopeful that Marros will step aside--

MARTIN [voice-over!: Senator Durenberger said Senator Paul Laxa1t's recent presi-
dential mission to Manila should convince Mr. Marcos the United States means business.
Meanwhile, this senior military officer defected in Washington, he said, to deoounce
President Marcos' interference in crucial military appointtnents.

Col. ALEXANDER BACALLA, Filipino delector: Most of the officer.; holding key
positions in the military are now beholden to the president,

MARTIN [voice-over I: Colonel BacaUa confinned reports of anned forces atrocities
mentioned in this most recent State Department assessment of human rights violations.
But this ABC News documentary reponed torture and repression seven years ago.

WITNESS [from /978 ABC NE\VS documentarv "The Polirics of Torture" /: The
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electric wires were attached to my index finger and to my genitals.

WITNESS: I was a journalist. They applied lighted cigarette on my toenails and on
my breasts. burned my genitals.

MARTIN [voice-over]; Despite congressional criticism. ,no American president, "?'-
Jimmy Carter or Gerald Ford or Richard Nixon. ever publicly urged Mr. Marcos to hft
maniallaw.
RAY BONNER, author: During the Vietnam era the United States illegally and secretly
gave his government millions of dollars to gam support for Vietnam. Then hethedec~
martial law; we supported thar movement. While martial law was ~ effe,etm Ip-
. poured' hundreds and hundreds of millions of dollars seeing him. So. Imean.pmes we ,n . . . , igh

what we're supportmg today, the situanon today really dido t happen overru t.

MARTIN [voice-over]: But support in washington now seems strong to restore demo
cracy rather than to preserve the Marcos presidency. .

STEPHEN SOLARZ, (D) New York, Asian & Pacific. AffaIrs su~
=mmee: Ithink that it would be a very desirable development If President M':';oo
the interests of the nation. were prepared after a long career m public life to step as
to permit new leadership. I .
RICHARD HOLBROOKE, former Assistant Secretary of State: He mus~~e;
an orderly manner, and Ibelieve that the time to do this IS to get him to step do

end of his present term. . '11. . bu Mr Marcos IS sn
MARTIN: So the handwriting is on the proverbIal wall. t eve~~ refused to payout
getting mixed signals. This past.week the In~r;:'~~o;~nt refomlS sugarand
$450 million in loans to the Phillppmes unn nate committee approved $284
coconut monopolies controlled by his friends. Yet. a Se . for the American bases.but
million in military and economic aid. Some

U
.?!-.~t :'::f~'~pressure an old allywithout

the pipeline is clearly still open while the ? IUO<" ta

PUtting the communists in power. David? al f Nevada.
. Senator Paul LaX I 0

Mr. BRINKLEY: John. Mark. thank you. Corning next. r a talk with PresidentMarcos
who went to Manila as President Reagan's special ~rru~':nt Marcos himself by satelhte
and to urge him to make some reforms. And, sho y. I

from Manila. In a moment.

I commercial break I . . oday
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Laxalt. thanks very much for commg 10 t .

igh ed be back DaVId.sen. PAUL LAXALT, (R) Nevada: Deli t to '. Willof AIlC
. . Here WIth us are George yOU

Mr BRINKLEY: Pleasure 10 have you WIth us agam. rrespondent. NoW. SenaWhtor.• "
. ABC News White House 00 there' a<"'"

News. and Sam Donaldson.. What did you say when you got .
went 10 Manila on the PreSIdent s request.

YOU say 10 President Marcos? and h'm a hand writtenlette!
. tha I did was to h 10 I • _A thatJette'

sen. LAXALT: Well. David. the first thmg ~I was my prirnaI)' mission. N'~ebeenold
by the President. three or four paRgesI,,?g:ern for his old friend ._and ~~ read it very
essentially expressed PreSIdent eagan s 'n on in the Phibppmes. . in reading
friends for a long while. - aboUI what was g~u~hed by il. because afterfi~~ ofthi<
carefully, and it was mYdunheP,=~~o~.~~':,;f' don't mean at all to adddi'~~n aboUt~l the
it he looked up at me an ~. • . 0 a free·wheeling.
great President." Then we proceeded to ;;:: ~;Ithe President in los lener.
various areas of concern that were <,pres di'd he respond?

. as of concern, . made
Mr, BRINKLEY: Well. in these vanoos are bUt the case that's beardtDgtitD'.

f1i . I attempted to re 'd had a h
sen. LA)(ALT: Yes. he did. He e ecind°ve.~ economically. yes. the,l',,;cularlYdevel~~

. tho country He IcaO<" . had .... c . ~
~~~t s~= :t:e ~ reces~ion p~lemJ:'~c~O~ticalIY he fe~~ aW~n~of a

{ . lik the Philippines. bUt they re on . '87 InsurgencyMuons e . the elections nex.t year. 10 .
shape. prepared to go onto
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problem but that it was manageable. He's a very brilliant man and a well-informed man. and
he effectively thinks that the case against him has been overstated.

SAM DONALDSON: What do you think. Senator? Has the case been overstated?

sen. LAXALT: I'm not sure whether ir has been or not. Iknow this. that he has a problem
with this country. He has a problem with this country's media. But he has a problem with the
Congress and the perception which in this case can be just as injurious to him is the fact is that
that country is in serious difficulty. My impression is, in talking with him. is that the open
question is whether or not he's insulated to the point thai he's IJO( getting reliable infonnation.
Myassessment of him personally is that he's physically in good shape. Now. mayhe that was
a temporary thing in the couple of meetings I had with him. That he seems 10 have a
knowledge of the problems of his country. and he's attempting to meet them.

GEORGE WILL: One of the Manila newspapers greeted your arrival with a headline that
says -" Another meddler arrives from the United States." Now. there is a sense in wh.ich you
were there. I suppose. to tell him that pressure might be put on him. Let's deal specifically
with the question of General vcr. who some people feel, although he may be acquitted. had
something to do with the Aquino assassination. If he's acquitted and then restored to power.
what's Congress' reaction going to be?

Sen. LAXALT: I'll tell you. George. just exactly wbat I told President Marcos. that the
reinstatement of General Ver for any extended period of time - excuse me - could well
cause a firestonn here in the Congress. It's that sort of simple thing thaI will cause the
Congress (Q react and react violently. Historically. as far as Marcos is concerned, we cannot
forget that he did constitute an impartiaJ commission on the heels of the Aquioo slaying. and
that commission went ahead and caused indictments to be issued against many of the Marcos
people. including Ver. He told me, in talking with- he told me in connection with General
Ver that he had an honor cornmittnent to take him back in the event he were aquincd. and he
intends to fulfill that oommitrnenr. I woold hope that he woold heed the concem that I
expressed to him on this particular matter and attempt to work it out.

Mr. WILL: Well. this gets 10 the heart of the maner. The parallel that seems ominous to a
number of people in Washington is that with the Shah. woo. in his final period. seemed to
have a denial reflex. You couldn't get reality Ihrough 10 him. Do you detect that on the part
of President Marcos?

Sen. LAXALT: I'm not really sure because I wasn't privy to those final oonsultations with
the Shah. That similarity has been drawn by people wOOare familiar with those situations.
But I am nof. sure in my own mind. based upon the observations, that I see that there's a
comparable between the Iranian situation and the Philippine situation. There's no indication
of a fundamentalist religious movement moving in there. and the Philippine people by and
large tend to be far more loyal to the United States as a group than the Iranians.

Mr. WILL: But who are the insurgents in this case? The Philippine people-c- are the
insurgents. what? communist? agrarian refonners? How would you characterize them?

Sen. lAXALT: Well. a mix. a mix. I think it's clear. at least in the briefings that were given
me. that while the people generally may be just ordinary agrarian types, ruraJ types, wOOare
seeking reforms because they think the policies have been either UllI"eSpOf\Sive or oppressive.
they probably aren't tainted with any particular ideology. bUt i,'s pretty clear from the
intelligence assessments thar were given to me that leadership cenainly is communist inspired
and oriented.

Mr. DONALDSON: Senator. what was the bouom tine of the message you carried from
President Marcos' old friend, as you describe him, the President of the United States? Was it
that we'd like him (0 change, we'd like him to make these refonns. or that we insist on it?

Sen. LAXALT: The bottom line. fiJ>t of all. Sam, was this; that the President had ooncems.
He hadn'l come to grips with that. We'd had a nwnber of emissaries in and out of govern-
ment talking with lorn to say, yoo know. President Marcos. there is deep ooncem throughout
the United States. including WashingtOQ. about where this country is going. And he aj>-
paren~y in all those discussions pretty much waved them off. feeling that this was not a
legitimate presidential concern. My primary mission. Sam. was to indicate to him that this
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concern was shared by the President of the United States himself.

Mr. DONALDSON: But a concern is one thing, Senator. and an insistence on change for
continued U.S. support is another. Which is it?

Sen. LAXALT: Well. it's a delicate line. You know. they are a sovereign country. We can
advise. and advise strongly about the concerns of general problems and indicate strongly that
reforms would be in our mutual interest. Where you get over the line in transgressing the
sovereignty of an independent country like the Philippines is where it really gets stick)'.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. do you share the concern that our own estimate. as said on the
Hill the other day, is that President Marcos within three yean; could be facing a full-scale
civil war that could topple him?

Sen. LAXALT: I have no way to assess that one way or the other. I don't pose, oor have I
when I went. as a Philippine expert. Sam. I've read the various intelligence reports. There's
no way that I could tell you with any degree of authority that he has three or five or 10 years
left in view of the insurgency problem. All I can tell you, it appears to be growing at an
alarming rate. Unless he takes some strong steps to correct this, it could eventually topple
him.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. now, he may tell us that yesterday he instituted some tax reforms
to try to make more efficient the collection of taxes and try to satisfy the lntemanonal
Monetary Fund which has withheld over $400 million at the moment of loans to the Philip-
pines. Do you think that's enough?

Sen..LAXALT: Well, it's certainly not in itself is it sufficient. but I ntight say on the heels of
my VISit he has attempted to cooperate, whether it's in response to my mission I can't really
tell, but he did appreciably raise the defense budget. He did change command authority so
that field decisions can now be made in the field rather than in Manila, which is a primary
source ,of complain! as far as the military people are concerned, and he's also ~{licated a
s~ng mterest m doing something effectively about the over-extended generals which he~.
He's got a number of old-timers around that palace who have stayed well beyond their
period, and there's deep resentment among the junior officals-

Mr. DONALDSON: And he just extended many of them for another six months.

Sen. LAXALT: I don't know whether he did or not. You're telling me that. Sam.
Mr, DONALDSON: Yes.

Sen. LAXALT: ( was unfamiliar that he's done this just now.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yes.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator - I don't expect this, and I don't think you do - but let',s
suppose Preslden,t Marcos said, "Gee, you folks are right. things are pretty tough .. I can t
deal WIth them, I m going to retire at the end of this term.' Do we have anyone Inmind who
might be a gocx:J.- who might be a successor, a successful successor'!

Sen. LAXALT: I don't know of anybody that we have. Apparently there are several
alter;mnve candidates are being floated. Their system isn't unlike ours. The balloons are up.
You ve got Senator Laurel; Cory Aquino, the widow of Mr. Aquino. is a very popular
person.

Mr. BRINKLEY: She's said she doesn't want to run.

Sen. LAXALT: These names are being floated. The speculation is to the effect if these all
can be merged and they form an effective coalition that Marcos could be toppled In election.
Whether or not that's the case I don't know. I doknow that there was an independent poll
conducted a few months ago which a combination church-businessman, which indicated that
Marcos has surprisingly great political strength among Filipioo people generally.
Mr. BRINKLEY: George. time is short.

Mr. WILL: l'v.e got a short question and short answer. What do you make of the fa~t th~
shortly after this flurry of interest Mrs. Marcos went to Moscow? What were they tJYlI1g t
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tell us with that trip?

Sen. LAXALT: I don't think there's anything particular, though I've asked that particular
question. Apparently she's made trips of dtis kind before. I don't dtink it's the kind of
cozying up that Ortega intended to signal us when he went on his little jaunt. And Idon't see
any connection between that trip and what we're trying to do.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator. thank you.

Sen. LAXALT: Thank you very much. David.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Thanks very much for conting in. It's always a pleasure to have you.
Coming next, by satellite from the Philippines, President Ferdinand Marcos. In a moment.

[commercial break I
Mr. BRINKLEY: President Marcos, in Manila, thank you very much for being with us
today. Pleasure to have you here with us.

FERDINAND MARCOS, President of the Philippines: And I thank you for this
opportunity to appear on your show.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Pleasure to have you. Now, we have a topic here that is slightly difficult to
deal with. The U.S. government is urging, not to say pushing, you to make reforms and
listing various problems in the Philippines. And your response is that they're all exaggerated,
the problems are not serious, they can all he solved. Why do the Americans see all sorts of
dangers that you don't see?

Pres, MARCOS: Well. I never said that the problems that we have are not serious. They
are. We have an economic crisis. We are trying to work out a recovery program with lMF
and the World Bank. We have an insurgency which is umbilically connected to the economic
crisis. I feel, we feel, my advisors in the government, feel that to go into the insurgency
program without first solving the economic crisis is not going to work. We must finish our
plans with the lMF. and it is not true that the lMF has refused to accept the program of the
Philippines. On the contrary there is a learn right here which is working out the program on.
first. the reforms with respect to certain industries, like sugar. coconut, and Ibelieve that we
have come to an agreement on all of this. Tben the internal revenue code; the restructuring of
five billion pesos in loans ODA or the Paris Club and private borrowers guaranleed by the
government; the new rooney that is coming, about $400 million; and the trade credits
extended by about 483 banks. or most of them. anyway-

Mr. WILL: President Marcos-e-
Pres. MARCOS: -amounting to about $3 billion which are now available to us.

Mr. WILL: President Marcos-e-
Pres. MARCOS: So are working on the third tranche in onler that we may be able to get the
additional funds by December.

Mr. WILL: President Marcos-
Pres. MARCOS: Now, if we work dtis out, then the teduction in the funds available for the
insurgency or anti-insurgency program will help in our efforts at eliminating the danger of a
communist insurgency.

Mr. BRINKLEY: President-

Pres. MARCOS: We however need the aid which we consider as a part of the obligation of
the United States under the American facilities agreement worked out in '79 and ended in
'83. and oow pending implementation in the American Congress.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Preside~arcos. you can't see us, I believe - and you're not ntissing a
great deal.

Pres. MARCOS: I can see you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Oh. you can? I didn't think you could. Anyway, George Will has a
question for you.
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Pres. MARCOS: All right.

Mr. WILL: President Marcos, to take off on what you just said, the Congress of the United
States is important to the economic future of the Philippines. which is in tum important to
your counterinsurgency. You've just heard Senator Laxalt say that if General Ver, even if
acquitted. is returned to a leading roJe in the military. there would be a firestonn of reaction
against the Philippines in Congress. Are you bearing this in mind. and what is your inclina-
tion to do with General Vcr? I'm not sure you can hear me, having dropped your earpiece.

Pres. MARCOS: I'm afraid my earplug fell off. Can you say that again?

Mr. WILL: Yes. my question was this, tnat you just heard Senator Laxalt say that if General
Ver is restored to a position of leadership in die military there will be a firestonn of protest in
Congress with incalculable consequences to aid to the Philippines. How wiU this affect your
decision regarding the future of General Ver?

Pres, MARCOS: I have given my word of hooor that if he is acquitted he will he reinstated.
But I never promise how long he was going to stay. And perhaps in the process of the
reinstatement we can get together with all the officers of the armed forces and detennine
exactly how an all-over reorganization of the anned forces can be worked out with both
General Ver and the acting chief of staff oow, General Ramos, and the major service
commanders, the regional commanders and all the others who have something 10 say about
the military organization. I believe that if what you say is correct. then perhaps we can work
out With the military some kind of. as I said. an overall reorganization of the military, It's
due, anyway.

Mr. WILL: President Marcos, there is a perception here that your problems derive from the
fact that your mandate is gone. whatever it once was. Now, there is a way of renewing a
man~te, and,that is to have elections. And there are some people here who wonder if it is not
possible and If you would not be willing to move up the election date, the better to renew
your mandate soon. say, within the next eight months or so. Is that possible, that you could
have an election earlier than scheduled?

Pres. MARCOS: WeU. I understand the opposition has heen asking for an election. In
~wer to their request' announce that I am ready to call a snap election perhaps earlier than
eight months, perhaps in three months or less than lIIat if all these childish claims to
popularity on both sides have to he settled. I think we'd better settle it by calling an election
nght oow or, say. give everybody 60 days to campaign and to bring the issues to the people.

Mr. DONALDSON: Are there any catches, Mr. President?

Pres, MARCOS: I'm ready. I'm ready. I'm ready.

~r.?DONALDSON:.Mr. President. are there any catches? Can everyone run in this elec;
non If Corazon AqUlOOWants to run. if Senator Laurel wants [0 run? Everyone can ron.
Pres, MARCOS: Oh, yes. Anyone.

Mr .. DONALDSON: And so 60 days from oow you're saying we're going 10 have an
election 10 the Philippines, is that correct?

Mr. DONALDSON: We might. I mean, I am decided that with these suggestions coming
from the opposition and now on this show and interview, I am ready. I am ready to call a
snap election.

Mr. DONALDSON: When will you-

p~, MARCOS: But we have to submit this to some of our leaden; in the Batasana of the
legislature. .

:r., BRlNKL.EY: Well, let me interrupt- Mr. President, let me interrupt for a moment.
e II be back With more questions for President Marcos in a jPOment.

Icommercial break I

Mr, BRINKLEY: Presidem Marcos. we're back Now what we hear here in Washington is
that the Soviet Union has increased the size of' its embassy in Manila substantially and is
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making contact. or trying to make contact. with your insurgents, who are communists or led
by communists. Can you ten us anything about that?

Pres. MARCOS: I don't believe there has heen any increase in the personnelof the Russian
Embassy since they established their embassy here several years ago. We cannot confirm any
attempt for the Russians trying to contact our insurgents. but that is a possibility. Any nwnber
of people seem to want to get in touch with the rebels. We also try and get in touch with some
of them. They try to infiltrate us, we try to infiltrate them. This is well-known.

Mr, DONALDSON: Mr. President. I have a question on the elections that you may call, and
then I have another area. My question is-

Pres. MARCOS: By all means.
Mr. DONALDSON: Okay. My question is, since the allegation against you is that you have
conducted massive voting fraud in the past, if you hold elections in 60 days or so, will you
allow outside observers into the Philippines to oversee the elections to make certain they're
fair?
Pres. MARCOS: You are all invited to come, and we will invite members of the American
Congress to please come and just see what is happening here. All this talk about fraud is just
sour grapes, all these poor losers since 1965, 1969when I first ran for the presidency. And
again in 1981. There has been no formal complaint about fraud. But. of course, it's a
publicity smnt. The opposition keeps kicking about alleged fraud. Now, how many people
were disfranchised because of the operations of the NPA. which is playing footsie with the
opposition- in one district alone of about a million voters. fil,<OJ were disfraochised.

Mr. DONALDSON: All right, I'm certain that the international team lIIat you said could
come in and watch the elections will also look at the question that you have just raised about
disenfranchisement by the NPA.

Pres. MARCOS: Oh, yes.
Mr. DONALDSON: Let me move 10 another area. Fifteen Americans have heen killed in
the Philippines in the past two years, and five days ago the U.S. ambassador to the
Philippines. Mr. Bosworth. gave a talk there in which he said. "Frankly. my countrymen
find it hard to understand how these killings could occur and pass unpunished in an allied
country." Why have you not punished the killers of those Americans?

Pres. MARCOS: I beg your pardon. All these cases have heen investigated. The matter was
taken up between the consul general, Mr. McAnish, and the deputy chief of staff of the
constabulary, General Malto(?). We have all files indicating that all cases have heen investi-
gated-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. has anyone been convicted. sir? Has anyone been convicted of
the murders-

Pres. MARCOS: Oil, yes.

Mr. DONALDSON: --of these 15 Americans?
Pres. MARCOS: Oh. yes, yes of course. And some of them were given life sentences and
the American ambassador doesn't see why, let's say on a charge of homicide, It could be
only six years. Wen. that's the way the judiciary works. They are free. 10 your case, was it
Mr. Hinckley who was acquitted on a temporary insanity plea, or who was ~owed 1'? go
to-- go free? Well, that's the way the judiciary works. So we cannot control it. If I did, [
would be called again worse than a dictator.
Mr. DONALDSON: WeU, of course, sir, as you know, the allegation is that you control the
judiciary. You mentioned General Ver a moment ago, and you said youhad give~ your
pledge of honor to reinstatement if he was acquitted. But as you know, sir, the evuience
against him from his own lips was denied in the court. and it is said thai: because of your
influence the main evidence that might have convicted him was oot allowed.

Pres. MARCOS: That sounds like my opposition. That is the line that they have adopted.
But they participated in the trial. It was a seven-month trial. They went to the supreme court
twice and they presented about fil witnesses. and the witnesses were unmasked. they were
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shown to be a big fraud. In some instances the witnesses themselves admitted thai: they were
patients in insane asylums. And in a report of an agent that had worked with them, they had
admitted that they didn't know anything about the case, and yet they were presented as
witnesses. Now. take a look at all of this. By and large our judiciary is one of the best in the
world. And I stand for it. We reorganized it several months--- several years ago in the
reorganization of the government where I removed about 5.<XXl officers and employees. And
many Judges were removed.

Mr, .BRINKL.EY: Mr. President, you told us a minute ago that you might call a snap
election, call It quickly. call it earlier than scheduled. Why would you do that? Is this in
response to pressure from the outside? Why would you do that?

Pres, MARCOS: No, no, no, no. Now that you bring up this matter, this silly claim on both
sides that ooe IS more popular than the other and that the people are supporting them, you
raise the que:>0on of the alleged ineptness that my very well-- an opposition term, incident-
ally, and which may now question the effectivity of the armed forces and disturb, perhaps.
the othe~ mSbtu,bons of our government. like the judiciary. and the policies that I have
adopted tn relation to economic recovery. And I think that they sbould be brought to our
people. You know, let's see what the people say about this question of support.
Mr. WILL: WeD, President-

Pres. MARCOS: This question of policies.
Mr: WILL: President Marcos, just so our viewers will understand exactly what you're
saying, now, I gather your term, were you to serve the full term. would extend until. what.
1987? Is that correct? .

Pres. MARCOS: Eighty-seven.

Mr, WILL: That's right. Now, how do you do this? Don't you have to have some kind of
legislative provision, or are you going to resign and then run?

Pres. MARCOS: It probably would be sufficient for the legislature. upon my suggestion.
recommen~t10n~ .for Instance, to include in the pending election code a statement to ~
effect that m additl0'.l to ~ other causes for calling a special ejection for president _ Whl.ch
are. the permanent disability of the president. his death. his removal from office and resg-
nation. fo~r instances - you can add another instance where when in his judgment. there is
need to bring a fundamental issue to the people and a vote taken in order that the decision
may: be arrived at which would be similar if in a parliamentary system you abolished the
parliament on the fundamental issue.

~r. WILL: Are you then--- yes. Mr. President. are you then saying _ we're running out of
tII~~? that we can expect an election in the Philippines, say. in January or February of

Pres, MARCOS: Yes, if I can convince the Batasang. and I think I can. We control
two-thirds of the membership.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. President, we will watch with interest to see what happens. Thank you
very much for being with us today. It's been a pleasure to have you here.
Pres. MARCOS: Thank you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Thank you.

Pres. MARCOS: Thank you very much.

:r. BRINKLEY: We'll be back with our discussion here, and altogether possible there will
I some argument and disagreement. And joining us will be commentator Hooding Caner.
n a moment.

Icommercial break'

cha BRINKLEY: Well. now this sounds like the opening of a movie with a [ot of good old
~naracter a~tOl:S10 it. .bu~ it's factual. 1bere is a Russian ship floating northward, as I

derstand It, to the MISSIssippi River. On board is a Ukrainian who jumped off, swam to

shore, said he wanted asylum in the United States, apparently changed his mind. They took
him back; he jumped off again. There is a g<XXIdeal of uproar about it, and the facts are
scarce. Does anyone here have any thoughts about this? Sam?

Mr. DONALDSON: I have some thoughts. I think we ought to stop the ship again, the
Marshal Konev, take the sailor off again to a neutral spot, and, making certain that he's not
drugged and trying to ascertain wbether be's been threatened - I personally think he must
have been - ask him once again whether he wants asylum in the United States. You're right,
David. He jumped off the ship the first tiroe and U.S. authorities on the spot didn't appear to
think that there was anything unusual about that, so they sent him back. And on the launch on
the way back he jumped out again. Now. to say that he doesn't speak English and that we had
a Ukrainian translator in, where, in, New York on the telephone and she doesn't speak
English is ridiculous.

Mr. WILL: If there is such a thing as body language, that's eloquent, I should have thought.
And so the State Department. using the formal language I suppose they have to, says, he's
plunged into the icy waters of the Mississippi twice and swum for his life and was kicking
and screaming and drew his hand across his throat to indicate the fate that awaits him, and
we'd like to know what's on his mind. I think we know what was on his mind.

Mr. BRINKLEY: It seems rather clear, doesn't it?

HOODING CARTER, PBS commentator: The problem is that the INS down in New
Orleans-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Immigrarion and Naturalization Service.

Mr. CARTER: Pardon me. The Immigration and Naturalization Service people said they
didn't know, that they understood the interpreter to say that he wanted to go home. She says,
she said on the phone. that he wanted to stay. If you want to look for the problem, look in
language first, beyond body language. After that, you can't understand how they could have
put him back.

Mr. DONALDSON: I guess one of our problems now is- I don't know if the man has a
family in the Soviet Union, but I would suggest if he does he has been informed what fate
may await them if he doesn't mind his manners and come back horne. It may be impossible
for him now to really give a free will expression. But I would like to give him another
chance. I think we owe him that.

Mr, CARTER: The third time that we talk to him, you understand, will bring the obvious
reaction in Moscow. which will say you got him twice, you want him a third time? Which is
fine. But that may be what they're thinking about over at the White House-

Mr. DONALDSON: Yes, but you see. Hndding-

Mr, CARTER: -c-andState, and, you know, it's always nice to say me State Department. In
a matter like this it's a White House decision.

Mr. DONALDSON: And they're worried about the summit.

Mr, BRINKLEY: Everyone involved was reluctant to create an incident like this just before
the summit.

Mr. CARTER: God forbid if that's QUe, but it has often been QUethat people begin to blur
some of the lines of principle when leading up to engagements, whether with the Russians or
other foreign leaders.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. they're going to the sununit and they say they're going to raise
human rights in behalf of Sakbarov and other people who are being denied their rights. But
Why don't we start with this sailor? I think it's a little hypocriticaJ if in fact that's a reason, to
say we're going to talk about human rights to Gorbachev. but this sailor can just go on back
home.

Mr. BRINKLEY: All right, but the important subject to be discussed with Gorbachev is anTIS

control. Now, the President this week offered a new proposal on anTIS control, which the
Russians promptly labeled old stuff in new wrapping. I think that's how they put it. Was that
what it was, George?
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Mr. WILL: No. I think there's a kind of movement toward an agreement that there should be
a reduction of ov~rall force levels, and this may permit at the summit something like we had
at Vladivostock in, what, November, '74. Now, understand that it took five years almost
then to. translate the Vladivostock formula into an agreement that then couldn't be ratified. So
that th~s level of agreement leaves an enormous amount of technical work to be done. and
on~ thing that puzzles me - I'd like someone else's opinion on this. why did we do this so
quickly? Wouldn't it have been nicer for the President to have announced this three days
before the summit and put the pressure on them and kept the pressure on them?

Mr. CARTER: I think ~>nereason you do it is that you are in fact presenting what seemed to
be. from each perspective and certainly from ours. a reasonable starring place. knowing.
however, th~t what you, are presenting is not going to be acceptable. Nonetheless, none-
thel~~s. having offe~ It, you g~ in looking like the side that in fact is the last [0 speak
poslhv~ly. That only gives you a little more maneuvering room. What's actually going to be
happening at the sumrrut ISgomg to be something considerably different from what has been
put forward in either package.

Mr. DONALDSON:.' think the President was exactly right to do this rather than just talk in a
gene~ state of pnnclp:les about his own goals in arms reduction. It's interesting to me that
there s a story ~at Weinberger opposed this. Weinberger didn't want him to respond speci-
fically. And If In fact Mr. Reagan has sided with George Shultz and Robert McFarlane and
the ~alled moderates in his administration on anns control, I think it's a positive sign. I
think It puts him a little ahead, not ~nly on the world stage for public relations. but in trying to
reach some son of framework to guide the negotiators in months ahead toward anus control.

Mr: WILL: Well .. there is a sign ther you may take to be positive that other people take to be
omm?us an~ ~t IS that.you have f\:1r. S~ultz in Moscow, I believe as we speak. and for the
fi~t time th~s ~md ?f IJ1I? IS occum~g Without a representative of the Defense Department.
Since the principle Issue ISthe quantity and quality of our defensive instruments. you'd think
the Defense Department would be represented. and there is even-;
Mr. BRINKLEY: Why is it not'

~r. WILL: Well, that's an excellent question. and it no doubt goes back to the fierce rivalries
m the world, most of which are within the Washington Beltway.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I think-

Mr. CARTER: I can speak to that.
Mr WILL'B t rhere i ... . u re.ls a questlo~ right now as to whether or not the secretary of defense will
even go to the summit, and that IS to me extremely dismaying that the President could have
agreed to arrangements When his defense secretary wouldn 't even go.

~rh BRINKLEY: Well. the secretaries of defense and stale do not. as we know. have the
tg est conceivable regard for each other- [crosstalk]

Mr. WILL: The enemy is the Soviet Union.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. yes.

Mr. DONALDSON: The secretary of defense is an enemy of arms control.
Mr. WILL: False.

Mr. DONALDSON: And Richard Perle. Arms control as the President is trying to fashion it.
Mr. WILL: Now, wait a minute. Wait.

Mr. CARTER: And I don', know who is trying '0 fashion what.
Mr WILL' W· .

. th· tit alt,. wa.lt. The ann.s control proposal the President has put fOlWard does
~me lD.g a! I ~mk takes anus control too seriously. That is. he says we're going to tI)' and
din~b~le lTllssdes. Now. that ~ay be a good. thing or a bad thing. but the main reason for
UO. g I I~ when you have mobile missiles, particularly in a countl)' as large as the Soviet
n!Ofinb·I

Wlth as few restraints on their ability to move them around then you can't haveven a e 3<7rPPments The Pre ·de 'e·......· Sl nt has put fOlWard a proposal shaped manifesdy by a
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desire to have verifiable agreements.

Mr. CARTER: Which is a positive thing.

Mr. DONALDSON: It's a positive thing.

Mr. CARTER: The fact is that we now finally have a set of packages which are not
themselves going to make an arms control agreement, but which are good starting points.
And this is all you really can go into a negotiation with. Are you disagreeing with the
necessity for finding a way to verify an agreement, or are you just simply saying God forbid
an agreement? If as usual you say God forbid an agreement, then of course you'd have to
disagree with what the administration has put forward.

Mr. WILL: No. I'm not saying- I wish God would move through an act of grace the Soviet
Union to be interested in a verifiable agreement. But since they have. since the SALT process
started in 1969.. shown zero interest in it. I see no reason to believe that there' s been a
miracle.

Mr. CARTER: There are at least some who would argue that there have been two sides not
too agreeable-

Mr. WILL: I know there are.

Mr. CARTER: -about the idea of an agreement that's verifiable on either side.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, unless one of you thinks this question can be flatly finally settled
today. which I doubt-

Mr. CARTER: Or at Geneva.

Mr. BRINKLEY: -1"11 go on '0 something else. because this weekend in Washington, this
Sunday. we are in a position I don't know that we have ever been in before. The U.S.
Treasury has run out of money - totally out of money - because Congress was unable to
vote an extension of its ability to borrow money, which is what we live on in this town,
borrowed money, the government lives on. So it has resorted to borrowing from the Social
Security IIUst fund to keep the government going until Congress can get around to it. maybe
Monday. Have you ever seen-c- t know you haven't ever seen anything like it before. What
do you think of it?

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, remember this. David. We run out of money because we haven't
Passed the new extension of a higher debt ceiling limitation. TIle reason we haven't done
that, m~aning the Congress, is because they are caught up with this very pernicious and I
think Silly amendment, the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Amendment, which would try to
mandate a balanced budget by reducing the deficit by $36 billion a year in five years. Now, I
h?pe ~hat will come out of this eventually is we're going to have to have this arnendmen~.
It s gomg to be on there. but it's going to have enough loopholes so that the courts can test It
and perhaps find it unconstitutional and Congress can find a way out of it so that, just like the
act that required full employment in this country. but of course cannot mandate a full
employment any more than King Canute can hold back the tides, this amendment will not
add to the problems of the body politic in the years ahead.

Mr. BRINKLEY: But it will carry them through the '86 election.

Mr. DONALDSON: Oh. well. that's the purpose.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Of course. Everyone will be able to say 1 voted for a balanced budget.

Mr. CARTER: But you know the fun and games of the political maneuvering which we all
know ~ Just that - fun and games _ this device is a political deVice rather than an
econonuc one. Nonetheless, what's not fun and games is the reality that it tries to ~ss.
And to that degree only - and God forbid that I should be seen, again, as saying that this IS a
gcxxt idea - to that degree it is a good idea. It's forcing them to come to grips with it.
Mr. BRINKLEY: One final subject that I think needs '0 be addressed. Sam. It is tha' Prince
Charl.es .and Princess Diana anive in Washington later this week. and the socialites in town
are kicking, scratching and scrambling for tickets to the various lunches and dinners and so
on. Any of you-- our poll showed, by the way, that most people don't care. What are your
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thoughts?

Mr. WILL: It's only in the capital of a republic that they have this kind of dizzy relationship
with royalty. It proves. by the way. that Washingtonians are not only interested in power.
because whatever else you want to say about the House of Windsor. it's a little short on
power in the late 20th century. But this is-- I mean. they're going to Washington and to Palm
Beach. Now. I ask you. what view of America will these poor people rake home with them?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Is that not a cross section of the United States"
Mr. WILL: That's right.

Mr. CARTER: Washington desperately needs to have somebody rarify in various ways that
it's more important than the next election. and here you have hereditary nobility corning in.
and those who are close to it are suddenly seen to be somebody who means something as
opposed to somebody who has to go to the voters to mean something.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I want to defend those who want to go ga-ga over Di and
Charles. because there are people in this country. my kids for instance. who go ga-ga over
rock groups that l never heard of. and there are people in this country who go ga-ga over men
who take a piece of wood and hit a little round ball- ~
Mr. WILL: What??'.'

Mr. DONALDSON: -that goes out in the field. and that's all right. So if people want to
bow down-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Very generous of him to say that's all right.

Mr. DONALDSON: -{)r go over to the J.e. Penney store to see the royalty, it's all right
With me. folks. Do your own thing. as Brother Dave says. He has his own kick going.
Mr. WILL: Is there a J.e. Penneys on Bond Street. Sam?
Mr. CARTER: That's the point.

Mr. BRINKLEY: I'm sony. our time is up. Thank you all. We'll he back with a few words
about trains standing still and waiting for the clock to catch up. a spaghetti war with Italy and
other Washington nonsense. in a moment.
!commercial break /
M~. BRINKLEY [commentary]; Finally, there are times. with or without the Prince and
Princess. when this city is difficult to understand. Two examples. Last Sunday morning the
government's passenger railroad. Amtrak. observed the end of Daylight Saving Time.
tummg the clock back an hour. by stopping all of its trains with the passengers aboard at 2
a.m. wherever they happened to be and just sat there for an hour waiting for the clock to
cat~h up WIth them. they said. Otherwise. all their trains. they complained, would have
arnved an hour early. Not an hour early in real time. but an hour early by the changed clock.
~ell. so what's wrong with that? They obviously have no rule against arriving late. They do
It all the time. So what's ,:"mng with arriving early?
. Another example, what IS now called the spaghetti war. We. the U.S .. we have raised our
ImJ?<ntduty on pastas ~ spaghetti and so on - imported from Italy. But the Italians buy
their wheat from th~United States. take it over there, make it into spaghetti. put it in little
boxes. p!"nt pretty pl~tures on it. ship it here and sell it to us. We sell them Wheat. they sell us
spagbetri. It sounds like a perfect deal to me. and I don't know why we have to stan a warabout u.

For all of us at ABC's This Week. until next Sunday. thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

October 27, 1985
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our
Washington headquarters. here's David Brinkley.

DAVID BRINKLEY: Once more to Geneva, once more to the bargaining table with the
Russians. once more people around the world will have their hopes raised, hopes that the
threat of nuclear war or any kind of war will be reduced. President Reagan and Mikhail
Gorbachev meet week after next in Geneva. Is any serious agreement likely or even possible?
Are the Russians truly ready to reduce their armament? Are we? We'll ask today's guests:
Ambassador Paul Nitze, senior advisor to President Reagan on arms control; Dr. Roald
Sagdeev. director of the Soviet Union's Institute of Space Research; Marshall Shulman.
director of the Averell Hamman Institute for Advanced Study of the Soviet Union at
Columbia University; some background from our man John Martin, and our discussion here
with George Will. Sam Donaldson and Mary Anne Dolan. All here on our Sunday program.
First, a little news since the Sunday morning papers. The Russian ship carrying a

Ukrainian sailor who either did or did not wish to defect to the United States has now left the
Mississippi River and early this morning it was in international waters beyond American
jurisdiction. What happens to the sailor now may never be known.
Several officials in the White House say they're upset at the CIA's handling of the Russian

defector, if that's what he was, Viraly Yurehenko, and they say it was handled poorly.
There'll be an investigation.
Israel's Prime Minister-Peres says today there is progress toward peace talks with Jordan.
Prince Charles and Princess Diana at a White House banquet last night The guests were

Reagan friends from the West Coast, stars from the movies, science, ballet, space flight, art,
and almost nobody from Washington.
We'll be back with the President's advisor on arms control. the head of Russia's space

program. and a specialist in the study of the Soviet Union and all the rest cf today's program
in a moment.

[commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Two leaders who have never met, each well supplied with preconceived
notions about the other, Their meetings are scheduled to last a total of eight hours. Since
neither speaks the other's language every word will have to be translated, which effectively
gives them four hours to talk and negotiate. Not much. Well, before we ask our guests what
they think might happen in these four hours, here's some background on what led up to the
summit from John Martin. John?

JOHN MARllN: With barely a week before the summit, David, the pace of maneu-
vering has accelerated. A series 'of events, some orchestrated by the superpowers and
some not, has begun to change expectations.

Pres. RONALD REAGAN: I hope my discussions with Mr. Gorbachev in Geneva
will be fruitful and will lead to future meetings.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Yesterday, in a Voice of America broadcast to the Soviet Union
~ the world. President Reagan stated a theme that is starting to emerge. The summit
Itself may produce no breakthrough on arms control. possibly not even a significantly
better understanding. But it is imponant to try,

~ REAGAN: Americans are a peace-loving people. We do not threaten your
natIon and never will. The American people are tolerant, slow to anger, and staunch in
defense of their liberties and, like you, their country.

MARTIN {voice·overJ: One event that altered the tone for the President and his advisors
was this meeting in Moscow, where Secretary of State George Shultz and chief arms
control advisor Paul Nltze met with Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze. Later. Mr.
Shultz met with pony Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev and reportedly found the Soviet
lea~r argurnenta~ve,. unfamiliar with the rationale of American policy. at times blunt.
and m no sense YIelding. In Washington, Mr. Reagan turned the other cheek.
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REPORTER: Are you disturbed by Gorbachev's behavior? Are you concerned about
Gorbachev?

Pres. REAGAN: Not yet.
DIMITRI SIMES: No important agreements can be reached .1 the summit. Very impor-
tant consequences can follow the summit.

MARTIN [voice-over]: That is the assessment of Soviet-born analyst Dimitri Simes. who
has concluded that Mr. Gorbachev's bluntness was not a negonanng ploy.

Mr, SIMES: Mr. Gorbachev is trying to do two things simultaneously. First of all,. he is
trying to make very clear to his own cons~tue~y that he is not a pu~hover, that ~ ~sn?t
naive, that he has no illusions about U.S, mtennons. Mr. ~rbachev s second objective IS

to communicate essentially the same message to the Umted States.

MARTIN {voice-over]: At this week's celebration ?f.the Bolshevik: revolution, the tradi-
tional Moscow parade included traditional denunciations of Amencan threats ~ peace.
But some observers said the rhetoric was muted and no new weapons w~re displayed.
This past week the two countries adjourned their arms co.ntrol negonenons m Geneva and
agreed to resume talking early next year. The~ are studymg proposals by Mr. Gorba~hev
to reduce offensive missiles by 50% on both sides and by Mr. Reagan to vary tJ:te nux of
weapons reductions in a way he believes would be safer and fairer. B?th s~des now
propose to limit the number of nuclear "charges" to 6,(8) total. There.ls a dispute .on
definitions and no agreement from the United States to renounce research mto.a de~enslve
shield based in space that w~uld protect agaiJ:lst mi.ssile ~k. At one point this past
week, in an interview by Soviet reporters published m Izvestia, Mr. Reagan. was quoted
as saying a space shield, called SDI, would bedeployed only a!'ter all offensive weapons
were eliminated. suggesting to some the Russians could veto It.

REPORTER: Mr. President, did you mean to give the Soviets a veto over Star Wars
the other day?
Pres, REAGAN: Will you forgive me if I say hell, no!

MARTIN [voice-over]: In his radio speech yesterday, Mr. Reagan clarified his position.
Pres, REAGAN: If and when our research proves that a defensive shield against
nuclear missiles is practical, I believe our two nations and those others ~ ~ve
nuclear weapons should come together and agree. on how ~y to ehmmate
offensive nuclear weapons. as we make our defensive system available to aU.

MARTlN [voice-over]: Those were the major events orchestrare.ct by ~plomat:' and
presidents, but there were tw~ une~pected ~pisodes, ~ on Amencan sod. both invol-
ving Soviet defectors real or imagined. This man. Vitaly Yurchenko. turned up at the
Soviet Embassy in Washington to declare he wanted to return to Moscow.

V1TALYYURCHENKO {through interpreter]; Here Iwas kept in isolation,. forced to
take some drugs, and denied the possibility to get in t~)llch With official Soviet
representatives. My only wish is to return as soon as possible to my country. to my
family, kin and friends.

MARTIN [voice-over]; For the CrA, which he said even took him to dinner with director
William Casey, the episode suggested it had .either mi~g«:d a Valuable. defector ?r
had been deceived by him. It demed kidnappmg or w:uggt~g h~. ~eanw~e, a So,:,let
sailor was being sought for more questioning after Jumpmg ship m, louiSiana, bemg
refused asylum and returned forcibly to his vessel. A Senate comnuttee ISSued a subJl?ena
to question him and block his de~ even ~ugh the State Department and President
Reagan, apparently anguished but resigned. S31dthe case was closed.

Sen. JESSE HELMS, (R) North carolina, Chainnan, Ag'!Wllure
Committee: In my judgment, as soon as that shIp gets on the high seas he s • dead
duck.

MARTIN [voke-over/: Because of the approaching summit, the episode created special
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tensions beyond concern for the sailor's safety. When the ship was finally allowed to
leave, the sailor. Miroslav Medved, was believed on board.

ron camera J The effect of these events in just the last seven days can't be measured
easily against what might happen at the summit. Anns control advisor Nitze reportedly is
predicting there could be an agreement on guidelines for future discussions. But the pace
and intensity of events make it impossible to say what the complexion will be even next
week when we'll report from Geneva. David?

Mr, BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Coming next, Roald Sagdeev, director of the Soviet
U~lon's Space Research Institute, by satellite from Geneva, and, shortly, Ambassador Paul
Nitze. senior advisor to President Reagan on arrns control, and Marshall Shulman. head of
advanced study of the Soviet Union at Columbia University. In a moment.

(commercial break!

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Sagdeev. in Geneva, by satellite, thank you vel)' much for being with
us today. Pleasure to have you with us. Here with us are George Will of ABC News and Sam
Donaldson, ABC .News White House correspondent. Now, Mr. Sagdeev, the Soviet Union
ms~sts that the Umted States must stop work on the Strategic Defense Initiative or Star Wars,
while the U .~. insists that the Soviet government has been developing the same thing for
quite a long time. Now, could you clarify that for us?

Dr. ROALD SAGDEEV, Soviet institute of Space Research: I don't know where did
you get the Idea that we were developing these kind of things during many years. If you mean
the brochure prepared by Department of Defense and State Department, it is full of nonsense.We. are facing nght now the moment of truth. It's not the moment for the bargaining. If then:wn rell:SOmngon your side to continue SDI is the reference to the Russian efforts, we can
simply s~tdown for serious talks and to agree to stop any kind of activity which you suspect
on our Side.

Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, you say this is the moment of truth and not the time for bargaining.
What exactly do you mean by that?

Dr. SAGDEEV: I think we were having negotiations during many years on arms reduction,
in .arms control. We were talking about different legs of strategic triad. Right now we ~
.ntothemany more dangerous- much more dangerous fVnp of arms buildup. It is expansion
mto new dime' . 'J r-. nsion, into the space. If one side or both sides would bring an armament
-the_'rb" . hmo so It, It would ~ In.future. for future generations. I hope they would be mue
n ref clever than our generanon IS. It will be absolutely impossible to come back to ati~:ranon table to agree about the counting rules. It would be much more difficult at thai

~~RGE WILL: Mr. Sagdeev, in the President's speech to the United Nations he quoted a
are n~~··~s~tateme.n.tfrom the 1960s by Mr. Kosygin in which he said that defensive systems
because Jthe adleglUmate pan of any nation's strategic arsenal, but they are a mora! part
Soviet U . Y °hnot leave the people exposed to mass destruction. When and why did the

mon c ange Its mind?
Dr, SAGDEEV' Prob bl Pre' real timeconversation h.' a y sident had in mind a very brief instan~eous. - I
Was told by w ich were held at Glassboro during visit of Kosygin to United State~, and
Proud for m ~veral Witnesses of that meeting how conversation was going on. ~ I m v~ry
next few mlnthad~rs and for my people that afterwards of this very brief conversanon d~1
think both side s, ew more years. we really appreciated the danger of ABM systems.
M s came In 1972 to completely clear understanding of that danger.

I ~,WlLL: Well, all right Y . . didn' ean it NoWet s go on to so thi ,our answer then IS that Mr. Kosygm really t m . ainst
the penetration ~e ng else. As you know, the United States has virtually no defenseag rns
that you have :,~tstemtory b:y Soviet bombers. We have none of the sUrface-to-~rs~or
3lrCraft and mo ~most no interceptor aircrafts. You have more than 2,000 mte, the
Soviet Union to~efe d'O,CX!JsUrface-ta-air launchers. Why is it legitj~ate and gc:,g~~
to defend again t baI~' agamsr bomber-borne nuclear threats but illegIOmate and
Dr SAG s ISlIc missiles? I don't see the point of principle here. .

, DEEV' You kn . . rtant histonc
. ow, If you corne back to air defense it hal) a very Impo
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roots. Never Soviet aircraft was crossing United States territory, and we Russians were
witnessing how several times U-2 planes were flying over our country. And finally this
particular event. the shooting down U-2 plane with pilot Powers was the reason to end the
idea for Eisenhower's visit to Russia.

Mr. WILL: Mr. Sagdeev. forgive me, but are you saying that you have 10.000 surface-to-air
launchers and 2,200 interceptor aircrafts because the United States once flew U-2s over your
territory? Clearly you have a defensive system.
Dr. SAGDEEV: I just started- I simply started with historical reasons. But they are vel)'
important. They are psychological reasons.

Mr. WILL: Why?
Dr. SAGDEEV: And behind psychology there is a momentum, inertia. and if you would
start SOl research and development you will have the same type of inenia which would
influence your next move-s-

Mr. WlU: Are you saying-

Dr. SAGDEEV: -in that direction.
Mr. WILL: Are you saying that the United States should pennit you to have this very thick
defense against United States aircraft because you have a psychological anxiety?

Dr. SAGDEEV: There is also a vel)' important geographical difference. Our COUOll)' is
surrounded with forward-based nuclear systems. with aircraft carriers, with airfields in
neighboring countries' to our country.
SAM DONALDSON: Mr. Sagdeev, let me just turn to the Star Wars theme that the
President has put forward, which is that if this technology proves successful he wants to share

. it with the Soviet Union. The idea would be that both superpowers would have the same
protective umbreUa and that it would be phased in so that neither would have a first-strike
capability while that phase-in was underway. What's wrong with that?

Dr. SAGDEEV: Oh. there are-I think there are two fallacies of this proposal. One is that
you would never share technology with us. It is not-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, the President says we would. Are you saying he is not telling the
truth?
Dr. SAGDEEV: I mean Richard Perle, who is much younger than the President. who is
much older-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, now, wben the-

Dr, SAGDEEV: But there is also another reason.
Mr. DONALDSON: When the President said that in his interview with the four Soviet
journalists, of course ltvestia cut it out so the Russian people wouldn't know of his offer.
Why was that done?
Dr. SAGDEEV: Oh, anyway you are changing presidents every four years. But this is not a
bad idea, but the bad idea that the proposaJ--....- the promise which is given by one president is
not fulfilled with the next one. It's like SALT II treaty. But there is another reason. Suppose
both sides would possess, anyhow, by a kind of miracle, with this type of leak-proof shields.
Then any physicist. any scientist could estimate quickly that the press button and fire from
one defense system against the other one would spend only a very small fraction of its
firepower to kill the neighbor's defensive shield. And then we are coming back again to the
absence of defense situation.
Mr. DONALDSON: SO your position is. the Soviet position is, that we should continue
building offensive weapons but not have a defensive shield against them. Is that correct?

Dr. SAGDEEV: Our position is that we should be brave enough 10 come to a joint political
decision to reduce offensive weapons.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Sagdeev, thank you vel)' much; thank you for being with us today.
We'll see you in Geneva. Coming next, Professor Marshall Shulman of the Harriman
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Institute for Advanced Study f the So '. ...Ambassador Paul Ni . O. viet Urnon at Columbia University. And, shortly,
rze, semor advisor to President Reagan on arms control. In a moment.

{commercial break!
Mr, BRINKLEY' Professor Sh lman i Nalways a p~ to hear your uthough~_ ew Yorlc. thank you very much for coming in. It's

MARSHALL SHULMAN, HarrIman InstituteBrinkley. ' Columbia University: Thank you, Mr.

Mr. BRINKLEY' Thanks f .your standpo' • u· or coming. Now. the leader of the Soviet Union - this is from
five-year plan~t. ~. J11e

dra
whatyou think. Mr. Gorbachev is rather new in office: a new

IS tng wn up; the congress meets in, what. two, three months?
Prof. SHUlMAN: February.

Mr. BRINKLEY: February.

Prof. SHUlMAN: It meets at the last week of February and the first week in March.
Mr. BRINKLEY' Right So' tho ood time for hi .R ? • . IS IS a g Orne for him to make any sort of deal With Mr.

eagan.

:::'~~~~N: Yes, ir's a v~ry goodtime, as he sees it. because bis big priority is to try
the I VIet economy, to improve industrial technology and to raise productivity. And
14 very argcr div~rslon oftheir ~SOU!Ces into the military sector. which we estimate at 12 to

percent 0 their GNP, IS an impairment in what he regards as his main task.

:i~~ ~~U now. I 'd Iike to talk about his main task. The nomenclatura the class, the
prisi~gJy b ~ ~~ISlons In the Soviet .union is rather well taken care of. not sur-
Some • Ie v . rsicns. They have v~abon~ and cars and apartments and all ~ ~sl.
military~us~ e said that we have. a military-industrial complex, the Soviet Umon IS a
thin than complex. Wha~ evidence do you have that Gorbachev wants to do any-
hav: ~~Vide mak~ thehePnxtucbon of military instruments more efficient? That is, do you

nee t reaJJy wants to put a Cuisinart in every Soviet apartment?

='he~Uo~AN: No, there are two separate things involved, Mr. Will. [I isn't necessarily
Soviets h g ~o transform the life of conswners in the country but for a long time the
behind, ,:;e

the
~ concerned that the base of their industrial tec~logy bas been lagging

that the priorit! fi e ':0 try!"g to ~ something ~t u. Ci?rbachev has made It ~ISpomt
ductivity About ilirt I ~ Soviet Umo~ IS to modernIZe the mdustrial sector, to raise pro-

. a ave no question; he's very serious.
Mr. WILL: He is and his h . thevidence of a-- what do approac see1"!1sto be more order and less vOOka. Now, IS ~t
emphasis on orde d we kno~ about his temperament from this? Some people say th~ ~IS
temperament. r an abstemlOusness and all the rest indicates that this is a Stalinist

Prof. SHULMAN' No I d ' think .laws, which are ast~nisiu on t so, It's not a personal matter with him. The alcohoh.sm
to me how much min ng - I was over ~re when they were passed, and it was amazmg
lhat's only pan f th e~ water I bad 10 drink when I was talking to the party people. But
absenteeism and°the ~~tr~of,what he,'s doing which has to do with work discipline,
party congress when he'lo It. That s the nunor pan. The big part is apt to come after the
and they are serious th J address. some of the structura.J problems of the Soviet eeono~y,
no one can say but'he ~y are fo~dable. Whether he's going to be able to do it or not I tlunk
personnel chan' boiS very seno~s about making an effon, and he has made a number of
which give hi~~~'I:astU~ ~~ of hiS regional party J!COPle,many of his major ministries,
M DO ance that he can moderntze the economy.

r, NALDSQN· Mr Sbu/roan ~they ought to be c~full . , or a long time the U.S. position on summits was that
ought to be a reasonabl y prepared, that they oughl to have an agreed agenda and that there
conditions are apparentl e pC?spect of suc~ess .before you went into it. Well. none of those
for the outcome? y gomg to be met m thiS summit in Geneva, and does that augur well

Prof. SHUlMAN: It doesn't au 11<' . .gur we tor thiS outcome If no positions change. 1be crocial
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point on this summit, as Sagdeev was trying to say, but I think: may not have come across
very clearly is, from the Soviet point of view the main question is whether the United States
proposes to go beyond fundamental research into testing and development on the new
weapons, What worries them, Ithink, is not whether it's gong to work or not, but it is that on
the way to the kind of priorities that the SDI has for the period which emphasizes boost
phase, that is, weapons in orbit over the Soviet Union that will tty to catch Soviet missiles
with directed energy - lasers, particle beams, kinetic energy; that. whether it succeeds or
not, ~s going to produce a new generation of offensive space weapons. That's what they're
worned about.
Mr.·DONALDSON: Well. the Soviet position going into the summit is that unless we give
on SDI they will not give on reducing offensive weapons. Do you think they'll hang tough on
that?
Prof. SHULMAN: Yes, Ido. [think they'd have to. If OUT positions were reversed. if they
said to you that they were now working on weapons in space and with directed energy -
which they have not been doing; they've been doing a lot of research on other things - our
natural response would be that we're not going to cut our offensive missiles in the face of that
kind of an action.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, if you think that they're going to hang tough on that, it must
follow that you believe for any progress to be made on arms control President Reagan must
somehow compromise what he has said about going forward with SOl research and develop-
ment, but stopping short of deployment.
Prof. SHULMAN: That is right. [f the President were willing to continue the program of
fundamental research on SDI but draw the line for the rime being at development and testing,
which is provided for in the SDI program. I think then we could come out of this summit with
very substantial reductions in offensive missiles.

. Mr. DONALDSON: What makes you think he'll do that. or do you think Mr. Reagan will
compromise that way?
Prof. SHULMAN: [ have no idea. You people in Wasbington would know better than I.

Mr. BRINKLEY: WeU, we 'U see. Now, Professor, I've been reading some of your writing,
and I always enjoy it. And one point you have made over and over is that the American
people do not understand or fully appreciate that there have been changes in the Soviet Union
since Joe Stalin- the level of brutality and so on has been reduced. But still it is an
aggressive and expansionist country; it is to some extent in Nicaragua, Cuba, Ethiopia,
Vietnam, South Yemen, Afghanistan. All the talk going into this summit is about arms.
Shouldn't there be some talk about this?
Prof. SHULMAN: Sure, there should. It's an important part of our relationship, and it's one
of the things that made the detente in 1970 collapse, because of the Soviet activism in Africa.
Look, Mr. Brinkley, there is no one. I think, who really believes that the Soviet Union is a
liberal democracy or that it doesn't have expansionist tendencies. TIle point is that they've
been fairly pragmatic about where they move in and where they don 'f. 11ley make careful
calculations of risks and costs. Where we have been successful, in making sure that aggres~
sion would not be successful they have not pushed ahead. Now, our problem is not to give
them those opportunities. Now, in all the Third World problems that we have to resolve, part
of our problem, the main pan of our problem, has to do with the circumstances in the local
areas. The reason that they pushed into Angola was because of the collapse of the Ponuguese
colonial holdings while we were still attached to the PortUguese as a NATO partner. In
Ethiopia it was because of a revolution that opened the way for them. Now, if they will do
that, there's no doubt that it has expansionist tendencies. Here's a country that is coming into
a virile phase of its development. It's going to press against the existing configuration of
JX>wer. But Gorbachev is a pragmatic man and he's cautious; he's not going to take high
risks. And he's not a softy, he's not a liberal. The kind of changes he's talking about are not
in any sense liberalization of the country. What he's talking about is raising productivity,
improving the modernization of industrial teehoology. For him what he needs is relative
quiescence on the international front in order to do that. That's his priority.

Mr. DONALDSON: Why should we help him do that?
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Prof. SHULMAN: Well, it's a question- was that from Mr. Will?

Mr. BRINKLEY: That's Sam Donaldson.

Mr. WILL: Good guess, but it's Sam.

Prof. SHULMAN: All right. Really the question is, what do you think the long-leon
prospects are? I'm not sure that we should help him at the present time in great amount.
Clearly it makes no sense for us to transfer high technology to the Soviet Union in the present
period. There isn't a basis of confidence or trust in either direction. But the question is
whether we should oppose it. The main question now for us at the summit is not that one,
really. The question is, where is our best security interest? Are we better off in terms of our
security in having an unregulated nuclear military competition which will certainly flow out
of this summit, as it is now likely to corne about, or would we be better off to moderate the
nuclear military competition between the two countries. even while competition in all other
respects is likely to continue?

Mr. BRINKLEY: Professor Shulman, thank you. Thank you very much for giving us your
views today. Enjoyed having you with us. Coming next, Ambassador Paul Nitze. senior
advisor to President Reagan on arms con.tro!. In a moment.
[commercial break{

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Ambassador, thank you for coming in; happyto have you with us
today. Now, we got the news, last night Ithink it was, that it has been agreed there will be 00
communique issued at the end of the .Geneva summit. Communiques usually, w~n a
meenng ends, tell what they agreed on and perhaps sometimes they've exaggerated a bit. In
this case, no communique. What does that mean, that we don't expect much to happen?

Amb. PAUL NITZE, Senior Anns Control Advisor: Not necessarily. It is really a
difficult thing to get an agreement at this time between the Soviet Union and ourselves on the
full range of subjects that we discussed at Moscow. It really is extremely difficult. And ruther
than have a communique full of their positions and our positions, perhaps it's better not to
have that kind of a long, complicated document.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Why is it so difficult now? Any more difficult than it always is?

Amb. NITZE: It's always difficult, but we were hopeful that it would be possible to move
together on a wide range of issues, not necessarily solely on arms control, not necess:anly
solely on space and defense arms control, but on the full range of bilateral and regional
Issues.

Mr, DONALDSON: Does this mean we've also given up the hope that we could produce
what you called the other day some guidelines for negotiations on arms control?

Mr. BRINKLEY: I think not. We are still hopeful that it would be possible to give some
degree of Impetus to the negotiators in Geneva. We think. the negotiations should take place
at Geneva between their negotiators and ours. The problems involved are such that you
don't- you can't get agreement that you could really rely on just on general principle~. You
really ought to understand what would happen in the future with the details, With the
implementatio[}-

Mr. ~NALDSON: But do you still believe you could produce some guidelines, o~ w~
could In Geneva, that would actually narrow the differences rather than state both sides
pos.uons on the issues?

Amb. NIl2E: We hope that it would be possible. Because, after all, there is a degree of
a~ment betwcx:n us in this field. We also accept the idea of reductions of 50%. We differ
With them and differ strongly with them on the things to which they associate the 50%
reductions.

Mr. BRINKLEY: That is, 50% of what?

Amb. NITZE: But we don't differ on the 50%. exactly.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Isn't this meeting- go ahead, George.
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Mr. WILL: Let me go back just for a minute to the question of the communique. It's well
known that we submitted a draft to the Soviet Union, a final communique, and that they
objected to it. Can you give us some idea of what they had to object to?

Amb. NIlZE: There were objections to virtually every item on the draft. We really looked
upon it more as a checklist of the issues which we wanted to discuss at Moscow, and so the
secretary went down each one of the items in that communique to see the degree of
convergence that we could achieve, and it turned out it wasn't that much.

Mr. WILL: You've been dealing with the Russians Isuppose as much as anyone in American
public life over the last two generations. I would like to ask. a. human question. You're
immersed in the details and the technicalities all the time. What IS It, what goes through your
mind as you talk to these people negotiating yet another agreeme~t ~wing '.as the ~s~dent
has stated, that they have violated virtually every ~ment they ve Signed III yo~ lifetime?
And here you go to negotiate another one. What possible way can you have ofhopmg to stop
that with language?

Amb. NIlZE: There are certain types of agreements we've made in the past in ~hich the
essence of the agreement has been abided to by both sides. lfxou .Iookback, for IllStancc::,
upon the limited test ban treaty. they are- granted that ~ mam dri~e for that agreemen.t IS
to stop the pollution of space with the fallout from those big tests, ~cularly. that the Soviets
were conducting. We did achieve that. There really hasn't been any lO~rease 10 the fallout. In
fact, there's been a decrease in-the nuclear fallout in the atmosphere smce that agreement, so
we did achieve a result in that agreement. Ithink that the nonproliferation treaty also has--- at
least it has been concurrent with a smaller degree of expansion of the number of nuclear
powers than was anticipated at the time-

Mr. WILL: But those are not the central agreements of U.S.-Soviet relations.

Amb. NITZE: It's more difficult when you get to the central agreements. Frankly, it w~ my
view, and is my view, that the ABM treaty was a useful and is a use~ agreement,proVI~
we can get the Soviets to abide by its clear intent and the specific requirements of Its
language.

Mr. WILL: Does the clear intent and specific requirements ban SDI?

Amb. NITZE: No, it depends what you're talking about with respect to SDI. The word
research is never used in the ADM treaty. We did not ~~ at the time we were ~gon~tm~
that treaty that it was possible in any verifiable way to hJ!Utre:~~,and the Soviets didn t
either. Neither did we think it was possible to devise detailed limitations upon sy.stems based
upon what we called "other physical principles," in other words, technology which was then
not understood. We couldn't work: out the ways of limiting the major components of such
systems, because we didn't know what they were.

Mr. WILL: But they are violating, you would agree, all the major arms contro.l agree~en~
we've signed with them - SALT I, SALT II and the ABM treaty, not to mention Helsinki.
They're in comprehensive violation of it.

Amb. NITZE: I believe that to be correct.
Mr. WILL: So let's go back. What goes through your mind when you're talking to these
guys? And you say, here we go again?

Amb. NITZE: They're not violating all the provisio~. ~Y're viol~ting e:enain of ~
provisions. For instance, with respect. t~ SALT II•.which incidentally IS not In effect, It s
being not undercut by both sides, but It IS not a valid. legal agreement.

Mr. WILL: But it is being undercut by them in their deployment of two new missiles, is it
not?

Amb. NITZE: It is indeed, and it is, we think, in other respects being undercut.

Mr. WlU: Isn't our compliance unilateral at this point?

Amb. NIlZE: There is a lot of the agreement which is being complied with.

Mr. DONALDSON: Ambassador Nitze, let's go to SDI. You've just heard Professor
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Shulman suggest that the Soviets won't change their position. Will we change ours?

Amb. NnzE: I'm notat all- Idon't agree with Marshall when he says theywon't change
their position. He was talking about their position on one aspect. l believe he was suggesting
that they wouldn't change their position on SDI. I'm not at all sure that-

Mr. O:ONALDSON:Well no. I framed the question to him in terms of the Soviets have said
that they will not seriously discuss reducing offensive weapons until we make concessions on
what they they see to be our drive toward deployment of SDI.

Amb. NITZE: Your Question was very specific and precise. but I think Marshall Shulman's
answer was directed to not that specific a kind of question.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, what do you think? Forget- I'm sorry I raised Professor
Shulman. Do you think that President Reagan will at some point in Geneva make some sort
of concessions to ease the way toward guidelines that make sense on nuclear arms by doing
something to SDI that the Soviets will accept?

Amb. NrTZE: He has already laid out certain ways in which we could work out the valid
problems that they have with SOL He has assured them that we would--- are anxious even
now to discuss with them the way in which the components of such a system might be
introduced into the forces of both sides in a cooperative way which would be stable at each
phase.

Mr. DONAlDSON: But that's after we had conducted not only research but development,
including testing, is it not?

Amb. NnzE: II depends what kind of testing you're talking about. There's nolhing in the
treaty that bars the testing of subcomponents and sensors, for instance. What is barred in the
treaty is the testing of mobile launchers, ARM radars and ABM missiles.

Mr. DONALDSON: And am I correct that the President has said now that he would abide 10
that restrictive - as he puts it - interpretation of the treaty and therefore not do that testing?
Is that correct?

Amb. HITZE: The restrictive interpretation of the treaty does permit the testing of such
comp?nents from land-based facilities. That is permitted under the treaty under all inter-
pretanons.
Mr. DONAlDSON: But not into space?

Amb. NnzE: Not into space, and he doesn't propose to do that,

Mr, BRINKLEY: Mr. Ambassador, Richard Nixon went to Moscow in 1972 and signed the
SALT I treaty ~ He later said he would not have gone to !hat meeting had he not had a
guarantee m advance that the summit meeting would be successful. I mean, the deal was
made before he went. No such conditions exist now for this summit, do they?

Amb. NnzE: The deal wasn't made before he went in 1972.

Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, that's what he said.

~b. NITZE: He may have said it. but it wasn't so. The final negotiations of some of the
Import~t parts of that treaty were negotiated while he was there in Moscow in 1972. He may
have said that, but that isn't so.

Mr. BRIN~LEY: All right, thank you, Mr. Ambassador. Thank you very much for coming
tn today. It s ~!1 a pleasure t~ have you with us. Coming next, our discussion. here about
whatever else IS III the news this week, one thing or another, and joining us will be MaJY
Anne Dolan, columnist for the Los Angeles Herald-Examiner. In a moment. .
[commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, this week as in the past, and in fact like last week, Washington is
supplying Hollywood With new material. Last week we had the sailor on ship, this week we
h~d a Russian ~GB agent who said he wanted to defect, apparently because his woman
fnend was III this col1!1try,or in Canada, and she scorned him. so he decided he didn't want
to defect. Is that a fair statement. Sam?
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Mr. DONALDSON: Well, I don't think it's just a traditional love story that we have going
here, I think there may be more to it than that. You know, Herb Block of The Washington
Post always draws William Casey, the CIA director, with a paper sack over his head, and I
think that characterization was no more apt than it was this past week or two on Yurchenko.
Because it makes you wonder, David, that if the CIA can bungle the Yurchenko affair-
whether he was a defector who reaUy wanted to go back or whether it was all a ploy by the
KGB - if it could bungle it the way it bungled that, what else is it bungling?

MARYANNE DOLAN, Los Angeles Hera~ml,..: II did reek of the old
BullwinkJe cartoon show where Boris and Natasha darlink would meet the CIA man in a
trenchcoat and sabotage him with a stick of 1NT, But I think in answer to whether he did or
didn't want to go back, I think that's an imponant question. And he certainly didn't seem-

Mr. BRINKLEY: You mean this television fantasy has now become reality? Bullwinkle? I
don't remember that.

Ms. DOLAN: Yes. You don't remember Bullwinkle? You know, when he had the press
conference where he held forth at the State Department for, what was it, a couple of hours,
he certainly didn't seem like a guy who was facing going back to a sure death in Russia, I
mean, it really felt in the end as if it had been a carefully planned arrangement.

Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, didn't it sound like a pack of lies? "1 was drugged. I didn't know
where I was and so on?"

Ms, DOLAN: on, yes. Yeah.

Mr, BRINKLEY: wasn't that a pack of lies on the face of it?

Ms. DOLAN: Yes, and very- but well presented and not by a man who was terrified that he
was going to not quite make it back.

Mr. WILL: Defecting's a disorienting experience and it's very hard to know how to handle
people like this. The evidence is that he defected in as much good faith as these people have.
They're despised by the country they leave, they're in no small measure despised by the
country to which they defect. And that he might have talked himself into believing that he
was going to get a warm welcome back in Moscow is possible. That he will is impossible.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, Lthink it's interesting how we 've been fighting rhis pasl week.
say we-

Ms. DOLAN: Unless he was a plant.

Mr. DONALDSON: I have no knowledge on this matter. But the senior officials of our
government have been fighting as to whether he was worth anything, whether he was a big or
little fish. The CIA has gone to the extraordinary length ofpuhlishing a three-page document,
I think it was three pages, to try to maintain that this man was a very important KGB agent
and that having him at least for three months was a plus. But no less a figure than the
President of the United States, when asked by reporters during an interview, said, "I don't
think he was very important at all. "

Mr. BRINKLEY: And he didn't tell us anylhing of any real interest, he said.

Mr. DONALDSON: Yes, so I'm not quite sure whether William Casey with a sack over his
head and Ronald Reagan without have gotten the same line on this man. And I think it's
Important.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, before we leave the Soviet Union, the President did an interview
with four Russian reporters and then some of it was printed, but not all. Sam, you've kept up
with that. What did !hey do? Did !hey take out the good pans?
Mr, DONALDSON: Well, theydeleted sections where Mr. Reagan made !he point of why
the Soviets had gone into Afghanistan, that their puppet government had been. used as. an
excuse for them to invade that country. They deleted that section. They ~eft in a secnon
where the President, I think accurately, told about little toys that the Soviets use that are
booby-trapped against the children of Afghanistan-

Mr. BRINKLEY: To attract children and to blow them up.
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don't know what I'm milking. Heck, let's gel on to something else." And we don't wantthe
kids out getting on the buses in the dark. So you have a classic case of American federalism
and American maelstrom of naked greed.

Mr. BRINKLEY: The kind of things we're all familiar with.

Ms. DOLAN: Well. I'm all for daylight savings time.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mary Anne, why?

Ms. DOLAN: I guess I represent the civilizing factors 'since it is we human beings who
decided that we would set such things as time to begin with. And I think we ought to have
daylight savings time year round.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I'm going to up you one. I'm for war time.

Ms. DOLAN: And I like Halloween.

Mr. DONALDSON: I'm for World War II time. When I was a little kid in World War II,
they had not just a one-hour advance but a two-hour.

Mr. BRINKLEY: It was double. Double.

Mr. DONALDSON: Two hour. And [ can remember at 9:30at night, back there in West
Texas. southern New Mexico. playing in the drainage ditch. and it'd be completely light. So
what I want to do is get off my job as a----

Ms. DOLAN: That's a good enough reason for me.

Mr. BRINKLEY: When you were playing in a drainage ditch, did you have a watch on?

Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah, but if you don', do drugs, I mean. it's just fine. Let me just say
that when ( get off from the White House at 7 p.m. in the winter. 1would love to have it be
stilllight so 1can go playa little tennis or something. So 1have all the consideration for kids
In the morning going to school, but 1 say let them---

Ms. DOLAN: Light the bus stops.

Mr. DONALDSON: ~go to school in the dark.

Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. One other thing. We had elections- no, I don't want to go to
th~t. I want to bring up John Stennis. John Stennis is within 1 think: a week or tw~or three of
being the second---- of having the second longest term of service in the Senate or In Congress
In American history. He is now, 1believe. 84. The record is held--- was held by Carl Hayde~
of Arizona, who came to Washington when Arizona entered the Union and s~yed here ~til
about. what. six or eight years ago. You know John Stennis. What do you think: about this?

Mr. WILL: Well, 1 think: he's a terrific guy, and 1 think it's a question, David. whe~r ?rnot
we'll have senators like this again. The sheer strain of life, the unpleasantnes~ of life m ~e
Senate, the importuning- now. it's not quite so bad from Mississippi. They still have a kind
of tradition of deference. They send him up here and expect him to exercise his judgment ~d
report every six years. But whether or not you can have these long careers I doubt. and.1 think
we'll be much diminished by it because a lot of the institutional memory of a place like .the
Senate gathers around men such as John Stennis, who I think on the 15th, to be precise,
passes Richard Russell of Georgia and goes into second place. He was shot about 15 years
ago---

Mr. BRINKLEY: Yeah, a mugger in Washington shot him--
Mr ..WlLL: He's not on the talk shows, he's not on the party circuit. He just does his job. and
[ thmk he's terrific.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, one of the problems is doing the job. I'm for people being able to
elect whomever they choose. That's why 1 want to abolish the 22nd amendment for the
presidency. But if you get into your 70s or 80s or in Carl Hayden or-

Mr. BRINKLEY: He was in his 90s.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah. or in your 90s, you have a diminished capacity, and areyou
really doing the job, George? If your staff is doing the job and so" of proppmg you up for
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Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah, but you know. they deleted some other things. oddly. At one
point in a written answer to a written question. Mr. Reagan had said that after World War Il
we, the United States, had offered to share our nuclear technology. not only with all nations.
but put it under international control. Wasn't it the Baruch Plan?

Mr. BRINKLEY: It was '46.
Mr. DONALDSON: And they deleted that. And they also deleted where Mr.'Reagan talked
about his Star Wars, SOL his offer that he would share this technology with the Soviet
Union. They deleted that.

Mr. WILL: It's part of my little role in life is to be punctilious about the following point. He
had an interview with four employees of the SOviet government, there being no journalists or
reporters worth the name in the Soviet Union. The administration negotiated for some while
with the Soviet government, who sent these alleged journalists, over whether or not they
would print the interview whole. The Soviet government consistently refused to do so. and
then the administration made an intelligent decision. TIley said the heck with it, we'll yield
on this point. counting on the fact that what they take out will become all the more con-
spicuous. I think: that worked. And, second, 1 think the episode had an effect of raising to a
healthy and wholesome level the anger of the White House over this essentially, shockingly
disrespectful treatment of the President.

Mr. BRINKLEY: All right-

Mr. DONALDSON: Doesn't it make the White House look a little silly? You said they made
a good decision, but John ~ennedy's interview. which was the only other interview pos~ar.
or ~fall time, of an Amencan President printed in the Soviet Union, was printed verbatim.
So If Kennedy was able to make a deal with Khrushchev, who was nobody that we should
say was a nice fellow. why couldn't Mr. Reagan make a deal with Gorbachev?

Mr. WILL: Well, the deal that he would have had to make was to cancel the interview
because they were not going to make this agreement. Mr. Gorbachev is a Stalinist.

Mr. BRINKLEY: He would have had to promise to say nothing critical.

Mr. WILL: That's exactly right.

Mr. BRINKLEY: All right, 1 would like to leave the Soviet Union in its own juices for
a~hile and raise a question of somewhat less cosmic import. There's a bill- or maybe two.
Im not sure, George. you're up on this - in Congress to extend daylight saving time four
weeks longer.

Mr. WILL: This is literally cosmic.

Mr. BRINKLEY: [ believe it's- huh?

Mr. WILL: This is literally cosmic. Horsing around with God's time. lt's terrible, gut go
ahead.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, Senator What's-his-name from Iowa was making a speech to a
bunc~ of r:umers. one of whom said, "Now, how can you interfere with God's time?" And
he said, I never knew God wore a watch." So this subject strikes close to the bone.
Anyway. they want to start it three weeks earlier in tile spring and end it one week later in the
fall. What's the purpose of that?

Mr. WILL: Well, the crucial thing is they decided to extend it a week in the fall to bring
Halloween under extended daylight saving, to give the children more time to trick or treat. ~o
Increase eno~ously the profits of the candy industry. The golfing industry wants th.IS

because there II be more golfing. TIle charcoal briquet makers want it because people will
barbecue more.

Mr. BRINKLEY: You aremaking this up?

Mr. WILL: ~am not making this up. This is the way we work in Washington. That is, if you
get enough. interest groups they stan rolling the log, and it swept through the House by 93
votes. David, But the House represents brute, mass votes. The Senate represents states. such
as farm states. And the farmers say, . 'The heck with this. I don't want to get up in the dark. l



votes. is that what you ought to do in the United States Senate?

Mr. WILL: I don't think that's a description of John Stennis, but obviously people age at
different paces.

Ms, DOLAN: And c1early-

Mr. DONAlDSON: Well, I used to cover the Senate. Let me tell you in the '60s and '70s I
covered the Senate, and without naming a lot of names here. there were a lot of senators on
the floor who dearly were not all there all the time.

Mr. WILL: And some of them were 4~
Mr. DONALDSON: And the staff- maybe: but the staff would-

Mr. BRINKLEY: You say diminished capacity. 'They may not be able to run in the New
York Marathon-

Mr. DONALDSON: No. but the staff would come to them and whisper.
Mr. WILL: I worked in the-

Mr. DONALDSON: -and they clearly were being told how to VOle.

Mr. WILL: I worked in the Senate for three years and I saw that, but John Stennis wasn't pan
of the problem then and isn't now.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. there was a senator from Rhode Island named Theodore Francis
Green who stayed here until he was, what, ~.

Mr. DONALDSON: Ninety-six. That's who I was trying to think of when I was stalling a
moment ago.

Ms. DOLAN: Well, and another great teacher of the younger-

Mr. BRINKLEY: He had one, I found, engaging quality. He was the biggest freeloader in
Washington. Any time anybody set up a bar and laid out little sandwiches, here he came.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. now you're describing three-quarters of Washington. David, and
it has nothing to do with age.

Mr. BRINKLEY: We were talking about senior senators. And he was more senior than any
of them. Okay. Thank you all. We'll be back with a few words on the latest from the annals
of money-wasting bureaucracy in a moment.
{commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY Icommentary I: Finally, following our settled policy of keeping you advised
on what the federal government does with your money, here's what happened to ~72,461 of
it. It was given as a grant to a private group called the National Center for Education
Infonnation. It used the money to mail questionnaires to teachers across the country. It asked
84 questions about their personal, religious. political. private habits, including one question.
•'How often do you engage in sexual activities?" which clearly is none of their business. and
a number of teachers have refused to answer. But it might have been more effective if they
had written in some imaginary figure like 10 times a day and, on school holidays, 20. That
would clog up the computers and maybe srop this waste of money. For all of us at ABC's
This Week, until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRNU.EY

November 17, 1985
AN'tOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, reporting from
Geoeva, Switzerland, here's David BrinJdey.

DAVID 1lfINKLEY: From this old mansioo, this great old house, they call it Le Grange,
overlooking Lake Geneva, just over there Presideot Reagao aod Mikhail Gorbachev of the
Soviet Union will meet and. while the world watches. find out what they can agree on. Here,
today, oow, inside this house, we will talk with our secre~ of state, George Shultz, aod
two goests from the Soviet Union, Vitaly Zhurltin, dej>uty director of their Ioslltute of ~
United States aod Canada, aod Yevgeny Velikhov, vice president of the Soviet Urnoo s
Academy of Sciences; some background from our man John Martin. our discussion here ~Ith
George Will, Sam Donaldson aod PeterJennings. But tim a little news. For that we're gomg
to switch across the lake to ABC's news room and anchor position and Peter Jennings. Peter?
PETER JEI •• IGS: WeD, David, as you Know, the Presideot aod Mrs. Reagan havehad a
fairly quiet day here gelling over jet lag, for one thing. They did have a bnef walk 10 the
gardeo of their temporary residence here. The rest of the time Mr. Reagan has heen doing his
homeworl< for the meeting with Mr. Gorbachev. The big flap here today has heen the letter
which the secretary of defense, Caspar Weinherger, wrote to Mr. Reagan aod .which was
leaked to the press. It cautiooed, as you know, against mal<ing any concessions to the
Soviets. Here's ABC's Steve Shepard.

STEVE SHEPARD [voice-over]: President Reagan's efforts to get the summit under-
way smoothly have heen seriously disrupted by the Weinherger letter. This morning 00
his way to a meeting with his advisors a clearly irritated Ronald Reagan tned some
damage control.

REPOR IER: Are you going to fire Weinberger?

Pres. RONALD REAGAN: Do you want a two word answer or one?
REPOHIER: Two.
Pres. RONALD REAGAN: HeD, 00.

SHEPARD [voice-over]: Later the President openly questiorted press reports that a
sernor administration official characterized the publicatioo of the Weinherger letter as an
attempt to sabotage the summit.

Pres. REAGAN: I'm woodering if that individual is not the figmeot of someone in
the press's imagination.

SHEPARD [voice-over]: White House spokesman Lany Speakes said the Weinherger
letter should have no affect on the swnmit because it repeats views that have been made
poblic hefore.

LARRY SPEAKES, WIde HouM ~: I'd he willing to put five bucks
nght here that General Secretary Gorbachev will not say a word about the Wemherger
letter.

SHEPARD: Plenty of reporters were willing to take that bet. The Soviets have often
poItray~ the Reagan administration as insincere and inflexible on arms control, and seen
10 that li~t the Weinherger letter may he just too juicy to pass up. Steve Shepard, ABC
News With the President, Geneva.

JENNNGS [voice-over]: Well, the attitudes expressed by Mr. Weinherger in his letter to
the President will come as 00 surprise to anyooe, least of all the Soviets. Still, the Soviets
wasted no llme here this rnoroing trying to take full advantage. Here's our Moscow bureau
chief Walter Rodgers.

WAL~ RODGERS [voice-over]: The Soviet delegation here seized upon Wein-
berge~s letter, accusmg certain Americans of trying to sabotage the Reagan-GorbacheV
summit.
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GEORGI ARBATOV, SovIet cenlrIII Coi,w,.'" [through interpreter]: This is a
direct attempt to torpedo the whole arms limitation process.

RODGERS [voice-over]: 'The Soviets offered a negative assessment of summit pro-
spects, warning unless Star Wars is abandoned 00 cuts in strategic nuclear weapons can
be agreed 10 here. But suddenly the Soviet presentation was interrupted by a dissident
launching her own first strike. "How many political prisoners are there in the Soviet
Union, aod why are they jailed in mental institutions?" she demaoded, questioos clearly
irritating the Soviets.

SOVIET SPOKESMAN [through interpreter]: Do we have to call the militia to
remove this lady?

RODGERS [voice-over]: But the Soviets quickly moved to smooth over everything.
including the Weinherger flap.

Mr. ARBATOV [through interpreter]: We would like to take President Reagan at his
word. We would like to helieve that hehind those words there'll he some specific
proposals coroing.

RODGERS: 'The Soviets are now teasing, saying when Mikhail Gorbachev arrives
tomorrow he will not come empty-handed. It was clear from today that the Russians don't
want anything to derail this summit now. Walter Rodgers. ABC News, Geneva.

JENt.,GS: Just a couple of other notes. This morning the Archbishop of Canterbury's
representative, Teny Waite, has left Beirut after meetings with the men who are holding the
Americans hostage inLebanon. "There is a long way to go," saidWaite, who will oow brief
the Reagan administration. And he added, "A wrong move or a wrong word could cost
lives. "
And finally, the latest on Colombia. Tons and tons of relief equipment is now pouring in

for victims of the volcano. 'The government oow estimates that 25,(XX)people have lost their
lives, but local citizens continue to believe that finally the figureswill be even higher. David?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Peter, thank you. Come on over; we'll see you here in a few minutes. And
we'D he back with Secretary of State George Shultz aod two officials from the Soviet Union
aod aU the rest of today's program in a moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. BfWNKLEY: That's where we are, in Geneva, in this handsome old house overlooking
the lake. For days hefore the heginning of the summit both the United States and the Soviet
Union have been busy with speeches, press conferences, briefings, interviews. each country
declaring its devotion to peace. And hehind the public maneuvering there has heen a lot of
private communication trying to find in advance something they can agree on. Before we
question today's guests, here's some background from John Martin. John?

JOHN IlIARTlN [voice-over]: Ronald Reagan arrived in Geoeva last night aod tal1<edof
a gap between sides. Not the one reported between his secretaries of state and defense,
but between himself aod the man he had come to meet, Mikhail Gorbachev.

Pres. REAGAN: American aod Soviet differences on these matters run deep. Mr.
Gorbachev aod I cannot surmount them in only two days, hut I'm here in the fervent
hope that on hehalf of aU the people of the world we can at least make a start.

MARnN [voice-over]: As the week unfolded, the two leaders talked to each other in a
. way, both through emissaries working hehind the stage, aod by talking to their own
peoples in front of the curtain. At Arlington National Cemetery on Veterans Day, Mr.
Reagan vowed to remember those who died in war. He called them victims of a failure.
Pres. REAGAN [Veterans Day. /985]: -c-victims of a decision to forget certain
things, to forget, for instance, that the surest way to keep a peace going is to stay
strong.

MAR11N [voice-over]: At the Kremlin, to a group of Nobel Prize scientists, Mr.
Gorbachev repeated his warning that the proposed American space defense was threat-
ening to Soviet citizens, yet he insisted there could be successful negotiations in Geneva.
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"We go there for serious and productive work," he said. "And, I should say, with our
hands not empty." Meanwhile, SOVIetofficials suggested both sides cut their land-based
missiles by 200 each as a pre-summit gesture of good will, an Idea dismissed m
Washington.

GEORGE SHULlZ, Sea ... t orSI*: There are some ohvious problems with
smaIl, absolute-numher reductions when you start from inequitable levels.

MARTIN {voice-over}: By American calculations. cutting land-based miss!les even
slightly would leave the Soviet strike force bener protected and more accurate: Since IlHJSl
of its warheads are fitted to missiles in silos. while more than half of Amenca s warheads
are based at sea. Beyond that, however, the two sides ap[llITCrrtlyare unlikely to 'W"" on
anns reductions at Geneva, because they reportedly disagree on so many powts of
comparison. Instead, most observers believe there will be. so~ a~ments on ~tural
exchange, possibly airline rights. and perhaps a set of guidelines to instruct therr. anns
control negotiators when they return here in January_Meanwhile. a domestic dispute
broke open in the United States over space defense plans.

CHILD [1V commercial}: It'd stop missiles in outer space so they couldn't hit our
bouse.

MARTIN {voice-over}: Supporters and opponents of the Star Wars space shield took to
the air.

NARRATOR, [1V commercial}: When someone wants to mislead you they try to
change the name. but when you look closer it's still the same old thing.

CHIlD [1V commercial]; I got it. Space Wars!

MARTIN {voice-over}: Listening and wondering about this. the American people bad
some ideas of their own. In an ABC News-Washington Post poll. 55% of the JlOO!'~
questioned favored plans to develop space weapons; 38% opposed them. But asked whi
was more important. developing space weapons or reducing arms, 71 '*: said It was more
important for both countries to agree to anns reduction. Only 21% said space weapons
were more important.

Pres. REAGAN {November /4, /985J: My mission, stated simply, is a mission for
peace.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Mr. Reagan never mentioned space weapons in his talk ~
Thursday night, stressing instead a desire for more exchanges of people. But he did
restate his basic arms control position.

Pres. REAGAN: The United States is prepared to reduce comparable nuclear sys-
tems by 50%. We seek reductions that would result in a stable balance between us
with no first-strike capability and verified full compliance.

MARTIN (voice-over): Cheating is a persistent suspicion on both sides. which monitor
virmaIly every test. Still, apart from alleging violations on a prohibited radar systemiets
Siheria and disputing new missile definitions, some American analysts believe the Sov
have shown restraint on strategic weapons.
JOHN S1'EINIlRUNER, 11I00111"96 1nsIIIulIon: They held within the ceilings, they
reduced the pace of activity, they reduced on the margin the number of launchers they put
m, and they economized in a lot of different ways.

REPORTER: What are the prospects now for some kind of guidelines in anns
control heing reached at the summit?

sec. SHULTZ: Wen, it's possible. but not probable.

MAR'TlN [voice-over}: Througbout the week American officials discounted such pro-
babilities. Yesterday Soviet officials refused to say whether they thought there was mo,:;
likelihood of agreement on a series of separate issues raised by Mr. Reagan. reglo
conflicts or human nghts, or more likelihood of agreement on arms control.

A1..SERT YLASOV, SovIet ~ ofIIcer {through interpreter]: Let's not try and
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guess how the talks are going to go at the summit meeting here in Geneva.

MARTIN: If we tnok that advice. of course, we might not he gathered here this morning.
But we are. and Mr. Gorbachev arrives tomorrow. and within 48 hours the first face-to-
face encounter in six years between Soviet and American leaders will begin here in an
atmosphere of both anticipation and some pessimism. On the surface, on the big issues of .
regional conflicts and anns control and human rights, there appears to be little.agreement.
But American officials insist they will watch what happens here from their own per-
spective, and that the substance of the swnmit, good or bad. may not be evident for weeks
or months to come. David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Corning next. from the Soviet Union, Yevgeny
Velikhov, vice president of the Soviet Union's Academy of Sciences. and Vitaly Zhurkin,
deputy director of the Russian government's Institute of the United States and Canada and,
shortly. OUT secretary of state. George Shultz. In a moment.
{commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Velikbov and Mr. Zhurkin, thank you very much for corning in to he
with us today. Happy to have you here. Now, the first question I would like to direct to you.
you're the space expert. 1bere is, of course, a great disagreement between your country and
OUTSon the development of Star Wars or sttategic defense initiative, SOl, and particularly on
the question of research. We have beard more than one version from the Soviet Union. What
is the right one? What exactly is your position?

YEYGENY VEUKHOV, USSR ........ ", or ScI.nc .. : Most of us think it is one
version which is vel}' clearly expressed by Secretary General Gorbachev in his. interview wi~
Time magazine. But [ personally have no disagreement with the Pentagon version, because m
Pentagon definition. the basic research, is research really directed to the exploring the new
knowledge of nature, and not connected with any so-called program or-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Deployment or-

Mr. VEUKHOV: No deployment, just program. And in the Pentagon definition it is five
grades or five levels. One is basic research, after this is exploratory development, advanced
development. engineering development and operational so-called development.

Mr. BRNKLEY: All right now. the first of those five steps you have no ohjection to?

Mr. VEUKHOV: For first? No. But, you see, today the Strategic Defense Initiative is
founded by the level of the third stage which is advanoed development.

Mr. BRNKLEY: George?

GEORGE WILL: Well, Mr. vellkhov. do you think strategic defense will work?

Mr. VEUKHOV: It is not a question which need definition. First of all. I think today's three
type of sttategic initiative. One is so-called Star Wars I. which is directed to build colllj>te-
hensive shield against nuclear weapons. to make obsolete and unpotent. In my estunatIon
and many scientists, now it is complete delusion. Star Wars II is partial shield which is
directed against the opposite nuclear forces. And it has two choice. One choice is directed
against retaliatory forces. which is very destabilizing, and second possibility is to defend .his
own terminal defense and so on. And when you ask me it's necessary to make real definition
of this.

Mr. WILL: Are you not in the Soviet Union doing ground- and space-based laser research,
particle-beam research and other space-related strategic defense programs?

Mr. VEUKHOV: We have no research directed to the so-called advanced development or
development such type of weapons. Of course we have basic research for all this region, but
it is not research with the aim in the build such-

Mr. WILL: It's not aimed at it, but it would be applicable to weapons, would it not be?

Mr. VEL.JKHOV: You ask me?

Mr. WILL: Yes.
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Mr. VELIKHOY: Not too much.

SAM DONALDSON: Mr. Zhurkin. will Mr. Gorbachev propose a one-year extension of
the provisions of the SALT Il treaty when he meets with Mr. Reagan this week?

YrTALYZHURKIN,DlIputyDII6Cb, U.s.-c.n.iIIIMtIIIM: You koow, first of all it's
vel)' difficult for me to predict what Mr. Gorbachev will propose, but generally speaking in
relation to the existing treaty. expressing my personal opinion, I think it would be not a very
bad idea to prolong the existing treaty. to stress once more the adherence of both nations to
the existing treaties.

Mr, DONALDSON: You know, Secretary of Defense Weinherger has proposed in a letter to
Mr. Reagan that the President not make that kind of promise this week in Geneva. Do you
really thiok that was an attempt to sabotage the summit?
Mr, ZHUflKJN: You koow, we are talking about the matter of definition all the time. You
koow, it seems to me that Secretary Shultz and some people who accompanied him were
offended when they were told in Moscow that some conservative circles in the United States.
some military circles opposiog the summit that was in the agreement. And I thiok that
Secretary Weinberger's letter was a very clear proof that such influence does exist within the
U.S. administration. And in this sense certainly it is very unfortunate affair.
Mr, DONALDSON: Mr. Zhurkin, why, just on the eve of the summit has Moscow agreed
to grant exit visas to only nine spouses who have been separated from their spouses in the
West?

1Ir. ZHUAKIN: You know, [don't know how it is connected orwhetber it is connected with
the summit.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, when was the last time you granted such a visa?
Mr. ZHUFlKJN: Really, I am sorry to say I don't rememher.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, our research doesn't show it's been any time lately.

Mr. ZHUAKIN: Youknow, the problem is that generally the Soviet approach to the Helsinki
~et was ~ .the Soviet Union adheres to the provisions of Helsinki Act which concern. the
nght of families and the restorntion of the families. And they koow that in the prooess of tune
m the past 10 years SInCe the Helsinki Act there were other many cases which were settled by
the Soviets.

Mr. DONALDSON: May [just ask one more question on this? Isn't it the case, though, that
It appears you simply did It 10 onter to make your human rights policy look a tittle more
human when m fact for the last sevetal years the human rights policy has been to the West.
abhorrent?

.... ~: You ~w. here is again a matter of approach, and from our point of view
the human rights posmon and matters in the United States look to some of us rather
abhorrent, so there, are lots of disagreements, and in this case it is necessary tt? con~ue
dialogue and to qUIetly settle the matters within the existing treaties like Helsinki Act, like
some other treaties.

Mr. WIll: One of the provisions that the Helsinki Act provides for the free flow of
informadon, yet your govemment censored President Reagan by not printing all of his
interview. Now. Tass said they did it for space reasons in the newspaper, but they had space
for a whole page attacking the President. Why did you censor the President?

Mr. ZHURKIN.: FiI& of all, not attacking the President but commenting on what he has
wntten and I thiok It IS quite natural. When interview by Secretary General Gorbachev was
published m TIfIIe .ma~azme there were comments. And I disagree with many of these
comments, but I think tt IS a legitimate affair to comment on what was written.
Mr. WIll: But why the censorship?
Mr. ZHlJRKJN: Now, ~ou koow, first of all, I must say that Mr. Gorbachev's interview was
also shortened like m TIme .magazine. I may give you two or three small portions which did
not distort the substance of It. In substance it was quite all right, but there were pomons. On

relations, for instance, with developing nations which, possibly because there was not
enough space they did lIO\ publish. There was not much-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, wait a moment, sir. But they-
Mr. ZHURK»f: And there is to us-

Mr. DONALDSON: They censored portions in whch the President pointed out that the
Soviet Union had gone into Afghanistan, had invaded that country. They censored a portion
in which the President said that if in fact the Strategic Defense Initiative works he wants to
share it with the Soviet Union. Why censor those portions?

Mr. ZHURKJN: You koow, first of all, if you did recollect the interview by the President
there was enough talk about Afghanistan and we know vel)' well that American presidents
and many in the United States disagree with the Soviet Union on Afghanistan as well as we
disagree with American and--

Mr. DONALDSON: The Soviet people don't koow. That's the point.

Mr. ZHURKJN: The Soviet people koow vel)' well.

Mr. BFINKLEY: Sam, I'm sorry. Our time is up. I'm sorry, our time is up. Mr. Velikhov,
Mr. Zhurkin, thank. you vel)' much for coming in and talking with us today. We hope you
achieve something in Geneva. Coming next, the secretary of Stale, George Shultz, in a
moment.

(commercial break!

Mr. BFINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, welcome. Thanks for coming in today.

GEORGE SHULTZ, Seu_. at St8III: Thank you David.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Pleasure to have you with us.

sec. SHULTZ: Thank you.

Mr. BflNKLEY: Now, Mr. Reagan will meet Mr. Gorbachev during the coming days. You
have already met him. You have already spent some hours with him, talJting, and, I gather,
doing a tittle argoing. Tell us about it. will you? About him and about your meeting. what
you think of him.
sec. SHULTZ: Well, our meeting was a strong conversation, and I thought he was vel)'
direct about what he wanted to say. and so was I. It went on a long time. 'Therewere the kind
of conversation where you interrupt back and forth. and I thought it was a worthwhile
exchange. I was glad to have had it.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Did anything he said surprise you?

sec. SHULTZ: Well, not really. 'although it's always surprising, I suppose, to hear your
country described in a way that you don't think confonns to the reality.
Mr. WILL: On the subject of SALT Il. on June 10th the President said we would continue the
no-undercut policy but we're looking for improved compliance from the Soviet Union.
That's five months ago now, plus some. Has there been any improved compliance?

sec. SHULTZ: There have been some things take place by way of Soviet activities;
however, the President's position remains exactly as it was then. His policy is that he will
maintain interim restraint under the SALT D agreements, observing Soviet behavior. inchxl-
irig what progress there mayor may not be in the negotiations on anns control.
Mr, WILL: But since June 10th the federal government has made a pronounced statement
about the deployment of mobile missiles. That would seem to imply that their compliance is
worse now than it was in June.
sec. SHULTZ: The deployment of a second missile is a violation of SALT n in our opinion.
and I think it's a pretty open-and-shut case myself It's not a modernization of an existing
missile.
Mr. WILL: Well, you'll have-
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Sec. SHULTZ: There isn't a prohibition on mobile missiles, although we think that mobile
missiles should be prohibited because they give you a very tough verification problem.
particularly if they can roam around throughout the vast regions of the Soviet Union.

Mr. WILL: Are you looking for some satisfaction here in Geneva on compliance. such as on
the SS-25?

Sec. SHULTZ: Well, it's certainly going to come up: the subject of compliance and
verification will be one of the things the President will want to talk. about.

Mr. WILL: And what if he says, nonsense, it's not a violation; you say it's cleareut, then
what? Will you tum around to the President and say it's time to abandon the no-undercut
policy?

sec. SHULTZ: The President will have an exchange here. He is observing. He got a report
from the secretary of defense; it'll be discussed, and after the President takes into con-
sideration all of the things that come to him, be'll make up his mind.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, Mr. Secretary. Secretary Weinberger's letter to the President, as
we all know now. it was leaked to the press. urged the President to hang tough, not make a
deal here In Geneva on extending the provisions of SALT II. One. are you saying he won '1
make such a deal here and. two, you've just heard a Soviet official say that he thought you
were offended that that letter was leaked. It was not helpful. Is that correct?

Sec. SHULTZ: I have no sense of offense. I think so much leaks in Washington these days
that w~ d~s offend me is the lack of discipline in the government in that so much and many
damagmg things do leak. And this is just a relatively minor example.

Mr. DONALDSON: All right. Now, are you then ruling out the possibility that if Mr.
Gorbaebev says let's make a deal and extend SALT D. Mr. Reagan won't say all right?

Sec. SHULTZ: Well. the President will decide what he's going 10 decide, and I'm not going
to try to prejudge what he WIll do.

Mr. D<lNALDSON: Well, if I may just be clear on this, then you are not foreclosing the
possibility that we could come out of this Geneva summit with both sides having agreed to
extend for another year, at the end of this year. the provisions of SALT II?

s.c, SH,ULTZ:. I'm not foreclosing it. but I think it is not very likely. At any tate, the
President S position Ihave described, and when he decides to change it one way or another,
you'll know about it.

Mr. DONALDSON: Let me ask another question about the possibility of guidelines to help
the arms negotiators I~ the conun~ rounds. You said the other day it was possible but not
probable. Have you raised that esnmate a little bit now?

sec. SHULTZ: Not particularly. I don't have any infonnation I didn't have the other day.
But there are so~ things that ~ir proposals and our proposals have. at least in a rough way,
In .common, and It may be possible that something can be drawn up that's useful. But. as I
said before. it's possible, but not probable.

Mr. WILL: One of the many leaks in Washington recently is that some people in the
government w~t the United States to make a pledge that in the next five years it will. not
exercise Its opnon to give a one-year notice for withdrawal from the ADM treaty. Is that part
of your agenda?

Sec. SHULTZ: I haven't heard that particular- hadn't run across that particular leak. but
then there are so many I can't keep up with them.

Mr. DONALDSON: Could we ask which Gotbachev is the one that you think is controlling
on ~IC ~search ,on SDI? We've just heard a top Soviet scientist say that the policy is as
~scn~ In the rune magazine interview, and there Mr. Gorbachev seemed to say research
IS all nght. ~ut It was my understanding that he told you directly in Moscow that research
was not an nght. How do you see it?

sec. SHULTZ: Well, he basically expresses himself against strategic defense, and in our
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conversation in Moscow we didn't try to define in a very precise way what that might mean.
The fact of the matter is that the Soviet Union is doing a great deal of research on this subject,
and it isn't all just what somebody might write down on a blackboard, because you can see
large buildiogs and you can notice that lots of people are working there and things like that.
so it isn't just purely laboratory.

Mr. DONALDSON: Do you sense that perhaps at this summit if Gotbachev gives a little and'
the President is able to accommodate a little bit, you might be able to remove this obstacle of
SOl from an ability to go forward in arms reduction?
sec. SHULTZ: The President is determined to find the answer to the question, "Is it
possible to construct a shield that will protect us in some measure against ballistic missiles'!"
And we have a program that's designed and in operation, and so far as Ican tell we believe
that program will give us an answer to that question. And there is no way the President can be
persuaded oot to continue seeking that answer. And Imight say further. there is no one in the
group of people that are advising the President who believes that he should do anything
ex~ept continue to find that answer.
Mr. WILL: Let me fix upon three words. "in some measure." You said it's possible to have
a successful SOl "in some measure." Most people, I think, would concede aIready that
there's some form of strategic defense for knocking down some incoming missiles or war-
heads. So you have the answer already, don't you?
sec. SHULTZ: Well, it depends. I think some judge it by whether or not an impenetrable
shield can be constructed, That's a way-out test.

Mr. WlU: But you were suggesting that in some measure-
Sec. SHULTZ: I qualified that deliberately because I think that if, with a layered defense,
with each layer only very moderately successful; that is. say, only 20% successful, by the
time you go through four layers, you take out enough incoming missiles to make a large
difference about cutting down your opponent's first-strike capability. and that is very worth-
while.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me interrupt here briefly, gentlemen. We'll be hack with more
questions for the secretary of state in a moment.

[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: We are back. Secretary of State George Shultz here. Mr. Secretary,
almost every point of discussion between us and the Soviet Union in our preliminary
meetings, including yours in Moscow. has been resisted. So tell me. what-

Sec. SHULTZ: Has been what?
Mr. BMfKLEY: Resisted. Everyone's position has been pretty much frozen.

Sec. SHULTZ: Oh, that's not the case at all.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, that's what has seemed to us. Who has thawed?

Sec. SHULTZ: Well, there has been discussion of a lot of things that probably you would
classify of a lesser nature, but which have had a lot of hack-and-forth. give-and-take and
considerable progress made. And it may be that the discussions will be completed by the time
our leaders meet.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, those are discussions we haven't heanI about yet, so we look
forward to them. In the meantime I wanted to ask you, what do you think might reasonably
be expected to happen here that would justify calling it a successful summit?

Sec. SHULTZ: These two men are going to meet and I think to a certain extent it's going to
be a very personal thing, although they're certainly going to be suppotted bY plenty of
advisors on both sides. And if out of this meeting can come a clearer understanding of what is
troubling each side, with some way shown where we might make a little PIUgJ.'Cssof some?f
the most difficult issues - personally I think those are, from our standpoint, the Soviet
aggression in many parts of the world, and I think the problems that human beings in the
Soviet Union have, the lack of ability to emigrate and so on. Those are the deepest and toosl
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difficult issues that show the differences between our societies. But we'll want to talk about
them. Of course the problems of growing armaments, huge nuclear arsenals that we both
have, are big problems and the President would like to see some way of getting them down
and getting them under control. And I think we all would, And if progress could be made on
that 10 any manner I think it will be a success.

Mr. BAIM<LEY: On one point. You mentioned their aggression. This is a rumor as far as I
know. Have you heard that they are looking around for some convenient way to get out of
Afghanistan?

sec. SHULTZ: I read that all the time,

Mr. 1lRIf«LEY: So do L

sec. SHULTZ: People say that, Aod I tty to probe into it whenever I have the opportunity.
and I have had quite a few opportunities in the last four or five months, and I don't get any
sense that it's there, But we're certainly prepared to tty to be helpful in that, and there are
negotiations going on, cooducted by the United Nations, and we'd like nothing better than to
see them succeed.

Mr. DONAlDSON: WeU, what do you make of this news conference they held here in
Geneva yesterday inwhich Soviet officials said that their losses had been mounting and they
really wanted to try to find some way to negotiate a settlement there? Was that just pro-
paganda to tty to make them look more peace-loving than they are?

sec. SHULTZ: I think that if they want some way it's easy to fiod it, There has been
negotiation in Geneva under the auspices of the United Nations. and some things have been
worked out. TIle big thing that has not been worked out is really to come to grips with Soviet
troop withdrawal. Until you have a commitment for Soviet troop withdrawal over a relatively
short span of time. none of the other things necessary for a settlement can come into effect.

Mr. DONAlDSON: You don't put much stock in what they said yesterday?

sec. SHULTZ: I didn't say that. I think if they're looking for a means. the means is there,
and msofar as the altitude of the United States is concerned. if there are some aspects of this
that we can contribute to we'll be glad to do it.
Mr, WILL: About six-

sec. SHULTZ: Aod the President set out a kiod of program or process in his speech to the
Umted Nations that the Afghanistan situation could fit into, as well as others.

Mr. WILL: About six weeks ago on this sbow Bud Mcfarlane said human rights would be
the lead Item on the agenda at the summit for the United States. I'd like to ask you about the
mechanics ~f how.this.ge~ raised. The United States' position is that the Soviet Union is
comprehe~~i1vely violating Its obligations under the Helsinki agreement. But it seems that ~
comply With tOOse. terms of that agreement it would have to dismantle its entire domestic
structure <;>f repression. You go into a meeting and you say, why don't you cut this oot? ArxJther S3:y It'S none of your business, it's an internal affair. and we're complying With the
obhganons. What's the next question? How do you continue the discussion?

sec. SHULTZ: Actually, there has been some shift. at least it seems to me. in responses on
this question over the period of time that I've been discussing it with Soviet officials, from a
posture of "This is not anything we're willing to discuss" to a posture of saying, "There ~
ce.~n categones of ~a.ses that are legitimate and we're willing to discuss them and we re
WIlling to '!" something about thero if our security problems are not violated. " There are
others they t:e not willing to diSCUSS.And now there is the added element of accusations about
our h~ rights problems. Now. if what comes out of it is sort of a joint investigation about
human rights problems. we'll welcome that. But what the President, I'm sure, inteods to do
IS t? tty to talk in a way to Mr. Gorbechev that will lead him to understand why it is that
we re so concerned about these problems,

Mr. WILL: One of the possible agreements that's talked about is one in which the two sides
agree. to work against the spread of chemical weapons. Since the Soviet Union is using:mJcal weapons according to our- the U.S. position, wouldn't that be the thing to go after

0()( some rather tnnocuous measure on the spread?
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sec. SHULTZ: [ think there are many things that shoold be gone after. We have tabled a
comprehensive chemical weapons ban on production and use in Geneva. and we think that
ought to be pursued, Obviously, use of chemical weapons is deplor1lble. It's also true that
chemical weapons are spreading, and I think the proliferation of them represents one of the
biggest problems we face. Aod I think they see that. too.

Mr. WILL: Will there be a joint communique at the end of the summit?

sec. SHULTZ: It remains to be seen what will be the way of reporting the meeting,

Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Secretary-

Mr. WILL: [1.[ can just ask, how do you have ajoint communique with both sides talking, for
example. about terrorism which we say they fund and finance and organize, and both sides
talking about chemical warfare. which we say they're committing? How do you have ajoint
statement on these subjects without us son of papering over differences and relinquishing
principles?

sec. SHULTZ: YOl>-- well, you'll have to wait and see how the meeting is reported, Aod I
don't think Ronald Reagan is likely to paper over principles.

Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Secretary, we understand that earliertoday you met with the U.S,
ambassador to Lebanon--
sec. SHULTZ: That's right.

Mr. DONALDSON: Reginald Bartholomew, Did he give you any progress repott that was
hopeful concemingTeny Waite's mission there or the possible releaseofourhostages there?

sec. SHULTZ: He told me that there seems to be more pressure on the situation right oow,
and we will of course work with it to the best of our ability. because we want to get those
people back. And it's long overdue. And Iasked Reg to come up and talk a little bit because
we had a sense of some motion. and [ just wanted to talk to him first-hand.

Mr, BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, thank- I'm sorry. Sam. Thanks very much, Mr.
Secretary, Thank you for coming in, A pleasure to have you with us tonight. We'lI be hack
from our cozy little palace here in Geneva with some discussion, jeeding we do not know
where, and joining us wiU be Peter Jennings. In a moment .
{commercial break}

Mr. BRINKLEY: It's dark in Vienna now. and that's a look at ourhaodsome tittle house set
up over the lake in Geneva, and here with us is Peter Jennings. Peter, welcome .. I'd like.~
ask aU of you first, What do you expect- what might we expect to get out of this sumnut.
George?

Mr, WILL: More summits. BaIlet,·and more summits. I think they may well agree to go to
Moscow and to Washington, and they'll call this the summit process, which is what you do
when you don't really expect to get anything. We have a MiddIe East peace proces&-

Mr, BRINKLEY: That's been going on now for five years.

Mr. WILL: -arms control process, Helsinki process, Contador.i ,process, and now we'll
have a fifth and, one would like to think, final process. the sumnut process,
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, I think we're going to get a headline in most papers and on most
nerworks, 'which says the summit was a success because they're going to Sl~ some cultural
exchange agreements, I think they're going to have a guideline of sorts WIth some parts,
maybe just restating the differences. but in a way that makes it appear that the arms
negotIators have a tittle forward motion. They may even narrow the difference on SDI. I
think they will do that. Aod at the end we're going to be told that the President cooducted
hintself in a marvelous manner, he just ate Gorbachev for lunch, We'll be told this, you
know, on background. And on Thursday morniog Mr. Gorbachev and Mr. Reagan will come
out, they'll be smiling, they'U be happy, and we'll all just run off and say .t was great.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Are they going to have a farewell smile and handshake for the cameras on
Thursday?
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Mr. DONALDSON: Of course. The expectations are such, David, thaI if they don't. then
I'll change my headline. BUI let me just add, hefore I become--

PETERJENNNGS: Yeah, I wanr to c-, when you- can I just add "qualified success" 10
Sam because he-

1Ir. DONAlDSON: Wen, let me just say. Peter. I want to hear your view. but I want to add
one thing about this Pollyannish husiness. The real-- they're right, the American officials
who say the real test will be down the road six months. a year, as to whether this summit was
a success or not.

Mr. JENNINGS: Yeah, I think we have divergent problems here. We've gOI President
Reagan on his way out of office and we have Mr. Gorbachev in office for conceivably a long
period of time if he totally consolidates his power. I agree with you, Sam, only I say qualified
success, and [ agree with you. George, Ithink. there'O be some sort of guidelines. And we've
been set up in some respects to see the swnmit in successful tenns if there is just another
meeting, aod if there is guidelines. I think the higgesl challenge is the President's. 00l Mr.
Gorbachev's. I think. the biggest challenge is for the President to convince Mr. Gorbachev-
I don't think he'll succeed - that SOl is nor a first-strike capability for the United States.

Mr. WIll: I don 'I think thaI is tbe higgest challenge. II seems to me--
Mr. BRINKLEY: Whal is?
Mr.WIll: .-the biggest challenge is for the leader of a democracy who has to come our aod
face 3,000 JOurnalists bored to tears aod ravenous for news Thuraday morning aod say, well,
w7 didn't really get along very well and we have nothing to agree on. Because there's no
tnck going to a summit and getting make-believe agreements. Nixon did. Ford did. Carter
did. What would he I think salutaty-
Mr. BRINKLEY: You mean music and cultural exchanges-
Mr. WIll: Baller aod all that. all that stuff.

Mr. BRINKLEY: -aod ballet aod so on?
Mr. WIll: Yes.
Mr. BRINKlEY: It's all very nice.

Mr. WILL: What really would he a novelty would he for a leader of a democracy 10 say, ' 'I
am. n~ so driven by public opinion and expectations that I cannot say the unhappy truth.
which IS that all the fundamental differences remain even though we 've talked for two whole
days in Geneva .", •

Mr. DONAlDSON: But, George, this public opinion aod expectations has 10 do with trying
to reduce tensions, reduce armaments and bring us toward peace. I think. with all respect to
you. you're dead wrong if you think it would be helpful for him to corne out and say we
talked and ~e didn't get along and our differences remain. Ronald Reagan wants to leave
office after eight years, and Mrs. Reagan wants him to leave office after eight years. as a man
who worked toward peace. And I think he's smart enough 10 know you don't do that by
calling them an evil empire, the focus of evil in the modem world.
Mr. WIll: BUI there io-
Mr. DONALDSON: You do it by reducing tension.
Mr. WILL: 1be~ is only one way to leave a summit without having acrimony- two ways.
actually. You yield wherever they push. and you don't raise the important issues.

Mr. DONALDSON: No, you don't have 10 yield. Mayhe they're going 10 yield. Gorbachev
needs SOmebreathing room. I think he wants to try to restore the Soviet economy. if he can.
AI 54 he has a legacy, perlIaps more than eighl years, lhat he wants 10 wor!< on, aod if he
leaves Geneva haVing been the ogre of this party. well. then the President can do exactly
whal you say.

Mr. JENNINGS: I think iI's very difficult, Sam, for Mr. Gorbachev really to leave the ogre

at this moment. He can go horne smiling and saying, as George alludes. "We've got aoother
sununit and I'll wait 'til next year and talk about it again. or I'Dwait for whomever comes
after Mr. Reagan," or he can go back aod say on his podium in the Kremlin 10 the rest of the
world it was the United States which was obdurate on arms control. Ithink it's very difficult
for him to find himself in a compromising position in that regard.

Mr. DONALDSON: But, you know, George-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Suppose the summit ends without any brilliant success or without even any
less-than-briJliant success. Suppose nothing really serious happens and things remain as they
have been since the last summit six years ago. What have we lost?

Mr. WILL: Well, you've not only lost oothing, but the people who love summits, and there
are lots of them-e-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Summit-lovers?

Mr. WIll: Yeah-
Mr. JENNNGS: Three thousaod journalists, among others.
Mr. WIll: ThaI'S right. They achieve-
Mr. BRINKLEY: I don't think it's love that motivates them,
Mr, WIll: -c-success by semantic sleight of hand. They say it is necessarily good and
inherently good aod invariably good when two people get together and talk. Weli, if thai's by
definition true, then by definition this is a success and we can go home torught.

Mr, DONALDSON: Well, I'll tell you what we've lest. lime. Since 1979 both sides have
added hundreds of warheads 10 their nuclear arsenals. Both sides have unproved their
weapon systems. Now we're talking about a so-called Star Wars system. and ~fwe keep
doing that, George, at some point in the future. and it's not infinity. then we're gomg to have
a clash, and. a clash with nuclear weapons means the end of us all.

Mr. JENNINGS: Well, I think we'li have- I mean the dangers are of a clash elsewhere
much more, I think, than they are with nuclear. I mean, in every summit ~ Amencan
president comes here believing, it seems to me, that he can conv~ the S~v1etS that ire
American nann of behavior elsewhere in the world is the one to which the SOVIetsslJ:ouldbe
persuaded. I don't think it's going 10 happen. And the claslt is much likely.to come m these
regional crises where at the moment the United States has very much the uuuanve.
Mr,WILL:It is said. Peter, that the President hopes to alter Gorbecbev's view of the United
States.

Mr. JENNINGS: That's why I say it's the greatest challenge. George.

Mr. WILL: Weli, that's extraordinary because the President has been trying for five 1ears 10
change by thai much Tip O'Neill's view of the United States, aod he hasn I done II yet.

Mr. BRINKlEY: Well, presidents beginning with Franklin Roosevelt al Yalta felt they could
by force of personality and overwhelming charm change the view of the RUSSI30leader.

Mr. DONALDSON: Wail a moment. You're talking about Ronald Reagan. Now, if any of
us here think that this man is a softie on Communism and Moscow-

Mr. BRINKlEY: Nobody's tal.lting about thai.

Mr. DONALDSON: No, hUll mean- I've heard- you're righI, David. I've Iteard '"! of
his advisorn - oh. not all of them, hUI some of them say on hackgrouod Mr. Reagan s a
forceful personality, he'll gel in there, talk about the grandchildren Ivan aod Anna, and
Gorbachev will understand. 1be Russians are emotional. I don't believe that for a moment. I
think if the Presidenl does take thai approach we're losl.

Mr. JENNINGs: Yes, bUI Sam, you know him better than anybody in this room. How does
he resolve this? He has this deep anti-Soviet resolve in his gut. He wants, you suggest. to be
seen as a man who leaves peace as his mark. on history. He wants anns control. How does he
resolve these two?
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Mr. DONALDSON: Well, I don't know. I think it's a close question, but I've come down
recently on the side that I think Mr. Reagan will move for the first time in his political career
toward an accommodation with the Soviets. I don't mean giving away the store-

Mr. JENNINGS: That would be spectaeular-
Mr. DONALDSON: -and I don't mean giving in on everything. But I think that be's going
to move in that direction. Maybe I just want him to, but [see signs that he's learned more in
the presidency. He at least now knows that the Soviets have most of their warheads on
land-based missiles, something it took him two years. by his own admission, in his presi-
dency to learn. So he knows more about arms control. and I think he has a place, as 1say, in
his mind about history.

Mr. JENNINGS: David, can I raise a point here-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Go ahead.

Mr. JENNItIGS: A lot of the Soviet scholars suggest that we come to summits. we
Americans come to summits judging the Soviets by how we essentially feel about ourselves,
and that if we are feeling good and strong we are much more amenable to making some kind
of a deal. If we are feeling the slightest bit defensive. we use the Soviet behavior in the
world, in a sense, as a substitute for our feelings of inadequacy.
Mr, BRINKLEY: And who was saying this, now'

Mr. JENNINGS: A number of American-Soviet so-called scholars on Soviet affairs.
George, do you think there's anything in it?

Mr. WILL: I don't. I think that the President is not looking for a place in history in terms of
something that will be agreed in Geneva. [believe the President believes that 100 years from
now what people will remember his administration for was the Strategic Defense Initiative;
that is. a technological and moral revolution in the way the country defends itself. And you
may think he's right or wrong, but I think his view of history. to the extent that he's
preoccupied with that, has precious little to do with anything that can be done in two days
here.

Mr. DONAlDSON: Well, if Ronald Reagan's view is that history will judge him by having
added ~r layer of armaments, another layer of weapons- or shields, if you will, but in
effect that IS a weapon on both sides - then I think he's wrong.
Mr. WILL: Remember that SDI hrings together two American strands of thought, and the
President is very American.

Mr. BRINKlEY: I have a few seconds. I'd like to ask. each of you for a quick answer to this.
Why have the RUSSiansput on this huge propaganda. public relations campaign? George?

Mr. WILL: I don't know. I mean. for the same reasons people spent aU that money trying to
sell the Edsel.

Mr, DONALDSON: They're getting smarter.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Sam'

Mr. ~: They're getting smarter. They're learning to talk. just like Americans.
and It may do them some good in the world.

Mr. BRINKLEY: All right, Peter?

Mr, JENNINGS: More specifically they've learned exactly from the Reagan administration
and seen the capacity that you can have for affecting public opinion.
Mr. DONAlDSON: Michael Deaveresky? Is that what's happening in Moscow?
Mr. JENNINGS: Exactly, Sam!
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right, the time is up. Thank you all. Thanks very much. We'll be back
With a few words about one final question on the summit meeting here in Geneva. and the
question is, why? In a moment.

,
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[commercial break/
Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary]; Finally, why all this ceremony in Geneva? Why a. summit
meeting? Here is why. 1bere are now enough nuclear weapons m the wo~d to kill every
human being on earth 12 times. 1bere is one soldier for every 43 people m the world, as
compared to one doctor for every 1,030. 1be U.S. goverrunent is deeply conce~ about a
deficit of $200 billion, while the world's spending for military each year is $800 billion. [fthe
prices of automobiles had risen as fast since World War II as the poces of we~ns,. a
Chevrolet would now cost $300,000. So if summit meetings offer any bope of dealing With
this worldwide madness, instead of meeting every six years. maybe they should meet every
day until some of this is worked out. .'
For all of us at ABC's This Week - and this week. by the way. IS our fourth anniversary

on the air - until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS TMS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

November 24, 1985
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our Wash-
mgton headquarters. here's David Brinkley.

DAVID lIIWtKlEY: Says Mikhail Gort>achev of the Soviet Union. asking the eternal
queslion in Russian-American relations. "Why should we believe you more than you should
be.lieve ~T' AOO.. "We have more reasons not to belie ve you.' While President Reagan
said. "We must reduce the mistrust and suspicion between us if we are to do such things as
reduce arms." WeU, essentially that is it. Two countries with more nuclear weapons than
they need. more than the world needs. each promising it does not want 10 use them while
each refuses 10 believe or trust the other. So after the Geneva meeting. where do we stand?
We'U ask today's guests: Stanislav Menshikov. advisor to the Central Committee.
Communist Party of the Soviet Unioo: Henry Kissinger. former secretary of state: Senator
Sam Nunn. Democrat. ranking Democrat 00 the Senate Armed Services Committee; some
background from our man John Martin. and our discussion here with George Will. Sam
Donaldson and Judy Powell. AI! here on our Sunday program.

FITS!. a little news. An Egyptian airliner flying from Athens. Greece. to Cairo was
hijacked and is now on the ground in Valletta. Malta. There are rn people on board according
10 the Egyptians. including four Americans. The State Department here in Washington says
its information is that some of the passengers. a few of the passengers. have been murdered
and six have been injured. Egypt has flown in a planeload of troops trained 10 deal with
hijackers. The hijackers say they're from a radical group called Egypt's Revolutionaries.
Here's ABC's David Ensor with a report from Malta.

DAVID ENSOR [voice-over}: The authorities are keeping themselves and others out of
shooting range of the terrorists on the Egyptian airplane. which is parked in a remote
comer of Malta's airport. The pilot brought it down last night without the airport runway
lights. which had been switched off 10 discourage a landmg. Maltese officials say there
was a fire fight in the air just before the landing. and that these are clearly a particularly
ruthless group of terrorists. 11Iey have. however. rel~ ~ passengers. mostly
women. In negotiations over the radio with government officials In the control tower. the
terrorists called themselves Egypt's Revolution, which is the same narne used by a group
taking credit for killing an Israeli diploma~ in Cai~ in August. But a Cairo newspaper
says the hijackers are speaking Arabic With a Synan or Lebanese accent and not an
Egyptian one. . ..

Ion camera{ The Maltese government can hardly be surpn~ a h.lj3cked plan.e has
been brought here. The island is strategically located from the POI~tof view of~rronsts.

{on cameral Toe plane. which was hijacked shortly afu?r.leavm~ Athens allport. w~
brought down in Malta because it is near Libya and Tunisia. w~lch are. the two desti-
nations of choice for the terrorists. At this point the standoff continues With the Maltese

. refusin to refuel the plane unless all the passengers have been freed. although the
gove~nt has sent food to the pl~. And ~ hijackers are threatening to kill more of
their hostages if they don't get the" way. DaVId Ensor. ABC News. Malta.

Mr BRINKlEY: We'll be back with a spokesman for the Soviet Union,. former Secretary of
Stare Henry Kissinger. and a ranking member of the Senate Armed Services Committee. and
all the rest of today's program. in a moment.

Icommercial break!
Mr BRINKLEY: If it were not for all those nuclear weapons ~e A,:"eric~ peopl~ ~ou~
ha~e no reason to be very much concerned about what the RUSSiansd~. I~ It ~~~t'ai~~g
that military hardware they couJd spend their money on an economy a~ IS SiC ree of tIllSt
and we could spend ours on paying our debts. BUIall of thathawould""lUi'::; a:gatmospbere
ha d not exist And while the Geneva summit may ve improv I f
t t oehst it did ve'ry little 10 solve that problem. Before we question our guests about al 0
somew a. I . J h .,
this a little background from John Matt,". 0 n.

. and Mikh '1Gorbacbev
JOHN MARTIN: As they were leaving. David. Ronald Reagan. .~ Geneva can
began the process of trying to convince the world that what they dId here I
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reduce the threat of nuclear war without compromising the security of the peoples they
lead. But the statement they issued and the claims they made raise questions about what
really happened here.

[voice-over! As it was ending amid applause and smiles. both leaders reminded each
other of their hopes but also their fears.

IlIKHA1L GORBACHEV, GentnI Seael&iy of the USSR ConwnunIst
Party [through interpreter]: We must not allow the anTIS race to move off on into
space. and we must cut it down on earth.

MARTIN [voice-over}: For Mr. Reagan the question was different.

Pres. RONALD REAGAN: Will we join together in sharply reducing offensive
nuclear arms and moving to non-nuclear defensive strengths or systems to make this a
safer world?

MAA11N [voice-over}: For all their time together. for all the fireside persuasion and
argument. they could not resolve that question. so their joint statement spoke only of
preventing an arms race in space. Despite animation of it as a weapons system. President
Reagan seemed to be saying that his Strategic Defense Initiative, SOl. would not mili-
tarize space but pacify it. General Secretary GortJachev strongly disagreed, and as they
moved away from Geneva you could hear how it must have sounded when they sat face to
face and debated Star Wars.

Sec. Gen. GORBACHEV [through interpreter]; This is just a new type o(weapon.
It's a nuclear space ann. And it opens up a new stage in the arms race. and that's why
it's unacceptable.

Pres. REAGAN: SDI has nothing to do with offensive weapons. We're investigating
non-nuclear defense systems that would only threaten offensive missiles. not people.

Sec. Gen. GORBACHEV [rhrough interpreter]: If these arms are deployed in space
there will be these arms sitting over on top of us, sitting underneath us on the earth.
They'l! be allover the place.

Pres. REAGAN: Nations could defend themselves against missile attack and man-
kind at long last escape the prison of mutual terror. This is my dream.

MARTIN [voice-overt: Despite the impasse on SDI. the two sides said they agree on
several principles. Nuclear war cannot be won and must not be fought. Neither side will
seek military superiority. Both sides will work. to reduce their nuclear arsenals by 50%.
They also said they will try to agree on what to do about the intermediate range of nuclear
forces where the Soviets hold a decisive lead in warheads and bombs. On Capitol Hill.
meanwhile. one congressman saw an avenue for later agreement on arms.

Rep. TOM lANTOS, (D) CaIIfomIII, foreign A""' ... ~: It seems to me
if we make headway on Afghanistan. on various other so-called regional issues. then the
anTIS control issue will appear in a much more manageable light.

MARTIN [voice-over}: In the end it comes down to questions of trust.

Pres. REAGAN: We must reduce the mistrust and suspicions between us if we are to
do such things as reduce arms.

Sec;. Gen. GORBACHEV [through interpreter]; But why should we trust you more
than you trust us? We have even greater grounds for not trusting you.

MARTIN [voice-overt: Even so. many observers on both sides said the two superpowers
had inched forward. had dispelled some of the darker suspicions. A triumph. perhaps. of
personal diplomacy.

[interviewing! Are you at all surprised that they couldn't come up with something a
little more concrete at this meeting?

SERGEY PLEKHANOV, SovIet political scientist: No, I'm not surprised at all.
Considering the backlog of negative things which has accumulated over the last few
years. I think they've done quite a lot in these two days.



MARTlN [voice-over]; But one American senator who specializes in arms control
warned of impending difficulties.
sen. AlBERTGORE,(0) Tellnn_·. I think it's a significant achievement to have
such a dramatic change in the tone of the relationship. That cannot be underestimated in
importance. But tile underlying impasse on strategic issues remains unchanged. and that's
not a stable situation. It can deteriorate as we move forward on SOL as they decline to
address their violations of the past treaties, as the expiration date of SALT II approaches,
as the ABM treaty continues to atrophy. TIle relationship could get worse, and the
improved tone may not be enough to prevent that deterioration unless we break the
impasse on anns control issues.

MARTIN: The SALT II treaty expires in 37 days. but the United States is reportedly
willing to continue observing it if the Soviet Union does. So both sides will be watching
closely in the coming months to see whether the tentative trust they first signalled toward
each other in Geneva can be expanded. David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: John. thank you. Coming next. Stanislav Menshikov, advisor to the
Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union; and. shortly, fonner Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger and the senior Democrat on the Senate Armed Services Committee.
Sam Nunn of Georgia. In a moment.
[commercial breakj

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Menshikov in Moscow. thank you very much for coming in today to
talk to us. Happy to have you with us. Here with us are George Will of ABC News and Sam
Donaldson, ABC News White House correspondent. Now. Mr. Menshikov. at the Geneva
meeting the great topic of disagreement was the SOl, or Star Wars. Mr. Gotbachev called it a
v.:eapon; Mr. Reagan sees it as a defense against weapons. which is a rather striking
disagreement. Which is it? How do you see it? What do you think it is? And why are you so
unhappy about it?

STANISLAV MENSHIKOV. Soviet Central Commlllee advisor: Well. I think it is a
weapon. It can be used to defend. but it can also be used to strike the other side. you see. It
works both ways. You know. anything that can knock out a rocket can knock out people. It
c~ knock out anything, in fact. So it is really a two-sided weapon, a two-edged. so to say.
thing. But you see. the problem here is that this difference has been there for quite a long
time between the two sides, and what Ithink happened in Geneva was that for the first time.
the President of the United States and tile General Secretary of our country listened to the
argume~tsof the other side. not just through the media or through experts but to each other.
and I think they came to understand better the concerns of the other side. the factors that
determine the decision-making of the other side. And I believe that now. on coming back.
both sides. including Mr. Reagan and Mr. Gorbacbev. will think it over once again and
rna~be they will find ways to solve this issue and to come 10 a zeneral agreement on these
particular ISSues. ~

GEORGE WI LL; Mr. Menshtkov->

Mr. MENSHIKOV: See. the important thing, not just in this field but in all fields. I think.
that separate us, 15 no.t to overdramatize the differences, and that's what these gentle~n 10
Geneva have been domg. They've been trying to bring forward the differences but trying to
understand each other. and maybe in that way to lay the first step in trying to solve the
differences.

Mr. WILL: Since March. 1983. when the President first started talking publicly about SDI.
he has stressed the fact that the United States would. as research proceeded. share ihis
technology With the Soviet Uruon to obviate worries that this was a first-strike weapon that
belicould deploy. and leave the Soviet Union far behind. Do the members of your government

eve the President on this. or do they think he's kidding?

~. ~ENStIKOV: Well, we have no reason to believe him on that very much: at .Ieast. we
1 ~ t before O?w, because the United States has not shared much technology With us on
van~lUsother things that are less dangerous in our minds than the space weaponry .that we are
talking about, or your SDI technology. if you like to call it that. Well. there IS always a
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chance that in the concrete situation of the moment the United States will choose in the future
to deploy its own weapons without sharing the technology. and Mr. Reagan is here today but
he may not be around when the actual thing happens.

Mr. WI LL; Well. Mr. Mensbikov-
Mr. MENSHlKOV: Yes, this is nothing that one can sign a check for the future. you see.

Mr. WILL; He's apt to he here certainly for three more years. and if a Republican of kindred
spirit wins you could have. certainly. a strong commitment to SDI for the indefinite future.
Now. your government's position is no steep reductions in offensive forces until there is an
agreement to really either eliminate or substantially cripple the SOl program. Given what you
learned at Geneva, is it now your expectation there can be 00 serious reductions of offensive
forces as long as President Reagan is president?

Mr. MENSHIKOV: No. I believe that there is a possibility for the United States to really
realize that the important thing is where you draw the line. you see. If you draw the line
where- on research without really putting those weapons into space, meaning testing and
putting them into space. then you have a very good deal, you see. Then the other side can
have the trust- they can trust the other side, they can have time to prepare themselves if the
worst happens. and they can also go ahead with research in the same area. which does not
mean creating weapons but means being prepared in the case of an eventuality. This is a
realistic approach, and it serves I think equally the interests of both sides. the security
interests of both sides.

SAM DONA lDSON: Mr. Menshikov-

Mr. MENSHIKOV: Yes?

Mr. DONAlDSON: I didn't mean to intenupt you. Finish your thought.

Mr. MENSHIKOV: No, no. let's go ahead. I think that would serve both interests and it
would mean that both sides would understand the concerns of each other. You see. Mr.
Reagan has been saying, what is really- before the meeting he has been asking. Iwant to
know what is really, what concerns the Soviet Union. I think that in five or six:hours he came
to understand what is concerning. Now. it will take some time for the analysis of that to go
ahead and do it, but we shouldn't waste time because, you know, it's like a wedding. The
wedding is set for some distant date. and then the more distant it is, the ITIOrechances are that
the bride and the bridegroom will be driven apart by whatever happens in between.

Mr. DONAlDSON: All right. Mr. Menshikov. there's going to he a first anniversary of this
wedding. In about a year the two leaders are going to get together. What must happen
between now and then for that to be a successful summit? Clearly they can't just get together
and once again get to know each other weU.

Mr. MENSHIKOV: Well. I would think that the best for them would he to go into all the
differences as fast as they can. go into all the differences that separate us on the strategic
weapons. And there are differences but I don't think they are unsurmountable. It is a question
of very difficult negotiations. but it is possible, once they get a go-ahead from their govern-
ments. And on the intermediate I think they are even closer to possible agreement. That's my
personal view.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. do you think we've got to have some sort of an anns control
agreement or at least a framework before they can have a second successful summit?

Mr. MENSHIKOV: Yes. I think so. and also, if the United States sees that both sides are
close to an agreement on those issues. I think they may think twice about SDI. because this
would be a chance that they wouldn't like to miss.

Mr. DONAlDSON: Mr. Menshikov, let me quickly raise two other subjects. Was there
progress made in the field of human rights? We have nothing but a vague line in the
communique, but we have hints from U.S. officials that if we just don't talk about it. your
government wiU do more to ease the hwnan rights burden in the Soviet Union. Is that right?

Mr. MENSHIKOV: Well. I can't agree with you on your formula because it means that. you
know. I should have to say that we have a burden. I don't think. we have a burden. But if we
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talk about this, yes, I think there is a much better understand~~ of the f~ct that. first, these
issues should be settled on an individual basis; second. that this IS so~thmg for the govern-
ment of the Soviet Union to decide and not for the Congress of the Umted States to decide-

Mr, DONAlDSON: All right, well, do you think your govemment-

Mr. MENSHlKOV: -a better understanding of these things, I think.

Mr. DONAlDSON: Do you think your government may decide to allow Mr. Sakharov to
leave the Soviet Union if he chooses?

Mr. MENSHIKOV: Well, that's an individual case. Now. I cannot speak for. my govern-
ment. I don't know what they will do about this, but you know. things are movmg and there
may be different issues here. You know, even in that field there have been changes recently.

Mr. WI LL: Mr. Menshikov, the Red Anny has been fighting what you call the bandits in
Afghanistan for longer than the Red A:n"ty fought Hitler's armies. And I.n Gene~a Mr.
Arbatov said that the assistance of the Umted States would be ffi?St welcome In resolving ~
Afghanistan crisis. What's the matter with just putting the tanks In reverse and backing out. I
mean. what do you have to fear from little old Afghanistan?

Mr. MENSHlKOV: We don't fear Afghanisran. We're not fighting against Afghanisran.
What we are fighting is against people that come from Pakistan, from some ~r co~ntnes,
and help some people in Afghanistan who don't like their regime, you see. This. IS ~ mte~al
struggle supported on the one side by. quite frankly, Pakistan and other countries, including
the United States, who spent some money on it. On the other hand, we are suppor:tmg ~he
other side, you see. This is-- that's what a civil war in which the .government IS being
supported by us and the anti-government forces are supported by your Side. So, you know. If
we back out at this moment, leaving these people to themselves. there may be bl~~
there may be more bloodshed than there is now, you know. This has to be decided 10 a
political way. It's not a military decision that can solve this issue. And I think that perhaps the
discussion in Geneva may have helped to understand these things.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Menshikov, thank you. Thank you very much--

Mr. MENSHIKOV: Thank you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: -for being with us today.
Mr, MENSHIKOV: Thank you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next, Henry Kissinger. former secretary of state. who helped
negotiate a treaty with the Soviet Union still in effect, and, shortly, Senator Sam Nunn of the
Senate Anned Services Committee. In a moment.
[commercial breakj

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Kissinger in New York, thank. you very much for coming in to talk
with us today. Pleasure to have you here.

HENRY KISSINGER,lonner Sec.-y of sum: Good to be here.

Mr. BRINK LEY: Now. in some of your writings prior to the summit, in one of the,:"; you
said this meeting in Geneva could be an episode or a historic breakthrough. I'm aware I~s t~
early to make final judgments. but as of today. this Sunday. how would you charactenze It.

sec. KISSINGER: [ would not characterize it as a historic breakthrough. I think what could
be reasonably achieved was achieved. That is. a procedure for discussions. a general ~efiru-
tion of the topics to.be discussed, but whether it's a breakthrough or not will be dete~lOed a:
the next ~o surr1J~lltsIII terms of concrete agreements that mayor may not be ne~ot.la~·lf
do ~~t think. that Simply establishing a better personal relation between the leaders IS In use
decisive.

Mr. WILL: Mr. Kissinger, you just beard Mr. Menshikov saying that. yes. there can be
progress on reductions of offensive force levels if the President can agree to restnet SDI to a
research program. If you were advising the President. what would you tell him to say now
about SDI?
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sec. KISSINGER: Well, I noticed that in the Menshikov presentation that be said that the
Soviets are attempting to focus the discussion on two issues. One. to say that all the
differences between the United States and the Soviet Union are in the weapons field and,
secondly, within the weapons field. they are exclusively or primarily caused by the strategic
defense. What I would recommend to the President is, one. tensions are caused by political
conditions at least as much as by weapons conditions and that there has to be some progress
in the political actions, in resolving the political actions that caused the crisis in the first place.
Secondly, that we do not accept the proposition that defensive weapons are put into a special
category from other weapons and that the issue of the limitations of offensive and defensive
weapons should be negotiated concurrently and that they should be limited in relation to each
other. not one in the abstract, as the Soviets seem to be proposing on the face of it. TIle
President is right in the sense the defensive weapons are less threatening than offensive
weapons, and I do not see how we can get from here to there only by limiting offensive
weapons and banning defensive weapons.

Mr. WILL: Mr. Kissinger, you were present at the creation of the ABM treaty. Now, the
ABM treaty presumed, according to Jerry Smith, who belped negotiate it, that it would be
followed by substantial reductions of offensive forces. which has not been the case. "The
Soviet Union, with its own defensive spending, has shown that it does not accept mutual
vulnerability as a doctrine and. as you these days say constantly, the mutual vulnerability
thesis, the assured destruction thesis. produces nuclear pacifism in the West. Why, I guess
I'm asking, were you for the ABM treaty in the first place, and isn't it time to say that its time
has passed?

sec. KISSINGER: The ABM treaty was negotiated in different circumstances. First of all,
at the time the technology was entirely different. Secondly, quite frankly. the Congress was
systematically cutting the program that we had so that we were heading towards the unilateral
abandonment of whatever ABM we had. Thirdly, there was the hope at the time, maybe even
the expectation, that there could be very substantial cuts of offensive weapons. In ail these
circumstances, some limitation of defensive weapons, especially given the technology of the
times, seemed appropriate. The evolution since then has indicated that offensive weapons'
have quadrupled and that even a 50% qut would not reduce the danger either of a s~rise
attack or a cataclysmic destruction of the population. And the purpose of anTIS control ISnot
just to have an agreement and not just tq have a theoretical cut. TIle fJUIlX>SC of anTIS control
is to make nuclear war less likely and to limit its damage ifit should occur, That should be the
criteria.

Mr. WILL: The logic of your position seems to be that since dme and technology have
changed, the President should say that ifSDI works - and the Soviet Union doesn't see""!to
dispute that by its behavior - that if SDI works we're going to deploy it. Is there anything
the matter with the President saying that?

Sec. KISSINGER: My view is that the emphasis on the wo«1 "research" is going td
confuse the issue completely. TIle issue on SDI is eventually deployment. If that is the case;
we should negotiate, if we are willing, limitations on deployment proportionate to the:
limitations on the deployment of offensive weapons. Ifwe are trying to elaborate a distinction.
between research, testing and deployment. we are going to get into an arcane area of esoteric
technicalities.

Mr. WI'LL: So you're saying. assume .deployment and. negotiate about the pace of it. and
scale?

sec. KISSINGER: Exactly. That's what I'm saying, and I'm saying if the ABM treaty has
to be amended, let's amend the ABM treaty. 'There's nothing more sacrosanct about the
ABM treaty. At any rate it has a provision by which it could be abrogated - which I'm not
advocating at this moment - in one year- with one-year notice. But why not say, let us--
we are in a new field of technology, hopefully in a new field of relationships. Why not
negotiate an arrangement between offensive and defensive weapons that will last for the
indefinite future, or at least for the next 20 years, rather than simply go along on the
established track with somewhat lower numbers but the same danger, so that we are totally
vulnerable to accidents of political conflicts that the last 10 years have shown could break. out
maybe even without the wish of the superpowers.
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Mr. DONAlDSON: Dr. Kissinger, the President's advisors say the most important thing to
come out of this summit was the personal relationship and chemistry that developed between
the two leaders, because of their extraordinary five hours of one-on-one meetings. And the
President has said that he believes Mr. Gorbachev is sincerely interested in reducing tensions
and worlcing toward peace. Do you think they're naive?

Sec. KISSINGER: I believe that it is not doing the President a favor or the cause of peace a
favor to give the impression that the tensions are caused by the misunderstandings between
two leaders and can be resolved by the good personal relations between the two leaders. I
tbink the President bandIed the diplomacy leading up to the summit in an extraordinarily
skillful and tboughtful manner. [ tbink he handled himself extremely ably at the summit, but
this is not the same as saying that we can rely for the future on the personal relationship
between Mr. Gorbachev and Mr. Reagan. Any time American presidents - look back to
1955 at the Geneva summit - have relied on their personal relationship, they became
extremely vulnerable to the changes in political conditions. Within three years of the Geneva
summit we had a Soviet ultimatum on Berlin. Within a year and a half we had threats of
nuclear war against Western Europe. I'm not saying that the relationship is not important.
I'm saying it must be used to get some concrete agreements. concrete limitations. and if we
don't get iliat it cannot by itself be tbe basis of U.S.-Soviet relations.

Mr. DONALDSON: On that basis, they've agreed to meet again in a year and again after
that a year later. That puts a sort of deadline on coming up with concrete agreements. does it
not?

sec. KISSINGER: Absolutely.

Mr. DONAlDSON: And does this deadline hun us or help us?

Sec. KISSINGER: Well, that depends bow we handle our own internal debate. It is
absolutely imperative now that we straighten out our own internal debate on strategic defense
and on the relationship between offensive and defensive weapons. It's equally imperative that
we develop a program in which we can explain to our public, to our allies and to the Soviets
exactly what we mean by political restraint, If we do all of this. I drink our basic negotiating
position is strong enough for Mr. Reagan's presidency 10 be marked by a historical break-
through. If we don't do this, then I think that the next summit is going to be a very difficult
one, ~ause I think that the Soviets have very skillfully created the impression that if. it
doesn t s.uceeed next ume. that we have jeopardized the good relationship that has been built
up on this one.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Kissinger. thank you very much. Thank you for coming in today:
been happy to hear your views.

Sec. KISSINGER: Good to be here, thnak you.
Mr~BRINKLEY: Thank you. Coming next, Senator Sam Nunn of Georgia, who is the
seruor Democrat on the Senate Armed Services Committee. In a moment.
{commercial break!

Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Nunn, tbanks very much for coming in today. It's always a
pleasure to have you with us. Now, you have heard. we have all heard, that the Russians
have offered a 50% reduction in nuclear arms in return for all kinds of things. Suppose we
had a 50~ reduction in nuclear arms. We wouldn't be any better off than we are now. ~re
would still be a deadly threat to the human race. We could spend the rest of our lives argumg
about numbers and throw weights and so on. Isn't there some better way to go about this'?

sen. SAM NUNN, (0) Georgia, Armed Servk:es CommIlt8e: Well, I think you can
Improve what we call stability. depending on what arms you reduce. I can visualize a 50 or
even 75 perce~t reduction that would make the world more dangerous rather than less
dangerous: So It depen<;fson, in my view, getting both sides to cut back or at least. perhaps,
even temuna~e first-strike weapons. large. land-based MIRVed missiles, which are very
lethal, offensively, but exposed to a first strike from the other side. That kind of agreement
Would be stabilizing.

Mr. BRINK LEY: Do you see any possibility of a son of political-- our problems are
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political, and the weapons are a result of that. Ariy chance of success in political negotiations
that you can see?

sen. NUNN: Well. it's going to be very hard. It's going 10 be tough, but there are some
indications, not just from the summit but even before that, the Soviets may be having second
tboughts about Afghanistan. That is a possibility. It seems to me we also bave a possibility of
trying to do something about wbat you alluded to in your first question, that is, the use of
nuclear weapons. Even if we got what most people would consider a very stabilizing.
equitable and verifiable anns control arrangement, we still would have a grave danger of
some type of war by accident or miscalculation. It seems to me the risk reduction effort that
Senator Warner and I have been talking about a long time and that borb leaders said we're
now going to try to negotiate is a step in that direction.

Mr. WILL: On the subject ofa cut that could make matters worse, Dr. Kissinger has said that
it is incomprehensible for the administration to propose a ban on mobile missiles because. if
you combine that with a 50% cut, you'd have fewer targets to hit and the targets would be all
fixed. and therefore a first strike would be easier. Do you agree that the administration made
a mistake in proposing a ban on mobile missiles?

sen. NUNN: I would say it depends on whether that's a tactical proposal or a substantive
proposal, and tbat depends on who you talk to in the administration. Some people I believe
view it as tactical, others as substantive. But I do believe that mobile missiles. if they're
single-warhead missiles, provide a way of stabilizing the possibility or the temptation of a
first strike on either side. So a ban on mobility, a total ban coming out of this negotiation, to
me would be a step in the wrong direction. It would be a step against the Scowc~ft
recommendations. a step against the first consensus we've had on a real arms control goal m
the Congress for a long time. So I would not welcome that.

Mr. WI LL: Given that the President has invested SOl witb the highest moral significance,
and given the fact that we seem to be getting nowhere with this rather Jesuitical argument
about where research begins and ends and development begins and ends. what do you think
of Dr. Kissinger's suggestion that we say if it works, we're going to deploy it and we're
willing to negotiate about the pace and scale of deployments?

sen. NUNN: well, for one thing. we are a long way from knowing whether it will work.
Paul Nitze says, and [ drink he's correct, that we do not koow whether so-called SOl is ~oing
to be a contribution to our security yet. It's a research program. So to me, to be negoaanng
now about deployment of something we have no idea whether it's really going to work and
how much it' s going to cost-

Mr. WILL: Well, you wouldn't be negotiating about deployment. You'd be saying, "Let's
not waste time trying to kill it because we're going to deploy it if it works." It's a sub-
junctive.

sen. NUNN: Well, to deploy it if it costs $2 trillion? Deploy it if it means we have to
eliminate the Army and the Marine Corps and the tactical Air Force? Deploy it if it means by
the year 2000 we won't be able to retake Grenada? It seems to me that's a pretty great leap of
faitb.

Mr. DONALDSON: Senator Nunn-

Mr. WILL: Who's going to lose Grenada again?
Mr. DONAlDSON: Well. we took Grenada. I mean. we did it. Senator Nunn, the joint
statement issued in Geneva suggested that the two sides would move forward at the nego-
tiating table now on an accelerated basis on reducing offensive weapons. trying to find a deal
there. Star Wars was not mentioned in the communique. But right afterward Mr. Gorbachev
held a news conference and returned to the familiar Soviet position that there can be no major
reductions in offensive weapons until the United States gives up the Star Wars effort. Which
is the real Gorbachev?

sen. NUNN: Well. Gorbachev also said in the Time magazine interview that you can't limit
laboratory research. So we are riot going to give up SDI research. and I think. to use the word
give up by the Soviets or by some people on both ends of the political specttum here is a
misnomer. I don't agree with that.
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Mr. DONALDSON: So you think that we can go ahead with research and still make a deal
on offensive weapons reductions. What if we go ahead with testing? Before Geneva, Mr:
Reagan. whenever he was asked the question. said yes. he meant testing in something that
was not negotiable.

Sen. NUNN: WeU, some testing under the ABM treaty is permitted; other testing is not. So
it depeods on the type testing. And we have a raging legal dispute now about a broad
interpretation or a narrow. So we 've got to son out the ABM interpretation in this govern-
menlo then we've got to get the Soviets to agree to a reasonable interpretation of ABM.
That's a starting point. We're not going to get an offensive reduction. in my opinion, unless
we can at least agree on the terms of a treaty we both say we're going to adhere to. And it
seems to me the best evidence of offensive-defensive kind of relationships. which I agree
with Dr. Kissinger on, is the Weinberger Jetter that recently came out, where it was very
plain that in response to Krasnoyarsk we might very well have to build up our offensive
forces. And so we have always reacted to Soviet defenses with increased offenses. Ithink it's
oonnal to assume they will do likewise.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, then what do you see as happening in January when the anns
negotiators reconvene? Are you persuaded it will be a new impulse,. a new imJ:K:tlIS which
might narrow the differences and move toward a treaty. or do you think the posmons at the
table will be roughly the same and we'll make no progress?

sen. NUNN: We've got a lot of roadblocks, we've got a lot of tough obstacles in the way,
but I think there's IOOreopportunity for a reasonable and very substantial ~ also stabilizing
arms control oow than there has been in the last two decades. Whether we 11reach It or not I
do not know. but I think: there is a strong possibility. and I believe this summit improved the
aomsphere and improved the opportunity.
Mr, WILL: I'd like to ask you two questions about continued compliance with the S,ALT II
treaty. "There was a story in The New York Times yesterday that says the reason It didn t C?me
up at the summit was that we had t?ld them in a back-channel way that we would continue
complying. Is that your understanding?

Sen. NUNN: I do not know the answer to that.
..... WIU: And the story also said we ~u~d c~ntinuecomplyingwith ~ exception:t
we'd have proportionate responses to their violations. Is that a policy you d recomme .
sen NUNN' WeU that's the policy the Senate passed overwhelmingly .. and it was my
lang~ge that' said ~e would not undercut. provided we maintained the nght to have pro-
portional responses. . ..,
Mr. WILL: Should the President retire submarines as long as they're not rn compban~.

NUNN: It seems to me that, first of all, we wan! to try l? get the":J to come mto
Sen. Iiance: second one of the things they're not in compliance on IS a new. smgle-warbeed-
comp . -. ' develo in that missile' so it seems to me that's a proportIonate
mobtle missile. We also are h Pthgnk fully before taking out submarines. I prefer to
res nse Third I think we oug t to J care . .
tak~out 'vulne~ble missiles, but that's a military type decision.

Mr, BRINKI£Y: Senator Nunn, thank you.

sen. NUNN: Thank you.
Mr. BRlNKI£Y: Thanks very much for coming in today.

sen NUNN' Thank you.•• . . he times outrageous. but usually not.
Mr BRINKLEY: Coming next, our dISCUSSIOn re~ some . alive from the Carter

. . . . '11be Jody Powell whose record Includes escaping Iand jouung us WI '
White House. In a moment.

Icommercial break! ave heard in the last three or four weeks
Mr, BRINK LEY: Well, by my careful co:t, we h worth having, whether it was a success.
II ,416 opinions about the sUffimBlt·ftw~ t ~ I~=three more. George?
a failure and so on and so on. ne y. e
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Mr, WI LL: It was a good summit. In othet words, it did the least damage of any modem
summit. There was no artificial compulsion to come up with agreements that J>8IX:f over deep
differences, and the President pointed us in an interesting way toward the next two summits
by saying, "Here's the report card on which we will be graded. Reductions of offensive
forces, settlements of regional conflicts, agreement with-- compliance with previous agree-
ments and enhancement of the cause of liberty. " Since nothing is more predictable than that
the Soviet Union will get an F on the report card on all three- four categories, it'll be
interesting to see how that report card is brought to bear at the next summit.

Mr. BRlNKI£Y: So you have flunked the Soviet Union?

Mr. WILL: In advance, yes.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, [ think it was a successful summit on balance. I think the
President handled himself very well. I think it was a meeting that ought to have been held,
and I'm pleased that it was. But using George's report card. I'm worried about the next one,
because Iagree with Dr. Kissinger. Ithink the Soviets have now maneuvered in a way to put
us in a position where there is a great deal of pressure on Mr. Reagan by the next summit or
the summit after that to come up with agreements. And I don't think for a moment. with aU
due respect to the President, that Mr. Gorbachev is just a nice fellow who, now that he's
looked into Ronald Reagan's eyes and heart, has come away with the idea that we're going to
make peace in this world and we're going to reform the world in the Western style. I think.
Mr. Gorbachev was there to seek advantage: I think he's going to try to put pressure on
Ronald Reagan to make some agreements or else flunk George's report card on the. Western
side. ~

Mr. WILl.; The President's report card.

Mr. DONALDSON: Ah. But the President set his own trap then, because if we've got to
have agreements in those areas, if Soviet behavior has to be modified in a demonstrable way
within a year. then of course it's going to fail and of course it's going to make us look bad. So
I just wish, you know, the White House aides--

Mr. WIll: How does their failing make us look bad?

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, because we have come out of this summit, and the White House
aides have notstopped. They are still talking. You're talking about 11,000 opinions: those
old boys are still talking in their sleep about what a wonderful summit it was. how great the
President was----

Mr. BRlNKI£Y: Maybe by now it's 12,000.
Mr. DONA LDSON: -how much the two of them liked each other. and how now we are on
the right road. WeU, Ithink we are on the right road. but they've been flakking it so hard that
they set up an expectation for the. next swnmit that's going to be almost impossible to
achieve.

JODY POWE LL: We have been through an absolute orgy of self-congratulation here in
Washington over the past few days. It seems to me that the whole summit and aU that
attended it have been greatly overdone. We've heard great claims of victory based on reasons
that don't stand much scrutiny. It is a victory, for example, for the President not. to ~ ~ed
out of Star Wars. but it is not somehow a victory for Gorbachev rot to be talked into It. It IS a
victory for the President to be able to discuss regional issues when everybody and his brother
knows that you can discuss anything you want to at a summit - tiddlywinks, flower
arrangements. There's no limit on the agenda, you can talk. about whatever you want to. So,
you know, we went into this thing being told that nothing was going to happen, and that was
the best we could expect. Nothing happened, and now we're all feeling extremely good and
positive and wonderful about it. I don', have any particular reason to fee) great about any of
It.

Mr. BIINKLEY: Isn't that the way our political system works? Promise nothing and deliver
something and call yourself a hero?
Mr. POWELL; Well, that is a characteristic of, I suppose, all professions. It's been a little
more shameless this time-
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Mr. BRINKLEY: What are you doing? You're trying: to bring down the Republic, Jody?

Mr. DONALDSON: What do you mean, Judy, you don't feel good about any of it? f think
the fact that the two men met, that they did get to know each other to some extent, and that
they began to talk. about the differences is a plus. Are you saying that's a minus?

Mr. POWELL: Well, f think one thing, that without regard to ideological perspectives
people tend to agree on in this country is that those personal relationships, the smiles and the
chitchat, don't go very far whether you're dealing with arms control or whether you're
dealing with political differences. The fact is that the forces that motivate great powers in
these situations are not amenable to being changed by the fact that you get along. I mean, we
didn't expect-c.

Mr. DONALDSON: You had to start. I'm just worried that down the road, now that we've
started, we've built up expectations to the point we can't fulfill them.

Mr. POWE LL: I'll give you this. Compared to where we were within the past few years it's
a step forward. Compared to where we were in '72 or '68 or '79, we haven't even regained
that posture yet.
Mr. BRINKIEf: All right, I think maybe it's time that we left Geneva and came back to
Washington and considered the fact that the House Ways and Means Committee, after
weeks, months, of strain, struggle, practically wrestling on the rug, sweating, arguing,
fighting, lobbyists filling the hallways, standing around in their Gucei shoes trying to get
some benefit, a tax bilI was voted out of the committee. A tax reform, it's called, tax
simplification. I'm not sure it's either. George, what do you think of it? You've looked
through it.

Mr. WILL: Well, look. II's a rearrangement of tax liabilities, broadly cutting personal
lIKX?metax rates a lot, not quite as much as the President wanted, and shifting the burden to
busmess. There are two things to be said about this. 'There is 00 more supply-side stuff here
about a. self-financing tax cut that we had in 1981, that you would cut individual taxes and so
Immediately and extensively stimulate the economy that you'd have increased revenues from
lower rates. Everyone knows now when you cut taxes here you've got to raise them some-
where else. Now, where they're raising them is on business, and that's a very peculiar thing
for a supply-side administration to sit still for.

Mr. ~LEY: Is it no longer a supply-side administration?

Mr. WILL: Well. I don't know what it is because this seems to me to be- the President,
about three years .ago, ve~ wisely said, as a number of economists left, right and center have
said, you ought to abolish the corporate taxes because you don't know who pays them
anyway. Are the passed along in the cost of the product, taken out of employee compen-
sanon, taken away from dividends and all the rest? But this strikes me as not a highly
moral- well, it's not immoral, it just has no moral urgency attaching to it. It's a technical
rearrangement of burdens.

Mr· DONA.lDSON: One of the great driving forces behind this refonn was to make it more
fair ~d equltablC? In my book that means shifting to some extent the burden from individuals
to business. But in ~r sense they did not nearly come to the point where they reduced ~
deductions ~d exemptIons and the special tax breaks to the point where we could say It.s
absolutely fair. For mstance. they retained the one thing that Treasury Secretary Baker
~SISted all fall must not be retained, and that is the deduction for stale and local taxes. 'The
big states won. New York won. Mario Cuomo won in this bill. But it's a long way from
passage.

Mr. POWELL:.That was a concession to political realities, I think. the son of thing not
unh~ o~ m this process. There's no doubt. in answer 10 your first question. David. that.
yes, It IS simpler than it was before-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Are you sure of that? How many pages is it going to add to the Internal
Revenue Code? ~

Mr. POWELL: Well, I suppose in depends on whether you-

Mr. BRINKIEf:.It's already something like 12,000.

Mr. POWE LL: -c-keep the ones that you struck out. In terms of the various ins and outs of it,
I think it's pretty clear that it is simpler, and it does provide a test both for the White House
and for the Democrats. If the President is interested in a simpler tax code, this is indeed
simpler, and the questiones now whether he will support it. For the Democrats in the House it
provides a test of whether they've got enough sense to come in out of a hard rain. If they do,
they will pass this thing, send it over to the Senate-

Mr. BRINK LEY: A question not easily answered.

Mr. POWE LL.: -and let those 22 Republican senators up for re-election next year. starting
in February, worry about it.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me intenupt for a moment because there was one issue in this that I
found quite interesting, and I'm not sure how it turned out. Business deducting the prices of
football, baseball tickets and so on, entertaining customers and so on. What did they do about
that, George?

Mr. WI LL: It's my understanding that you can deduct the baseball and football tickets, and
46% of all baseball tickets are business expenses, if you're going to take your client and sit in
the bleachers. However, and this is the rigor and the new equity, you cannot deduct a sky
box, those luxury things with the color television sets in the bar.

Mr. POWELL: Well, I should think that some Chicago Cubs fans--

Mr, BRINKIEf: it will lower their standards of living, George.

Mr. WILL: It's an outrage.
Mr. POWE LL: I can't believe a Chicago Cubs fan knocking the bleachers. I mean, I would
think this was a Chicago Cubs amendment here.

Mr. WI LL: There are no sky boxes in Wrigley Field.
Mr. POWELL: That's exactly right, and it seems to me that-

Mr. BRlNKIEf: I didn't expect that kind of imagination out of a bunch of politicians, do
you? You can deduct it if you sit in the bleachers, but not if you sit in one of those fancy
upholstered boxes?

Mr. WILL: That's my understanding.

Mr. POWELL: You have to pay for the skyboxes. My concem is what they did to the abiliry
of businesses to pay for hunting lodges and that sort of thing. I like that much more than the
skyboxes.
Mr. DONA LDSON: Let me go back to the test you were talking about. I have nothing to say
about skyboxes. About the Democrats. The test for the President is whether he's going to
support this Ways and Means Committee bill or whether he's going to say," It's not what I
wanted. "which would ensure its defeat in the House, and then he'd try to blame the
Democrats. My hunch is he will support it. He'll try to get it out of the House and then try to
modify it in the Senate.

Mr. POWELL: If he wants it out of the House he'll get it.

Mr. DONALDSON: Trap there is if the Senate kills it. it'll be a Republican Senate that does
it, and it will appear that the Senate Republicans running for re-election aren't going to
support the incumbent President.
Mr. POWELL: Which is why I'm not so sure he's going to go all out to lay this thing in the
breast of the Republican Senate.

Mr. DONALDSON: BUI it was the cornerstone of his second-term domestic policy. If he
abandons that now, I don't think he'U think it'll go well for him.
Mr. POWELL: Well, the world's turned over many times since he stood there on the plane. I
mean, things can change in terms of priorities.
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Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, there's one other element in Washington's losing bartle with money,
and that is the so-called Gramm-Rudman-Hollings bill to balance the budget in five years.
Anyone see any hope for that? They're now fighting about-

Mr. WILL: Well, while they fight about that they've passed the largest water and public
works bill in history. I think. 'They've just gone over-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Pork barrel.

Mr. WIlL; Yeah, they've gone over the budget in the farm bill. I think things go on as usual.

Mr. DONA lDSON: I think the President may veto the fann bill if it comes out as over as it
is at the moment.

Mr. WILL: But 14 of the 22 Republican senators up for election next year are from what can
be called farm states.

Mr. DONAlDSON: That's the political reality. but Ronald Reagan has sworn with his own
mouth to veto these budget-busting bills. and again. if he won't do it. what is he. kind of a
paper tiger on those issues.

Mr. BRINK LEY: Is he going to veto this pork barrel. George?
Mr. WILL: No.

Mr. POWE LL: I will say-

Mr. DONA lDSON: Jimmy Carter had the poor political sense to oppose that kind of bill.

Mr. BRINK LEY: The only time Dwight Eisenhower was ever over-ridden was when he
vetoed a pork barrel bill. They can't he stopped. We'll he back. We'll he back with a few
words about a new poll taken for the Democratic Party showing the American people believe
that fairness is nice but it sure is expensive. In a moment.
{commercial break}

Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary}: Finally, with the election ofa new Congress less than a year
away. the Democrats are looking around for issues that will win seats for them in '86. they
hope. So the party has just finished a very large poll of voter attitudes across the state. or
across the country. The results they find surprising, but they probably shouldn't. For
example, they learned that the voters are sick and tired of hearing politicians' speeches about
fairness. because they have come to believe that fairness is a code word for one more
expensive giveaway program. have come to relieve that fairness means the middle class will
pay for another program from which it, the middle class, gets no benefit, that ail the benefits
will go to others. It has always been an article of faith in this country that the American
people would accept almost everything if they believed it was fair. But after a generation or
two of hearing the word used rather loosely and of seeing the debts and the bills pile up, they
seem to feel now that in public life, government life, fairness has come to mean something
else. And so the Democratic Party's new poll shows that when people are asked about
fairness it seems their reflex is to grip their wallets and say. "Fairness. yes, but what's it
going to cost me?" For all of us at ABC's This Week. until next Sunday. thank you.
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ABC NEWS TlflS WEEK Wll1i DAVID BRINKLEY

December 1, 1985
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our Wash-
mgton headquarters, here's David Brinkley.

DAVID BRINKLEY: A spy a day. almost. Four of !hem arrested in this country in five days
and accused o~ spying for the Soviet Union. China and Israel. It appears there are so many
around they will s.teal the socks off your feet or anything they can sell to a foreign country for
cash. Accused SPI~Shave been found in all four of the top secret agencies of government-
the NatIon~ Secunty Agency. the CIA. the FBI and military intelligence. Eleven have been
arrested this year. Well. how many are still out there at work and have not been discovered'!
We'll ask roday's guests about all this: William Webster. director of the .fBl: from Israel.
Simcha Dinitz, a member of the Israeli parliament and fonner ambassador to the United
State~; Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan of New York. formerly vice chairman of the Senate
Intelligence Comrnl~ee;Richard Helms, former director of the CIA. Some background from
our man John Martin. and our discussion here with Georee Will. Sam Donaldson and
Hooding Carter. All here on our Sunday program. "
.First. ~ little news since the Sunday morning papers. On the arrest of an American charged

w!th spymg for Is~l. the Israeli government apologized this morning and promised to "deal
with those responsible." Here is ABC:> Bob Zelnick in Jerusalem.

BOQ ZE~K [voice-over]: In a statement delivered by cabinet secretary Yossi Beilin
Israel epotogizes for any spying that may have been committed against the United States
~~ pledges ~o tak.~ conc~te steps to get-all the facts and prevent a recurrence of the
incidern. While saying the Internal investigation headed by Prime Minister Shimon Peres
IS .not yet complete. the Israelis pledge to follow the evidence no matter where the trail
might lead. TIle ~tatement does not mention accused spy Jonathan Pollard by name. nor
does It refer to this man. Raf Eitan. who reportedly ran the intelligence unit that recruited
Pollard. But the statement does pledge. first. that those responsible for the incident will be
brought to account:. second. that the unit responsible for the activity will be completely
and permanently dlsm~t!ed: <l!ld. third. that all necessary procedures will be imple-
m~nte~ to see tha! the incident IS not repeated. The statement describes Israel's relation-
shl~ ~lth the. United States as one of friendship. close affinity and mutual trust. ~d
descnbes espionage as totally contradictory to Israeli policy in dealing with the United
States.

(O~I cameral ~e Israelis have still not said they'Il let U.S. investigators at their oW,n
offipals: and. while the. Israelis have given no date for the completion of their invesn-
latlon. today s apology IS so sweeping and total as to 20 a long way toward relieving U.S.
ears ot a coverup. Bob Zelnick. ABC News. Jerusalem.

~r. ~RINKlEY:Pentagon officials said this mornine that three American militarv officer.;
ife: Into MaJta .last wee~end to give advice and assiSbnee to Egyptians stonning tt.e airplane
Aeeded. But It was said they took no part in the rescue attempt.

poll mad~ for U.S. News & World Repon shows that about one-fourth of American
taxpayers admit they cheat on their tax returns.
."".~nd Fred Grandy. one' of the stars of the television program' "Love Boat." announces he
I Iflldn.forCongress. Well. Congress. compared to what eoes on on "Love Boat." he likely

wou tind rather dull. -
ch:~11 be back with ~he ~ad of the ~I. an lSJ1lel!parliament member. a fonner vice.~
f ~ of the Senate intelligence Corr:mtnee. and a former director of the CLA and the rest

o today s program in a moment.
Icommerciuf 'b~eukI

:. ~~I~KlEY:The Soviet Union. of course. has been spying in this country for years. all
Pro' y ac~ to World. War II. Klaus Fuchs was working in the supersecret Manhattan
the ~~~ ~O~l~g .on the first atomic bomb. and sending its secrets to Moscow a,,?ut as f~t as
Bu; f I ashmgton. And they: ~ave never stopped buying or stealing secret lfifo~auon.

srae . Why would they do It.' Most of our security infonnation is shared With them
anyway. and why would they even need spies'! Here is some background on all this from
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John Martin. John?

JOHN MARTIN: The United States is in the middle of the greatest nwnber of espionage
prosecutions in history. David, but perhaps not until this week did the nature of spying
become so clear. To anybody who had any doubts. there was a lesson and that is that
nations spy on their enemies but also their friends. and they pay a price. If reports are
correct. an Israeli diplomat working at this consulate in New York and aoother working in
Washington were the contacts for a spying mission so sensitive that its disclosure is
threatening to unravel some of the diplomatic bonds between two of the world's best
friends.

CHARLES REDMAN, sma Dep8rtment spokesman [November 29. /985/:
We're dismayed that the government of Israel was not as forthcoming as we would
have hoped and expected. but the important point now. and the crucial point. is that
we have prompt access to those involved. •

MARTIN [voice-over]: The immediate issues are return of hundreds of American docu-
ments and the right to question the two Israeli diplomats. The man accused of providing
the documents is .Ll-year-old Jonathan Pollard. reportedly on his way ro becoming the
Middle East desk officer for naval intelligence. By some accounts. American intelligence
on Arab military strengths as well as appraisals of the Israeli military went to an Israeli
intelligence unit.

Pres, RONALD REAGAN [November 30. /985/: As events of recent days have
made clear. many nations spy on the United States.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Yesterday. in a radio speech, the President of the United States
largely ignored the embarrassing questions of why Israel would resort to espionage and at
what level it was authorized. But he warned of the consequences of secret penetration.

Pres. REAGAN: We will not hesitate to root out and prosecute the spies of any
nation. we'll let the chips fall where they may.

MARTIN [voice-over}: Despite the high number of recent prosecutions mentioned by
Mr. Reagan yesterday. all four major branches of American intelligence have suffered
one form of penetration or loss in the last two years. TIle National Security Agency:
Ronald Pelton. a communications expert accused of taking 'soviet money for revealing
secret NSA activities after he left the agency. TIle Central Intelligence Agency: Larry
Chin. accused of 30 years of spying for communist China from inside the CIA; Sharon
Scranage. convicted of betraying CIA informants in Ghana: and Edward Howard.
accused of passing secrets that may have betrayed a CIA informant inside the Soviet
Union. The Federal Bureau of Investigation; Richard Miller. the first agent accused of
espionage. now facing retrial. And naval intelligence. where Mr. Pollard was reportedly
rising in the ranks. but exposed by colleagues suspicious of his requests for classified'
documents outside his area of respoilsibility.
The Pentagon said this past week it is tightening security for the most highly secret

materials handled by some 50.(0) militaIy and civilian defense workers. Congress is
looking at a series of refonns. including greater use of lie detectors. increased financial
auditing and personality screening. According to the FBI, counterintelligence funding is
up 25% and agents are deliberately p~uing more cases for public prosecution.

JAMES GEER, FBI counterintelligence chief: Going public definitely says some-
thing to the Soviets. yes. to anyone who might in the back of lheir mind have the thought
of maybe this is an easy way to ear.t some money.

MARTIN /vo;ce·overj: Still. there are troubling questions of whether the United States is
doing enough to protect its secrets. Four out of five recent espionage cases were exposed.
not by counterintelligence agents. but by spouses and a defector. And in recent years the
United States has lost a lot of secrets to spies - a radar for tanks. fighters and the Stealth
bomber; details of the Minureman missile: and plans for the keyhole satellite. which looks
from space at objects as small as a foot across.

W1LUAM COLBY, former CIA dlrec:tor: Those were telling the Soviets something
that presumably they didn't know as to our degree of access through various of these
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techniques. And I'd say they were quite damaging.

MARnN Ivoice~over/: But perhaps the most unsettling was the appearance and dis-
appearance of this man. KGB officer Vitaly Yurcbenko. Experts are still asking, if the
KGB sent him here on a mission. how did he fool the CIA and what did he accomplish?

l?n cameral Despite losses and confusion. counterintelligence officials insist they are
gettmg better at what they do, getting more money to do it. and getting more cooperation
from. each other. But this latest series of cases suggests that proposed refonns of the
secunty system are long overdue. David?

Mr. BRINKlEY: John. thank you. weH be back with the director of the FBI. a member of
the Israeli parliament. the former director of. the CIA. and a former vice chairman of the
Senate Intelligence Committee. and aJl the rest of today's program. In a. moment.
{commercial break I

Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Moynihan. in New York. former vice-chairman of the Senate
Intelligence Committee. thanks very much for coming in to talk with us today.

Sen. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN, (0) New YoI1l: David.

Mr. BRINKlEY: And Richard Helms here in Washington. fonner director of the CIA.
Pleasure to have both of you with us.

RICHARD HELMS, former CIA director: Good morning. David.

Mr. ~RlNKLEY: How are you? First. tell us. the Israelis. as you have heard a few minu~s
ago .. ISSued a statement of apology. My question is. why would they have ever ~one ~hal In
~ first place? We give them. so far as I know. everything we have in the way ofmtelhgence
information. Senator Moynihan. what do you think'!

Sen. MOYNIHAN: Well. I don't think they know at this point. We don't give them
everything. We have warm and close relationships. and we share a great deal. not every-
thing. ArxI the most important point is that they have acted as an ally and as a democracy.
The,y've fa~d the situation: they have offered us a very handsome apology. We can
straighten this out in no time. The KGB is another question altogether.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Helms"

Mr. HELMS: Well. I would think that jf one examines these cases one discovers that most of
espionage in the United States is done on the margins. even by the KGB. They ha~e a.vast
amount of information about the U.S, from ourcongression~1 testimony. fro~ pUbh,cat~onsh
from technical magazines. and all they want are a few little things that are out I,nthe high ~ec
area t~at we don't put in the public domain. And I suppose the same thing applies as far as t~
Israelis are concerned. I was just surprised that it took them a whole week to m~e ind
state~ent they d,id this morning. because nonnally countries whe~ they get caught at th~~he
of thing very quickly try to cauterize the wound and get it over With before the papers h I
media in general have an opportunity to sort of have a Watergate run at the thing for a woe
week. .

Mr. BRINKLEY: Here with us are George Will of ABC News and Sam Donaldson, ABC
News White House correspondent.

G~ORGE ~LL: Mr: Hel"!1s, h,?w e~ercised sh?uld Americ~s be over the .fact ~~~:~~:
which unquesnonably IS a friend, IS doing something that doesn t look very friendly d i it
does everyone do it? Are we doing it to France and Britain and Germany and Italy. an h~ve
perhaps the case that we do it electronically and therefore don't get caught. because we
satellites and aJl kinds of other gadgets. and other people get caught'!
M 'oon~~1r. HElMS: (don't think that's the case. We use all kinds of human agents In c I' and
over the world. After all. espionage is root played by the Marquis of Queensberry ,ro:~rates
the only sin in espionage is getting caught. And the fact that friends spy on the Untte
surprises me not at all,

Mr. WILL: In other words. we are incked spying on, say, OUf NATO allies.
Mr. HELMS: I hope so.
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Mr. WILL: Pat. let me ask you a question. You're sort of qualified to commit sociology in
public. and I want you to address this question. Why is it that ~ sort of.tl:'ffig used to be
done for ideological reasons, out of moral passion, sympathy With the politics of the other
side? Now espionage seems to be a kind of squalid commercial transaction. Should we be
alarmed in some way about the- Iknow this is hard to deal with. the moral tone that makes
this kind of transaction multiply?

sen. MOYNIHAN: I think we should be aIanmed. and I think we should start pulling out
fingernails to make clear it's not funny. ,it's not worth it ~ it won't be lo~erated. But.
George, you've heard me on this other subject about- and Dick Helms and I might not fully
agree. lt' s 10 years ago that Nelson Rockefeller. as vic~ president of the United States and
head of a presidential commission. said that the Soviet Union. the KGB. had begun a
massive invasion of American telephone communications. When they knew that we knew
and then saw us not do anything. that was a kind of statement that it' s going to be a lot easier
and a lot more tolerated than anyone had a right to expect. and we- Judge Webster and I got
together this summer on the subject, Ithink we're going to. But three administrations went by
and nothing yet has happened.

Mr. HELMS: Of course I agree with you, Pat, It isn't only that. There are too many Eastern
bloc diplomats permitted in this country.

Mr. BRINKLEY: There are thousands of them. aren't there?

Mr. HELMS: Well, I don't know whether there are thousands. but there's certainly between
the United Nations and their embassies in Washington and consulates around the country
there are hundreds of them and they' re all working for the same boss in the KGB. and I think
it's high time that we really got around to seeing to it that we had as many people in their
countries as they have in our country. '

sen. MOYNIHAN: Would you not agree that at a minimum they've got to stop interceptng
American telephone calls'! They've practically compromised our entire communications
system. And we can stop it. We can tell them to stop it. But we haven't done [it] yet.

SAM DONALDSON: Let me see if I can sort a couple of things out here. I may have
misheard you. Mr. Helms. Did you say that the only sin in espionage is getting caught?

Mr. HELMS: That's basically what I said. yes.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. then let's do away with the laws against espionage. Would you
not agree?

Mr. HELMS: No, I wouldn't agree with that at all. That's just playing with words. Sam. The
issue is that since this is an illegal activity to begin with. and espionage has always been
illegal since the bezinninz of time, countries do it. they tty not to get caught, if they do get
caught then that's bad. But if they don': get caught it's a tine thing, and the people that run
these agents enjoy it.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well now, that's the same thing as saying that if you cheat on your
income taxes and don't get caught. that's a tine thing and you're entitled to: it's only if you
get caught that you have to pay the price.

Mr. HELMS: It isn't the same thing at alI.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. explain the difference to me.

Mr. HELMS: The difference is that everybody understands that espionage is outside the law:
income taxes are inside the law.

Mr. DONALDSON: On. and if iI's outside the law and you don't get caught. that's all right?

Mr. HELMS: Well. I don't say it's all right. and I don't say it's desirable--

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. you just said it was all right. Mr. Helms. I don', unde"tand wha'
you're saying.

Mr. HELMS: What I am saying is that friendly countries spy on friendly countries, and that
when the ruckus starts is when the agent individually gets caught.
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Mr. DONAlDSON: All right. Senator Moynihan-

Mr. HELMS: Countries know that they spy on each other. and they know that this hasbeen
going on. and Iassume that if you want to get the history of it. you get the Justice Department
to tell you what every country has beer. doing 10. spy on the United States.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. Senator Moynihan. did I hear you originally suggest that perhaps
Israeli spying against the United States was something: that could be excused. "that it's Soviet
spying that really threatens us?

$en. MOYNIHAN: No-

Mr. DONAlDSON: Should there be a differentiation of the law'!

Mr. DONALDSON: No. sir. No. sir. I said that the Israeli government had behaved as an
ally and as a democracy, has moved to clear this up, and will do and it had to do. and I'm
glad it did.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. do you think we should still insist. as we had been. that the U.S.
government be able to interview the two Israeli diplomats who went home. even though we
wanted them to stay here. and should we continue to insist that all documents that might have
been given to Israel in this case be returned?

Sen. MOYNIHAN:Yes, Let me say this is a time for the people who are friends of Israel to
say nothing is going to change that relationship of 0\1]3, bur that relationship involves an
agreement to do what they've just done. to get those documents back and to give us access to
those two people. .

Mr. WILL: Senator Moynihan. I think we'd like 10 hear more about - although I know
you've spoken about this at length over the years ~ what kind of telephonic communication
are the Russians intercepting~ ,

Mr. BRINKlEY: And how do they do if!

Mr•. '!ILL: -and how important is it 'that during the period of detente a Republic~
admlrus~t1on gave them as a location for their new embassy the highest position in the City
of Washington as yet undeveloped"!

sen MOVNHAN: Moura Alto. where they will he able to intereept the microwave trans-
mIssl<?ns<?f Just about e;very major activity in Washington and then. from a h!gh.rise apart-
ment In Riverdale he~ m the Bronx.- they'll have even more equipment out In Glen Cov~.
TIley. have a .huge dl.sh down in Cuba. With computers they can now just about take 10
anything they re looking for. any telephone call they're looking for. They can use the same
system that Bell Telephone uses. And we have never told them to stop it.

Mr. BRINKLEY: This is phone calls between private persons. not government offices?
Sen. MO~: Y~' ~ir. The government has begun. David, to bury its lines ~ use
cables. and they re beginning to make a distincrion between the protection they provide the
government, themselves. and the people

Mr. WILL: But thm must be terribly expensive.
$en. MOYNIHAN: lt is. and--

Mr. WILL: Why don't we tell- you say if we told them to stop. Would they stop'?

$en..MOYNIHAN: We could tell them 10 stop. Can I tell you that a counsel of the Central
Intelligence Agency once said to me when I asked him in a beerins. "Aren't the SoVI~ts
~.~Iaung the.Fourth AmerK1ment rights of Americans?" He said no. Isaid. "No?" He saJd.
o ..~ourth Amendment onl~ protects you against invasion of privacy by your ow~ g~vem-

men.1. Now. whar does that mvite eJtccpl contempt from the KGB and we're bee:mmng tosee u. . ...

Mr. ~ELMS: Pat. I don:t see how you would believe that if we asked the Soviets to st'?P this
thc:Ym f~ w~ld stop It. I ~an. these listening posts are in their own diplomatic mstal-
lations. which IS. after all. their own te:Titory in this country. and I think they would try to
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laugh at us. wouldn't they. if we said. "You mustn't do this anymore"?

$en. MOYNIHAN: I'd he prepared to find out. Dick. JUSIstart expelling them one by one.

Mr. BRINKlEY: Senator-e-

Mr. HELMS: But I don't see the United States government in any administration following
that sort of a policy.

$en. MOYNIHAN: I think the President's speech yesterday was a good speech and it
encourages me to think. he may do this. We have the legislation coming to him. and it is a
possibility. Why not try it?

Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Moynihan, Mr. Helms-c.
Mr. HELMS: I think the President's speech is excellent.

Mr. BRINKlEY: Thank you. I'm SOrTY. I have 10 interrupt: our time is up. Thank you both
very much for being with us today. We've enjoyed hearing your views, Coming next. from
Israel by satellite. Simcha Dinitz, a member of the Israeli Kresser. or parliament. and fonner
ambassador to the United States. and. shortly. the director of the FBI. In a moment.
{commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Dinitz in Israel. thank. you very much for coming in to talk. with us
today. Happy to have you with us.

S1MCHA D1NrTZ, Israeli ParlIament 1I.llber: Thank you, David.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now. the statement your government issued a short time ago we have
broadcast and sent 10 all 50 states. and I suspect this will diminish and perhaps disappear
totally very shortly. But in the meantime. we have a few questions. such as, why would
Israel ever want or need to spy on the United States?

Mr. DINITZ: Well. obviously this is the exceplion and that is contrary to the policy of Israel.
Israel has very close and intimate relations with the United States. 00l onl~ in the po!,iric~
field bUI also in the intelligence field as well as in the military field. and that IS why spymg 10
the United States is unauthorized and contrary 10 Israel's policy and has been so for years.
And therefore your question. why should Israel spy. is a good question. It should not.

Mr. BRINKlEY: But il did.

Mr. D1Nl1Z: It did. and that was a terrible mistake for which we apologize, firsl privately
and today publicly. and we are taking every possible ~ure. and I can ~ure you relen~-
lessly we are pursuing it. not only to punish the responsible ones but also to dismantle the umt
which has been dealing with these matters.

Mr. WILL: Mr. Dinitz. you. I believe. were ambassador in the United States when the
question that echoed around this capital was. what did he know and when did he know II?
And the question is now going 10 he asked. have not Shamir. Rabm and Peres. the people
most likely to be involved in this in a very se.rious way. haven't they. ~ uJX?t1~msel.ves
and found themselves innocent? Is there gomg to be some other kind of lJXIuuy mto tillS?

Mr. DINITZ: Well. I can assure you. and I know lI1ison first source. that neither the prime
minister nor the foreign minister nor the minister of defense were aware or. much Jess so.
authorized such operation. and thai is one of the reasons ~ investi&ati?" is very ~ ~
penetrating. because in addition to the embarrassment that It caused us In the relal10ns With
the United States, it caused us tremendous embarrassment to ourselves, to our own system.
that something like this can happen without the political level knowing aboul it.
Mr. WILL: BUI someone in Israel. and probably someone will1 experience in intelligence.
thou.ht thaI Israel had something that it .-led and could only get this way. Do you think
thaI was a reasonable judg"",n'? Leave aside the filet that it may not have been worth the risk
of getting caught. Is there something Israel .-led and could only get this way?
Mr. DINITZ: Well. I think. if I may. one has 10 put it in a proper perspective. One has to
remember that we are dealin. here with a country. Israel. which issunuunded by 150 million
enemies bent on its destructiOn and preparing war. and a swprise war. And Israel bwies daily
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victims of terrorism, We did this yesterday: we did it today, a few hours before this show,
Therefore, the margin of Israel's security is so narrow that any attempt to gather information
on third parties that will lead us to either frustrate acts of terrorism or prevent a surprise attack
on us is so acute, it's so needed. that as a result of this desire sometimes happen cases like
this. of trespassing, of bypassing, of overriding authorities and regulations.

Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Dinitz, there are stories about that the United States is spying on
Israel. Now. do you know that to be a fact? If it is, does it make any difference in this
particular case'! Do two wrongs make a right?

Mr. DlNl1Z: First of all. I don't think that two wrongs make a right. Secondly. I know very
little about these things, and I have listened very carefully to what Mr. Helms said. He is a
much greater expert on these matters than I am. and I would believe him if he says that they
do. But I would say this, If cases like this would have happened in the past, it would always
be dealt in a very discreet manner away from the public eye. as two friendly countries should
deal with it. and not blow it in a manner that might endanger _ I hope it doesn't _ the
existing intimacy and trust of the relations between our two countries.

~r. DONALDSON: Well. why was this case treated in a different manner, then? Why was
It made so public by the United States government?

Mr. DlNITZ: Well. that, with all due respect. is not a question that should be addressed [0
me.

Mr. DONALDSON: But why do you think?

Mr. ~: I would say that probably the correct- the interest that the United States has in
catching Spies - and you had a very spy year, I would say. this year and maybe last few
months. And .1think it sort of fell into the general pattern of trying to capture or to ~ismantle
sp~ rings. which were really dangerous. which really undermined the national secunty of the
United States. and we fell somehow into this array. and as a result were treated as if we were
a hostile country or if we were a country that was trying to injure the national interest of the
United Stales.

~. ~AIJ?SON: Well now. as you know, the United States is demanding that it have the
nght to interview the two Israeli diplomats who were recalled and who are said to have been
the contacts for Pollard. and also the United States is demanding the return of any documents
that Pollard may have turned over to you, Will your government do those things?

Mr. DlMTZ: I know these American requests, and of course J cannot speak for the govern-
ment and sa~ whether this particular request or that particular request would be responded. I
would say this. that the generaJ mood is of total cooperation with the United States within the
framework of what is done and what is not done between two friendly countries. I am sure
that on the proper level these thines will be discussed and our intention will be to give total
and absolute satisfaction to the United States provided it doesn 't outframe what is customary
between friends, '

Mr: DONAlDSON: Well now, would you advise your government. since you're not a part
of u. but would you advise it to accede to U.S. requests in this areas'!

Mr-. ~~: I will advise my government to accede to U.S, requests to the ult~ate
POS,Slblhtyand to the..maximum possibility, I would not advise my government to do things
which might, undermine ~ very ex istence of Israel's security organization because I think a
strong Israeli secret organization. is also important for the United States and for the free
world. . .

Mr. DONAlDSON: Well. returning documents that were stolen from the United States
wouldn't undermine your security organization. would it?

Mr. DlNfTZ: I really do not know whether we have such documents. so I cannot tell you
whether such documents should be returned. But I would say whatever does not undennine
the ac~ep.ted cust~~ and the seCurity of Israel's services I think would be done. and I am sure
that thiS IS the spmt that will guide my government.

~r. BRI~KLEY: Mr, Dinitz. Jonathan Pollard. we are told. was dealing with an Ismeli
diplomat m your embassy in Wa<;hington and with another one at your U.N. mission in New
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York. Your government has disowned what they did and apologized for it. What happened?
Did they go into business for themselves?

Mr. DfNITZ: No. I do not believe so. I believe that- you mean when they were operating. if
they did it on their own?

Mr, DONALDSON: Yes.

Mr. DlNITZ: They definitely did it without the authority or the knowledge of the political
level in Israel, I do not know all the details, how they got involved In It In the first place; there
are many stories reported about it. how the man at first in~uced hirnsel~ as a volunt~r,
they didn't search him, they didn't recruit him e~en as an official represe~tatlve of~. Un~ted
States. and I think the thing has been due to negligence and very- and I m not belittling ~t,a
very serious negligence. which we are now trying to undo, In fact. we are already undoing.
But it was not done with authority of the political level.

Mr. BRINKLeY: Mr. Dinitz, thank you, Thank you very much for coming in today: been a
pleasure to have you.

Mr. DlNITZ: Nice to be with you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next. WiIlia.:n Webster. director of the FBI, In a moment.

[commercial break!

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Webster. thanks very much for coming in. Nice to have you with us
today,

WllUAM WEBSTER, FBI Director: Thank you. It's good to be here.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Now. one thing we're ~oId is that we're c~tehing- so many spies?are
coming to be known because of better police work and detection and so on, Is that so.

Mr. WEBSTER: That's part of it. Certainly part of it.

Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. then. I want 10 ask you this. The Walker family was stealing
secrets from the Navy, selling them for 10 years until a disgrun~led ex-wife ph~ned In and
blew the whistle on him, That doesn't .sound like very good police work, does It?

Mr. WEBSTER: Well. don't confuse counterintelligence work with security p~cautions
that definitely need improvement in all our agencies, ~ Walker ~p was !l v~ry Impo~t
one: it was a tip about one individual. Good investigation resulted In four u}(h~nts. I ve
gone back to 1980. and there have been 33 arrests, 25 convictions. and I can only find two or
three that were just off-the-wall tips. There were people whose business itwa:' ~otell us: there
were recruitments in place that we developed; ~ere were defectors .thatwe utilized. and there
were electronic surveillance and physical surveillance - all the things that are the tradecraft
of counterintelligence. I think. we're doing a good job.

Mr. WIll: I'd like 10 ask you about the point that Pat Moynihan raises, and Ikno~ he's
talked to you about it. this enormous invasion of Amencan pnv~y by a Sovl~t hste~~ng to.
what. I guess telephone communication tha~ goes tJ:rough the air. Ho~ does It w~rk, .TOOy
can'[ single out- they can't say, "I'm going to hste~ to ~naldson S conversanon. Do
they key on key words and use their computer to son It out.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me intenupt and clarify one point. Are you talking about telephone
conversations that are sent by satellite'!

Mr. WIll: Well. microwave.

Mr. WEBSTER: Could be. The Microwave-s-

Mr. WILL: Most long-distance calls don't go underground through cables: they're in the air.

Mr. WEBSTER: Modem technology permits you to really sin~le oui and zero in on ,a
specific telephone conversation. particularly if you know,the l~atJon and the person who IS
sending it, 1lley are very gcxx1 at this. This technology IS aVailable for ev~ryone.

Mr. WIll: They buy it from us?

Mr. WEBSTER: Well. lhey buy it or they developed it themselves or they stole it. It's the
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ki~ of thing that .OUf law~ are behind the times on. We just really haven't caught up with
~IS_ Microwave interception probably violates-- does not violate our long-line Title III
mtercepnons because there are no wires involved. .

Mr., WILL: ~ they zero in on particular callers. or receivers of calls. or do they look for
subject matter In the conversation? .

Mr. WEBSTER: Both. The computers are working wildly for particular words. identifiers.

Mr. WILL: what if every American in every conversation said MX missile? Would it
overload their computers'? Imean, is that how it works?

Mr. WEBSTER: Let's try it sometime.

Mr. BRINKLEY: It's not a bad idea.

Mr. WEBSTER: I'd like to bum out a few fuses.

Mr: DONALDSON: The Vitaly Yurcbcnko case, the Soviet KGB agent who defected to the
United States and then w~nt back to the Soviet Union in early November. It's said that two or
three of the .people who ve been arrested and charged with espionage have been arrested
because of ups that he gave. Is that correct?

Mr. WEBSTER: That's correct.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, how much more is there? Are there others you have to arrest"!

Mr. WEBSTER: I can't put it in terms of arrest. but we have opened a substantial number of
~f:is ~ased ~n very use.ful information that he-has supplied. not only new cases but reviewing

n ormation that might reflect on other holes that would have opened in prior years.

M~.~: All right. Does that suggest that Yurchenkowas in fact a valid defector
~ 0 s~ply changed his mind, or are these people so low-level that the Soviets may just have
ghlven It to us as part of the dissemination of propaganda and disinformation that he rniaht
ave represented? ...

Mr·hWEB8.TE.R:Well. that analysis is on-going. and Idon't think we should close our eyes
~oJ at posslbl~lty. But certainly everything that I know about it is that it would be an act of
o hY to.have given up that kind of information simply to have some embarrassment seine on
at t e time of the summit. It's been very useful. ... ...

~r.~LDSON: Sorry. Judge Webster. we've had a number of argwnents made on this
S~ t Ur .that perhaps spying by Israel should not be in the same league as spying by the
. iforrr ~lIon. How does the Bureau attack these cases when you have a tip or you have some
'"t?nnatlon Isuggestmg that they're a spy'! Is one level [sic Ion a higher level and another
na Ion on a ower level?

:~ ~EBSTE':': Well, necessarny that's so. Those countries that we know are hostile to us
p sent national secunty interests cet our full attention with the resources the limitedresources that he-· ..... ,

I' we ave. Those countnes that are friendly to us, that occasionally get
~~er-~~ ous ~hen we become aware of those activities where we take appropriate steps, we

no ave resources to keep track of our friends in the same way.

Mr. DObliNALDSON: Well, then what happened in the Pollard case" Why did it become sucha pu c ISSue? .

M~:E~TER: Well, one reason it became a public issue because the person who is
~c ,y c arged as ~ American citizen who is charged with seiling classified information. It
areoe

snt med~e~y difference who he sells it to, he has betrayed his country jfthose allegations
prov Ih court.

Mr. DONAlDSON: Even if he sells it to Israel. one of our closest friends and allies?

:art" WEBSdTERth: Absolutely. We have regular channels for dissemination of shared infor-
Ion, an at IS not one of them.

Mr. DONALDSON· Well . .seve '. upon conVj;::tlon. should he receive the same type of sentence.
re sentence, that someone who spied for the Soviet Union might receive?

Mr. WEBSTER: Well, of course he isn't convicted yet and we shouldn't talk too much
about him, but if we talk about any person who sells information to one o~ our frie~.
classified information, the judge has to take into account the extent of the national secunty
and a violation, and the damage to the national security.

Mr. WILL: When we talk about espionage, most Americans think. of !t as one: gove~~nt
taking the secrets of another government. But obviously ~ Sovi~t Um~n out In the Silicon
Valley and elsewhere is interested in private-sector secfC?ts, industrial espionage. Is (hat 20%.
30%, 6O%? What's the most important espionage being done? Is It stealing government
secrets or technology?
Mr. WEBSTER: Well government secrets that relate to military plans and preparations
certainly would always 'be at the top of the effort, but in the last few y~ the Soviets,
through the KGB, through the GRU. through other political departments which have access
through trade commissions and so on to our public source ~aterial have focused very heavily
on our high technology.
Mr. WILL: At the summit the two sides agreed to open consulates, one in Kiev ~ 0tx? in
New York.. Now, Igather we'll send them diplomats and they'll send us at least a third SPies,
if the ratio holds. Isn't that about what you maintain?

Mr. WEBSTER: I think that's a fair prediction.
Mr. WILL: And the President's agreed with Mr. Gorbachev to have student exchanges. Are
there going to be any spies among the students? Grey-faced 60-year-old students-c-

Mr. WEBSTER: We certainly hope oot.

Mr. WILL: -coming over?
Mr. WEBSTER: I think that there will probably be that effort. but I think the numbers that
are involved there are manageable in the students, and I'm hoping that-

Mr. WILL: But you're outgunned already. you say.
Mr. WEBSTER: We are outgunned already, and I'm hoping that any new initiatives will
take into account that factor and be charged against existing complements, if that's at all
possible.
Mr. DONALDSON: Judge Webster, Friday night in Washington. on Co~icu~ ~ve';Jue
there was a suspicious tire against the offices of [he Arab-Amencan Anti-Discrimination
Committee. Are you going to investigate [hat?
Mr. WEBSTER: The Alcohol. Tobacco and Firearms is currently investigating i~beca~ it
falls clearly within their arson responsibilities. If there is any indication of a terronst activity,
we will get into it.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well now, you have said, the Bureau has said. that the possibl.e
responsible group for two or three of these attacks .on the Arab-~ncan An~-
Discrimination Committee's offices around the country, particularly the one m Santa Ana, In

which the director died, was the work- the possible work of the Jewish Defense League. Do
you still hold that view'!
Mr. WEBSTER: Well, we don't want t()-- we want to say that the-- t~ be absolute~y clear,
that there are similarities in the modus operandi of certain incidents which were. c1amled on
the telephone by persons claiming it on behalf of the Jewish Defe~ Lea~. Ithmk we h~~
to confine ourselves to where we are. Bur certainly we are followmg thiS very closely.
have opened investigations on all of them.

Mr. DONALDSON: Are you-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Judge Webster, thank you. Thank you vel)' much. Thanks. for oo;:;:::g ~
today. Pleasure to have you with us. Coming next,.our discussion here 10 w~Jch no on
security secrets will be revealed, and joining us will be commentator Hoddmg Caner. In a
moment.

[commercial break/
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Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. on the subject previously discussed I've just heard that one of the
Russian defectors who came here and made some money with a book and lectures and so on
has left the country for tax reasons. He learned our system rather fast. didn't he'? Now. Sam.
about the Egyptians' assault on the hijacked airplane and the attempt. not terribly successful.
to rescue the passengers. What about it?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, it was a botched job.

Mr. BRINKLEY: It was done wrong.'!
Mr. DONALDSON: It was a botched job. Of course. that's Monday-morning quarter-
backing. But a lot of people died because it was a botched job. But my problem with it is the
timing so much, because, as I understand it. the first order of business when people are
kidnapped is to try to take them hack safely without acceding to the kidnappers" demands,
and the second order of business. then, is to punish the kidnappers, bring them to justice. In
this particular case, quite clearly. with 57 people who died in the assault itself. the thing was
backwards. And it would seem to me that the Egyptians could have waited a little longer to
make some attempt to see if they couldn't secure the safe release of the hostages before going
in and killing them all.

Mr. WILL: I think I'd sympathize with the Egyptians in their haste because people were
being shot. executed.

Mr. DONALDSON: No one had been shot for the 10 hours preceding the assault.

Mr. WILL: Yes. but that's awfully fine-tuning your judgment. it seems to me. The Germans
boarded the plane at Mogadishu. what, about 10 years ago and did it with tremendous skill.
The Israelis know how to this: I assume we know how to do this. and it's time the Egyptians
learned. But that's a kind of skill that we have acquired that we can teach them. There are
ways of getting on a plane with concussion grenades and gas and other matters that simply
make it less hazardous- ~ ~

Mr, DONAlDSON: Well, it's a little late for the 57 who died, George.
Mr, WILL: I understand that. It's not-

Mr. DONALDSON: It's an awful lesson for them to learn.

Mr. WILL: It is not late for the next 57 who will be hijacked and we know for certain that
they will he. '

HOODING CARTER, PBS ComI1lei .tatur: There is something worth considering on
thi~. though. The reality is that those people are dead. The terrorists are heroes. and if you are
gomg to come out on the plus-and-minuses, this is a total minus.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Heroes in the Middle East, you mean'!

Mr. CARTER: That's where it matters to them. not in our home. It's a plus all the way
~cf?Ss for them. They haven't had a plus like that all the way across on the last three or four
mcidents.

Mr. WILL: Well, there can't he an-

Mr. CARTER: They have not had a plus because, one, the people were released with the
loss of one life or tl,te loss of two lives. Second. it wasn't a plus because they didn't get what
they desperately ~IS~. which is the martyrdom that takes them off into some of their own
Valhalla, and .. third .• It wasn't a plus because they won none of the points they requested at
the tune ofthe~r,takIng.over. But. George. nonetheless. is right. When they start shooting the
hostages then.it s required. if you can. to try to get aboard.

Mr. DONAlDSON: ~ell .. but you see. I just continue to compare this to the way Ronald
Reagan acted. and I think In a responsible way, when 847 was hijacked. They had. shot
Steathem. our Navy man. They'd killed him in cold blood. It was murder. But the President
did not move precipitously against that plane. Now. shortly thereafter the hostages were
removed and they were disserninated throughout Beirut and perhaps it was not so easy .~ogo
In. But he got every one of the others back, and I just think that's the way to handle a hijack.

not the way the Egyptians did.

Mr, CARTER: But there was steady engagement with the hijackers ahnost from the hegin-
ning. There was some sense that there was somebody there you could talk to and negotiate
with. There was no sense with these people and it turns out that in fact there wasn't any.

Mr. BRINKLEY: One suggestion I heard, and I thought it was interesting: I don't know
anything about it so I probably ought to shut up. But it was that they could have pumped into
the airplane some gas. some kind of gas. that would have simply put everybody to sleep.

Mr, CARTER: I'm afraid that's like the old Dick Tracy. That may he ahead of its time. I'm
not so sure pumping gas in-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, certainly there are gases that do that.

Mr. CARTER:. There are gases that do lots of things---

Mr. WILL: There is no reason why we cannot design aircraft with this constant threat in
mind. and there ought to be- we ought to bear in mind the problem of access. rapid access
to a plane. and perhaps some k..indof way of getting gas in.

Mr. DONALDSON: Something the captain could release from the cockpit that's already
installed.

Mr. CARTER: Allowing the guerrillas. of course. or the terrorists. ~odo the same thing.
Mr. WILL: And then the flight attendant bumps it with her elbow. and then we're in deep
trouble.

Mr. BRINKLEY: And then everybody falls--- We'lIletBoeing work on that. In the mean-
time, here in Washington. back inside the Beltway. where we truly belong. I guess, we have
a tax bill in the works which mayor may not see the light of day. but the House Way~ and
Means Committee has voted it out. It's very complicated. It will or will not be passed In the
House this year and will or will not be passed in the Senate next year. On the basis of the bill
as it stands now. what do we think of it'! Is it any good? Hedding?

Mr. CARTER: Well. it's great if you're a Democrat. It's a political neutralization bill. It~s
managed to take an issue which the President thought was totally his own. put a Democratic
spin on it and, to the consternation of a lot of Republicans in the House. come up with a
proposal which actually isn't acceptable to them on any of the fundamentals-

Mr, BRINKLEY: Too hard on business, right">
Mr. CARTER: Well. sure. It shifted a great deal over. It left too many of the sacred co:ws
that. for instance. the Mario Cuomos of this world wanted to retain. I can't imagine any kind
of bill that the Democratic House is going to produce being acceptable to the Republican
Senate and. indeed. I don't see how any bill that comes out of this process is going to be a tax
reform bill. It's going to he a tax bill. And there will he one-

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, big business doesn't like the bill. That gives the President a
problem. of course. because he listens to big business a great deal. but I don't see how he can
do anything other but give some back..ingtothis bill to get it through the House, send it to the
Senate and hope to be able to perfect it there.

Mr. WILL: Big business isn't a monolith. though. I mean. some businesses need the heavy
investment taxcredits and others don't. What we're missing here, and I think it's an irony,
aI!d that is that the bill sent by the Democrats largely preserves what the President ~cl~
With regard to the personal exemption __ raising it to $2,OCO.The Democrats made It a little
more progressive by saying that for those earning more than $35.(0) a year, they'd only get
~1.500. The point remains this tax bill that came from the Republican Treasury Department
IS the most effective. guaranteed success anti-poverty program this country's ever had.
because it will take almost all poor people - probably all poor people, Hooding ~ off the
~ax list. And if will be an enormous. efficient redistribution- well. I guess redistribution of
Income for the poor. and that' s being wholly lost in this.
Mr. CARTER: It is not.
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Mr. WlU: I think that fact alone justifies the tax bill.

Mr. CARTER: It's not being lost by those who care about that. It does undo the trend of the
last five or maybe 10 years when it comes to poor. What is ignored. I'm afraid. in the tax bill.
as we all know, is that it really can't be separated. though it's trying to be separated. from the
other reality in Washington, which is deficit reduction. And when you have two trains going
down two separate tracks pretending they don't live in the same world. one a. deficit-
reduction plan. one a tax-reform plan. I think you're bound to have policy being spilt apart.
These don't make any sense together ..

Mr. DONALDSON: A lot of Republicans in the Senate would like to still take this bill and
make it a vehicle for raising revenue. As you know. the President's tenet is that it ought to be
revenue neutral. and supposedly it is. by raising the top bracket to 38% i~stead of 35%.

Mr. WILL: Yes. but even insisting on a revenue-neutral bill represents a kind of compromise
toward moderation because the Republican belief of the past five or so years has been that tax
cuts in this climate at this time under this administration will be self-financing, that you can
cut rates and get increased revenues because they'll stimulate the economy.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, the evidence is just to the contrary. It hasn't happened.

Mr. WILL: Well. it could be. but anyway that argument. at least, has not appeared in this
whole debate.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, still on the subject of money, which is always somewhere near the
top in this city, Congress is also concerned with a bill to limit the amount of money political
action committees can pay to candidates for Congress. Election or re-election. Is that a good
idea? ~

Mr. WILL: It would be $100,(0) per congressman: it would vary with the size of the state,
although. how they do that I don't know. because New Jersey is a small state but costs a lot to
run in because you have to buy New York and Philadelphia television. I think it's a bad idea.
because it means that these guys who already spend much too much of their time raising
money are going to spend more time raising the same amount of money in smaller dollars.
The ~nly way to cure that is to limit the amount you can spend running for public office, ~
that. It seems to me, runs up against a clear First Amendment problem. because money IS

speech and you're regulating the quantity of permissable political speech.

Mr. CARTER: But if you're not ready to take on the problem of money in American politics
today in some substantive way - and [ tend to agree: the PAC issue is almost irrelevant to
the problem - then what you're going to' have is the clear reality and perception that the
congressmen in this world are not responsive to the people who elect them. they're not
responsive to the institution which they serve, they're not responsive to the parties they
allegedly represent. They're responsive to the big glops of money which requires-
Mr. WlU: But the people-

Mr. CARTER: -which is, after all, a television subsidy fund above all else.

Mr. ~NALDSON: But trying to control money in politics is like trying to control an
aneunsm on a balloon that's expanding. This particular thing, though. I think needs to be
~tched. You have to kind of push it in over here and try to control the way PACs can ~ow
ti~ance an election for the incumbent. usually. to the exclusion of someone running aga~nst
him. I agree. By pushing it in here it'll come out over here some way. I don't think it's a final
solution, but I'm in favor of trying to set a limit.

~r. BRINKLEY: All right. I'd like to raise one final topic here. which I suspect is of more
Interest and perhaps more important than any other we have dealt with. [ have read, an.d
perhaps you have read, an article in The New Republic by a professor of music at Brandeis
who strongly recommends that we abolish "The Star-Spangled Banner" as our national
anthem, partly because it's bad music, nobody can sing it, and replace it with a gor¥~us
song called "America the Beautiful. " Would you care to take a stand on this, Hodding?

Mr, CARTER: The last time I could sing: . 'The Star-Spangled Banner" was before my voice
changed. and not very well then. I sort of have two feelings about it. One. we ought to have

challenges, and the Lord knows the national anthem is a challenge every time we're required
to sing it. The second is, it is a bad song. It's a b~ tune. It's.a bad ~t of poetry, and I mu~h
prefer the other hymn. Finally, let me say one thing. In a nation which has a ~ure sense of I~

tradition being something two yean; old, it's worth re.membering that this nau~:malanthc?m is
not yet 60 years old. So it's not as though we were gomg to tum the world upside down If we
were to drop it.

Mr. BRINKLEY: George?
Mr. WILL: Well, being a conservative I'm generally opposed to all chang~ for any re~n.
but I think this is a worthwhile change. It is hard to sing. it takes you 'hi about the third
inning of a baseball game to get over the strain of having done it anyway. And you would
take "America the Beautiful." I think the national anthem should be "Take Me Out to the
Ballgame." but we can argue about that.

Mr. DONALDSON: People can't remember the words in addition to the song. ~illie
Nelson, Robert Goulet. Ronald Reagan. maybe those of us sitting he~ have ~fien tried to
sing it in public, and abour the third line discover that we're ~t quite certain where the
bombs are bursting-

Mr. WILL: In air.
Mr. DONALDSON: But you know, some nations have-

Mr. BRINKLEY: By the rockets' red glare. Come on. Sam!
Mr. DONALDSON: -the Japanese national anthem, a very slow song. Yo~ know". the
Canadian national anthem is an anthem to the country. But ours reflects a martial tradition.
That's what many national anthems do, like the "Marseillaise."

Mr. BRINKLEY: So this one has really nothing to do with anything. A minor battle in a
minor war.

Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah. but it reflects the fact that-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Which meant nothing, but we are out of time- we're out of time---

Mr. DONALDSON: -we want an anthem to go to war. I want "Star Wars."

Mr. BRINKLEY: We'll be back with a few words about why the Russians are able to buy
our military secrets at such ridiculously low prices. In a moment.

{commercial break!

Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary]; Finally. one of these American spies sold the R~si3:"s
American military technology that cost us several hundred million dollars, and they paid hun
$15,000 for it - for them one of the great bargains in history. about equal to buying a ~olls
Royce at a yard sale for 75¢. Well, there are several reasons for these absurdly low pnces.
First. a spy peddling secrets can only deal with one buyer. He can't auction them.to the
highest bidder, and he can't advertise what he is selling. Second. some of our Spies ~
simply flat broke. One of the accused, Ronald Pelton, said he was bankrupt. He had ~.80 In

cash, $8 in the bank, a SIO watch. five pairs of shoes. a bowling ball and a ~r. Period. The
Russians bailed him out, apparently. And, third, .t~ Russi~ are afraid .o! the Intem~1
Revenue Service. afraid if American spies began living too lavishly ~ driving aT?und m
fancy can; the IRS would ask where they got the money. They think the IRS IS f!lore
eagle-eyed and more efficient than our counterintelligence agencies, and they ~y be nght.
The result? Hugely expensive American technology sold to them for next to nothing. For all
of us at ABC's This Week, until next Sunday. thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK wmt DAVID ..-.n.£Y

December 8, 1985
AM'tOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our Wash-
ington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRNKL.EY: This country has never had a tax law that everybody liked. and
'probably never will. But now, maybe. after all. some kind of tax reform bill will come out of
Congress next year. 1986. President Reagan yesterday urged the House to let something pass
now so the Senate next year can wort on it and try to improve it. He doesn't much like
what's on paper now, but he thinks it's better than nothing. Arguments about it will run on
for a year. With what result? We'U ask today's guests: Secretary of the Treasury James A.
Baker; Representative Dan Rostenkowski. chairman of the House Ways and Means Corn-
rnittee; Representative Bob Michel. House Repub\ican leader. some background from our
man John Martin; and we'll have our discussion here with George Will. Sam Donaldson. and
Morton Koodracke. AU here on our Sunday program.
First. a little news. Ferdinand Marcos. president of the Philippines. about to face an

election in February. got the news today that: the opposition canctidates were fighting among
themselves. If his opponents had run against him on a single ticket. they might have won.
Divided. they might lose to Marcos. Here is ABC's Mark Litke in Manila.

MARK UTKE [voice-over]; Cory Aquino says she wants a united opposition ticket.
"Doy" Laurel says he wants a united ticket: he's even agreed to take the vice presidential
slot. But 11th-hour bickering between the two candidates has left the opposition as
divided and fractious as ever.

CORAZON A~. ~ III8tIer: We have so far been unable to agree on
the conditions under which this unified team can beeome a reality.

UTXE [voice-over]: The problem now is they can't decide on which party hanner to run
under. so Laurel's backing out.

SALVADOR "DOY" LAUREL, 0jJjI0iIItIui ....... : 1can sacrifice myself. I can
sacrifice the presidency. but [cannot sacrifice my party and my principles!

UTKE [voice-over]: But it may be more pride than principle here as sources in both
camps indicated they were shocked and disheartened at the last-minute split. knowing fuU
well that it just plays into the hands of President Marcos, Man:os and his party leader.;
were said to be nervous abour a combined Aquino-Laurel ticker. so they're mort: than
happy now 10 see the opposition in disarray. Even the government television station.
which usually ignores the opposition activities here. gave prominent coverage to the
Aquino-Laurel feud today. If the opposition wants to fight in public. the Man:os govern-
ment is delighted to spread the word. Mark Litke. ABC News. Manila.

Mr. BRINKLEY: An Israeli cabinet minister. Moshe Arens. came to the United States on
what was described as a secret mission and then went back home. He was here apparently
trying to deal with the friction growing out of the arrest of two Americans accused of spying
for 1s"",1.

Malcolm Baldtige. secretary of commerce. arrived in Moscow today to join 400 American
businessmen in meetings with the Russians to see if they can do some business.

The oil minister of Nigeria. a big oil producer. says his country will meet the lower prices
of NOM Sea oil, as he puts it. barrel fur barrel. cent for cent. WeU he back with the
secretary of the Treasury. the chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee and the
Republican leader of the House and aU the rest of today's program in a moment.

[commercial br,ak {

Mr. BRNKL.EY: When Senator Dole was chainnan of the Senate Finance Committee
during a hearing on a laX bill when the lobbyists were lined up outside. all wearing Gucci
shoes. he said. he said to them, "Paying taxes is not so bed, You ougblto try it some time."
WeU. there are lobbyists for the present bill in the House. lobbyists against it. each with an
argument and looking fur somebody to listen to it. WeU. John Martin. with a report on what's
been going on. John?
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JOHN ~: Thirty-six people met in a room on Capitol Hill this past week. David.
to ~ to da:1de what ~o do. finally. about the rules by which Americans pay their taxes.
This week. If the version passed by the Ways and Means Committee reaches a vote on the
floor of the. House of Representatives. as it ,may. the country will either move a step closer
toward revrsing Its tax system or take a giant leap toward dropping the idea altogether.

I'relL RONALD REAGAN /Mav 28. /985/: My fellow citizens. let's not let this
magruficent moment shp away. Tax relief is in sight. Let's make it a reality.

MARTIN [voice-over]: For months the President has been urging the country (0 urge the
Congress to reform taxes. to make them fairer and simpler.

DONAlD REGAN, former T.-iry sea_y [November. 1984/: This thin.
was wntten on a word processor. It can be changed. ...

MAA'TIt:I [voice-over]: Just after the presidential election the Treasury Department
offered Its own plan, then modified it. A quartet of senators and congressmen had their
own plans, ~ut it. w~ the chairman of House Ways and Means. Democrat Dan
Rostenkowski of IIIloo1S,whose committee began revising all the plans.

Rep. DAN ROSTENKOWSKJ, (D) IlHnoIs, chlIlnrw1, WfI'/S end Me8IlS~.i""[!une], 1985}: I'm not going to protect anything. One thing I want you
unde~tand IS that I come to this bargaining table with clean hands. I've made 00

concessions fa anyone, no promises to anyone.

~ [voice-over}: The bargaining lasted six months and exhausted hundreds of
W yrsts trying to protect the loopholes and preferences favored by their clients The final
36~s ~andMeans COmmittee version reduces the top tax: rates to 38% for individuals and
R 0 biic corporations, slightly higher than the President wanted or what the House
e~u icans proJ>?SCas an alternative. The Ways and Means plan also abolishes many tax:

~ ~;n~. It raises taxes $141 billion for corporations over the next five years So tar,
whis1hen~ll eaeedgan.hasendorsed only the idea of reform. not the Ways and Means 'version,

c WI n perhaps 75 Republican votes to pass.

~ REAGAN to«. 7 radio address]: I hope the House will vote yes next week
ow me Senate to consider debate and to improve this important measure.

~ [vkio.ice-over/:TIle lack of a specific endorsement did not appear to disturb Mr.
ows .

~" ~KOWSKI [Democratic radio response]: It's good to have him as an
to tellewe ~ .the final push on the House floor next w~k, and I've got every reason

ve e Will back hIS support with some political muscle in the days ahead.

:;'~rt~~ekf,;~rThe President is .said t~ be ready to ask Republicans to vote for
Republican-co ~U~ te their 0:vn version .fails, as expected. Mr. Reagan hope.s me
compromise ; t nate will ~ a bill more to his liking next year, forcing ,a
radio appeal: u some House Republicans are balking at the idea. even after yesterday s

::,;. ~CHENEY, (R).wyomlng:I simplv refuse to do it. That isn't what my
.can to kill the ~I~ do, that rsn t what I mtend to do this next week. I'lldo everythn~g f

MAAT1N [voice-overt· Earlie b . . . .,paign by th Chambe . r, usmess Opposition had begun growmg behind a cam-
improving ~ b'lI' the'ofSeCommerce of the. ~nited States. Some critics- said the idea of

I m nate was unrealIstic.

:"~~ FRENZEL.,al(R) Mho-",: The phrase ·'the Senate will fix it up·· is
eqUIV ent of "I'll respect yoo in the morning."

RICHARD RAItH U S ~-
• I •• - ,...,. of CornI1'l8l • Now even ,·f you had a com-promise where are' ..... .

law Th~t's IlOt yo~gomg to be? You're probably going to be worse off than present
. a step 10rward. What we're saying, let's stan over again.

MARTIN /voice-over/' But not II . . and• a corporatlons oppose the plan. Business is split. a

-:!-

coalition urged Chairman Rostenkowski to 'hammer away at opponents to pass the bill in
the House. Among coalition members are General Motors. ffiM, and R.I.· Reynolds.

NCK CAUO, Tu Reform AclIon CoeIIlIon: We think the benefits that will flow
from rate reductions and from evening out. the disparities in effective tax rates between
corporate and individual taxpayers right now will really help the eeooomy. That's why I
think you have a General Motors, which is going to pay more taxes under this bilI,
supporting it.
MARTIN [voice-over}: Another coalition urging Congress to pass the bilI is composed of
labor union members, public interest groups and citizens organizations.

BOB IIdNTYRE, ClII.. ". for Tu Justice: Well, we think the bill is terrific. If it
passes, for the first time in years you're going to see General Electric and Boeing and all
the rest start. paying taxes like the people who wax their floors and work their assembly
lines and type their letters.

MARTIN [voice-over]: But from inside the Executive Office Building the President's
Council of Economic Advisers is reportedly warning that the bill would cause a recession.
The report is unconfirmed, but it alarms industry and investors, who will lose tax credits
they rely on to raise capital.

CHARLS WALKER, former Treasury Undet88Cletary: I think it's going to hurt
jobs. Ithink it's going to hurt economic growth, and Ithink it's going to hurt international
competition of American industry.

MART1N: A head count by the Chamber of Commerce late Friday showed 55 House
Republicans uncertain of how they would vote on the. Rostenkowski tax refonn measure.
The Democrats say it will be a close vote. If it loses they will blame the Republicans in
next year's elections for failing to reform taxes. If it wins there will be more skinnishing
to see who gets credit for the reform and who gets the benefit from it. David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Coming next, Representative Dan Rostenkowski. from
Chicago, chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, which, after a lot of agony
and bloodletting, wrote a new tax bill. And, shortly, Representative Bob Michel, Republican
leader of the House, and James A. Baker, Secretary of the Treasury. In a moment.

{commercial break!

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Rostenkowski in Chicago, thank you very much for coming in today.
We're happy to have you with us.

Rep. DAN ROSTENKOWSKI (D) chaInnan, Ways and MelIns Comm'-: Nice to
be here. David.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Here with us are George Will of ABC News, and Sam Donaldson. ABC
News White House correspondent. Mr. Rostenkowski. you have suggested it would be good
for the country if the President joined with you in support of this tax bill, and I think you
called it "The Ron and Rosty show.' maybe a sort of little political tap dance. Has the
President accepted your invitation, publicly or privately?

Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: Well, it's the President's initiative, and I of course feel that it's
the best thing fo, the country. I'd like. cettainly, to see the President become a 101 toore
active. I think once we pass the bill in the House of Representatives you'U see him become
more active. However, we're going to need Republican votes on this measure, and if it's the
President's chief domestic issue. it's something that he's campaigned for. I should certainly
feel that he wants to call some of the Republicans and keep the process going. That's what
it's all about, David. to move the bill from the Ways and Means Committee to the House
floor and then to the Senate. If there are measures in the legislation that the President doesn't
like. he's got every right in the world to go to the Senate and change them.

GEORGE WILL: Mr. Chainnan, this tax. refoon. when it fi"t gOl rolling, was defended in
large measure in tenns of simpticity. We were going to simplify the tax code. You have
refused to kill the mortgage interest deduction on second homes; you have even preserved
something called - and you could, if you wanted to, explain it to me - the "gravestone"
exemption, which I gather is a depreciation for granite quanies. Is this really any simpler,
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and isn't this just another example of different logs rolled in different ways?

R8I:l. ROSTEHKOWSKI:Geo,)!e. I'm a negotiator. The President can draw a line and say
this IS punty,> ~IS 15 what reform IS all about. Idrew a line as well. [ said there's a chairman's
mark ~ this 15pUri!}'. That never, in my opinion, was going to be where we'd wind up. It
~as a point from w~ch we would negotiate. When you talk about gravestone depreciation or
mvesn:nent .tax credit or whate.ver the measure is. I had to negotiate with members of the
Cfrnmlttee In ,order t? get a bill, and that, I ~ink. is wha,t my job is. And so. if it's rxxf mpler, there s.cenamly a lot.more. people gomg to be paymg taxes. and there's certainly a
ot more lower-income and middle-income people going to enjoy more of the fruits of their
work.

dill'·~l:-L:Well, when a democracy starts doing this kind of negotiating that you talk about
oesn t It generall ind un with . ... . '. .. YWI up WI .what we have In fact wound up With? And that is. we lower

tax~ on indivIduals, thereby stimulating consumption by individuals and pay for it by
runrung up tax busi and " •ificati es on ustness suppressmg Investment. That is. we're getting instant
gran canon at the cost of the long-term health of the economy. -

:". ~0WSKl: But. George, don't you take out of the equation the opportunity
I ~p e 0 shelter the.lr mc~me? And what's happened here is we have a society that is
00 ngthfo~a way to avoid paying taxes. And Ithink that's unfair and Ithink that's really the
carrot at s out there that" . .' .measure If's. g?mg to attract the Amencan people to support this reform
that wh~t th~e are going to 1";'iISttha~ ~ple avoid paying taxes. where is our base? Ithink
bus! . d measure does IS that 11 bnngs more people into an opportunity to make ausmess JU grnent based on ood b .b . h ,g usmess as opposed to where we can shelter. or where
usmess can seIter their money,

~~: Me Chairman, ):'ou've made a great deal about trying to be fair in
pam u tof Ill•. but I have this question for you. You have written a bill which would

require most 0 us In our pens,' t h . . .f t three ons 0 ave to pay more m mcome tax on those pensions for the
rs years, yet you have exempted members of Congress and their staff. Is that fair?

Rep. ROSTEHKOWSKJ· r .the Treasury proposal' . m a negonator, Sam. Idon't know that it's fair or not. This is
don't know wh the .rr w";Ssomethmg that was suggested. And there's a dollar mark on it. I
what members ~nsi;~~Wlil hold true,throughout the negotiations with the Senate ..But it's

done. and I ve answered the demands of the membership.
Mr. DONAi.OSON: So you're saying-

Rep. ROSTEHKOWSKJ· I don't I .and the members . : n - want. ~ JXlm~out. however. that the new mem.be~
required people co~ng In to the staff posItions Will also be treated exactly as the bill IS

payor a JXlnion of their pensions.

Mr. DONALDSON: Did you personally vote against that provision?
Rep. ROSTENKOWSKl' I d 't knGeorge. • on ow that we ever had it as a vote in the committee,

Mr. DONALDSON: No, Sam. Another question-
Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: Sam.
Mr. DONAi.OSON. M Ch'majority leader r W -:- r. alnnan .. The Senate majority- or, rather. the House
helpful for the ,~m n~ht of:re~as, has mdicated tllat he may vote against your bill. (s that

mOCratIc maJOnty leader to say that?
Rep. ROSTEHKOWSKl' N 't' , . aIreasons wh ,. O. I Isn t. And there are divisions. There are geographIc.
Proposition,y ~Pleredon t w3!'t to vote for this bill: I think. however. it's a De~ral:Ic
negotiated throu 6~rt, ~ It h";S,suggested. that It has the Democratic stamp. It s been
vote for the bill~ re cor~ml1ttee. It s darn ~ a bira;rtisan measure. I had five Republicans
make an individ I .~rt It out of the COmITUttee.I thlOk that members are going to have to

ua JU gment as to whether or not they want to support the~legislation.
Mr. DONAi.OSON: Well. is it-

Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: I"m sony.

Mr. DONALDSON: Go ahead.
Rep. ROSTBtKOWSKI: I doo't know that in the final analysis that JimWright. who is the
leader of the Democratic Party. will vote against it. He hasn't told me that.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. is it also helpful that the President has yet to really endorse your
particular proposal? He's leaving it open for members of the House to vote for the Repub-
.lican alternative.
Rep. ROSTBtKOWSKI: Well. they have an alternative. Iwould look at that as a very
political document. What they've done is they have taken what we have put together. you
know, negotiated in the committee. and then they've just looked at.where they could pick up
votes. Ithink that once we do vote down the substitute. I visualize the President becoming
very forceful.
111'. BRINKLEY: Mr. Rostenkowskl. can you explain something to me that seems impene-
trable? Why is General Motors in favor of your bill and Ford opposed to it?

Rep. ROSTBtKOWSKI: That's interesting. Mr. Roger Smith came to our committee and
testified on the very second day of our hearing that he wants a level playing field, that he
views running a business and making business decisions on business practices as the best way
in which to run General Motors. And I agree with him. Ithink when we eliminate all this
investment tax credit and have businesses starting to make that decision as opposed to trying
to figure out how they can shelter money. I think the climate for production will improve.

Mr. WIlL: Mr. Chairman, what-
Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: I can't tell you why Ford is opposed to the bill.

Mr. WILL: Me Chairman. one way that smaller economic earners in this country avoid
paying taxes is by getting paid increasingly in non-cash compensation. such as fringe bene-
tits, such as employer-paid health insurance programs. You have refused to tax this form of
non-cash compensation. but clearly it is compensation. it is income of some sort. Isn't it
unjust to allow this to go untaxed?
Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: That was the last item we negotiated. and. George. I agree that
labor was very forceful. I'm sure you're aware of how many people were in the lobby outside
the committee room. I can suggest to my committee members. but I have to pick up 19 votes
on the committee to present a bill. And labor insisted that the benefits that they bargained for
should not be taxed. and that-was the decision.

Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. Mr. Chairman. thank you. thank you very much for being with
us today. Coming next, the Republican leader of the House. Representative Bob Michel of
Illinois and, shortly, the Secretary of the Treasury. In a moment.

[commercial breakl
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Michel. thank you for coming in. happy to have you with us tcxfay.

Rep. ROBERT MICHEL, (R) 1IIInols, "IIIClIfty LeMler: Glad to be here.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Now, as you have heard, we talked to Mr. Rostenkowski about this a bit.
Some business in America is opposed to the Ways and Means bill; some is for it. llIe
calculation I saw, Ithink it was in The lVall Street Journal. showing that a number of groups
of industries. businesses. opposing it are now paying taxes at a rate averaging 4%. So
t~refore they' re opposed to a new bill. What are your thoughts on that?

Rep. MICHEL: Well. we have a minimum tax in our Republican alternative. frankly, better
than Rostenkowski because. while we have a 20% minimum rather than a 25% minimwn
that he has. and a 22% for individuals. we come around--- even then if somebody escapes we
come around with a little 2% swipe to make absolutely sure that anybody or corporate unit
making money will pay something so that we don't run afoul of this. you know, "So and so
is making money. not paying a dime of taXes. I think that's unfair." We correct that in our
substitute.
Mr. WIll.: Journalists are very good at convincing themselves that whatever they're talking
aoout on a given week is going to detennine the fate of the Western world. but I'm having
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trouble figuring out why the difference between the Rostenkowski bill and. let's lake the
Reagan original program, matters that much. TIley both say let's lower rates on individuals;
they both do it-

~. IIIICHEL: Yes. and we do a better job. more- go ahead.

1Ir. WILL: Well, and they say. "Well, let's get it back by taxing business," which is a
funny thing for supply-siders to do. Whafs the difference? Why should the people care. and
do they?

Rep. IIIICHEL: Well, of course we've done a better job in our Republican alternative in the
sense that we are more closely tracking what the President originally wanted from the
standpoint of bringing personal marginal rates down to 35. incidentally-

1Ir. WILL: Okay. but the difference between 35 and 38 percent is not a lot.

Rep. IIIICHEL: No, it's not all that much. That was a concession on our part to our friend
Jack Kemp, who has been very much in the forefront of that. But it cost us then when it came
to providing the deduction for state and local taxes. Instead of being up there at 75%
deductible, we had to come down to 70%. simply to provide for that goodie. Now. we also. I
think more profoundly on our side. come up to the full $2,CXX> of deductibility for indivi-
duals, and that's a good family. a pro-family tenet of the tax bill. While Rostenkowski would
leave that at $1,500, we're up to $2,(0). I think that's a significant improvement.

1Ir. OONALDSON: Mr. Micbel, if the Republican substitute fails, and most people think it
will fail 10 the House. will you then vote for the Rostenkowski bill?

RlIp. IIIICHEL: Well, I cannot. I just think'it's so far afield from what the President had
Im~a11yasked for, and maybe there is some substance to starting aUover again. But there are
gomg to be some members on our side. I suspect, that are going to vote, no matter what.
They'll maybe probably vote against ours and vote against the final product. but there will be
some who Will vote for ours and, probably, on final passage for Rostenkowski.

1Ir. DONAlDSON: What does that portend for the outcome if, as we are told. your
substitute goes down. the President swings his full weight behind the Ways and Means
Cornnuttee bill, but the Republican leader of the House opposes him and opposes the bill"

~.IIIICHEL: Well, that's the most traumatic thing for me in my five years as his leader in
the House of Representarives. It's the first time we've parted company, and I regret that. It's
not an ~y thing for me t? do. But you get to a point where you just have to say this is O<?l
~ood. milea~e for Bob Michel and the majority of the Republicans as they represent the"
individual districts out there.

~p~LDSON: Well, wbo represents the Republican Party then? Who speaks for the

~. IIIICHEL: well, let's face it. The President was elected by more than most of us and
he s the head of our party. I recognize that. He gives a good sense of direction. My view is,
however. that ~e ought not to.be so sure that the Senate is going to give the President what he
wants. ~n my Judgment. hearing, for example, some of the discussion on Gramm-Rudman,
and I think part of our problem bere is these two things of deficit reduction and tax reform are
conv~rgmg a~ the ~ time and, while we hope we have agreement on Gramm-Rudman.on
deficit redu~tlon, If we. don't get that signed by the President, in my judgment tax reform is
dead. But [ II tell you If we do get it, you watch and see if that other body talks as strongly
about revenue. neutrality rather than raising taxes, and that flies, my friends. in the face of
what the President does not want-
1Ir. WILL: Say that-

Mr. ~: Well. one more- oh, go ahead. I just want to make one more:n~Calquestion. Who's going to win? Are you going to win, or is the President going to

Rep. MICHEL: Well, I'd hope that we would win on our substitute because it's much-

1Ir. DONALDSON: No. I'm talking about on the Ways and Means Committee bill.
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Rep. MICHEL: Well, I can't say that. There'll be some slippage on our side because it
won't be a unanimous vote on either side of the aisle. And it'll be a close vote.

Mr. WILL: A million and a half cups of coffee just got spilled on the Sunday paperacross the
country because you said "tax increase." Give me- clarify that scenario. whereby the
intersection of the deficit reduction and the tax reform bills might produce in the Senate a
push for higher taxes.

.Rep. MICHEL: Well. because. frankly, they're going to find, if we do adopt Gramm-
Rudman. which I hope we do, and then we have to live next year with a SI44-billion deficit
rather than one that's in the $200-billion range now, and so many things will have to be given
up. and they'll really be cutting deeply, including defense. then it Seems to me there's going
to be serious agitation for a revenue increase component if we don't have as good a growth as
would produce those kind of revenues.

Mr. WILL: So you're saying that Gramm-Rudman is apt to be pressure not so much, or not
entirely to cut spending but to raise taxes?

Rep. MICHEL: I think there's a good deal of that in the wings.

Mr. DONALDSON: If you do pass Gramm-Rudman, are you then going to go ahead and
pass your $55.5-billion deficit reduction package for '86. or are you going to forget that?

Rep. MICHEL: Well, I think we have to certainly make a try. and we're going to do the
very best we can. My personal feeling is we ought to be doing something significant to get us
to that optimum called balance in 1991, and the only vehicle apparently available to us now
that has a reasonable expectation of getting there is Gramm-Rudman, because on our own.
whether it's individual appropriation bills or the continuing resolution, Congress doesn't have
the stomach to do what it ought to do.
Mr. BRINKLEY: But are you still going to pass your deficit reduction plan for '86, the $55.5
billion?
Rep. MICHEL: Yes. Yes, and we hope it works.

Mr. BRINKLEY: If the Ways and Means Committee bill is defeated. which seems vel)'
likely, what kind of television commercials are we going to see in the next election talking
about who killed tax reform?
Rep. MICHEL: Well. [don't know. That doesn't mean that it's killed forever. The Presi-
dent's still got 31/2_ a good three years in his administration, and I know that's what
distresses me, knowing that he feels so strongly about it. In my view initially it was taking too
big a bite out of the apple to get where we wanted to be. Ididn't know that we had to make it
that comprehensive. Take some of the more significant things.and ze.ro it:J on those as
distinguished from trying to do everything which then set up the kind of SItuation where you
had all this bargaining and giving and taking in the committee. like John Duncan said, "Give
me $60 billion ~worth~of goodies to spread around. I can buy a lot of votes on that committee
to vote my way." And so that's what you get when it's so broad and encompassing as that
one is today.
Mr. DONALDSON: What do you think about members of Congress being exempt from
having to pay income tax on their pensions when as other Americans under this bill would
have to?
Rep. MICHEL: We don't do that in our Republican substitute. That's an improvement of
ours over the other package.
Mr, BRINKLEY: On that note, Mr. Michel, thank you vel)' much. Thank you for coming
in.

Rep. MICHEL: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next, James A. Baker, Secretary of the Treasury. In a moment.

{commercial break!
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, thanks very much for coming: in.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

JAMES BAKER, T.-.ry Seuelaiy: Thank you. David.

Mr. BRINKLEY: A pleasure to have you with us. Mr. Rostenkowski said he couldn't get his
bill through the House if the President's support was only lukewarm. WelL I don't have a
thermometer here, but it seems to me his support is quite lukewarm.

sec. BAKER: Well, David, I think the President's support for moving: the process along is
going to be a lot more than lukewarm.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Is he going to have more to say soon'!

sec. BAKER: Yes. I think so. And I think that he will demonstrate that not only by his
words but by his actions. I think it's fair to say that the President feels that it would be fine if
the Republican alternative passed. TI1en we'd never get to the question. But if it ~sn '.t pass
[ think he would like to see Republicans vote for the Ways and Means Committee bill.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. we just heard the Republican leader Mr. Michel say he could not.
would oot vote for it.

sec. BAKER: That's right. That's a position that the leader has taken. and I think I
understand that. I'm sure the President does.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, what do you mean you understand it? I mean, is that helpful for
the Republican leader of the House to say he won't vote for the bill?
sec. BAKER: Well, on some occasions there are some votes that, as he indicated to you,
that he simply has to part company. And I think that the President is understanding of that
The fact remains, however, that the President's view is that if we don't move somethmg out
of the House of Representatives tax reform is dead. It's not a case of revisiting it. We're not
going to have an opportunity to revisit it in the Reagan presidency.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, your position then is thai you don't like this bill but it's the only
vehicle for having a shot at the Senate next year. ls that correct?

sec. BAKER: That's correct. and in some respects, Sam, it's an improvement on. the
situation that we oow have, an improvement on the current law. So is the Repubhcan
alternative. Both of these bills take rates down to the lowest level in 15 years. They. ~e
corporate rates down 10 the lowest level since before World War II. They exempt six malh~n
of the working poor from the tax rolls. 'There are any number of things about born of these
bills that are far better than current law. The things thai are not better. of course, are the
capital formation aspects of this. TIle cost of capital is more than it is u~r current law.
which is distressing, and that's the kind of thing that has [0 be corrected In the Senate.

Mr. WIll..: Well. when you were in the White House and then when you moved over t~~
Treasury, the han:lcore supply-siders thought you were a Tror,skyite, a real enemy °d the
people, as they see it. And they're saying, now, we were nght. bec~u~ Baker an I 't
Treasury are supporting a bill that would clearly increase the cost ot capital Investment. so
that a repudiation of the supply -side approach to--

see. BAKER: Not at all. I think. that lowering marginal rates is clearly a supply-side
measure-

Mr. W1U: For individuals?

sec. BAKER: -but let me just say this-c-

Mr. W1U: But that's-c.
sec. BAKER: -that Baker and the Treasury are not doing anything that the President ~ft~
United States doesn't support, just as I didn't for four years that I was In the White Hou .
that would be my answer to your question. .

Mr . te since the thu'd• WILL: But we had in the third quarter of 1985 the lowest savmgsra orean War.
quarter of 1950, when people were stocking up out of fear of ranonmg ~n ~ K ·th $100-
~le~ly we''.'e not saving enough, and along c.omes a Repu~~ican adm.l~stratl?n ~re ~on-
billion deficits and says, "Let's cut personal mcome taxes. clearly stlf!lulat,mg
sumption. "and let's make capital formation more difficult" Is this rational?
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Sec. BAKER: We're not saying let's make capital formation more difficult.

Mr. W1U: But won't it?

Sec. BAKER: We took tremendous steps to improve Treasury I. In the President's proposal
that he intnxluced in the Ways and Means Committee we improved significantly the capital
formation aspects of the bill.

-Mr. WILL: Well, a lot of the industries that are the most trouble in this country -let's lake
steel. maybe automobiles - you're killing investment tax credit, and accelerated deprecia-
tion is less accelerated. Isn't that going to hit the very industries in most trouble?

see. BAKER: George, you're pointing out the major problem we have with the Ways and
Means Committee bill. But because you have a problem like that doesn't mean that you don't
move the process forward. If the President can't improve it in the Senate. he doesn't have to
sign it.

Mr. WILL: What about the Michel fear that it will get over to the Senate just as Gramm-
Rudman is boiling to a head and you' II get a move to tum this into not a revenue-neutral bill
but a----
sec. BAKER: A bill to raise taxes?

Mr. WIll..: -raising taxes to avoid the difficult cuts under Gramm-Rudman?

Sec. BAKER: I think the President's made his position extremely clear on that, and he's
simply oot going to permit tax reform to be used as a disguise for a tax increase. It's a
non-starter,
Mr. DONALDSON: Is the President going to sign the Gramm-Rudman bill if it emerges as
the committee tentatively approved it on Friday?

Sec. BAKER: Well. I don't know. Sam. but it would he my recommendation that he sign
it, as far as what my recommendation will be. I think on the basis of substance and also
because I'd like to see us get an increase in the debt limit.

Mr. DONALDSON: Is there a fear that if Gramm-Rudman passes. the Congress will give up
on the old S55.5-billion deficit reduction package for fiscal '86? 'Cause Gramm-Rudman
would only. what. $11-12 billion for fiscal '86'!

sec. BAKER: I don't think so. It would not he my thought.

Mr. DONALDSON: What would happen if it did?

Sec. BAKER: Well, I don't think it's going to. I think that's a speculation that I'm not
willing to engage in.

Mr. DONALDSON: And what's your view of the question I've asked our other two guests,
the committee in the House exempting members of Congress and their staff from having to
pay income tax on pensions, whereas the committee bill would have other Americans do so?

Sec. BAKER: I'm not sure that's fair. I'm not sure we support that. I understood somebody
referred to it as the Treasury position. I don't believe it was a Treasury position, and I'm r:x>t
sure that that kind of backscrarching doesn't go on up there all too much. But the fact rema:tns
that the President believes we need tax reform. 'There is no alternative to moving something
through the House if we' re going to get tax reform during the Reagan presidency. and we can
el~her fix it up in the Senate. Sam, or the President doesn't have to sign.

Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Baker. if I may-r-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Go ahead. Sam.
Mr. DONALDSON: -just one other subject. You were the old chief of staff at the White
House before you changed jobs with Mr. Regan. Do you think Mr. Regan is in fact, as the
stories have it, being so high-handed from the standpoint of foreign policy that the national
security adviser would be forced out for that reason?

Sec. BAKER: No. Sam. I distincily do not think that. and I know from having been in that
job for four years that you get blamed for an awful kx of things that you have absolutely

1
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nothing to do with.

1Ir. DONAlDSON: Well. what would be the reason for Mr. Mcf-arlane's resignation then?

sec. BAKER: I think the reason would be the reasons that he advanced to you. but' think
really the real reason IS that Bud has been in there for four years. just as I had been in there
for four years. Those are tough jobs. They tend to you wear you down after awhile. People
~ant a change of scenery. I think it's time in his mind for a change of scenery. pure and
simple.

Mr. ~: Well. we have heard a number of disagreements today within the
Republican Party. We heard Mr. Michel say that this is not the last chance at tax reform. and
you, say 1t,IS. I don'tsee how he can be right. actually. but what do you say about it? You
can t get It done agam.

sec. BAKER: No, you c.an't. This is a major. major undertaking. It took 21/~ to three
months to mark that bill up In the Ways and Means Committee and there was an awful lot of
blood on the floor. It's a ':lOn-staner to think that you're going to visit tax reform again. And.
as you pointed out, I think, or someone did. this is. after all. has been. the President's
nur:tber-o~ or ~neof two major domestic priorities. To walk away from it now would be a
major, major mistake, and the President simply isn't going to do that.

..... BRINKLEY: So far as the Reagan administration is concerned. it's now or never?

sec. BAKER: I think that's correct. As far as the Reagan presidency is concerned-
..... WILL: .~ou're either going to get the kind of bill that Chairman Rostenkowski put
together - It s a classic logrolling congressional bill of compromise and. as he kept saying.
~go~alIon --:- or you'll get something produced by a clamor from the American public, But
andt3Sepublic understand or care what s going on here? I mean. the difference between 36
an percent-

;;;ec: BAKhER:Very difficult. George. It's very difficult for the public to understand because
IS IS Sue a big and complicated topic, You' ve seen the size of the lezislation-e-

Mr.WIll: Yes. here it it. -

Mr. BRINKLEY: Yes, here. if you Want to--
.... WILL: This is tax simplification,

S::-wt~~ER: That's ri~ht. Well. it's tax refonn. But the fact of the matter is- let me tell
~ h' thmk the pubhc can undel'.itand. They can understand that tax rates will be lower
an t :r ve bee!1 in ~ years. corp:lIate rates lower than since before World War II. that the

~~e H'emptlon wll.1be i.rn:reased su~stantially. whichever one of these alternatives might
II th 88use, that SIX m!lhon A~enc~s, working poor, will be removed from the taX

~ s. a~ M% of alI Amencans Will receive a lax reduction or remain the same under the
ays an eans Committee bill. These are things that the public can understand.

:'b~: Let me ask you .to let the public understand one more thing. Th~t is. if
stat 'andoe,s gaJer.to the Senate. what Will be your position on the abolition of the deductIon for

e oc Income taxes'?

~~:~~: Well. I thi,nk .in.the Senate that we ought not to start off by taking anything
ounht t tak ,jus,t as we dldn t m the House. Everything ought to be on the table, and we
E 0 ea ook at that. ~ ~

Mr. DONAlDSON: What does that mean"

:C;taBtAandKERI:That means ~at we ought to take a look at the possibility of some changes in
e ocal tax deductions.

Mr. DONAlDSoN· 'Ca .Cuom f N Vi' use you were on tius program just a few months ago with Govem?r
this ~?cUI;~ill~rk.· who opposed. of course. eliminating that deduction. and he's won 10

Sec. BAKER: In the House. It would be expected that he would win in the House.

:

Mr. DONALDSON: WeD, an: you going to Illake a big fight over Ibis in tbe Si:na!e? .

sec. BAKER: I 1bink it ought to be OIl tbe table in tbe Sen8.
Mr. DONALDSON: ThaI doesn't aoswe< my question. Are you going lD fight to """'"' tbe
deduction for state.aDd IocaI income taxes?

sec. BAKER: Well, we have, in tbe President's proposaI we call for tbe n:peaI of sIaIe and
·IocaI. Now, maybe we can't get it all.
Mr. DONALDSON: But is he still behind that, or has be given up OIl that 0IlC Ibing?
sec. BAKER: Yes, sir. No. Yes, sir. Maybe we can get some of it. It's illipollautlD do
that. lfwe're going lDmake tbe corrections we eeed lDmake in capital fonnalion and tbe C08I
of capital. which is tbe real vice, as some have pointed out bere, in tbe Ways aDd Means
Committee bill.
Mr. BfWML.EY: Mr. Secretary, thank you very much.
sec. BAKER: Thank you, David.
Mr. --.u.EY: Thanks for coming in. Happy lD have you bere. Coming next, our
discwlsion, which will neitber raise your taxes nor lower them. and joining \IS will be tbe
chief of Newswm's Washington bureau. Monon Koodracke. In a 1IIOIDeDl •

[commercial 1nwIk]

Mr. ~: One of tbe m-doubt great eVenllllbis week was tbe departure of RObert
McFarlane from tbe White House as tbe Presidem's naliooal security assislaut. Saul, that's
OIl your beat. Is there more bere than mods tbe eye, or less?

Mr. DOIMl..DSON: WeD,' I 1bink so if you say tbe s1D<Y that be was fon:ed out because
DonaId Regan, tbe chief of slaff, was alJrasive, that tbeir pmmalities weren't COiupolible.
aDd that be denied Mcfarlane access to tbe President. I tbink there was some of that, but I
can't believe that was tbe real reason. 0lbetwige, you have to believe that RObert Mcl'arWJe,
a man who moe to become a Iieutl:Daol colonel in tbe Marine Corps, was some sort of wunp
who could simply be forced out by anolber mao because be didn't Jet him play in his san<Ilox
ade<pUtlely. I 1bink there must have been peIlIOII8! reasons. Mr. McFarIaoe wamod lD spend
more time with his family. In a sense it's a tragic case of what "-"" mWaWngtol! wilen
!be pressures of a job come down OIl lID}' 0IlC perliOIl. But I just don't bcIieve that DoooId
Regan forced poor little Robert Mcfarlane out of that office.
MORTON KONDRACKE, ,... I : WeD, OIl a different level, Ronald Reagan has
nm a remarl<ably successful foreign policy. I think it could be argued, as be has a reasonably
successful presidency. But tbe managing of Ibis has been very messy. You've got am-
coostant coofIict between tbe secretary of stale, tbe secretary of defense, tbe head of tbe CIA;
aDd !be man who is tbe naliortaI security adviser is ~1PPl>Se'l b> coooIinate all Ibis. But 1his
job, from its Kissinger level has been dwindled down into basically a cledt's job, and 1his
guy got crushed, basically, ~ fatigued and worn out. got three hours' sIcep a night, and just
finaIIy had to quit.

Mr. BfWtKLEY: George?
Mr. WILL: Yes. I 1bink 1his is a SlO<y about tbe intemaI euI1ure of govemrnem and.tbe
declining civility of how we conduct our arguments. The arguments between tbe Unilod
Slares aDd !be Soviet Union, dtough ~, an: as nodIing b> tbe arguments across tbe
POtomac River between state aDd defense and all tbe rest. And, fwd",nmre. there's a sense
in which 00 argument ever ends inWashington. If you lose in 0IlC .-.ingyou carry it lDtbe
next. If you lose it at !be final meeting you take it into tbe press.
Mr. BflNKLEY: Grndges an: carried forever.

Mr.WlU.: ThaI's right. And so there's 00 sense oftbe .cIocIc~ out and you going 00 lD
!be next picnic. So I 1bink sometimes - somelIlncs - It does \IS jUSlJCe bere lD take people at
!beir word - aDd that be might be tired; he might be tired, not least of all, of living 00 a
goVenunenl salary - aDd, having served well, wisI1 him well.
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Mr. DOIIAI.DSON: [ think McFarlane perfonned quite ably in that job, but it was a little bit
like oil and warer. He didn't have the sort of personality that meshes widJ RooaId Reagan's.
Again, [ doo't think that was the main reason. But he was sort of the odd man out. He was
bookish, inI:rospective, chose to he the Jiillosopher quite often, whereas Reagan and Regan
chose to tell ;Jtes and to get to the heart of the matter.
Mr. ~: Well, [ would like to expand 00 a point yon made, that Donald Regan
cooId not foece poor little Robert McFarlane out of the White Hoose. Suppose yon were in
thai job and Regan tried to push yon out. What would yon do? Yon would resist?
Mr. WILL: [ SUJlIlO5C [ would, but 1001<, these are sttung-willed people dealing widJ impor-
tant maners, and someone wins and someone loses. It's quite possible that McFarlane got
tired of it. Look, the jockeying that goes 00 as to who gets what paper past their desk, who
Sitsat the table and whose assistants do not sit at the table and where at the table do yon s~
Mr. 81•• tLEY: And who gets into the newspape rs.
Mr. KONDRACK£: The key issue here is direct access to the President. Plupinquity to the
President is everything in that White Hoose and in the administtalioo. If yon can pick up a
phone and can the President directly, yon have power. And especially in the case of a
nabooal security adviser, if yon can can the head of the CIA and say the President wants x,
and he helieves that yon have just talked to the President, dJen yon have power. But in
McFarlane's case he would have to somehow coonIinaIe widJ IJoo Regan. It was known
arowxl- when dJey went to Geneva, next to the President is IJoo Regan. When the President
rode around ut New York to various meetings at the U.N., to see Zia ul-Haq, the person m
the President's car widJ him was IJoo Regan; not Bud McFarlane. So it made his job more
difficult. [t meant that he had to spend more beers on the job. It meant he got less sleep, and
.t meant that he was held up to ridicule. And it wore him out.

Mr. 1IfINKLEY: Well, another topic, quite different, quite far removed from this, is
nevertheless mterestmg, [ think, and it is that dJere is a campaign of some size, and it seems
to he ~ in this coontry, to stop the advertising of tobacco, cigarettes. TheY're not
advertised on television, dJoogh dJey onoe were. TheY were fon:ed off the air. Now they're
advertised m newspape.., magazines, billboards, bus signs and taxi signs and so 00. Were
yon m favor of stopping it, George?
Mr. WILL: Well, [doo't know. Let's see what the issues are. The issue is that tobacco is an
inherently hazardous, toxic product that does its damage cumu1alively, but by heing ad-
dictive. And the. Swgeon General says nicotine is the most addictive item in the common
Ame~can expenence. By. heing addictive it destroys the person's capacity for .Cholce.
There s an empirical questIon here, to which [ do not know the answer, and that IS, how
much advertising of cigarettes causes people to take up smoking or causes people to change
brands? Is It areal cause of smoking? [doo'tknow. [SUJlIlO5C they think it is or they wouldn't
spend SOmuch money 00 it. [f that can he demonsttated dJen it should he stopped.
Mr. IJONjlLDSON: [ think the tobacco companies onght to he allowed to advertise. I'm not
for smoking, and [ think it's a horrible dJing which kills lots of people. But if we doo't
declare tobacco iIIegaI- and I'm not for that: the VolsIead Act was a lesson in that regard-
then how can we say it's a legal product, yon can hoy it, yon can use it, but yon, the
compames, cannot advertise it? [t seems to me that we have a guarantee of freedom of speech
m advel1lSlng ... well as in pe~ relationships.
Mr. KONDRACKE: Yeah, I'm really boIhered. [ mean, [ think it's a noxious, nasty,
dangeroos, ledJa1 weed, but dJere is got to he some sort of opportunity for pobIic- [ mean,
for_pe~ choice here. [ mean, people can 1001< at an ad and see dJis gIamorous couple
pulling away, and if there's enoogh countervailing advertising, if dJere's enough social
pressure 00 the part of their pee .. and stuff like that, dJey can also 1001< at dJis picture and say
dJis IS nonsense, I'm going to die of cancer IooIcing at that and make a choice.
Mr. WIll: The ljUeSlion of advertising seems to me fairly peripheral to the real struggle, and
the real struggle. IS - [think I've got the Swgeon General's views correctly here - to create
a sodeless SOCIety'. Not that as a society that hartS smoking or hans tobacco but one m which
srnolting IS WIdely VIewed and in many cases starutoriIy enfon:ed as a private and segregated
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activity. No smoking on airplanes, no ~ in restaurants, no smoking in wOr!<placCs.
That will do more to bring to bear what [ think Morton's talldng about, that kind of social
pressure, that this is not something intelligent people do.
Mr. DONALDSON: [ think-
Mr. BRINKLEY: There's another factor that really needs to he considered 00 this point. A
.cigareee company is heing sued for I've forgotten how much money, but it's a whole lot, by
the estate of a man who died of hmg cancer and heart ailments after 40 years, [ think it was,
of smoking. And dJey are blaming the tobacco company that made the cigarettes he,smoked.
So far not one of dJose cases has been won. What will happen when one of them is won and
is appealed and is upheld? Then what? ' ,
Mr. WILL: Well, then yon're going to have a flood of damage suits that are going to, it
seems to me, Jl'!l at risk the entire tobacco industty because once yon have established-- I
mean, the scientific link between smoking and lots of diseases is irrefutable. And then oece
yon say that, yon attach to the scientific link the judicial link of liability 00 the part of the
companies for merchandising a hazardous product, a hazardous product that obviates, vitiates
choice, then you have opeued the way to simply legal costs that would he prohibitive.
Mr. DONALDSON: [ think the point-
Mr. BRINKLEY: WooIdn't that put the tobacco companies ont of business over a period of
time?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, probably; if it pots the tobacco companies out of business then
we're going to go into the Columbian-type, under-the-eover drug nnuting of tobacco with the
associated Mafia and other-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Yon mean airplanes flying into New Orleans in the middle of the night
smuggling cigarettes?
Mr. DONALDSON: [think the point George made is the one that [ really want to make, and
that is that if yon want to smoke, that's yoor right, but hoy, that slide ought not to impinge
in any wayan my right to he free of smoke, and dJere is more dJan just a causal relationship,
as demonsttated by the scientific community, between yoor smoking and my havmg a
deleterioos effect because-«
Mr. BRINKLEY: Don't point at me because [ quit smoking a long time agn.
Mr. KONDRACKE: Actually that's probably a very gond way for dJis an to he done, for
public places and private places to have it eliminated as opposed to having it banned by, you
know. in a Prohibition manner or to have it done by ton law. It seems to me thai: If the courts
are banning it from the society that that's sort of the way they tried to do it with abultion.
That didn't work, and prohibition of liquor didn't worlc. It's far heIler to banit from specific
places and let people do it in dJe privacy of their own home. [fthey want to die m the pnvacy
of their homes, fine.
Mr. WILL: Well, a friend of mine smoked for many years and quit because his adored
teenage'danghter told him she wouldn't come in the room unless he did. And [tend to think
that's the way it happens.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, yon talked about-

Mr. WILL: Genteel social pressure.
Mr. DONALDSON: _ yon talked about a smokeless worlcplace and airlines. The next big
fight in Washington is one which I'm gning to instigate, and that's the White House press
room. I've got a lot of friends there repone.. whom [ respect. "Theyslide. but dJey want
me to smoke by indirection. And J'v~ got research done 00 the District of Columbia laws and
the government laws and, fellows, heginning on Mooday, we're going to go to ~ mal on
whether yon have the right to smoke in that press room and let people who doo t slide
suffer.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Who makes that decision?
Mr. DONALDSON: Ab, it's gnvernment. Big government, George.
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Mr. 1IfINKLEY: I know. but who? This is the President's house and Ibis press room is a
part of it. Who makes that decision?

Mr. DONALDSOH: Well, I may appeal to RooakI Reagan directly.

Mr..... LEY: Do you think he woukl do it? Are you going to a>k him to do it?

Mr. DOMAIJ)S(lN: Well. Mr. Reagan, like all good politicians woukl son of sample the
waler and decide what's hot and what's cold, but I think he woukl do it, yes.

Mr. BRINKLEY: All tight, well, speaking of the White Housc>- George?
Mr. WILL: Oh, that's okay. Go ahead.

Mr. DONALDSOH: No, go ahead.

Mr. WILL: Well 00, I'm just woodeting. You're a man of vast tolernnce and son of
libenatian impulses. Why can't you just-c.
Mr. DONAIJ)S(lN: Since when?

Mr. WILL: Well, that may he a good question.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Are you talking about Sam?

Mr. WILL: But some of us say, look, we can't avoid- we, son of people walking down the
street, can't avoid displays of pornography and other things of Ibis son, and we'd son of like
to ban that, and Idon't think you come down on that side.
Mr, DONAIJ)S(lN: I don't come down on banning free speech or anything that flows from
it.

Mr. BRINKLEY: All tight, I do have another question that relates to the White House. The
White House is in the process of buying for the President's use a new and larger airplane,
luger than the cunent Air Perce One, which is a 7frI. And the reason, I undetllIaOd, is that
the White House staff has got to he so big they need a bigger aitplane. Is that true, Sam? Is it
the real reason? .

Mr. DOMA' DSON: Well, I think that's one of the reasons, but the 7fJ1's they've had in
service, one of them was put in service in '61, I helieve, and they're a little bit worn out.
Secondly, they use a lot of fuel. So the White House will tell you that it's the most
fueI<OIJSumptive aitplane of its class around. Thitd, you're tight. SIllff and ftieods; that is,
poIittclans m a given state where the President is going to visit want to clamber aboard the
plane and he seen walking down the steps either with him or tight behind him. And that plane
won't accommodate them all.

Mr. BRINKLEY: So the White House bureaucracy is growing as fast as the rest of the
bureaucracy?

Mr. DONAIJ)S(lN: Yeah, it probably won't he ready until Mr. Reagan leaves office,thoogh. .

Mr. BRINKLEY: Anything to add to that, Morton?

Mr. KONDRACKE: Well, in addition to- believe me whatever they save in fuel they willuse up in matchbool<s, in- ' .
Mr. BRINKLEY: Ham sandwiches.

Mr: KONDRAcKE: -00, 00. It's not just that. It's all the souvenirs that people load up
thell carry-on bags with to show that they've been on Air Fotce One.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Little paper napkins and so on. George? I'll give you the last word.

Mr. WILL: Well, I like all our presidents to he comfonable and safe in the air, and I don't
think this one matters. Give him a new aitplane.

Mr, BRINKLEY: All tight, fine. We'll be back with another entty in the anna1s of bureau-
cracy 10 a moment.
[commercial b,..akj

Mr. BRINKLEY [commenJoryj: Finally, from the continuing, if not endless, annals of
bureaucracy, foreign version, in Muenster, West Gennany, a prosperous businessman lives
in the city in a house on 21> acres with a huge lawn. Well, he buught a few sheep and put
them out on the lawn just to look nice and to keep the grass cut. Then here came a lener from
the farmer's CO-<>p saying that since he owned sheep be was a fanner and he had to pay dues.
And, as a CO-<>p member he woukl he eligible for subsidies from the government. He .
.responded that he was not a farmer, be kept the sheep just to mow his lawn, as a son of
hobby, like keeping pet dogs. Well, they wrote hack and said the law required him tojoin the
CO-<>p and to take the subsidies. He said, "I don't need the subsidies. What is Ibis? The
Mafia?" He filed a suit to stop the govemmem from giving him money. Then a government
minister got into it and responded with the inunemotiaIline that helongs on the escutcheon of
every bureaucracy in the world, including ours: "We cannot make exceptions."

For all of us at ABC's This Week, until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WIlli DAVID BRINKLEY

December 15, 1985
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our Wash-
ington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Very seldom does Washington have a scenario as dramatic as this. The
tax reform bill ardently desired by President Reagan is tied down on the railroad track while
Tip O'Neill's express train is heard rattling and whistling in the distance. The President has
maybe 48 boon; to find enough Republican votes to get his tax biD up off the track. WiD he
find them? Will he succeed? Will tax reform survive? We'll ask tcday's guests: Repre-
sentative Dan Rostenkowski, chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee: Repre-
sentative Dick Cheney, Republican, Wyoming, chairman of the House Republican Policy
Committee: David Gergen, fonnerly director of communications in the Reagan White
House, and now managing editor of u.s. News & World Report: some background on this
real-life human drama up to now from our man John Martin. and our discussion here with
George Will, Sam Donaldson and Tom Wicker. Here on our Sunday program.

First. a little news. A report this morning the Reagan administration. looking for ways to
reduce the deficit. is thinking of cutting spending on Medicare. The New York Times says the
plan is to cut doctors' fees, the spending on AIDS research and other medical costs the
Reagan administration thinks are overpriced.

Secretary of State Shultz, in Romania today, in a Communist-bloc country that to some
extent operates its own independent foreign policy - independent of Russia- and has
substantial trade with the United States. The Shultz message is, if it wants to continue the
trade, Romania must stop abuses of human rights.

We'll be back with aU the rest of today's program in- a moment.

{commercial break!
Mr, BRINKLEY: Only Washington could spend these days before Christmas not decorating
trees and buying gifts for wives, husbands, friends. family and enjoying the holidays, but
locked in a mean, sweaty battle over how to squeeze tax money out of the American people.
But that's the way this town is. The Democrats put something out for a vote, the President
wanted it passed, but members of his own pany did not. Here's John Martin with a look at all
these crazy events. John?

JOHN MARTIN: There are two pageants unfolding in Washington this season, David.
One involves Christmas; the other is a political pageant. It involves the feeling that
spreads in this city when the President, moving deeper into a second term, cannot get his
way with Congress, even from within his own patty. This is a part of the pageant of
politics every so often, and Ronald Reagan is playing a leading role in it this very
weekend.

Pres, RONALD REAGAN {radio address. Dec 14{:We're on the edge of a
breakthrough that can bring personal income tax rates down to the lowest level in over
50 years but, because of a parliamentary impasse. the House was unable to vote.

MARTIN {voice-over{:Yesterday, speaking by radio from the Oval Office, the President
called it an impasse, but the Democrats are calling it a mutiny by Republicans. This past
week, after months of brutal negotiations in the House Ways and Means Committee, a tax
revision bill favored by some business and most labor groups seemed ready for a close
vote on the House floor. Mr. Reagan was calling on Republican members to pass some

. fonn of tax revision so the Senate could write a better version next year. But on
Wednesday Republicans voted 164 to 14 against a rule moving the bill to the floor for a
vote. They insisted on being able to amend the Ways and Means bill. Yesterday Mr.
Reagan made a new appeal.

Pres, REAGAN {radio address{: If together Republicans and Democrats would
agree to a format for considering this vote Ibelieve there will be sufficient bipartisan
support for tax refonn to pass.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Tomorrow Mr. Reagan is scheduled to go to Capitol Hill to
personally lobby. It is an unusual effort to recover from an extraonlinary loss.
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Rep. BOB MCHEl, (R) g Inola, MInorIty ~: My father once taught me thai
life is run of disappointments. I have mine every day. I doo'tlcnow that the President
has had a disappoinlmcnt Olher than yeslm!ay in his five years of his presidency. and
once in awhile you golta rake one of those with the good things that happen.

00NAl.0 REGAN, WhIte HoI.- ChillI of St8II: There's no way it's been a
defeat for the Presidenl. The def ... here was a def ear on the rule of the House. The
President had nothing to do with that rule. This has happened before that there's a
momenwy SIU1TIblc: along the path. There's no humiliating defeat here.

Rep. lltOIIAS O'NEIU., (D) ~. SpeailM of the House: If the
President really cares about laX reform, then he will deliver the votes. Otherwise.
December I IIh, 12 o'clock noon, wiJl be ienlC"lbeJedas the dale that Ronald Reagan
became • lame duck on the floor of the Congress.

MARTlN [.'O;eN11'," [: Among Democrats who had worked with Donald Regan to
nwshal votes to pass the Ways and Means version of tall; reform. the suspicion was
growing that the President and his team. at least, had been losing their touch for a long
rime.
Rep. ROBERT MATSUI, (D) C8l1fomia, ways 8nd ....,. Commm.:. I really
queorioned all along Don Regan's political judgment and ability to move legislation. We
worked with him when he was Treasury Secretary for four years and. frankly. we had
problems with him then. And I suppose this. is symptomatic of the corporate way of
openring the While House.
MARTlN [1'O;U-oV,"[: But Lyn Nofziger, who has advised Ronald Reagan as president
and as governor, say' he helieves the uouble IS IlOlso fundamental.
LYN NOFZIGER, poIltk:a1 consubnt: F"" of all. I think the While House has not
done all it could to put the onus on the back of the Democrats on the Ways and Means
Committee. I think also that they have IlOlbrought enough pressures on the members of
the House to get a bill passed. That's IlOlDon's fault. I mean. he has to rely on his people
who an: working the Hill: he has to rely on his sources on the Hill.

MART1N [voice-over /: The President has reportedly convinced JXrIlaps 35 Republicans
to change their votes. still about 15 fewer than the Democrats said they. needed. But the
Democratic count of 188 votes in favor of the Ways and Means bill IS eroding. Con-
gressman Matsui estimated that perhaps 15 Democrats have already moved away from
their . So the moment may have passed when the biU could pass,. For now, despite

support that he has abandoned the bill in order to leave the President III the roost
:'~:POSition possible, House Speaker Tip O'Neill denies that he holds the fate of tax
reform.
a- O'NEILL' The burden doesn't shift on me whatsoever. Bob Michel came tome
.....,.,. . . • the Je I'U vote for the rule He won't even vote for thewt! ~e~~~~': ~~~ wi.::' the President of the united States: he's not having a
problem with Tip O'Neill.

. ouJd prohibit amendments to the bill on the floor of the
MARTIN [voice-overt: The rule w Id destro a fragile balance of compromises
House. The Democrats say amendments wou.. Y need the rule to change unwant-
between ';-'Ompeting interests. The Repu~anst I:~visions in months of negotiations
ed provuions But the man who hamme ou C 'nee
said this had 'aU been discussed before in the Ways and Means omnu . .

(0) illinois Chalnnan Ways and MeaIlS
Rep. DAN ROSTENKOWSKJ, ~ on with rhe Republicans as well.
commllt8e: The rule that we agreed on wasb~ and I dislike vel)' much the oppor-
And I doo't want to chang~ my c0n;;::'ne:' ~Id think. Thank you.
nmity for them to. But that' negOlJ e. . greed"

. C gressman Matsui. the PresIdent a . In
MARTIN: Just yesterday. accordmg to on k the DemocralS on the radio for refusmg
negotiations with Mr. Roste.nkowski no:,~~ rhaps there is room for compror:l1Ise. but
to change the rule and permll amendmehe. j·m.:'thiS week with Congress snuggllllg to go
not much time for It. 1lle ISSue reac sac I
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home for Christmas and the President struggling within his own party to save "tax reform
from defeat' If he fails it will be a rare but major loss, because tax reform is an
achievement Ronald Reagan had hoped to leave as a hallmark of his presidency, David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: JOOo, thank you. And, JOOo, thank you for aU the weeks you have done.
John is leaving us now. going over to ABC's World News Tonight, and, beginning next .
week, our background repon will he done by Jack Smith. and we welcome him. We'll be
back with the former communications director in the Reagan White House. now with u.S.
News & World Report, and, shortly, the chairman of the House Republican Policy Commit-
tee and the chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee. which wrote the. tax bill now
being fought over. In a moment.
(commercial break{

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Gergen, thanks vel)' much for coming in.

DAVID GERGEN, U.S. News & World Report: Thank you. Good to see you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Pleasure to have you with us. Here with us are George Will of ABC News
and Sam Donaldson, ABC News White House correspondent. So you two know each other
from past years. You spent a number of years in the White House. Now, tell me. In this
mixup on a tax bill, is there some failure of leadership over there?

Mr. GERGEN: Well, I think they've clearly demonstrated that they've got some problems.
But I must say to hegin with that I still think they have a fighting chance to get this through.
Within the administration you're hearing now that they have a 40- to 5O-percent chance, and
I think when the President goes up tomorrow afternoon and taIks to those House Republicans
and lays it on the line and says, "I've done a lot for you. I've helped you build this party, you
owe it to me," I think he'll break off some more votes. So [think. he's still in there.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Why did it get to the point where this kind of thing was necessary?
Mr. GERGEN: Well, it's a complicated problem, it seems to me. It's in the nature of the
heas t. Unlike the tax reduction bills the President was putting through in 1981. which had
almost aU winners, this has a lot of losers and winners in it, and so you have to mount a very-
massive campaign. It seems to me from the beginning that the effort has not been as well
directed as it might have. I think it should have been an issue in the 1984 campaign, that he
should have campaigned on tax reform with a bill, and then come in in 1985- I think he
would have been better served had he attempted to make this the number-one priority not
only in tenus of what he said was his number-one priority but the way he mobilized public
support. Instead he came into 1985 with a very cluttered agenda and, frank.ly, there have
been some tactical mistakes here in recent days.

GEORGE WILL: Some people are saying this son of thing didn't happen when Jim Baker
was White House chief of staff and they're blaming Don Regan. But can you not make the
case that the problem was Baker's strategy of dealing with Rostenkowski, cutting out the
House Republicans and aggravating the institutional resentments up there?

Mr. GERGEN: I think that case can be made, but I think that that's IlOlthe basic problem.
Jim Baker is facing this issue. He had a committee that was two-to-one Democratic, the
House Ways and Means Committee. He had to stan there. Among the Republicans there was
only about half of them [who J would support the bill, the idea of tax reform, and the leading
- the ranking member of the committee. Mr. Duncan, was not in favor of tax reform. So
that if you look at it on that basis, he had no choice- and his choices were very limited, it
seems to me-- he had no choice but to go to Mr. Rostenkowski and work. with the Demo-
crats.

Mr. WILL: Under the Reagan srewanlship of the White House staff you had the Bitburg
fiasco, the public humiliation of Peggy Heckler and her promotion, as we smilingly call it, to
be ambassador to Ireland. And you had this derailing of the President's number-one priority.
What does that tell you about Donald Regan? Is he up to the job?

Mr. GERGEN: I think that Don Regan is a vel)' good manager. He obviously is someone the
President wants there. Other White Houses in the past. facing this kind of problem, this litany
that you've just named. have generally reached out and found someone who has the political
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experience, the congressional experience, to come in as a counselor. And it seems to me
that's the kind of question the White House needs to address now.

Mr. Will: Who do you have in mind?

Mr. GERGEN: WeD, if someone like a Drew Lewis, someone like a Ken Duberstein.
someone like a Lyn Nofziger has the kind of background, it seems to me, who could corne in
and be an adviser without being chief of staff. I don't think that would threaten Don Regan. I
think it would strengthen Don Regan.

SAM DONALDSON: Well. Mr. Gergen--,

Mr, BRINKLEY: Are you saying he should have done this but didn't?

Mr. GERGEN: Well. I think in the situation they're now in that's the kind of issue they need
to address. What's happened here over the lasl- this year, it's not jus, the departure of Jim
Baker from the White House. but they've lost a half dozen of the people within the White
House structure who knew Congress and knew politics very well, and I think were quite agile
at playing this game. And it does require some experience.

Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Gergen. you're closely associated with Jim Baker. the Treasury
Secretary; the two of you worked together closely in the White House. and when we c~
up who's on whose side, you're normally associated with Baker. So. having let our audience
know that- .

Mr. GERGEN: I think that's fair.

Mr. DONALDSON: -do you think Regan-ought to be fired now?
Mr, GERGEN: No, absolutely not.

Mr. DONAlDSON: Well, why not? If he's been such a disaster in the year. as we've just
seen. what gives us any reason to believe he's going to be better next year?

Mr. GERGEN: Well, I disagree that he's been such a disaster. They've had some problems.
I do think that he could use some more help. I think he could particularly use. help m
congressional strategy and congressional relations in figuring out how to bring politics and
Congress together in one approach.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, Baker didn't need that kind of help.
Mr. GERGEN: Well, Baker-

Mr. DONALDSON: What are you saying, that Regan can't do it by himself because he
doesn't know how?

Mr. GERGEN: No, I don't think Baker ever pretended to do it alone. He did have a team.
After all, he had someone like David Stockman there. He had a Ken Doberstein. he had a
Richard Dannan with him, who were extremely effective at figuring out how to get dungs
through the Congress. And I think that Regan needs one good heavyweight in there.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. Regan has a Thomas. an Oglesby, a Keenan. I mean. Regan has
his own team.

Mr. GERGEN: Well, with all due respect '0 those' gentlemen. all of whom I thinkare
talented, they do not bnng the kind of experience to bear to the game that most presidents
have had 10 the past.

Mr. ~LDSON: Mr. Gergen, what happens if the President loses this in the final
analysis? Wha! happens to his agenda for next year? What happens to the idea that the
800-pound gorilla is now 67 pounds and a half'
Mr. GERGEN: Well, as I say, I think he still has a chance 10 win. Bu. win or lose, there has
been damage. already. It seems to me they've already lost-e- the Repoblicans have losllaX .
reform as an Issue m 1986. It's extremely difficult for Ronald Reagan to go out and campaIgn
and say. send me more Republicans so I can get tax reform through.

Mr. WI.LL: But what kind of an issue was this anyway? I mean, isn't part of ~ r:eason the
Republicans feel free to do this the fact that it really has not caught the imagmatlon of the

country? I mean" if you were sitting there as the communications director. wouldn't you tell
the President something like this perhaps, "Half the members of both parties would rather
not vote on this because there are losses all around." and what possible reasons do the
Democrats have to bail him out?

Mr. GERGEN: Well, I have not been a strong partisan of some of this tax reform issue. but I
will say there are many on the Republican ranks. particularly the conservatives, who have
thought that tax reform would be a "realigning issue," as you know. They thought it would
rally the blue-collar workers in this country 10 the Republican banner. I think that hope has
disappeared. It does seem to me that a lot of Republicans now- it's not simply that they've
been ignored in the House: they also feel this is a bad bill.

Mr. WILL: But what would have presumably rallied the blue-collar voter was a cut in rates.
Mr. GERGEN: Right.

Mr. WILL: That was in the bill, and the conservatives voted against it.

Mr. GERGEN: But. as you know. the conservatives voted against it not simply because they
felt they'd been ignored but because they felt that this bill did not encourage economic
growth and do enough for capital investment.

Mr. WIll: Yes, but how many votes are there out in the blue-collar neighborhoods. or
white-collar neighborhoods, for that matter. in the investment tax credit and accelerated
depreciation? That doesn't stir the country, does it?

Mr. GERGEN: Well, there are not, although I do think there are ways you can get at that. I.
seems to me you can lower the rates, the kind of approach Bob Packwood has been talking
about recently, or the flat tax. I think that- or a VAT of some sort. I think that might have
had some political appeal.

Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Gergen, if the President were to ask Jim Baker to come back to the
White House and take his old job as chief of staff, do you think he would?

Mr, GERGEN: No. I think that's a very far-fetched.

Mr. DONALDSON: If i' happens, would Baker do it?

Mr, GERGEN: Golly me. I would think noI. Jim Baker is a man of many talents, but he
doesn't usually go back.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, if the President of the United States asks you 10 do something, do
you refuse?

Mr. GERGEN: I just don't think that's in the cards. Sam. with either party.

Mr. BRINKLEY: On that note, we have to thank you very much for coming because our
time is up. Mr. Gergen, it's been a pleasure to have you. Coming next. Representative Dick
Cheney. chairman of the House Republican Policy Committee, where Republicans get
together occasionally and talk about what to do, and, shortly. Chairman Rostenkowski of the
House Ways and Means Committee. In a moment.

[commercial break/

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Cheney, we know you are busy and have been busy, so we are
thankful for your coming in this morning, a pleasure to have you with us.

Rep. DICK CHENEY, (R) Wyoming, chalnnan, House Republican Policy
Committee: Nice '0 be here.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Now, you at one time were staff director in the White House. Now you are
among the Republican leaders in the House. What do you think of the White House per-
formance in this tax business in the last two or three weeks?

Rep. CHENEY: Well, it's obviously been flawed in the sense that they've been badly
burned now by the defeat last week, but the thing that is difficult for me to understand is the
sense they have that somehow they were surprised by these developments. If you go back to
September and leadership meetings with the President. with the Republican leaders from the
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House. repeatedly warnings had been given to the President himself directly that there was
trouble on taxes, that the tax bill was headed in a direction that we thought in the end a
majority of House Republicans would oppose. But nothing ever happened. They listened,
they heard those warnings ~ Jim Baker, Don Regan and the President himself - but there
was never ultimately any change in strategy or tactics.

Mr. WILL: The Preside", is going tomorrow, like Henry II. to be flogged by you guys in the
House. Will it do any good? Are you going to listen very nicely, then go out and do precisely
what he wants?

Rep, CHENEY: Well, I don't plan tn change my position. I have enormous respect for the
President. I've been one of his strongest supporters for five years. He's a very persuasive
man. He' s going to go first to Fort Campbell, Kentucky. and then come back to the Hill. and
he may well have some success at peeling off some Republican supporters.

Mr. WILL: Chairman Rostenkowski is listening in Chicago-

Rep, CHENEY: I'm sure be's listening eagerly.

M.r, WILL: -and he'll be on shonly. Can you tell him that you think the President will or
will not get the 50 votes that the chairman says are needed?

Rep, CHENEY: The honest answer is, George, I don't know.

Mr. WILL: But it's doable? You think it's possible?

Rep. CHENEY: It's possible, but on the other hand there have been Democratic erosions
!oo: f talked to a colleague yesterday froID---' a Democratic member of the House who
indicated there had been at least 20 who have now switched on their side.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Quite falling away.

Rep'. CHENEY: Well, I think there's great reluctance on their side. The thing to remember
here IS that this was~'t justa fit of frustration by members of Congress. A majority of ~
~~use of Re~sc:ntatIves rejected the Ways and Means Committee bill. It's not new. We did
tt 81, we did tt tn 1983. This is the third time in five years.

Mr, WILL: But what if the President tomorrow says to your group. "I will veto this bill
unless It co~s from the Senate much improved. " What would he have to say specifically to
your people In the way of Improvements to get it passed'!

Rep, CHENEY: George, if he says that, if he tells me that he's prepared to veto the bill ifit
passes In Its present fo~, he In effect is saying that you vote for it anyway. You go ahead
~ cast your v~e and ignore your responsibilities to try to improve the legislation. What

y ought to do. ISwork With us to try to improve the Rostenkowski bill. not rely upon the
Senate to clean It up, because Senator Packwood has said he doesn't think they can.
Mr. DONAlDSON: Mr. Cheney, you--

Mr. BRINKLEY: You can't do that now, can you" Clean it up in the House?

Rep, CHENEY: I think we can. There's no reason in the world why they can't go home
over Clyistrnas. or let the dust settle a little bit, corne back in January or February and see if
we can t put together a truly bipartisan package. This time they just bet on the wrong horse.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Go ahead, Sam.

Mr. DONAlDSON: Mr. Cheney, you tried to make the point earlier that you don't think
:u ~Iindslded the President. but ~ou certainly have torpedoed him. Of 172 Republicans m
blamedfor only 14 voted for this bill. Is it not going to be inevitable that Republicans Will be

lor the death of tax reform?

Rep. CHENEY: Well, Sam. I would argue this bill is tax reform in name only. Once you
get beallowthe title tt doesn't look much like tax refonn It's I 400 pages long, it's your
typic special I t b ba' ., .in tax I . I . n erest gra g of goodies for all the various interests that have some Interest

egis anon, There are special breaks in there-
Mr, DONALDSON' The Preside d'• Sl m rsagrees with you.

. Rep, CHENEY: The President's wrong.

Mr. DONALDSON: The President's wrong, but he's the top Republican. He's vel)' pop-
ular. He has an approval rating in the 70s. and you are telling me that the people in the
country will not think the Republicans have torpedoed the bill when the President himself
asked you to vote for it and you refused.

Rep. CHENEY: Sam, I have one vote, and I get to cast that vote based upon what I think is
the merit of the legislation, the substance of legislation that:comes before us. I can't deal just
in perceptions, and Icannot bring myself. nor can many of my colleagues bring ourselves. to
the point where we would vote for a bill that the President hirrtsc:lfadmits is flawed.

Mr, DONALDSON: Mr. Cheney, last Wednesday, when the rule failed, late in the after-
noon, senior officials at the White House, speaking. I take it, in the President's name, or at:
least with his knowledge, told repone" that the President was stearned. And they said, these
Republicans next year will want his help for re-election, and the President will neither forgive
nor forget. What about that threat?

Rep. CHENEY: Well, f think that's an amateurish kind of a reaction on their pan. OfCOUlliC
the President's angry. He's an Irishman. He got badly defeated on something he wanted. It
would be abnonna1 for him not to be angry. On the other hand, he's got three years left and
it's not in his interest to permit a souring of the relationship between himself and his most
loyal supporters on the Hill.

Mr. WILL: In whose interest is it to pass tax reform? Why should the Democrats-e. let's
assume for just a moment that they're thinking partisanly. Why should the Democrats want to
save the President's number-one domestic priority that your own troops say is the great
realigning issue?

Rep. CHENEY: I don't know that they do, George. I think if you're going to have tax
legislation that is this significant, a fundamental change in the code, moved through the
House it can only be done on a bipartisan basis. Danny Rostenkowski clearly didn't have the
votes on the Democratic side. And remember, they outnumber us by 70 votes. They can do
anything they want without us. They didn't have the votes. You clearly didn't have the
Republican support. In 1981 we brought a bill to the floor, we defeated the committee's
version and passed our bill. In 1983 they brought a bill to the floor; we killed the rule and sent
it back to committee. In 1985 they brought a bill to the floor; we killed the rule and sent it
back to conunittee. Now, the mistake this time around was for the President. in effect, to bet
on a losing horse. If you want real tax reform that's this fundamental in terms of change, the
only way to do it is with a bilJ that has bipartisan support on both sides of the aisle. and this
bill doesn't do it.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, wasn't the President- I mean, with all due respect. As we
know. Mr. Reagan operates a White House in which he depends on others to do the tactics.
You say there were tactical mistakes. Is Donald Regan up to the job? Should be be replaced?

Rep, CHENEY: No. I don't think Don Regan should be replaced ~t all.

Mr. DONALDSON: What about Jim Baker then?

Rep, CHENEY: No. In the final analysis the President bears the responsibility for what his
administration does. He made the calls, he received the warnings direct from the leadership.
He hired the individuals who implemented his policy. If they made a mistake, he has to say,
well, that didn't work, and back off and try again. But I don't think he can pass the blarne off
to his subordinates.

Mr, DONALDSON: Excuse me, but I think a lot of people would agree with what you just
said. but on the other hand Mr. Reagan. as we well know, does not dabble in day-to-day
decisions from the standpoint of strategy or tactics. He makes the broad tone of his admini-
stration, and he makes the final decisions. Now, someone miscued in 001:. in your version.
consulting with Republicans all the way along the line. Who was that?

Rep. CHENEY: Sam, if you sat in the room around the cabinet table with the President on
half a dozen occasions since August and said to the President. Mr. President. you're in
trouble on tax reform. and nothing happened. who would you conclude was aware of the
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situation and perhaps should have taken action'!

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, you're trying to make the President of the United States respon-
sible for this failure.

Rep. CHENEY: No. I'm saying tbe President of tbe United States is responsible for what
his administration does. If it didn't work he ultimately is the one who suffers and he
ultimately is the one that bears the responsibility for cleaning it up. Obviously his staff plays a
role. But this notion that somehow it's always the staff's fault, it's always the staff that blew
it as a former staff man. is a concept I find difficult to accept.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, I'm uncomfortable being on the other side of this issue and
making tbe questions, so I'll pass this off. .

Mr. BRINKLEY: One brief question. I really hate to bring politics into this as I'm sure- .
Rep. CHENEY: I'm sure, yes.

Mr. BRINKLEY: -you had to see it coming.

Rep. CHENEY: Has nothing to dn with it.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Isn't this the kind of issue that can be used very effectively next year in
those 3O-second television commercials saying. "Dick Cheney voted against cutting your
taxes"? Do you look forward to that?

Rep. CHENEY: David- no. I'm prepared to.go home to my constituents and debate ~
Issue on the merits. I clearly made that decision a long time ago when I decided I couldn t
su~rt this bill and when Ivoted against it. Icontinue to vote against it because it's wrong
and It'S bad legislation. It is anti-growth, it is anti-family. It doesn't do many of those things
that we hoped we would do with tax reform. And on that basis. I'm prepared to stand on the
merits.

~. DONALDSON: May I take it back ~d ask one small question? In the future. what does
this dn 10 tbe President's agenda up tbere. and to Republican support for it? Emboldeoed by
this victory, if It turns out to be that. will you now oppose the President on other major
legislation?

Rep. CHENEY: Of course not, Sam. I mean. tbe fact of the matter is he's got three years
left. He's a very resilient politician. He's very strong: in the polls. He'll be back-

Mr. DONALDSON: He's a lame duck"

Rep. CHENEY: No, he's not a lame duck. He'll be hack next month with a budget he wants
passed. Looks like he's going to want more aid for the colllras in Nicaragua. We'll be hIS
staunchest supponers in helping him achieve those objectives. Every president from time to
nme loses a b~g one. The President lost a big one this week because they made some
fundamental rrustakes. But there is no reason in the world why he can't bounce back next
month and have a very successful final three years of his administration.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Cheney. thank you. Thanks very much for coming in. It's been a
ple~ure to hear your opinions. Coming next, Dan Rostenkowski. Democrat. 1lII00,1S,
Chicag~, chauman of the House Ways and Means Committee. whose tax. bill is what they re
all fighting about. In a moment. .
{commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Rostenkowski in Chicago, thanks very much for coming in.

Rep. DAN ROSTENKOWSKI (D) Illinois chalnnan, Ways and Means Committee:
NIce to be bere.

~. BRINKLEY: Nice to have you with us. Now, I believe you're looking for 50 ~e~b-
lican v~ to get your bill on the floor of the House. Do you have any expectation at thiS ume .
of getbng tbem?

Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: Oh. I have a great deal of faith in the President. rnt sure that if
the Pres~dent co~s up to the Hill _ and I cenainly welcome him: I want him to get m the
trenches, I Want him to talk to the Republicans _ and I'm sure that he can get 50 votes. One
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thing I'd like to make evidently clear. This bill ~s being addre~ as. a pamsan. bill.
Twenty-eight votes on the Ways and Means Comrruttee supporta:J this. ~Ight, ~epubhc~
voted against it, which means that five Republicans supported the bill, David. So It really IS a
bipanisan effort, and I'm sure that when tbe bill finally gets to tbe floor tbere'll be a lot more
Republicans to support tbe bill.

Mr. WILL: So is it your impression that the President w.iI1tomorrow g? up an:d cajole and get
the votes, and will you be able to declare tomorrow mght that the bill IS alive or dead?

Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: Well. George. this bill has had tbe last rites so .many. times it's
almost unbelievable. If the President uses the full force of the presidency, we II meet With the
Republicans; I think that there will be more than 50 votes for this legislation. What the
President has consistently said, and it's 00- he didn't hide. He said he wants the process to
continue. Iwant the process to continue.

Mr. WILL: l...aStweek on what is becoming your weekly appearance with us, you said over
and over again you are a negotiator. What can you negotiate with the Republicans to give
them either something substantively or a face-saving concession to get them back- get
enough votes for you? What can you give them?

Rep. ROSTENKOWSKJ: Well. it's my understanding that what they want to dn is amend
their substitute. Just remember that there are two issues on the floor of the House of
Representatives, the Republican substitute and the Ways and Means Committee bill. If they
want to amend their substitute I think that we can negotiate that with the Speaker through the
Rules Committee. It they want 10 amend my bill, or tbe Ways and Means Committee bill. If
they want to amend tbeir substitute I think that we can negotiate that with tbe Speaker through
the Rules Cormnittee. If they want to amend my bill, or the Ways and Means.Co~nllttee bill,
I find that disagreeable mainly because I had 188 Democrats vote for this bill. Only 14
Republicans. Now, it's very difficult for me to negotiate With Republicans to get them on
board. I certainly think that I could lose Democrats. And I don't want to do that.

Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Rostenkowski, have you and tbe Speaker agreed on a new tule to
take to the Rules Committee that's amenable to the Republicans?

Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: No. The Speaker is waiting for the President to call tbe Speaker
and suggest to him that he has over 50. votes,?r enou~ votes.to not only pass. the bill or get
the rule. but to ultimately pass tbe bill. I think until such tune as tbe President calls tbe
Speaker and gives him that indication. the Speaker is goin~ to sit back and wait. We're IX)(

trying to stall this and. in a meeting with Jim Baker last Friday tbe Speaker was very upbeat
about the bill. The Speaker agreed that tbe bill is worthy of consideration on the floor of tbe
House of Representatives. and he's going to work with the President.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, let's talk numbers for a moment. Right aftertbe defeat of the rule
you said you needed about 29 or 30 Republican votes. Shonly tbereaftertbe Speaker said no,
we need about 50 Republican votes. And tbe las' time I heard tbe Speaker talk about It, he
was talking in tbe neighborbood of 75 Republican votes. What kind of game are you playing?

Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: Well, I think tbe Speaker wants to cover any slippage that can
take place. You know, there are a lot of people on the floor of the HffiI:SCof Representatives
just don't want this biU. And even in the Ways and Means Committee. when we were
working in a bipartisan fashion, we had Republican support. I JJ:Ut toge~r many task. forces.
The Republicans were on those task forces. They helped fashion tbe bill. And I think thai
ultimately, when we get the bill in the legislative form on the floor, that we're gomg to get
more than 50 votes.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, Mr. Chairman. a lot of people think tbe Speaker doesn't want tbe
bill, and a lot of people think the Speaker, now that that vote has shown that tbe Republicans
can be blamed for tbe death of tax reform. has abandoned it and abandoned you as well.

Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: No. Sam, that's not tbe way tbe Speaker- and I think you could
check this out with Jim Baker. 1be Speaker is vel)' upbeat. the Speaker recogmzes that this IS
a good bill: it takes six million people off tbe tax roll.

Mr. DONALDSON: All right. give me a number. If tbe President of tbe UnitedStates has t~
call the Speaker and say, "Mr. Speaker. I can deliver the votes, " what number IS II? Is It 50.

1
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Is it 40? Is it 60? Give us a number. Give the President a number.

Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: l'd certainly like to see 60 voes. That'd give me a cushion. If I
can get, 60 votes and maintain the 188 that I've got I think that we've got a winner.

Mr. DONALDSON: But you can pass it with SO. Why demand that he come up with 60. if
you really want the bill?

Rep. ROSTENKOWSKJ: WeU. this is the President's initiative. I should think that we
could at least expect 50% of the Republicans, members of his party. to support his main
domestic initiative.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, you have been losing. we understand. some Democratic votes. Mr.
Rostenkowski. Is that right?

Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: There's no indication to me. Nobody has walked up to me
directly and said, "I will vote against this bill."

Mr. BRINKLEY: But you have heard this. haven't you?

Rep. ROSTENKOWSKJ: I think there's a yearning to go home in Washington and people
want to get this behind them.

Mr. WILL: Isn't there a yeaming on the pan of a lot of Democrats not to vote for any bill?
Let me give you an example. Suppose you're a Rust Belt Democrat, say, from Ohio, from a
district with a lot of heavy industry. If he votes for the bill, he cuts the tax rates for the
blue-collar workers; however, if he votes for the bill he's killing investment tax c~edit ~
accelerated depreciation and things that matter to the industry in his district. Isn't this a kind
of classic case where they just like to say the heck with it. and walk away?

Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: Well. George, the present law isn't helpiog those industries right
now anyway. I think what you've got to be concerned about is whether or 00f. we can get
refonn,. that we can lower rates and boost the economy. The President's economic adviser at
the White Hoose last week said that this bill would not speed up growth as much as Treasury
II but it would speed up growth over present law.

Mr•.WILL: I'm not talking economics here. I mean. I' understand the argument s for ~
against. I'm just talking about politics. Isn't this the kind of position that a poli~cian commg
up on an election year would say, "I'd just rather not do it. Stick with the devils you know
rather than make a decision." Doesn't a decision on this bill make enemies?

Rep, ROSTENKOWSKI: I think it's pointed out very well earlier that when you have to go
horne and tell people that they had an opportunity to get their rates lowered. that you were
g~)lng to get people off the rolls and simplify the code, I think that that's going to be very
difficult to explain to the American people and your constituency.

Mr -.DONALOSON: Mr. Chairman. Mr. Cheney and other Republicans say. we just want to
put It over. We don't want to kill tax reform: we want to come back in January and perfect It.
Well, why not allow them to do that? Is that possible?

Rep. ROS.TENKOSWKI: Well. Sam, we have perfected it. I've pointed out we have
h~d Re~bhc<J!l support for the-bill. There were five of the 13 Republicans that supported
this. f think Dick Cheney just doesn't want tax reform. Ithink Dick Cheney is against tax
fairness. And he comes from an oil-producing state. We make those people pay taxes.
Mr. ~LDSON: Well, what are you telling us then? We now think the vote will be on
Tuesday In the House. Are you saying Tuesday is do or die'!

Rep. ROSTENKOWSKI: Oh. I think if we get the bill up and we get a rule tomorrow,on
M~nday, the President's up on the Hill and we get a bill on the floor on Tuesday. I thmk
we ve got a Winner.

Mr. BRINKLEY: [f you opened it to amendments on the House floor, which you have.
re~sed to do. what would you have? Another Chrisnnas tree? Every1xx1y hanging somedung
on It?

Rep. ROSTENKOWSKJ: Well. David. that is unthinkable. to allow 535 member>. or 435

members, to panicipate in writing tax law. It was done around 45 years ago, and I think they
were in session eight days and never got a bill. .

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, it would be a Christmas tree. Thank you. Mr. Rostenkowski, Mr.
Chairman, thank you very much for coming in today. Coming next. our ~~u:ssion he~
about what's happening or not happening in Washington and elsewhere, and JOIDmg us WIll
be Tom Wicker, columnist for The New York Times. In a moment.

{commercial break{
Mr. BRINKLEY: Donald Regan, the White House chief of staff, has been the subject of a
good deal of discussion, including some here with our guests today, none of ~hom behe~es
Mr. Regan should resign or be fmed because of the White House's problems WIththe tax bill.
Tom. what do you think?
TOM W1CKER,.l11e New York Times: Well, I think that very litany that George pro-
duced during the interview there of disasters. I think is a fair word, that have befallen the
White House this year really calls Mr. Regan's stewardship into question. Now, whether-I
wouldn't expect him to resign, but whether the President of the United States, 100king at that
and knowing his own methods of operation, would say. I ~. a more high-powered
operation than this, Iwould think that must be very much on his mind.
Mr. DONALDSON: I think the point that Mr. Cheney made on this broadcast is one that's
going to weigh heavily in the White House. Mr. Cheney .k.eptpom~n~ out tha~It was the
President of the United States who ought to be held responsible for this kindof failure. Well,
that's not the way presidents act. But when Mrs. Reagan looks at this, (think. Mrs. Reagan
may come down against Donald T. Regan, in which case Donald T. Regan IS gone.

Mr. WICKER: Well. [ think also, isn't it fair to say that for eight years as governor of
California and five years as president of the United States, the ~sident h~ always operated
this way, with strong staff support and taking a very broad lead himself. He s come to expect
that that would be the way his government's going to function.
Mr. DONALDSON: The President lets George do it. as he once put it, when George Shultz
became secretary of state.
Mr. WICKER: Well, that's my point. and he may now begin to wonder whether he's got the
right George.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, I think he is. and I wouldn't- although Mr. Gergen- we'~e
now mentioned all of our guests. Although Mr. Gergen says there's no possibility that they d
ever come back to Jim Baker, I think the memories are that Jun Baker made It work. No:",.
this may be unfair to Don Regan, but fair or unfair, he hasn't made it work. and Baker did.
And they may come back to Baker and say the President needs you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: This city we all live in and work in does not thrive on fairness. Sam.

Mr. DONALDSON: Success or failure is the criterion.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Fairness is not much of a commodiry here. George, what?

Mr. WILL: Don Regan has a tremendous amount of power. If you want to control
Washington. control White House parking. I think when you c~ maJce that kind of decision
on the perquisites of life, who gets on Air Force One and doesn t, who ~lts at the ~I,~~who
sits next to whom at the table who's back along the wall in these meetings, who IS IJ.l~
loop." as they say in the semi-language they speak here in Washington. "of decision
making." And it's-- therefore it's a position you can easily abuse In. the se~ that you get a
reputation as a tough guy. Now. I have known a lot of tough people tn washington and oone
of them were thought of as tough guys. And the guys who were thought of as tough guys
often got that reputation by picking on people and throwing weight around. And what alarms
me- [don't know. I don't spend a lot of time hanging around the White House. as you do.
but Donald Regan is getting a reputation as a tough guy. and that sounds [0 me like someone
who's ruffling rather more feathers than are absolutely necessary.

Mr. DONALOSON: Regan can be a very engaging fellow.

Mr. WICKER: With very little result.
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Mr, DONAlDSON: He can be a very engaging fellow. but sometimes maybe in the wrong
way. Once he was on this broadcast when he was Treasury Secretary. and we said to him.
"Mr. Secretary. a lot of people say that you're not humble." and his reply was. "I don't see
anything wrong with that." But to be fair. I then said. "Well. I don't see anything wrong
with it either."

Mr. BRINKLEY: You said. "Mr. Secretary. a lot of people say you are arrogant."
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. arrogant or humble. the reply- that's quintessential Don Regan.
He is a swashbuckler. Reagan likes him because they tell jokes. It was a question between
Regan and McFarlane, another one of Mr. Regan's victims. according to this town. Mr.
McFarlane would corne in and he'd want to engage the President in a long discussion of some
issue that- the President's attention span is about that long. and Regan knows that. And so
he comes in and says. here's the options and what do you think and then they tell jokes and
they get along.

Mr. WICKER: Well. I don't doubt that. but at the same time the President at some point has
got to wonder whether the job is being done in his second administration. the last one he's
going to have, and I think the essence of the thing is. it is not being done. and he's going to-
Mr, DONALDSON: Don't underestimate the power of the First Lady. I mean. my money is
on Nancy Reagan to decide that her husband is not being well served here. and when she
makes that decision. sshhhooop,

Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. with that gesture. Sam. I'm going to change the subject. That
throat-cutting The Gramm-Rudman-Hollings bill. very complicated. attempts to ~orce a
balanced budget on the federal government whether it wants it or not by all kinds of
Byzantine maneuvers. some of which put the power in the hands of the President ~omake
cuts. and then cuts to be made automatically. if not done otherwise. and so on. It's In effect
now. Is there any way this can work. George?

Mr, WILL: I think it's the most irresponsible act of Congress since. well. Pat Moynihan says
the Smoot-Hawley tariff that brought on the Depression and the Second World War and lots
of other consequences that they didn't really have in mind. I'll tell you-let me give you <?ne
eXl1J!lpleof what this is going to do. This is going to kill some naval aviators. They're going
10 die. We know that. Because what they'll do is they'll take 50% of the cuts. mandated cuts.
out of 28% of the budget that is military. Because you can't really kill an aircraft camer and
lots of contracts are too expensive to kill. they'll take away perquisites. What they'll do .IS
they'll take away. for example. re-enlistment bonuses for naval aviators. A lot of guys will
say. the heck with it. I'm away from horne too much now; they're nickel-and-dirning me. ['II
go fly for Eastern Airlines. So you'll get younger pilots. That', a $5-million-a-year program.
We'll kill that in the name of economy. and we'll stan crashing $18-million-a-year fighter
planes and killing the pilots. And that's just one small consequence of this bill.

~r. ~LDSON: I agree with George's characterization of the irresponsibility of this
bill. but It does have one effect. and that is to force a showdown now on Reagarusm and
Reaganomics. The President has thought all along you could cut domestic spending. you
could cut taxes. you could increase the defense budget. and somehow it would come out all
right. h' s come out all wrong in the sense of large deficits. Now this bill will force a decision.
and a lot of people think that Ronald Reagan will be forced to raise taxes. Otherwise. he's got
to cut the defense budget-

Mr, WIU: Or- now there's a third possibility.

Mr, DONALDSON: What is the third possibility?

Mr. ~II:-l: Th~ third possibility is that you ignore the law. And you have a kind of
constItutIonal crisis. I can see-
Mr. DONALDSON: You mean ignore the law?
Mr. WILL: Yep.

~r, DONALDSON: Where is Peter Rodino and the impeachment process when you need
It? The President cannot ignore the law.

Mr, WICKER: Of course he can. All presidents do it sooner or later.

Mr. WILL: It seems to me what you're going to have in 10 months in this town. you could
have it being very problematic how you draw a check on the Treasury of the United States
because-

Mr. BRINKLEY: You mean for fear it ntight bounce?

Mr.WlU: For fear it ntight bounce. exactly. Do you have authority to spend money? What
if the President simply says. "Look. we have agitated our allies into accepting 3% real
growth in their defense budgets. and here you come along and mandate. what. a5% cut. real
cut in our defense spending?"

Mr. DONALDSON: Alan Greenspan. who is a pretty smart guy and an economist. former
CEO/chairman. suggests that the President will eventually ~ave.to go to Con~~ ant:! say.
''I'm not going. to raise taxes. but we need a tax for defense Just m order to mamtam this 3.3
growth in the outyears. we're going to have to raise some revenue and specifically earmark it
for defense. "

Mr. WICKER: Well. he ntight do that for aliI know. but what is almost certainly going to
happen in this is that George and I will disagree on the route by which you get there. but this
is going to cause a constitutional crisis. in my judgment. because I think. the President will
refuse to make those cuts in the Defense Department. and the cuts are going to fall-- whether
he does that or not. they're going to fall very heavily on social programs. This is going to
enable the President- gives him new power to complete what he's tried to do for four. years
anyway-

Mr. DONALDSON: He can't ignore the law. Now. maybe they'll change thelaw

Mr. WICKER: -which is to dismantle social programs. Well. you can ignore the law by
simply finding all kinds of ways in which you ntight get around it by forcing a constitutional
crisis and going to the courts. if necessary, on it. But I'd like to put one other point into this. I
agree with George. and you. Sam. We all agree this is an irresponsible bill because suppose it
worked. even as is suggested. and you take $36 billion out of the budget every year for the
next five years. Who's to say that that's going to be good economics? That's a lot of money
to be taken out of federal spending. and particularly when I don't believe any really respon-
sible economic analyst believes that the deficit crisis. serious though it may be. is really
caused by spending. It's caused by a shortfall in revenues.

Mr. WILL: Even if you don't gel a tax bill. Gramm-Rudman alone would be enough to
guarantee that 1985 will be the year in the history of this republic with maximum
government-generated uncertainty. Add a tax bill to that. a tax bill that's going to have
s!gn!ficant changes. if it comes out anything like the bill we're apt to get. It is going to have
slgrnficant changes in business capital spending. If there's anything the business community
in the United States hates it's uncertainty. Give them a bad law. a good law. give them a law
so they know the investment atmosphere-

Mr. BRINKLEY: So they know what they're doing.

Mr. WIU: -in which they're making decisions.

Mr. DONALDSON: Do you think there's any chance for a tax bill even if the House should
pass it?

Mr. WlU: Yes. Yes. I think-

Mr. DONAlDSON: Next year. how soon would the Senate act?

Mr. WlU: March. Packwood will move them right along.

Mr. DONALDSON: And Packwood wants to raise revenue. I don't think he really wants a
revenue-neutral bill. He's going to use that to raise revenue.

Mr, BRINKLEY: All right. one final question on that subject. If Gramm-Rudman is no
good. as everyone agrees--

Mr. DONALDSON: NOI everyone. David. The Congress. including Teddy Kennedy. voted
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for it.

Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, I know it is now- I saw Hollings the other night. and he said this is
now the Kennedy-Gramm-Rudman-Hollings bill because he got Teddy's vote. If that's no
good. what's the alternative? What are we going to do?

Mr. DONALDSON: Responsible action by the Congress, to stan-

Mr, BRINKLEY: To do what?

Mr. DONALDSON: ~paring some of the defense buildup that we can't afford and to raise
revenue. mainly to raise revenue. Call it taxes. Call it user fees. Call it dragons. But raise it.

Mr. BRINKLEY: What about the argument Mr. Reagan always makes that if we raise taxes
Congress will simply spend that too?

Mr. DONALDSON: No. we have a deficit of $200 billion a year. he's doubled the national
debt in his administration. We'll use the money. I take it. to reduce debt.

Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. another interesting event this past week was the awarding of
Nobel ~eace Prizes to two physicians. one of whom was the cardiologist to the Russian
leadership. whose name- I've forgotten his name. That prize is supposed to reward efforts
toward world peace. What did they do? TIley said they were against atomic weapons. right?
Well, there are lots of people who say that. Why did they get a Nobel Peace Prize?

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. they formed a doctors committee against nuclear weapons.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Right. so why did they get a Peace Prize for that? Is this a political
Judgment by the Swedes?

Mr. WILL: They gave it to two people. The American doctor involved has been a strong
supporter of the left in this country for many years. The Soviet doctor. who is a member of
the Central Committee o! the Communist Patty of the Soviet Union. and therefore does
nothing that IS not m the Interests of Soviet foreign policy. runs this group. these people. to
put pressure on Western governments to cut their defense budgets. That's basically what it
amounts to. It's a son of peace movement.

Mr, WICKER: I don't. think that's fair at all. George. The International Physicians for Social
~espo~lbillty: which III fact was given the award. and these two physicians are the leaders of
It, ~ mternational leaders. so they symbolize it and accepted. the awards. I don't think it's at
all fair to say that they put pressure on Western powers only. They've put pressure. that
group has put pressure on the nuclear powers generally to reduce nuclear armament s. That is
the group that has probably done the most to publicize. for example. the possibility of nuclear
wm~er. which even ~ P~ntagon now accepts as a real possibility. They have taken a s~
agat~st nuc!el;U prohferanon. Now. you can criticize. if you want. You may say that this
Soviet physician should not have been in the process. or whatever. But I don't think it's fair
to say tha~ thiS organization which the Swedes have given the prize to is simply a pressure
group against Western powers. That is not so. and the record will establish that.

Mr ..WI~: I do not understand the mechanism by which it brings pressure to bear on the
Soviet Union. w.here the ?nly pennissable peace protests are those sponsored and run by the
government. 11l1s comrrunee was formed in 198Q-....-

Mr. WICKER: Within the Soviet Union. you mean.

Mr. WILL: That's right. Coincidentally with - and I think as part of - the Soviet campaign'0 block the deployment of the NATO missiles.

Mr. DONALDSON: Tom, one of the objections--

Mr. WICKER: Oh. I don't think that', true.

Mr. DONALDSON: ~is that this Soviet physician helped lead an anti-Sakharov campaign.
Mr, WILL: Signed the letter!

Mr. WICKER: Well, that's true. When Sakbarov was given a-

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. why give him a Peace Prize if he is one of those who is

oppressing Sakharov and dissidents like him?

Mr. WICKER: Well, I wouldn't advocate that, but I was saying that the awanfwas made to
the organization. and the incident that you- the Sakharov incident was. what. 12 years ago.
I think, 1972. And this organization has been formed since then--

Mr, DONALDSON: Well. that doesn't make it any less onerous because it was 12 years .
ago.

Mr. WICKER: No. I'm not suggesting it was. but I'm saying that you've made an award
here to an organization that's attempting to bring pressures on all nuclear powers.

Mr, BRINKLEY: I don', think we're going to be able to settle that today. not that we have
settled anything else, though we have talked about it. In any case, our time is up, and thank
you all very much. We'll be back with a few words about the Japanese now insisting on
sending many more cars for sale here, and the question is. where are we going to park them
all and do we really need them? In a moment.

{commercial break I
Mr, BRINKLEY {commentary {: Finally. the Japanese government is quoted now as saying it
will observe no more quotas in the automobiles it ships to the United States. There IS. of
course. a complaint from Detroit and from congressmen from Michigan ~ national arr0-
gance, one of them calls it. But that is not the answer. The answer is to remindJapan again
that free trade has to go both ways. The answer, I think, is to let them sell in the U.S. all the
Japanese goods they can, so long as they buy an eqnal amount in this country. And we have
plenty for them to buy. Not everything Japanese is so wonderful. They make as much junk as
anybody else. Just to amuse myself I have made a list Of American goods as good or better
than what the Japanese make, and when it got to be 150 items long I got tired of it. We could
end this battle with the Japanese and all the nasty remarks back and forth across the Pacific
and reduce the American trade deficit. The idea is to let them sell us as much as they're
willing to buy. An idea so simple that even Congress could understand it. For all of us at
ABC's This Week. until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY Show #318

November 29, 1987

ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our
Washington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: The Cuban immigrants seizing American prisons and hostages,
fearful of being sent back 10 their native country, fearful, they say, of what Fidel Castro
would do if he could get his hands on them. This. dramatic as it is, is only one of the
many controversies swirling around the millions of immigrants flooding the United
States, many of them illegally. One controversy is language, the demand that we
become bilingual. This week the U.S. government sued an employer who would only
hire employees who spoke English. Another controversy is about crowding. Los
Angeles is now one-third Hispanic. Well, what can we or what should we do about all
of this? We'll ask today's guests: Senator Alan Simpson, Republican, Wyoming, of the
Senate Immigration Subcommittee, co-author of the Simpson-Rodino bill to control
immigration; Xavier Suarez, mayor of Miami, Florida: Roger Conner, executive
director, Federation for American Immigration Refonn; Representative Pat Swindall,
Republican, Georgia, of the House Immigration and Refugees Subcommittee: Wade
Henderson, American Civil Liberties Union, a specialist in the problems of
immigration; some background on an increasing problem from our man Jack Smith;
and our discussion here with George Will, Sam Donaldson and Hodding Carter. All
here on our Sunday program.

First, a little news since the Sunday morning papers. In Haiti they were 10 have
today the first free election in that country in 30 years. But when the voting was about
to start, a band of murderous thugs with machetes and machine guns roamed the street,
killing people, and at last figure at least 20 were dead. Here's a report from ABC's
Peter Collins in Pert-au-Prince.

PETER COLLINS [voice-over]: Armed gangs of thugs, killers, really, have taken
over the streets here in Port-au-Prince. They are driving up and down the matn
boulevard, firing at anyone who dares stick their head out of their doors. The streets
therefore are totally empty, Alone point these killers went 10 a polling place where
people were lined up to vote and opened fire indiscriminately. Reporters there Said
Ihey saw 17 people killed. Army patrols are also roaming the streets. but they are
doing nothing to stop the violence. As a result, the vote, the election scheduled for
today. has been cancelled. Peter Collins, ABC News, Port-au-Prince.

Mr. BRINKLEY: In this country, the Cubans holding the federal prison in Atlanta and
94 hostages released four of them this morning. Except perhaps for some kind of
g~dwill gesture, no one knows why they were released. In the Oakdale, .Louisia!1a,
pnson, 26 hostages are still held and none has been released. John Martin IS standmg
by in Atlanta. John, tell us what's happening there now. . .
JOHN .MARTIN: David, there are men wiLh guns here LOO,but they repres~nt CIVIl
aut~o.nty and a stability of order. It's very quiet. No one here is express 109 any
opumism abou~ the negotiations, but there was one ray of hope. Whcn the fou~ hostages
cam~ outlast night, they brought a list of four people that the inmates would like to s~e
as witnesses at the signing of a final agreement. One of them would be Judgc Marvui
Shoob, who is the federal district judge here who is most familiar with these cascs. And
what some people are saying is that this shows the inmates are looking forward toward
a final solution, and that Ihey may have pulled their leadership together for the first
time. We Just have to wait and sec whether that's true. .
Mr, BRINKLEY: Thank you, John. In Oakdale, Louisiana, ABC's Mike von Fremd IS
standing by. Mike, is there any movement there?

MIKE von FREMD: Yes, there is, David. Negotiators are hopefullhatthey may have
th.ings back on track. The detainees have been requesting to hear f~om MI~~I
BiShop Augustin Roman, someone that they know and IrusI, and thiS mornJ g
loudspeakers and TV sels were broughl in and a tape from the bishop was played 10
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which he told the detainees that the offer from the government was a good one, that
they should accept it, and that they ought to release the 26 hostag~s. Well, it seems
to have gone over very well with the detainees because the negcuators have come
out to say things are moving very satisfactorily. And this may be what was needed
to get this back on track. David? . . .

Mr. BRINKLEY: Thank you. The other news is that a Korean AIrlines passenger jet
airplane with 95 people on board is missing over Bunna. No other details yet.

We'll be back with all the rest of today's program in a moment.
[Commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Last weekend, when the U.S. government announced it had made a
deal with Fidel Castro - we send back his criminals and mentally disturbed people,
those he shipped to Florida in 1980, and we, the Americans, would accept 26,<X>Omore
Cubans. But when word of that got out, the Cubans held in American prisons began to
riot, set fires. seized hostages, fighting to stay in this country even if in prison. Well,
thcre is no solution yet, a week later. Some background from Jack Smith. Jack?

JACK SMITH [voice-over}: David, it began last weekend when Cuban detainees, a
thousand of them, seized the Federal Detention Center at Oakdale, Louisiana,
setting the place ablaze and taking 28 guards hostage. Mon~ay, the riots spread to
the federal prison in Atlanta, where some 1,400 Cuban inmates took ncarly a
hundrcd hostages.

PRISON OFFICIAL: lfthey attempt to take E cellhouse. use the gas on them.
SMITH [voice-over}: Several dozen people were injured; one inmate was killed.
What sparked the uprisings was news of a new agreement a week ago allowing the
U.S. 10 resume deporting undesirables from the 1980 Mariel boatlift back to Cuba ..

MARCIA MARTINEZ: My husband's not going back 10 Cuba. My husband WIll
probably go back 10 Cuba in a box; he'll kill himself.
ARTHUR HELTON, Lawyers Committee for Human Rights: They're afraid
that they will suffer political persecution, and afraid that they'll be separated
from wives and children that they acquired while released in the United States.

SMITH [voice-over).' Attorney General Meese offered to review the detainees' cases
individually, bUI the standoff continued all week.

Mayor XAVIER SUAREZ, Miami: We're here just to try to help in any way we
possibly can. .' .

SMITH [voice-over]: An offer by a group of Cuban Amenean leaders led by MIamI
Mayor Xavier Suarez to trade places with the hostages also failed. Among the
125000 Cubans who came here seven years ago in the Mariel boatlift were some
convicts and mental patients. More than 7,000 were subsequently arrested in the
U.S., some for serious crimes like murder, but many for lesser ones like marijuana
possession, and they've languished in jail years after serving their sentences, cut off
from their families without any rights because legally they're not here.

CHARLES GORDON, Immigration Law Expert: They're actually factually in
the United States, but in the contemplation of law they're not. They're still being
held at the border in the contemplation of law. Legal fiction.

SMITH [voice-over]: The federal judge who presided over many of their cases this
week took the extraordinary step of criticizing the government's treatment of them.

JUdge MARVIN SHOOB, Federal Dlstrlcl Court: If you or I were incareera~ed
over in some foreign country, we would expect something morc than whaL we ve
given these people.

SMITH [voice-over]: The uprisings have sharply divided many Americans.
~NE GUERRERO, American Civil LIberties Union: Lthink they should be

given another chance. We have to keep in mind the fact that somcbody's made a
mistake doesn't necessarily mcan they can't live a productive life.
Rep. PAT SWINDALL, (R) Georgia: Any immigrant, no mailer what country
they came 10, until they have become U.S. citizens will be deported If they break
the law or if they do a number of otherthings. .,

SMITH: Even when aliens take over prisons and seize hostages, deponalJon can sur
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controversy. This is a nation of immigrants. and Americans feel awkward having to
say no when others want to come here too. Nevertheless, increasingly. that is what
we are doing. . . . .

[voice-over] The U.S. is undergoing the second largest wave of tmrmgrauon in
its history, mostly from Asia and Latin America. Between 500,000 and 600,000
enter legally each year. But roughly that many enter illegally too, mostly along the
porous southern border. The first real attempt to stem the flood. the Simpson-
Rodino Immigration Control Act. went into effect this year. It's estimated .o?ly t~o
million of the four million illegal aliens eligible for the law's amnesty provision Will

apply for legal residency. The law's other main provision is for sanctions against
employers who hire undocumented workers, and for the moment that see~s to be
working. Border apprehensions have declined 30% in the last 12 months, a s~gn that
fewer illegals are trying to enter. Significantly. traditional employers of illegals
recently reported having to raise wages to attract workers.

RICHARD ESTRADA, Immigration Writer: They're doing this because they
cannot find people who will work as cheaply and under the kinds of conditions
that illegal aliens in their desperation will work for.

SMITH [voice-over}: Nevertheless. illegal immigrants are still pouring. in. Witne~s
the tragedy last summer when 18 men suffocated to death in a locked rallro~d c~r m
Texas, the victims of a bungled attempt to smuggle them into the U.S. Immigration,
illegal and legal, continues. but there's a growing belief the sort of influxes o~ a
hundred years ago are no longer feasible and that immigration, which helped build
the country, could now destroy it.

ROGER CONNER, Federation for American Immigration Reform: The natural
resource base of this country cannot support a massively larger population
without really destroying the values that our parents and grandparents worked so
hard to preserve and create.

SMITH [voice-over}: Others point to the cultural and economic evidence
immigration's good for the country, and see eacti new arrival not as a mouth to feed
but as another pair of hands to help America become productive.

MIKE MAGGIO, American Immigration Lawyers Association: The immigrants
bring to this country what the Reagan administration tells us are the most sac:ed
American values: hard work. dedication to family and dedication to God. I think
that we need more people like that.
Rep. CHARLES SCHUMER, (D) New York: It's a difficult process to both keep
our ideals of 200 years and yet acknowledge the reality that we can't accept
everyone who has come here.

SMITH:The prison uprisings raise the old issue of immigration and how mu~h is tOO
much. It will always be with us. Still, the fact remains the U.S. legally takes m more
new arrivals each year than the rest of the world combined. David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: Jack, thank you. Coming next, Representative Pat Swindall,
Republican, Georgia, of the House Subcommittee on Immigration and Refugee Af~~lrs,
and Xavier Suarez, mayor of Miami. Florida, now among the largest of Cuban Clues;
and shortly, Roger Conner of the Federation for Fair Immigration Refonn, and Wade
Henderson, American Civil Liberties Union. a specialist in immigration proble~s: and
Sen~tor :"-lan Simpson, Republican, Wyoming, of the Senate SubcommlttcC on
Immigration and Refugee Affairs. In a moment.
[Commercial break)
Mr. BRINKLEY: Representative Swindall and Mayor Suarez, thank. you bolh very much
for coming in, being with us today.
Rep. PAT SWINDALL, (R) Georgia: Pleasure.
Mayor XAVIER SUAREZ, Miami: Good moming.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Good moming. Here in the studio are George Will of ABC News and
Sam Donaldson, ABC News While House correspondent. Now, a qucSlion for bolh of
you. You know all the facts now; we've been laying them oul here for Ihe lasl several
mmUles. What in your judgment do we do now? Congressman Swindall, what do we do

now? .
Rep. SWINDALL: Well, I think the starting point is to define w?at we mean by f~lr
procedures in terms of the hearings that the attorney gene~ promised very early on in
the negotiations. I would suggest that the starting po tnt ought to.be the parole
revocation procedures that we now offer any individual whose parole IS revok.cd as a
result of having committed a crime and being let out on parole. Those were outlined by
Judge Shoob in a 1983 opinion, and then subsequently that opinion was reversed by the
11th circuit.
Mr. BRINKLEY: So what do we do now? We rework our parole procedures, is thal what
you're saying? Which means what? .' .
Rep. SWINDALL: What I'm saying is, currently there IS really nothl_n~ m the law that
provides for the unprecedented situation that we now hav~. In.dlvldual~ who are
excludable who really have no rights according to the 11th circuu, according to the
Congress' laws. and in essence that has led to a situation of unfairness and frustration.
So I would suggest that we need to spell out very clearly to the detainees what we mean
by procedural due process in the context of excludable aliens.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Do you think they would believe anything we told them?
Rep. SWINDALL: I think so. In fact, if you look at th~ last five ~0!1~s we have seen
1 300 individuals whose cases have been processed. Ninety-one individuals have been
released; another 808 were ready to be released. So I think that there's been a good deal
of movement in this situation just recently.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mayor Suarez, in Miami, what do you think we should do?
Mayor SUAREZ: Your introduction missed one crucial aspect in dimension of all of
this. which is that the deportation in this case would be to send people back .to a co~ntry
where they would be under a totally repressive regime. And of cou~e th.at IS, I.beheve~
just about unprecedented in. American history ~th.er than a sI1uallon. with NaZI
Germany. And that is somethmg that has to be built into aU the calculations, In the
short run, the crucial thing is to solve the situation with the hostages. A~d as the
congressman has suggested, somehow we have to get the message lO the detainees that
they are going to be given something maybe a H.ttle diffe~nt from what they have been
given in the past, which is individual consider~tIon of ~elr. cases a~ some cl~ments of
due process. And that's why the issue of the bishop being mvo~ved 10 the sctung ~p of
those procedures is crucial here, and I think it's having some Impact on the d~talOees
and how they view the crisis that they have created. .
GEORGE WILL: Congressman. let me see if I've got the numbers straight. About
125,OtXl Cubans arrived in the Mariel boatlift, About 121,000 have m~de it here more
or less, with varying degrees of success. All b~t 210. I.gath~r, were given ~ chance to
succeed in American life, and those now being detained in some way VIOlated t~e
conditions by which we take people conditionally into our country. Is that a fair
statement of this?
Rep. SWINDALL: That is essentially correct. The numbers are slightly different. It's
110 that are still being continuously contained or confined, and the truth of the m~tter
is that, yes, every individual with the exception of those 110 have b~en released IOta
society, and there are now 7,600 on detainers, Roughly 3,800 are n.o.w10 Slate and local
facilities awaiting detainment into INS custody. There are an additional 3,600 that arc
in the various federal institutions across the country.
Mr. WILL: Well, Congressman, given the fact that we have a hostage problem, and we
want to solve that on the one hand and not seem to be yielding to hostage taking, are
these people owed anything they have not been given in the way o~ pro~ures? It docs
seem as though !.hey have been given, I won't say ample, but certamly nch, procedural
protections so far. . .
Rep. SWINDALL: In the strictest sense of the word, no, ~hey arc not. Ccrtamly If.you
look at the intent of Congress as well as the express wntlen language of the vanous
statutes that govern here, these individuals have had every avenue open to ~hen: that lhe
law provides. However, I've got to stress that this is an unp~ccedcnted Siluation. The
trulh of the matler is the initial mistake was made back 10 1980 when the Carter
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administration chose to allow these individuals to come in, unlike 1965 when Lyndon
Johnson handled the same situation - 3.000 some-odd people came in, and they
screened in Cuba. Once you start the screening process in America, you have already
put into motion a series of events that simply portends. I think inevitably. to what we're
seeing here.
Mr. WILL: Mayor Suarez, the Cuban community in South Florida. which is one of
America's great success stories. must be of two minds about this. On the one hand,
many of them fled a nation that they certainly don't want to see anyone condemned 10
live in. On the other hand, they have established an admirable reputation in this
count!y, and don't the~ see it jeopardized by the inclusion of these people who have so
far failed to comply With American law?
~yor SUAREZ: Well, the congressman I think points out exactly what went wrong in
this latest wave, beginning in 1980, which is that the processing did not take place in
Cuba, was not in accordance with the usual norms, and in effect Castro dictated
immigration policy. Cubans prior to 1980 set all kinds of records for law-abiding, hard-
working immigration into this country, and of course we're very proud of that. Cubans
after 1980 included about 90%, maybe more than that, that would have followed
exactly th~ same pattern, but also included some from mental institutions and from jails
that were 10 effect thrust upon the U.S. The problem is that they're here now. Some of
the~e people that we're dealing with, as the congressman has pointed out, were out in
society and they did commit mistakes. They were given sentences by state courts
throughout the country, and now become excludable. And all of that makes a lot of
sense in traditional American immigration concepts. However, again, in this particular
case they would be sent back to a totalitarian system and we're seeing- yes?
SAM DONALDSON: Excuse me, let me interrupt and ask about the tactics of the past
several days. The. federal authorities have been loath to allow outsiders such as yourself
toactually come m and mediate, particularly, though, in the case of Oakdale, where the
pnsoners wanted the archbishop to become a mediator. Was that a wise lactic?
Mayor SUAREZ: Well, Iwon't say that it was a wise tactic initially. Iwill say that it's
been changed. You know, there's no argument that there's now three Cuban Americans
10 ~tlanta that are 'parti~ipating and advising and actually meeting with inmates. I
believe the same thing either is happening already in Oakdale or is about to happen in
Oakdale, and that was key and that was crucial. The insights that these people have
would be very valuable in these negotiations. Some of them have been prisoners, most
of them have been prisoners in thc past, and they understand what is going through the
mmds of the detainees and can be very helpful. We would hope that the fcderal
government would continue .in the new pattern of allowing some of this input.
Mr:ONALDSON: Very qUICk.1y,is it your suggestion or feeling that this thing is going
to brought to a resolution, particularly in Atlanta, in the next few days, or earlier?
Mayor SUAREZ: The first hopeful sign in the last 48 hours has been this morning with
thc release of four hostages, and I can only hope and pray And I take note of the fact
that one of the hostages that was released happens to b~ a Cuban also, and I want
pehe0Pleto know that we're on both sides of this problcm and we feel for both sides of
t cnSIS.
M;~ ::"~~LEY: Mayor Suarez, thank. you very much; Congressman Swindall. Thank.
y . or bemg with us today. Pleasure to have you Coming next Roger Carmer,
executive director F derati . :. ' dH d .' e erauon for Amencan Immigration Reform, and Wa e
cnblcrson, Amencan Civil Liberties Union who is a specialist in immigration

pro ems: a d hI'I . .' n sort y, Senator Alan Simpson of the Senate Subcommittce on
mmigrauon and Refugees. In a moment

[Commercial break] .
Mr. BRINKLEY· Mr Co d M . .Gl d . .' nner an r. Henderson, thanks very much for ccrmng 10.
bea to h~ve you With us. Now, we have heard already this morning, and in fact we've
U en hearing for a week, that this is-- in fact we've been hearing for years that this, the
jr:~fd S~atcs, is a nation ?f immigrants, which in a way it is. But the big. wave ~r

grauon came when this country was empty, when we were building an mdustnal

society, needed workers and so on. It's quite a different country today. How many
immigrants might we reasonably be expected to take?
ROGER CONNER, Federation American Immigration Reform: We think. we ought 10
stop illegal immigration altogether, and that the level of legal immigration, which is
600,000 a year and growing, we should place a firm ceiling on legal immigration and
then begin to review it every three years or so. We believe the number should be
reduced over the course of the succeeding years as you evaluate the impact on the
economy and on the capacity of the natural resources of this country to support
population growth in the long run.
WADE HENDERSON, American Civil Liberties Union: I think that response is
somewhat short-sighted. Imean, on the one hand, we certainly agree that illegal
immigration should be stopped. Idon't think anyone could support otherwise. On the
other hand, we think that the system of legal immigration which is currently in place is
working just fine. Congress enacted a comprehensive immigration bill last year that
sought to stop the flow of illegal immigrants to the United States. That obviously has
not had an opportunity to work, but even in your earlier segment it was suggested that
the number of apprehensions of illegal immigrants coming into the United States is far
down, below what it was in the past several years. And so we think that should be given
first a chance to work.
Mr. CONNER: Well, our illegal is out of control in a son of bureaucratic sense. The
border patrol doesn't have enough personnel; INS doesn't have the money to enforce
the new employer sanctions. But legal immigration is out of political control, and the
reason is there are loopholes built into the law so that an administration can respond to
domestic political pressure or to the desire to use immigration as sort of a foreign
policy chit, and to give special treatment 10 first one country and another. That's
exactly what the Carter administration did in 1980 and has been done repeatedly in the
case of the Cubans. But there have been recent efforts to do the same thing with other
populations. Pressure from Ireland - the prime minister said we ought La let aU the
Irish illegal immigrants SLaybecause they have high unemployment. The president of
Guatemala wants all the Central American illegals to be able 10 remain by
administration edict.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Conner, is your name Irish?
Mr. CONNER: Well, actually, I guess Iconsider myself American of-
Mr. WILL: Well, thai'S fine.
Mr. CONNER: -Irish, Scottish and Indian descent
Mr. WILL: Okay. But there was a time oot that long ago when the Irish were, as they
said, as the people who are already here said, flooding the country and ruining the
purity of our WASP heritage. Now, haven't we always been hearing this? And by what
standards does one say the country's full, can't absorb more?
Mr. CONNER: There is no sense in which the country's full like a glass of water. The
question is, what is the situation in which we find ourself which is different? You
know, we didn't have an income tax when immigration started or a welfare state. We
let- a third of the immigrants went back, partly because they were starving in the
United States. So times have changed since we built the Statue of Liberty. and that's
the reason we can't have the same immigration policy we did then.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Conner raises a good point. Now that we have entitlements, now that we
have- we've sort of socialized the burdens of being poor in America, doesn't that
change radically the obligations thc country has to take people?
Mr. HENDERSON: It may, and without question I think the country clearly has an
obligation to assist persons who arc already here and persons who are citizens and
persons who are here legally. There's no question about it. I think your question,
however, raises a very important point. This country indeed has the absorptive capacity
and has benefited from a fairly steady flow of immigration for the past several years.
Again, the issue of illegal immigration has to be separated out from the issue of legal
immigration. Congress sought to regulate and control the flow of illegal immigrants
coming into the United Slates. That's what the struggle behind the Simpson-Rodino bill
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was about.
Mr. CONNER: Well, let's tell everybody-
Mr. HENDERSON: Congress has now passed that law, and that law must be given an
opportunity 10 work. On the side of legal immigration, what we're seeing of course arc
now demands not only for skilled labor already here. but future demands for labor that
arc yet to arrive. And I think in that sense we must take a forward-looking view about
how immigration is going to function in this country. Studies by, you know,
organizations like the Rand Corporation, the Urban Institute, have emphasized the
long-term need of skilled labor coming into the United States for the next several years.
And that has to be recognized in conjunction with a forward-looking national policy on
this issue.
Mr. DONALDSON: When the Irish came, of course, they spoke English, and nther
groups who didn't speak English were rapidly foreed to learn it if they were going to
survive. although I suppose there are a few small areas where people still speak their
native tongue. But of course the largest group coming into the United States now, legal
and illegal, speak Spanish, and the push is on to either make them speak English or
decide that we're going to become a bilingual nation. [crosstalk] Hold on just a second.
Go ahead.
Mr. CONNER: The biggest danger is that if the rate of immigration is too large, the
incoming immigrants will undercut the advancement of those who just came. And if
economic-- the movement up the economic ladder doesn't occur, then the assimilation
and integration--
Mr. DONALDSON: But hold on. Should we-
Mr. CONNER: that's always benefited us, including learning English, will not occur.
Mr. DONALDSON: Should we require that everyone learn English? Should that be the
official language? Should we make certain that people either learn English or really
can't fit in?
Mr. CONNER: I think they will learn English or they won't succeed economically.
Mr. HENDERSON: Sec, I think that's absolutely correct. I think clearly English is the
rc~gntzed language of the United States, and persons coming into the United States
obviously must learn the language in order to converse and to function well. The notion
of making English the official language of the United States by way of some sort or
constitutional amendment, either at the federal or state level it seems to me would be a
terrible mistake. '
Mr. BRINKLEY: Why, what's wrong with that?
Mr. HENDERSON: Among other things- well, I'll tell you why. I think that the idea
of ~andatmg first that all individuals in the United States, if they're United States
cltlze~s: must speak the same language, it seems to me undercuts the role and
recogOltIo.n of diversity here in the United States. We recognize indeed that everyone
here who Intends to succeed has to learn the language. The acculturation process which
has always been at work, which has ensured that people-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, excuse me. You say you recognize that.
Mr. HENDERSON: Absolutely.
Mr..DONALDSON: But I think a lot of people are pushing for a bilingual society in
;hICh Spamsh,. particularly In the Southwest, in California, in Texas, becomes a
anguage for which all the street signs must be in Spanish as well as English.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Ballots are now printed in Spanish.
Mr. DONALDSON: Schools must leach in Spanish as well as English. {crosstalk}
Mr. HENDERSON: I think there is a recognition-
~r. t?0NNER: T~e key question is that right now, of the new Mexican and Hispanic
Im~tgrants 10 this country, when the children come up, that's the real battleground,
that s the Important- we sec 50%, 60% dropout rates in school districts which arc
~omlOa.ted by ~h~ immigrant children. Now, that's a danger sign that the traditional
mtcgrauon, asstmilation process isn't working.
Mr. HENDERSON: Oh, but that's not because or the language issue.
Mr, CONNER: It's because the rate nf immigration is too high, which will tend to
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perpetuate the ethnic ghettos in which you do have a second language being dominant
because of the sheer numbers, not because these people have any different desire to
succeed than the immigrants we've historically had here.
Mr. HENDERSON: That's a dangerously simplistic analysis. I mean, I think that you
have to take into account that people here in the United States want to succeed, they
want to learn the English language. And if you look at the acculturation process and
how it functions, you will find that all people who are here try very hard to master that
tongue. The recognition, however, that the United States government would seek to
impose by way of constitutional amendment an obligation that all persons here must
speak English cuts against the very essence of diversity here in the United States. Even
though it obviously recognizes the importance of English as a functioning language
here, it would have precisely the opposite effect in bringing people into the society and
making them productive members. We see it as a very dangerous-Icrosstalkj
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Conner. you've got 20 seconds. I'll give you the last word.
Mr. CONNER: Diversity is a benefit: division is something that we've already got too
much of, and the question is, at what level can we have immigration that will work the
way it's always worked? Right now it's too high.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right, thank you.
Mr. HENDERSON: I think that's a big mistake.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thank you very much. Thanks for coming.
Mr. HENDERSON: Thank you very much.
Mr. BRINKLEY: We are happy to hear your views. Coming next, Senator Alan
Simpson, Republican, Wyoming, senior Republican on the Senate Subcommittee on
Immigration and Refugee Affairs, and the co-author of a law which is now in effect
trying to put some limit on illegal immigration. In a moment.
{Commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Simpson, thank you for coming.
Sen. ALAN SIMPSON, (R) WyomIng: It's a privilege.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Pleased to have you with us. Now, you have heard the preceding parts
of this program. We've heard some rhetoric about changing the legal procedures and so
on, which with luck could be done in two years. But today, December 29th, November
29th, what do we do now? We've got two prisons held by Cuban prisoners, criminals
some of them, not all perhaps. What do we do now?
Sen. SIMPSON: Well. you've got to deal honestly with it. You can't tell these people
that you're going to ship them back, and they know that something bad is going to
happen to them. And yet some of them are pretty tough cookies. and that's the way that
is. I think the new immigration reform act, which is to control illegal immigration, is
working rather nicely. And I was interested to hear Wade Henderson speak of it and
others bccause-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Your bilI.
Sen. SIMPSON: it's in form. And all players are here, we're all here to watch it, to
give it proper legislative oversight. The amnesty is the most generous amnesty that any
country has ever given, and we've had about a million people come forward and they
have anoLher five months to do so. Employer penalties against those who knowingly -
they left off the word "knowingly" - hire illegal undocumented persons, and the law
has built-in provisions that if there is discrimination, we will determine that.
Mr. DONALDSON: You say it's working nicely. It's been on the books, what, about a
year now?
Sen. SIMPSON: November 6th.
Mr. DONALDSON: I think about a year.
Sen. SIMPSON: Right.
Mr. DONALDSON: And exactly lWO companies have been charged with knowingly
hiring illegal workers.
Sen. SIMPSON: That's right.
Mr. DONALDSON: Now, either that rate or compliance is greater than any other law I
know or in the United States, either people have changed their disposition and their
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natural habits, or else it's not working because you're not catching these people.
Sen. SIMPSON: Well, you see, the thing is the Immigration and Naturalization Service
is doing two visits within this year to all employers in the United Stales. Think about
that for a minute. Imean, where do you gel that kind of generosity? They're going to
them, saying, "Here's what's required of you." There have been two employers who
just egregiously went ahead with hiring. knowingly hiring, illegal undocumented
persons. and they hammered them. The penalties under the bill a~e tremendous-
$2,000, $5,000, $10,000 fine, and finally even a cease-and-desISt order on your
business. So once you have employer sanctions with teeth, and they're not going to
really put them into effect during this year - we had an education period into the bill
for six months, then a warning period - education and then tough sanctions, and it'll
work.
Mr. WILL: Can I go back for a minute to Oakdale and Atlanta? Mayor Suarez raises an
interesting point, and that is, we're dealing here with a totalitarian country '. The
defining characteristic of a prison is you can't leave. In that sense, Cuba's a pnson.
Maybe we ought to have a rule, talk about this, that we will not send anyone for any
reason to a totalitarian country because that is sentencing them to life in prison.
Sen, SIMPSON: Well, we'll fill up America on that basis.
Mr. WILL: Well, would we? I mean, we're talking about the Eastern Soviet bloc and its
satellites,
Sen. SIMPSON: Yeah. I think- what are there, 27 or 30 conl1icts going on in the
world today, people wanting to Ilee, How about when they were standing in line in El
Salvador at a legal election, and 71 % of them said they wanted to come and live in the
United States?
Mr, WILL: I'mjust-I'm saying we shouldn't send people back perhaps 10 a country
they cannot leave, that puts up Berlin walls and border blockades and all the rest. You
can leave EI Salvador.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You're not saying to invite them all in.
Mr. WILL: No, I'm saying once they're here, do you deport someone to a country that
satisfies the definition of a prison, can't leave?
Sen, SIMPSON: see, there's the word "deport," We're not good deporters. We don't
do-- we did 25,000 deportations last year.
Mr, WILL: Send back,
Sen, SIMPSON: Okay, send back, If they meet the definition of refugee, you can't send
them back. And a refugee is a person with a well-founded fear of persecution based on
race, religion, national origin or membership in some political or social organization.
Mr, DONALDSON: What about the 2,500 people who were on the list to be sent back to
Cuba? The existence of the deal sparked these riots, Should we in fact now keep them?
As part of the mediation to end the rioting in Atlanta and Oakdale, should we agree not
to send them back?
Sen. SIMPSON: Well, I've always believed we should have negoliations and
diplomatic relations with Cuba. I've always felt that. Here you have a situation whcre
they don't want to go back, but let's remember, it seems to slip away from us all that
these guys are in the clink because they did something illegally.
Mr, DONALDSON: What is the answer to my question: yes, we should them back?
Sen. SIMPSON: Yes. In connection with the deal made.
Mr. WILL: Regardless of the nature of the regime to which we're sending thcm.
Sen. SIMPSON: The deal was made, and we all knew what it was and it'S bccn
cooking for years, and that is, we get- 125,000 Cubans will come here legally, in

exchange for these who will go back who are illegally here. .
Mr, WILL: Can I look ahead for a minute? There are people in this town, this counter,
looking at America's economy changing, becoming more complex, and Amcnca s
education not producing perhaps students capable of filling the needs of our economy,
who say that in the middle of the ncxt decade we will change, need to change our
immigralion policy from admitling people by national origin or other considerations to
admitling them by talent, by skills. Do you sec that happening, and isn'llhat gOing to

~ hugely divisive when it occurs? Because we will be judging Americans as clearly
inadequate to master a modem economy.
Sen. SIMPSON: I thi~ that's fascinating that people are missing what's cooking on
that one. There s a bill of Ted Kennedy's, there's a bill of Donnelly in the House,
Chuck Schumer, myself - I'U be throwing one in next wcck - and all of it has to do
~it~ lessening t~is issue of family reunification. Ninety percent of our legal
rmrrugranon today IS family reunification, and there's a huge backlog of-
Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, you had one person-- I think you said this yourself. One person
under that law had brought m 29 brothers and sisters, is that right? Or what he said
were brothers and sisters.
Sen. SIMPSON: The all-time winner is a gentleman in Ncw York who is a U.S. citizen
and has brought i~ 64 derivative relatives on one U.S. citizenship, and many of them
are broth~rs.and ~lstCrs of the adult U.S. citizen. Wc're saying we've got to go back to
the classic Immigrant, take care of those countries adversely affected - Ireland
Western countries - and do that. '
Mr, BRINKLEY:. One last 'luestion. If the deal with Castro had nOI been made public,
the Cubans m pnson had SImply been rounded up and shipped out, none of this rioting
would ever have happened.
Sen, SIMPSON: I think that's true, and then some people have gone on television and
said, "Watch out, the deal they're giving you might not be real." Now. I'm sure that
those fellows were watching the set probably, That's what they do - thcy've got their
bedsheets out, they're trying to aurack the television camera.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Go ahead, Sam. You've got 30 seconds.
Mr: D~NALDSON: Can I ask just a small question, not about immigration but
emigrauon from the U.S. Senate? Senator Dole may emigrate. He may decide that he's
got to run for president full time rather than part time. Do you foresee that? Do you
thl~k .he'll be leaving- I don't mean leaving the Senate, but leaving his post as
rnajonty leader?
Sen. SIMPSON: I don't think so. I don't think he will relinquish that. Any guy thal can
get ?" a plane and do a session in Houston and get back and make a vote and then go 10
California and get back and make a session, I think he-
Mr, DONALDSON: BUl is that good for the Senate, though? I mean, as minority leader,
IS he doing the job he ought to for the Republicans in the Senate, being a part-time
leader?
Sen. SIMPSON: My duty as minority whip is kind of missionary duty, and in my
iruormauon they're not displeased with that.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, thank you very much.
Mr, DONALDSON: My question was, can he do the job?
Sen, SIMPSON: I think he can,
Mr, BRINKLEY: Senator, thank you.
Sen. SIMPSON: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thanks very much for coming. Pleasure to have you. Coming next,
our discussion here, or argument, whatever it turns out to be. And joining us will be
commenlator Hodding Carter. In a moment.
{Commercial break]
Mr, BRINKLEY: On a week from tomorrow, December 7th, Mikhail Gorbachev of the
Sovi~t Union will be in Washington having a talk with President Reagan. Perhaps
they 11have lunch. dinner, this and that. Sign a treaty, I guess, INF, intermediate
nuclear forces, reducing them on both sides. That's all very nice, I guess. I'm not sure
u means a whole lot, but it sounds good, What should we look forward to beyond that?
Gcorge?
Mr. WILL: Well, I would hopc eventually, and indeed a week from now, we would
mana.ge to have a summit that is expanded beyond an arms control summit. That is one
that mc)u~cs Soviet adventurism in places like Afghanistan, and as the largc
demonstratIOn on the ellipse will remind the administration next weekend, the casc of
free emigration fmm the Sovjct Union. which does have the dcfining nature of a prison.
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Furthemore, I would hope that as long as we're talking about a~s control we ~ould
take the initiative and call for substantial and asymetric reductions of conventional
forces in Europe, because so far what the Soviet-
Mr. BRINKLEY:Tanks?
Mr.WilL: Tanks, exactly. And they have to reduce more because ~heY'retaking ~e~
just beyond the Urals; we're bringing them beyond the At.lanuc Ocean, and It s
logistically and politically more difficult.to pu~ them back ~n. So far ~rms contr~l
serves their agenda because they, the Soviet Union, are cutting expensive strategic
systems and intermediate systems where we have an advantage because w~ ha~e. a
stronger economy, and they are not cutting where they have an advantage, which ISIn

the proximity and cheapness of conventional forces.
Mr. DONALDSON:Well, it looks like Mikhail Gorbachev, the human tornado from the
Soviet Union, has anticipated your agenda. George.
Mr. BRINKLEY:Human tornado.
Mr. DONALDSON:Well, I mean, this man on the public relations front and beyond has
just tom up the world for the last two years and a half. And what he seen:s to be
coming to Washington to do. in addition to signing the INF treaty and working on a
START treaty, is come and say, "I'm going to cut 10% of Soviet ground forces in the
satellite countries. 1 may in fact begin to set the process of withdrawal from
Afghanistan." I mean. I think he has a couple of surprises which will, at least
cosmetically, look like it fulfills your agenda. But don 't lose sight of the fact that the
main work here is going to be on arms control, and they're going to be hell bent for
leather on both sides, apparently, to try to reach some sort of accord on a 50%
reduction in long-range missiles and a compromise on Star Wars. And I think the
administration will do it.
HOODING CARTER, PBS Commentator: I don't understand why everybody is so
loath to admit that something really good has happened if we did no more than simply
gel the INF thing through. In 1979 the United States said we are going to try to make
the Russians pull down their heavies on the intermediate level. In 1987 that's precisely
what's happening. In the meantime, through successful work by this administration,
you heard me say it - by successful work:-
Mr. BRINKLEY:Yes, we did. This is being recorded. It's only fair to warn you.
Mr. CARTER: they have in fact accomplished exactly what we set out as a nation to
do in 1979. Good thing in itself. Second thing is, George, I have a feeling that exactly,
somewhat less grandiloquently than Sam has said it, they're getting ready 10cut a deal
which involves both Afghanistan and strategic missiles in one larger- at least that's
what they're walking around looking like Cheshire cats talking about, which is that
they will have a deal that involves both.
Mr. DONALDSON:Whether it was Gorbachev or Ronald Reagan - obviously it was a
combination - they now are in a process, George, it's like being in one of those
whirling washing machines, ever faster, ever faster, of arms control, which I know
thrills you. But it looks like they're headed for some sort of START deal. They won't
complete it, perhaps. at this summit.
Mr"WILL: In the immortal words of Bernie Rogers, "Time out. dammit." That is, as
these things accelerate, it docs seem to me fair to say, let's look at the consequen~s.
There's a paradox in arms control, after all. If the Soviet Union has given up its deSigns
on world hegemony, then arms control doesn't really mauer. If it hasn't, then arms
control is an instrument, as they see it, of their drive for hegemony. .
Mr. CARTER: You're posing a false- it's a false balance you're asking us to achieve
here, which is between the either/or. But there are some things in between, and I keep
saying-
Mr. BRINKLEY:What's in between?
Mr. CARTER: Such as in between is the most extraordinary agreement on verification
procedures involving what used to be called the violation of Soviet territory by
inspectors.
Mr. DONALDSON:On site.
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Mr. CARTER: It's on site. It involves some steps wh~ch may make it in fact possible,
George, for an agreement 10be reached that would satisfy even your rather high level
Mr.WILL:Wrong. Wrong. Wrong. .
Mr.CARTER: But in belween-
Mr.,WIL.l: The c??se~atives in this country have made a huge mistake by making
verification the critical issue, not understanding-
Mr. CARTER: Oh. we're abandoning that now.
~~. WILL: I always. have. The criticism of this agreement is that even if complied with
It ISdangerous. I think a pet!ect~y responsible position was taken on this show by Brent
Scowcroft not long ago, saying In effect terrible agreement and ought to ratify it
Mr. DONALDSON:Wcll, you scc- .
Mr.CARTER: Responsible but wrong, but wrong.
Mr. DONALDSON: Let me just jump in here a moment, Hodding. I think George has
gotten out of the George Shultz question. Shultz said the other day those who are
agamst the INF agreement have got to argue why it is safer to have more nuclear
weapons. And I guess you are a purist; you believe that the reduction in itself of
nuclear weapons somehow threatens our security.
Mr.WILL:No. No, I'd put it-
Mr. DONALDSON: Bec~use this treaty is asyrnetrical. This treaty, we give up about
250 warheads and they give up over 1,100.
~. ~ILL: The question of any arms control agreement is, does it make deterrence,
rc ore peace,.more stable? And honorable men and women of good will can disagree

about that on this treaty.
Mr.DONALDSON: I'm not charging you with dishonor.
Mr.CARTER: But look-
Mr.DONALDSON: I'm charging you with fallacious reasoning.
~~~A~T~R: -at end of day there are 5,500 tactical weapons left on the European

,~c at last count might be possible to stop an armored division or two coming
across. ~ German border. At the end of this agreement. No one can say that 1979 we
were sunng there waiting for the G Gand now in 1987 ha . ennans - ermans! - for the Russians to attack,
Mr.DO ' . vmg gone back to the status quo ante-
M C NALDSON. I think the most mteresung thing that may happen-
Mr. ARTER: they're gelling ready to auack, that's nonsense.
"':~r~%~~LID~Ot is that Ronald Reagan will in fact compromise his SDI or Star
something I ~ ~ ense syste~, something he has said is not a bargaining chip and
Soviets h 1 at e says he Will never compromise. But in order to gel a deal - the

ave come a long way I'll give him th he' .from the stand oint . ' _. at - e s gomg to have to do something
ABM Treaty. p of relaxmg the msistence on only a seven-year observance of the

Mr.BRINKLEY:All right, let us-
Mr.DONALDSON-And be - "Mr. BRINKLEY' Let u go on to 0 ymg the stnct interpretation of it.
such as the trial"now i s return to som~ more mundane, or shall I say earthy. matters,
House staff th P . n p,;"gress of MIchael Deaver, formerly a member of the White
he is charged ~th re~ldc~t s- one of the President's closest friends and advisors And
Mr DONA WI violating the rule against- .
. LDSON: Perjury.

Mr. BRINKLEY- m ki b .
year after you l~ave tha 109 usmess deals with p'eople y?U worked with in less than a
that he was drunk' h e government and then perjunng himself about it. His defense is
that a reasonable def: was an ~COhOhc, very often didn'l know what he was doing. Is
Mr.WILL_ , nse, wou d you say?~==-We don t know The fa I' d'the nervous system The~ , c IS,we on t know an awful lot about the brain and
defense. He's sa in' ~. s a soft defense an~ a hard defense. Deaver's is a soft
said, and thcre" y g lhat .1 was fogged althe tIme and could not remember what I
is not a charact~~ testified Inaccurately about it.,. The hard defense is that alcoholism
and that it is a r c~~ at a~; alco~olism i.sa di~eas~ as much as cancer or tuberculosis.

pc lar dlscase 10 that It extInguishes volition, therefore "I'm not
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responsible." When you get 10 that defense, which is not quite what Deaver's ra.ising,
at least not yet, then you open a Pandora's box, because many, pc.rhaps most, violent
crimes in this country, David, are committed by people who are drinking o~ have been
drinking. Then you'd have enormous litigation problems in trying to convict anyone.
Furthermore, you'd have an enormous problem in dealing with the ~o~ern~~nt and
private employers who would then say someone who is an alcoholic IS eligible for
disability payments, and you'd go right through the roof- . .
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, quite clearly we're not gomg 10 excuse alcoholics who get tn
an automobile and kill someone because they're drunk, or murder or rape or anything
else. In fact, I would not be for doing that. The alcoholism may be a mitigation for the
sentence that they serve, but we're not going to excuse them from criminal conduct.
Therefore I don't see how we can excuse them from a white-collar conduct,
supposedly,like perjury. Now, Mr. Deaver is not charged withjust one slip of the
tongue, one instance in which he may have forgotten the d~te o~ mls~tated. a meeting or
something. He's charged with a pattern of alleged perjury to mtsstaung what the
government claims is his intervention repeatedly for various clients with his f~rmer
While House and administrative friends during that period of the one year. Now, If you
say he was drunk all the time and he was drunk on the stand, I suppose that's a
mitigation. But I don't think. it's something that we can just say excuses him.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me ask all three of you to pretend to be Supreme Court justices for
a moment. Is that law constitutional?
Mr. CARTER: What law?
Mr. BRINKLEY: That you cannot do business with people you've worked with in a
government for a year.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, it may not be a wise law, but it certainly is constitutional
until it's struck down.
Mr. CARTER: Mr. Deaver has struck some very funny notes in all of this - it goes,to
your question _ since he first asked that that law be invoked so that the special
prosecutor could come down to find him innocent; then of course invoked the notion
that it was unconstitutional.
Mr. WILL: 1 think David's talking about the law that restricts the dealings-
Mr. CARTER: Oh, I'm sorry.
Mr. BRINKLEY: That puts a restriction on what you can do and say for one year after
leaving government. Who has the right to do Lhat?
Mr. WILL: Well, I think you could make the argumenl-I wouldn't want to make it-
but you could make the argument that it's an abridgment of the right of free speech.
But it does seem to me we've got this backwards. If Deaver goes to someone in the
government and gets that person in the government to do something improper, whose
fault is that? It's the guy in the government who made the decision.
Mr. CARTER: But you always have to bave-
Mr. DONALDSON: Wrong.
Mr. CARTER: Wait a minute. There's the seduction---
Mr. DONALDSON: He may be a-- .
Mr. CARTER: It requires two to tango, and you've got to get the guy who's proffenng
whatever the deal is on the one hand, and certainly you ought to get the guy wh~ ~I~es
the deal on the other. (crosstalk] We're moving away from the notion of responsibility,
and-
Mr. WILL: There's something wrong with the government regulating and in some cases
criminalizing advocacy and pcrsuasion.{crosslalk]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, we're going to have to leave this case hanging in midair, we're
going to have to leave it to the Supreme Court, Sam, because our time is up.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, no, 1 was going to talk about alcoholism.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, thank you very much. Thank you all. We'll be back with a few
words about a new way to deal with the common Washington practice of blarnlOg
failures on somebody else. In a moment.
(Commercial break]
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Mr. BRINKLEY (commentary(: Finally, in the report from Congress on the Iran-contra
~candal, carne out last week about who got the money and so on, there was one note in
It that d~served more attention than it got. It was this: when Colonel North learned that
all of this was to become public, he had a no-doubt brilliant idea. It was to ask Israel to
take t~e b~ame, to say that it was Israel's idea all the time. Ingenious. Israel is a
sovereign, independent state. refused to do it, and so this time it didn't work. But had it
said,. "Yes, it ~~s our idea," then they could not have been called to answer questions
on li~e televtston, could not be indicted, could not be impeached, couldn't be
questioned anywhere. Well, that time it didn't work. But suppose it had. This could
have become a standard political trick: doing something truly stupid, and then when it
becomes pUb~ic, blame it on the Greeks or the Chinese or the Bulgarians or somebody.
Blame the failures on others while taking credit for the successes yourself. This could
change the whole face of democratic government.

Until next week, for all of us at ABC's This Week, thank you.
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